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PREFACE 

This commentary is written for two audiences. It is intended first of all for 
those readers of the Bible who, though they have no special training in its 
history and philology, wish to approach their task informed about the an
cient context of the stories and alerted to the special qualities of the lan
guage. With this audience in mind I have identified in the NOTES all refer
ences in the narrative which might not be familiar to the non-specialist, I 
have tried to introduce technical discussions in an intelligibli; way, and I 
have designed the COMMENTS to serve as an ongoing interpretation of the 
story, providing continuity where the transitions are abrupt and highlight
ing features which seem especially important to the literary development 
of the story. I hope above all that I have done nothing to detract from 
the excellence of the Hebrew original, which needs little help from a com
mentator to tell its tale. The other audience addressed here is the com
munity of biblical scholars. Because I hoped that they might find some
thing useful in the book, I have not avoided technical discussions. I have 
grappled with the ponderous literary-critical issues and have attempted 
new solutions to a number of old problems of interpretation and trans
lation. 

The segregation of the Textual Notes from the other NOTES is meant 
to assist both audiences. It would be discourteous and presumptuous to 
ask every user of the NOTES to wade through great quantities of Hebrew 
and Greek in order to reach the general information located there, and the 
present arrangement will permit the reader who is not concerned with 
textual matters to ignore them. On the other hand I believed the text to be 
of such great importance in the study of Samuel that it could not be given 
less than a full treatment. The special apparatus is also intended, there
fore, to enable scholars to isolate textual problems and focus attention on 
them. 

This volume and its author are indebted in so many ways to Frank 
Moore Cross of Harvard University that it is not possible to list them all, 
but a few must be mentioned. It was Professor Cross who opened the door 
through which I entered upon this project in the first place. He provided 
me with photographs of all the unpublished Qumran materials, so that I 
might use them in establishing the text. He read portions of the completed 
manuscript and offered many suggestions for its improvement in his char-
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acteristically insightful and authoritative way. I am at a loss to find an ad
equate way to express my appreciation of his generosity. 

Series editor David Noel Freedman and his assistant Michael O'Connor 
read the manuscript with thoroughness and patience and improved it 
immeasurably by their extensive comments. I have found it impossible to 
cite every contribution of theirs. It might suffice for me to confess that the 
first Textual Note was inspired by Freedman, that the last COMMENT was 
corrected by O'Connor's vigilance, and that there is more of their work in 
between than I am willing to admit in print. 

I wish to thank David Baily Hamed and my other colleagues at the Uni
versity of Virginia for support and encouragement without which the com
pletion of this volume would still lie in the future. Much of the work was 
done under the auspices of summer research grants awarded me by the 
University. 

Previous Anchor Bible authors have spoken of the expertise and profes
sionality of Ms. Eve F. Roshevsky and Mr. Robert W. Hewetson of 
Doubleday. I now know that, at least in their prefaces, those authors were 
telling the truth. 

This book was written too quickly. I have tried to disguise this fact by 
both honest and dishonest means. But since the reviewers will probably 
discover it anyway, I wish to admit it in order to evoke sympathy for the 
family who have had to put up with a husband and father who wrote day 
and night for two years. To them I SAMUEL is dedicated. 

P.K.Mc., Jr. 
Christmas, 1978 
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INTRODUCTION 





I. THE TITLE OF THE BOOK 

Originally the Books of Samuel were one book. The division into two 
derives from the Greek and Latin traditions of the text, not the Hebrew. 
In classical antiquity books were written on scrolls of more or less fixed 
length, and because the Book of Samuel, like that of Kings or Chronicles, 
was twice too long, it was divided into two in early MSS of the Septuagint 
(LXX) or Greek Bible. The rationale behind the choice of a place to sep
arate the books seems clear enough: it was chosen to conform to the cus
tom of concluding a book with the death of a major figure--of Jacob and 
Joseph at the end of Genesis, of Moses at the end of Deuteronomy, of 
Joshua at the end of Joshua, and thus of Saul at the end of I Samuel. The 
new arrangement was perpetuated in the Vulgate and so into modern 
times. 1 But the two books were originally one in the Jewish canon. The 
great Samuel scroll from Qumran ( 4QSam•) includes both, the Talmud 
regularly refers to a single Book of Samuel, and the marginal notes of the 
Masoretes assume a one-book arrangement. 2 The division into two books 
of a Hebrew text of Samuel is first attested in a handwritten MS of the 
fifteenth century, and the earliest printed edition with such an arrangement 
was the so-called first Rabbinic Bible of 1516/ 17, edited by Felix Pra
tensis and published in Venice by Daniel Bamberg. The division gained a 
kind of ongoing sanction from its use in Bomberg's authoritative second 
Rabbinic Bible of 1524/25, edited by Jacob ben Chayyim, which en
joyed currency until the present century. 

In the LXX the title of our book is basileion a', that is, 1 Kingdoms, 
since the Books of Samuel and Kings are grouped together in the Greek 
tradition as 1-4 Kingdoms or Reigns ( basileion a' -d'). Doubtless the an
cient Hebrew title, Samuel, arose from the fact that the great prophet was 
the leading figure at the beginning of the book, but the two-book arrange
ment created the curious circumstance that Samuel is not even mentioned 
in the second book that bears his name. It seems to have been assumed in 
antiquity that the title was assigned because Samuel actually wrote all or 

1 The church fathers were aware of the originality of the one-hook arrangement. Cf. 
Eusebius of Caesarea, Ecclesiastical History 6.25.2, and Jerome's preface to the 
Books of Samuel in the Vulgate. 

2 I Sam 28:24 is annotated as IJ.ry hspr bpswqym, "half of the book in verses," 
and at the end of II Samuel appears the notice skwm hpswqym slspr 'Ip w/Jms m'wt 
wf.fh, "the sum total of the verses in the book: 1506." 
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part of the book(s). In particular, Talmudic tradition (Babylonian Baba 
Batra 14b) held that Samuel was the author of the book that was named 
for him and also of Judges, at least of the narratives concerning events 
that occurred before his death (I Sam 25: 1), the rest having been sup
plied by the prophets Nathan and Gad. But scholars have long agreed that 
this notion, which was based at least in part on an interpretation of the 
reference in I Chron 29:29 to "the Chronicles of Samuel, the seer ... 
Nathan, the prophet ... [and] Gad, the visionary" (dibre semu'el htircleh 
. . . niitiin hanniibi' . . . giid halJ.ozeh), has little to recommend it and 
that Samuel's participation in the story is enough to account for the tradi
tional attachment of his name to it. 



II. TEXT AND VERSIONS 

The received Hebrew text of Samuel in its Masoretic dress (MT) is in 
poor repair. It is a short text, but its shortness is not the wholesome 
shortness of a text free of expansion and interpolation; rather it is the re
sult of countless copying errors and omissions, some of them extensive, 
scattered throughout the book. This unfortunate situation was recognized 
centuries ago,3 but the first systematic attempt to correct it did not come 
until 1842 in Otto Thenius' commentary in the Kurzgefasstes exegetisches 
Handbuch zum alten Testament (KeH) series. Thenius believed the text 
of the Greek Bible or Septuagint (LXX), which is much fuller than that 
of the MT and often widely divergent from it, could be used to recover 
original readings at many points where the MT was corrupt, and he set 
out to do this on a grand scale. But Thenius' textual decisions often 
seemed arbitrary and subjective to his readers, and for this he was severely 
criticized, especially by Max Lohr, who succeeded him in responsibility 
for the KeH Samuel volume. 

So it was not Thenius who put the study of the text of Samuel on a fully 
scientific footing. This task remained for Julius Wellhausen, whose mono
graph Der Text der Bucher Samuelis untersucht, published in 1871, is 
generally acknowledged to be a major landmark in the development of the 
textual criticism of the Bible. By expert and judicious comparison of the 
evidence of the MT, the LXX, and the other versions, Wellhausen es
tablished the outline of an eclectic text of Samuel which better than any 
other reconstruction has withstood the influx of new data brought about 
by subsequent research and discovery. The influence of Wellhausen's work 
was widespread, and the major studies of Samuel from the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries-those of H. P. Smith, Budde, Dhorme, and 
others-all show its impact. Of these the most important textually was 
S. R. Driver's Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel (1890); 
though Driver fell short of Wellhausen in the latter's keen sense of the in
dependent importance of the LXX, his Notes drew heavily and success
fully upon the conclusions of the earlier work and went beyond it in atten
tion to the details of Hebrew grammar and syntax. 

8 The Huguenot Hebraist Louis Cappel (Ludovicus Cappellus) in his Critica sacra 
0. 63 4) came to this conclusion on the basis of his study of the ancient versions. One 
s.1111 finds a number of the suggestions from his Commentarii (1689) for the emenda
llon of the MT of Samuel cited in the apparatus of modern commentaries. 
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To critics like Wellhausen, Driver, and their followers the comparative 
use of the LXX and the other ancient versions seemed to go a long way 
toward clearing up the problems in the MT of Samuel. Difficulties 
remained, but these were no more extensive than those encountered in 
other books. Not everyone, however, was convinced. Certain questions 
stood in the way of full confidence in the results achieved by the compara
tive method. Was it safe to assume that the distinctive readings of the 
LXX reflected the details of a divergent Hebrew original, as Wellhausen 
and the rest took for granted, or had the Greek translators artificially 
"corrected" a text that was close to that of the MT? After all, even 
Wellhausen and Driver assumed that the LXX often paraphrased its He
brew V or/age and thus that many discrepancies in the texts of the MT and 
the LXX were not due to differences in the Hebrew MSS that stood 
behind the two traditions. Was it not then possible, some skeptics asked, 
that every apparently superior reading in the LXX was a product of the 
translation process?4 There was no incontrovertible reply to such ques
tions, and in the twentieth century confidence in the usefulness of the 
LXX of Samuel eroded steadily in many circles. Thus, for example, when 
the meticulous textual studies of P. A. H. de Boer appeared in 1938 
and 1949, they reflected a completely negative attitude toward the LXX. 

The recovery, beginning in 1952, of ancient Hebrew MSS of Samuel 
from Cave IV at Qumran5 began a revolution in the study of the text. 
Three MSS were found: (1) 4QSama, a large, fairly well preserved 
scroll dating from 50-25 B.c. and containing in fragmentary form parts of 
much of I and II Samuel;6 (2) 4QSamb, a poorly preserved MS of the 
mid-third century B.C. containing fragments of a small part of 1 Samuel;7 

and (3) 4QSam0 , a MS of the early first century B.C. preserving small 
fragments of I Samuel 25 and II Samuel 14-15.8 In these ancient docu-

4 The issue, then, was the very nature of the Greek Bible. Moreover, the debate 
over LXX origins was being carried on along other lines. The generally accepted the
sis of Paul Anton de Lagarde that behind the multiplicity of surviving recensions of 
the LXX lay one original Greek translation was challenged beginning in 1915 in a 
series of studies by Paul E. Kahle, who contended that there had never been one 
original Greek translation but that a variety of vulgar and ''unofficial" translations, 
which arose locally in Greek-speaking Jewish communities (in similar fashion to the 
Targums among Aramaic speakers), were eventually assembled into a kind of 
"official" version (analogous to the Targums Onkelos and Jonathan). For bibliog
raphy and a full discussion, see Jellicoe, Septuagint, 1-73 and esp. 5-9, 59-63. 

5 On the discovery and archaeology of Cave IV, see the discussion of de Vaux in 
Qumrdn Grotte 4, 3-22. 

8 The MS is unpublished. Cf. Cross, "New Qumran Biblical Fragment" and Oldest 
Manuscripts," 165, n. 40. On the date, see Cross, "Development of the Jewish 
Scripts," 16-18 and fig. 2, line 3. 

7 Partially published in Cross, "Oldest Manuscripts," 165-172. On the date, see 
most recently Cross, "Theory of Local Texts," 311. 
~To be published by Eugene C. Ulrich in BASOR. On the date, cf. Cross, "Con

tribution of the Qumran Discoveries," 285. 
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ments, older by a millennium than any extant exemplar of the Masoretic 
tradition, F. M. Cross recognized a textual type widely at variance with 
that of the MT but consistently close to the one reflected by the LXX.9 

This observation seriously undermined the position of those who had 
depreciated the usefulness of the LXX for textual reconstruction. It was 
no longer possible to suppose that the peculiarities of the LXX were 
translational in origin now that ancient Hebrew MSS closely aligned with 
the reconstructed Vorlage of the LXX had appeared. At this point the 
older textual studies, especially those of Wellhausen, deserved and gained 
renewed respect. 

Further work on the scrolls showed that the situation was somewhat 
more complex. Throughout I Samuel the text of the original Greek trans
lation of the Bible, the so-called Old Greek (OG), is readily accessible 
through the Codex Vaticanus (LXXB), a major uncial MS of the 
LXX.10 But the text type of the Qumran Samuel MSS proved to stand less 
close in detail to the text of the LXXB than to that of the so-called 
Lucianic MSS of the LXX (LXXL), the independent importance of which 
Wellhausen had recognized already in 1871.11 Now the text of the LXXL 
has three distinct layers or strata. The basic stratum is the OG. The 
latest stratum is a series of additions made (at least according to tradi
tion) 12 by the church father Lucian (fl. A.D. 300) with the intention of 
bringing an older Greek text into closer conformity with the currently 
established Hebrew text, a forerunner of the MT. An intermediate, "proto
Lucianic" stratum is assumed to exist because distinctive Lucianic 
readings, differing from those of the 00, are sometimes reflected in 
pre-Lucianic witnesses, notably in the writings of the Jewish historian 
Josephus (first century A.D.) and in the Old Latin translation (OL; second 
century A.D.) ;13 nevertheless, this stratum, apart from the distinctive read
ings it shares with Josephus, the OL, etc., stands so close to the OG that it 
cannot be supposed to have been an independent translation. Reckoning 
from these data Cross concluded that the proto-Lucianic text represents a 
revision of the OG toward a Hebrew text type from Palestine (and thus 
known to Josephus), of which the Qumran Samuel scrolls are exem
plars.14 Cross took this Palestinian text type to be a third tradition, inde-

9 Cross, "New Qumran Biblical Fragment" 15-26· "Oldest Manuscripts" 165-
172. ' ' ' 

10 See Shenkel, Greek Text of Kings, 7-8 and bibliography cited there. 
11 Der Text der Bucher Samuelis, 221-224. On the Lucianic MSS in general, 

see below, p. 9. 
12 Cf. Jellicoe, Septuagint, 157-158. 
13 For a complete list of sources of Lucianic readings see Tov "Lucian " 

104-105. • , ' 
14 See most recently Cross, "Theory of Local Texts " 306-320 especially bis 

reply to the criticisms of Tov, 314-315. ' ' 
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pendent of the traditions of both the MT and the OG, though ultimately 
related to the latter.15 

For these reasons there are several ancient witnesses that compete for 
the attention of the modern text critic, each with a claim to originality at 
any given point in Samuel. It is no longer possible to defend a textual re
construction that relies exclusively on the MT or turns to the versions only 
when the MT is unintelligible. Wherever alternative readings exist-that 
is, wherever two or more of the principal ancient witnesses differ from 
each other and the Hebrew original of each can be determined-the critic 
must weigh the merits of each reading according to the accepted rules of 
textual analysis. As the Textual Notes in this volume show, none of the 
ancient witnesses to the text of Samuel has a monopoly on primitive read
ings. At times the MT must be followed, at other times the LXX8 ; often 
both must be rejected in favor of the evidence of the L:XXL and/or the 
scrolls. Only an eclectic reconstruction can bypass the haplographic defec
tiveness of th~ received Hebrew text on the one hand and the expansion
istic conflateness of the Old Palestinian tradition on the other, and arrive 
at an approximation, however rough, of the primitive text of Samuel. 

The chief characteristics of the most important ancient witnesses to the 
text of I Samuel are listed below: 

1. The Masoretic Text (MT). The MT of Samuel is a defective text. It 
has suffered extensively from haplography, that is, from scribal omission 
triggered by repeated sequences of letters, most often at the ends of words 
or phrases (homoioteleuton). As the Textual Notes show, some of the 
haplographies are of extraordinary length. On the positive side it should 
be noted that the MT, however riddled with boles in its present form, 
harks back to a legitimately short textual tradition that was generally free 

15 With the goal of imposing order on the great mass of data Cross developed a 
theory of local texts in an effort to describe the history of the Hebrew text of the 
Bible. It may be summarized as follows, insofar as it pertains to the text of Samuel 
(cf. esp. Cross, "Contribution of the Qumran Discoveries," 93-95; ''Theory of 
Local Texts," 306-320). Distinct local traditions began to develop in the Jewish 
communities in Babylon and Palestine during the Persian Period. It was a Palestinian 
text that was drawn upon by the Chronicler early in the fourth century for his his
toriographical work. It was also a Palestinian text that, perhaps a century later, was 
carried to Egypt and, after undergoing an independent development there, was used 
as the basis for the translation of the OG in the third or second centuries B.c.; thus 
the Egyptian and Palestinian texts are ultimately related. The latter continued to hold 
sway in Palestine-it is reflected in the Qumran Samuel scrolls, in the proto-Lucianic 
revision of the OG, and in Josephus--until the reintroduction of the Babylonian text 
sometime before the beginning of the Christian era. During the centuries of isolation 
since its removal from Palestine the Babylonian text had suffered extensive 
haplography; nevertheless it was chosen as the text of Samuel in the first recensional 
efforts that eventually led to the MT. So it is that a local Babylonian text type is now 
reflected in the MT, an Egyptian type in the OG (LXXB), and a Palestinian type in 
a substratum of the Lucianic MSS of the LXX (LXXL). 
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of the kinds of expansion displayed by some of the versions; thus it often 
provides us with a corrective to the fuller text of the LXX:tBL>_ 

2. The Codex Vaticanus (LXX8 ). The LXX:8 in I Samuel represents 
a Greek tradition, which, because it seems to have escaped the systematic 
revisions to which other Greek MSS were subjected, provides a'direct link 
with the OG. The OG proves to have been a fuller text than the ancestral 

'text of the MT or, for example, the text of 4QSamb (see below), but it 
was generally superior to the MT in the latter's present, defective condi
tion. A point that has not received sufficient stress is that the LXX8 has 
itself suffered from frequent haplography, though not nearly to the extent 
of the MT. It serves as the basic text of the Larger Cambridge edition of 
the LXX, from which citations in the present volume are drawn.16 

3. The Codex Alexandrinus (LXXA). The LXXA, the second major 
uncial MS witnessing to the Greek text of Samuel (missing in I Sam 
12:20-14:9),17 is of considerably less value than the LXXD since (in 
Samuel) it shows systematic revision toward the developing tradition of 
the MT.18 

4. The Lucianic Manuscripts (LXXL). We considered above the three 
strata of the LXX:L. The latest of these, since it is basically a series of re
visions toward the established ancestral text of the MT, is (like LXX A) 
of limited usefulness. The proto-Lucianic stratum, however, provides a 
valuable witness to the Old Palestinian tradition described by Cross, inso
far as (if Cross is correct) it represents a revision of the OG toward this 
tradition. The independent evidence of the LXXL, therefore, especially 
when supported by one or more of the other witnesses to the Palestinian 
text (4QSama,b,c, Josephus, the OL), may be set beside the readings 
of the MT and the OG for comparative evaluation. The chief witnesses to 
the LXXL in Samuel are the minuscules boc2e2•19 The three strata in 
these MSS--the OG, the proto-Lucianic stratum with its revisions toward 
the expansionistic Palestinian tradition, and the Lucianic additions-give 
them an extraordinarily full, conflate appearance. The user of the Textual 
Notes will observe that time and again the reading of the LXX:L conflates 
the readings of the MT and the LXX8 • 

16 The Old Testament in Greek ... , eds. A. E. Brooke, N. McLean, and H. St. J. 
Thackeray. Volume II. The Later Historical Books. Part I. I and II Samuel. London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1927. 

17 See Jellicoe, Septuagint, 183-188. 
IR That is, it is heavily influenced by Origen's revision of the Greek text toward the 

established ancestral text of the MT in the fifth column of the Hexapla. Thus the 
LXXA is the best witness to the hexaplaric text of Samuel. Cf. Johnson, Her
aplarische Rezension. 

ig These.are the sigla of the Larger Cambridge LXX. In other editions (Gottingen, 
Holmes and Parsons) these MSS are identified as 19+108, 82, 127, and 93 respec
tively. 
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5. The Old Latin (OL). The OL translations-plural because there was 
probably no single parent text but rather a number of originally inde
pendent translations-arose in the second and third centuries A.D. 20 As 
translations of the LXX they do not offer independent witness to the He
brew text, but they do seem frequently to reflect original readings of the 
OG and so are of considerable importance to the text critic. As the Tex
tual Notes in the present volume will show, the OL in Samuel regularly 
sides with the LXX against fhe MT but frequently diverges from the 
LXXB on the side of the LXXL and other witnesses to the proto
Lucianic tradition. "Whether the ltala [= the OL] was translated from the 
proto-Lucianic recension or translated from the Old Greek," writes Cross, 
"is not certain and must be determined in future studies. I am inclined to 
assign its base provisionally to the proto-Lucianic tradition."21 

6. The Targum Jonathan (Targ.). The standard Jewish Aramaic ver
sion of Samuel (and the Former and Latter Prophets as a whole) is the 
Targum Jonathan. Because it has been reworked to conform to the 
developing MT, the Targ. is of little independent value to the text critic 
except occasionally where it reflects a different interpretation of the con
sonantal text from that of the Masoretic punctators. 

7. The Syriac (Syr.). In general the Syr. or Peshitta stands close to the 
MT, though, as Driver observes, not as close as the Targ. Driver also 
(lxxi, n. 2) provides a short list of passages in which the Syr. sides with 
the LXXL against the MT. It seems likely that behind the Peshitta in its 
standardized form lies an old Syriac translation of some utility in recover
ing the primitive text, though the older readings are often difficult to per
ceive because of the subsequent correction toward the developing text of 
the MT. Doubtless there was also some late contamination by the readings 
of the LXX, but (contrary to the assumption of many critics) agreement 
between fhe Syr. and the LXX often reflects shared readings in the He
brew V orlagen of the OG and Old Syriac translations. 

8. The Vulgate (Vulg.). Jerome's translation, because it was based on 
the established proto-Masoretic text, infrequently diverges from the MT; 
and where it is different, it usually reflects no more than Jerome's ac
quaintance with the LXX or the work of a later Greek translator and so 
is of little independent value to the critic. 

9. The Archaic Samuel Scroll ( 4QSamb). The older of the two principal 
MSS from Qumran Cave IV that witness to the text of I Samuel (see 
above) is an early exemplar of a textual tradition of high quality. Jn the 
editio princeps of one group of its fragments Cross characterized it as 
follows: 

20 See J ellicoe, Septuagint, 249-251. 
21 "Theory of Local Texts," 312-313; cf. also Driver, lxxvii-lxxxii. 
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Its affinities with the tradition to which the Vorlage of the Old Greek 
belongs is most important, and cannot be neglected in developing new 
methods and evaluations in future critical studies of the text of ·samuel. 
Nevertheless, the most extraordinary characteristic of the text of 4QSamb 
is the high proportion of original readings which it preserves, whether it 
be in agreement with the Greek, or in agreement with MT, or against 
both in its several unique readings. 22 

As the Textual Notes in the present volume show, analysis of the rest of 
the fragments of the scroll lends further weight to this conclusion. 

10. The Larger Samuel Scroll ( 4QSam"'). 4QSama is a later exem
plar of the textual tradition represented by 4QSamb and shares many of 
the merits of the older MS. It is a fuller text, however, and its fullness 
betokens an expansionistic tendency in the developing Palestinian tradi
tion. We have already noted its special affinity with the proto-Lucianic 
stratum of the LXXL, with the OL, and with Josephus-in short, with 
the various witnesses to the Old Palestinian text. 

11. Josephus' Jewish Antiquities (Ant.). References in the Ant. to the 
events in I Samuel imply a textual tradition in close agreement with 
4QSam• and the earlier stratum of the LXXL and seem, therefore, to 
reflect Josephus' use of a developed Palestinian text in a Greek form. 23 

22 "Oldest Manuscripts," 172. 
23 This is the conclusion of Ulrich, "Qumran Text." 



III. LITERARY IIlSTORY 

The necessary preoccupation of Samuel scholarship with textual studies 
may have retarded somewhat the higher criticism of the book. The great 
scholars of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries diverted to the in
vestigation of the text considerable energy that might otherwise have been 
spent in source-critical analysis, and more than one recent student of Sam
uel, whose ambition it was to advance our understanding of the literary 
history of the book, has found himself engaged largely or wholly in textual 
work. This situation is probably one of the reasons that so little agreement 
exists today about the original formation of the Samuel materials. The 
higher criticism of Samuel has not been neglected, however; the literature 
is replete with longer and shorter studies reflecting the perspective of every 
school of biblical scholarship. Enough has been done, at any rate, that we 
might reasonably expect Samuel research to have kept pace with the work 
on most other books, were it not for the fact that the source-critical prob
lems encountered in Samuel are so complex within the book itself and so 
subtle in their relations to other parts of the Bible as to have defied gener
ally accepted solutions in most cases. 

The narratives about Samuel, Saul, and David that make up our book 
have a heterogeneous appearance even to the untrained eye. Numerous in
ternal thematic tensions, duplications, and contradictions stand in the way 
of a straightforward reading of the story. The figure of Samuel dominates 
the first three chapters, then vanishes suddenly and completely in cc 4-6, 
only to return again in c 7. In c 8 kingship is depicted as wholly offensive 
to Yahweh, While in cc 9-10 the first king is anointed at Yahweh's com
mand. Saul becomes king by lottery in 10: 17-27 but, apparently, by popu
lar proclamation inc 11. He seems to be rejected by Yahweh not once but 
twice (in cc 13 and 15), and he acquires the services of David not once 
but twice (in cc 16 and 17). There are two accounts of David's betrothal 
to a daughter of Saul ( c 18), two of his defection to the Philistine king of 
Gath (cc 21 and 27), and two of his refusal to take Saul's life (cc 24 and 
26). 

The pioneering scholars of the early nineteenth century (Eichhorn, 
Thenius), aware of these inconsistencies and mindful of the successes of 
parallel source theories in dealing with similar problems in other books of 
the Bible, posited the existence of discrete strands within the Samuel nar-
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ratives. Their successors (Stade, Kuenen, and especially Wellhausen) 
identified two such strands in particular: (i) an early stratum (including I 
Sam 9: 1 - 10: 16; 11; 13-14), which despite its romantic atmosphere was 
believed to preserve information of considerable historical value and which 
presents a generally favorable view of the institution of monarchy; (ii) a 
late stratum (including I Sam 7-8; 10: 17-27; 12; 15), which was assumed 
to derive from a time so far removed from the events it describes as to be 
generally devoid of historical value and which views the institution of 
monarchy with grave suspicion in keeping, it was supposed, with the 
theocratic ideal of the post-Exilic (and thus post-monarchical) commu
nity; it was also said to exhibit the particular influences of an ongoing 
Deuteronomic (hence Deuteronomistic) theology. Still other scholars 
( Cornill, Budde) specifically associated the two strata with the Penta
teuch al sources J and E (thus requiring a considerable upwarp adjustment 
of the date of the late stratum) and distinguished from the latter the 
Deuteronomistic elements, which they believed to have come in still later, 
a contribution of the redactor of the older sources. The work of Budde in 
particular seems to have led to an orthodoxy of sorts at the beginning of 
the twentieth century: while some scholars clung to positions close to that 
of Wellhausen (e.g. Smith), more (e.g. Driver) seem to have been per
suaded first that the late or "anti-monarchical" stratum could be equated 
loosely or closely with the Elohistic source of the Pentateuch and second 
that the whole had been subjected to a late, more or less extensive, Deu
teronomistic revision. 

In light of subsequent developments it seems fair to say that in this early 
period Samuel scholarship was not yet free of the dominating influence of 
Pentateuchal criticism. It remained for the next generation of scholars to 
break away from this influence and reevaluate the problems on their own 
terms. While a few (Eissfeldt, HOischer) continued to maintain the exist
ence of continuous narrative strands in some form, many others came 
under the influence of a kind of fragmentary hypothesis, associated espe
cially with Hugo Gressmann, according to which the book grew from a 
variety of independent narrative units of larger and smaller size, which 
were combined editorially at a late date. There was an increasing tendency 
to view the strata, whether taken as early (Lods, cf. Eissfeldt) or late 
(Pfeiffer, Press, Weiser), as composite; the older material that formed the 
basic narrative was thought to derive from several discrete sources and the 
later material to represent a series of progressive redactions that gave the 
book its present shape and import. The early stratum was no longer as
sumed to be of uniformly high historical value, and estimates of the histor
ical value of the late stratum were revised upward (Weiser; see below). 

An early and highly influential advocate of the composite nature of the 
older materials was Leonhard Rost, who used stylistic and thematic argu
ments to isolate distinct and originally independent narrative sources 
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within the early stratum. In particular he identified an old history of the 
succession to David in II Sam 9-20 + I Kings 1-2 and an even more an
cient "ark narrative" in I Sam 4: lb- 7: 1 +II Sam 6 (see below, "The Ark 
Narrative"). Though modified in many details, Rost's Thronnachfolge 
Davids has remained the starting point in the discussion of the sources of 
Samuel, and while there is still wide disagreement about the nature of the 
later materials, contemporary scholarship, with rare exceptions (Schulte), 
is close to consensus in sustaining Rost's view of the early materials in the 
book as originally unrelated narratives of diverse origin and point of view. 

Martin Noth's Vberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien ( 1943) with its hy
pothesis of an Exilic, Deuteronomistic history extending from Deu
teronomy through II Kings has had an important effect on the discussion 
of the late stratum of Samuel, which Noth does not distinguish from the 
Deuteronomistic redaction. It was the Deuteronomistic editor, he says, 
who brought the older materials together for the first time and incorpo
rated them into his history by a series of redactional links and editorial ex
pansions, the so-called "anti-monarchical" stratum of the book, all of 
which is from his hand (I Sam 7:2-8:22; 10:17-27a; 12:1-25). Noth's 
work, therefore, represents a kind of renewal of Wellhausen's two-layer 
analysis, though with due adjustment of many details. Among the voices 
dissenting from this conclusion the most influential has been that of Artur 
Weiser, who has repeatedly denied the unity of the anti-monarc·hical stra
tum. While not ruling out the possibility of a final Deuteronomistic ver
sion of the whole, Weiser argues that behind the stories in the late stratum 
lies a variety of tradition, by no means uniformly devoid of historical 
value, which has as its common denominator a prophetic interpretation of 
history. At the present time Weiser's insistence upon a pre-Deuteronomis
tic prophetic layer within the late stratum enjoys wide acceptance 
(Fohrer, Kaiser, Birch), though whether the older layer itself represents a 
literary unit (contrary to Weiser's arguments) or not remains an open 
question. Nor, as we are about to see, can the unity of the Deuteronomis
tic layer itself be taken for granted; a number of scholars now prefer to 
describe it as dual (Cross) or plural (Smend, Dietrich, Veijola), positing 
two or more successive revisions of the ancient materials from a Deu
teronomistic point of view. 

The critical positions adopted in the present volume are reviewed 
below. 

THE DEUTERONOMISTIC IITSTORY 

Deuteronomism was a style of theology that drew its major tenets from 
the teachings of the Book of Deuteronomy. It stressed centralization of 
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worship in Jerusalem, obedience to Deuteronomic law, and the avoidance 
of any kind of apostasy, all according to a rigid system of reward and 
punishment. That the entire history recorded in Deuteronomy through II 
Kings is the work of a single Deuteronomistic theologian (Dtr) was, as we 
have already seen, the thesis of Martin Noth. According to Noth this 
writer was looking backward from the Exile at the experience of Israel, 
which he saw as an unmitigated disaster, a long history of sin and punish
ment culminating in the fall of the state, in the aftermath of which his own 
generation was living, and he collected, organized, and annotated his 
sources into an extended historical work reflecting this perspective. Noth's 
critics, however, have had difficulty accepting his analysis of the Deu
teronomist's view of Israel's past as wholly negative, and some (von Rad, 
Cross) have pointed out at least one clearly positive theme in the Deu
teronomistic presentation of the history, viz. that which is founded in the 
divine promises of dynasty to David. The presence of such a theme offers 
a note of hope and suggests that the Deuteronomistic history might have 
had a constructive function in an age when the house of David could still 
be appealed to as a source of confidence and an impetus to reform. Such 
considerations and others have led Cross to posit in the Deuteronomistic 
redaction of the larger history two editions, one from Josianic times 
(Dtr1 ), the other Exilic (Dtr2 ). It was a Josianic writer, he says, who 
gave the material in Deuteronomy through II Kings its primary shape, a 
history written to support the reform of Josiah with its emphasis upon the 
priority of the Jerusalem temple and allegiance to the Davidic king; the 
denunciation of idolatry is to be understood not as bitter reflection on a 
hopeless situation but as reinforcement of the call to reform. The smaller 
task that remained for the Exilic Deuteronomist, then, w::is to bring the 
earlier work up to date and provide :m explanation for the failure of the 
Josianic reform (this explanation he found principally in the sins of 
Manasseh, Josiah's grandfather). 

The most striking aspect of the Deuteronomistic redaction of Samuel, 
whether Josianic or Exilic, is its sparseness. The hand or hands that im
posed such a rigid structure on the sources of Judges on the one hand and 
those of Kings on the other seem(s) to have found little to do here. Our 
discussion below will suggest that this was because the sources of Samuel 
most often came into Deuteronomic circles as narratives of considerable 
length, already arranged in accordance with a "proto-Deuteronomic" 
viewpoint. It is sufficient to state at this point that the characteristic edito
rial touch of the school is light here. For this reason if we follow Cross's 
description of the larger history, we shall have to distinguish only one verse 
(12:25) from the rest as a contribution of the Exilic writer.24 Wherever 

24 See Cross, CMHE, 178, n. 17, and 287. 
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else thematic or stylistic considerations enable us to recognize Deu
teronomistic materials we may regard them as from the hand of the 
Josianic historian, and so we can treat the Deuteronomistic redaction of 
the book almost as if it were a monolithic whole. 

The following is a tabulation of the Deuteronomistic additions to I 
Samuel, identifiable either because they display the peculiar concerns and 
devices of the Josianic historian (nos. 1, 6-9) or because they contain 
characteristically Deuteronomistic cliches (nos. 2-5); for details the cor
responding NOTES and COMMENTS should be consulted. 

1) The oracle against the house of Eli: 2:27-36 ( + 3: 11-14). This 
passage, which is replete with the phrases and devices of the Josianic his
torian, is intended to associate the death of Eli and his sons (4:12-22) 
with the massacre of the priests of Nob (22:6-23) and the rejection of 
Abiathar in favor of Zadok, the primogenitor of the dominant priestly 
family of Jerusalem (cf. I Kings 2:26-27,35b). In this way the old stories 
are made to express the Deuteronomistic polemic against the non
Jerusalemite priesthood-the priests of the "high places." 

2) Additions to the stories of Eli and Samuel: 4: 18b; 7:2a,B-4,6b (and 
the summaries in vv 13-14,15-17). The editor's purpose was to incorpo
rate the stories of Eli and Samuel into the Deuteronomistic theology of 
history as found in the Book of Judges (see below). 

3) An interpolation in Yahweh's reply to the people's demand for a 
king: 8: 8. The insertion was meant to associate the people's behavior with 
the pattern of repeated apostasy that Deuteronomistic theology found 
throughout the history of Israel. 

4) Additions to Samuel's farewell address: 12:6-15,19b(?),20b-22, 
24-25. The expansion of Samuel's speech prepares it to serve in the series 
of addresses by major figures (Moses, Joshua, Solomon) that structure the 
larger history (see below). 

5) The notices about Saul's kingship: 13:1-2; 14:47-51. The inclusion 
of such archival material is characteristic of the Deuteronomistic treat
ment of the period of the kings. 

6) Revision of the account of the battle in the Valley of the Terebinth: 
c 17 passim. The popular Jerusalemite story of David's victory over a 
Philistine champion overlies the old battle report that originally stood at 
this point in the history of David's rise to power. Though the precise ex
tent of the secondary material cannot be determined and the time of its in
corporation cannot be said with certainty to have been Josianic, it does 
share some features with the kind of Deuteronomistic expansion found in 
subsequent passages. 

7) Additions to the story of David and Jonathan: 20: 11-17,23,40-42. 
The expansion points ahead to events in the succession narrative ( esne
cially II Samuel 9), the next great narrative complex included in the 
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larger (Deuteronomistic) history, and puts explicit statements about Da
vid's future kingship in the mouth of Jonathan. 

8) The first account of David's refusal to take Saul's life: 
23:14-24:23. Though partially constructed of older materiali; this pas
sage is fundamentally a tendentious retelling of the old story in c 26, put
ting Saul in a most unfavorable light and showing him openly acknowl
edging David's future kingship. As in the additions to c 20 (see above) 
there are also explicit connections made with subsequent parts of the Deu
teronomistic history. 

9) An interpolation in Abigail's speech: 25: 28-31. The insertion trans
forms David's future wife into a kind of prophetess, who foresees the 
dynastic promise to the house of David in phrases that explicitly anticipate 
the Josianic rhetoric of the oracle of Nathan, which now stands at the end 
of the history of David's rise in II Samuel 7. 

It seems clear from this tabulation that the Deuteronornist's purpose in 
reworking these materials was first of all to impose a structure on them 
whereby they could be incorporated into his larger history.25 The addi
tions to c 7, especially the summarizing formulae in vv 13-17, mark the 
passage as the end of the story of a judge. The notice in 13: 1, on the other 
hand, is the formula by which a king's reign is introduced. The unit em
braced by these verses (cc 8-12) is thus marked off as transitional between 
the period of the judges and the age of the kings according to the larger 
divisions of the history. This great turning point is reflected upon in the 
expansions of Samuel's farewell address inc 12, which, like Joshua's long 
speech at the end of the conquest and the beginning of the period of the 
judges (Joshua 23), provides Deuteronornistic commentary on the transi
tion. 

It follows that the stories of Samuel, Saul, and the young David stand at 
mid-career in the Deuteronornistic history. The annotations of the histo
rian are both retrospective and prospective. On the one hand the life and 
work of Samuel are incorporated into the Deuteronomistic theology of his
tory as it pertains particularly to the preceding period, that described in 
the Book of Judges, with its fourfold pattern of apostasy, punishment, re
pentance, and deliverance through the agency of a "judge" (cf. the Norn 
at 7: 2b-4 and the COMMENT on 7: 2-17). On the other hand the Deu
teronomistic theology of the Books of Kings is anticipated in the additions 
to the stories of the young David, insofar as these additions associate 
events in David's early career with his later actions as king and fore
shadow, sometimes explicitly, the dynastic promise made in II Samuel 7, 
the Deuteronomistic capstone of the history of David's rise to power (see 
further below, "The History of David's Rise"). 

25 See esp. Miller, "Saul's Rise to Power." 
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THE PROPHETIC HISTORY 

The middle stage in the growth of the First Book of Samuel has received 
less than its share of scholarly attention, which has gone instead to investi
gation of the ancient sources or discussion of the Deuteronomistic overlay. 
Once the limited scope of the latter is recognized, however, it becomes ap
parent that it was at some pre-Deuteronomistic stage that the stories were 
set in their basic order, and the middle stage takes on considerable impor
tance. Indeed the chapter by chapter analysis in the body of the present 
volume shows it to have been at this penultimate point in the development 
of the book that the chief ideas the stories now convey-whatever their 
earliest import or purpose and however modified by later annotation
were introduced. 

A number of scholars have offered descriptions of the developmental 
stage in question. Almost all agree with Weiser that it is prophetic in per
spective and suspicious of the institution of monarchy; most also agree 
against earlier views that it reflects an authentic and ancient stream of tra
dition that existed alongside other traditions more favorable to kingship. 
Weiser's resistance to interpreting this middle stage as any kind of literary 
unit, however, has met with less agreement. Fohrer speaks of a supple
mentary stratum, and Birch goes further to describe a complete pre-Deu
teronomistic edition (of at least cc 7-15) stemming from early prophetic 
circles. 

The detailed analysis in the NOTES and COMMENTS that follow tends to 
confirm the argument for a connected stratum at this intermediate stage. 
Indeed it appears that throughout the first half of the book (cc 1-15) and 
to a lesser extent the second half as well (cc 16-31) the older sources 
were systematically reworked to produce a continuous prophetic history of 
the origins of monarchy in Israel. At least three major sources, all con
taining what was probably well-known information, were involved: (1) 
an account of the capture and return of the ark; (2) an old complex of 
stories about Saul's early career; and (3) a discursive narrative usually 
designated "the history of David's rise." These are discussed separately 
below. The prophetic writer who incorporated them into his history 
amplified them and reworked parts of them, sometimes with considerable 
license, to reflect his particular Tendenz. Everywhere he introduced the 
dominant figure of the prophet Samuel, whose activity became the organ
izing feature of his work. The result was a systematic narrative in three 
sections, each structurally complete within itself but pointedly intercon
nected with the others. 

The three sections are: 
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1) The story of Samuel: cc 1-7. This first section teaches a lesson in the 
effectiveness and sufficiency of prophetic leadership. Samuel is born under 
the most propitious circumstances and grows up in Yahweh's service to 
become a prophet whose word guides all Israel. When the consequences of 
the battle of Ebenezer threaten Israelite society with complete dissolution, 
he leads the people in a second great battle, in which the enemy is crushed 
and Israel is left in complete security and harmony. The positive function 
of this section is to portray the ideal of prophetic leadership to which the 
prophetic writer subscribed; its negative function is to demonstrate in ad
vance the gross impropriety and senselessness of the people's demand for 
a king that introduces the next section. All this was achieved by a series of 
literary devices that are, as we shall see, characteristic of this writer. First 
he has incorporated into his account of Samuel's nativity ( c 1) certain 
spectacular elements drawn from a story about Saul's birth (see the 
NOTES on 1:20 and 1:27,28), which probably belonged originally to the 
old Saul complex that especially underlies the second section of his work. 
Next he interpolated a series of favorable remarks about the boy Samuel 
into the condemnatory report on the behavior of the sons of Eli that stood 
among his sources (2:11-26; see below, "The Ark Narrative"). The ten
sion set up by this invidious juxtaposition he resolved in a long passage 
from his own hand, in which Samuel, having received a vision condemn
ing the house of Eli, is identified as Yahweh's prophet to all Israel ( c 3). 
At this point he included the bulk of the old ark narrative without inter
ruption ( 4: 1 - 7: 1), evidently finding in it the most dramatic demon
stration possible of a threat to Israelite society, a threat he then showed to 
have been completely overcome by the good offices of the prophet in a 
final passage of his own design ( 7 : 2-17) . 

2) The story of Saul: cc 8-15. The second section shows the scandalous 
beginning of the monarchy and the establishment of the ongoing role of 
the prophet. Despite the success of Samuel's leadership the people wan
tonly demand a king, and when a warning about the evils of kingship fails 
to dissuade them, Yahweh instructs his prophet to give them a king. The 
young Saul is Yahweh's choice, and having been secretly anointed by 
Samuel, he is elected by lot at Mizpah, after which he leads Israel in a 
brilliant victory over the Ammonites, and his kingship is reaffirmed at Gil
gal. Then in a solemn speech Samuel declares the new institution to be 
official and reminds the people of his own past services. After a fresh dem
onstration of his prophetic power, they entreat him to continue to act on 
their behalf even under the changed circumstances. At this point Israel 
seems well served by both king and prophet. Saul, however, quickly falls 
out of favor with Yahweh. Twice he disobeys the prophetically mediated 
divine word. In punishment he is first deprived of his dynastic prospects 
and then, in a final, tumultuous interview with Samuel, of his kingship it-
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self. We are told that Yahweh will replace him with "a man of his own 
choosing." The function of this section is not only to present the origin of 
monarchy from a prophetic perspective, but also to introduce paradigmat
ically the relationship between king and prophet and, as we have seen, to 
establish the ongoing role of the prophet. The writer's chief source was a 
complex of stories about Israel's first king. He prefaced this with his own 
description of the people's demand for a king ( c 8), which was to operate 
under the impact of the first section of the book, especially the account of 
Samuel's judgeship in 7:2-17, thus setting the prospect of monarchy in a 
negative light from the beginning. The old folktale in which Saul went 
looking for lost asses and found a kingdom (9: 1-10: 16) the writer then 
included with certain revisions that introduced Samuel into the story and 
with him the concept of the prophetic anointing of the king. The report of 
Saul's election by lot is also prophetic, at least in its final form 
(10:17-27a), but the story of Saul's victory over Nahash the Ammonite 
(10:27b-11: 15) was drawn from the o!rl Saul complex with only slight 
revision. Samuel's address in c 12 was intended as a key passage in the 
prophetic history, showing the people's belated acknowledgment of the au
thority of the prophet and implying his ongoing role as an intercessor be
tween Yahweh and his people (cf. vv 16-20a,23). The old Saul materials 
underlying cc 13-14 were then taken over more or less intact into the pro
phetic history, except that the initial confrontation with the Philistines was 
used as an occasion for introducing the prophetic passage in 13:7b-15, in 
which Saul's dynasty is condemned for his failure to keep an appointment 
with Samuel as he had been instructed. The prophetic writer then con
cluded the section as he had begun it, with an episode from his own hand 
( 15: 1-34) : Samuel condemns Saul's kingship once and for all, again for 
disobedience to the prophetically mediated word of Yahweh. 

3) The story of David's rise: cc 16/J. The final section gives expression 
to a theme already implicit in the story of Saul, viz. that Yahweh will have 
a man of his own choosing as king. Samuel is sent to Bethlehem to anoint 
David in Saul's place. The stories that follow show a continual rise in 
David's fortunes and a corresponding decline in those of Saul, until finally 
the old king hears the shade of the deceased Samuel confirm the grim 
warnings of c 15 and falls in battle on Mount Gilboa, while David, in ma
terial that lies beyond the scope of the present volume (II Samuel 1-5), 
becomes king. The function of this third section, then, is to look beyond 
the negative appraisal of monarchy presented previously. Once the institu
tion has been given divine sanction, however reluctantly, it may be de
scribed as acceptable to Yahweh; and this is the condition upon which 
Yahweh will accept it: that he choose the king for himself. To make this 
final point the prophetic writer took an extended narrative that already 
presented David as the divinely chosen successor to Saul and prefaced it 
with a characteristic passage of his own in which he showed Samuel ex-
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ercising the prophetic prerogative of anointing the future king. No other 
signs of prophetic reworking may be discovered in cc 16-31, except in the 
brief episode near Ramah in 19:18-24 (which, however, does not seem to 
be pre-Deuteronomistic in origin; see the COMMENT), in the- notice of 
Samuel's death in 25: 1, and in the weird account of the seance at En-dor 
(28:3-25). In the last case our prophetic writer revised an old story, in 
which an anonymous ghost predicted Saul's death in the ensuing battle, by 
identifying the ghost with Samuel himself and expanding the divined mes
sage to include a recapitulation of the charges leveled against Saul in c 15, 
thus offering the reader a final reminder of the prophetic involvement in 
the course of events, 

In summary we may conclude that the First Book of Samuel derives its 
basic shape from a prophetic history of the origin of the monarchy that 
was intended to present the advent of kingship in Israel as a concession to 
a wanton demand of the people. Beyond this purely negative purpose, 
however, the history was written to set forth according to a prophetic per
spective the essential elements of the new system by which Israel would be 
governed. The prophet, whom the example of Samuel showed to be capa
ble of ruling alone, would continue to be the people's intercessor with 
Yahweh. The king would now be head of the government, but he would 
be subject not only to the instruction and admonition of the prophet act
ing in his capacity as Yahweh's spokesman but even to prophetic election 
and rejection according to the pleasure of Yahweh. Anyone who would 
become king, therefore, would have to be (like David) a man of Yah
weh's own choosing. 

What conclusions can we draw about the provenance of this history? Its 
view of kingship as an office limited by prophetic authority is, as has been 
long recognized, distinctively northern, especially with regard to the prac
tice of prophetic election and rejection, which is often mentioned in con
nection with northern kings (I Kings 11:29-39; 14:1-16; 16:1-4; II Kings 
9: 1-10) but out of place in the south where the dynastic principle was in 
constant operation. The geography of the prophetic history, which is 
focused on Benjamin and especially the cities of Ramah and Mizpah, is 
also northern. And when we recall the inclination of Budde and others to 
identify this middle layer of the book with the northern, Elohistic source 
of the Pentateuch, and the long-recognized affinity of the anti-monarchical 
parts of Samuel with Hosea's so-called "anti-royalism,"28 we arrive at a 
rather strong presumption in favor of a northern origin. With regard to 
date we can say immediately that it is pre-Deuteronomistic and yet, espe
cially if our interpretation of "the way of the king" passage in 8: 11-18 is 

26 Cf. Hosea 8:4a: "They made kings, but not through me! They made princes, but 
I did not recognize them!" and Hosea 13:11: "I give you a king in my wrath, and I 
take him away in my anger!" See, for example, Astour, "Amama Age Forerunners," 
6-7. 
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correct, late enough to have inherited a legacy of bitter experience with 
the institution of monarchy. Our sources suggest that the prophetic per
spective flourished in some circles throughout the independent history of 
the northern kingdom, but in seeking to understand this particular pro
phetic writer we must also account for a certain southern orientation as 
exhibited in his explicit acknowledgment of David's right to succeed Saul. 
This is a northern writer who is prepared to acknowledge the legitimacy of 
the Davidic throne, at least insofar as he finds in the transfer of kingship 
from Saul to David a paradigm for the prophetic rejection and election of 
kings. Moreover, he preserves and nowhere attempts to modify the plain 
assertion of the history of David's rise to power that David was Yahweh's 
chosen king (see below, "The History of David's Rise"). To account for 
such an attitude in a northern writer it is best to assume that he was writ
ing during or shortly after the collapse of the northern kingdom, thus near 
the end of the eighth century B.c.27 His background was northern, and he 
drew the fundamental principles upon which he based his interpretation of 
history from the teachings of the prophetic circles of the north; but his 
orientation was to the south, to which he looked for hope and in which he 
knew the future of Israel to be. It was also in the south that his work 
wound up, and there a Deuteronomistic writer incorporated it into his 
larger history. 

It is worth remembering at this point that a number of scholars have 
sought the origin of Deuteronomic law and theology in northern prophetic 
circles. 28 Those who dissent from this view have usually conceded at least 
that pre-Deuteronomic and northern prophetic tradition, if traced back far 
enough, will eventually dovetail at some point. On the basis of what we 
have just said about the provenance of our prophetic history and in view 
of its manifest affinities with Deuteronomic tradition (illustrated especially 
well by the relationship of the details of I Samuel 8 to the tradition 
preserved in Deut 17: 14-20 or by the holy war ideology shared by I 
Samuel 15 and Deuteronomy 20) it does not seem overly precise to de
scribe it as "proto-Deuteronomic" in character. It stood alongside the Deu
teronomic legislation itself among the received resources of the Deu
teronomistic school, having arisen originally in circles of thought that 
were to some degree ancestral to the school's theology. It was for these 
reasons that the Deuteronomistic historian found it necessary to revise it 
only slightly, annotating it as needed to smooth its incorporation into his 

27 So already Birch, Rise of the Israelite Monarchy, 152-154; cf. also Milden
berger's hypothesis of a "nebiistic" redaction of cc 90 from the same period in "Saul
Davidiiberlieferung," 12 and passim. 

28 See the convenient discussion of Nicholson (Deweronomy, 58-82), who sus
tains the hypothesis of a northern prophetic provenance after considering the objec
tions of H. W. Wolff, G. von Rad, and others. 
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larger history or to introduce specifically southern concepts, such as that of 
the dynastic promise to David, into the whole. 

THE OLDEST NARRATIVE SOURCES 

As we have seen, the writer of the prophetic history just described drew 
extensively upon at least three older narratives or narrative complexes in 
the course of his work. Each of these-the ark narrative, the Saul cycle, 
and the history of David's rise-requires independent introduction. 

The Ark Narrative 
The isolation of an independent "ark narrative" (AN) within the Books 

of Samuel was, as noted earlier, the achievement of Leonhard, Rost, who 
in 1926 identified an originally separate compositional unit comprising I 
Sam 4: 1 b - 7: 1 + II Sam 6 as among the blocks of traditional material he 
believed to have been available to the author of the succession history of 
David (II Sam [6] 9-20 +I Kings 1-2) .29 Rost recognized a distinctive 
character in the AN in that within it interest is focused on no human 
being, as it is on Samuel in cc 1-3, but on the ark of Yahweh itself. The 
sequence of events in the story shows, according to Rost, how this old 
Shilonite cult symbol came to Jerusalem, and the narrative as a whole, 
therefore, must have originated at the Jerusalem sanctuary, where it 
served to inform visitors about the ark and its significance; it served, in 
other words, as a kind of hieros logos for the shrine of the ark itself. The 
author, said Rost, should be sought in Jerusalem, probably among the 
priests charged with the care of the ark in Davidic or very early Solomonic 
times and in any case before the erection of the temple. 

This hypothesis has been among the most durable of modem scholar
ship. The emphasis of earlier scholars (especially Budde) upon the search 
for parallel strands within the chapters treated by Rost has been generally 
though not universally (Eissfeldt, Holscher), replaced by a preference for 
study of the unit as a whole. Only a few recent writers have found it nec
essary to describe the growth and interrelatedness of I Samuel 4-6 + II 
Samuel 6 in terms differing radically from those of Rost's analysis (Stoebe, 
Schicklberger), and even these are willing to acknowledge at least a gen
eral commonality of theme within the larger unit. Otherwise dissent has 
been confined largely to Rost's analysis of the narrator's purpose-cult 
legend seems too narrow a category for a composition that portrays the re
jection of Shiloh and the house of Eli in favor of Jerusalem and its priest
hood (Campbell)-and to his definition of the pericope-sorne scholars 
have found reason to include parts of the old material about Eli that now 

20 Thronnachfolge Davids, 119-253. 
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stands in c 2 (Caspari, Press, Segal), others to exclude II Samuel 6 
(Rylander, Vriezen, Schunck). 

Patrick D. Miller, Jr., and J. J.M. Roberts in their 1977 monograph The 
Hand of the Lord have redefined the terms in which the AN must be 
discussed. Their analysis brings us back to the simple fact, almost ob
scured by Rost's emphasis on II Samuel 6 as the climactic scene, that the 
most urgent theme in the bulk of the story, however its boundaries are de
termined, is the Philistine captivity of the ark. Once this is recognized the 
AN can be seen to find its place within a considerable literature from the 
ancient Near East concerned with the capture in battle and return of an 
enemy's "gods," and the light shed by the comparative materials makes a 
fresh evaluation possible. 

The practice of carrying off divine images as spoils of war was wide
spread and is well documented, and the documents show that the practice 
gave rise to considerable theological reflection on the part of both victor 
and vanquished. The materials assembled by Miller and Roberts suggest 
that a victorious army regarded the capture of its enemy's gods as a dem
onstration of the superior power of its own gods. Accordingly the cap
tured images would be placed in the temples of the victor's gods as spoils 
of war, a gesture that evinced the inferiority of the enemy's gods. More
over, the images might be returned home in an act of magnanimity that 
showed the superiority of the victor's gods even more pointedly than the 
original capture itself. In the reports of the defeated army, however, the 
same events were described from a different theological viewpoint. The 
capture of the images and the defeat itself were seen as consequent upon 
deeds of the conquered army's own gods acting most often out of anger 
and in any case of their own free will. Similarly the return of the images 
was understood as a result not of the generosity of the enemy but of the 
gods' own decision to come home. The power of the gods of the defeated 
army was thus affirmed in every detail. 30 

30 Illustrative of the abundant materials of this kind is a Babylonian account, 
preserved in two fragments, of the capture of Marduk's image during the Elamite 
conquest of Babylon and its return during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I (for frag
ment 2 see Miller and Roberts, 79-81; fragment I is published in W. G. Lambert, 
"Enmeduranki and Related Matters," JCS 21 [19671 126-138, text [i]). Miller and 
Roberts ( 13-14) summarize the account as follows: "At the time of a former 
king, there was disorder in the land, good departed, evil became regular, and, as a re
sult, Marduk grew angry and commanded the gods to desert Babylon. The wicked 
Elamites took advantage of the ensuing helplessness of the country to carry off the 
divine images and ruin the shrines, but Marduk observed everything and was 
displeased. At this point the first fragment ends. The second, which may be a later 
continuation of the same text, begins with what appears to be the end of an account 
of Marduk's devastation of Elam. Then, in response to the king's constant prayer, 
Marduk became merciful, left the wickedness of Elam, and took a joyous road hack 
to Babylon. The people of the land stared in joyous admiration of his lofty stature as 
the jubilant procession led to Marduk's lofty cella, where sacrifices were then offered 
in great abundance." 
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There can be little doubt that in the AN we have an Israelite example of 
this type of literature, specifically of the latter category-an account by a 
vanquished army of its defeat and the capture of its "gods" (of which the 
ark was the Israelite equivalent; cf. 4: 7). As pointed out in det!lil in the 
NOTES and COMMENTS on 4: 1- 7: 1, the reported events provide a 
reaffirmation of the power of Yahweh in a time of apparent defeat. The 
woeful implications of the battle and capture of the ark are faced forth
rightly, and the questions thus raised are put to the test. The crucial mo
ment is that of the battle of the gods, Yahweh and Dagon, in the temple 
in Ashdod ( 5: 2-4), where Yahweh's superiority is demonstrated unam
biguously, but the narrative makes it clear at every stage of the journey
the capture of the ark, the sojourn in Philistia, the return of the ark-that 
Yahweh is in complete control of every event. 

It is with this affirmation that the narrator is chiefly concerned, and it 
follows, according to Miller and Roberts, that his audience was one for 
whom the theological problem raised by the Philistine victory described in 
the narrative was still a burning issue. Indeed the ancient parallels show 
that the searching questions and pronounced affirmation were most char
acteristic of accounts composed relatively soon after the fact and in any 
case before subsequent events had removed the doubts to which they were 
addressed. This implies that the AN was written before David's defeat of 
the Philistines reported in II Sam 5: 17-25, in which the former situation 
was reversed, the Philistines' own idols captured (v 21), and the issue re
solved. "In other words," write Miller and Roberts (74), "the formulation 
of this narrative belongs to the period of religious crisis between the disas
trous defeat at Ebenezer and the much later victories of David." 

The comparative materials also provide help in determining the extent 
of the AN. The ancient texts usually make the reason for a god's de
parture clear, but if the AN begins in 4: 1 b, as Rost supposed, it is an ex
ception to the rule. For this reason it seems necessary to side with those 
scholars mentioned above, among whom we may now include Miller and 
Roberts, who find the beginning of the narrative in the report of the 
wickedness of the sons of Eli that stands in I Samuel 2. Only with this ma
terial in place does the AN disclose the reason for Yahweh's departure, 
viz. his displeasure with the priests of Shiloh. On the other hand we must 
exclude II Samuel 6 from the original narrative not only because it 
describes events that took place after David's Philistine wars (see above) 
but also because it corresponds to a related but different genre of ancient 
literature, viz. "the historical chronicles that record the return of despoiled 
images by victorious monarchs" (Miller and Roberts, 23) . So those 
scholars who have denied the connection Rost made between I Samuel 4-6 
and II Samuel 6 seem to have been correct, though as Miller and Roberts 
concede (24), the author of the latter was probably working with the for
mer before him. The original narrative found its conclusion in the return 
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of the ark to Kiriath-jearim, where it was still located in the time of the 
narrator. 

For these reasons we conclude that the AN was an independent 
composition including the materials now found in I Sam 2: 12-17 ,22-
25 + 4: 1 b - 7: 1. 31 But we should not forget that it has come down to us 
in a secondary setting that modifies its force significantly. All of it now 
functions within the story of Samuel, and it is in this context that 
its tensions are resolved. The wickedness of Eli's sons is set in relief by the 
contrasting example of the boy Samuel, and the violent disruption of 
Israelite society represented by the battle of Ebenezer and its conse
quences is completely mended by the exploits of the man Samuel, insofar 
as in "judging" Israel after the return of the ark he reconciles the people 
to Yahweh and eliminates the Philistine threat (see the COMMENTS on 
2:11-26 and 7:2-17). The present location of the AN, therefore, has the 
effect of emphasizing the achievement of the great prophet in the spirit of 
the larger prophetic story of Samuel (I Sam 1-7) in which it stands (see 
above, "The Prophetic History"). 

The Saul Cycle 
A loose collection of materials about Saul's early career was among the 

resources of the author of the prophetic history of the rise of the mon
archy. Included in this collection were: 

1) An account of Saul's birth: [c 1]. Most of this has been lost. We 
know of its existence only because, as I. Hylander has shown,82 elements 
of it were incorporated into the account of Samuel's birth (see the COM
MENT on 1:1-28). The formal similarity between 1:1 and 9:1, in which 
the fat)1ers-not the sons-are introduced as in Judg 13:2 (see the NOTE 
at 9: I), suggests that Saul's birth story may have stood originally before 
the story in 9: 3 - 10: 16. 

2) The tale of the lost asses of Kish: 9: 1-10: 16. Here again there has 
been substantial prophetic reworking: the role of Samuel, the prophetic 
anointing of the future king, and other elements are secondary (see the 
COMMENT [§ XII]). But in this case the basic story, an old folktale, is 
preserved. In unrevised form it told how Saul went to look for the asses 
and met a seer who revealed to him that he would become king of Israel. 

3) The report of Saul's victory over the Ammonites: 10:27b-11: 15. 
Except for light retouching (see the NOTES at 11:7,14) this account sur
vives in its original form. It describes in a manner reminiscent of the 

81 Miller and Roberts (30-31) also include 2:27-36, the oracle of the anonymous 
man of God, in which they find evidence of no more than light Deuteronomistic 
retouching. Our Nons and COMMENTS on 2:27-36 give reasons for regarding the 
passage as thoroughly Deuteronomistic. 

a2 Samuel-Saul-Komp/er, 11-39. 
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exploits of the heroes of the Book of Judges Saul's deliverance of Jabesh-
gilead, in consequence of which he is proclaimed king. · 

4) Anecdotes from Saul's Philistine wars: 13:2-7a,15b-23; 14:1-46. 
This material portrays events from Saul's maturity, focusing especially on 
the heroism of his son Jonathan. 

Within this collection we may designate item ( 4), the anecdotes about 
Saul's Philistine wars, as miscellaneous. It exhibits no organic relationship 
to the rest, being an independent complex of stories probably deriving 
from early northern tradition. Items (1), (2), and (3), however, seem to 
belong together in a unified Saul cycle that is similar in some ways to the 
Samson cycle in Judges 13-16 and in others to the stories of the so-called 
"major judges" of the earlier chapters of Judges. As pointed out in the 
NOTES and COMMENTS, the cycle serves to establish a continuity between 
the stories of Saul's rise to power and the old northern tradition of "sav
iors" that Wolfgang Richter has discerned underlying the Deuteronomistic 
redaction of Judges 3-9.33 The story of Saul's liberation of Jabesh, while 
based largely on historical memory (see the COMMENT on 
10: 2 7b - 11 : 15), has nevertheless been surcharged with this "savior" 
theology and now stands as the climactic episode in the cycle. The cycle as 
a whole, when viewed from this perspective, serves to present a peculiarly 
northern, though not prophetic or "anti-monarchical," explanation of the 
rise of kingship as having evolved out of the "savior" tradition. 

The provenance of the Saul cycle is certainly to be sought in the north
ern kingdom, perhaps at the time to which Richter assigns his pre-Deu
teronomistic "savior"-book, viz. the latter part of the ninth century; but the 
ultimate origin of both the tale of the lost asses of Kish and the report of 
Saul's liberation of Jabesh was still earlier. 

The History of David's Rise 
As in the case of the ark narrative it was Leonhard Rost who put the 

study of the history of David's rise (HDR) on an independent footing. He 
identified a unified account of David's early career extending from I Sam 
16: 14 to II Samuel 5, and thus, though he offered no precise statement 
of its character of the sort he had provided for the AN, initiated a move
ment away from the attempt to isolate parallel strands within these chap
ters and running beyond them into adjacent materials in favor of treating 
them together as one of several discrete narrative units that had been 
combined into the larger story. Rost's original insight has been substantially 
sustained by subsequent research. Scholars influenced by the work of 
Gressmann and his successors have found it necessary to emphasize the 
fact that the HDR, even apart from Deuteronomistic expansion, has a 

33 See Richter, Richterbuch, 319-343, and "Rerterbuches," passim. 
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strikingly heterogeneous appearance betraying, in their judgment, a 
diverse traditional background (Weiser, Ward, Gr{11nbaek), but the same 
scholars (unlike Gressmann himself) have also stressed the creative role 
of the author who brought the bits of material together and imposed upon 
them their present unity. It is now widely agreed that the HDR must be 
viewed as a composition with a purpose beyond the antiquarian impulse of 
its author. 

What was this purpose? Generally speaking it was to show the legiti
macy of David's succession to Saul as rightful king of all Israel, north as 
well as south (Weiser). Within the narrative, therefore, David is presented 
as a favored courtier from Judah, who marries the daughter of the Ben
jaminite king of Israel and earns by deeds of martial valor the allegiance 
of all Israel and Judah; his rise to power, moreover, is shown to have been 
completely lawful, and any suspicion of wrongdoing on his part is gainsaid 
by the events themselves as depicted in the story. A number of recent 
scholars, however, have emphasized one neglected nuance of this theme, 
viz. that David's legitimation is worked out against a theological back
ground in which David is envisioned as Yahweh's chosen king and Saul as 
the king abandoned by Yahweh. That is, the concept of the divine election 
and rejection of kings, generally thought of as northern, seems to be at 
work here. Some have taken this as evidence that an early, Jerusalemite 
version of the history of David's rise was later revised in the north 
(Nilbel), perhaps in prophetic circles (Mildenberger). Others have 
insisted that this nuance was a component of the original author's point of 
view ( Gr{11nbaek, Mettinger). The analysis in the NOTES and COMMENTS 
below generally sustains the latter viewpoint. The prophetic writer of the 
larger history seems to have revised the HDR only slightly (see above, 
"The Prophetic History"), and where source-critical considerations do 
oblige us to bracket a block of material as secondary, it proves most often 
to have been added to link a certain passage with events in other parts of 
the Deuteronomistic history or to give explicit statement to a particular 
Deuteronomistic theme and thus to derive from a Deuteronomistic hand 
(see above, "The Deuteronomistic History"). This is not to say that the 
HDR in its original form did not address itself to northern ideas. The 
nuance noted by Nilbel and others is certainly there and must be reckoned 
with in determining the provenance of the original composition. Though it 
seems almost certain that we must assume its author to have been a 
Jerusalemite or at least an individual sympathetic with the Jerusalemite 
point of view, it seems equally certain that his audience did not necessarily 
share his sympathies. His style, as we shall see, is defensive and apologetic; 
he is not schooled in (or at least avoids explicit use of) the high royal 
theology of Jerusalem-the only certain allusions to the dynastic promise 
are, as we have seen, in Deuteronomistic additions to the story (I Sam 
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25:28-31; IT Samuel 7 passim). In short, he was a Jerusalemite with a 
non-Jerusalemite audience. We might, therefore, agree with several recent 
scholars (Ward, Gr{6nbaek, Mettinger) that he was working in the early 
years, of the divided kingdom, addressing himself to the issue of the 
secession and offering his defense of the Davidic throne. But because 
of his work's support of the free divine election of a new king it might 
seem actually to undergird the usurpation of Jeroboam rather than to 
oppose it. A defense of the Davidic dynasty is conspicuously lacking. It 
seems more likely, then, that the HDR is a document from the time of 
David himself, written before the development of the theology of dynastic 
promise under Solomon and directed toward those conservative elements 
in the north, especially in Benjamin, who were suspicious of the new king; 
that is, it was written in the atmosphere illustrated by the accounts of the 
Shimei incident in II Sam 16:5-14 and Sheba's revolt in II Sam 20: 1-22. 
Its purpose was to justify the succession as a reflection of Yahweh's will 
and offer rebuttal to charges made against David. 

When seen in this light the HDR finds its place within a special category 
of ancient Near Eastern literature in which the accession of a ruler whose 
right to the throne is somehow suspect is shown to have been in accord
ance with the will of the gods and therefore lawful. The best example is 
the so-called "Apology of tiattusilis" (CTH 81), in which the thirteenth
century B.C. Hittite king, who usurped the throne of a less than able kins
man, justifies his actions.84 tiattu§ili§ declares that he complied fully with 
his predecessor until he began to seek to destroy him, at which time he 
had no recourse but revolt. His victory was the result of the help of the 
goddess Ishtar, the patroness of kingship, who had long before deserted 
his predecessor and promised him the throne. Moreover, the divine assem
bly itself had debated the issue, and the gods' verdict had been in favor of 
tiattusilis. After his victory, he concludes, he disposed of his enemies 
without vindictiveness. The HDR shares this apologetic tone, taking note 
of specific historical developments, justifying David's part in them, and 
attributing everything finally to the divine will. We are shown that David, 
like Jjattusilis, was quite willing to comply with Saul's will until absolutely 
forced to flee the court to save his life. To the objection that he became 
the leader of a band of outlaws, the narrator replies that David never 
sought thereby to harm or in any way threaten Saul but simply to ensure 
the safety of himself and others in like circumstances (22:2); indeed he 
refused to lay violent hands on Saul when the opportunity presented itself 
( c 26). To the objection that David served in the Philistine army, the nar
rator replies that again David took this course of action only when forced 

34 Cf. provisionally Wolf, "Apology of ij:attusili§," who finds this composition to be 
the only real example of the same genre as the HOR, which he therefore 
(dubiously) supposes to have been somehow dependent upon it. 
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to by Saul (27: 1); moreover he never led his troops against an Israelite 
city but, on the contrary, used the position to harass the enemies of Israel 
(27:8) and finally even to enrich the people of Judah (30:26-31). All of 
this, we are told, was in accordance with Yahweh's will. Yahweh had 
abandoned Saul, whose madness made him unfit to rule, but he made 
David successful in everything he did, and indeed the theological leitmotiv 
of the story is "Yahweh was with him" (I Sam 16:18; 17:37; 18:14; 
18: 28; II Sam 5: 10). In consequence of this special favor David, though 
consistently unassuming and loyal to his king, spontaneously commands 
the love and loyalty of the people ( 18: 16; cf. II Sam 5: 2), and not only 
the people but even Saul himself (16:21), his daughter (18:20), and es
pecially his son Jonathan ( 19: 1 and passim). Thus David was caught up 
in events that were beyond his control as surely as they were beyond 
Saul's. In short, says our narrator, David was Yahweh's choice as king of 
Israel and his assumption of that role, as described at the end of the HDR 
in II Samuel 5, was fully legitimate in the eyes of the highest authority. 

The HDR begins in I Sam 16: 14. Some scholars have preferred to in
clude 16:1-13 (Weiser) and others add c 15 as well (Gr!1lnbaek, Met
tinger), but we have taken these passages to be secondary with respect to 
the earliest sources, wholly from the hand of the prophetic writer who in
corporated the HDR into his larger history (see above, "The Prophetic 
History"). The end of the HDR is found in II Sam 5: 10, where a conclu
sion is reached with a final reiteration of what we have just described as 
the theological leitmotiv of the entire story; thus we read, "David contin
ued to become greater and greater, because Yahweh Sabaoth35 was with 
him." There follows a collection of supplementary materials, including the 
Deuteronomistic capstone of the HDR, Nathan's oracle in II Samuel 7, in 
which the dynastic promise to David, already foreshadowed in the Deu
teronomistic expansion of the speech of Abigail in I Sam 25: 28-31, is 
given its definitive expression. 

ss Reading yhwh ~b'wt with 4QSama, LXXBL, MT has yhwh 'lhy ~b'wt, ''Yahweh, 
god of hosts." 
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THE STORY OF SAMUEL 



I. THE BIRTH OF SAMUEL 
(1: 1-28) 

1 t There was a man from Ramathaim, a Zuphite from the hill 
country of Ephraim. His name was Elkanah, the son of J erahmeel, 
the son of Elihu, the son of Toah, the son of Zuph, an Ephraimite. 
2 He had two wives: the name of the first was Hannah, and the name 
of the second was Peninnah; Peninnah had children, but Hannah had 
no children. 

3 This man used to go up regularly from his city to worship and 
sacrifice to Yahweh Sabaoth at Shiloh. There Hophni and Phinehas, 
the two sons of Eli, were priests of Yahweh. 4 One day when Elkanah 
was sacrificing- (Now when he gave portions to Peninnah and her 
sons, 5 he would give Hannah a single portion equal to theirs; for 
Hannah was the one he loved, though Yahweh had closed her womb. 
6 Moreover her rival used to provoke her to anger, so that she would 
complain aloud that Yahweh had closed her womb. 7 Year after year, 
as often as she went up to the house of Yahweh, [Elkanah] would do 
this and [Peninnah] would provoke her this way.) One day when 
Elkanah was sacrificing, [Hannah] began to weep and would not eat. 
8 Elkanah, her husband, said to her, "Hannah, why are you weeping? 
Why do you not eat? Why are you so resentful? Am I not better to 
you than ten sons?" 

9 After she had eaten, Hannah arose privately and presented herself 
before Yahweh. (Now Eli, the priest, was sitting in a chair beside the 
doorpost of the temple of Yahweh.) IOFrom the bitterness of her 
heart she invoked Yahweh and, weeping greatly, 11 made the follow
ing vow: 

0 Yahweh Sabaoth, 
If you will take notice of your maidservant's affliction, 
If you will remember me and not forget your maidservant, 
If you will grant your maidservant offspring, 
Then I shall set him before you all the days of his life: 
Wine or strong drink he will not drink, 
And no razor will touch his head. 
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12As she continued to pray before Yahweh, Eli watched her 
mouth. 13 She was speaking within her heart: only her lips quivered; 
her voice could not be heard. Eli, assuming that she was drunk, 
14 said to her, "How long will you be drunk? Put aside your wine!" 

15 "No, my lord!" said Hannah in reply. "I am an unfortunate 
woman. I have drunk neither wine nor strong drink. I was only pour
ing out my soul to Yahweh. 16 Do not think your maidservant a 
worthless woman! It is because my complaint and my vexation are so 
great that I have tarried this long." 

17 "Go in peace," replied Eli, "and may the god of Israel grant the 
request you have made of him!" 

18 Then saying, "Let your maidservant find favor in your eyes!" the 
woman went her way, and when she came to the chamber, she ate and 
no longer wore her [disconsolate] expression. 19 Early in the morn
ing, having bowed down before Yahweh, they started back and came 
to their home in Ramah. Then Elkanah knew Hannah, his wife, and 
Yahweh remembered her. 

20 So when a year had passed, [Hannah] was pregnant and bore a 
son. She named him Samuel, "because," [she said,] "it was from Yah
weh that I requested him." 21 And when the man Elkanah went up 
with the rest of his family to make the seasonal sacrifice to Yahweh, 
22 Hannah did not go, for she said to her husband, "[I shall stay] until 
the child goes, when I have weaned him. Then he will appear before 
Yahweh and remain there forever, for I shall present him as a 
N azirite forever." 

23 Elkanah, her husband, told her, "Do what seems best to you. 
Stay until you have weaned him. May Yahweh confirm what you have 
said!" 

So the woman stayed to nurse her son until she had weaned him. 
24 Then she went up with him to Shiloh when her husband went up to 
sacrifice to Yahweh at Shiloh with a three-year-old bull, an ephah of 
flour, and a skin of wine. 

After they had gone before Yahweh 25 and slaughtered the bull, 
Hannah took the child to Eli. 26 "Pardon me, my lord!" she said. "As 
surely as you live, I am the woman who stood here with you praying 
to Yahweh! 27 It was for this child that I prayed, and Yahweh has 
granted me the request I asked of him; 28 so I in tum have dedicated 
him to Yahweh. For as long as he lives, he is dedicated to Yahweh!" 
Then she left him there and worshiped Yahweh. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

1 1. There was a man So LXXB: anthropos en= 'yJ hyh, which has been 
replaced in MT (cf. LXX A) by the more common sequence wyhy 'y.i', to which 
MT adds '/;Id-thus, "And there was a certain man .... " In light of the last 
detail we should probably conclude that the text of MT at this point is not sim
ply the result of the substitution of a more common reading for a less common 
one, but of the influence of Judg 13 : 2, especially in view of the influence of the 
text of Samson's birth narrative on our story elsewhere (cf. the second Textual 
Note at v 11 below). The disjunctive sequence 'y.i' hyh marks the inauguration 
of an entirely new narrative (cf., for example, Job 1: 1) in contn1st to the much 
more common sequence wyhy 'y.i', which regularly marks the introduction of 
one narrative in a chain of similar narratives, most notably in the immediately 
preceding material (Judg 13:2; 17:1; 19:1). This then is a textual hint of the 
original independence of the prophetic history of the rise of kingship that be
gins here with the story of Samuel (see pp. 18-23 in the Introduction). 

a Zuphite Reading #ipl on the basis of LXX seipha (reflecting ~py, un-
derstood as ~epay) and the names of Elkanah's ancestor (~up, "Zuph," below) 
and the district in which Samuel lived ('ere~ fUp, "the land of Zuph"; see the 
NoTE at 9:5). MT gives hiiriimiitayim ~oplm, "Ramathaim-zophim," as the 
name of Elkanah's city; but such a name is grammatically impossible (Driver) 
and corrupt, arising from dittography of the following m. Read mn-hrmtym 
fWPY mhr 'prym with most critics. 

Jerahmeel LXX Ieremee/, reflecting yr/;lm'l = yiraQme'el. MT elsewhere 
(I Chron 5: 12,19) reads yero/;liim, "Jeroham," and this has influenced the pres
ent passage. The variants are simply longer and shorter forms of the same 
name. 

Elihu MT 'elihU'; LXX eleiou. Cf. I Chron 6: 12, 'ell'iib, eliab; I Chron 
6: 19, 'eli'el, eliel. 

Toah With LXXB thoke, LXXL thoe, and MT of I Chron 6: 19 toaQ, 
against MT to/;lu. 

Zuph Reading ~up with MT. LXXB en naseib reflects a corruption of bn 
~wp to bnfyb. 

an Ephraimite MT 'epriiti. LXX suhstitutes the more familiar ephraim. 
2. the first MT 'aQat. The expected reading hii'a/;lat has some manuscript 

support and probably ought to be restored. 
children (2) So MT: yeliidlm. LXX has paidion, "child." 
3. the two sons of Eli LXX elei kai hoi duo huioi autou, "Eli and his two 

sons," is an understandable expansion. Smith argues for its originality. 
4. and her sons LXXB kai tois huiois autes. MT wlkl bnyh wbnwtyh, "and 

to all her sons and daughters," is expansive. 
5. a single portion equal to theirs Conjectural. MT reads miina 'a/;lat 'ap-
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payim, for which there is no acceptable translation. The difficulty is 'appayim, 
which normally means "face" (cf. LXXL kata prosopon). Hertzberg surmises 
"portion of the face," but whatever this might mean, it is grammatically awk
ward, supposing, presumably, some kind of apposition ("one portion, namely, 
the face"). LXXB has plen hoti, pointing to 'epes ki, "except that, but that." 
This reading, since it relieves the immediate difficulty of 'pym by assuming that 
it is a mistake of 'ps, has enjoyed the support of many critics. So, for example, 
Driver translates: "But unto l;lannah he used to give one portion ... Howbeit 
he loved l;lannah; but Jehovah had shut up her womb." This interpretation, as
suming as it does that the narrator's point is that Elkanah gave Hannah only 
one portion despite the fact that he loved her, leaves Peninnah's rancor 
unexplained, unless by simple displeasure at sharing her husband's affections. 
We expect some evidence of preferential treatment of Hannah (thus Targ. 
bwlq !Jd b!Jyr, "a choice portion"). On purely textual grounds, moreover, the 
more difficult reading is to be preferred. It is unlikely that a straightforward 
conjunction like 'epes (kl) could become altered to the obscure expression ex
tant in MT. LXXB, then, probably reflects a corruption of a text identical to 
MT, after which the explanatory plus, hoti ouk en aute paidion = ky 'yn lh yld, 
"for she had no child," arose. We are obliged, therefore, to account for 'ap
payim, or rather 'pym, as an obscure term or an early corruption. One attrac
tive possibility is that the word means "double," comparable somehow to py 
Snym (cf. esp. Deut 21:17) if not in fact a corruption of kplym (Isa 40:2). 
This solution was favored by many early critics, though it leaves the grammat
ical relationship of miind 'al)at in some doubt. Another possibility is that 'pym 
bears some relationship to pimd, "fat" (Job 15:27), which has itself been re
lated to Arabic fa'ama, I "fill, gorge," IV "make wide, fill with fat, fatten." 
Thus we might read "one fat portion, one rich portion," although we should 
then find it necessary to restore some acceptable adjectival form. A third possi
bility is adopted here as grammatically most defensible. Restoring kpym on the 
assumption of an early confusion of k and ', and read kepim, "proportionate to 
them, equal to them." The expression is not common but well attested. It usu
ally refers to a distribution according to size or another criterion. In Num 35: 8, 
for example, the cession of Levitical cities by the various tribal groups is to be 
"proportionate to" (kepi) the size of the grants of land they have received. 
Therefore in the present passage, thus understood, Hannah is receiving prefer
ential treatment insofar as, despite her childlessness, her single portion is equiv
alent to the several portions of her rival's family. Recently D. Aberbach, "mnh 
'bt 'pym," has attempted to relate 'pym to pym, "paim," the unit of weight 
mentioned in 13:21 (see the NoTE there), with prosthetic 'alep-thus, "one 
portion, a paim in value." Contrast F. Deist," 'APPAYIM." 

6. used to provoke her to anger Reading weki'iifatta ... gam-kii'es (MT 
ka'as) with most commentators. The force of gam is to suggest that this is an 
additional hardship (cf. Gen 31:15; 46:4; Num 16:13). We might paraphrase 
colloquially, "Yahweh had closed her womb, and, to make matters worse, her 
rival used to provoke her spitefully .... " 

so that she would complain aloud Hebrew ba'llbur harre'imiih (sic; on the 
anomalous form, see GK § § 20h,22s) . There is no reason to doubt the text. 
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This meaning of hir'im, lit. "thunder" and hence "complain aloud," is unique 
to this passage in the Hebrew Bible but attested for the Aramaic equivalent. 

8. Hannah LXX adds kai eipen auto idou ego kurie kai eipen aute, "and 
she said to him, 'Here am I, lord!' And he said to her ... " (reflecting an origi
nal with the common formula wt'mr lw hnny 'dny wy'mr lh. We read the 
shorter text of MT. 

why MT liimeh; LXX ti estin soi hoti, reflecting mh lk ky. There is no 
basis for choosing between these variants. 

are you so resentful MT yera' lebabek, which might mean simply, "(Why) 
are you so wretched?" But cf. Deut 15: 10, where a begrudging attitude is im
plied. LXX typtei se he kardia sou, "(Why) does your heart smite you?" 
reflects ykk lbbk, an expression that elsewhere (24:6) implies remorse and self
reproach, which seem inappropriate here (so Driver, but cf. Smith). 

9. After she had eaten Repointing MT 'al;.iire 'oklti, "After eating," as 
'al;.iire 'ok/ah. LXX reflects "After they had eaten." Subsequently MT (cf. 
LXXAL) adds (after bslh, see below) we'al;.are siitoh, "and after drinking"; 
omit with LXXB. 

privately MT has bslh, "at Shiloh," and the versions offer nothing substan
tially different. The mention of Shiloh seems oddly repetitious here, and Smith, 
based upon a suggestion by Wellhausen and followed by Hertzberg and others, 
proposes to redivide MT 'IJ.ry 'klh bslh, "after eating at Shiloh," as 'IJ.ry 'kl 
hbslh, "after eating the boiled meat (habbeselli, cf. 2: 13) ." But a better solu
tion is at hand. In the present passage the original reading was bsly "privately, 
quietly," exactly as in II Sam 3:27. This was misread as bslw, "at Shiloh," w 
and y being easily confused in the scripts of many periods. "Shiloh" is written 
variously in MT as slh (1:3; 2:14; 3:21; 4:3,4,12) and slw (1:24; 3:21; 
14:3), reflecting different periods in the orthographic history of the text, so that 
the final change from bslw ( < * bsly) to bslh was purely orthographic. 

and presented herself before Yahweh LXX kai kateste enopion kyriou, 
reflecting wttyfb lpny yhwh. The phrase was omitted in MT through haplog
raphy after sth, "drinking" (homoioteleuton). 

11. and not forget your maidservant MT wl' tskfz 't 'mtk (also LXXL, Syr., 
Vulg., Targ.); missing in L:XXB. Though some have thought it suspiciously re
dundant, the rhetorical symmetry of the vow suggests that the phrase is origi
nal. 

Then I shall set him before you . . . his head Though there is much confu
sion in the text at this point and MT is defective, a reconstruction is possible 
with the help of LXX and 4QSam•. Especial caution is required by the tend
ency of this verse and v 22 below to conflate. MT reads wnttyw lyhwh kl ymy 
fzyyw wmwrh I' y'lh 'I r'sw, "Then I shall present him to Yahweh all the days of 
his life, and a razor will not touch his head." The mention of the razor is iso
lated and too abrupt. Something has fallen out here. LXX!Bl has a fuller text: 
kai doso auton enopion sou doton heos hemeras thanatou autou kai oinon kai 
methysma ou pietai kai sideros ouk anabesetai epi ten kephalen autou, reflect
ing Wnttyw lpnyk nzyr 'd ywm mwtw wyyn wskr r ysth wmwrh l' y'lh 'I r'sw, 
"Then I shall set him before you as a Nazirite until the day of his death, and 
wine and strong drink he will not drink, and a razor will not touch his head." 
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4QSam•, though quite fragmentary at this point, requires a text of similar 
length. We reconstruct: ... wnttyhw l[pnyk nzyr 'd ywm mwtw wyyn wskr I' 
ysth w]mwrh I' y'bwr '[/ r'sw]. This differs from LXX only in reading y'bwr 
for y'lh in conflict with the unanimous witness of the versions and the stereo
typed usage of 'iila with morti (Judg 13:5; 16:17; contrast Num 6:5). The 
words wyyn wskr I' ysth, attested by LXX and necessary to fill the space in 
4QSam•, alleviate the abruptness of MT and are probably original. This leaves 
to be settled only the question of the variants wnttyw lyhwh kl ymy QYYW 
(MT) and wnttyhw lpnyk nzyr 'd ywm mwtw (LXX, 4QSam•). The variation 
in the spelling of the verbal suffix is not significant. The insertion of nzyr, 
though entirely appropriate, is probably secondary, under the influence of v 22 
(see there the second Textual Note). The reading lpnyk is better than lyhwh in
sofar as the deity is directly addressed in this passage. Finally we regard kl ymy 
Qyyw (echoed in an expansion to v 22 in 4QSam•) as original; 'd ywm mwtw 
shows the influence of Judg 13:7 Thus we reconstruct: wnttyw lpnyk kl ymy 
QYYW wyyn wskr I' ysth wmwrh I' y'lh 'l r'Jw. 

12. Reading wayhi for MT wehiiyti; GK §112uu. 
13. She With LXXBL, 4QSam•; against MT, which has weQannti hi', "And 

as for Hannah, she ... "-an explicating expansion. 
15. unfortunate Reading LXX he sklera hemera, refiecting qst ywm, lit. 

"hard of day" (cf. Job 30:25), with most commentators, against MT 
qefot-rual;i, which is unparalleled but seems to mean (inappropriately) "hard
spirited, obstinate." 

16. Do not think All witnesses are unintelligible. MT has 'I ttn •.. lpny, 
"Do not set your maidservant before a worthless woman," or perhaps, "Do not 
make your maidservant into a worthless woman." Comparison with Job 3: 24 
and 4: 19 is hardly sufficient to establish that niitan lipne can mean "regard as, 
treat as" (so many commentators). Smith's suggestion to read kbt for lpny ht is 
without textual warrant; nor is it clear by any means that niitan ke- can mean 
"reckon to be" (in Gen 42:30, read wayyitten 'otiinu bammiJmar kimraggelim, 
"and he put us in prison like spies" with LXX). Nevertheless, as all critics rec
ognize, the meaning "Do not think your maidservant a worthless woman" is 
required here. Perhaps read '1 ttn 't mtk lpnyk lbt bly'I (cf. I Kings 8 :50; etc.), 
lit. "Do not set your maidservant before you as a worthless woman," that is, 
"Do not reckon your maidservant a worthless woman." 

my complaint and my vexation So MT: iyQy wk'sy (cf. LXXAL, Syr., 
Vulg.). LXX8 has lost wk'sy, "and my vexation," by haplography (homoio
teleuton). 

I have tarried So LXX: ektetaka = h'rkty (Budde, Smith), used intransi
tively with a human subject only here (cf. Num 9:19,22) and preferable to 
MT dbrty, "I have spoken," as lectio ditficilior. Note also Targ. 'wrkyt. Hannah 
is explaining why she has lingered at the temple after the sacrificial meal. In de
fense of MT we might think of the seldom recognized Hebrew verb of motion 
dbr, "tum back, turn aside" (cf. M. Pope, Song of Songs, AB 7C [Garden 
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1977] 525-526). Thus we might retain MT and 
translate, "I have gone aside (to this place ['ad-henna])." 
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18. the woman. . ate MT: wtlk h'sh ldrkh wt'kl, "the woman went her 
way and ate." LXX: kai eporeuthe he gyne eis ten hodon autes kai eiselthen eis 
to katalyma autes kai ephagen meta tou andros autes kai epien, reflecting wtlk 
h'sh ldrkh wtb' hlskth wt'kl 'm 'ysh wtst, "the woman went her way, and when 
she came to the (LXXB her) chamber, she ate with her husband and drank." 
MT has lost wtb' hlskth, "and when she came to the chamber," by haplog
raphy after ldrkh (homoioteleuton), but the extra words at the end of LXX 
("with her husband and drank") probably represent secondary expansion. 
Wellhausen strikes everything after ldrkh, but the point is that Hannah, some
what encouraged by the words of Eli, is now willing to take nourishment 
(Budde). For a defense of MT, see Weingreen, "Rabbinic-Type Gloss." 

and no longer wore her [disconsolate] expression Hebrew upanehii 
lo'-hiiyil-lah 'od, lit. "and she no longer had her face." The expression has no 
real parallel, although Job 9:27 is sometimes cited: 'e'ezba piinay we'abliga, "I 
shall abandon my face and be cheerful," that is, "I shall give up my sad expres
sion and be cheerful." LXX here has kai to prosopon autes ou :rynepesen eti, 
from which some critics have reconstructed wpnyh l' nplw 'wd, "and· her face 
was no longer fallen," a common enough expression-but too common: MT 
must be retained as lectio dif]icilior. No proposal, by the way, has yet ac
counted for the curious syntax with piinehii in the first position. We expect 
some kind of disjunction. 

20. was pregnant Placed before "when a year had passed" in LXX, but 
ltqpwt hymym, lit. "at the coming round of the days," refers to the coming 
round of the year, the time for the sacrifice mentioned in v 21 (Driver), not to 
the term of Hannah's pregnancy. We follow the arrangement of MT here. 

21. the seasonal sacrifice MT adds w't ndrw, "and his vow," and LXXB 
reflects a longer reading of the same kind (" ... and his vows and all the tithes 
of this land"). We know of no vow by Elkanah, and many critics have excised 
the words as secondary. But if so, what did the author of the expansion mean? 
Nowhere else is ndr, "vow," the object of zbl;r, "sacrifice." We must assume that 
the reading of MT is a vestige of a longer reading, whether expansive or origi
nal, to which LXXL (cf. OL) gives a clue: kai apodounai pasas tas euchas 
autou kai pasas tas dekatas tes ges autou, "and to redeem (lslm) all his vows 
and all the tithes of his land." Perhaps we should restore w't ndrw lSlm w't kl 
m'.frwt 'r,rw, "and to redeem his vow and all the tithes of his land," as original, 
assuming everything from ndrw to 'r,rw to have been lost in MT by haplog
raphy. 

to Yahweh So MT. LXX has "in Shiloh." Either reading may be original 
or both secondary. 

22. [/ shall stay] ... I have weaned him The elliptical statement (see the 
NoTE) is expressed variously in the witnesses. MT has 'd ygml hn'r whb'tyw, 
"[I shall stay] until the child is weaned, and then I shall bring him .... " 
LXXB (heos tou anabenai to paidarion ean apogalaktiso auto) probably reflects 
'd 'lwt hn'r k'sr gmltyhw, "[I shall stay] until the child comes up, when I have 
weaned him ... ," 4QSam• preserves only 'd 'sr, followed by a lacuna into 
which the reading of either MT or LXX will fit (assuming the slight modifica
tion of the latter to 'd 'Jr y'lh hn'r, etc.). The phrase k'sr gmltw appears in MT 
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in v 24, where it is redundant and syntactically awkward. LXX and 4QSam• 
omit the phrase in v 24. All of this suggests that it may be original in v 22. 
Thus we may hold a slight preference for the text of LXXB. 

he will appear ... as a Nazirite forever See the second Textual Note at v 
11. 4QSam• may be reconstructed here to read [wnr'hJ 't pn[yJ yhwh wysb 
lpny [yhwh sm 'd 'wlm wnt]tyhw nzyr 'd 'wlm kwl ymy [flyyw], "and he will 
appear before Yahweh and remain before Yahweh there forever, for I shall 
dedicate him as a Nazirite forever all the days of his life." MT and LXX reflect a 
shorter text: wnr'h 't pny yhwh wysb sm 'd 'wlm. Undoubtedly lpny yhwh in 
4QSam• is a secondary expansion; cf. in v 11, lpnyk (4QSam•), lyhwh (MT). 
The concluding phrase, kwl ymy liyyw is probably secondary also, again under 
the influence of v 11. On the other hand, wnttyhw nzyr 'd 'wlm is original, hav
ing been lost in MT and LXX through an ordinary haplography caused by 
homoioteleuton ('d 'wlm wnttyhw nzyr 'd 'wlm). Cf. Josephus Ant. 5.347. 

23. May Yahweh confirm what you have said! Reading 'k yqm yhwh 
hyw( mpyk, lit. "May Yahweh indeed establish that which goes forth from 
your mouth!" with LXX (a/la stesai kyrios to exelthon ek tou stomatos sou) 
and 4QSam•, which preserves ['k yqm yhw]h hywt mpyk. MT has 'k yqm 
yhwh 't dbrw, "May Yahweh establish his word!" but as yet there has been no 
word from Yahweh. 

24. Then she went up with him So LXX: kai anebe met' autou = wt'l 'tw. 
This is supported by 4QSam•, though the scroll actually reads wt'l 'wtw, "Then 
she took him up." This was an interpretation in fuller orthography of the same 
reading as that in the Vorlage of LXX in a time when the nota accusativi with 
suffix could replace the verbal suffix, as frequently in late biblical prose (GK 
§117b). MT has wt'lhw 'mh, "Then she took him up with her": the suffixed 
Hip'il verb is secondary, and 'mh arose as a variant of 'tw in an age when final 
-o was still represented by -h. 

to Shiloh . .. at Shiloh MT has simply k'sr gmltw, "when she had weaned 
him"; but, as noted above, this is repetitious and awkward. LXX has nothing at 
all after "to Shiloh." 4QSam• has k'.fr followed by a gap with space for several 
words. F. M. Cross (personal communication) proposes the following solution: 
"We know that k'.fr [gmltwJ is too short to fill the space [in the scroll] and too 
long to permit a suitable reading if we include it. We should expect k'sr to in
troduce a reference to the customary piJgrimage of Elkanah. As long ago ob
served by Wellhausen, the text of LXX presumes that Elkanah went up with 
Hannah and the lad, taking the sacrifices, and after making his customary devo
tions killed the sacrificial calf which was specified to fulfill the vow of Hannah. 
Contrary to Wellhausen, there is every reason now to suppose that LXX 
preserves the more original account. Tentatively one may restore: fylh k"§r 'lh 
'ysh lzbfi lyhwh 'Sylh. LXX has suffered a haplography, the scribe's eye jumping 
from the first 'Sylh to the second 'Sylh." The defective MT was influenced by the 
expression k'sr gmltyhw in v 22 before it was lost there (see above), creating 
the present (tautological) reading. 

with a three-year-old bull Reading bpr mJ/:f with LXX (en moschO trie
tizonti) and Syr. MT bprym sl.fh shows a simple corruption, the m grouped 
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with the wrong word. 4QSama is expansive: [bpr bn] bqr nifls (cf. Lev 4:3; 
etc.). 

an ephah of "flour After mllS appears wlfzm, "and bread," in LXX (kai 
artoisl and 4QSama, probably secondarily. MT has 'epa 'afzat ,, .mafz, "one 
ephah (of) flour," but 'flt is to be deleted as an expansion, having arisen after 
the corruption of bpr nifls to bprym slsh, "three calves." 

24-25. After they had gone ... to Eli The text at this point is seriously 
troubled, having become conflate in all witnesses and then, at least in MT, 
suffered further corruption. LXXB reads kai eiselthen eis oikon kyriou en selom 
kai to paidarion met' auton kai prosegagon enopion kyriou, kai ·esphaxen ho 
pater autou ten thysian hen epoiei ex hemeron eis hemeras to kyrio kai pros
egagen to paidarion kai esphaxen ton moschon kai prosegagen hanna he meter 
tou paidariou pros elei, reflecting wtb' byt yhwh fylh whn'r 'mm wyb'w lpny 
yhwh wystz! 'byhw 't hzbtz k'sr y'sh mymym ymymh lyhwh wtb' 't hn'r wysl:zt 't 
hpr wtb' l:znh 'm hn'r 'l 'ly, "And she came to the house of Yahweh in Shiloh, 
and the child was with them. And they went before Yahweh, and his father 
slaughtered the sacrifice as he did regularly to Yahweh. And she took the child, 
and he slaughtered the calf. And Hannah, the mother of the child, went to 
Eli." MT has a shorter text: wtb'hw byt yhwh slw whn'r n'r wysfz!w 't hpr 
wyby'w 't hn'r 'I 'ly. "And she brought him to the house of Yahweh in Shiloh, 
and the child was a child (?). And they slaughtered the calf and brought the 
child to Eli." The unintelligible expression whn'r n'r is the remnant of a long 
haplography due to homoioteleuton, suggesting that the Hebrew tradition 
behind MT at this point was substantially the same as that behind LXX. 
Enough is preserved in 4QSama to assure that it, too, had the full text. Both the 
requirements of space and the clear traces of hzb/:z k'sr make this reading cer
tain. Thus: 

[ ... wtb' byt] yhwh fylh whn'r 
['mm wyb'w lpny yhwh wysfzt 'byhw 't] hzbrtz k]'Sr 
[y'sh mymym ymymh lyhwh wtb' 't hn'r wy]sbf 
['t hpr wtb' fznh 'm hn'r 'l 'ly ... ] 

All witnesses, in short, point to a reading similar to that of the Vorlage of 
LXX; but this long, repetitious text is manifestly a conflation of two shorter 
variants. Tentatively, we may reconstruct these as follows: (A) wyb'w (so 
LXX:L; LXX:B wtb'; MT wtb'hw) byt yhwh sylh whn'r 'mm wystzr 'byhw 't hzbb 
k'sr y'sh mymym ymymh lyhwh wtb' 't hn'r <'l 'ly>; (B) wyb'w lpny yhwh 
wysl:ztw (so MT, LXXL; LXX0 , 4QSam• wysl:zt) 't hpr wtb' l:znh 't hn'r (cf. 
MT, Vulg.; LXX:B 'm hn'r) 'I 'ly. Variant A is redundant in its reference to 
Shiloh and echoes vv 3 and 24 in content. Variant B is evidently the superior 
reading. 

26. As surely as you live MT here adds another 'adoni, "my lord." Omit 
with LXX. 

28. For as long as he lives LXX pasas tas hemeras has ze autos, reflecting 
kl hymym 'fr l:zy hw' (cf. Syr., Targ.). MT kl hymym 'sr hyh (hw') is patently 
corrupt. 

Then she left him there and worshiped Yahweh The witnesses are at odds 
here because of the confusion caused by the insertion of the Song of Hannah. 
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MT has simply, "So he worshiped Yahweh there" (wayyistal;iil siim leyahweh), 
referring, presumably, to Eli. LXXB has nothing at all at this point, but after 
the song reads in 2: 11: kai katelipen auton ekei enopion kyriou, reflecting 
wt'zbhw sm lpny yhwh, "And she left him there before Yahweh." DQ(L fol
lows MT in v 28, but in 2: 11 reflects wy'zbwhw lpny yliwh sm wystl;iww lyhwh. 
4QSama in v 28 preserves [ ... wt'zb]hw sm wtstQ[w lyhwh ••. ]. This read
ing deserves preference. The presence of Siim in MT indicates that the tradition 
behind it had some reference to the leaving of the child. As hinted by its vary
ing position in LXXB and LXXL, lpny yhwh is probably secondary. 

NOTES 

1 1. Ramathaim. The name riimiitayim means "the Double Height." LXX 
renders it harmathaim, and the city is associated with Arimathea of the New 
Testament and identified with the village of Rempthis by Eusebius of Caesarea 
(Onomasticon 32.21-23; 144.27-29) and Jerome, who locates it in the region 
of Timnah (modern Khirbet Tibneh, ca. 9 miles NW of Bethel). If the ancient 
authorities are correct, the site is modern Rends, ca. 16 miles E of Tel Aviv on 
the western slope of the hills of Ephraim. But this has been Jong disputed. For 
other possible locations, see W. F. Albright, AASOR 4 (1922/23) 112-113. 

a Zuphite. Apparently Zuph was the eponymous ancestor of natives of an 
area of unknown extent in the vicinity of Ramathaim. The district is men
tioned again in 9:5, where it turns out to be Samuel's home. 

Elkanah ... the son of Zuph, an Ephraimite. This genealogy is also given 
with slight variations (see the Textual Notes) by the Chronicler (I Chron 
6: 11-12,19-20 [English 6:26-27,34-35)), who ascribes to Elkanah a Levitical 
descent. In particular, Elkanah and Samuel are assigned to the Kohathite family 
of Levites, among whose responsibilities was the care of the ark (N um 3 : 31 ) . 
This adjustment of Samuel's lineage may reflect the sense of theocratic pro
priety of the post-Exilic community. In the present account, Elkanah is an 
Ephraimite with no specified priestly connection. 

2. the first ... the second. Hannah is explicitly called the first wife. We learn 
below that she is also the favorite of her husband. Perhaps we are to conclude 
that it was her failure to bear him children that prompted Elkanah to marry a 
second time. 

3. regularly. Hebrew miyyiimim yiimima, lit. "from days to days." The ex
pression seems to connote "annual(ly)." At least this is the case unambiguously 
in its occurrences in Exod 13: 10 and Judg 11 :40. Note also Siinil besiinil in v 7 
below. Elkanah goes annually to Shiloh to perform the seasonal sacrifice 
(zebal;i hayyiimim; see the NOTE at v 21), which M. Haran (VT 19 [1969] 
11-22) has described as a cultic-familial observance taking place once a year. 
It was, he says, distinct from the seasonal J;iaggim, the agricultural pilgrim festi
vals. 
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Yahweh Sabaoth. That is, yahweh ~ebii' ot, the national deity of Israel. This is 
a longer form of the name Yahweh, the derivation and original significance of 
which are disputed. Cf. the discussion of William H. Brownlee, "The Ineffable 
Name of God," BASOR 226 (1977) 38-46. Quite possibly yahweh ~ebii'ot 

meant "He who creates the (heavenly) armies," an ancient cultic epithet of the 
high god 'El in his aspects as warrior and creator; see the discussion of Cross, 
CMHE, 68-71. Whatever its original significance it is here the proper name of 
the god of Israel, who guides the crucial events of the formation of the new 
state. Yahweh was believed to be specially present with the ark, the central ob
ject of the Israelite cult, which, as we learn below, was remembered as having 
been located at Shiloh in this early period. It was to worship before the ark of 
Yahweh that Elkanah went up to Shiloh. 

Shiloh. Modem Khirbet Seilun, ca. 20 miles NNE of Jerusalem among the 
hills of Ephraim. An ancient cultic center, it was remembered as the central 
sanctuary of the Israelite cult at the time of Samuel's birth. Archaeological evi
dence suggests that it was not a city of major importance long before or after 
the late premonarchical period (see Marie-Louise Buhl and S. Holm-Nielsen, 
Shiloh: The Danish Excavations at Tell Sailun, Palestine, in 1926, 1929, 
1932, and 1963: The Pre-Hellenistic Remains [Copenhagen: The Na
tional Museum of Denmark, 1969]; and most scholars have assumed that the 
shrine itself was destroyed in the course of the Philistine wars described later in 
c 4 (cf. Jeremiah's references to the ruins of Shiloh in Jer 7:12,14; 26:6,9), 
though it now seems that there is no archaeological evidence to substantiate 
this (cf. Bright, History, 181 and n. 5). 

Shiloh occupied a prominent position in prophetic tradition, not only as the 
childhood home of Samuel, but as the city of Ahljah, the prophet associated 
with Jeroboam (I Kings 11:290; 14:1ff). Jeremiah too was descended from the 
Shilonite house of Eli (assuming that, as a member of a priestly family from 
Anathoth, he could trace his ancestry to Abiathar [cf. J er 1 : 1; I Kings 
2:26-27]). 

Hophni and Phinehas. Both names are Egyptian. The house of Eli (and thus 
the old Shilonite priesthood) claimed Levitical descent, tracing its lineage back 
to Moses. For some of the implications, see Cross, CMHE, c 8 passim. On 
Egyptian names in the tribe of Levi, see Noth, lsraelitischen Personennamen, 
63. 

4-7. The temporal relationship of the events described in these verses is subtle 
and can be discerned only by careful attention to grammatical detail. Two types 
of verbal sequences are used here. One of these, which expresses habitual or 
continued action in the past, employs independent prefixed verbs and suffixed 
verbs joined to the conjunction-hence in v 3 above we'iila, "he used to go up." 
The other type of sequence, the common Hebrew vehicle for simple past narra
tion, uses independent suffixed verbs and, most characteristically, prefixed verbs 
joined to the conjunction. The beginning of v 4 exhibits such a sequence: 
wayhl hayyom wayyizbal;i 'elqiina, "One day when Elkanah was sacrificing. 
· · ." Such a protasis introduces simple past narration and requires an apodosis 
of the same type. This is found only near the end of v 7, viz. wattibkeh, "she 
wept." All of the intervening material, which is couched in the syntax of habit-
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ual action in the past, is therefore to be understood as parenthesis: weniitan 
. . . yitten . . . weki'lisattfi . . . ya'iiseh . . . tak'isennfi, "he would give . . . he 
would give • . . she used to provoke her . . . he would do . . . she would 
provoke her. . . . " In the present translation, we repeat the protasis after the 
long parenthesis to help the reader resume his train of thought (the original 
found no such repetition necessary). We may render wattibkeh, "she wept," as 
"she began to weep" to conform to English idiom ("she wept" would suggest 
continued action). With welo' to'kal the Hebrew returns to the habitual se
quence, in this case to indicate that Hannah refused to eat-hence our transla
tion, "would not eat," preserving the durative sense of the verb. 

5. a single portion equal to theirs. If this reading is correct (see the Textual 
Note), the narrator's point is that Elkanah accords to Hannah a special distinc
tion disproportionate to her barren status. The motive for this preferential treat
ment is provided in the following clause, ki 'et-(lannfi 'iiheb, "for it was Hannah 
that he loved," not simply, "for he loved Hannah," which would be ki 'iiheb 
'et-(lannfi. This also explains Peninnah's spiteful and rather brutal treatment of 
her co-wife and provides some justification for Elkanah's remonstrance in v 8, 
"Am I not better to you than ten sons?" 

6. her rival. That is, Peninnah. The correct meaning of Hebrew ~iirfi, "rival 
wife, co-wife," already recognized in the ancient versions, was first given a 
modern scholarly treatment by Paul de Lagarde, Mittheilungen I (Gottingen, 
1884) 125-134. The same term ("{iarrat-) is reflected in cognate languages 
(Syriac 'artii, Arabic {iarratu") with similar force. Hebrew ~iira became virtu
ally a technical, legal designation for a man's second wife in the Talmudic pe
riod, when bigamy was permitted (though not encouraged) until its general 
prohibition in the tenth century CB. 

7. the house of Yahweh The expression bet yahweh may refer to a tent-shrine 
or to a permanent temple. At least one major branch of Israelite tradition, of 
which II Samuel 7 is the chief exemplar, favors the former, insofar as it as
sumes that the ark never resided in a permanent sanctuary before the con
struction of Solomon's temple (note esp. II Sam 7: 6 and cf. Pss 78: 60 and 
132:7). The two references to hekal yahweh, unambiguously "the temple of 
Yahweh," in 1 : 9 and 3 : 3 below seem to belie this conclusion, and thus to 
represent a rival tradition. 

8. Am I not better to you than ten sons? What does this mean? Perhaps 
Elkanah is saying, "Do I not treat you even better than would be appropriate if 
you had ten sons." See the NoTB to v 5 above. 

9. the doorpost of the temple of Yahweh. Hebrew mezflzat hekal yahweh. 
Strictly speaking, the hekiil was the nave or temple proper at the back of which 
was the inner sanctuary ( debir). Eli's chair is beside the doorpost at the en
trance to the nave affording him a view through the vestibule ('Uliim) of Han
nah, who presumably is praying at the entrance to the temple. 

11. In Northwest Semitic tradition vows were expressed in stereotyped 
formulae. See Loren R. Fisher in Ras Shamra Parallels, 1. 147-152 and esp. 
151-152. Hannah's vow is couched in poetry. After the extra.metrical invocation 
of the deity follows a quatrain of long lines (syllable count in restored Hebrew: 
12: 13 : 13 : 13) and a couplet of short lines ( 8: 9) . Compare the verses of the 
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annunciation to Samson's mother in Judg 13:3-5 (cf. 13:7,13-14), where the 
poetry is somewhat more difficult to recover: 

. . . You were barren and had not given birth, ( 8) 
But you have become pregnant and will bear a son . (7), 
Drink no wine or strong drink! (7) 
Eat no unclean food! (7) 
Now you are pregnant and will bear a son. (8) 
Let no razor touch his head! (9) 
The child is to be a Nazirite of God from the womb . (8) 

We may posit the existence of a stock of such poetry in early Israel stemming 
from the rites of Nazirite dedication, of which two examples have survived 
within the tales of Samson and Samuel. 

offspring. Paraphrasing Hebrew zera' 'iinasim, lit. "seed of men." The fre
quently given translation "male child" is indefensible even though Hannah 
presumably intends a boy and, indeed, gets one. The expression, which is 
unique to this passage in the Hebrew Bible, may be an instance of periphrasis 
for metrical reasons. 

I shall set him before you. Though it is not made explicit until v 22 (see the 
Textual Note), Hannah is pledging her child to the life of a Nazirite. For the 
pertinent regulations, see Num 6:1-21. A Nazirite was an individual specially 
dedicated to God by vows of separation, abstention from products of the vine, 
and regulation of cutting the hair. According to Israelite tradition such an indi
vidual was endowed with certain charismatic gifts as a warrior. Samson (Judg 
13 : 5, 7) is the chief example. Here Samuel is said to have been consecrated 
even before birth, as was Samson. In spite of the loss of the specification of his 
Nazirite status in MT, postbiblical Jewish tradition remembered Samuel as a 
N azirite, as reflected in the Hebrew fragments to Sir 46: 13 (see M. Z. Segal, 
spr bn-syr' hSlm [Jerusalem, 1958] 321) and in the Talmudic tractate Nazir 
9.5. 

strong drink. Hebrew sekiir (a fixed pair with "wine" in the repertoire of the 
Canaanite bard, as attested in Ugaritic as well as Hebrew poetry) refers to any 
intoxicating beverage, i.e. wine or beer. 

17. the request you have made of him. Hebrew seliitek 'afer sii' alt me'immo, 
foreshadowing v 27. This is the first in a series of wordplays involving the root 
S'l, "ask, request." See the NOTES to vv 20 and 27,28. 

18. to the chamber. Hebrew liSkiita. Evidently this was a room in the temple 
where sacrificial meals were eaten, as in 9:22. The term "lishka" or "chamber" 
elsewhere refers to any of several kinds of rooms with various functions as
sociated with the temple in Jerusalem. 

19. Ramah. Elkanah's home is called Ramathaim only in v l, elsewhere 
Ramah. This might be regarded as a satisfactory shorter form of the name of 
the Ephraimite village, but it is clear in subsequent chapters that the narrator is 
thinking of Ramah of Benjamin (modern er-Ram, ca. 5 miles N of Jerusalem). 
Apparently there is confusion in the tradition itself. The older narrative 
recorded Samuel's home as Ramathaim of the land of Zuph in the Ephraimite 
hills. In the course of the transmission of the story, the name became associated 
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with the much more familiar Benjaminite Ramah. The result is a mixed picture. 
In the present episode there is no barrier to maintaining the assumption that 
Ephraimite Ramathaim is intended. 

Elkanah knew Hannah. The most common of the biblical euphemisms for 
sexual intercourse. 

Yahweh remembered her. In such a context, the expression implies more than 
simple calling to mind. Remembering in the religious terminology of Israel and 
other Northwest Semitic societies referred to the benevolent treatment of an in
dividual or group by a god, often, as in this case, in response to a specific plea 
(see the discussion of W. Schottrofl in TWAT 1.507-518, esp. 514). Yahweh 
in bis role as governor of childbirth (cf. 2: Sb) has ensured the success of Han
nah's union with her husband. 

20. Samuel, "because," [she said,] "it was from Yahweh that I requested 
him." As explained in the NoTE on vv 27,28 below, a dominant feature in the 
original form of this story was its repeated wordplay on the verb s'l, "ask, 
request," culminating in the assertion hu' sa'Cil leyahweh, "He is dedicated 
(Saul!) to Yahweh." This fact in company with other considerations leads to 
the conclusion that Samuel's birth narrative has absorbed elements from an
other account describing Saul's birth (see the COMMENT). The explanation of 
the name Samuel in the present verse might be regarded as simply another in
stance of play on s'l because of the occurrence of se'iltiw, "I requested him." 
But closer inspection is required. The Hebrew is semu'el ki miyyahweh se'iltiw, 
lit. "'Samuel' because, 'From Yahweh I requested him.'" The syntax is impor
tant: miyyahweh stands in the emphatic first position suggesting that it and not 
the verb is the intended referent of the etymology. The name Samuel is being 
explained as if it were seme'el, "He-who-is-from-God." Thus, "She named him 
'He-who-is-from-God' because it was from Yahweh that she bad requested 
him." The correspondence of -me'el to -mu' el is no worse (or better) than that 
of me'ab to mo'ab in the explanation of the name Moab in Gen 19:37. The 
purpose of this verse, then, is not to reinforce the etymological play on s'l but, 
on the contrary, to eclipse it or at least to modify it to the requirements of the 
name Samuel. This has no bearing, however, on the question of the original 
meaning of the name semu'el from the point of view of the modem philolo
gian. It displays archaic features and may already have been an ancient name 
in the time when the present story is set. In its original form the name was 
probably * simuhU-'il-, that is, "His-name-is-'EI." Contraction of -uhu to -Ci 
and other changes attending the growth of the language led to the present 
form. (Nevertheless the name remains somewhat at variance with the normal 
morphological development of the language: we expect semo'el.) The 
meaning of the name is clear. The suffix ("his") refers not to the deity but to 
the individual so named-thus, "His-name (i.e. the name on which he calls in 
worship) -is-'El." Compare the personal name re'u'el, "Reuel," originally 
*ri'uhu-'il-, "His-friend-is-'EI." In such a context the "name" of a deity refers to 
his cultically available presence; the "name of Yahweh," for example, is inti
mately associated with the ark. 

21. the seasonal sacrifice. Hebrew ·zebaQ hayyamim, lit. "the sacrifice of 
days," and thus, "the annual sacrifice" (also 2:19; cf. 20:6). See the NoTE on 
"regularly" at v 3 above. 
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22. [/ shall stay] until the child goes. Hebrew 'ad 'lilot hanna'ar (recon
structed; see Textual Note). Such an elliptical expression with 'ad is unusual 
but not unexampled elsewhere. Cf. Judg 16:2: 'ad 'or habbOqer wahiiragnuhu, 
"[We ,shall wait] until the morning light, and then we shall slay him." 

a Nazirite. See the NOTE on "I shall set him before you" at v 11. ' 
24. a three-year-old bull. The expression par mesulliil (see the Textual Note) 

is elliptical, omitting the unit of time in question (years). As E. A. Spiser 
pointed out some time ago, this usage, which occurs elsewhere in Biblical He
brew (Gen 15:9[tris]; cf. Ezek 42:6; Eccles 4:12), is also found in Nuzi 
Akkadian. Here, as in Gen 15:9 and ancient Mesopotamian cultie practice, the 
specification of age identifies the animal as of legal maturity for sacrifice. See 
BASOR 72 (1938) 15-17. 

an ephah of flour. The standard measure of dry capacity was the homer or 
ass-load. The ephah was equal to a tenth of a homer, roughly half a bushel. 

27,28. Scattered about the birth narrative are several occurrences.of the verb 
sii'al/ hifil, "ask/hand over, dedicate," and related nouns. Thus in v 27 we 
read "my request (se'eliitl) which I asked (sii'alti) of him" (cf. v 17 arid the 
NoTE) and in v 28 "I have dedicated him (hiS'iltlhU) to Yahweh ... he is 
dedicated (sii'ul) to Yahweh." We recognize in these passages wordplay upon 
the name of the child, a common feature of Old Testament birth narratives. 
Nevertheless it is impossible to derive semu'el from a form of sii'a/, even on the 
basis of a popular and fanciful etymology. The notion that the author is pro
posing to us the monstrous contraction semu'el < sii'ul me' el, "asked of God," 
goes back at least to David Kirnchi, the great medieval philologian; and other 
equally unlikely explanations have been offered. But at best the expressions in 
question bring the name Samuel to mind in a general way by virtue of as
sonance (Driver). It has not gone unnoticed, however, that the wordplay in
volved here applies much more naturally to the name Saul (sii'Ul). This raises 
the suspicion that within the narrative about Samuel's birth are elements taken 
from one about Saul's. The suspicion becomes almost a certainty when the nar
rative closes with the formula hu' sii'Ul leyahweh, "he is dedicated to Yahweh," 
or quite simply, "he is Saul ( = one who is dedicated, handed over) to Yah
weh." This is the climax to which the previous wordplays have been building. 
In composing the story of Samuel's birth the narrator expropriated the force of 
the various plays for his own purposes (see the NoTE at v 20), but their origi
nal intent can still be discerned. 

COMMENT 

Israel remembered the appearance of its first great prophet as an event of 
singular importance. Samuel's career was regarded as a watershed in the 
sacred history, separating the days of the judges from the days of the 
kings, and the portentous story of his birth in the form it has come down 
to us leaves no doubt that something significant has occurred. It is easy to 
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see that beyond the entertaining little melodrama of Hannah and Elkanah, 
the narrator is preparing us for a new departure in Israel's experience. 

Yet the setting of the story is not new but old. The scene is Shiloh, an 
early shrine of Yahwism and, according to tradition, the last great center 
of Israelite worship before the monarchy. Here the old Elide priesthood 
still officiates. The story itself is reminiscent of the account of Samson's 
birth and seems to find its place among the ancient-most legends of Israel. 
But the rudiments of new ways are also here. The child whose birth is 
recounted is to become the single figure under whose direction the old sys
tem will dissolve in favor of the age of prophets and kings. And he is 
ascribed a hero's birth in a tale of miracles. 

This at least is the perspective of the prophetic circles from which our 
story derives.1 No king receives first consideration in the history of the in
cipient monarchy; instead it is Samuel, the prophet and anointer of kings, 
who dominates the scene. His birth sets in motion a chain of events that 
will begin with the inauguration of kingship in Israel and the rejection of 
Shiloh and the house of Eli and end with the election of David and the be
ginning of the worship of Yahweh in Jerusalem. Samuel's conception itself 
is miraculous, the answer to a barren woman's prayer, recalling details of 
the stories of Samson and even Isaac, not to mention New Testament 
figures. As in the case of Isaac, whose birth represented the fulfillment 
in principle of Yahweh's promise of posterity to Abraham, the gift of a 
son to Hannah makes possible the working out of the divine plan at a cru
cial juncture in the history of the people. We learn at the end of c 3 that 
Samuel is to be the mouthpiece through which Yahweh's will is communi
cated to this generation of Israelites as they undertake the heavy responsi
bilities of change. In other words the child is to become the prototype of 
the ideal prophet, a vessel of divine purpose and a director of human 
affairs. The prophetic point of view according to which our story received 
its primary shape clearly held Samuel's birth to be an event of unique im
portance. 

Behind the narrative in its present form, however, we discern a complex 
interweaving of literary patterns, of which that concerned primarily with 
Samuel is only the most conspicuous. 2 The tragedy of Eli, for example, a 
theme to be developed in subsequent chapters, begins here as the old 
priest stolidly executes his office preparing unwittingly for his own down
fall. As our discussion in the sections that follow will show, Samuel had 
no part in this tragedy in its earliest formulation, but in the prophetic ver
sion he is a leading figure. Basic to the present story, moreover, is the 

1 See LITERARY HISTORY in the Introduction. 
2 Among the recent treatments of the literary history of I Samuel 1 are Noth, "Sam

uel und Silo"; Garbini, "Osservazioni Iinguistiche"; Dus, "Geburtslegende Samuels"; 
Willis, "Anti-Elide Narrative Tradition" and "Cullie Elements." 
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motif of Nazirite birth and dedication, and here the source critic is most 
exercised. We expect the child born under such circumstances to be a war
rior like Samson, but only the Samuel of c 7 will fulfill this expectation 
and only in a general way. The many-sided prophet of Ramah can hardly 
be compared to simple, ·heroic Samson. As we have already noted (see the 
NoTE at vv 27,28), the repeated wordplay on s'l, which applies so easily 
to Saul and so awkwardly to Samuel, provides the clue to the mystery of 
the prehistory of this part of the narrative. Other evidence strengthens the 
case that a story of Nazirite origins belonging originally to Saul was bor
rowed and built into the account of Samuel's birth.3 

The latter conclusion involves such a radical impeachment of the integ
rity of the account that the considerations upon which it is based must be 
listed in detail. ( 1) The anticipatory wordplay on s'l in vv 17 and 27, 
which finds its resolution in v 28 in the assertion hU' sii'Ctl leyahweh, "He is 
dedicated (Saul!) to Yahweh," is most decisive, as already explained in 
the NOTES. (2) The formal similarity between the introductory verse of 
this story ( 1: 1 )' and that of the tale of the lost asses of Kish, Saul's father 
(9: 1), is striking. It is quite possible that the identification of Kish and his 
genealogy originally stood at the beginning of a Nazirite birth narrative. In 
the present story the credentials are those of Elkanah, which may be pat
terned upon them. (3) As already noted, the points of contact between 
this account and that of Samson's Nazirite birth in Judges 13 are conspic
uous. It may be argued, moreover, that Saul is much more easily described 
as a hero like Samson than is Samuel. To be sure Samuel does "judge" Is
rael and fight heroically against the Philistines in the account of the 
Israelite victory in c 7; but the report there is of a highly generalized sort 
-probably itself a product of prophetic revision-without clear parallels 
to the Samson saga. By contrast the narratives relating Saul's military 
exploits share specific features with the stories about Samson. Conclusive 
is the account of Saul's victory over Nahash the Am.monite (10:27b-
11 : 11 ) , where Saul is filled with heroic inspiration and anger in a fashion 
that recalls Samson's behavior in detail (compare 11 :6 to Judg 14:6,19; 
15:14; and see the NOTES at 11:6).4 

The story of the birth of Samuel, therefore, has been built from diverse 
materials. Fundamental is an account of Saul's birth and Nazirite dedica
tion which has been transferred to Samuel. The wordplay that animated 
the older version has been retained, probably because of the slight similar
ity in the sound of the two names, with some effort to divert its original in
tent (see the NOTE at v 20), but the entire account has been overlaid with 

3 Though long recognized, the implications of this fact were first systematically in
vestigated by Rylander, Samuel-Saul-Komp/ex, 11-39. 

4 For further comparison of these two wrathful, self-willed heroes, see Dus, 
"Geburtslegende Samuels," 174-175. 
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the personal details of Samuel's childhood-his father's name, his 
mother's name, the name of his native village. The narrator has set the 
central episodes in Shiloh, thereby permitting himself to incorporate the 
beginning of the story of the fall of the house of Eli into the whole. It is 
not likely that the infant Saul was associated with Eli.G All else that we 
know of Israel's first king renders this generally improbable, and, in addi
tion, the chronology is wrong: Eli's great-great-grandson will be Saul's 
priest at the battle of Michmash (see 14: 3 and the Norn). So the 
Shilonite apprenticeship is not an original element from the tradition but, 
like the transferral of Saul's birth narrative, an innovation in the pro
phetic revision of the material which works to the aggrandizement of Sam
uel, who will become heir to the lost authority of the house of Eli (see the 
COMMENT on 3:1-4:1a; cf. p. 16). This will be the subject of the mate
rial that follows Hannah's song of thanksgiving. 

5 The unlikelihood that Saul was a temple boy at Shiloh has been the chief barrier 
to the acceptance of the theory that his birth narrative underlies the present account. 
Cf. Noth, "Samuel und Silo," 394-396. Dus ("Geburtslegende Samuels") is to be 
credited with recognizing the independence of the Shiloh and Eli elements from the 
original N azirite birth narrative. 



IL THE SONG OF HANNAH 
(2: 1-10) 

2 1 [Hannah] said: 

My heart exults in Yahweh! 
My horn is raised by my god! 
My mouth is stretched over my enemies! 
I rejoice in my vindication. 
2 For there is no holy one like Yahweh, 
And no mountain like our god! 
3 Do not speak haughtily 
Or let arrogance out of your mouth! 
For Yahweh is a mindful god, 
And a god who balances his actions: 
4 The bows of the mighty are broken, 
While the feeble are girded with armor; 
5 The sated have hired out for bread, 
While the hungry are fattened on food; 
The childless wife has borne seven, 
While the mother of many sons is bereaved. 
6 It is Yahweh who slays and quickens, 
Who sends down to Sheol and brings up. 
7 It is Yahweh who makes poor and makes rich, 
Who debases and also exalts; 
8 Who raises the poor from the dust, 
From the scrap heap lifts the needy, 
To give them a seat with noblemen 
And grant them a chair of honor. 
For the straits of the earth are Yahweh's, 
And upon them he founded the world. 
9 He guards the way of his faithful, 
But the wicked perish in darkness. 

(7) 
(8) 
(7) 
(8) 
(7) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(6) 
(8) 
(7) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(8) 
(7) 
(7) 
(6) 
(6) 
(7) 
(7) 
(8) 
(8) 
(7) 

(7) 
(9) 
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He gives to the vower his vow 
And blesses the years of the just. 
For no one can prevail by his own power; 
10 It is Yahweh who shatters his antagonists. 
Who is h[oly like Yahweh?] 

[He guards] the feet [of his faithful] 

... kin[g] .•• 
Eli thunders in heaven! 
Yahweh judges the ends of the earth! 
Now may he give power to his king 
And raise the horn of his anointed! 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

§ II 

(6) 
(8) 
(7) 
(7) 
(6) 

(7) 

(7) 
(7) 
(7) 
(7) 

2 1. [Hannah] said Reading the shorter text of LXXB (= wt'mr), "And 
she said," in preference to MT wttp/l IJ.nh wt'mr, "And Hannah prayed and 
said" (so LXXL). 

by my God Reading b'lhy on the basis of LXX (en theo mou) and OL. 
MT and 4QSam• (rmh qrny by[hw]h) repeat byhwh, "in, by Yahweh," which 
is poetically inferior and textually suspicious. 

My mouth is stretched over my enemies! LXX seems to reflect rlJ.b 'I 
'wybym py for MT rlJ.b py 'I 'wyby. The word order of the latter is more consis
tent with the two preceding lines. 

1-2. I rejoice in my vindication. For Reading sml)ty bysw'ty ky with LXX, 
against MT ky sml)ty bysw'tk. The initial ky, absent in LXX, is a prosaizing ad
dition. The final -k of MT is the remnant of a following ky reflected in LXX 
(hoti) and 4QSam•, which reads [k]y' 'yn qdws kyh[wh]. 

2. This verse is conflate in all witnesses. All have ky 'yn qdws kyhwh (MT 
omits ky; see above). We posit a variant ky 'yn qdws bltk, "For there is no holy 
one apart from you," retained in MT without qdws and in LXX without ky. 
MT w'yn ,l'Wr k'lhynw and LXX w'yn ,l'dyq k'lhynw (kai ouk estin dikaios hOs 
ho theos hemon) are also ancient variants. The former (which is superior) is 
also preserved in 4QSam•; cf. also M. Dahood in Fisher, Ras Shamra Parallels 
2. 27. The following chart shows the original bicolon, its variants, and the texts 
reflected in the versions: 
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ORIGINAL: 

VARIANTS: 

and 
MT: 

LXX: 

4QSam•: 

ky 'yn qdwJ kyhwh 
w'yn ~wr k'lhynw 
ky 'yn qdwJ bltk 
w'yn fdyq k'lhynw 
'yn qdws kyhwh 
ky 'yn bltk 
w'yn ~wr k'lhynw 
ky 'yn qdwJ kyhwh 
w'yn ~dyq k'lhynw 
'yn qdws bltk 
[k]y' 'yn qdwJ kyh[wh] 
[w'yn ~dyq k'lwhynw 
w'yn blt]k 
w'yn fWr k'lwhynw 
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3. Do not speak haughtily Reading 'l tdbrw gbhh. LXX me kauchasthe kai 
me laleite hypsela, "Do not boast and do not speak haughtily," seems to 
preserve two renderings of this, and (similarly) MT 'l trbw tdbrw gbhh gbhh, 
"Do not continue to speak (?) haughtily, haughtily," seems to be a conflation 
of it in correct and corrupt form. 

Or let . .. out Reading 'l y(, "let not (arrogance) go out," on the basis of 
LXX. MT omits 'l. 

a mindful god Reading 'l d'wt, lit. "a god of knowledge," with MT (on the 
plural, see Driver). LXX has theos gnoseos, reflecting 'I d't, with which 
4QSam• agrees. We read the lectio difficilior. 

And a god who balances his actions MT has wl' (qere: 16) ntknw 'llwt, 
"And by him (?) actions are balanced." But we read w'l tkn 'llwtw on the basis 
of LXX kai theos hetoimazon epitedeumata autou. 

4. The bows . . . are broken MT qst . . . /:itym. Poetic symmetry requires 
the plural, and the treatment of the verb as singular in LXX (esthenesen) and 
4QSam• (/:ith) must reflect a "correction" of {11ym based on ignorance of 
the (masculine) plural form qiisot, a rare byform of qesiitot. Cf. M. Dahood, 
Ugaritic-Hebrew Philology (Rome: PBI, 1965) 15. 

5. are fattened on food MT (cf. Syr., Vulg.) /:idlw 'd; see the NoTB. 
LXX has parekan gen, and whereas the first word corresponds to /:idlw, the sec
ond corresponds not to 'd but, as Marvin L. Chaney in a paper presented to the 
Society of Biblical Literature, October 25, 1974, has shown, to /:idl (=bid), 
"world." This may be a case of dittography, as Chaney suggests, or of the 
conflation of different attempts to render the same original. 

8. with noblemen Reading MT 'm ndybym, the shortest in a group of 
readings, including 'm ndyby 'mym (LXX8 meta dynaston la6n) and 'm ndyby 
'm, reflected by LXXL and many MSS. Compare also Ps 47:10[English 9]: 
ndyby 'mym, and Ps 113:8: 'm ndybym 'm ndyby 'mw (so also the text of 
one Latin MS to I Sam 2:8: cum principibus cum principibus populi sui). 

8b-10aa. For the straits ... kin[g] . . . 4QSam• shows that both MT and 
LXX have suffered losses of material here. The scroll reads (on the recon-
structions see below): 
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[ ky lyhwh m.rwqy 'r~ wy.l't] 
'lyhm tb[l] wdrk J:i[sydw y.l'mr wr.l''ym bJ:isk ydmw] 
ntn nd[r] ln[wd]r wybrk .l'[nwt ~dyq ky I' bk/:! ygbr 'yS] 
yhwh yJ:it mr[y]bw my q[dws kyhwh ] 
[ Jim b.l'lmli[ ] 
[ Jrgly J:i[sydw y.l'mr ] 
[ ]ml[ ] 

Except where noted below, this text is represented by our translation. MT has a 
much shorter reading: ky lyhwh m.rqy 'r~ wy.l't 'lyhm tbl rgly J:isydw ysmr 
wr.l''ym bJ:i.l'k ydmw ky l' bk/:! ygbr 'y.l' yhwh yJ:itw mrybw, "For the straits of the 
earth are Yahweh's, and upon them he founded the world. He guards the feet 
of his faithful (ketib singular, qere plural), but the wicked perish in darkness. 
For no one can prevail by his own power. As for Yahweh, his antagonists (so 
qere) will be shattered." LXX is also short, but it preserves other material: 
didous euchen to euchomeno kai eulogesen ete dikaiou hoti ouk en ischui 
dynatos aner kyrios asthene poiesei antidikon autou kyrios hagios = ntn ndr 
lnwdr wybrk .fnwt ~dyq ky l' bk!J ygbr 'ys yhwh yJ:it mrybw yhwh qdw.l', "He 
gives the vower his vow and blesses the years of the just. For no one can 
prevail by his own strength: it is Yahweh who shatters his antagonist. Yahweh 
is holy!" This is followed in LXX by the remarkable intrusion of a long pass
age equivalent to Jer 9:22-23. 

The full original reading cannot be recovered from this evidence. Both MT 
and LXX seem to have suffered haplography and partial restoration. The ini
tial error in MT was probably a haplography caused by the similar sequences 
wdrk J:isydw y.l'mr (see below) and rgly J:isydw ysmr. Some of the lost material 
was restored, but not all, and the corruption spread into the succeeding lines. 
In the Vorlage of LXX the corruption may have begun with a haplography 
caused by homoioarkton, a scribe's eye skipping from ky lyhwh to ky l' bkJ:i, 

after which only a part of the intervening material was restored (Wellhausen). 
4QSam• has much material found in neither MT nor LXX; nor is its longer 
reading derived from any apparent source (as in the case of the Jeremiah 9 
material in LXX). So this seems to be a case where our usual preference for a 
shorter reading must be set aside. The scroll, fragmentary as it is, seems to be 
the only surviving witness to the primitive text. 

9. He guards the way of his faithful Our reconstruction of 4QSam• (wdrk 
J:i[sydw y.l'mr; see above) is based partially on Prov 2:8. MT has rgly J:isydw 
ysmr, "He guards the feet of his faithful," which 4QSam• and the primitive 
text seem to have read much later on, as surmised above. 

10. It is Yahweh who shatters Reading yhwh yJ:it with 4QSam•, LXX. MT 
yhwh yJ:itw interprets yhwh as casus pendens, thus, "As for Yahweh, (his an
tagonists) will be shattered." 

Who is h[oly like Yahweh?) Our reconstruction of 4QSam• (my q[dw.l' 
kyhwh]; see above) takes a clue from LXX kyrios hagios = yhwh qdws, 
"Yahweh is holy!" Cf. also v 2a. 

Eli Restoring 'ly (see the NOTE). The archaic divine name has caused con
siderable confusion in the text. MT reads 'lw, showing the common confusion 
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of w and y, and interprets the word as 'ala(y)w, "against him." LXX anebe 
reflects a "correction" to 'lh, "has gone up," leading to further corruption by 
the addition of yhwh before 'lh to provide a subject and the insertion of the 
conjunction before yr'm. Thus the Vorlage of LXX must have read yhwh 'lh 
bsmym wyr'm, "Yahweh has gone up into heaven and thundered." The preser
vation of wyr'm in 4QSama suggests that its text corresponded to that of LXX. 
For yhwh in the parallel stich, LXX reflects hw', "He." 

to his king So MT. LXX has tois basileusin hemon, "to our kings," which 
is clearly inferior, though "to our king" is possible even in view of the parallel. 

NOTES 

2 1. My horn is raised. The Hebrew idiom "raise, exalt the horn" (herim 
qeren) with its related expressions has not been fully explained. The major lex
ica list it as a figure of speech "denoting increase of might, dignity," the horn it
self being "a symbol of strength" (BDB). According to Driver, therefore, the 
present allusion is to "an animal carrying its head high, and proudly conscious 
of its strength." There can be no denying any of this, but the following observa
tions should also be made. First, as the related expression "cause a horn to 
sprout" (hifmia~ qeren, cf. giddea' qeren, "cut off the horn") suggests, the al
lusion is to the growth of the horn itself, not simply the bearing of the animal. 
The individual whose horn Yahweh has raised is conspicuously fortunate (as in 
Ps 112: 9-10, where the sight causes vexation to the wicked), because a horn is 
a conspicuous eminence (thus qeren may refer secondarily to a mountain [Isa 
5:1 and probably II Sam 22:3 = Ps 18:3(English 2)] or, quite possibly, a 
tower or tall building [Lam 2:3]). An ancient couplet preserved in Num 23:22 
and 24:8 reads: "El brought them out of Egypt I As the horns (to'apot, lit. 
'eminences') of a wild ox for himself." The meaning is that God brought the 
Israelites out of Egypt to establish his own reputation, a theme ubiquitous in 
the exodus tradition. The exalted horn, then, is first of all a visible sign of 
success. Second, in certain cases it is clear that the raised horn refers specif
ically to progeny. Most explicit is the statement appended to the list of the 
children of Heman in I Chron 25:5: "All these were the children of Heman, 
the royal seer, in accordance with God's promise to raise up (his) horn: God 
gave Heman fourteen sons and three daughters." Note also the divine oath 
in Ps 132: 17, "There [i.e. in Zion] I shall cause a horn to sprout for David," 
promising the establishment of a Davidic dynasty. In Deut 33: 16b-17 the 
burgeoning of Ephraim and Manasseh is described in terms of the growth of 
the two horns of Joseph under the image of a wild bull. A third observation 
concerns the referent of the expression. The allusion is to the prominent attire 
of the dominant male animal, most especially of the wild ox (re'em, the bos 
primigenius) as in Ps 92: 11 (English 10) and elsewhere, whose horns distin
guish him from his retinue. The wild ox himself was a symbol of strength and 
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virility throughout the ancient Near East. In summary then, we may conclude 
that the expression "exalt the horn" implies a significant elevation in condition 
involving some kind of visible distinction; in certain instances it refers specif
ically to the establishment of the lasting distinction of posterity. It does not 
follow necessarily that in the present passage the birth of a son was intended 
by the original composer of the poem, but this is quite possible. At the least 
the statement is susceptible to such a construction and gives a certain propriety 
to the placing of the song on Hannah's lips. 

My mouth is stretched over my enemies. Or to paraphrase, "I have 
triumphed over my enemies!" The curious expression hirl;iib peh 'al, "stretch 
the mouth over," refers to opening the mouth wide for swallowing something 
( Ps 81 : 11 [English 1 OJ) and is here and elsewhere applied figuratively to the 
defeat of one's enemy by swallowing him (the verbal form here is simply 
ral;iab, "is wide, stretched"). That this and not "mock" or "gloat" is the mean
ing in Ps 35:21, for example, is assured by v 25, where swallowing is men
tioned specifically. Compare also Isa 5: 14 (substituting nepe"S, "throat," for 
peh), where the reference is to Sheol's gaping maw swallowing up the living 
(cf. Prov 1:12), a depiction of hell common also at Ugarit and elsewhere (see 
TH. Gaster, Thespis, rev. ed. [New York: Harper and Row, 1966] 206-207). 

2. no holy one . . • no mountain. English idiom would require "no other 
holy one • . . no other mountain" to be strictly correct. Each noun is a com
mon designation for a divine being. By "mountain" we render Hebrew ~ar, 

which may mean "rock" or, as in the case of Ugaritic gr, "mountain." 
3. Yahweh is a mindful god. Hebrew 'el de'ot yahweh (see the Textual 

Note). William H. Brownlee ("The Ineffable Name of God," BASOR 226 
[1977] 40-44) raises the interesting possibility of translating yahweh verbally 
here-thus, "The God of knowledge makes things happen" ( 43). 

a god who balances his actions. As Brownlee has shown ("Ineffable Name," 
43-44), this stich introduces the catalogue of reversals of fortune that follow in 
vv 4 and 5. The verb (token) refers to weighing, or rather balancing, and 
the succeeding list of antitheses shows the divine balancing out of human expe
rience. 

5. are fattened on food. Hebrew }Jadelu 'ad. This meaning of }Jada/ (or 
more probably }Jade!), already recognized in eighteenth-century lexica, has been 
"rediscovered" by D. Winton Thomas ("Some Observations on the Root }Jdl," 
VTSup 4 [Leiden, 1957] 8-16) and (independently) by P. J. Calderone 
("QDL-11 in Poetic Texts," CBQ 23 [1961] 451-460; 24 [1962] 412-419). 
Arabic badula/ badila, "be, become fat," is cognate, as are the old Babylonian 
adjective buddulu, "fat" (as a physical characteristic) and proper name bud
dultulbundultu, "Fatso." The term 'ad, "food" (hence "prey, booty"), which 
also follows bdl in Job 14:6 (Calderone, 454-455) and Judg 5 :7 (Marvin L. 
Chaney, unpublished), is identified by its parallelism to l}Jm, "bread," to which 
compare the Ugaritic word pair lbml I mgd in CTCA 14.2.80-84 = Krt 80-84 
(Calderone, 452-454). 

the mother of many sons. Hebrew rabbat banim, lit. "(she who is) abundant 
of sons," according to a fairly common usage whereby the adjective rab/rabbli. 
receives nearer definition from a following genitive. One of David's heroes, for 
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example, is called rah pe'alim, lit. "(one who is) abundant of deeds," that is, 
"a man of many accomplishments." For a complete list, see BDB, 913; for 
the grammar, see GK §128x. To the entire stich cf. Jer 15:8-9. 

6. Sheol. The realm of the dead, both as a place of judgment and a final 
residence. With regard to the former, note that according to the pr~sent verse 
Yahweh both consigns to and brings back from Sheol. See further the NoTE 
on "the straits of the earth" at v 8. 

and brings up. Hebrew wayya'al, a finite verb after a series of participles. 
See GK § 1 llu. 

8. Who raises the poor ... a chair of honor. Compare Ps 113:7-8. The 
Israelite poet drew upon a store of stock phrases and expressionS to build his 
composition. 

And grant them. Hebrew yanfzillem, an imperfect verb in sequence with the 
preceding infinitive leh6sib. For the grammar, see GK § 114r. 

the straits of the earth. These (me~uqe 'ere~) are the great rivers of the 
underworld. The tradition of the foundation of the world upon the waters is 
well known in the cosmogonic lore of Israel (Ps 24:2, etc.) and other ancient 
Near Eastern societies. The verbal root of mii$flq is ~uq, "be narrow," rather 
than the (doubtful) secondary formation ~uq from common yll.faq, "pour out." 
The English nouns "narrows, straits" referring to bodies of water are semanti
cally comparable. The "straits of the earth" in Israelite tradition were also the 
swift-running waters where men were judged, and this is the context in which 
the succeeding bicolon is to be understood (cf. P. Kyle McCarter, "The River 
Ordeal in Israelite Literature," HTR 66 [1973] 403-412). 

9. He guards ... in darkness. The allusion is to the fate of the just and the 
wicked in "the straits of the earth," where judgment takes place, and thus 
finally to their fate in the mundane world. Those who have maintained a right 
relationship with Yahweh ("his faithful") have nothing to fear: their feet will 
not slip in the treacherous waters (cf. Deut 32:34-36a and "River Ordeal," 
p. 411). But the wicked will be lost forever in the gloom of the underworld. 

9-10. For no one ... his antagonists. That is, no one prevails over his 
antagonists alone; it is Yahweh (the name is in the emphatic first position as 
in vv 6 and 7) who is responsible for every success. 

10. Eli. Those early commentators who proposed the restoration of 'elyon, 
"the Most High," here were on the right track (cf. II Sam 22: 14 = Ps 18 : 14 
[English 13]). The old divine name 'eli, now known from Ugaritic and fre
quently identified in Biblical Hebrew, might be translated "the Exalted One." 
See M. Dahood, "The Divine Name 'ELI in the Psalms," TS 14 (1953) 
452-457; Psalms I: 1-50, AB 16 (1966) 45. Eli as a divine name is not to be 
confused with Eli as the name of the priest of Shiloh, except insofar as the 
former may be the theophorous element in the longer form of the latter 
(Dahood compares the personal name yl;iw'ly, "May Eli give life," in the 
Samaria ostraca, nos. 55,60). 

his king ... his anointed. The concluding benediction suggests the original 
context of· the song, viz. an occasion of royal thanksgiving, quite possibly the 
birth of an heir to the throne. On the royal title "anointed (one)," see the 
NOTE at 9: 16. 
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COMMENT 

The so-called "Song of Hannah" is an exclamation of pious thanksgiving 
acknowledging a great personal benefaction. The singer's good fortune is 
attributed to Yahweh, who is esteemed as an incomparable god and 
ascribed authority over universal justice. As the verses unfold, their chief 
burden becomes an affirmation of the relationship between divine justice 
and the human condition. The song as a whole, therefore, belongs to a 
fairly large category of biblical psalms which elaborate the declaration of 
a specific instance of God's beneficence with a general celebration of his 
sovereignty and grace.1 

Hannah's psalm, with its sustained spontaneity and unity of purpose, is 
quite properly called a song. We can display its poetic symmetry most 
readily by enumeration of the lengths of the various cola in syllabic nota
tion. 2 This has been provided parenthetically in the translation. Note that 
the psalm is composed uniformly of short lines (seven or eight syllables 
with isolated instances of six), producing a fast-paced, lyrical impression. 
The translator can reproduce this effect quite satisfactorily in English if he 
avoids discursive and periphrastic renderings (thus, "He guards the feet of 
his faithful" is better than "He guards the feet of those who keep faith 
with him"). The parallelism, too, tends to be bold and straightforward 
without extensive use of chiasm. The three lines which open the song, for 
example, are remarkably uniform, exhibiting in Hebrew the pattern 
verb + noun with first person singular suffix + prepositional phrase, thus: 

'iila~ + libbi + beyahweh 
riima + qarni + be'lohay 
riil;iab + pi + 'al-'oyebay. 

This creates a sense of urgency, which is relieved only partially in the 
(slightly) divergent fourth line. Much of the rest of the song also reads 
without chiasm, including the final bicolon: 

1 For a partial list of these, which Claus Westermann calls "descriptive psalms of 
praise," see his The Praise of God in the Psalms, tr. Keith R. Crim (Richmond: 
John Knox, 1961) 122. 

2 Any calculation of syllables in lines of biblical poetry must be based on the an
cient form of the language. This involves the elimination of (1) linguistic features 
affecting syllable count which appear in the Masoretic text as developments of Post
biblical Hebrew, such as segholation (e.g. read qiMt for MT qeset in v 4), the 
so-called "rule of Uwa" (e.g. read My~sQ'iiti for MT bi.l'U'at[i] in v 1), "triphthongi
zation" of diphthongs (e.g. read bay/ for MT bt1yil in v 4), etc., and (2) prosaizing 
additions to a poetic text, such as 'iUer, most instances of kol, many of ki, etc. Very 
few of the latter have been introduced into the present text, though we might excise 
the ki introducing v Sb, thus reducing the syllable count to 7: 7. 
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weyitten-'oz lemalko 
weyiirem qeren mestl;io. 

75 

Where it does occur chiasm is inconspicuous. Compare the next to the last 
bicolon of our poem: 

'eli bO:Uiimayim yar'em 
yahweh yiidin 'apsi-'are$ 

(ABC) 
(AC'B') 

to the similar couplet in II Sam 22: 14 = Ps 18: 14 (English 13), where 
the chiasm is much more pronounced: 

yar'em balsiimayim yahweh 
we'elyon yitten qolO 

(ABC) 
(C'A').3 

Only in v 8a, a stock passage (see the NoTE), is chiasm sustained beyond 
a single bicolon: 

meqim me'iipiir dal 
me'alpot yiirim 'ebyon 
lehOsib 'im-nedibim 
wekisse' kiibOd yan/.iillem 

(ABC) 
(B'A'C') 
(AB) 
(CA'). 

Monotony, therefore, is not avoided by variations in the length of lines or 
multiformity in parallel structure but by the lively career of the song itself. 
The quick, trenchant verses reinforce the mood expressed in the lyrics, so 
that the effect of the whole is one of triumphant jubilation. 

This jubilation has been placed not inappropriately on Hannah's lips, 
but the lyrics presuppose the monarchy (see the second NOTE at v 10), 
and the song cannot have been contemporary with the events to which the 
composers of the present narrative relate it. Its insertion may have taken 
place quite late in the literary history of the Samuel corpus: we have al
ready noted the textual disturbance it occasioned (see the second Textual 
Note at 1 : 28). 4 But this says nothing at all about the date of the composi
tion of the song itself. It is not, as some have supposed, a "late" piece, for 
it exhibits thematic and prosodic traits characteristic of early Israelite 
poetry.0 Of special importance are its similarities to portions of Psalm 

a "Yahweh thunders in the heavens, I And the Most High utters his cry!" 
4 See also G. Bressan, "II cantico di Anna." 
0 Willis, "Song of Hannah," associates our poem with the earliest corpus of 

Israelite poetry, including Exodus 15, Judges 5, II Samuel 22 = Psalm 18, Habakkuk 
3, and Psalm 68; but this judgment seems extreme, based as it is on several debatable 
textual decisions (the choice of byhwh [2] in v 1, the retention of the conflate text of 
v 2, the acceptance of the dittograph gbhh in v 3, etc.). W. F. Albright (Yahweh 
and the Gods of Canaan [Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968] 20-22) defends a 
similarly early date ("the time of Samuel, though rather ... the end of his life than 
... its beginning"), based largely on parallels to Deuteronomy 32, which he dates to 
the eleventh century e.c. Although the archaic features pointed to by Albright and 
Willis show the Song of Hannah to be early, an eleventh-century date is too high. 
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113, which seems more archaic throughout, and Deuteronomy 32, which 
may be contemporary with our poem or slightly later.6 Nor can we over
look the references to the king. Provisionally we may date the Song of 
Hannah to the monarchical period, perhaps as early as the ninth or late 
tenth century. 7 

As we have already seen, the song is not wholly unsuited to its second
ary context. The central theme is joy over an elevation in condition, quite 
possibly the birth of a child understood as a divine gift of posterity (see 
the NOTE at v 1). The three illustrations of reversal of fortune in vv 4-5 
culminate poignantly in the case of the formerly barren woman who bears 
seven sons. So the little hymn is fitting enough on Hannah's lips. On a 
subtler but no less important level, moreover, these verses with their medi
tation upon the exaltation of the meek find the heart of the Samuel stories 
with singular directness. We are about to hear of the elevation of Samuel, 
of Saul, of David-indeed even of Israel herself-from humble circum
stances to power and distinction. The Song of Hannah sounds a clear 
keynote for what follows. 

Albright's contention that in the poem "kingship belongs to Yahweh" and not an 
earthly king is based on a very dubious treatment of the final lines, which devastates 
the parallelism, viz. : 

It is Yahweh who judges the ends of the earth, 
Giving power to His reign (molko) 

As He lifts the horns of His anointed one. 

Like Willis, he retains the second byhwh in MT 1 (to which we have objected on 
textual grounds) as an instance of archaic repetitive parallelism. As for the criterion 
of Deuteronomy 32, see the following footnote. 

s On Deuteronomy 32, see G. Ernest Wright, ''The Lawsuit of God: A Form-Crit
ical Study of Deuteronomy 32," in Israel's Prophetic Heritage: Essays in Honor of 
James Muilenburg, eds. B. W. Anderson and W. Harrelson (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1962) 26-67, esp. 57-58. Wright notes in particular the themes found in 
common in the Song of Hannah and the last speech of Yahweh in Deuteronomy 32, 
esp. v 39. His argument for a ninth-century date for the latter is forceful; for addi
tional literature bearing on the date of Deuteronomy 32 see Eissfeldt, Introduction, 
227, n. 14. On Psalm 113 see provisionally Willis, "Song of Hannah," 152-154. 

7 David Noel Freedman has developed a typology of the use of divine names in ar
chaic Yahwistic poetry, according to which the Song of Hannah can be dated ca. 
1000 B.c., later than Psalm 113 but earlier than Deuteronomy 32. See "Divine Names 
and Titles in Early Hebrew Poetry," in Magnalia Dei: The Mighty Acts of God. Es
says on the Bible and Archaeology in Memory of G. Ernest Wright (Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1976) 55-107. 



III. SAMUEL CONTRASTED WITH THE SONS -OF ELI 
(2: 11-26) 

2 11 After [Hannah] had returned to Ramah, the child ministered 
to Yahweh in the presence of Eli, the priest. 

12 Eli's sons were worthless fellows, who did not acknowledge 
Yahweh 13 or the priest's due portion from the people. Whenever 
someone was sacrificing, the priest's servant was suppose~ to come 
while the meat was boiling. In his hand would be a three-pronged 
fork, 14 which he would thrust into the pot or kettle. Whatever the fork 
brought up the priest was to keep for himself. But this is the way 
they dealt with all the Israelites who came to sacrifice to Yahweh at 
Shiloh. 15 Before they had even burned the fat, the priest's servant 
would come to the man who was sacrificing and say, "Hand over 
some meat to be roasted for the priest, for he will not accept boiled 
meat from you!" 16 If the man should say, "Let [the fat] be burned 
as usual; then take as much as you want!" he would reply, "No! Hand 
it over now! Otherwise I shall take it by force." 17 The servants' sin 
was very serious, because they were treating the offering of Yahweh 
with contempt. 

18 Meanwhile Samuel continued to serve in the presence of Yahweh 
as a servant boy girt with a linen ephod. 19 From time to time his 
mother would make him a little robe and bring it to him when she 
came up with her husband to offer the seasonal sacrifice. 20 Then Eli 
would bless Elkanah and his wife in these words: "May Yahweh re
pay you with offspring from this woman in place of the gift she has 
dedicated to Yahweh!" Then when [Elkanah] returned home, 21 Yah
weh favored Hannah so that she bore three sons and two daughters, 
while the boy Samuel grew up in the presence of Yahweh. 

22 When Eli had grown very old, he kept hearing what his sons 
were doing to the Israelites; 23 so he said to them, "Why do you do 
such things as these that I have been hearing from the people of Y ah
weh? 24 No, my sons! Do not do this! For they are not good reports 
that I have heard the people of Yahweh spreading. 25 If one man 
sins against another, gods may mediate for him; but if it is against 
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Yahweh that a man sins, who can intercede for him?" But they 
would not listen to their father (for Yahweh wanted to kill them). 

26 All the while the boy Samuel continued to rise in the estimation 
of Yahweh and of men. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

2 11. After [Hannah] had returned to Ramah Reading wtlk hrmth on the 
basis of LXX kai apelthen eis harmathaim. The action continues from 1 :28 
where Hannah is the principal actor. MT wylk 'lqnh hrmth, "After Elkanah 
had returned to Ramah," arose after this connection was obscured by the in
trusion of the song. MT also adds 'al-beto, "to his home," as a gloss on 
hiiriimiita (if 'al= 'el, as often in the MT of Samuel; otherwise "along with his 
family" -cf. 1 : 21 ) . On the additions to the beginning of the verse in LXXBL, 
see the Textual Note at 1 :28. 

12-13. Yahweh or the priest's due portion from the people So construed by 
LXX. MT could be interpreted the same way but for the omission of 'et- before 
mispaf, "due portion" (this sense of miSpiif being assured by Deut 18: 3 [so 
Wellhausen and most commentators]; see the NoTE). It is quite likely that this 
omission is the result of the intrusion of yhwh into a text which originally read 
l' yd'w 't mlpf hkhn, etc. The divine name is conspicuously superfluous at sev
eral points in this section. LXX tou hiereos para tou laou = hkhn m't h'm, "of 
the priest from the people," is to be preferred to MT hkhnym 't h'm, "of the 
priests with the people," in which the m has been associated with the wrong 
word (cf. Deut 18:3). 

13,14. Appended to v 16 in 4QSama is a long addition, which is apparently a 
doublet of the description of the priest's due portion in the present passage. It 
may have arisen from a dittography. It reads as follows (restorations proposed 
by F. M. Cross and, after 'm, P. W. Skehan): kbslt [h]b.fr yq!J 't mz/g slws 
hSnym [bydw whkh] bsyr 'w bprwf [kw]l 'fr y'lh hmz/g yq~ 'm [r' hw' w'm] 
fwb lbd mb[zh htnwph wsw]q hymyn, "While the meat was boiling, he would 
take a three-pronged fork in his hand and thrust it into the pot or kettle. What
ever the fork brought up, whether bad or good, he would keep, along with the 
breast for the wave-offering and the right thigh." Corresponding to kbsl of v 13 
(MT) is the unusual form kbslt, possibly an irregular feminine stative infinitive 
(GK §45). On the shorter list of pots; see the Textual Note at v 14. In addition 
to certain minor changes from vv 13,14 of MT, this reading shows two inter
esting expansions. The expression "whether bad or good" applied to the por
tion retrieved by the fork betrays an interpretation of the passage akin to ours: 
the priest is to take whatever Providence provides him. In this light the addi
tion is shown to be quite out of place in v 16 +, where the topic is priestly 
abuse of privilege. The second expansion-"along with the breast for the wave
offering and the right thigh"-accom.modates the passage to the regulation of 
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priestly portions in the Tetrateuch. Cf. esp. Lev 7: 31,32; Num 18: 18; and the 
interpolation in the prescriptions for ordination of priests, Exod 29:26-28; cf. 
Lev 9:21. 

14. into the pot or kettle MT here lists four kinds of vessels, LXX three, 
and 4QSam• (in the addition to v 16; the scroll is not extant in v -14) only two. 
In view of the strong tendency of lists to conflate, the shortest deserves prefer
ence on a priori grounds at least. Cf. II Chron 35: 13 (contrast LXX), which 
may have influenced this passage. The chief witnesses to the present list reflect: 

MT (v 14) 
LXX (v 14) 
4QSam• (v 16 + ) 

bkywr 'w bdwd 'w bqlf.it 'w bprwr 
bsyr 'w bqlf.it 'w bprwr 
bsyr 'w bprwr. 

for himself Reading 10 in preference to MT ho, "with it (the fork?)." 
Compare LXX heauto. 

to sacrifice to Yahweh LXXB thysai kyrio, reflecting lzbf.i fyhwh. MT has 
simply lcim, "there," which seems unlikely before "in Shiloh," but there is no 
real basis for choosing between these readings. 

15. boiled meat Reading mebulscil with LXXB (some Greek MSS reflect 
bSr mbsl). MT is expansive: bciscir mebu:fsal kt 'im-f.iiiy, "meat that is boiled 
(cooked), but only raw." At the end of the sentence, LXXB also has an expan
sion: ek tou lebetos, "from the pot." 

16. If the man should say MT reads wy'mr 'lyw h'y:f, "And the man said 
to him," which is inconsistent with the habitual tenses elsewhere. We omit 'lyw 
with LXX and restore w'mr h'ys, "And the man would say," or in this con
struction, "If the man should say .... "Both LXX and 4QSam• are expansive, 
showing the influence of v 15. The former reads: kai elegen ho aner ho thyon, 
reflecting wy'mr h'ys hzbl;i, "And the man who was sacrificing said"; the latter: 
w'nh h'ys w'mr 'l n'r hkwhn, "And the man would answer and say to the 
priest's servant. . . . " 

Let [the fat] be burned 4QSam8 yqfr hkwhn, "let the priest bum," shows 
an explicating expansion. LXX thymiatheto reflects yqfr, "let one bum." MT 
(cf. Syr.) has qfr yqfrwn, "let them bum," presumably under the influence of 
yqfrwn in v 15. The original was probably qfr yqfr, "let one bum," the infini
tive absolute having fallen out of 4QSam• and LXX. 

as usual MT kayyom, reflected also in 4QSam8 , Syr., and probably LXX 
and Vulg. LXX conflates two interpretations of kayyom: proton has kathekei, 
"first as is fitting"; and Vulg. three (!): primum iuxta morem hodie, "first ac
cording to custom today." The second interpretation in each case is most nearly 
correct. See the NOTE. 

as much as MT, Syr. k'sr. 4QSamn (cf. LXX) has mkwl 'sr, "all of it 
which." There is no basis for choosing between these variants. 

Nol So LXX, 4QSama, and MT qere. MT ketib: lw, "to him." 
I shall take it Reading wlql;ity. MT lql;ity is the wrong tense: we expect 'ql;i 

or wlql;ity. Many scholars have preferred to emend to the latter on the basis of 
LXX lempsomai, to which 4QSam• now lends further support, reading 
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wlq[l:ztyJ (but omitting the previous w'm l'). Driver defends MT, citing 
Num 32:23: w'm [' t'.fwn kn hnh l:z!'tm lyhwh. But the cases are not the same, 
/:z!'tm having the force of English future perfect: "If you do not do so, you will 
have sinned against Yahweh." 

by force MT bl:zzqh; 4QSam• b!:zzq. 
For 4QSam•'s long addition to v 16, see the Textual Notes at vv 13,14 

and v 14 above. 
17. The servants' sin was very serious All witnesses add 't pny yhwh or 

(possibly) lpny yhwh, but in different places. MT, 4QSam•, LXXL: "The ser
vants' sin was very serious before Yahweh." LXXB: "The servants' sin before 
Yahweh was very serious." Most likely 't pny yhwh arose in anticipation of 't 
pny yhwh in v 18. 

they were treating . . • with contempt Reading the shorter text of LXX 
and 4QSam• (n'.rw) in preference to MT n'.rw h'nJym, "the men were treating 
with contempt" (so Syr., Vulg., Targ.). 

20. May Yahweh repay you Reading 4QSam• yslm y[hwh] lk (so LXXB: 
apotisai soi kyrios). MT has ysm yhwh lk, "May Yahweh establish for you." 
Cf. S. Talmon, 'The Textual Study of the Bible-A New Outlook," in Qumran 
and the History of the Biblical Text, eds. F. M. Cross and S. Talmon (Cam
bridge, Mass.: Harvard, 1975) 347. 

she has dedicated The reading of MT (S'l) is impossible. LXX, Syr., Vulg. 
reflect hS'lt, "you have dedicated." Many scholars have adopted the proposal of 
Budde to restore hS'lh on the basis of 1 :28, and this now seems even more at
tractive in view of 4QSam• hS'yl[h]. 

when [Elkanah] returned home LXX and 4QSam• reflect wylk h'ys 
lmqwmw, "and the man went to his place." Syr., Targ. reflect whlkw lmqwmm, 
"and they would go to their place." MT whlkw lmqwmw, "and they would go 
to his place" is evidently a mixture of these two variants, viz. wylk lmqwmw 
(h'ys being expansive) and whlkw lmqwmm. If we choose the former we must 
ask who the subject is. It cannot be Eli, for the verb does not agree with wbrk, 
"would bless," in tense. It must, therefore, be Elkanah, hence the explicating 
addition of h'ys in 4QSam• and the Vorlage of LXX. The change in tense sig
nals a shift from habitual to conventional past narrative (see the NOTE at 
1 :4-7) and introduces a sequence which will include wypqd ... wtld, "he fa
vored . . . she bore. . . . " 

21. favored Reading wypqd on the basis of 4QSam• and LXX kai 
epeskepsato (cf. Syr.). MT has ky pqd (so Vulg., Targ.), an error for wypqd. 

she bore Read wtld. All versions show simple expansions, which may be 
eliminated by comparison. MT, Vulg., Targ. have wthr wtld, "she conceived 
and bore." LXXB and 4QSam• have wtld 'wd, "she bore yet again" (an addi
tion inserted to give precision). LXXL conflates the readings represented in MT 
and 4QSam•: wthr 'wd wtld (kai synelaben eti kai eteken). 

in the presence of Yahweh Reading lpny yhwh with LXX and 4QSam•. 
The reading of MT ('m yhwh, "with Yahweh") has been influenced by 'm 
yhwh in v 26, where it is certainly original. 

22. very old 4QSam• adds a note giving Eli's exact age. See the Textual 
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Note to 4: 14-16 for the notice (itself not original) from which this addition is 
derived. 

he kept hearing 4QSam8 has wysm', simply "he heard." But the frequenta
tive wsm' of MT is to be preferred as lectio difjicilior-thus, "he kept hearing" 
or "he heard from time to time" (Driver). , 

what Reading 't 'sr with 4QSarn•, LXXBL against MT 't kl 'sr, "everything 
that." 

to the Israelites Reading lbny ysr 'I with LXX and 4QSarn8 against MT /kl 
ysr'l, "to all Israel" (so Syr., Vulg., Targ.), which shows the influence of v 14. 

The text of MT shows an interpolation at this point: w't '.i'r yskbwn 't-hnsym 
~b'wt ptfl 'hi mw'd, "and that they were lying with the women who served at 
the entrance to the Tent of Meeting." The reading is missing from LXXB (but 
cf. LXXL and Josephus Ant. 5.339) and 4QSam•. It is couched in the technical 
terminology of the priestly legislation of the Tetrateuch (cf. Exod 38: 8) and 
effectually links the present situation with the incident in N urn 25: 6-15 (see 
Cross, CMHE, 201-203). The interpolation may have arisen from an annota
tion by a post-Exilic scholar, who recognized in both stories etiologies of the as
cendancy of the priestly descendants of Aaron (Zadok) over those of Moses 
(Abiathar). See further the COMMENT on 2:27-36. 

23. so he said ... have been hearing MT has wy'mr Ihm lmh t'swn 
kdbrym h'lh 'sr 'nky sm' 't dbrykm r'ym, "So he said to them, 'Why do you do 
such things as these that I have been hearing, that is, your evil deeds?' " The 
awkward structure is the result of a conflation of variant readings, viz. kdbrym 
h'lh, "such things as these," and 't dbrykm r'ym, "your evil deeds" (cf. S. Tal
mon, "Double Readings in the Massoretic Text," in Textus, vol. 1 [Jerusalem: 
Magnes, 1960] 180). We follow LXXB in reading wy'mr Ihm lmh t'swn 
kdbrym h'lh (so LXXL; LXXB evidently reflects kdbr hzh, "such a thing as 
this") '.i'r 'nky sm'. Corresponding to 't dbrykm r'ym in MT, LXXL has 
mdbrym bkm, "being said of you" (cf. Ps 87:3), and this reading is also 
suggested by the traces of 4QSarn•; though it is possible that this was original, 
having fallen out of LXXB by haplography before mpy ( homoioarkton), it is 
perhaps best to preserve the shorter reading of LXXB. 

from the people of Yahweh We read mpy 'm yhwh, lit. "from the mouth 
of the people of Yahweh," with LXXB (which, however, has "from the mouth 
of all the people of Yahweh"; omit kl with LXXL). MT has a variant: m't kl 
h'm 'lh (for 'lhym?), "from all the people of God(?)." 

24. No . . . I have heard 4QSam• and LXX share a common, conflate 
reading. The scroll has ['/ bny ky lw' fwbh hS]mw'h 'sr 'nky swm[' 'I t'.fwn kn 
ky lw]' twb[wt hSmw'wt] 'sr '[n]y .i'wm', "No, my sons! For it is not a good re
port that I have heard! Do not do this! For they are not good reports that I 
have heard .... " MT has a shorter reading, but it does not reflect an earlier 
stage in the development of the text; instead it is a consequence of haplography 
in a text identical to that of 4QSarn• and LXX, a scribe's eye having jumped 
from the first sm' to the second-thus, 'l bny ky lw' twbh hSm'h 'sr 'nky sm', 
"No, my sons! For it is not a good report that I have heard .... " We must 
choose between the conflate variants in the older text of 4QSam• and LXX, viz. 
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(1) twbh hsm'h 'sr 'nky sm' and (2) fwhwt hSm'wt 'sr 'ny sm'. In the present 
arrangement of 4QSam8 and LXX it is variant ( 1) that is out of place, inter
rupting the original sequence '1 bny 'l t'swn kn, "No, my sons! Do not do this!" 
and our translation reflects a preference for variant ( 2) . 

the people of Yahweh spreading So MT: m'brym 'm yhwh. LXX seems to 
have read m'brym, "spreading," as m'bdym, "causing to serve(?)," and for 
yhwh, "Yahweh," LXXB reflects 'lhym, "God." The syntax of this phrase is 
awkward and the use of the verb without precise parallels, but neither a supe
rior text to that of MT nor a better interpretation of the received reading has 
been proposed. (Some critics restore 'tm, "you," at the beginning or assume it 
to have been understood-thus, "namely, that you are causing the people of 
Yahweh to transgress"; cf. GK §116s.) 

25. If one man sins MT: 'm yl:zf 'ys. LXX, 4QSam8 : l:ztw' yl:zf. 
gods may mediate for him Reading wpllw (i.e. upltelu) lw 'lhym. In MT 

lw has fallen out by a simple haplography. In LXX (so probably 4QSam•) 
'lhym evidently was read 'l yhwh (a likely corruption because of the virtual 
identity of wand yin MSS of the Hasmonaean and Herodian periods), produc
ing wpllw lw 'l yhwh, "they may on his behalf appeal to Yahweh." On 'elohim 
with a plural verb, see the NOTE. 

26. continued to rise Reading holek wafoh, lit. "grew better and better," on 
the basis of LXX. For the idiom with the participle, cf. I Sam 17:41; II Sam 
3: I; etc. MT inserts wegadel (cf. v 21), an expansion that does not essentially 
change the sense of the shorter original. 

NOTES 

2 11. ministered. Hebrew mesaret, which in such a context as this is 
specifically sacerdotal. Samuel is being presented as a priest. 

12. did not acknowledge. Though we may suspect that "Yahweh" was not an 
original object of this verb (see the Textual Note), the sense is completely ap
propriate. To "acknowledge" or "know" Yahweh implies in such a context the 
maintenance by priests of a proper relationship with the god they serve, includ
ing especially the correct execution of cultic regulations. See W. Schottroff, 
TWAT l.695; H. W. Wolff, "'Wissen um Gott' bei Hosea als Urforrn der 
Theologie," EvT 12 (1952-53) 533-554. The failure to acknowledge the 
"priest's due portion from the people" suggests, as the following verses explain, 
habitual abuse of the stipulated privilege. 

13. the priest's due portion from the people. The livelihood of the priesthood 
was provided for in part by the reservation of specified portions of the 
sacrificial fare for priestly use. The passage that follows describes the way these 
portions were supposed to be determined at Shiloh. Whatever a random thrust 
of the fork brought out of a suppliant's pot became his contribution to the 
officiating priest, the supposition being that a fair portion was providentially de-
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tennined (an expansion in 4QSam• provides that the priest is to take it 
"whether it be bad or good"; see the Textual Note). In cultic regulations else
where the priestly portions are stipulated expressly. Deut 18:3 reserves for the 
priest the shoulder, jowls and stomach of each sacrificial animal. According to 
the priestly legislation of the Tetrateuch (Lev 7:28-36; etc.) he wa.Sto have the 
right thigh and the breast (for the expansion in 4QSama to v 16 +, see the 
Textual Notes). Nowhere in Pentateuchal legislation is there mention of such a 
procedure as the one here reported at Shiloh, and this may be an authentic rec
ollection of pre-Deuteronomic practice. The expression "the priest's due portion 
from the people," however, echoes Deut 18:3, con.firming the· translation of 
mispiif as "due portion" and not simply "custom." 

was supposed to come. We so render ubii', "would come," to make clear that 
the practice described in vv 13-14 is a proper procedure in contrast to that in 
vv 15-16. But this is by no means self-evident in the text. Many commentators 
have regarded both passages as descriptions of corrupt practices .. Accordingly, 
gam beferem, etc., at the beginning of v 15 would not be read "even before" 
but "moreover, before .... "Decisive, however, is the statement in v 15 to the 
effect that boiled meat will not be taken. This is not an amplification of the 
situation in vv 13-14 but a contradiction of it. Thus the more satisfactory inter
pretation is that vv 15-16 refer to the perversion of a practice described in its 
proper execution in vv 13-14. 

a three-pronged fork. For a drawing of an excavated specimen of one of 
these three-tined "flesh-hooks" (KJV), see G. E. Wright, Biblical Archaeology 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1957) 143, fig. 95. 

14. the pot or kettle. Distinct types of cooking vessels are intended (Hebrew 
sir and piirur; MT adds kiyyor, dud, and qallal,iat). The differences among the 
various types are not completely clear. See J. L. Kelso, "The Ceramic Vocabu
lary of the OT," BASOR Supplementary Studies 5-6 (1948), nos. 44, 39, 
76, and 68. These designations may refer to ceramic or metal vessels, but the 
latter were preferred for cultic use. 

15. burned the fat. The blood and fat of a sacrificial animal were reserved by 
regulation for the deity (Lev 17:6; Num 18:17; etc.). The blood was to be 
splashed on the altar and the fat burned or rather made to release smoke as in
cense. The practice described here violates the prohibition of the fat to the 
priests (Lev 3:16-17; 7:31; etc.). 

16. as usual. Hebrew kayyom. On this meaning of kayyom and kayyiimim 
(which confounded the ancient translators; see the Textual Note), see F. M. 
Cross, "Epigraphic Notes on Hebrew Documents of the Eighth-Sixth Centuries 
B.C.: II. The Murabba'at Papyrus and the Letter Found near Yabneh-yam," 
BASOR 165 (1962) 45, n. 44 (to line 5 of the Yabneh-yam letter). 

18. a linen ephod. The regulations of the Jerusalem priesthood provided for 
an ornate garment called an ephod to be worn by the high priest; cf. the NOTE 

at 14:3. The ephod referred to here, however, is a simple garment of white 
linen, perhaps an apron or loincloth. Elsewhere white linen (Hebrew bad) is 
mentioned only as a fabric of priestly (or angelic!) vestments. David wears a 
linen ephod in his dance before the ark (II Sam 6: 14). See most recently N. L. 
Tidwell, "The Linen Ephod," VT 24 (1974) 505-507. 
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19. From time to time ... the seasonal sacrifice. Hebrew miyyiimim yiimima 
•. .'et-zebaiJ hayyiimim. As in 1:3,21 to translate these expressions "Year after 
year . . . the annual sacrifice" would be overprecise, even though an annual pil
grimage may in fact be involved here. See the NOTES at 1 :3 and 21 and the 
remarks of Cross cited in the NoTE at 2: 16 above. 

a little robe. The me'U was an outer garment associated in priestly tradition 
with the ephod in the regalia of the high priest (Exod 28:4,31; etc.). 

20. the gift she has dedicated to Yahweh. Hebrew halse' ela 'user hiS'ila leyah
weh (see the Textual Note). This statement echoes the play on sii'al in c l 
(see the NOTES at 1 :20 and 27,28 as well as the COMMENT to 1: 1-28). 

25. If one man sins ... who can intercede for him? Such an interrogative 
formulation was a common didactic device in the ancient world and is most ap
propriate to a father's admonition of his sons. Here "gods" renders Hebrew 
'elohim, construed with a plural verb as in Exod 22: 8 (English 9) , where the 
adjudicatory function of clan or household gods is called upon. See A. E. 
Draffkom, "ILANl/ELOffiM," JBL 76 (1957) 216-224, esp, 218-219; de 
Ward, "Superstition and Judgment." Contrast Houtman, "Zu I Samuel 2:25." 

Yahweh wanted to kill them. That is, Yahweh, as controller of destinies, 
would not permit Eli's sons to heed their father's good advice because it was his 
(Yahweh's) intention that they sin and die. The theology of this passage, 
though distasteful to modem sensibilities, is by no means unusual in the Old 
Testament. This is the same god who, in the Exodus story, "hardens Pharaoh's 
heart" (Exod 4:21; 7:3; 9:12; etc.), rendering him unable to release the Israel
ites, and then punishes him grimly for not doing so. Here, as in the Exodus 
story, the writer's point is clear: the events of history are directed by Yahweh 
with specific purposes in view. For further discussion of the problem, see 
Tsevat, "Death of the Sons of Eli." 

COMMENT 

The depravity of Hophni and Phinehas is now revealed. In their hands the 
cult of Yahweh at Shiloh has become corrupt. They are portrayed as 
greedy, impious priests as well as disobedient sons of a father who, though 
completely aware of the situation, is unable to influence them for the bet
ter. Again there is no suggestion that Eli himself is wicked. As in c I he is 
depicted as well intentioned, if clumsy and ineffectual, while direct re
sponsibility for the corruption at Shiloh is attached to his sons. 

The crimes of the Shilonite priesthood are explicitly recounted. Whereas 
the cultic procedures of the day provided sufficiently for the sustenance of 
the priests ( vv I 3-I 4a), at Shiloh the priests demanded more than their 
rightful share (vv 14b-16). The custom of thrusting a fork randomly into 
the boiling sacrificial vessel is not mentioned elsewhere in the Old Testa-
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ment. It would seem to leave something to chance; and it must have been 
supposed that the priestly portion was providentially selected by this 
method. In any case the allowance is a modest one in contrast with the 
provisions made for the priesthood in Pentateuchal legislation (see the 
NOTE at v 13). It is not enough to satisfy the demands of the sons of 
Eli, who bully their clientele into compliance. 

The evil in the house of Eli is set in greater relief by the contrasting ex
ample of the young Samuel, who also resides at Shiloh as he grows in 
favor with God and men. By a deliberate selection of terminology Samuel 
is implicitly characterized as a priest, ministering to Yahweh and clad in 
sacerdotal garments (see the NOTES at vv 11, 18, and 19). The impact of 
such a characterization in such a context is unavoidable: the good and the 
wicked, the chosen and the rejected are set before us in an almost simplis
tic juxtaposition. We are prepared for the fall of the house of Eli and, with 
equal certainty, for a corresponding rise in the fortunes of Samuel. 

This effect has been achieved by the most elementary of editorial tech
niques. Auspicious statements about Samuel provide a framework within 
which the description of the corruption of Eli's sons has been arranged. 
No attempt is made to integrate the two: this awaits the climax of the pro
phetic story of Samuel's childhood in c 3. In the present passage three no
tices concerning Samuel ( vv 11, 18-21, and 26) have been inserted at the 
beginning, middle, and end of the primary account (vv 12-17+22-25). 
The latter introduces the theme of Yahweh's displeasure with Shiloh. As ex
plained in the Introduction (see pp. 25-26) it seems to have been an 
original part of the old story of the ark that continues in 4: 1 b - 7: 1 
below, providing an explanation of Yahweh's departure from Israel and 
from Shiloh in particular. In the present arrangement of the material, 
however, it functions primarily as background for the story of Samuel's 
rise, preparing us for the theophany in c 3 and the confirmation of 
Samuel's prophetic office. "Before the sun of Eli set," says Genesis 
Rabbah 58:2, "the sun of Samuel rose." From the prophetic perspective, 
as from the Deuteronomistic (see the NoTE at 4: 18), Eli was more than 
chief priest. He was ruler of Israel; but Samuel, not his own sons, will suc
ceed him (cf. the COMMENT on 8: 1-22). 



IV. THE ORACLE AGAINST THE HOUSE OF ELI 
(2:27-36) 

2 27 A man of God came to Eli and said, "Yahweh has spoken 
thus: 'I revealed myself to your father's house when they were in 
Egypt, slaves to the house of Pharaoh. 28 From all the tribes of Israel 
I chose them to serve me as priests, to go up to my altar, to bum 
incense, and to wear the ephod; and I gave to your father's house 
all the oblations of the Israelites. 29 Then why do you look upon my 
sacrifice and my offering with a selfish eye? Why do you honor your 
sons more than me, letting them eat from the first part of all the 
offerings of Israel before me?' 30 Therefore Yahweh, the god of Israel, 
has spoken thus: 'I did say that your house and your father's house 
would walk before me forever ... but now (oracle of Yahweh) far 
be it from me! For it is they who honor me that I shall honor, and 
they who despise me will be accursed 31 The days are coming when 
I shall cut off your descendants and the descendants of your father's 
house, 32 so that there will not be an old man in your father's house 
ever again. 33 One man shall I spare you at my altar to wear out his 
eyes and use up his strength, but all the rest of your house will fall 
by the swords of men. 34 And this, which will happen to your two 
sons, Hophni and Phinehas, will be a sign to you: both of them will 
die on a single day. 35 Then I shall raise up for myself a faithful priest 
who will do as I intend and desire. I shall build for him a secure 
house, and he will walk before my anointed forever. 36 Whoever re
mains in your house will come groveling to him for a bit of money, 
saying, "Please assign me to one of the priestly offices, that I may 
have a crust of bread to eat."'" 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

2 27. and said So LXX, 4QSam•. MT, Syr., Vulg., Targ. have wy'mr 'lyw, 
"and said to him." 

I revealed myself Reading nglh nglyty on the basis of LXX. MT hnglh 
nglyty, "Did I reveal myself ... ?" is inappropriate and shows dittography of 
the preceding h. 

slaves Reading 'bdym with 4QSam• and LXX (doulon); omitted in MT 
through haplography caused by homoioteleuton (m.yrym 'bdym lbyt pr'h). 

28. them So MT; LXX repeats "your father's house." 
to serve . • . as priests In view of the series of infinitives which follows, 

LXX hierateuein (lekiihen) is to be preferred to MT lekohen ( 4QSam• 
lkwhn). 

to wear the ephod So LXXB, 4QSam•. MT, LXXL add lpny, "before me." 
all the oblations of the Israelites LXX adds eis brosin, reflecting /'kl, "as 

food." It is difficult to decide whether this is an explicating expansion or an 
original reading, which has fallen out of the text of MT by haplography (yfr'l 

l'kl lmh). 

- 29. Then why do you look ... with a selfish eye? LXX: kai hina ti 
epeblepsas ... anaidei ophtha/ma. MT: liimma tib'afu ... 'iiier ~iwwiti 
mii'on, "why do you kick at(?) ... which I have commanded as a refuge(?)?" 
Cf. in v 32 (MT) whbft ~r m'wn. The text of MT in vv 29-33 reflects a corrupt 
and highly conflate tradition. The clues to the recovery of the original text lie in 
the shorter reading of LXXB, as first argued forcefully by Wellhausen. We fol
low here the reconstruction of F. M. Cross, who writes (personal com
munication): "First of all, whbft .yr m'wn in 32a and tb'fw ... 'sr .ywyty m'wn 
in 29a are corrupt variants. We should argue that underlying the text of LXXB 
is a Hebrew reading: thy/ . .. ~rt 'yn. 4QSam• has tbyf ... [ ]. In 29a (MT), 
.ywyty is a simple corruption of ~rt (ignoring matres lectionis): waw and rd 
regularly are confused in the scripts of the third century B.C. In 32a (MT) ~r 
m'wn is again a simple corruption of ~rt 'yn: mem and taw are easily confused 
in the fourth century; waw and yod were virtually interchangeable in the late 
Hasmonean and early Herodian eras. For ~rt 'yn, compare Gen 42:21 (~rt 
npsw) and the Rabbinic idiom 'yn frh and variants (called to my attention by 
Benzion Kaganoff), and, of course, LXX anaidei ophthalmo." Thus we read 
wlmh thy/ ... frt 'yn. Contrast Seebass, "Text," 76-77. 

letting them eat Conjectural. All readings in the witnesses are unsatisfac
tory. MT lhbry'km, "to fatten yourselves," is awkward grammatically; the ques
tion is asked of Eli in the singular. Moreover there is no hint of Eli's fattening 
himself along with his sons. We cannot, however, reconstruct an original with
out k. LXX eneulogeisthai reflects lhbrk "to be blessed" (cf. 4QSam• lhbryk), 
which is meaningless in the context. This may be a case of an early, deliberate 
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corruption of such a reading as lhbr(w)tm, "to cause them to eat, to let them 
eat," to avoid the anthropomorphic implications of lhbrwtm ... lpny, "to let 
them eat ... ahead of me." The reading lhbrkm was retained with minor 
changes in the tradition behind LXX. After losing lpny MT restored some of 
the original sense and then reinterpreted k as part of the suffix (leading quite 
possibly to the further corruption of the first verb in v 29 to a plural). 

from the first part MT mr'&yt. 4QSam• has the variant mr's, but LXX 
aparches apparently agrees with MT. 

of all the offerings of Israel 4QSam• has kwl mnl;zwt [ ] (cf. Syr.), which 
is probably original. MT kl mnl;it ysr'l is pointed as singular (minl;iat) but prob
ably reflects the plural (minl;iot) in the older orthography. Cf. ri'Sit mai'otekem 
in Ezek 20:40. 

before me Reading lpny or l'yny on the basis of LXX emprosthen mou 
(cf. OL), against MT l'my, "to my people." 

30. Yahweh ... has spoken thus LXX tade eipen kyrios = kh 'mr yhwh; 
MT n'm yhwh, "oracle of Yahweh." Either the reading of LXX is a reminis
cence of kh 'mr yhwh in v 27 or the reading of MT is an anticipation of n'm 
yhwh in v 30b. The latter explanation seems more likely. 

I did say Reading 'mwr 'mrty with MT, Syr., Vulg., Targ. LXX, 4QSam• 
have 'mrty, which has probably suffered haplography. 

31. your descendants and the descendants of your father's house Reading 
't zr'k w't zr' byt 'byk (MT ketib) and vocalizing on the basis of LXX 
'et-zar'iikii., etc. MT qere vocalizes 'et-zero'iikii., etc., "your arm and the arm of 
your father's house." The following verses require the sense of LXX here (but 
cf. Driver). 

31b-32. MT reads in 31b,32: mihyot zaqen bebetekii wehibbattii ~ar mii'on 
bekal 'iiSer-yefib 'et-yisrii'el welo'-yihyeh ziiqen bebetekii kol-hayyiimim, "so 
that there will not be an old man in your father's house. And you will look 
(upon) the affliction of the refuge ('1) upon anything which makes Israel glad 
('1); and there will not be an old man in your house ever again." LXXB and 
4QSam• omit the whole of vv 31b and 32a. As indicated (see the first Textual 
Note at v 29), we follow the reconstruction of F. M. Cross, who writes: "At 
first look it appears that the text of 4QSam•, LXXB has suffered haplography, 
zqn bbytk in v 31b to zqn bbytk [4QSam•, LX:XB bbyty] in 32b. There are se
rious problems with this explanation of the history of the text as shown most 
forcefully by Wellhausen. The text of 32a is certainly corrupt in MT. [As noted 
already, whbJt ~r m'wn in 32a and tb'tw .•. 'sr ~yty m'wn in 29a are corrupt 
variants; for the details see the same Textual Note at v 29.] Again, v 32a as it 
stands cannot be right. As Wellhausen has shown, 32a presumes that Eli sees 
the catastrophe which is to come upon his house; properly (with LX:XB, 
4: , Sam•) Eli witnessed only the death of his two sons, the sign of the later ca
tastrophe to overtake his house. That is, the catastrophe of the prophecy is the 
slaughter of the Elides at Nob (I Samuel 22), and untimately the expulsion of 
Abiathar, the last of the Elides, from the high priesthood by Solomon (I Kings 
2:27, where it is explicitly stated by the Deuteronomist that the prophecy of I 
Samuel 2 is fulfilled). In light of these data, Wellhausen is probably correct in 
taking the Vorlage of LXX (and 4QSam•) as the primitive text. ••• The two 
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readings of MT (mhywt zqn bbytk and wl' yhyh zqn bbytk) are in fact 
conflated variants (Wellhausen), not the trigger of an extensive haplography . 

. Lectio brevior praeferenda est." Of the two variants MT wl' yhyh zqn bbytk, 
"and there will not be an old man in your house," is probably to be preferred to 
LXXB. kai ouk estai sou presbytes en oiko mou = wl' yhyh lk zqn bbyty, 
"and you will not have an old man in my house (i.e. the temple in Jerusalem)." 
For a different interpretation see Seebass, "Text," 76-82. 

33. his eyes ... his strength MT has "your eyes ... your strength" 
( 'ynyk . . . npsk), as a result of the spread of the corruption described above 
to v 33, where the older readings 'ynyw (LXXB, 4QSam•) and npsw (LXXB) 
referring to Abiathar have been shifted to apply to Eli under the influence of v 
32 (Cross). 

use up Reading lhdyb (or lhd'yb) for MT l'dyb with most commentators 
(cf. Lev 26:16). 

will fall by the swords of men So LXX (pesountai en rhomphaJa andron) 
and 4QSam• ypwlw bl;rb 'mym. MT, reading ymwtw 'mym, "will die as men 
(?),"is obviously defective (cf. ymwtw in v 34 where it is original). 

36. a bit of money MT, LXXAL, and probably 4QSam• add wkkr ll;m, 
"and a loaf of bread." The reading is absent in LXXB, which is evidently supe
rior (note the mention of bread at the end of the verse). 

NOTES 

2 27. A man of God. Hebrew 'is-'e!Ohim, a generalized designation used often 
of an oracle-giver or prophet. Another acceptable translation might be "holy 
man." Though more can be said about the role of the man of God in Israelite 
society (see the N OTB at 9: 6) , it is not really pertinent here, where the holy 
man's visit is simply a literary device of the Josianic historian. See the CoM
MENT. 

Yahweh has spoken thus. Hebrew koh 'iimar yahweh, the so-called prophetic 
"messenger formula." In the ancient world it was the responsibility of a messen
ger to repeat the words which had been given to him verbatim, so that messages 
characteristically were recited in the first person and prefaced by the naming of 
the sender in the formula, "So and so has spoken thus" (cf. Gen 45:9; etc.). 
The holy man or prophet, conceived of as the messenger of God, discharged his 
responsibility in the same way. In the present instance, therefore, the man of 
God is to be thought of as the bearer of a message from Yahweh to Eli. 

your father's house. Eli traced his lineage to Moses (cf. the NoTE on 
"Hophni and Phinehas" at 1 : 3), and the reference here is to the house of 
Moses. See Wellhausen, Prolegomena, 142; Cross, CMHE, 196-197; and the 
COMMENT below. 

in Egypt, slaves to the house of Pharaoh. The expression is reminiscent of the 
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language of the Book of Deuteronomy. Cf. Deut 6:21; also 5:15; 15:15; 
16: 12; 24: 18,22; etc. 

28. to wear the ephod. The official garment of the high priest (see the NoTE 
at2:18). 

oblations. That is, the oblations were to provide their sustenance (cf. the ad
dition of l'kl, "as food," in LXX, which, whether original or not, correctly in
terprets the statement; see the Textual Note). Compare Deut 18:1 and Josh 
13: 14 (MT). The cultic term 'iSseh, "oblation," is incompletely understood, but 
its association with 'es, "fire" (thus "fire offering" or the like) can no longer be 
maintained in view of Ugaritic 'ilt, "(votive) offering." See especially J. Hof
tijzer, "Das sogenannte Feueropfer," in Hebraische Wortforschung [W. Baum
gartner Volume] (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967) 114-134. 

29. The condemnation of Eli is based upon the charges made against his sons 
in 2: 11-26. The accusation may be paraphrased as follows: Yahweh made gen
erous provision for the family of Eli (v 28b), but now Eli has acted greedily 
toward the sacrificial fare brought by the Israelites, permitting his sons to claim 
an unlawful share of it even before it was offered up to Yahweh. The charge 
that the priests have taken "the first part (re'sit) of all the offerings of Israel" 
evidently refers to the practice described in vv 15-16 above. Ideally the first 
part of all offerings belonged to Yahweh (Ezek 20:40; cf. I Sam 15:21), ex
cept as otherwise stipulated in priestly law. 

a selfish eye. Hebrew :fiirat 'ayin, lit. "narrowness of eye." See the Textual 
Note. The clues to the meaning of this unique biblical expression are post
biblical far 'ayin, "selfish, envious," and 'ayin fiirti, "ill will, selfishness, envy" 
(opp. 'ayin toba, "good will, liberality"). See Jastrow, 1071 and 1299. 

30. Therefore. In the stereotyped formal structure of an oracle of doom this 
term (liiken) occupies a pivotal position, marking the end of the accusation or 
diatribe and introducing the threat itself. Characteristically it is followed imme
diately by the messenger formula, "Yahweh has spoken thus" (see the NOTE at 
v 27). Cf. Micah 2:3; Amos 5:16; 7:17; etc. 

I did say. Hebrew 'iimor 'iimarti. The force of the infinitive absolute is 
concessive, as in 14:43 (cf. nigloh nigleti in v 27 above). 

would walk before me. Hebrew yitlwlleku /epiinay. Driver's remarks not
withstanding, the expression "walk about before someone" does not mean sim
ply to behave in a manner pleasing to him. It implies the performance of a 
function on someone's behalf. The point here is that the descendants of Eli's 
ancestors were to perform the priestly offices Yahweh required. In v 35, to 
"walk before my anointed" means to function as a royal priest. Cf. also the two 
occurrences of the expression in 12:2 and the NoTE there. 

far be it from me. The aversive exclamation Qiililti, lit. ad profanum, refers to 
the foregoing statement. We might paraphrase the entire assertion: "Although I 
did say that your family would serve me as priests forever, I will now permit 
nothing of the kind!" 

For it is they ... will be accursed! Note the balanced phrases of the proverb. 
The author is quoting or paraphrasing a traditional maxim. 

33. To the expression "one man shall I spare you" ('is lo' 'akrit leka, lit. "one 
man shall I not cut off to you") compare the promise to David and Solomon in 
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I Kings 9:5, another thematic passage in the Josianic history of the kingdom. 
The present reference is to Abiathar, one of David's two high priests, who ac
cording to the older genealogies was descended from the house of Eli (Cross, 
CM H,E, 196; Wellhausen, Prolegomena, 126). Solomon's banishment of 
Abiathar, who had opposed his succession to the throne, is interpreted in I 
Kings 2:27 as fulfillment of the present oracle. The expression ''wear out his 
eyes and use up his strength" may point to the dotage of the old priest after his 
disgrace and exile to Anathoth (I Kings 2: 26). The slaughter of the rest of the 
family is described in 22: 11-23. 

34. Eli will not witness the fulfillment of the oracle in the slaughter of the 
priests of Nob (22:11-23) and the final expulsion of Abiathar (I Kings 
2:26-27), but he will see a sign to confirm the coming disaster, viz. the simul
taneous deaths of Phinehas and Hophni. Compare the sign given in I Kings 
13:13, part of another Deuteronomistic "man of God" passage (see the CoM
MENT). 

35. As explained in the COMMENT, "the faithful priest" is Zadok, Abiathar's 
rival and successor. Our translation only incompletely reflects the Hebrew, in 
which "faithful" and "secure" are represented by a single word ( ne' emiin, 
"firm, sure"). The repetition is deliberate: just as the priest will be firm in his 
allegiance to Yahweh, so Yahweh will make his tenure in office firm. This play 
on words recalls strikingly that on bet diiwid and bet yahweh, "the house ( dy
nasty) of David" and "the house (temple) of Yahweh," which animates II 
Samuel 7. For the latter, see Cross, CMHE, 246-247. Note especially that 
David's house is also to be "secure" (ne'emiin), according to II Sam 7:16. 

as I intend and desire. Hebrew ka'aser bilbiib1 ubenapsi, lit. "according to 
that which is in my heart (the seat of the intellect and will) and in my soul 
(the seat of desire and the appetites)." Cf. the Deuteronomic cliche "with all 
the heart and with all the soul" (Deut 4:29; 6:5; 10:12; etc.), which means 
"wholeheartedly, unequivocally." 

he will walk before my anointed. That is, he will serve the king (as priest). 
See the NoTEs at 2:30 (on the expression "walk before ... ") and 9:16 (on 
the royal title "anointed [one]"). 

36. That is, the non-Zadokite priests, excluded from the altar, will have to 
perform menial tasks in order to subsist. Such a situation developed as a conse
quence of the Josianic reform (II Kings 23 :9) and was formalized by at least 
the time of Ezekiel (Ezek 44: 10-16). 

COMMENT 

The consequences of the mischief at Shiloh are dire, and their disclosure is 
not long in coming. The house of Eli will fall; its descendants will be 
slain; the survivors will earn their bread as hierodules. Eli himself will live 
to see his grief certified, when his two sons die on the same day. All of this 
is announced to the old priest by an anonymous holy man in a long oracle 
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of unrelieved gloom. There is, to be sure, a positive side to the message, 
but it offers no com.fort to Eli. Yahweh will choose a new and faithful 
priest to do his bidding and will make his house secure forever. And who, 
we ask, is this happy individual? Our reading of 2: 11-26 with its contrast
ing portrayal of Samuel and the Elides has inclined us to suppose that it is 
Samuel himself. Indeed we are bound to say that on the basis of our read
ing of the childhood narrative of Samuel up to this point and of the sequel 
to this passage in 3: 1 - 4: 1 a, Samuel emerges incontestably as the succes
sor to the prerogatives of the house of Eli. But the author of the present 
passage, which interrupts the story of Samuel, had something else in 
mind, and a closer look at the oracle is therefore in order. 

This passage is replete with the devices and cliches of the Josianic 
historian. Many of these have been pointed out above in the Norns. Of 
special importance are the similarities to the oracle in I Kings 13: 1-3, 
where the destruction of Jeroboam's altar at Bethel is foretold: 

1 A man of God came from Judah to Bethel with the word of Yahweh, 
while Jeroboam was standing beside the altar burning incense. 2 Crying out 
against the altar with the word of Yahweh, he said: "O altar, altar! Yah
weh has spoken thus: 'A son will be born to the house of David, Josiah by 
name, who will slaughter upon you the priests of the high places who burn 
incense upon you, and human bones will be burned upon you!' " s He gave 
a sign that day, saying: "This is the sign that Yahweh has decreed: 'The 
altar will be tom down and the fat that is upon it spilled out!' " 

In each case an anonymous man of God enters the stage and pronounces 
an oracle of doom. The phrases of I Kings 13 are the most boldly explicit 
in the J osianic history in their stipulation of the measures of the seventh
century reform; the reader is even relieved of the task of supplying 
Josiah's name. Seen in this light, however, the events foretold in the oracle 
against the house of Eli are not much more difficult to identify. The 
slaughter of the descendants of Eli must refer to Saul's massacre of the 
priests of Nob, the Elide refuge after Shiloh.1 The "one man" of v 33, 
therefore, is certainly Abiathar, who according to 22:20 escaped the 
carnage at Nob and became David's high priest (jointly with Zadok; see 
below), as recorded in II Sam 20:25, only to be banished by Solomon to 
Anathoth for his support of the succession of Adonijah (I Kings 1 :7; 
2:26-27). The notice in I Kings 2:27 removes all doubt: "So Solomon 
deposed Abiathar from being priest to Yahweh, fulfilling the word of Yah
weh that he had spoken against the house of Eli in Shiloh." 

So the "faithful priest" of v 35 is not Samuel but Zadok, David's second 

1 See the Norn at 21 :2. The association of Nob with Shiloh, taken for granted by 
most scholars, rests on the fairly safe assumption that the Ahitub of 14:3, who was 
Eli's grandson, is identical with the Ahitub of 22:9,20, who was Abiathar's grand
father. 
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high priest (II Sam 15:24-37), who supported Solomon's cause (I Kings 
1:22-39 passim) and became the unrivaled leader of the Jerusalem 
priesthood after the banishment of Abiathar (I Kings 2:35). The "secure 
house'.' is that of the Zadokites, whose authority was made absolute as a 
result of the Josianic reform; and, as explained in the Norn,· the beg
gared priests of v 36 are the non-Zadokites from outside of Jerusalem, 
who were reduced in status to minor cultic functionaries in the course of 
the reform. For the Josianic historian, then, the house of Eli, that is, the 
Shilonite priesthood, was representative of all claims to priestly authority 
outside of Jerusalem, and its rejection was the natural corollary of the 
election of the Zadokites.2 In his own age the priests of the outlying areas, 
their shrines destroyed, were proceeding under orders to Jerusalem, where 
they found a modest subsistence, though interdicted from the service of 
the altar itself (II Kings 23:9).3 The vaticinia post eventum in l Kings 13 
and the present passage point, each in its own way, to this situation. 

The Books of Samuel and Kings display a relentless march of history 
toward not only David, the chosen king, but also Jerusalem, the chosen 
city, and along with the latter, Zadok of Jerusalem, the chosen priest.4 

Inevitably this progression of events also involves the corresponding rejec
tion of Saul and of Shiloh with its priesthood. The Josianic historian 
shaped his materials to demonstrate this movement of history unambig
uously, and the present passage is characteristic of his craft. He fashioned 
it as a response to the account in his sources of the wickedness of the sons 
of Eli (2:11-26), itself based on an ancient narrative describing the de
parture of the ark from Shiloh. 5 But, as we have seen, the story of the fall 
of Eli's house functioned in the pre-Deuteronomistic prophetic history as 
part of the story of Samuel, to which we now return. 

2 Wellhausen (Prolegomena, 142-143) argued that priestly tradition traced Eli's 
ancestry to Moses and that Moses was intended as the recipient of the authorization 
referred to in vv 27-28. Zadok, a parvenu without Levitical genealogy but later incor
porated into the line of Aaron, superseded Abiathar and the claims of the sons of 
Eli, who had traced their descent to Moses. Cross (CMHE, c 8) has extended the ar
gument by strengthening the case for Zadok's claim to descent from Aaron and 
collecting considerable evidence for an ancient rivalry between Mushite and Aaronid 
priestly houses. 

3 The distinction thus implied between J erusalemite and non-J erusalemite priests is 
not fully developed in Deuteronomistic law but was an immediate and inevitable re
sult of the Josianic reform. By the time of Ezekiel it had been formalized. See de 
Vaux, Ancient Israel 2. 361-366. 

4 The language used in the oracle to refer to the house of Zadok is reminiscent 
of that used elsewhere to refer to the house of David. See the NOTES at vv 33 and 
esp. 35. 

5 See the CoMMENT on 2: 11-26 and pp. 25-26 in the Introduction. 



V. THE CALL OF SAMUEL 
(3:1-4:1a) 

3 1 In those days, when the boy Samuel was ministering to Yahweh 
in Eli's presence, the word of Yahweh was rare. There was no wide
spread vision. 

2 At that time-(Now Eli, whose eyes had become so weak that he 
could no longer see, was lying down in his usual place; 3 the lamp of 
God had not yet been extinguished; and Samuel was lying in the tem
ple where the ark of God was kept.) At that time 4 Yahweh called, 
"Samuel! Samuel!" 

"Here I am!" he responded sand ran to Eli saying, "Here I am! For 
you called me." 

But [Eli] replied, "I did not call. Return to bed!" So he went and 
lay down. 

6 Again Yahweh called, "Samuel! Samuel!" 
[Samuel] went to Eli and said, "Here I am! For you called me." 
But [Eli] replied, "I did not call. Return to bed!" 7 (Samuel did not 

yet know God: the word of Yahweh had not yet been revealed to 
him.) 

s When Yahweh called, "Samuel!" for the third time, [Samuel] 
arose, went to Eli, and said, "Here I am! For you called me." 

Then Eli realized that Yahweh was calling the boy. 9 "Go lie 
down," he said, "and if someone calls you, say, 'Speak! For your ser
vant is listening.' " So Samuel went and lay down in his usual place. 

IO When Yahweh came as on the previous occasions and stood 
calling, Samuel said, "Speak! For your servant is listening." 

11 Then Yahweh said to Samuel, "I am about to do a thing in Israel 
such that both ears of anyone who hears it will ring! 12 On that day I 
shall carry out against Eli all that I have spoken concerning his house 
from beginning to end. 13 I give him notice that I am passing judg
ment upon his house forever, because he knew that his sons were blas
pheming God and did not restrain them. 14 Therefore have I sworn 
concerning the house of Eli: 'The guilt of the house of Eli shall never 
be atoned for by sacrifice or by offering!"' 
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15 Samuel lay in bed until morning and then, getting up early, 
opened the doors of the temple of Yahweh. He was afraid to report 
the vision to Eli. 

I6Then Eli said to Samuel, "Samuel, my son!" and he replied, 
"Here I am!" 

17 "What was the message that he spoke to you?" asked Eli. "Do 
not conceal it from me! May God do thus and so to you if you con
ceal from me anything of the entire message he spoke to you!" 18 So 
Samuel told him every word, concealing nothing from him, and [Eli] 
said, "He is Yahweh. Let him do what seems best to him!" 

19 As Samuel grew up Yahweh was with him, letting none of his 
words fall to the ground, 20 and all Israel from Dan to Beersheba 
knew that Samuel was confirmed as a prophet of Yahweh . .21 Yahweh 
continued to appear at Shiloh when he revealed himself to Samuel, 
4 Ia and Samuel's words went out to all Israel. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

3 1. widespread MT nipr{4; LXX diastellousa, reflecting pr~ (interpreted 
as pore~. but to be read, perhaps, piirii.y). The initial n of MT may be dit
to graphic, but the expression is obscure. See the NoTE. 

3. the temple So L:XXB. MT, LXXL add "of Yahweh." Space consid
erations indicate that 4QSam8 followed LXXB in omitting yhwh and then went 
its own way in also omitting 'sr sm 'rwri 'lwhym, "where the ark of God was." 
One is tempted to regard this shorter reading as superior. 

4. Yahweh called, "Samuel! Samuel!" So LX.XB, 4QSam8 and most com
mentators (cf. v 6[LXX], v lO[MT]). LX.XL has "Yahweh stood and called," 
anticipating v 10. MT ha~ "Yahweh called to Samuel" ('el-semu'el). 

6. "Samuel! Samuel!" So LX.XBL. MT reads smw'l wyqm smw'l, "'Samuell' 
And Samuel arose .... " 

"I did not call" MT adds beni, "my son," absent in LXX (which adds here 
and in v 4 se = lekii, "to you"). 

7. did not yet know God Reading terem yeda' for MT terem yiida'. 
Though yiida' in the perfect admits of imperfect translation, ferem normally 
takes the imperfect as in the second half of the verse. We read "God" with 
LXX against MT "Yahweh," but there is no decisive reason for choosing be
tween them. 

9. he said Reading the shorter text of LXXB. MT, LXXL have, "Eli said to 
Samuel." 

"'Speak/'" So LX.XB. MT, LXXL add," 'Yahweh!'" 
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10. and stood calling Cf. LXXB. MT, LXXL in reminiscence of previous 

vv add, "Samuel! Samuell" 
12. against Eli Reading 'al •en with LXX ( epi elei) and Syr., Targ., Vulg., 

against MT 'el-'eli. These prepositions are so frequently interchanged in the 
MT of Samuel as hardly to require comment. 

13. because he knew Reading 'Jr yd' or b':fr yd'. MT b'wn ':fr yd', "for the 
iniquity that he knew," is most awkward. LXX has en adikiais huion autou, 
reflecting b'wn bnyw, "for the iniquity of his sons." Following Wellhausen, we 
assume that behind these witnesses lie two distinct readings, viz. ( 1) ( b) 'Jr yd' 
and (2) b'wn bnyw, of which MT is a conflation. Reading (1) seems prefera
ble in view of wl' khh bm, "and did not restrain them." 

that his sons were blaspheming God Reading ky mqllym 'lhym bnyw on 
the basis of LXX. MT ky mqllym Ihm bnyw, "that his sons were blaspheming 
for themselves," shows a deliberate scribal distortion for pious reasons, the pas
sage being among those few recognized in Rabbinic sources as well as the 
Masoretic lists as belonging to the so-called "emendations of the scribes" 
(tiqqune s8perim). 

14. Therefore So MT: wlkn. LXX: kai oud' houtos = wl' kn, "But not so!" 
A Qumran fragment (4Q160) published by John M. Allegro in DJD 5.9-11, 
quotes the text somewhat differently, reading [ ... k]y' ... , "Because (I have 
sworn) .•.. " 

15. lay in bed . .• early Reading wySkb .•• 'd hbqr wyJkm bbqr, lit. "lay 
in bed until morning and got up early in the morning," with LXX. MT has lost 
wyskm bbqr by haplography after hbqr (homoioteleuton). The reading of 
4Ql60 is rather different throughout: [ ... w]Jmw'l Jkb lpny 'ly wyqwm 
•.. , "[And] as for Samuel, he lay in bed before Eli and then arose .... " 

to report the vision to Eli MT: mhgyd 't hmr'h 'l 'ly. 4Q160: lhgyd 't hmS' 
l'ly. 

16. Eli said to Samuel, "Samuel, my son/" So LXXB, which reflects a He
brew text reading wy'mr 'ly 'l .Smw'l Jmw'l bny (LXXL omits the second 
Jmw'l). MT wyqr' 'ly 't (many MSS: 'l) Jmw'l wy'mr Jmw'l bny, "Eli sum
moned Samuel and said, 'Samuel, my son!'" is expansive. Cf. 4Q160: wy'n 'ly 
w[y'mr], "Then Eli answered and [said •.. ]." 

17. "What was the message that he spoke to you?" So MT: mh hdbr 'Jr dbr 
'lyk. 4Ql60: [hw]dy'ny 't mr'h h'lwhym, "Make known to me the vision of 
God!" 

May God do thus and so to you So LXX. MT adds wekoh y8sip, "and 
may he do thus and so again," according to the common idiom. 

the entire message he spoke to you So MT. LXX adds en tois osin sou, "in 
your ears," which, though it might have fallen out of MT by haplography ('lyk 

b'znyk), is probably an old variant of 'lyk preserved in LXX in a conflate 

tradition (soi en tois osin sou= 'lyk b'znyk). 
18. concealing nothing from him To wl' kfld mmnw (MT, LXXB) the 

Vorlage of LXXL adds dbr (rhema), but in view of 'In' tkfld mmny in v 17 it 
is clear that this is not necessary. 
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and [E/i1 said We read wy'mr with MT, Vulg., Targ., against LXX, Syr., 
which have supplied 'eli for clarification. 

21. MT adds bslw bdbr yhwh, "in Shiloh by the word of Yahweh," which 
may be regarded as expansion. For the text of LXX see the following Textual 
Note. 
4 la. Reading wyhy dbr smw'l lkl ysr'l, lit. "and the word of Samuel was to 
all Israel" (so MT). LXX at this point (v 21 +) has a much longer text. The 
first part of it can be explained as a displaced variant of v 20, viz. kai epis
teuthe samouel prophetes genesthai to kyrio eis panta israel ap' akron tes ges 
kai heos akron, reflecting wy'mn smw'l lhywt nby' (cf. LXXL) lyhwh lkl yfr'l 
mq$h h'r.r w'd q!jh, "So Samuel was confirmed to be a prophet of Yahweh for 
all Israel from one end of the land to the other end." LXX then goes on to 
read kai elei presbytes sphodra kai hoi huioi autou poreuomenoi eporeuonto kai 
ponera he hodos auton enopion kyriou, reflecting w'ly zqn m'd wbnyw hlkw 
whr' drkm lpny yhwh, "And Eli grew very old, and his sons continued to act 
more and more wickedly in the presence of Yahweh." This might be regarded 
as further expansion, but we are inclined to assume that it was original, having 
fallen out of MT as part of the long haplography that affected 4: 1 (see the 
Textual Note to 4:1b). 

NOTES 

3 1. the word of Yahweh was rare. The expression debar-yahweh, "the word 
of Yahweh," functions in Israelite literature as a technical designation for an 
oracle or revealed message, communicated to man by Yahweh. The force of the 
assertion that the word of Yahweh was "rare" (yiiqiir, "precious, highly val
ued"), therefore, may be that direct divine communications were infrequent at 
the time of the events described. See also the following NOTE. 

widespread vision. Hebrew (MT) l;zazon nipriif. Whereas in Biblical Hebrew 
the Nip'al of piir~ is unique to this passage, the postbiblical evidence offers 
the meanings "broken through, spread abroad, unrestrained" (Jastrow, 1237). 
We assume with most commentators that the point of the present passage is 
that visions were restricted in number and infrequent at the time with which 
the story is concerned, or, in other words, that the incident that follows was 
something out of the ordinary. Thus we are not to suppose that Samuel (or 
even Eli) is unusually obtuse in his initial failure to realize what was transpir
ing. It seems quite likely, on the other hand, that the signification of the termi
nology of v 1 has, at least in part, been lost. The expression l;zazon niprii~ or 
l;iiizon pore$! piiruf (see the Textual Note) may be a technical designation of 
some kind, perhaps referring to a cultic practice whereby visions were regularly 
obtained. 

2-4. The expression wayhi bayyom hahu', "At that time," introduces a syntac
tical sequence of ordinary past narration, which finds its continuation only in 
wayyiqrii' yahweh, "Yahweh called," at the beginning of v 4. All of the inter-
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vening material is parenthetical in accordance with a common device of He
brew narrative. "That same day" is repeated in the translation for the conven
ience of the reader. Cf. 1:4-7 and the NoTE there. 

2. he could no longer see. This allusion to Eli's failing eyesight seems extrane
ous, unless it is to indicate that the old priest will be unable to witness the com
ing apparition; but Eli is "in his usual place" in the vestibule while Samuel is in 
the nave with the doors closed (v 15; cf. the NOTES on 1:7 and 1:9). See the 
Textual Note to 4: 14-16. 

3. the lamp of God had not yet been extinguished. That is, it was not yet 
dawn. Lamps were burned in the sanctuary from evening until morning accord
ing to priestly regulations (Exod 27:20-21). Samuel's revelation apparently 
took place just before dawn. 

in the temple where the ark of God was kept. The most sacred object of the 
Israelite cult is mentioned here for the first time in the story of Samuel. The ark 
is discussed in the COMMENT on 4: lb-11. It was kept in an inner sanctuary 
(debir) at the back of the nave or temple proper (hekiil), where Samuel slept 
(see the NOTE at 1 :9). Why Samuel's bed was here we are not told, but 
presumably he needed to be nearby in order to discharge some cultic respon
sibility. 

4-5. Yahweh addresses Samuel from the ark, but unaccustomed as he is to di
vine communications ( v 7), the boy mistakes the voice for that of Eli. 

7. Samuel did not yet know God. That is, the special relationship with Yah
weh that Samuel was to enjoy (vv 19-20) was not yet established. Contrast the 
statement concerning the sons of Eli in 2: 12, and see the NOTE on that' verse. 

10. Yahweh came . . . and stood. Apparently the revelation to Samuel in
volved a vision as well as an audition. 

11-14. The oracle has been largely revised in light of the insertion of the epi
sode in 2:27-36. In their present form these verses contain Deuteronomistic 
language and explicit references to the previous oracle. See the following 
NoTEs. Cf. especially Veijola, Dynastie, 35-37. 

11. both ears . .. will ring. Cf. II Kings 21: 12, where the same expression is 
used in another Deuteronomistic passage (Dtr2 [see p. 15]; cf. Cross, CMHE, 
285-286). The third and only other occurrence of the expression is in Jer 19:3, 
again an expansion (post-Jeremianic) in the same spirit (cf. John Bright, 
Jeremiah, AB 21, NOTE on 19:2-11 and COMMENT). 

12. I shall carry out ... all that I have spoken. The language is carefully 
chosen in the awareness that an oracle of doom has already been spoken 
against the house of Eli. As with yiiqem in 1 :23 (see the Textual Note), 'iiqim, 
"I shall carry out," means to give effect, carry out, or confirm what has been 
said previously. Cf. also 15:11,13. The expression "all that I have spoken" is 
an unambiguous reference to the oracle in 2:27-36. 

13. restrain them. Hebrew kiha biim. BDB, KB give "rebuke" as the meaning 
of kiha. But this cannot be right; Eli did rebuke his sons (2:22-25). D. N. 
Freedman conjectures a relationship to kiihti, "be weak" (cf. v 2)-thus, kihti, 
"weaken, extinguish; repress, restrain." 

14. Ordinarily the sins of the priests might be expiated by the presentation of 
specified offerings. Compare the ritual for the expiation of priestly sins in Lev 
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4: 3-12, where the required victim is a bull. In this case Yahweh declares that 
he can never be propitiated. 

15. the doors of the temple. These are the doors of the nave or temple proper 
(heka/), where Samuel slept (cf. the second Norn at v 3). Samuel knows that 
when he opens them he will meet Eli in the vestibule-hence his apprehension. 

17. May God do thus and so to you. An oath formula common in Biblical 
Hebrew (for a complete list, see Driver). The gravity of such an imprecation 
was assured by the invocation of God to enforce it, though the specification of 
the form such divine intervention was to take has been reduced to the formula 
"do thus (and so)," probably accompanied by some symbolic action. 

19. letting none of his words fall to the ground. The Hebrew expression de
notes "letting nothing he said be ineffective" or "letting nothing he said prove 
false." 

20. from Dan to Beersheba. The phrase was a conventional way of describing 
the full extent of Israel. Dan (modem Tell el-Qai;!t), as the old Canaanite city 
of Laish was called after the Danite migration described in Judges 18, lay in 
the shadow of Mount Hermon at the traditional N extreme of Israelite terri
tory. Beersheba on the other hand was located in the Judaean hills at the tradi
tional S limit of the land. The modem site is Tell es-Seba', ca. 23 miles SW of 
Hebron. 

a prophet of Yahweh. Samuel is now recognized by his contemporaries as 
having been engaged by Yahweh to do his bidding. The term that designates his 
office is niibl' (rendered prophetes by the Greek translators, hence our term 
"prophet"), a noun probably of an archaic passive formation denoting "one 
summoned (for a specific assignment or office)." Cf. the Akkadian verb nabCt, 
"call by name, call to duty," used especially of the calling of men by gods. He
brew nabl' may thus connote "one called to duty by a god." This explanation, 
which remains the most satisfactory, was most vigorously argued by W. F. 
Albright; see From the Stone Age to Christianity, 2d ed. (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins, 1946) 231-232. The restriction of the duties of the nabl' to those of 
an oracle-giver as seen elsewhere in Israelite literature is out of spirit with the 
present material. As we have already begun to see, the prophetic history pre
sents the office as all-embracing. Samuel the prophet is also priest, warrior, 
judge and governor. 

COMMENT 

That which was implied from the beginning is now made explicit. Samuel 
accedes to the office for which he has been prepared from the womb. This 
is the occasion anticipated in the wondrous story of his birth and hinted at 
in a succession of brief but auspicious notices about his early career at 
Shiloh. Heretofore he had served God in the temple, but "the word of 
Yahweh had not yet been revealed to him" (v 7). Now the moment has 
come and the channel is opened. 
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Nor is it accidental that the first message Samuel receives is a confirma
tion of the doom already forecast for the house of Eli. The term of his in
dentures is over and it is time for the apprentice to replace the master. 
Ancient Eli is almost a tragicomic figure. As when he mistook Hannah's 
quiet supplications for drunkenness, the old priest again presides over a 
holy misunderstanding; and again, when the reality of the situation finally 
impresses itself upon him, he responds with stolid piety. "He is Yahweh," 
concedes Eli. "Let him do what seems best to him!" ( v 18). There is no 
wickedness in this pitiable old man, but neither is there the strength to 
combat wickedness, and Yahweh has found himself a strong man to lead 
Israel aright. 

The literary critic will perceive that this is a turning point in the pro
phetic history. The author of the birth narrative, where the reuse of exist
ing materials can be discerned, is also the author of this section, where it 
cannot. Apart from the Deuteronomistic revision of vv 11-14 (see the 
NOTES) I Samuel 3 is an original composition of our prophetic writer 
from beginning to end. In v 1 a ("the boy Samuel was ministering to Y ah
weh in Eli's presence") he sets the stage and establishes a kinship between 
what follows and his own editorial insertions in the account of the 
wickedness of the sons of Eli (2:11,18-21, and 26; see the COMMENT on 
2: 11-26). He then presents the condemnation of the house of Eli as the 
crowning event to which the previous events have been building. By no 
means, however, is the episode entirely or even primarily retrospective. 
Samuel has entered upon his majority as a prophet and realized the des
tiny prepared for him before birth; his life's work now lies ahead, and this 
passage, the conclusion of the childhood narrative, points ahead to his 
exploits in c 7 and beyond. His role as the instrument by which a sorrow
ful message is communicated to Eli is his first assignment and marks a be
ginning. He has now been addressed directly by Yahweh, and the 
significance of this fact extends beyond the immediate circumstances; for 
the closing verses of the account make it clear that Samuel is hencefor
ward to be the medium through which Yahweh will address his people. 
That is, Samuel is now a "prophet of Yahweh" (see the NoTE at v 20) 
and so recognized by his contemporaries. The present passage, therefore, 
can be grouped with Isaiah 6; Jer 1:4-10; Ezek 1:1-3:16 and the other 
so-called prophetic call narratives, with the important formal distinctions 
that the call of Samuel is told in the third person and contains no direct 
charge to prophesy. After the initial revelation, which here as in Isaiah 6 
occurs in the temple, the prophetic relationship is established, and the 
prophet is henceforth obliged to function as a heavenly emissary. Samuel's 
further activities are to be viewed in this light.1 

1 See also Newman, "Prophetic Call." 
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In v 21 we are told that Shiloh continued to be the place where Yahweh 
revealed himself to Israel. Yet when Samuel, who is about to be given a 
well-deserved rest by t'he narrator, returns to center stage in c 7, he is no 
longer in Shiloh. And we never hear of Shiloh again. How anq when did 
the change take place? We shall never be told directly, but the clues lie in 
the next section. 
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VI. THE BATTLE OF EBENEZER 
(4:lb-11) 

4 lb Eli grew very old, and his sons continued to act more and more 
wickedly in the presence of Yahweh. 

In those days the Philistines gathered to make war against Israel. 
Israel marched out to meet them in battle and made camp at 
Ebenezer. The Philistines were encamped at Aphek. 2 [They] drew up 
their forces to engage Israel, and the battle lines were deployed. 
Israel was routed by the advance of the Philistines, about four thou
sands being slain from the ranks in the field. 

3 When the army returned to camp the elders of Israel asked, "Why 
has Yahweh routed us today before the Philistines? Let us fetch the 
ark of Yahweh from Shiloh! Let it go among us and rescue us from 
the clutches of our enemy!" 4 So the army sent word to Shiloh to carry 
over from there the ark of Yahweh Seated-upon-the-Cherubim. And 
Eli's two sons, Hophni and Phinehas, were with the ark. 

5 As the ark of Yahweh arrived in camp all Israel uttered a great 
shout and the land resounded. 6 When the Philistines heard the shout
ing they thought, "What is this great shouting in the camp of the He
brews?" Realizing that the ark of Yahweh had come to camp, 7 they 
were afraid, thmking, "Gods have come to the camp! Alas for us! For 
nothing like this has happened before. 8 Alas for us! Who will rescue 
us from the clutches of these mighty gods? These are the gods who 
struck Egypt with every kind of scourge and pestilence. 9 Fortify 
yourselves and be men, you Philistines, or you must serve the He
brews as they have served you! Be men and fight!" 10 And they did 
fight; and Israel was routed and fled, every man to his own tent. The 
slaughter was very great: there fell from Israel thirty thousands of the 
infantry. 11 Also the ark of God was captured, and the two sons of Eli 
perished. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

4 lb. Eli . .. against Israel Reading w'ly zqn m'd wbnyw hlkw hlwk whr' 
drkm lpny yhwh wyhy bymym hhm wyqb~ plStym lmlflmh 'l yfr'l, all of 
which bas been lost in MT through a long haplography, the scribe's eye having 
jumped from ysr'l at the end of wyhy dbr smw'l lkl ysr'l in 4:h to ysr'l at the 
end of the present reading. LXX preserves the longer text: kai elei presbytes 
sphodra kai hoi huioi autou poreuomenoi eporeuonto kai ponera he hodos auton 
enopion kyriou kai egenethe en tais hemerais ekeinais kai synathroizontai al
lophyloi eis polemon epi israel (3 :21 +). Cf. the Textual Note to 4: la. 

to meet them Reading lqr'tm on the basis of LXX eis apantesin autois. 
MT lqr't plstym, "to meet the Philistines," was expanded after the loss of the 
first part of the verse (see above) . 

Ebenezer Reading 'eben hii'ezer for MT hii' eben hii'ezer; cf. 5: 1; 7: 12. 
2. and the battle lines were deployed Reading wattu((aS hammill;ziima, lit. 

"and the battle was deployed," which suits Hebrew idiom, in which a battle 
draws near (qiirebti millJiima) and one sets a battle in order ('iirak mill;ziima). 
We interpret the verb as Qal passive, repointing MT wattif!os accordingly. This 
verb is attested in the Nip'al with the meaning "be dispersed (of troops), be 
deployed" (Judg 15 :9; II Sam 5: 18,22; cf. the use of the Qal passive participle 
in I Sam 30: 16). LXX has kai eklinen, taken by most scholars to reflect 
watte{, "inclined," but such a usage is without parallel. 

being slain Vocalizing wykw as wayyukku, "and ... were slain," with 
LXX, Vulg., Syr.; against MT wuyyakku, "and they slew." 

3. Let us fetch MT, LXXL, Syr. add "to ourselves" ('lynw), probably a 
displacement of 'lhynw, "our god," from its position after yhwh (see below). 

the ark of Yahweh Read 't 'rwn yhwh. Aii witnesses are expansive. MT: 't 
'rwn bryt yhwh, "the ark of the covenant of Yahweh." LXXB: ten kibOton tou 
theou hemon = 't rwn 'lhynw, "the ark of our god" (yhwh having been lost 
after the addition of 'lhynw). LXXL: ten kiboton tes diathekes kYriou tou 
theou hemon "the ark of the covenant of Yahweh, our god" (conflating the 
readings of MT and LXXB). Cf. also the LXXCBJ readings in vv 4 and 5 and 
the reading of MT and LXX in v 7. 

4. the ark of Yahweh With LXXB, against MT, LXXL "the ark of the cov
enant of Yahweh Sabaoth." 

Eli's two sons So LXX, Vulg. MT adds siim, "There Eli's two sons . 
which is reminiscent of 1: 3 (Wellhausen). Stoebe defends its originality. 

the ark So LXXB. MT, LXXL again add bryt h'lhym. 
5. the ark of Yahweh So LXXB. MT, LXXL: 'rwn bryt yhwh, "the ark 

of the covenant of Yahweh." 
6. the shouting . . . this great shouting Reading 't trw'h . . . htrw'h 

hgdwlh hz't on the basis of LXXB (tes krauges ... he krauge he megale 
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haute). MT inserts qwl: "the sound of the shouting. . the sound of this great 
shouting." Cf. v 14. 

7. thinking MT: ky 'mrw, "for they thought (said)"; LXX kai ei
pon = wy'mrw, "and they thought (said)." 

Gods have come to the camp! Reading b'w 'lhym 'I hml;mh with MT 
(which, however, has b'; but cf. LXX and the plurals in v 8). LXX reflects 'lh 
h'/hym (LXXL h'/hyhm) b'w 'lyhm 'I hml)nh, "These are the gods (their 
gods)! They have come to them to the camp." The shorter reading is better: '/h 
h'lhym is an anticipation of 'lh (hm) h'lhym in v Sb, and 'lyhm is a corruption 
of 'lhym. 

Alas for us! Preceded in MT by a repetition of wy'mrw, "and they said"; 
omit with LXX. LXX adds "Rescue us, 0 Yahweh, today!" (exelou hemas 
kyrie semeron = h~ylnw yhwh hywm), which is impossible in the mouths of 
the Philistines. Perhaps this was intended as the shout of the Israelites upon the 
arrival of the ark, arising as an expansion of v 5. 

8. mighty LXX stereon = 'byrym, "mighty, powerful," is less likely to be 
original than MT 'dyrym, "mighty, majestic," a divine epithet at Ugarit and in 
Israel (Pss 76:5; 93:4; cf. Ps 8:2,lO[English 1,9]). 

and pestilence MT has bmdbr, "in the wilderness," which is contrary to 
biblical tradition. But cf. LXX kai en te eremo, reflecting wbmdbr, understood 
as "and in the wilderness," but which may be read ubemo-deber, "and with 
pestilence." The long form of the preposition is rare (archaic and poetic) . 

9. So MT, LXXL, OL and (as the fragments show) 4QSama. LXXB has 
suffered a long haplography, the scribe's eye jumping from the first l'nfym to 
the second l'nfym (or from eis andras to eis andras if the corruption was 
inner-Greek, occurring in an ancestor of the family LXXB, rather than derived 
from the Hebrew Vorlage of LXXB). Thus LXXB has krataiousthe kai ginesthe 
eis andras kai polemesate autous = htl)zqw whyw l'nfym wnll)mtwm, "Take 
courage and be men and fight them!" 

10. And they did fight Reading wyll)mw; cf. LXX<B>, which adds the 
suffix as in v 9 (kai epolemesan autous, "And they did fight them"). MT, 
LXXL, Syr., Vulg., Targ. add plltym ("And the Philistines did fight"); omit 
with LXXB, 4QSama. 

11. the two sons of Eli Limitations in space show that 4QSam• uniquely 
omits l)pny wpnl)s, "Hophni and Phinehas," which is here appended in all other 
witnesses. Compare the text of LXX in 4:17, where LXXBL omit hophnei kai 
phinees against MT in wording closely parallel to the present passage. The 
shorter reading in each context is probably original. 
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NOTES 

4 lb. the Philistines. At the end of the Late Bronze Age coastal Syria-Palestine 
began to experience an inundation of Aegean invaders known as the Peoples of 
the Sea to the Egyptians, who were also troubled by them. One of these groups 
was designated Perasata or Persata in Egyptian records. These were the biblical 
Philistines, who entered relatively briefly into the history of Palestine, but long 
enough to give the land their name. In the years before the rise of monarchy in 
Israel they firmly controlled the coastal plain north of Gaza and must have 
posed a serious threat to the Israelites who occupied the inland mountains. 
Thereafter the relationship between Israel and the inhabitants of the Philistine 
plain was more often than not a hostile one. Philistia was regarded as a tradi
tional enemy throughout the biblical period. 

Ebenezer. The location is unknown. One might assume that it ought to be in 
the vicinity of Aphek, and indeed an outpost of Aphek, modern 'lzbet ~artah, is 
now often cited as a leading candidate. See further the NOTE at 7: 12. 

Aphek. The city was situated on an important access route from the coastal 
plain into the Ephraimite highlands, inevitably a locality contested by Israel and 
Philistia. The site, just E of Tel Aviv, is currently under excavation by the Insti
tute of Archaeology of Tel Aviv University, under the direction of Moshe 
Kochavi. 

2. about four thousands. The Hebrew reads, "about four thousands of men," 
or (perhaps) some twenty to fifty-six men. See the second Noni at v 10 below. 

3. the elders of Israel. The elders were senior tribesmen, seventy in number 
according to tradition (Num 11:16-17; cf. Exod 18:13-27; Deut 1:9-13), en
trusted with important decisions. 

"Why has Yahweh routed us . .. ?"Yahweh himself is seen as the agent of 
the disaster. The question is to some extent rhetorical, insofar as the speakers 
assume that the answer (viz. because the ark was absent) is self-evident. 

go among us. In the ideology of Israelite warfare the presence of the ark in 
battle was tantamount to the participation of the deity on Israel's behalf. The 
ark traveled in the van of the army, from which position the divine warrior 
was believed to assault his enemies and lead the troops home in triumph (cf. 
Num 10:35-36). 

4. Yahweh Seated-upon-the-Cherubim. Cf. II Sam 6: 2. Hebrew yahweh 
yoseb hakkerubim, a longer form of the divine name (see the N oTE at I : 3). 
That the full form, yahweh febii'ot yoseb hakkerubim, meaning "He who is 
seated upon the cherubim creates the (heavenly) armies," was an original cul
tic epithet of the god of Israel at Shiloh was argued first by Otto Eissfeldt (see 
"Jahwe Zebaoth," in Miscellanea Academica Berolinensia [Berlin: Akademie
Verlag, 1950] 128-150, esp. 139-146). Cherubim were mythological beings 
with both human and animal features. They were an important element in the 
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royal iconography of Canaan, often depicted in association with the thrones of 
kings. This is the picture suggested by the present epithet, according to which 
Yahweh is conceived of as a seated monarch flanked by a pair of the sphinx
like creatures. That the ark itself was thought of as a cherub throne or in asso
ciation with a cherub throne, as well as a battle palladium, is beyond doubt, 
though its precise significance was understood in various ways in various pe
riods. See further the COMMENT. On the cherub-throne iconography of Shiloh 
and later Jerusalem, see Cross, CMHE, cc 2-3 passim and esp. 69; on the 
cherubim in general see especially the article of de Vaux cited in fn. 4 to the 
COMMENT below. 

5. The arrival of the ark is greeted by the Israelite ter{l'/i or battle cry, a 
prolonged, menacing roar. Cf. G. von Rad, Der heilige Krieg im alten Israel 
[Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1951] 11. In response to the cry, 
"the land resounded" ( wattehom hii' iirei). The divine consternation or panic 
(mehUma) spread by stampede until it reached the camp of the Philistines. 
This mehUma was thought to be the weapon that in divinely directed warfare 
was finally decisive (Deut 7:23). Cf. 5:9 and esp. 14:15,20 and 22. 

6. the Hebrews. Whereas the narrator himself uses the name "Israel," he por
trays the Philistines speaking of "the Hebrews" ('ibrlm; so also 4:9; 13:3,19; 
14:11; 29:3). The latter was evidently a generalized designation and not en
tirely synonymous with "Israelites" ( 14:21). Characteristically it was used of 
Israelites by foreigners, but the origin and precise significance of the term are 
disputed. See the NOTE at 14:21, where a fuller discussion is provided. 

7. Gods. Aware of the claim that Yahweh rides upon the ark the Philistines 
are dismayed. The plural ("gods") is probably intended to indicate that the 
Philistines-themselves worshipers of several gods-assume the same of the 
Israelites. But very little is known about Philistine religion. It is clear that they 
eventually assimilated the culture of Palestine thoroughly, including the wor
ship of Canaanite gods. The biblical writers associate the Philistines especially 
with the Semitic deity Dagon (see the NoTE at 5: 2). 

Alas for us! Hebrew 'oy liinu, the conventional cry of woe uttered in the face 
of sudden peril. See G. Wanke, "'wy und hwy," ZAW 18 (1966) 215-218; W. 
Janzen, Mourning Cry and Woe Oracle, BZAW 125 (Berlin: Walter de 
Gruyter, 1972) 24-25. 

8. The Philistines know the reputation of the god of Israel. The events that 
follow will parallel those of the exodus story closely, and this early allusion to 
Egypt prepares the reader to take notice of the connections. 

9. Fortify yourselves and be men. The elegant phrases of the KJV come to 
mind: "Be strong, and quit yourselves like men." Evidently the charge to be 
men was a traditional exhortation to battle. In a fourteenth-century letter to the 
king of Egypt (EA 289:26-30) an enemy of Jerusalem is quoted urging his 
confederates on to insurrection as follows: "Be men (lu ameliitunu [!]) ... 
and let us break with Jerusalem!" (translation based on suggestions by W. von 
Soden and W. L. Moran). The fuller expression ("Fortify yourself and be a 
man!") occurs in David's charge to Solomon (I Kings 2:2; cf. II Sam 13:28; 
etc.) with reference to the punishment of Joab and Shimei (vv 50 should be 
read as following immediately upon v 2, notwithstanding the intrusive state-
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ments in vv 3-4). Cf. also I Cor 16:13. See also Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 11 
and n. 5. 

or you must serve the Hebrews as they have served you! In the Philistine 
wars ,as they are presented to us in these stories territory was not so much at 
issue as ascendancy. The conquered became slaves of the conquerors. Note the 
stakes in the Philistine's challenge in 17 :9. 

10. every man to his own tent. The military unification of Israel is dissolved. 
In the stories about this period the Israelites, when assembling to make war, 
vow not to return "every man to his own tent" until victory is assured (cf. 
Judg 20:8). To be sent "every man to his own tent" is to be dismissed from ac
tive duty (I Sam 13: 2; etc.). To flee "every man to his own tent" is not simply 
to retreat but to abandon military service altogether. Thus the cry, "Every man 
to his own tent, 0 Israeli" (II Sam 20:1; I Kings 12:16), is an exhortation to 
members of the northern tribes to forswear their allegiance to the southern 
king. 

thirty thousands of the infantry. Hebrew selosim 'elep ragli, lit. "thirty thou
sands on foot." A figure of 30,000 is out of the question, and there is wide 
agreement that the designation "thousand" ('elep) denotes some kind of mili
tary unit of unspecified size. This assumption has been used to special advan
tage by G. E. Mendenhall in interpreting "The Census Lists of Numbers 1 and 
26," /BL 77 (1958) 52-66: "There (Num 1) the units [thousands] vary in size 
from 5 men per unit . . . to over 14 men per unit" ( 63). Applying these figures 
to the present passage we may estimate the Israelite losses in the battle of 
Ebenezer at between 150 and 420 infantrymen in addition to the casualties 
suffered in the first engagement (v 2). These figures, though more plausible, 
still represent a grievous loss. Note that the total force Saul is able to muster in 
11:8 is only 330 thousands or (again applying the data of Numbers 1) 1,650 
to 4,620 men. 

COMMENT 

The scene now shifts from Shiloh to a battleground in the hills some 
twenty miles away. Here the Philistines, Israel's western neighbor and per
ennial foe, have amassed an army on the edge of the Ephraimite 
heartland, and the Israelites have gathered for the defense. Our attention 
is fixed on the two battlecamps and, for the moment at least, the situation 
at Shiloh is forgotten. In 4: 1- 7: 1 the family of Eli enters into the story 
only briefly (in 4:4b,12-22) and Samuel not at all. Indeed as these events 
continue to unfold we shall seldom see any human participant rise above 
anonymity, for now the chief protagonist is no man but the ark of Yahweh 
itself. 
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What was the ark of Yahweh? The term traditionally rendered "ark" is 
'iiron, meaning "box" or "chest,"1 and our sources suggest that the ark 
was in fact a wooden chest in which were said to be deposited the tablets 
that Moses received on Sinai (Deut 10:5; etc.; cf. I Kings 8:9). Because it 
contained these "two tablets of the covenant"2 the ark was often referred 
to as 'iiron ha'edat (Exod 25:22; etc.) or 'aron habber'it (Josh 3:6; etc.), 
that is, "the ark of the covenant." The former term is characteristic of the 
Tetrateuch, the latter of those writings especially influenced by the Deu
teronomic legislation. 3 

More important for the interpretation of the present narrative, however, 
is the fact that the ark was venerated as the visible sign of the presence of 
Yahweh. It was Yahweh's footstool or podium (I Chron 28:2; cf. Pss 
99:5; 132:7; Lam 2:1), above which was the divine throne itself, flanked 
in the manner characteristic of Canaanite royal thrones by a pair of 
winged sphinxes or cherubim.4 Here, we are told, Yahweh appeared in a 
cloud (Lev 16:2) and addressed Israel (Exod 25:22; Num 7:89). Thus 
the Israelites fitted out the ark with crafted cherubim and provided the en
tire structure with rings and poles so that it might be carried about after 
the fashion of a royal litter (Exod 25:12-13; 37:3-5). 

The conceptions of the ark as a covenant repository on the one hand 
and as a cherub throne on the other, however originally related, 5 have 
been thoroughly combined in the priestly legislation of the Tetrateuch, 
where no conflict between them exists. The adjacent Tetrateuchal narra
tives present the portable ark as the guiding center of the Israelite camp 
(Num 10:33-36), and this is also the case in the stories of the conquest, 
where the ark carried on its poles precedes the people across the Jordan 

1 The 'liron of Gen 50:26 is a sarcophagus, and this is the most common meaning 
of Phoenician 'rn. In II Kings 12:10,ll(English 12:9,10) and II Chron 24:8,10,11 
the 'liron is a chest used for the collection of funds for temple repairs. 

2Referred to in the Tetrateuch as sene lul;iot hii'edut (Exod 31:18; 32:15) and in 
Deuteronomy as sene . •. lul;iot habberlt (Deut 9: 11,15). 

3 But the terminology alone is not a safe indicator of Priestly or Deuteronomic 
influence because of the tendency to expansion in the later transmission of the text. 

4 See the NOTE at v 4. This does not imply the existence of a throne as a separate 
cult object. The ark with its appurtenances could be thought of as Yahweh's throne 
as well as his footstool (Jer 3:16-17; cf. Ezek 43:7). On the cherubim, see especially 
R. de Vaux, "Les cherubins et l'arche d'alliance," MUSI 37 (1960-61) 93-124. 

5 De Vaux has argued vigorously that there is no contradiction between these con
ceptions. Ancient Near Eastern parallels amply illustrate the practice of depositing 
treaty texts at the feet of divine images and of preserving sacred documents in sanc
tuaries under the protection of the gods. See "Les cherubins," esp. 118-122. But 
such citations cannot resolve the tension between the two concepts. To show that the 
ark conceived of as a receptacle might have been deposited at Yahweh's feet in no 
way explains its significance as a footstool. The religious formulations involved are 
very different. The footstool represents a sacral place where the deity is present and 
approachable, while the receptacle is important for what it contains and preserves. 
De Vaux has demonstrated a basis for the coalescence of the two concepts in 
Israelite religion, but it remains likely that each was discrete in origin. 
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(Joshua 3-4) and plays a decisive role in the siege of Jericho (Joshua 6). 
The primary importance of the ark as conceived in these accounts is mili
tary, and its presence in battle is regarded as essential. Without it victory is 
impossible (Num 14: 44). In other words the ark as the visible sign of 
Yahweh's presence functioned in the ideology of Israelite warfare as a bat
tle palladium for the armies of Israel. It was the source of security in 
conflict. Where the ark was there was Yahweh fighting on Israel's behalf.' 

This brings us back to the incident under discussion. Finding themselves 
overmatched in an initial engagement with the Philistines,. the Israelites 
send to Shiloh for the ark. The plan, then, is to involve Yahweh in the 
hostilities directly; and the Philistines themselves perceive that, "Gods 
have come to the camp!" The details reflect Israel's sacred rites of war. 
The ark arrives, the troops set up their ritual roar ( teru' a), and a holy 
panic (mehUma) spreads itself abroad (see the NoTE at v ?). But this 
time the ark does not bring victory. The Philistines harden themselves to 
the task. The battle is lost, Israel routed, and the ark itself captured. 

In the Introduction (see "The Ark Narrative," pp. 23-26) we ac
cepted the arguments of P. D. Miller, Jr., and J. J. M. Roberts that the 
present account was composed only a short time after the events it 
describes. These events must have generated in their Israelite participants 
a peculiar sense of disorder. Here was solemn conviction flouted. The 
presence of the ark had not produced the expected result. The central 
question that would have been provoked is easy to formulate: How can 
the Philistines have defied the power of Yahweh and prevailed? As we 
shall see, the theological purpose of the ark narrative as a whole 
(2:12-17,22-25+4:1b-7:1) is to deal with this problem; it will affirm 
emphatically that Yahweh was in control of the events from the beginning. 
This requires that the initial question be posed in a different way: Given 
that Yahweh is in control, why has he permitted this defeat (cf. v 3) and 
the capture of his ark? The answer to this question, as Miller and Roberts 
have shown, is to be found in the account of the corruption of the 
Shilonite priesthood in 2: 11-26, or rather in the parts of that account that 
belonged originally to the ark narrative (2:12-17,22-25). The ark was 
captured because Yahweh had chosen to abandon Israel on account of the 
wickedness of the Elides. The details in vv 4b and 11 b are thus essential, 
not incidental remarks of the narrator, and the report to Eli that follows 
makes the point clear. 



VII. THE DEATH OF ELI 
(4:12-22) 

4 12 A Benjaminite raced from the front and came to Shiloh that 
same day with his clothes tom and dirt upon his head. 13 When he ar
rived-(Now Eli was in a chair atop the gate watching the road, for 
he was anxious about the ark of God; but the man went inside the city 
to make his report.) When he arrived the city began to cry out, 14 and 
when Eli heard the noise of the outcry he asked, "What is this tumul
tuous noise?" 

The man came quickly and reported to Eli. 15 [ ] 16 "I fled from 
the front today," he said to him. And when [Eli] asked, "What was 
the situation, my son?" 17 the messenger answered, "Israel fled before 
the onslaught of the Philistines. Not only was there a great rout of the 
army, but also your two sons are dead and the ark of God is cap
tured." 18 As soon as he mentioned the ark of God, [Eli] fell back
ward from his chair over the gate-tower. His neck was broken and he 
died, for he was old and overweight. He had judged Israel for twenty 
years. 

19 His daughter-in-law, the wife of Phinehas, was pregnant and 
ready to give birth. When she heard the news of the capture of the ark 
of God and the death of her father-in-law and husband, her labor 
began, and she crouched down and gave birth. 20 When her time [to 
give birth] came, she was about to die, and the women attending her 
said, "Do not be afraid, for you have borne a son!" But she did not 
respond or pay attention. 

21 She called the child "Ichabod" in reference to the ark of God and 
to her father-in-law and husband; 22 for she said, "Glory was exiled 
from Israel when the ark of God was captured." 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

4 13. Now Eli was in a chair Reading whnh 'ly 'l ks' on the basis of LXX. 
MT inserts yoseb, "sitting"; but it is difficult to see how this was lost if original 
and easy to see how it might have arisen in the shorter text (derived from 
I :9?). 

atop the gate watching the road Reading 'l (or 'l) yd hS'r ~ph ('t) hdrk 
on the basis of LXX para ten pylen skopeuon ten hodon. MT yad (the ketib is 
yk; yad = leyad, cf. Syr.) derek me~appeh, "beside (the) road watching," is 
patently corrupt, although on the basis of the consonants alone of the last word 
one might read "beside the Mizpah road" (Wellhausen). But th1:1 reading of 
LXX is superior. For the interpretation of 'l yd, see the Non. 

the city So LXX. MT inserts kol: "the entire city." 
14-16. he asked . .. said to him The text of LXX in these verses shows a 

conflation of two variant readings. It reads: kai eipen tis he phone tes hoes (so 
LXXAL; LXXB: hoe tes phones) tautes kai ho anthropos speusas eiselthen kai 
apengeilen to elei kai elei huios enenekonta kai okto (so LXXL; LXX8 omits 
kai okto) eton kai hoi ophthalmoi autou epanestesan kai auk eblepen kai eipen 
elei tois andrasin tois periestekosin auto tis he phone tau echous toutou kai ho 
aner speusas prose/then elei kai eipen auto, reflecting a Hebrew text that read 
wy'mr mh qwl h~'qh hz't wh'ys mhr wyb' wygd l'ly w'ly bn tS'ym wsmnh foh 
w'ynyw qmw wl' yr'h wy'mr 'ly l'nJym h~bym 'lyw mh qwl hhmwn hzh 
wh'ys mhr wyb' 'I 'ly wy'mr lw, " ... he asked, 'What is this outcry?' The man 
came quickly and reported to Eli. (Now Eli was ninety-eight years old and his 
eyes were fixed-he no longer saw.) So Eli asked the men who were standing 
beside him, 'What is this tumultuous noise?' The man came quickly to Eli and 
said to him .... " The text of MT is shorter: wy'mr mh qwl hhmwn hzh wh'ys 
mhr wyb' wygd l'ly w'ly bn ts'ym wsmnh fnh w'ynyw qmh wl' ykwl lr'wt wy'mr 
h'ys 'l '/y, " ... he asked, 'What is this tumultuous noise?' The man came quickly 
and reported to Eli. (Now Eli was ninety-eight years old and his eyes were 
fixed-he could no longer see.) And the man said to Eli .... " We might as
sume that the parenthesis about Eli's age and blindness was original and that 
(A) wy'mr mh qwl . .. wygd l'ly and (B) wy'mr 'ly l'nfym ... wyb' l'ly were 
variants conflated in LXX with MT preserving only the first in an older form of 
the text. But there are certain objections to this. The parenthesis about Eli's 
blindness is not necessary to variant A, which precedes it, but essential to vari
ant B, in which Eli finds it necessary to appeal to the men standing around him. 
Moreover, the mention of his blindness is suspiciously reminiscent of the notice 
in 3 : 2 and seems to contradict the statement in v 13 of the present passage that 
he was watching the road. So we must assume that the parenthesis was a part 
of the second, much longer variant-thus: (variant A) wy'mr mh qwl ... 
wygd l'ly; (variant B) w'ly bn tS'ym ... wyb' 'l 'ly wy'mr lw. Of these, A is 
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surely original. MT is to be explained as follows. Originally it shared the long, 
conflate reading of LXX (in A, MT hhmwn hzh is probably original, LXX 
h~'qh hz't being reminiscent of the preceding ~'qh in v 14) but suffered a long 
haplography, a scribe's eye skipping from the second wy'mr to the third 
(wy'mr 'ly l'nfym . .. wyb' 'l 'ly wy'mr). At the end, MT wy'mr h'ys 'l 'ly is 

a remnant of variant B showing simple expansion from wy'mr lw (LXX). 
14. this tumultuous noise MT qol hehamon hazzeh, lit. "this noise of tu

mult." So LXX in variant B (see above). Here LXX<LJ reflects qwl h~'qh (tes 
hoes) hzh, "this noise of shouting." MT is to be preferred. See the preceding 
Textual Note. 

16. "/ ff.ed from the front today" Here MT and LXX reflect a single tradi
tion, and the common ancestral text was conflate. MT has 'nky hb' mn hm'rkh 
w'ny mn hm'rkh nsty hywm, "I am he who came from the front, and I fled 
from the front today." LXX reflects a similar reading: 'nky hb' mn hml:mh 
w'ny nsty mn hm'rkh hywm. LXX is to be preferred in its reading of hml:znh, 
"the camp," for MT hm'rkh (1), "the front." But clearly the common ancestor 
of MT and LXX was a conflation of two variants. This conflation may be re
lated to that identified above in the Textual Note to vv 14-16. There is scant 
basis for choosing between the variants. The second stands closer to the state
ment in v 12 (but this might also be used to argue against its originality), and 
the first seems to presuppose that Eli knew already that a messenger had ar
rived, which is hardly likely (see the NOTE at v 13). We should give the second 
variant a tentative preference and read 'ny nsty mn hm'rkh hywm. 

he said to him So LXXB. MT: "the man said to Eli." 
17. your two sons So LXX. MT adds l:zpny wpynl:zs, an explicating expan

sion (cf. the Textual Note to v 11 ) . 
18. As soon as he mentioned Reading khzkyrw with MT. LXX has 

emnesthe reflects kzkrw, "When he [viz. Eli] remembered," but MT is superior. 
over the gate-tower MT be'ad yad ha'i'Sa'ar. LXX:<BJ echomenos probably 

also reflects b'd yd as a guess based on the Septuagint's usual treatment of prep
ositions compounded with yd. For the interpretation, see the NOTE at v 13. 

twenty years With LXX against MT "forty" (cf. Josephus Ant. 5.359). 
See the NOTE. 

19. to give birth Reading lldt for MT llt on the assumption of a simple 
scribal omission. A contracted form of the infinitive written phonetically ("-latt 
< *-ladt) is conceivable but unexampled elsewhere in Biblical Hebrew (for 
a possible Ugaritic parallel, see M. Dahood, Ugaritic-Hebrew Philology [Rome: 
PBI, 1965] 9). 

of the capture ... and the death Reading 'el hil/iiqa/:I ... umut, two 
infinitives construct serving as objects of the preposition 'el, "concerning, about, 
of." MT vocalizes the second as a finite verb, umet. 

20. When her time [to give birth] came, she was about to die Reading 
uke'ittiih meta on the basis of LXX kai en to kairo autes apothneskei (Klos
termann) against MT uke'et mutiih, "When her time of death came." 

21. Ichabod Hebrew ·; kiibOd. LXX ouai barchaboth (so LXXB with vari
ants barchabOd, etc., in other MSS; LXXL has bariochabel) represents 'wy 
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kbwd, preserving two attempts to render the second element (1) by a form of 
barys, "heavy" (cf. v 18 above) and (2) by simple transliteration. . 

MT at this point inserts l'mr glh kbwd mysr'l, "saying, 'Glory is exiled from 
Israeli' " As the text of LXX shows, this is to be deleted as an alternative read
ing to v 22. 

in reference to the ark of God Reading 'l 'rwn h'lhym on the basis of the 
shorter text of LXX. MT has 'I hlq/:I 'rwn h'lhym, "in reference to the capture 
of the ark of God," the insertion of the infinitive being reminiscent of v 19. 

22. MT: wt'mr glh kbwd mysr'l ky nlq/:I 'rwn h'lhym. LXX = wt'mr glh 
kbwd ysr'l bhlq/:I (cf. MT in v 21) 'rwn h'lhym, "for she said, 'The glory of Is
rael was exiled when the ark of God was captured.' " The difference between 
these variants is slight and the phraseology of each is paralleled (to MT cf. 
Hosea 10: 5; to LXX cf. Micah 1 : 15; etc.) . Our choice of MT is arbitrary. 

NOTES 

4 12-17. The structural parallel between the present episode and the report to 
David of Saul's death in II Sam 1: 2ff is quite striking. The details may be 
outlined as follows. The two messengers, having fled from the battlefield with 
tom clothes and dirt-sprinkled heads (I Sam 4: 12; II Sam 1 :2), make their 
sorrowful reports in similar fashion: 

I Sam 4:16-17 

"I fled (nasti) from the front 
today," he said to him. And when 
[Eli] asked, "What was the situ
ation, my son?" the messenger 
answered, "Israel fled 
before the onslaught of the 
Philistines. Not only was 
there a great rout of the 
army, but also your two sons 
are dead and the ark of God is 
captured." 

II Sam 1:3-4 
David said to him, "From where 
have you come?" "I escaped 
(nimldfti) from the camp of 
Israel," he said to him. And when 
David asked him, "What was the 
situation? Tell mel" he 
said, "The army fled from the 
battle. 

Not only 
did a great many fall from the 
army, but also Saul and his son 
Jonathan are dead." 

This is an example of the common use of a literary motif by different writers, 
who drew upon a common source or a shared repertoire of conventional narra
tive situations, a familiar feature of biblical prose. 

12. A Benjaminite. The tribal territory of Benjamin was a small wedge of 
land between Jerusalem and Bethel. Saul himself was a Benjaminite-Rabbinic 
sources identified him with the anonymous refugee in the present story-and 
the little tribe plays a big role in the stories of this period. But why is this mes
senger identified as a Benjaminite? It is uncharacteristic of biblical narrative to 
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provide such details gratuitously (cf. the significance of the Amalekite messen
ger in II Samuel 1 ) , but in this case the point escapes us. 

that same day. The position of the expression after wayyiibo' :mah, "and came 
to Shiloh," calls attention to the fact that the courier's journey was completed 
in a single day. The distance from Ebenezer to Shiloh was nearly twenty miles, 
so that the run was a short marathon (Budde). 

his clothes torn and dirt upon his head. The messenger's lack of grooming 
might be accounted for easily enough by his recent exertion, but we should also 
bear in mind that tearing the clothes and sprinkling the head with dirt were tra
ditional signs of grief (cf. II Sam 1 : 2; etc) . 

13. See the NoTEs at 1 :4-7 and 3:2-4. The narrative sequence introduced by 
wayyiibo', "When he arrived . . • ," and resumed by wattiz'aq kol-hii'ir, ". . . 
the city began to cry out," is interrupted by a long parenthesis explaining in ad
vance why Eli was not in the center of the city to witness the arrival and hear 
the first report. Eli was watching anxiously for the return of the ark. We are 
not told whether he noted with misgiving the arrival of a solitary traveler in 
mourning dress; but in any case, it is not necessary to appeal to the old priest's 
failing eyesight (cf. the Norn at 3:2 and the Textual Note to 4:14-16). The 
issue is not what he saw but what he heard. After the parenthesis the narrative 
continues. "When he arrived" is repeated in the translation as an aid to the 
English reader. 

atop the gate. Hebrew 'el-yad haJ'Sa'ar or 'al yad haJsa'ar (see the Textual 
Note), lit. "on the 'hand' of the gate," i.e. on the side of the gate; but the ex
pression does not mean "beside the gate" in the usual sense. The "hands" of a 
city gate are the two parallel walls which form the sides of the gateway (derek 
ha11a'ar) analogous to the "hands" (="banks") of a river (Exod 2:5; Num 
13:29; Judg 11:26; Jer 46:6; Dan 10:4). Here a leader would take his position 
to judge the citizenry: ( 1) in II Sam 15: 2 Absalom decides lawsuits "upon the 
'hand' of the gateway" ('al-yad derek haJsa'ar); (2) in II Sam 18:4 David 
stands "on the 'hand' of the gate" ('el-yad ha11a'ar) to review the troops. In an 
instructive passage in Prov 8:2-3 Wisdom calls to men from "atop the towers 
along the road (bero's-meromim 'iile-darek, cf. Prov 9: 14) ... I On the 'hand' 
of the gates at the city's entrance (liyad-Je'iirim lepi-qaret) ." This explains the 
much discussed expression be'ad yad ha11a'ar in v 18 below: Eli falls "over the 
'hand' of the gate," i.e. over the wall to the street below. 

17. Not only ..• but al.ro. Hebrew (we)gam •.. wegam. The expression 
implies a close relationship between the clauses so joined. So for example in 
26:25 we read: gam 'iiSoh ta'iiSeh wegam yiikol tukal, lit. "Not only will you do 
but also you will prevail," i.e. "In whatever you undertake you will surely suc
ceed!" Thus the force of the present statement is, "There was a great rout of 
the army and in its course your two sons were killed and the ark captured." 
The syntax has the further effect of emphasizing the last parts of the sentence 
(see the COMMENT). 

18. He had judged Israel for twenty years. This notice is intended to incorpo
rate Eli's career into the chronological framework of the preceding material 
(i.e. in terms of canonical divisions, the Book of Judges). How Eli the priest 
can also have been attributed judgeship by the tradition has puzzled scholars. 
Hertzberg would tentatively restore his name to the list of the "minor judges" of 
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Judges 10 and 12 ("Die kleinen Richter," TLZ 19 [1954] cols. 285-290). But 
the present notice is a Deuteronomistic expansion (see p. 16 in the Introduc
tion), and every major figure between Joshua and Saul was a "judge" from the 
Deuteronomistic point of view. See Noth, VS 55 and the NOTE on "twenty 
years" at 7:2. 

19-22. The relationship of the account of the birth of Ichabod to the section 
as a whole is difficult to determine. It is not really an organic part of the report 
of Eli's death and seems to have no necessary function in the larger story. It 
does serve to assure us that the line of Eli is not already blotted out after the 
death of the old man and his sons, but we learn later (in 14:3, where Saul's 
chaplain, Ahijah son of Ahitub, is identified as Ichabod's brother) that 
Phinehas had another son anyway. It is probably best to regard these verses as 
representative of a separate unit of tradition included in the ark narrative not 
because it was necessary to the author's purpose but because it was familiar. 

19. pregnant and ready to give birth. Hebrew hiirt3 liiledet (see the Textual 
Note), a unique expression. Budde explains it as meaning "pregnant to the 
point of giving birth," but it may simply be an elliptical representation of hiira 
wattehl liiledet, "(she was) pregnant and was ready to give birth." 

her labor began, and she crouched down and gave birth. Hebrew wattikra' 
watteled ki nehepku 'iilehii #rehii, lit. "she crouched down and gave birth, for 
her pains had turned upon her," as in Dan 10: 16 (metaphorically). An 
Israelite woman assumed a sitting or squatting position ("she crouched down") 
during parturition. In this instance the onset of labor is premature, induced by 
the shock to the mother (cf. Josephus Ant. 5.360). 

20. Compare the account of the birth of Benjamin and death of Rachel in 
Gen 3 5: 17, 18: "When her labor was at its hardest, the midwife said to her, 'Do 
not be afraid, for this time, too, you have a son!' With her last breath-for she 
was dying-she named him Ben-oni, but his father called him Benjamin." 

But she did not respond or pay attention. Hebrew welo' 'iineta we lo' -siita 
libbiih. Two very different interpretations are possible. The one followed here 
and shared by all previous commentators assumes that the woman is despond
ent. She offers no reply to the words of comfort and in fact (according to the 
common meaning of sit leb, "set the heart [upon], pay heed [to]") ignores 
them (though there is no reason, by the way, to conclude with Smith that she 
was unconscious). The alternative begins by recognizing that sit leb may carry 
a stronger connotation, viz. of preoccupation with grief or misfortune (II Sam 
13:20). Another sense of 'iind is also available. Thus read, "And she was not 
downcast and paid no heed (to her affliction)." This interpretation assumes that 
the words of comfort have had some effect or, more probably, that the woman 
is bearing her misfortune stoically. Faced with the loss of the ark she can have 
no thought for herself. There is no compelling reason to choose between these 
alternatives. 

21. Ichabod. The tradition that the name ('i-kiibod) means "Inglorious"-a 
tradition as ancient as Josephus (who explains the name as adoxia in Ant. 
5.360) and as contemporary as Washington Irving-may still be found in mod
ern commentaries. But despite Ethiopic and Phoenician negatives the most in
structive comparison is with Ugaritic 'iy, "where is?" or "alas!" Cf. Biblical He
brew 'i, "alas!" in Eccles 4: 10; 10: 16. Note also the LXX association of the 
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term with 'oy, "woe!" Thus the name means, "Where is (the) Glory?" or "Alas 
(for the) Glory!" It belongs to a distinctive group of names referring to lamen
tation for an absent deity. Similar is the biblical name "Jezebel" (MT 'i-zebel, 
perhaps erroneously for 'i-zebul), meaning, "Where is (the) Prince? I Alas 
(for the) Prince!" where "Prince" is the Phoenician version of a .familiar 
epithet of the old storm god Ba'l-Haddu, the mourning for whose (ritual) ab
sence is well known in both cult and epic (cf. CTCA 5 .6.11-25 = 67: VI: 11-25 
and passim, and esp. 6.4.25-29 = 49:IV:25-29, which concludes 'iy 'al'iyn b'l 
'iy zbl b'l 'arf, "Where is 'Al'iyan Ba'I? Where is the Prince, Lord of the 
Earth?"). Compare the Ugaritic proper names 'iy-ba'lu, "Where is Ba'I?" 'iy 
toru, "Where is Bull ('El)?" etc. Another biblical name that belongs to this 
group is the common priestly name 'i-tiimiir, "lthamar" (Exod 6:23; etc.), the 
( cultic?) significance of which is hinted at by the story in Judg 11: 30-40. The 
popular etymology of "Ichabod" given in the present passage, therefore, stands 
close to the original meaning of such a name, which should have had something 
to do with mourning for the departed "Glory" of Yahweh. The latter is to be 
understood as a technical designation for "the refulgent and radiant aureole 
which surrounds the deity in his manifestations or theophanies" (Cross, 
CMHE, 153, n. 30). That is, it was a ponderable sign of Yahweh's presence, es
pecially associated with the tent of meeting (cf. G. von Rad, "The Tent and 
the Ark," in The Problem of the Hexateuch an(i Other Essays [New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1966] 103-124, esp. 105) but also with the ark (on the antiq
uity of the association of the tent and the ark, see R. de Vaux, "Ark of the 
Covenant and Tent of Reunion," in The Bible and the Ancient Near East 
[Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1971] 136-151). 

22. exiled. Hebrew gala, "is exiled, has gone into exile," not simply "has de
parted." 

COMMENT 

Old Eli's death is tragic. In life, as we have seen (cf. the COMMENTS on 
1: 1-28; 2: 11-26; and 3: 1 - 4: 1 a), he was not depraved or even inattentive 
to his duties as chief priest. In death he is concerned for Yahweh's ark to 
the end. It is not the news of the defeat of the Israelites that finishes him 
or even the tidings of the death of Hophni and Phinehas. The messenger's 
woeful report builds to a climax at the end of v 17, ". . . and the ark of 
God is captured." This is too much for the old priest. He tumbles back
ward over the wall and falls lifeless in the gate. The death of the grandfa
ther is balanced by the birth of a grandson, but the cheerless event brings 
no hope to the cursed family. The child's mother, Phinehas' wife, can 
think only of the lost ark, and with her last breath she calls her luckless 
child Ichabod, "Alas for the Glory!" So as the tragedy of Eli ends, our at
tention is focused squarely on the ark, the story of which has only begun. 



VIII. THE HARROWING OF THE PIIlLISTI~S 
(5:1-12) 

5 1 After the Philistines had captured the ark of God, they brought 
it from Ebenezer to Ashdod. 2 Then [they] took it, brought it to the 
house of Dagon, and set it up beside Dagon. 

The Contest between the Gods 

3 When the Ashdodites arose, there was Dagon fallen on his face 
before the ark of Yahweh; so they raised up Dagon and put him back 
in his place. 4 But when they arose the next morning, there was 
Dagon fallen on his face before the ark of Yahweh. Dagon's head 
and both his hands were broken off upon the threshold; only his trunk 
was left intact. 5 (For this reason not even today do the priests of 
Dagon or any who enter the house of Dagon tread upon the threshold 
of Dagon in Ashdod.) 

The Plague on the Philistines 

6 And the hand of Yahweh was heavy upon the Ashdodites. He 
ravaged them and affiicted them with tumors-both Ashdod and its 
environs. He brought up mice upon them, and they swarmed in their 
ships. Then mice went up into their land, and there was a mortal 
panic in the city. 

7 When the men of Ashdod saw that this was so, they thought, "The 
ark of God must stay with us no longer, for his hand is hard upon us 
and upon Dagon, our god." s So they summoned the Philistine lords 
to them and said, "What shall we do about the ark of the god of Is
rael?" 

"Let the ark of God be moved on [to us]," said the Gittites. So the 
ark of God was moved on. 9 But after it was moved on to Gath, Y ah
weh's hand was upon that city-a tremendous panic! He affiicted the 
men of the city, both young and old, and tumors broke out upon 
them. 

10 Then they sent the ark of God to Ekron. But when the ark of 
God arrived in Ekron, the Ekronites complained, "Why have you 
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brought the ark of the god of Israel around to me to kill me and my 
kin?" 11 So they summoned. all the Philistine lords and said, "Send the 
ark of the god of Israel away! Let it go back to its place and not kill 
me and my kin!" For there was a very grievous panic throughout the 
city when the ark of God came there: 12 those men who did not die 
were affiicted. with tumors, and the cry of the city rose up to the skies. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

The text of c 5 is replete with problems. Both MT and L:XX are seriously dis
turbed throughout. The chief source of difficulty seems to have been the tend
ency of the accounts of the plague in the various Philistine cities to conflate. 
The two elements of the plague, mice and tumors, along with the divine panic 
(mehumti) that ensues, appear and reappear, and it has become impossible 
to determine which was original where. The critical decisions made here, there
fore, are occasionally arbitrary, and the text established must be regarded as an 
approximation. 
5 2. it (1) So L:XXL, the lectio brevior. L:XXB: "the ark of Yahweh." MT: 
"the ark of God." 

3. When the Ashdodites arose The witnesses are expansive. L:XXB adds kai 
eiselthon eis oikon dagon kai eidon, reflecting wyb'w byt dgwn wyr'w, "and 
went to the house of Dagon and looked .... " MT, L:XXL add mml;irt, "on the 
morrow." 

on his face Here and in v 4 read '/ pnyw or l'pyw with LXX<»l epi pros
opon autou in preference to MT lpnyw (Wellhausen, Driver). MT, LXXL add 
'rfh, "on the ground." 

the ark of Yahweh So MT. LXX has "the ark of God." 
they raised up Reading wyqmw with L:XX (egeiran), against MT wyql;iw, 

"they took." 
3+. At the end of v 3, L:XXB adds a long passage equivalent to the reading 

of MT in v 6. It is out of place at this point. See the Textual Note to v 6. 
4. But when they arose the next morning I.XX» kai egeneto hote orthrisan 

to proi probably reflects wyhy ky hlkymw bbqr, which is preferred by most 
commentators to the too abrupt MT wy.i'kmw bbqr. MT, I.XXL again add 
mml;zrt, "on the morrow." 

on his face See the Textual Note at v 3. 
on the ark of Yahweh So MT, L:XXL. LXXB has "the ark of the covenant 

of Yahweh." 
Dagon's head . .. upon the threshold So MT. LXX has a long, repetitious 

text, perhaps reflecting a conflation of variant readings. It is not impossible that 
a longer reading was original, mentioning severed feet as well as hands (cf. 
L:XXL), but LXX is replete here with secondary problems, some of them insol
uble, and it seems prudent to prefer the shorter text of MT. 
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only his trunk was left intact Read rq gww n?r 'lyw, lit. "only his back 
was left upon him." MT rq dgwn nl'r 'lyw, "only Dagon was left upon him/it," 
is meaningless. LXX plen he rhachis dagon hypeleiphthe, "only Dagon's spine 
was left," suggests that a word has fallen out of MT before dgwn. Most critics, 
therefore, would restore gw dgwn (or perhaps gwyt dgwn; cf. Dan 10:6, where 
this term is used specifically of the body as distinct from the extremities), 
"Dagon's trunk," or simply gww, "his trunk" (cf. Targ. gwpyh 'st'r '/why). 
Wellhausen's ingenious suggestion to read rq dgw, "only his fish" (interpreting 
LXX rhachis as a reflection of raq and assuming a dittography of the n of nS'r) 
has not found wide acceptance, partly because of the failure of this solution to 
account for LXX plen and partly because of doubt about the icbthyomorphic 
nature of the god Dagon (see the N OTB at v 2) . 

5. At the end of the verse, LXX<BJ appends hoti hyperbainontes hyper
bainousin, reflecting ky dlwg ydlgw, "but they leap over it." See the NoTE. 

6. The textual problems that center on this verse are extensive and probably 
insoluble. The chief difficulty is presented by the introduction of mice in the 
text of LXX. There is no corresponding reference to mice in MT, where they 
are not mentioned until 6:4. The first impulse of the textual critic, therefore, is 
to exclude the reading of LXX as expansive. The problem, however, is that the 
statements concerning the mice attested in c 6 in all witnesses (viz. the state
ments in vv 5,11, and 18) seem to presuppose earlier mention of the mice. 
These, along with the reference in 6: 4 (which appears in MT alone), are con
cerned with golden mice used as offerings; and the rationale for this use must 
be, as in the case of the tumors, the presence of the mice as an element in the 
plague. (To be sure, Wellhausen denied this, reasoning that mice may be un
derstood as symbols of plague because of the universally known association of 
rats with pestilence. Accordingly, the mention of mice in LXX in 5: 6 [and 
6: l] might be rejected as secondary. Ingenious as this solution is, it is not 
really compelling and has not found wide acceptance.) We have the alterna
tives of acknowledging an early reference to the mice or excluding them al
together from the account. The latter solution, though it might be plausible to 
assume that references to the mice were introduced secondarily under the in
fluence of their general association with plague, is untenable. The mice are at
tested by all witnesses in at least three places and cannot be excluded on textual 
grounds. So we are left with the necessity of assuming that LXX is correct in 
introducing the mice early. Support for this assumption comes from Josephus, 
who also introduces the mice at a position corresponding to 5: 6 (Ant. 6.3), in 
accordance with the unanimous witness of LXX. 

The principal witnesses read as follows: 
l) MT: wtkbd yd yhwh 'l h'sdwdym wysmm wyk 'tm b'plym 't 'Sdwd w't 

gbwlyh, "And the hand of Yahweh was heavy upon the Ashdodites. He rav
aged them and afflicted them with tumors-both Ashdod and its environs." 

2) LXX8 : kai ebarynthe cheir kyriou epi azoton kai epegagen autois kai 
exezesen autois eis tas naus kai meson tes choras autes anephyesan myes kai 
egeneto synchysis thanatou megale en te polei = wtkbd yd yhwh 'I 'sdwd wy'l 
'lyhm wy'Sr.)" lhm b'nywt wbtk 'r.)"h 'lw 'kbrym wthy mhwmt mwt hgdwlh b'yr, 
"And the hand of Yahweh was heavy upon Ashdod. He brought up against 
them (?) and it (?) swanned among them in the ships, and in the midst of 
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their (?) land mice went up, and there was a mortal panic in the city." Note 
further that in 5:3 +, LXXB appends the equivalent of MT in the present 
verse. 

3) LXXL: kai ebarynthe he cheir kyriou epi azoton kai ebasanisen tous 
azotious kai epataxen autous eis tas hedras auton ten azoton kai to orion autes 
kai epegagen ep' autous myas kai exebrasan eis tas naus auton kai eis meson tes 
choras auton anephyesan myes kai egeneto synchysis thanatou megale en te 
polei = wtkbd yd yhwh 'l 'Sdwd wysm 't h'sdwdym wyk 'tm b'ply(h)m 't 'Sdwd 
w't gbwlyh wy'l 'lyhm 'kbrym wysr,rw b'nywtm wbtk 'r,rm 'lw 'kbrym wthy 
mhwmt mwt hgdwlh b'yr, "And the hand of Yahweh was heavy upon Ashdod. 
He ravaged the Ashdodites and affi.icted them with tumors-both Ashdod and 
its environs. He brought up mice upon them, and they swarmed in their ships. 
Then mice went up into the land, and there was a mortal panic in the city." 

The evidence of LXX8 in 5:3+, a reading lost from 5:6 and subsequently 
restored in the wrong place, shows that it, too, originally shared the longer 
reading of LXXL, which is generally superior (LXXB having also lost the first 
'kbrym, "mice," by haplography after 'lyhm, "upon them"). MT is defective, 
perhaps in consequence of haplography, a scribe's eye skipping from gbwlh to 
hgdwlh with subsequent loss of b'yr. LXXL is thus the best witness to the prim
itive text, and our translation follows it (except in reading wysmm, "He rav
aged them," with MT for LXXL wysm 't h'sdwdym, "He ravaged the Ash
dodites"). 

7. the ark of God So LXX; MT has "the ark of the god of Israel." In this 
chapter the longer expression is probably original only in its first occurrence in 
v 8, its third occurrence in v 10, and its first occurrence in v 11-all direct 
quotations of Philistine speech. MT lengthens the shorter expression here and 
twice in v 8, and LXX lengthens it once in v 11. 

they thought Reading wy'mrw for MT w'mrw (cf. LXX). 
8. the ark of God (bis) See the Textual Note to v 7. MT, LXXL, 4QSama 

reflect 'rwn 'lhy ysr'l, "the ark of the god of Israel." We follow LXX8 • 

[to us] So LXX; omitted in MT, which is probably original. 
So the ark of God was moved on Reading wysb 'rwn h'lhym on the basis 

of LXX (which adds "to gath"). MT has wysbw 't 'rwn 'lhy ysr'l, "So they 
moved on the ark of the god of Israel." 

9. But after it was moved on to Gath Reading '[bry] sbw gth with 4QSama 
(cf. LXXL). MT and LXXB show corruption of gth to 'th ('tw), resulting in 
the revision of MT to hsbw 'tw, "(after) they moved it." 

both young and old So MT. LXXL adds "with tumors"; LXX8 adds "and 
afflicted them with tumors." 

and tumors broke out upon them MT and LXX reflect variant readings, of 
which MT wystrw Ihm 'plym is evidently superior. LXX8 reflects wy'sw Ihm 
hgtym 'ply(h)m, "and the Gittites made tumors for themselves," which antici
pates 6:5; hgtym is shown to be secondary by its differing location in LX.Xn 
(after Ihm) and LXXL (before Ihm). Thus the difference between LXX and 
MT is simply the variation between wy'sw and wystrw, the obvious lectio 
difficilior. LXXL shows further expansion: "and the Gittites made golden tu
mors for themselves, and mice swarmed among them." 
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10. Ekron . .. the Ekronites So MT, 4QSama, Syr., Vulg., Targ. LXX has 
eis askalOna, etc. Ekron and Ashkelon are also confused in LXX in 7: 14. 

Why have you brought ... around Reading lmh hsbwtm with LXX and 
4QSama. MT reads simply hsbw, "they have brought around" (cf. hsbw in v 9 
of MT). F. M. Cross suggests that lmh may have fallen out of MT after l'mr 
(homoioarkton) and before hsbw(tm), which begins with h. 

to me to kill me and my kin So MT, 4QSama. LXX has instead "to us to 
kill us and our kin," which may represent an interpretation of the same Hebrew 
original. In any case the singular pronouns, which have good parallels else
where (Driver), are to be preferred as the more difficult reading. 

11. very grievous . . . when the ark of God came there So LXX = kbdh 
m'd ky b' 'rwn h'lhym (cf. MT; LXXB: 'lhy y.fr'l) smh (cf. 4QSam8 : [ ••• 

s]mh). MT kbdh m'd yd h'lhym sm, "The hand of God was very heavy there," 
is the result of haplography caused by the graphic similarity of the sequence 
kbdh m'd and ky b' 'rwn (yd having arisen from -wn). 

panic MT mhwmt mwt, "mortal panic," (so Syr., Targ., Vulg.; cf. v 6) 
and 4QSama mhwmt yhwh, "panic of Yahweh," (cf. Zech 14:13) are both 
expansions of mhwmh as reflected in LXXCBl. 

12. those men who did not die MT, 4QSam8 : wh'nfym 'sr l' mtw. LXX has 
kai hoi zontes kai ouk apothanontes, "Those who lived and did not die .... " 

up to the skies Reading 'd hsmym with LXXL heos tou ouranou and 
4QSama [1d h[smy]m. Cf. Syr. 'dm' lsmy'. MT (cf. LXXB) has lost 'd after 
the preceding h'yr, "the city." 

NOTES 

5 1. Ashdod. An ancient Canaanite center, the coastal city of Ashdod became 
one of the principal Philistine strongholds (see the NOTE at v 8). The site lay 
only a few miles inland, roughly in the center of Philistine territory. 

2. the house of Dagon. That is, the temple of the god Dagon in Ashdod, 
which along with Gaza (see Judg 16:23 and the NOTE to vv 4-5 below) was 
long a center of his worship. The temple referred to here (or a later successor) 
was burned in 147 B.c. by Jonathan, the brother of Judas Maccabaeus (I Mace 
10:83-84; 11:4). 

Dagon. According to common practice our narrator refers to the cultic repre
sentation of Dagon simply as "Dagon." The name is that of a very ancient 
deity, probably of West Semitic origin, whose cult is attested in the West from 
Early Bronze Age Ebia in northern Syria to Roman Gaza at the southern ex
treme of the Philistine Plain. Unhappily, Dagon is one of those deities who sel
dom appear in myth, and as a consequence little is known of his character. Me
dieval Jewish commentators (Rashi, Kimchi) connected his name with a 
common Northwest Semitic word for "fish" ( •dagg-1 digg-, hence "dag
iin > diigon, "the one of the fish, the fish god"); but this has seldom been main-
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tained in recent scholarship. Instead the name is now identified with a Semitic 
root (dgn) having to do with clouds and rain. This is credible enough for a fer
tility deity; and since among the few things we do know about Dagon is the 
fact that he was regarded as the father of the great storm god Ba'l Haddu, the 
identification is attractive. Evidently the common Northwest Semitic term for 
grain (Hebrew diigiin) is derived from his name (compare Latin Cerealis, 
Cerealia, from Ceres, the name of the Roman goddess of grain). Note also that 
the biblical form of the name reflects Phoenician diigon and not Hebrew diigiin. 
See further J. J. M. Roberts, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins, 1972) 18-19 and nn. 95-105. There is as yet no way of knowing how 
soon after their arrival in Palestine the Philistines adopted the worship of 
Dagon, but it is clear that the biblical writers here and elsewhere regard Dagon 
as the national god of Philistia (cf. I Chron 10:10). 

4-5. An etiological legend explaining why the threshold of the temple of 
Dagon was not trod upon is incorporated into the story at this point. To v 5 
LXX adds, "instead they leap over it," and leaping over the threshold was a 
practice known, if not universally approved, in Israel as well (Zech 1 :9). The 
Philistine custom seems to have survived, at least in Gaza, into the first cen
turies A.O. (cf. Delcor, "Jahweh et Dagon," 149). As the passageway into a sa
cred region the door and especially the threshold of a temple may be accorded 
a special character, and the history of religions records many instances of rites 
and customs associated with thresholds. (A modem bridegroom may still lift 
his new wife over the threshold.) In the present passage the sacred character of 
the threshold of the house of Dagon is traced fancifully to holy contamination 
resulting from contact with the broken extremities of the cultic image. 

4. threshold. Hebrew miptiin, rendered three (!) different ways by LXX. The 
term remains poorly understood, having been interpreted variously by modem 
scholars as "threshold" (BDB) and "podium (of an idol)" (KB). Though the 
latter meaning fits v 5 well enough, the former is absolutely necessary to v 4; so 
that unless we are prepared to see v 5 as reinterpreting the passage by interpo
lation and to suppose different meanings for the same term (which is certainly 
not impossible; cf. Stoebe), we must retain the translation "threshold." See H. 
Donner, "Die Schwellenhiipfer: Beobachtungen zu Zephanja 1,8f.," JSS 15 
(1970) 42-55. 

6. the hand of Yahweh was heavy upon the Ashdodites. That is, the holy 
power of Israel's god was loosed against them. The specific form this power 
took (viz. plague) is identified in the phrases that follow. For the background 
of this expression, see J. J. M. Roberts, "The Hand of Yahweh," VT 21 (1971) 
244-251. 

both Ashdod and its environs. Hebrew 'et-'a1dod we'et-gebulehii, which is 
appended in rather clumsy apposition to 'otiim, "them." These words may have 
been added secondarily to specify 'tm in light of the following phrase, b'plym, 
understood as "on (their) mounds, on (their) acropoles" (see the following 
Norn). Although every major city was surrounded by smaller, dependent popu
lation centers, those of Ashdod seem to have had special importance. They are, 
at any rate, often mentioned: Josh 15 :46 (cf. 47); I Mace 10:84; 11 :4; cf. II 
Chron 26:6. 
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tumors • . mice. The collocation of tumors and mice in this account has led 
most commentators since Martin Luther to identify the disease that ravaged the 
Philistines as bubonic plague. Cf. Driver, "Plague"; Brentjes, "'Beulen'
Epidemie"; Wilkinson, "Philistine Epidemic." The tumors are the chief patho
gQomic symptom, viz. the inflamed nodes or "buboes," which give the malady 
its name. The mice of course are the host of the plague bacillus and thus the 
agent of the spread of the disease. In antiquity plague was endemic to coastal 
areas, where infected rats might arrive by ship, and, indeed, a connection be
tween rats and pestilence was recognized in early times. But the narrator of the 
present account is not suggesting any carual relationship between the mice and 
the misery of the Philistines, for he credits the afllictions of Israel's enemies 
solely to Yahweh. 

The hi~tory of the text shows clearly the perplexity of early interpreters faced 
with the mention of tumors here. The word 'opel, usually "hill, mound," seems 
also to have meant "swelling, tumor" (compare English "tumulus" and 
"tumor," both ultimately from Latin tumere, "to swell"); hence b'plym of the 
ancient consonantal text was probably intended to be read bo'opiilim, "(he 
afflicted them) with tumors." Evidently, however, 'opiilim (*'opldyim?) could 
be understood to mean "buttocks" at the time the first Greek translation of the 
text was made. Hence the rendering of LXX is eis tas hedras, "(he smote 
them) in the seats, on the buttocks," and Josephus delicately concludes that the 
plague was one of dysentery (Ant. 6.3). Compare also the treatment of this ep
isode in Ps 78:66 (wayyak-fiiriiyw 'iibor), which one recent commentator 
translates. "He smote his adversaries on the rear" (Dahood, Psalms II, 238 and 
NoTE). The MT, recognizing the problem, has repointed the text to be read 
ba!{e?zorlm, introducing, whether for epexegetical (Hertzberg) or euphemistic 
(Driver) reasons, a term unambiguously connected with dysentery (BDB). 

8. the Philistine lords. According to biblical tradition Philistia comprised five, 
semi-independent cities (Ashdod, Ekron, Gath, Ashkelon, and Gaza), each of 
which was ruled by a "lord." (The Hebrew word is *sarn-Biblical [seren], 
plural seriinim-but modern scholars believe the term to be traditionally and 
anciently Philistine and therefore non-Semitic in origin. Greek tyrannos, 
"[absolute] ruler, tyrant," though often compared, is itself of obscure ety
mology and is probably non-Hellenic in origin. Hieroglyphic Hittite tarwanas, a 
title of Neo-Hittite rulers, has been cited in the attempt to identify a common 
[Anatolian] ancestor of the Semitic and Greek terms.) Evidently the lords 
of the Philistines acted in concert in times of crisis, as in the present instance. 

The Gittites . . . Gath. Another member of the pentapolis, Gath of the Phil
istines was the best known of the several Syria-Palestinian cities whose names 
included the common element gat, "winepress." Gath was a inland city, long 
disputed with Judah, but the site has never been satisfactorily identified. The 
leading candidate seems now to be Tell e~-~afi, ca. 12 miles E of Ashdod. See 
A. F. Rainey, "A Problem in Source Analysis for Historical Geography," Eretz 
Israel 12 (1975) *63-*76. 

9. a. tremendous panic. In Hebrew the main clause reads most awkwardly. 
One is tempted to delete either "the hand of Yahweh" (thus, " ... there was a 
tremendous panic in the city ... ") or "a tremendous panic" (thus, " ... Yah-
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web's hand was on the city ... "); but there is no textual warrant for either 
change, and we must interpret the clause by appeal to anacoluthon. On the 
panic itself (mehUma) and its place in the Israelite ideology of warfare, see 
the NoTE at 4:5. 

10. Ekron. Ekron, a third member of the pentapolis, lay ca. 19 miles inland 
at the N frontier of Philistine territory. The modem site is Khirbet el
Muqanna'. 

11. its place. The term miiqom, although it is the common Hebrew noun 
"place," may connote a holy place or shrine or, as in v 3 above, the pedestal 
upon which a cultic image resided in its sanctuary. In the present instance, 
therefore, the Ekronites are urging that the ark of Yahweh be returned to a 
shrine of its own in Israel. Nor are they referring to any specific shrine (such as 
Shiloh): wherever Yahweh is content for the ark to remain will be its "place." 

12. the cry of the city rose up to the skies. Compare Exod 2:23, where the 
closest parallel to this expression is found (Driver), and Ex.od 3:7,9; etc. The 
author's point is not simply that the lamentation was very loud. The cry has 
finally reached the skies ("heavens"); that is, the plight of the Philistines has 
come to the attention of the gods. When in the Exodus passages cited above the 
cry of the Israelites reaches God, he determines to intervene on their behalf. In 
the present story, of course, we expect no active intervention on the part of the 
gods, but the pattern is the same. The situation on earth has become intoler
able, and the Philistines must discover through their "priests and diviners" 
(6:2) the divine solution to their problem. 

COMMENT 

The triumphant Philistines conduct the ark to Ashdod, where they set it 
up in the temple of their god. Evidently they intend Yahweh's footstool to 
reside in Dagon's house as an emblem of the ascendancy the latter has es
tablished, as they suppose, at Ebenezer. But when the "gods" are left to 
themselves at night, the unforeseen occurs. The Ashdodites, opening the 
temple for the day, discover the image of Dagon lying prostrate before the 
ark in a position of adoration. An attempt to preserve Dagon's dignity by 
restoring him to his sanctum proves futile, for the next morning brings the 
same result with the alarming complication that now the fallen statue is 
mutilated and defiled. Moreover the ark of Yahweh has become a costly 
trophy for the Philistines themselves, who are being wasted by a deadly 
plague launched from the hand of the Israelite god. In consternation the 
men of Ashdod transfer their baneful prize to Gath; but as the ark pro
ceeds to the other Philistine cities in turn, pestilence and turmoil follow. 

The purpose of the initial episode (vv 2-5) is to illustrate Yahweh's su
periority to Dagon, a circumstance the preceding events have left in some 
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doubt. It was the chief boast of Israel that her god was greater than the 
gods of other nations, and 'here he is pitted against the god of her ancient 
rival. 1bis is a contest of national deities: Yahweh the god of Israel 
against Dagon the god of Philistia and, insofar as the Philistines were the 
quintessential enemy, of every hostile nation. The showdown 'itself-for 
this is in fact a test of strength-takes place off stage, and we may not ask 
what wonders occur in the darkened temple. But the result is clear: the 
god of Israel has triumphed. His rival is humbled. 

The location of this divine contest in Ashdod, the city of Dagon, is not 
an insignificant detail. Yahweh--or rather the thing men niay approach 
and expect to find him-has been brought here as a trophy of war. As 
noted in the Introduction (p. 24), it was the custom of the peoples of the 
ancient Near East to carry off the "gods" of a conquered enemy and de
posit them in places of worship at home. Ample written records and plas
tic representations have survived depicting statues of deities 'transported 
by victorious armies. 1 Clearly a captured god was the final proof of the 
subjugation of a victim. Even more than human prisoners, it demonstrated 
the utter helplessness of the defeated army, for as the account of the ark's 
arrival in the Israelite camp in 4: 5ff illustrates admirably, the god was the 
cohesive center of a fighting force and indeed of a people at large. Further
more a captured god ensconced in the temple of a rival, insofar as earthly 
events were believed to mirror decisions made in heaven, might be re
garded as palpable evidence of the subordination of one divine being to 
another, thus imputing authority to the claims of one people upon another. 

All of this is in the background of the installation of the ark in the tem
ple of Dagon. The holy object is to stand there as proof of the subser
vience of Israel. Yahweh, it seems, has been vanquished, for his ark is 
lodged in an alien house, discredited and neglected. But the events that 
transpire belie this impression. Though his ark has been captured, Yah
weh has not been vanquished. His power remains. Indeed his complete 
mastery of the Philistines and their god leaves no doubt that the rout of Is
rael at Ebenezer and the deportation of the ark to Ashdod could not have 
been accomplished against his will. In other words, extraordinary as it 
may seem, it is Yahweh himself who has been guiding these events for 
purposes of his own. This theological claim was implicit already in the 
elders' cry, "Why has Yahweh routed us today before the Philistines?" 
(4:3). The disaster at Ebenezer did not mean that Yahweh had failed; in-

1 See Delcor, "Jahweh et Dagon," 138-140, for a listing of biblical and ex
trabiblical examples. Miller and Roberts, Hand of the Lord, have shown that the ark 
narrative as a whole is best understood as an example of a literary genre in which 
the capture of a people's "god" or cultic image (in the present case of the ark, the 
closest Israelite equivalent) is interpreted theologically from the perspective of the 
vanquished army. See "The Ark Narrative" in the Introduction, pp. 23-26. 
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deed Yahweh was using the disaster for his own purposes. The force of 
this assertion, which lies at the heart of the entire story of the ark, would 
not have been lost on its ancient audience. The tale of Yahweh's vengeful 
rampage in captivity offered reassurance to the community. It contradicted 
the assumption that Yahweh might be humbled or spent. By withholding 
his hand from the Philistines at Ebenezer, Yahweh had created an oppor
tunity not only to remove his ark from Shiloh and its wicked priests (cf. 
the COMMENT on 2: 11-26 and pp. 25-26 in the Introduction) but also to 
demonstrate his power in the land of his enemies. The analogy with the 
exodus traditions that our narrator draws below (c 6) brings this purpose 
clearly into focus: 

"I might already have stretched out my hand and afflicted you and your 
people with a plague that would have wiped you from the earth, but in
stead I spared you for this reason, that I might exhibit my power through 
you2 to make my name known in all the earth!" (Exod 9:15-16) 

So at least a part of Yahweh's purpose is the creation of an occasion to 
display his awful power. 

Yahweh's power expresses itself in the dreadful form of a plague. This 
is most characteristic. Compare the "census plague" of II Samuel 24, 
where Yahweh dispatches a sword-wielding lieutenant to strike down the 
people.3 In the old poetic descriptions of the theophany of Yahweh as a 
divine warrior, plague also has a part: 

Before him went Plague! 
Pestilence marched at his heels! (Hab 3:5) 

The role of plague in the exodus material need hardly be mentioned, and 
further examples could be cited. The point is that alongside the holy panic 
with which he dazzled the enemy (see the Norn at 4:5), Yahweh's partic
ular weapon is plague. When he exercises his terrible capacity for destruc
tion, plague is most often the agent. Nor is this difficult to understand. 
Warfare in which casualties from wounds inflicted by the enemy exceed 
those from disease is a modern, indeed a twentieth-century phenomenon; 
and in the ancient world the divine origin of battlefield epidemic~r in
deed of any disease-was never doubted. Plague was the weapon of the 
gods, and relief could be had only by appeasement of the gods. As the 
present story of plague continues, therefore, we shall find the Philistines 
much chastened and earnestly engaged in making atonement to the god of 
Israel. 

2 So LXX. MT has "show you my strength." See the commentaries. 
8 See I Chron 21: 16, the equivalent of the text of which is read by 4QSama in II 

Sam 24: 16-17. 



IX. THE RETURN OF THE ARK 
(6:1-7:1) 

6 1 When the ark had been in Philistine territory for seven months, 
2 the Philistines consulted their priests and diviners, asking, "What 
shall we do about the ark of Yahweh? Tell us bow we may send it 
back to its place!" 

3 "If you are going to send back the ark of the god of Israel," they 
said, "do not send it back empty-handed. Instead you -must pay him 
compensation. Then you will be healed. When you have been ran
somed, why should his hand not turn away from you?" 

4 "What is the compensation we should pay to him?" asked the 
Philistines. 

"Five golden tumors," they replied, "the number of Philistine lords 
-for the same plague was upon you and your lords. 5 Make images 
of your tumors and images of the mice that are wasting the land, and 
give them to the god of Israel as tribute. Then perhaps he will lift bis 
hand from you and your god and your land. 6 Why harden your 
hearts as the Egyptians and Pharaoh did? Is it not true that when 
[Yahweh] had had his way with them, they let [the Israelites] go . 
free? 7 Now then, make ready a new cart and two milch cows that 
have not been yoked; harness the cows to the cart; and drive home the 
calves that are following them. 8 Then take the ark and place it in the 
cart. As for the golden objects that you are paying him as compensa
tion-these you shall place in the pouch beside it. Then let it go free. 
9 But watch! If it goes up toward Beth-shemesb on the road to its own 
border, then it was be who brought this great calamity upon us; but if 
not, then we shall know that it was not his hand that struck us-it 
was an accident that befell us." 

10 The men did so. They took two milch cows and harnessed them 
to the cart, having stabled their calves at home, 11 and put the ark 
in the cart. 12 The cows went straight ahead on the way to Beth
shemesh, going along one highway and lowing as they went. They 
did not turn aside to the right or the left. The lords of the Philis
tines followed them as far as the border of Beth-shemesh. 
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The Ark's Arrival in Israel 

13 The people of Beth-shemesh were gathering the wheat harvest 
in the valley. When they looked up and saw the ark, they ran rejoic
ing to meet it. 14 The cart, having reached the field of Joshua, a Beth
shemeshite, stopped there beside a great stone. So [the Beth
shemeshites] split up the wood of the cart and offered the cows as a 
holocaust to Yahweh. 15 The Levites took down the ark of Yahweh 
and with it the pouch in which the golden objects had been put and 
set them up on the great stone, while the men of Beth-shemesh offered 
holocausts and made sacrifices to Yahweh that same day. 16The five 
lords of the Philistines watched and then returned to Ekron the same 
day. 

17 (These are the five golden tumors which the Philistines paid as 
reparation to Yahweh: one for Ashdod, one for Gaza, one for 
Ashkelon, one for Gath, and one for Ekron. 18 The golden mice cor
responded in number to all the Philistine cities belonging to the five 
lords, from fortified cities to peasant villages. Even now the great 
stone upon which the ark of Yahweh was placed is in the field of 
Joshua the Beth-Shemeshite.) 

19 But no members of the priesthood had joined in the celebration 
with the men of Beth-shemesh when they saw the ark of Yahweh, and 
so he struck down seventy of the people. The people mourned be
cause of the great calamity with which Yahweh had stricken them, 
20 and the men of Beth-shemesh wondered, "Who can stand before 
this holy thing? To whom will it go from us?" 21 They sent messengers 
to the inhabitants of Kiriath-jearim to say: "The Philistines have re
turned the ark of Yahweh. Come down and get it!" 7 1 So the men 
of Kiriath-jearim came to get the ark of Yahweh and took it to the 
house of Abinadab on the Hill. His son Eleazar they consecrated to 
care for the ark of Yahweh. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

6 1. the ark So LXXB, the shortest reading. MT has "the ark of Yahweh" 
and LXXL "the ark of God." 

1+. At the end of the verse LXX adds kai exezesen (LXXL exebrasen) he 
ge auton myas, reflecting wdr~ 'r1m 'kbrym, " ... and their land swarmed with 
mice." We retain the shorter text of MT, corroborated by 4QSam•. 
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2. priests and diviners So MT. LXX adds, "and their magicians" (kai tous 
epaoidous auton, i.e. wlf:irfmyhm), and 4QSama apparently adds a fourth, viz. 
wlm'wn[ny]m, "and soothsayers" (the first three being lost through damage 
to the scroll but required by space) . Such lists tend to expand, and the short 
MT should probably be retained despite the possibility of haplography (caused 
by homoioarkton or homoioteleuton) in the longer texts. 

3. If you are going to send back Reading 'm mllf:iym 'tm on the basis of 
LXX. MT has lost 'tm through haplography before the following 't. 

the ark of the god of Israel So MT. LXXL, 4QSama have "the ark of the 
covenant of Yahweh the god of Israel" (cf. LXXB). 

When you have been ransomed Reading wnkpr lkm on the basis of LXX_ 
kai exilasthesetai hymin, confirmed by 4QSam8 : nkpr l[km]. MT is corrupt 
here, reading wnwd' lkm, "And it will be known to you ... ".That this reading 
is difficult to construe with the following expression has long been recognized 
(Smith) , but it has usually been retained because of the general prejudice in 
favor of MT. The rare grammatical form of the original (see the NoTE) may 
have contributed to the process of corruption in the tradition behind MT. For a 
defense of MT, see D. Winton Thomas, "Note." 

4. Five golden tumors MT here adds wf:imlh 'kbry zhb, "and five golden 
mice," omitted in LXX(Bl and 4QSam8 • One could argue for expansion in MT 
or haplography in the other witnesses. The former seems preferable if only be
cause "five golden mice" contradicts v 18, which indicates that there were 
golden mice to correspond to "all the Philistine cities . . . from fortified cities 
to peasant villages." 

upon you and your lords So LXX. MT has lklm wlsrnykm, "upon all of 
them and your lords," which is unacceptable. LXX adds kai to lao, "and the 
people," which may be omitted with MT, corroborated by 4QSama (the end of 
the verse is not extant, but the space is insufficient for the longer reading of 
LXX). Doubtless this LXX plus is a vestige (w'm) of the reading w'sytm, 
which follows in MT but has been lost in LXX. 

5. Make images of your tumors Reading w'sytm $[my 'plykm with MT and 
probably 4QSama: [w'fytm ~lmy 'p]/[yk]m. LXX(BJ has kai to la'5 (see the 
previous Textual Note) kai mys chrysous. That is, w'm w'kbry zhb, " ... and 
the people; and golden mice .... " 

and images of the mice So 4QSam8 : Wflmy 'kbrym. MT, LXX have, "and 
images of your mice," under the influence of the suffix of 'plykm. 

the god of Israel So MT. LXXB reads "Yahweh" (kyrio), but except in v 
2 the Philistines do not refer to the god of Israel by name. LXXL conflates the 
readings of MT and LXXB-tbus, "Yahweh, the god of Israel." 

7. a new cart So LXXB. Under the influence of the specification "two 
milch cows" MT here adds '!:it, "one (new cart)," to which L:XXL, OL show 
correction. 

two milch cows that have not been yoked So MT: sty prwt 'lwt 'fr I' 'lh 
'lyhm 'l. LXX on the other hand has dyo boas prototokousas aneu ton teknon, 
"two firstborn cows without (their) young." The expression aneu ton teknon 
has been explained as an interpretation of 'fr I' 'lh 'lyhm 'l in light of the verb 
'wl, "give suck" (Budde), but this reading is hardly difficult enough to have ex
ercised a translator to such a degree. In any case prototokousas (here and in v 
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10) reflects an alternative to 'lwt, probably bkwrwt; and it is probably best to 
regard LXX as entirely at variance here. Both MT and LXX might be regarded 
as expanded at this point (cf. the short reading in v 10), the one in light of 
such passages as Num 19:2, the other of the references to the calves below. But 
of the two, MT is probably to be preferred. 

8. the ark So L:XXB. MT, L:XXL, OL: "the ark of Yahweh." 
you shall place So MT. LXX reads "and you shall not place," construing 

"the objects of gold" as a second object of "place" above and regarding mfdw 
(?), translated ek merous autes, "(some) of its (the gold hoard's) parts," as 
the object here. 

in the pouch Reading b'rgz with MT. L:XX<B> shows two attempts to 
render the obscure term: (1) en themati, "in order"; and (2) berechthan, a 
(corrupt) transliteration with variants in other MSS. (See also LXX to vv 11 
and 15.) Targ. brgzf is evidently intended to associate the term with rgz, 
"quake, tremble"-thus, b'rgz, "with trembling." For 'argaz, "pouch," see the 
NOTE. 

let it go free That is, "send it away and it will go" (wesillaf:rtem 'oto 
wehiildk); so MT. L:XX: " ... send it away and let it go free and it will go 
free." See the NOTE. 

10. The men So MT. LXX reflects "The Philistines." 
11. the ark So L:XXB. MT, Syr., OL: "the ark of Yahweh." LXXL: "the 

ark of God." 
All witnesses here append lists of the other items to be sent back with the ark 

(the box, the golden tumors, the golden mice), but the lists are at variance in 
arrangement and completeness. MT has w't h'rgz w't 'kbry hzhb w't #my 
ff:iryhm (note that the qere has intruded into the text in the last phrase-a sure 
sign of lateness). L:XXB reflects w't h'rgz w't 'kbry hzhb and LXXL w't 'kbry 
hzhb w't 'ply hzhb .fmw b'rgz mfdw (mfrw?). It is not likely that anything after 
't 'rwn, "the ark," is original, expansion having arisen in one or more versions 
and subsequently influenced others. 

13. the ark So MT. L:XX: "the ark of Yahweh." 
they ran rejoicing to meet it Reading wy.fmf:rw lqr'tw on the basis of LXX, 

kai euphranthesan eis apantesin autes. Cf. Judg 19:3 (Wellhausen). MT, 
though defended by Stoebe, is clearly inferior: wyfmf:iw lr'wt, "they ran re
joicing to see." 

14. Joshua MT yehO'§iia' (cf. LXXL). L:XXB has hosee, "Hosea." 
stopped MT wt'md. LXX kai estesan reflects wy'mydw, "they stood up, 

erected," the stone being understood as object and (apparently) the Beth
shemeshites as subject. MT is evidently to be preferred. 

beside Reading 'm with LXX<L>. LXXB, since it construes the stone as the 
object of the verb, reads, "beside it (par' aute)," but LXXL preserves para 
alone. MT has a less elegant variant: wlm, "and there (was a great stone)." 

15. and made sacrifices Reading wyzbf:rw zbf:rym with MT, L:XXL. LXXB 
has lost yzbf:rw by haplography. 

18. Even now the great stone Reading we'od hii'eben haggedold on the 
basis of LXX, which joins MT in misreading w'd as we'ad, "and to," after the 
previous we'ad but not in altering 'bn, "stone," to 'bl, ;•meadow." Elsewhere in 
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the verse MT adds "until this day" (cf. LXXL), which though unobjectionable 
is also unnecessary in view of we'od correctly understood, so that the shorter 
text of LXXB should probably be retained. 

19. The beginning of the verse is defective in MT: wyk b'nfy byt-sm8 ky, 
etc.,- "And he made a smiting among the men of Beth-shemesh )-Vhen .... " 
Most commentators prefer LXXCB): kai ouk esmenisan hoi huioi iexoniou en 
tois andrasin baithsamys hoti, which, as shown by Klostermann (21), is to be 
retroverted into Hebrew as wl' bdw (not sml,iw, which LXX elsewhere [v l3] 
renders with euphraino, not asmenizo as here) bny yknyhw b'nfy byt sms ky, 
"But the sons of Jeconiah did not join in the celebration with the men of Beth
shemesh when .. ," (to the translation of l,idw ... b- as "join with [in celebra
tion]," cf. Job 3 :6). The curious thing is that Yahweh smites the people of 
Beth-shemesh (i.e. the people in general, as the subsequent verses show, and 
not only the sons of Jeconiah) because of the absence of this group. Why was 
their absence important? Josephus, whose text seems to have lacked any men
tion of Levites as in v 15 of MT, LXX (see the NoTE at v 15), appears to have 
had a reading that provides a hint: he explains the smiting on the grounds that 
the Beth-shemeshites were not priests (Ant. 6.16). This suggests the possibility 
that bny yknyhw is a corruption of bny hkhnym, "the sons of the priests," that 
is, "members of the priesthood." Thus, recalling the secondary character of the 
notice about the Levites in v 15, we read wl' l,idw bny hkhnym b'nsy byt sm8 
ky, "But the sons of the priests did not join in the celebration with the men on 
Beth-shemesh when ... ," that is, "But no members of the priesthood had 
joined in the celebration with the men of Beth-shemesh when .... " In other 
words the Beth-shemeshites were smitten because they had no priests among 
them, and Yahweh would not permit his ark to be approached with unclean 
hands. Note also in this regard that the problem at Beth-shemesh is expressed 
in sacerdotal terms ("Who can stand before this holy thing?"; see the NoTE at 
v 20) and that the solution to the problem is the transfer of the ark into the 
care of a properly consecrated priest (7: 1). 

when they saw the ark of Yahweh So LXX. MT has ky r'w b'rwn yhwh, 
"when they looked into the ark of Yahweh" (cf. Wellhausen, Driver). The lat
ter may reflect an attempt to account for the smiting by appeal to cultic taboos 
(cf. Num 4: 15,20; so Hertzberg) after the corruption of the beginning of the 
verse in MT. 

of the people So MT. LXX has "of them" (i.e. of the sons of Jeconiah; see 
above). 

All major witnesses here append the extraordinary gloss "fifty thousand 
men"! Josephus seems to have known nothing of such an assertion, and most 
critics prefer to relegate it to the margin. 

20. stand before Reading l'md with MT and LXXL (parastenai). LXXB 
dielthein reflects a corruption to l'br, "cross over, pass by." 

this holy thing Reading hqds hzh with LXX!Bl, 4QSama expands this to 
[y]hwh hqdws hzh, "Yahweh, this holy one," and MT to yhwh h'lhym hqds 
hzh, "Yahweh, God, this holy one." Cf. the following Textual Note. 

1"o whom will it go So MT. In this case it is LXX that expands, reading, 
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''To whom will the ark of Yahweh go .... "All these expansions are intended 
to identify the "holy one" or "holy thing" further. 
7 1. the ark of Yahweh (bis) So MT. LXX has "the ark of the covenant of 
Yahweh" both times. 

NOTES 

6 1. in Philistine territory. Hebrew bisde peliStim, not "in the field of the Phil
istines," as though referring to some specific locality. The noun siideh com
monly means "field" or "open country," often as distinguished from the land 
occupied by a city. With respect to a city siideh refers to the adjacent lands 
under control of the city. With respect to a nation or people it denotes the terri
tory of the nation, urban and rural. Cf. Gen 32:4(English 32:3); etc. Smith 
cites the instructive instance of I Sam 27:7, according to which David, while 
residing in the city of Ziklag, is said to have lived bisde peliStim. 

2. diviners. The diviners, as well as the magicians and soothsayers added here 
in the versions (see the Textual Note), were individuals skilled in eliciting com
munications from the divine realm. The specific practices involved are difficult 
to identify. The diviners (qosemim; cf. Arabic qasama, I. "cut, divide," X. "re
ceive a portion [by lot]") may have dealt in the casting of lots or drawing of 
arrows (belomancy). The biblical writers, however, show no interest in such 
specifics, preferring to use the various terms--diviners, magicians, soothsayers 
-rather loosely as designations of the functionaries to whom other peoples 
resort and who are regarded in Israel as false and ineffectual (cf. Deut 
18: 10-14). In the present instance, however, the priests and diviners do succeed 
in ascertaining the proper method of returning the ark to Israel. The last fact 
has troubled those commentators who wish to find throughout the Bible a con
sistent and unrelieved denial of the efficacy of foreign religious practices. 
Hylander, for example, concluded that the divination must have been carried 
out by a captured Israelite priest! See Samuel-Sau/-Komplex, 76-77. 

how. Or perhaps ''with what." Both meanings are possible for Hebrew bam
meh, but the evidence of Micah 6:6 adduced by Driver (citing Keil) favors the 
latter. See also Campbell, Ark NarraJive, 108-112, for a full discussion of the 
problem of interpretation posed by the double question. 

its place. See the N OTB at 5: 7. 
3. Compare Exod 3 :21, where, amid Yahweh's instructions to Moses con

cerning preparations for the escape from Egypt, it is said: "And when you go, 
you will not go empty-handed." There the Israelites were to receive gifts from 
the Egyptians, viz. "objects of silver, objects of gold (kele ziihiib, the expression 
used below as a common designation of the golden tumors and mice) , and 
clothing" (v 22). See also Exod 11:2; 12:35-36; Ps 105:37; and Ezra 1:6 
(where the influence of the exodus tradition is also at work). 

you must pay him compensation. Hebrew haseb tasiba lo 'iisiim. The verb 
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carries implications of requital (Gen 50:15; etc.) and the payment of tribute 
(II Kings 3:4; etc.). According to most lexica 'iiSiim ranges in meaning from 
simply "guilt" in a few passages (Gen 26:10; etc.; cf. Arabic 'a{ima, "sin, be 
guilty") to "propitiatory sacrifice, compensatory payment" or even "surrogate 
victim" in priestly regulations. All of the latter meanings are of!en grouped 
under the general term "guilt offering." See D. Kellermann in TDOT 1. 
429-437. However, a survey of biblical references to the 'iiSiim sacrifice will 
show that it is basically a substitutionary offering intended to draw off impurity. 
The impurity might have arisen in a variety of ways-from sin (whether delib
erate or not), from disease, etc. See the list in Leviticus 5 and also note the in
structions for purifying a leper by means of an 'iiSam in Leviticils 14. In other 
words an 'iiSiim is an offering substituted for an unclean and therefore endan
gered individual. It is not necessarily concerned with sin at all. In the present 
passage the 'iiSiim is compensation paid as protection against further suffering. 
See the following Norn. 

When you have been ransomed. Hebrew wenikkapper liikem, .lit. "when it 
has been ransomed for you" (see the Textual Note). The form is anomalous 
but attested also in Deut 21 :8, which in light of the Qumran evidence for the 
present reading can no longer be dismissed as a textual error (GK § 5 5k) . 
While the form is rare, the term itself, kipper, is the common one for ritual 
purification. Though traditionally translated "atone," it seems rather to refer 
primarily to decontamination or purgation from (ritual) impurity. Human 
beings are the beneficiaries of such purgation, insofar as they escape the hazard 
of the impurities that are removed; but they are not the objects purged, and the 
expiation of sins is not necessarily involved. See J. Milgrom, "Atonement in the 
OT," IDBSup ad loc. In certain cases kipper is to be thought of as virtually 
denominative from koper, "ransom" (Milgrom), suggesting the removal of evil 
by payment of ransom or transferral to some substitutionary object. Instructive 
is the stipulation in Exod 30: 12 that each Israelite enrolled in the census must 
pay half a shekel as koper napso, "a ransom for his life," as protection from 
plague (negep); thus they are said "to ransom (their) lives," lekapper 'a/-nap
sotekem (vv 15,16). The present case is also an instance of decontamination 
by the payment of a ransom. 

4-5. The Philistines discover the peculiar nature of the gift they must return 
with the ark. It is clear that the golden objects function in two ways. On the 
one hand they provide a compensatory sacrifice, carrying away the contami
nation from Philistia and with it the suffering. See the preceding NOTES. Thus 
they must correspond to the ransomed victims-the five lords and all their 
cities. On the other hand the objects also represent a payment of "tribute" 
(kiibOd, not "glory"). Thus they are made of gold and have intrinsic worth. 

5. images of your tumors. The possibility must be considered that part of the 
rationale for this peculiar gift is the wordplay on 'ope/, "tumor," and 'ope/, 
"acropolis." The latter referred to the fortified hill of a city, and the five Philis
tine cities that can unquestionably be said to have had 'opelim are those listed 
in v 17 below as corresponding to the golden 'opelim. 

images of the mice. Muriform plague amulets have been recovered in the ex
cavation of Near Eastern sites. See Brentjes, "'Beulen'-Epidemie." The golden 
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mice in the present account are not amulets, but the comparison is nonetheless 
instructive. 

perhaps. The priests and diviners seem less confident than in v 3. But Biblical 
Hebrew 'ulay is somewhat stronger than English "perhaps." It implies an expec
tation of the desired (or feared) result (Gen 16: 2; N um 22: 11; etc.) and so 
stands somewhere between "perhaps" and "surely." 

6. The argument of this verse may be rehearsed as follows: Why should the 
Philistines be obstinate and refuse to release the ark? The Egyptians were obsti
nate when the Hebrews were captive there and refused to release them; yet as 
soon as Yahweh had had his way with the Egyptians, they let the Israelites go. 
So what will the Philistines gain from obstinacy but further suffering? The im
plication is that such obstinacy serves no purpose except Yahweh's in his wish 
to display his power amidst the enemy. Unmistakable is the allusion to Exod 
10:1-2 in the so-called "J" or Yahwistic materials of the exodus account: 
"Yahweh said to Moses, 'Go to Pharaoh! For I have hardened his heart and the 
hearts of his servants in order to set these signs of mine in their midst, so that 
you might recount to your sons and grandsons how I had my way with Egypt 
and how I set my signs in their midst and that you might know that I am Y ah
weh.'" 

harden your hearts. Hebrew tekahhedu 'et-lehahkem, lit. "make your heart 
heavy." Compare the expressions kiihed /eh, "(the) heart is/was heavy," hikhid 
/eh, "cause (the) heart to be heavy" (see Exod 10:1, quoted above), and leh 
kiihed, "a heavy heart," all of which are to be found used in reference to the 
Egyptians and Pharaoh in the J material in the Exodus account, where E and P 
material use variations of /;lizzaq !eh, "strengthen, harden (the) heart," to ex
press the same idea. 

when [Yahweh] had had his way with them. Hebrew kdaser hit'allel hiihem. 
As noted the expression is reminiscent of Exod 10:2. The verb means to treat 
arbitrarily with a connotation of ruthlessness or cruelty. Cf. 31 :4, where the 
wounded Saul chooses death "lest these uncircumcised come and have their 
way with me." 

7. As in the case of the offering of gold (see the N OTB at vv 4-5) , the 
method of return must be understood in two ways. On the one hand the cows 
are chosen as sacrificial animals intended to carry off the contamination from 
the Philistines. Thus it is stipulated that the cart must be new, i.e. not 
previously used and therefore ritually clean, and similarly that the cows must 
never have been yoked. In Numbers 19 a red cow "that has not been yoked" (v 
2) is slaughtered and burned; its ashes are mixed with water to be used for all 
kinds of ritual cleansing. The cow is specifically called a /;laftii't (v 9), i.e. a 
purgative offering (see J. Milgrom, "The Function of the /;la(!ii't Sacrifice," Tar
hiz 40 (1970) 1-8 [Hebrew]). Similarly in Deut 21:3 a cow "which has not 
been led under a yoke" is the offering prescribed to cleanse the community 
from the guilt of an unidentified murderer. On the other hand the animals are 
also carefully selected in an experiment designed to discover whether or not 
Yahweh was in fact involved in the plague (v 9). The cattle are completely un
trained; they are milch cows forcibly separated from their calves; they are to be 
given no guidance on the road. If under such adverse circumstances the cattle 
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head straight for Beth-shemesh, neither wandering aimlessly nor turning home
ward in search of their calves, then there can be no remaining doubt that Yah
weh is guiding the events. 

that have not been yoked. Hebrew 'aser lo' 'iila 'alehem 'ol. The suffix on the 
preposition is -ehem, not -ehen as we might expect after the feminine plural an
tecedent, piirot, "cows." The same is true of the other possessive suffixes refer
ring to the two cows in this verse (benehem, "their calves," and me'al;lJ.rehem, 
"from after them"-here translated "the calves that are following them") and 
in vv 10 (benehem, "their calves") and 12 ('a}JlJ.rehem, "[after] them"), 
Similarly the accusative suffix of wayya'asrum, "and harnessed them," in v 10 is 
-m, not -n, the usual feminine plural verbal suffix. Despite GK § 1350, it is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that these suffixed pronouns preserve archaic 
dual forms, used here in reference to the yoke of cows, especially in light of 
Ugaritic grammar, which has a third person dual possessive suffix of common 
gender, viz. -hm (cf. Gordon, UT §6: 10). Compare also Arabic -humii. See 
further the discussion of E. F. Campbell (Ruth, AB 7, 65) of the' similar phe
nomenon in Ruth 1: 8/J, with a list of other passages where the occurrence of 
dual pronominal suffixes is suspected. 

8. in the pouch. Hebrew bii'argaz. The obscure term 'argaz, which occurs 
only in I Samuel 6, is often rendered "box, chest" (BDB). It has this meaning 
in Postbiblical Hebrew, but this probably represents no independent evidence 
beyond one traditional interpretation of the present passage. More instructive 
are Syriac regiiztii, "wallet, bag," and Arabic rigiizat, "pouch, bag." The latter 
referred to a receptacle in which heavy stones were placed to give ballast to a 
small tent (which could also be called a rigiizat) borne on a camel. Some time 
ago Julian Morgenstern ("The Ark, the Ephod, and the Tent," HUCA 17 
[1942-43] 251-255), comparing the ark to the portable tent-shrines of cer
tain pre-Islamic Arabian tribes, argued for association of the rigiizat with Bibli
cal Hebrew 'argaz. Accordingly the 'argaz would be a constant part of the para
phernalia of the ark in its earliest form, thus explaining the use of the definite 
article ("in the pouch"). Translations such as "saddlebag" (KB), therefore, are 
now often seen. While this explanation leaves a number of unanswered ques
tions, others, including attempts to identify 'argaz as a Philistine (Anatolian) 
term (E. Sapir, "Hebrew 'argaz, a Philistine Word," JAOS 56 [1936] 272-281), 
have been Jess successful. 

9. toward Beth-shemesh on the road to its own border. The most direct route 
from the Philistine Plain to Israelite territory was the Valley of Sorek (modern 
Wadi e~-~arar), perhaps best known as the home of Delilah in the Samson sto
ries (Judg 16:4). At the SW end of this valley lay Beth-shemesh ("House of 
the Sun," a name suggesting an early role as a shrine of the sun god[dess]), a 
city that plays no major role in the Bible but must have been constantly 
disputed by Philistia and Israel because of its location (cf. II Chron 28: 18) . 
The site is Tell er-Rumeilah near modem 'Ain Shems, some 20 miles W of 
Jerusalem in the Wadi e~-~arar. See J. A. Emerton, "Beth-shemesh," AOTS, 
197-206. 

12. went straight ahead. Hebrew (MT) wayyiSSarna derek. The verb is 
anomalous and the problem is threefold. First, we might expect wayytsarna; but 
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examples of assimilation of yin such forms are available (GK §71). The sec
ond problem is more serious. We expect not Qal, which ought to mean simply 
"be straight," but Pi'el, which with derek can mean "go straight ahead" (liter
ally, "straighten one's way"). The expected Pi' el may have influenced the 
Masoretic vocalization of the extant form. The third and most serious problem 
is the gender of the verb. We expect the feminine wattis:farna, since the cows 
(happiirot) are the subject, and Hertzberg is evidently correct in seeing a 
conflation of wayyisseru and watteya:fforna here, at least in the Masoretic treat
ment of the form. There is no good evidence for a y-prefix third feminine plu
ral verb in Hebrew (GK §47k), for both other examples that have been 
identified (Gen 30:38; Dan 8:22) occur in very troubled texts. In view of the 
dual suffixes in vv 8,10, and 12 (see the NOTE on "that have not been yoked" 
in v 7) it seems reasonable to conjecture that wysrnh preserves an archaic dual 
verb form of common gender (cf. Gordon, UT §9.15). 

They did not turn aside to the right or the left. The expression siir . . • 
yiimin usemo'l occurs only here outside of Deuteronomic and Deuteronomis
tic passages (cf. Prov 4:27), where it is used figuratively (but cf. Deut 2:27) 
of straying from the path of obedience to Yahweh. 

13. the wheat harvest. The time of the wheat harvest was May/June. On the 
agricultural calendar in antiquity see G. E. Wright, Biblical Archaeology, 2d 
ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1962) 183-187; note especially his comments 
on the silos excavated at Beth-shemesh. Apparently the modem schedule is 
different: see the observations of E. F. Campbell in Ruth, AB 7, 108. 

14. Joshua. This individual is not mentioned elsewhere, but evidently the field 
bore his name in the time of the narrator (see v 18b) . 

holocaust. That is, a whole burnt offering, so called because the entire victim 
was consumed. The English word is derived from a Greek term used to 
translate Hebrew 'ala. For the priestly regulations, see Lev 1:1-17; 22:17-25. 
Note that the cattle in our passage are somewhat irregular holocausts insofar as 
they are not males (Lev 1:3;22:19). 

15. Most commentators regard this verse, or part of it, as intrusive, inserted 
late in the literary history of the passage by a fastidious scribe, who insisted 
that the ark must have been handled by Levites, members of the official priestly 
tribe of Israel. Josephus' text seems to have had the verse, but without any ref
erence to Levites; cf. Ant. 6.15. Beth-shemesh was among the so-called Levit
ical cities recorded in Josh 21:1-42=1 Chron 6:39-66(English 6:54-81); 
that is, it was assigned according to at least one tradition to the Levites as a 
special residence. Knowledge of this fact may have influenced the author of 
this interpolation. In any case Smith, Hertzberg, and others may be right in 
supposing that the statement is intended to "correct" the original version's 
implication that the "great stone" of v 14 was used as an altar. Instead, we are 
told, it was used simply as a resting place for the ark and the golden objects. 
But in fact it was precisely because of the absence of priests that Yahweh 
struck Beth-shemesh, a detail that must have become obscured in the texts of 
MT and LXX early enough to have contributed to the intrusion of Levites 
here (see the Textual Note at v 19). 

17-18. These verses constitute an appendix to the narrative unit that con
cludes with the return of the Philistine lords to Ekron. Verse 18b may be con-
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sidered in isolation from the rest. It is added to lend verisimilitude to the story. 
What it asserts is not so much etiological-Le. designed to explain the presence 
of the stone as a well-known feature of the terrain-as evidential, and aS such 
it must be regarded as an original part of the narrative. Verses 17-18a on the 
other,hand serve only to specify and explain the numbers of golden t,umors and 
mice. This unit probably represents an addition to the account providing the re
sults of a later audience's analysis of the curious components of the 'afiim. O.n 
the cities of the Philistine pentapolis, see the Norn at 5:8. 

20. Who can stand before this holy thing? Hebrew mi yukal la'limod lipne 
haqqiidos hazzeh (see the Textual Note). The expression 'iimad lipne, "stand 
before," connotes "attend upon" and is often used specifically of priests attend
ing upon Yahweh and/or the paraphernalia of his sanctuary (cf. Deut 10:8; 
Ezek 44:15; II Chron 29:11; in the first of which the ark is mentioned 
explicitly). Most instructive is Judg 20:27-28: "And the Israelites inquired of 
Yahweh, for the ark was there [viz. at Bethel] in those days, and Phinehas, son 
of Eleazar, son of Aaron, was standing before it ('omed lipniiyw) in those 
days .... " In other words the expression may be used specifically of priestly 
attendance upon the ark, and this is the issue here. Recognizing the cause of 
the calamity (" ... no members of the priesthood had joined in ... " v 19) the 
Beth-shemeshites seek a suitable attendant, who is eventually found at Kiriath
jearim (7:1). 

21. Kiriath-jearim. The name qiryat ye'iirim means "City of the Forests." 
Earlier the same city seems to have been called qiryat ba'al, "City of Baal" (a 
name eschewed by the Israelites because of the unacceptable religious connota
tions), as in the list of Judahite cities (Josh 15:60) and the Benjaminite bound
ary lists (Josh 18: 14; cf. LXX, v 15). In the description of Judah's N border it 
is called simply ba'iila, "Baalah" (Josh 15:9,10). The site is Tell el-Azhar, near 
modern Qaryet el-'Enab, ca. 8 miles NW of Jerusalem. In ancient times the city 
commanded a strategic hill at the juncture of the traditional tribal boundaries 
of Judah, Dan, and Benjamin. It was some 15 miles ENE of Beth-shemesh. 
7 1. the house of Abinadab on the Hill. Abinadab, father of the priests 
Eleazar, Ahlo (II Sam 6:3,4; I Chron 13:7), and Uzzah (II Sam 6:3,6,7,8; I 
Chron 13:7,9,10,11), lived "on the Hill." This may refer to a particular quar
ter of Kiriath-jearim. Y. Aharoni ("The Province-List of Judah," VT 9 [195~] 
228-229) has suggested that the Hill was the older Benjarninite town as distin
guished from a later, adjoining Judahite settlement. Compare "the Hill of 
Kiriath-jearim" in the list of Benjaminite cities in Josh 18:28 (emending MT 
gb't qryt 'rym to gb't qryt < y'rym > 'rym on the assumption of a simple 
haplography) to the identification of Kiriath-jearim in the preceding Ben
jaminite boundary description as "a city of the Judahites" (Josh 18:14). As for 
the officiating priest there is no claim made for an official priestly connection 
for Abinadab and Eleazar, but the names are common in the Levitical pedi
grees. Eleazar was also the name of a son of Aaron, the chief figure through 
whom the .Levitical descent was traced. The name Abinadab also has Aaronid 
ties (Budde). Suggestive but obscure is the cryptic note in Josh 24:33 accord
ing to which Eleazar, the son of Aaron, was buried "on the hill of Phinehas, 
his son, which had been given to him in the hill country of Ephraim." 
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COMMENT 

The return of the ark to Israelite territory concludes the story of its Philis
tine captivity. The release of the holy object is elaborated in an intricate 
ritual calculated to rid the land of the hostile influence, whatever its 
source might be, and the wonderful manner in which the untrained cattle 
proceed directly to Beth-shemesh demonstrates to the lords of the Philis
tines what their priests had already suspected, namely, that their recent 
misfortune was the work of the alien god whose ark they had captured. 

The account is filled with similarities to biblical purgative rites. The pre
scription of a compensatory offering (' iiliim), the notion of the ransom of 
the afflicted, and even the specific detail of the provision of unyoked cattle 
are all referable to known Israelite ritual (see the NOTES). It is not im
possible, moreover, that the report reflects the details of certain Philistine 
practices. Part of an old Hittite ritual against plague reads as follows: 

If people are dying in the country and if some enemy god has caused 
that ... 

They drive up one ram. They twine together blue wool, red wool, yel
low wool, black wool and white wool, make it into a crown and crown 
the ram with it. They drive the ram on to the road leading to the 
enemy and while doing so they speak as follows: "Whatever god of the 
enemy land has caused this plague-see! We have now driven up this 
crowned ram to pacify thee, 0 god! Just as the herd is strong, but keeps 
peace with the ram, do thou, the god who has caused this plague, keep 
peace with the Hatti land!" They drive that one crowned ram toward the 
enemy.1 

The resemblance to our account is superficial but striking, and in view of 
the common eastern Mediterranean background of the Hittites and the 
Philistines some kind of connection may be assumed.2 

In the Hittite text the animal is an offering intended to placate the for
eign god. In the biblical story the animals are first of all conveyors of the 
cart, but as their fate in Beth-shemesh shows, they have a sacrificial pur
pose as well. We have already noted this kind of multiplicity of purpose 
and ritual significance in the descriptions of the 'ii1iim offering and the 
method of return (see NoTE at vv 4-5 and the first NOTE at 7), and the 
impression given by the whole is somewhat bewildering. Are the golden 

1 ANETB, 347. The translation is that of Albrecht Goetze. 
2 See Mendenhall, Tenth Generation, 107. 
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objects tribute signifying submission to the sovereignty of Yahweh or are 
they compensatory gifts intended to rid the land of contamination? Are 
the cattle purgative offerings or part of a carefully designed experiment 
to test the role of Yahweh in the preceding events? Doubtless there is a 
mixture of elements here, and while one might be moved by this fact to 
attempt a painstaking analysis of literary accretions, 8 it seems sufficient 
to recall the fact that ritual practices are characteristically complex and 
multifaceted with respect to their interpretations and purposes, and it 
would probably be a mistake to attempt to resolve all the apparent duplica
tions and contradictions here. 

The end of the ark narrative comes with the return of the holy object to 
Israel and the ordination of a priest to care for it in Kiriath-jearim. It 
seems at first as if the Israelites will receive no better treatment from the 
ark of Yahweh than did the Philistines. In the Beth-shemesh episode sev
enty people (a gloss reads fifty thousand!) are slain immediately. If Miller 
and Roberts are correct in assuming that an actual plague coincided with 
the ark's sojourn in Philistia (Hand of the Lord, 74), we might assume 
further that the plague spread to the Beth-shemesh area, which was adja
cent to Philistine territory. The purpose of this final episode, then, was to 
give a reason for this, since the larger explanation of the plague, viz. Yah
weh's vindication from his enemies, would not apply here. It was a lack of 
priests in Beth-shemesh, the narrator says, that caused the problem. Yah
weh would not be approached with unclean hands. But this final difficulty 
is resolved when Eleazar, a proper custodian for the ark at last, steps on 
stage. 

3 Rost (Thronnachfolge Davids, 129) isolated vv 5-9 as secondary. But compare 
Campbell, Ark Narrative, 166-168. 



X. SAMUEL THE JUDGE 
(7:2-17) 

7 2 From the day the ark began to reside in Kiriath-jearim a long 
time passed-twenty years-and all the house of Israel turned after 
Yahweh. 3 Samuel said to all the house of Israel, "If it is with all your 
heart that you are returning to Yahweh, you must remove the foreign 
gods from among you, as well as the Asherim. You must fix your 
heart on Yahweh and serve him alone. Then he will rescue you from 
the grasp of the Philistines." 4So the Israelites removed the Baals and 
Astartes and served Yahweh alone. 

5 "Let all Israel assemble at Mizpah," said Samuel, "and I shall 
pray to Yahweh on your behalf." 6 So they assembled at Mizpah and 
drew water and poured it out before Yahweh. They fasted that day 
and said, "We have sinned against Yahweh." Thus Samuel judged the 
Israelites at Mizpah. 

7 The Philistines heard that the Israelites had assembled at Mizpah, 
and the lords of the Philistines went up against Israel. When the 
Israelites heard, they were afraid of the Philistines. 8 So [they] said to 
Samuel, "Do not refuse to cry out for us to Yahweh, your god, that he 
may rescue us from the grasp of the Philistines!" 9 Samuel took a 
sucking lamb and offered it whole as a holocaust to Yahweh; then 
[he] cried out to Yahweh on Israel's behalf, and Yahweh an
swered him- 10 (Now while Samuel was offering the holocaust, the 
Philistines had drawn near to attack Israel.) And Yahweh thundered 
in a loud voice against the Philistines that day and so confounded 
them that they were routed before the Israelites. 11 The men of Israel 
sallied forth from Mizpah in pursuit of the Philistines, harrying them 
as far as a point below Beth-car. 12 Samuel took a stone and set it up 
between Mizpah and Jeshanah. He named it Ebenezer, explaining, 
"To this point Yahweh helped us." 

13 Yahweh humbled the Philistines, so that they did not cross the 
border of Israel again. Yahweh's hand was upon the Philistines all the 
days of Samuel: 14 the cities the Philistines had taken from Israel 
were restored to Israel from Ekron to Gath, and Israel also recovered 
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the environs of these cities from Philistine control. There was peace, 
too, between Israel and the Amorites. 

15 Samuel judged Israel all the days of his life. 16 He would go in a 
circuit year by year to Bethel, Gilgal, and Mizpah, judging Israel in 
all these places, 17 but he always returned to Ramah, for his home was 
there. There too he judged Israel, and there he built an altar to Y ah
weh. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

7 2. turned after Yahweh Reading wypnw ... 'l;zry yhwh on the basis of 
LXXB kai epeblepsen ... opiso kyriou and LXXL kai epestrepsen ... opiso 
kyriou (Wellhausen, Budde, Smith). MT has wynhw ... 'l;zry yhwh. The ex
pression niiha 'al;zare .•. does not mean "mourn for, lament after" (RSV), 
which elsewhere is niihii 'al (Ezek 32:18), and in any case such a statement 
would be pointless in the present context, since Yahweh has already returned. 
If MT were retained (as lectio dif]icilior), it would have to be interpreted as a 
pregnant construction with approximately the force of wayyinniihu wayyippenu 
'al;zare ... , "they lamented and turned after ... ," or wayyinniihu way
yeleku 'al;zare . .. , "they lamented and went after (Yahweh)." See the list of 
similar pregnant constructions with 'al;zare in GK §119gg. Cf. also Driver. 

3. as well as the Asherim So LXX: kai ta alse = w't h'srym. MT has 
wh'strwt, "and the Astartes," in anticipation of v 4. 

6. and poured it out LXX adds "on the ground." Omit with MT. 
and said MT adds "there." Omit with LXX. 
7. the Israelites (1) So MT. LXX has "all the Israelites." 
8. Yahweh, your god So LXX. MT has "our god." Cf. 12:19. 
At the end of v 8 some witnesses, under the influence of 12:23, add: "And 

Samuel said, 'Far be it from me to revolt against Yahweh my god by not crying 
out on your behalf in prayer!' " 

9. and offered it Reading wayya'aleha with LXX and MT (qere), against 
MT (ketib) wy'lh. 

whole MT kiilil, "whole," which after 'o/ii, "holocaust," is redundant, sug
gests a gloss. But it is difficult to see in LXX syn panti to lao, "with all the peo
ple," a genuine and meaningful variant. Wellhausen and Driver regard the lat
ter as an interpretive rendering of a text identical to MT. 

answered him So MT ( wy'nhw). LXX, though almost certainly reading an 
identical text, shrinks from the literal interpretation and renders epekousen 
autou, "hearkened to him." But as v lOb shows, the literal sense is intended 
here. See the NoTBS. 
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12. Jeshanah Reading hy'Snh on the basis of LXX tes palaias and Syr. yfo. 

MT has h'Sn. See also the NoTE. 
13. Yahweh humbled the Philistines Reading wykn' yhwh ('t) p/Stym on 

the basis of LXX. MT has wykn'w hplstym, "The Philistines were hum
bled .... " Note that elsewhere in this part of MT plStym appears without the 
definite article. Thus -w of wykn'w and h- of hplstym should probably be 
regarded as a remnant of the reading yhwh as preserved in LXX. 

14. were restored So LXX (kai apedothesan). MT has wattusobna, 
"(they) returned," which must be corrected to wattUJabna. Note that LXX in
serts a second verb, reading, "The cities that the Philistines had taken from the 
Israelites (sic) were restored, and they gave them back (kai apedokan autas) to 
Israel, etc." 

from Ekron to Gath So MT, LXXL. LXXB has "from Ashkelon (as in 
c 5; see the Textual Note to 5: 10) to azob (7) ." 

and Israel also recovered the environs of these cities So MT: w't gbwln 
h.ryl yir'l. LXX is somewhat different: kai to horion israel apheilanto, reflecting 
w't gbwl yir'l hvlw, "and they (the Israelites) recovered the territory of Is
rael. ... " 

16. judging Israel in all these places There are two problems to be noted 
here. MT has wsp{ 't yfr'l 't kl hmqwmwt h'lh, which is literally "and (he 
would) judge Israel, all these places." Is 't kl hmqwmwt h'lh a gloss? Is 't yfr'l 
an anticipation of v 177 The solution adopted here is that of LXX, which reads 
en for the second 't, but it is not certain that LXX was reading a different text. 
The second problem arises from the fact that LXX reads hegiasmenois, "holy 
places," corresponding to MT mqwmwt, "places." While it is possible that LXX 
was reading mqdsym, it seems more likely that the connotation of mqwmwt is 
reflected in the Greek translation. See the NOTE. 

17. he judged Unaccountably, MT vocalizes siipii{. See GK §29i,N. 

NOTES 

7 2. twenty years. The notice wyhyw 'frym 'Snh, which interrupts the flow of 
the narrative, is probably a late insertion in the account. It is Deuteronomistic 
(Hertzberg) or at least in the spirit of the Deuteronomistic chronological sys
tem (cf. the NOTE at 4:18). 

2b-4. Samuel's addresses to the people in vv 3 and 5 give the impression of 
duplication, and there is warrant for supposing that vv 3-4 represent an in
trusion in the account. The expression swb 'l yhwh bkl /bb, "return to Yahweh 
with all the heart," is a signal Deuteronomistic clicbe, occurring elsewhere in 
well-established Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic contexts: Deut 30: 10; I 
Kings 8 :48; II Kings 23 :25. ("Returning" is itself a dominant leitmotiv of 
Deuteronomistic theology, as shown by H. W. Wolff in "Das Kerygma des deu
teronomistischen Geschichtswerkes," ZAW 73 [1961] 171-186, esp. 178, re-
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printed in his Gesammelte Studien zum alten Testament, 2d ed. [Munich: Chr. 
Kaiser, 1973] 308-324; for bkl lbb, "with all the heart," alone, which is ubiqui
tous in Deuteronomy, cf. Josh 22:5; 23:14; I Sam 12:20,24; I Kings 8:23; 
14: 8; II Kings 10: 31.) Other key expressions seem to be taken over from the 
editorial framework of the Book of Judges and from J udg 10: 6-16, in particu
lar. These include: 

1) hsyr 't 'lhy hnkr, "remove the foreign gods," as in Judg 10:16. The ex
pression also occurs in the Deuteronomistically edited account of the assembly 
at Shechem in Joshua 24 (v 23, cf. 14 LXX), as well as Gen 35:2 (cf. 4) and 
II Chron 33: 15. For the expression 'lhy knkr, "foreign gods," alone (the usual 
Deuteronomistic expression is 'lhym 'l;irym), cf. Jer 5:19 (in an Exilic or 
early post·Exilic prose interpolation) and Deut 31:16 (in an introduction to the 
Song of Moses). See also the NOTE on "the Asherim" below. 

2) 'bd [yhwh] lbdw, "serve [Yahweh] alone." Cf. Judg 10:16 (n.b. 
LXXB). 

3) hb'lym wh'strwt, "the Baals and the Astartes," as in Judg 10:6. Cf. 
Judg 2:13; 3:7; and I Sam 12:10. 
It seems clear that vv 2b-4 should be isolated as Deuteronomistic interpolation 
based at least in part upon Judg 10:6-16. The latter, itself showing visible 
marks of Deuteronomistic editing, stands as a thematic introduction to 
Jephthah's judgeship and the second half of the Book of Judges as a whole (see 
Boling, Judges, AB 6A, 193; cf. Richter, Bearbeitungen des "Retterbuches," 
13 ff). The purpose of the present interpolation, therefore, is to incorporate the 
story of Samuel into the Deuteronomistic theology of history as it is presented 
in the Book of Judges, where the premonarchical experience of Israel is related 
according to a rigid, fourfold pattern of apostasy, punishment, repentance, and 
deliverance. See further the COMMENT. 

3. the Asherim. Cult objects of an unknown sort. Their prohibition is another 
commonplace in Deuteronomic (Deut 7:5; 12:3) and Deuteronomistic (I 
Kings 14:15,23; II Kings 17:10; 23:14; cf. Jer 17:2) contexts. 

4. the Baals and Astartes. "Baal" (ba'al, "Lord") was the chief epithet of the 
great Canaanite storm god Haddu/Hadad, and "Astarte" (*'altart, Greek as
tarte; Masoretic 'altoret instead of *'aJteret is probably a deliberate mis
vocalization to suggest bolet, "shame") was the name of the greatest of the 
Canaanite goddesses. The plurals refer to the several local cults of Baal and As
tarte, or rather of gods and goddesses in general, since Baal and Astarte can be 
regarded as typical names for (illicit) male and female deities in general. 

6. Mizpah. The city appears as a place of assembly for "all Israel" in Judges 
20-21 as well as the prophetic history of the rise of the monarchy in I Samuel 
(here and in 10: 17-27). Note also the statement in I Mace 3 :46 to the effect 
that it was an old place of prayer for Israel. It must have been an early center 
of worship of some kind. In the monarchical period it seems to have been a 
strategically important northern fortress of Judah, fortified early in the ninth 
century by Asa as a result of his disputes with Baasha of Israel (I Kings 
15: 16-22). It achieved a new distinction in the Exile, when it served as the 
Babylonian provincial capital and headquarters of Gedaliah after the destruc
tion of nearby Jerusalem (II Kings 25: 23). Its importance in the prophetic his-
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tory of the rise of kingship suggests that it, along with nearby Ramah, was a 
major center of prophetic activity from at least the time of the fall of the north
ern kingdom (and probably earlier) down to the last days of Jeremiah (Jer 
40:6). The location of ancient Mizpah is disputed. Older scholars often pointed 
to Nebi Samwil, an imposing height ca. 5 miles NW of Jerusalem, which takes 
its name from its traditional role as the burial place of Samuel; but the 
archaeological data seem to favor Tell en-N~beh atop an isolated peak ca. 
5 miles N of Jerusalem, which affords a clear view of the surrounding country
side including an important ancient road leading north and south. For this 
identification see J. Muilenburg in C. C. McCown et al., Tell en N~beh. 2 vols. 
(Berkeley and New Haven, 1947) 1. 13-49; also Muilenburg, "Mizpah of Ben
jamin," ST 8 (1954) 25-42, and D. Diringer, "Mizpah," in AOTS, 329-342. 

drew water . . . poured it out before Yahweh . . . fasted. The rites here de
scribed are otherwise unknown, at least from biblical sources. One might com
pare, however, the libations of water which during the Feast of Booths supple
mented the customary wine offerings in the temple service, according to 
postbiblical sources. Water drawn from the pool of Siloam was poured out into 
a basin west of the great altar (Tosefta Sukkah 3.3); and on the seventh day of 
the festival, Hosh'anna Rabbah, there occurred "the rejoicing at the place of 
drawing" (Sim/.iat bet haJso'ebli), according to Talmudic (Sukkah 50a) and 
Mishnaic (Sukkah 5.1-4) testimony. Lucian (or Pseudo-Lucian) claims to have 
witnessed a similar practice at Hierapolis, where twice a year water was drawn 
from "the sea" and poured out in the temple (De dea Syria 12-13, 48). The 
cleft into which the water was poured was believed to be that into which the 
Great Flood had subsided, and the Jewish custom, too, may have originally had 
something to do with the Flood tradition. There is also good evidence for a 
connection between the water libations and the hope for sufficient rainfall. See 
G. F. Moore, Judaism, 3 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard, 1966) 2.44-46; 
Pedersen, Israel, 4.342-343, 424. 

The relationship of all of this to the present incident is by no means clear. 
That the water rite is somehow penitential may be concluded from its associa
tion here with fasting and confession. One thinks of the calendrical proximity 
of the Day of Atonement (yom kippilr), the only fast day on the old liturgical 
calendar, to the Feast of Booths (the former was the tenth day of Tishri, the 
seventh month, while the latter began on the fourteenth day). What we have, 
then, is almost certainly a ritual of community purification. Its form may reflect 
pre-Exilic practice at Mizpah, and some connection with the observance of the 
Feast of Booths and the Day of Atonement (or its antecedents) may be taken 
for granted. The details of the ceremony suggest a need for purification. Fasting 
and confession were intended to purge the community of guilt. Probably the 
water libation-which may have had its origin in a ceremony designed to en
sure the autumn rainfall, a dearth of which was considered a sign of divine dis
favor (cf. Zech 14: 16-19)-was supposed also to wash away guilt. The need 
for such rites in the circumstances depicted here is indicated by the battle of 
Ebenezer and its consequences, insofar as such a disaster might be interpreted 
as a sure sign of communal uncleanness. 

Thus Samuel judged the Israelites at Mizpah. Cf. the NOTE at 4: 18. This 
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statement has been appended by a Deuteronomistic hand to incorporate the ca
reer of Samuel into the succession of "judges" who ruled Israel between Joshua 
and Saul. See Noth, VS, 55, n. 3; so also Stoebe; cf. Hertzberg. The question of 
Deuteronomistic editing in this section is more fully addressed in the 
COMMENT. 

7a~ Note the general parallel to the story of another Mizpah assembly in 
Judges 20, where the enemy of Israel is not Philistia but Benjamin: "The Ben
jaminites heard that the Israelites had gone up to Mizpah . . . and the Ben
jaminites were gathered from their cities to Gibeah, to march out to battle with 
the Israelites" (20:3a,14). The close similarity in pattern displayed by the two 
accounts is obscured only by the discursive treatment of that in Judges 20. 

7b-8. The general parallel to 12:18bff, despite the heavy Deuteronomistic. 
editing there, is striking. See also the Textual Note to v 8. 

8. "Do not refuse to cry out for us . ... " The expression is idiomatic and 
doubly pregnant; it is difficult to capture in English. The Hebrew is 'al-ta~iiri!s 
mimmennu mizze'oq, lit. "Do not keep silent from us, from crying out. ... " 
This combines one pregnant construction, viz. 'al-ta~iiri!s mimmennu, "Do not 
keep silent from us, do not withdraw from us in silence" (GK § 119ff; cf. Ps 
28: 1), with another, viz. 'al-ta~iiri!s mizzi!'oq, "Do not keep silent from crying 
out, do not keep silent so as not to cry out" (GK § 119y). 

9. whole as a holocaust. Hebrew 'olti kiilll, lit. "a holocaust, a whole burnt 
offering." The two terms are more or less synonymous in Israelite usage, and 
the expression seems redundant, suggesting a gloss (but see the Textual Note). 
In Ps 51:21(English 51:19), where both terms may be intrusive, the two 
stand together again. On the holocaust see the NOTE at 6: 14. 

9-10. The syntax of these verses must be carefully noted. Verse lOa is origi
nal but parenthetical, supplying the audience with incidental information neces
sary to the story. The verbal syntax interrupts the flow of the narrative: wayhi 
semu'el ma'lileh ... upi!liStim niggi!su ... , "while Samuel was offering ... 
the Philistines had drawn near . ... " The verbs that stand in the mainstream of 
the narrative, however, have the ordinary form for past narration: wayyiz'aq 
semu'i!l ... wayya'iini!hu yahweh . . . wayyar'i!m yahweh, "Then Samuel 
cried out ... and Yahweh answered him ... and Yahweh thundered .... " 

Failure to recognize that v lOa is parenthetical discursion, a common enough 
feature of the narrative art of Biblical Hebrew (see the NOTES at 1 :4-7; 3 :2-4; 
4: 13; etc.), obscures the connection between Yahweh's "answering" and his 
"thundering." The latter specifies the way in which Yahweh answered Samuel 
Though interrupted by the parenthesis the two verbs function in virtual hen
diadys: "Yahweh answered in thunder/thundered an answer." 

10. Yahweh thundered in a loud voice. Elsewhere in the Bible Yahweh's in
tervention in human affairs is often described in the language of the storm. 
Thus Yahweh often "thunders" in the older hymns, as in I Sam 2' 10; II Sam 
22:14 = Ps 18:14(English 18:13); and Psalm 29, as well as in Exilic and 
post-Exilic literature (cf., for example, Isa 29:6; Job 37:4-5; 40:9). For a 
discussion of the storm theophany in Canaan and Israel see Cross, CMHE, 
147-194 .. 

and so confounded them. Hebrew wayhummi!m. The verb means to throw 
into confusion and panic and is used especially with Yahweh as subject and an 
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enemy as object within a holy war context (Exod 14:24; 23:27; Josh 10:10; 
Judg 4:15). Cf. especially II Sam 22:15=Ps 18:15(English 18:14) and Ps 
144:6, where the term is used to describe the effect upon the enemy of Yah
weh's lightning ("arrows") in a storm theophany context. On the related noun 
mehumii, see the NoTE at 4:5. 

11. as far as a point below Beth-car. Hebrew 'ad-mittal;iat lebet kiir. The city 
of Beth-car is not mentioned elsewhere, and its location is unknown. Verse 12 
seems to imply that Samuel erected his monument at the point to which Israel 
had harried the Philistines, and that point should be the place below Beth-car 
mentioned here. The first location between Mizpah and Jeshanah that comes to 
mind is the great sanctuary of Bethel, situated on a high ridge a few miles N of 
Mizpah (see the NOTE at v 16), but it is difficult to see in bet kiir a corruption, 
deliberate or otherwise, of bet-'el. Many commentators, denying any connection 
between the location of the monument and the point to which the enemy was 
harried (see the NOTE at v 12), have sought Beth-car to the W of Mizpah in 
the direction of the Philistine homeland. Both 'Ain Karim, ca. 3 miles W of 
Jerusalem, and Beth Horon the lower (Beit 'Ur et-Tal:;itii.), ca. 12 miles NW of 
Jerusalem, have been proposed. The ancient versions were equally at a loss 
(Targ., "Beth-sharon"; Syr., "Beth-jashan"). 

12. The plain meaning of the verse is that Samuel erected a stone at the spot 
to which the rout of the Philistines extended, viz. somewhere between Mizpah 
and Jeshanah, specified in v 11 as "a point below Beth-car." The statement 
'ad-hennii 'liziiriinu yahweh thus means, "To this point (thus far) Yahweh 
helped us." The expression 'ad-henna can refer to time ("up till now, hitherto") 
as well as space, but the latter alone makes sense of the context. It is difficult to 
see the need for Wellhausen's emendation of 'ad-hennii to 'ed hi' ki, "This is a 
witness that. . .. " 

Jeshanah. See the Textual Note. If the reading is correct, this is a city men
tioned twice in the Old Testament, here and in II Chron 13: 19, where it is an 
Israelite border city disputed with Judah. It has been identified with lsanas, the 
site of a victory of Herod the Great (Josephus Ant. 14.458) and modern Burj 
el-Isaneh, ca. 17 miles N of Jerusalem. 

Ebenezer. That is, 'eben hii'ezer, "Stone of Help." Behind this popular expla
nation of the place name we discern a cultic designation, viz. "Stone of the 
Helper" or even "Stone of the Warrior." (On the question of the two Hebrew 
roots, 'zr I [*'gr] and 'zr II [•gzr], see P. D. Miller, "Ugaritic gzr and Hebrew 
'zr II," UF 2 [1970] 159-176.) The noun 'ezer is a suitable designation for a 
deity, often applied to Yahweh (Pss 33:20; 70:6(English 70:5); 115:9,10,11; 
etc.). The relationship of this Ebenezer, located N of Mizpah, to the site of 
the great battle inc 4 (see the NOTE at 4:1) is problematic, especially since 
that Ebenezer is supposed to have existed already before the foundation of 
this one. But it is clear that a certain symmetry is intended between the two 
battles of Ebenezer, and perhaps the two sites are to be identified (see the 
COMMENT). The Bible provides plenty of examples of the anachronistic men
tion of a place name in advance of the narrative describing the foundation of 
the place so named. (Bethel, for example, is named by Jacob in Gen 28: 19, 
though already mentioned in connection with Abraham as early as Gen 12:8.) 
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On the whole v 12 may be described as etiological. That is, insofar as it 
relates the incident described in the preceding verses to a location that was well 
known in the time of the writer, it provides an explanation of the name of the 
place. Ebenezer, then, was connected in popular memory with the Israelite de
feat described in c 4. It was a familiar spot in the time of our prophetic narra
tor, who attributed its foundation to Samuel. 

13-14. Samuel's military career is summarized and concluded in a formulaic 
pattern known from the Book of Judges. The pertinent passages are Judg 3: 30; 
4:23-24; 8:28; and 11:33b (cf. 9:56-57, which probably comes from the same 
hand). All of these describe the subjugation of an enemy expressed by the verb 
"humble" (Judg 4:23; I Sam 7:13) or "be humbled" (Judg 3:30; 8:28; 
11 :33b; cf. the Textual Note). Most commentators since Noth have regarded 
this as evidence of further Deuteronomistic editing, intended to incorporate the 
career of Samuel into the Deuteronomistic scheme. Birch (Rise of the Israelite 
Monarchy, 20) has pointed out that the expression "Yahweh's hand was 
upon ... " and the use of the designation "Amorites" for the non-Israelite in
habitants of the land (see below) are also characteristic of Deuteronomistic 
usage. On the other hand it would be a mistake to regard these verses with 
their exaggerated assertions about the pacification of the land as cut out of 
whole cloth by a Deuteronomistic hand. It is characteristic of Deuteronomistic 
summations to incorporate synopses of source materials. The far-reaching 
claims of these verses reflect the spirit of the prophetic writer who fashioned 
the story of Samuel. Yahweh's complete subjugation of foreign and domestic 
enemies alike is a part of the careful negative preparation for the people's 
demand for a king. See further the COMMENT. 

14. from Ekron to Gath. On these cities see the NOTES at 5:8 and 5:10. 
Both were disputed border cities. The writer's point is that all such cities were 
controlled by Israel during Samuel's lifetime, and that the Philistines were con
fined to a minimal home base. 

the Amorites. Biblical narrative influenced by Deuteronomy or by the so
called Elohistic portions of the Tetrateuch uses this term as an ethnic designa
tion for the entire pre-Israelite population of Palestine and Transjordan. The 
exceedingly complicated background of the designation has no importance here. 
The writer's point is simply that during Samuel's career the Israelites were at 
peace with those who remained of the indigenous population as well as with the 
Philistines, who, like the Israelites, were regarded as latecomers. In other words, 
Israel was safe from internal as well as external threat. 

15-17. These remarks provide an editorial transition from the close of the ac
count of Samuel's career, as signaled by the formulaic summation in vv 13-14, 
to the events of c 8. Such a transition is required because in 8: 1 we find the 
great prophet an old man, and it is clear that a long time has passed. It seems 
likely that the prophetic author of the foregoing told other tales about Samuel, 
but the Deuteronomistic editor whose hand can be recognized in the formulaic 
v 15 (cf. Judg 3:10; 10:2,3; 12:7,8,10,11,13,14; 15:20; 16:31; see also the 
NoTES at 4:18; 7:6) has not preserved them. Instead we are presented with a 
summary. In the stories that follow and probably also in stories that have not 
been preserved, Samuel appears at a variety of places, including Mizpah (in the 
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present chapter as well as in the account of Saul's election in 10: 17-27a), 
Gilgal (where the kingship is "renewed" in 11: 14-15 and Saul's disobedience is 
recorded in cc 13 and 15), and Bethel (nowhere in the extant tradition though 
many episodes occur in its vicinity), as well as Ramah, Samuel's home. Viewed 
critically this variety of appearances is to be explained as a result of the (pro
phetic) editorial pattern of the larger narrative, which tends to subject every
thing to the supervision of Samuel. A Deuteronomistic hand has harmonized 
the several accounts by explaining that Samuel exercised his sacral and political 
authority on an annual circuit. 

16. He would go in a circuit. The syntax of the Hebrew (wehalak ... 
wi!siibab) expresses repeated action in the past (GK § 112f), hence, "he used 
to go around, would go in a circuit." 

Bethel. A shrine of first importance throughout the history of Israel, Bethel 
was traditionally Benjaminite (Josh 18 :22) but in fact Ephraimite throughout 
most of its (Israelite) history, serving as one of the two principal sanctuaries of 
the northern kingdom (I Kings 12:29). The site is the modem village of Beitin, 
ca. 10 miles N of Jerusalem. According to the notice in Judg 20:27 the ark had 
been in Bethel before its removal to Shiloh, but the city plays no direct role in 
the stories of Samuel and Saul, though it is mentioned from time to time and 
the action often takes place in its vicinity. 

Gilgal. See the NOTE at 11: 14. 
17. an altar to Yahweh. The purpose of this reference to an altar is not clear. 

Perhaps it has etiological significance for a familiar holy place at Ramah 
(Hertzberg, Stoebe). Note that our Deuteronomistic editor is not squeamish 
about this particular altar insofar as the events described take place before the 
arrival of the ark in Jerusalem and the ark is not involved. Cf. the NoTE at 
6:15. 

COMMENT 

The account of Samuel's victory over the Philistines, though a rough mix
ture of various elements, occupies a pivotal position in the great study of 
political leadership and divine sanction that now stands as the first half of 
the First Book of Samuel. It gazes backward with satisfaction to Samuel's 
boyhood, giving new significance to his prophetic commission, and at the 
same time looks suspiciously ahead to the rise of kingship, insofar as it 
presents Israel's premonarchical institutions as absolutely sufficient. Here 
the first part of the larger story finds its conclusion: we have seen how 
leaders were made and unmade in the theocracy that was Israel before the 
kingdom, and now we see how leadership functioned, as a situation that 
has threatened Israelite society with complete dissolution is miraculously 
set right through the intervention of Yahweh's prophet. 
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The curtain opens on a scene of confusion and danger. Though peni
tent, the people are scattered and helpless. The Philistines seem none the 
worse for their recent embarrassment and pose as serious a threat as ever. 
Now Samuel, of whom we have heard nothing for some time, returns to 
center stage. He gathers the people and invokes Yahweh on their behalf. 
When the Philistines advance on the assembled Israelites, they are quickly 
repulsed, put to flight, and finally subjected to the will of Israel. Indeed 
the entire land is pacified under the administration of Samuel. So when the 
curtain closes harmony prevails and all is secure. 

The climactic scene is that of the battle itself. And significantly it is not 
an army of Israel or even Samuel himself who stampedes the invading 
Philistines; instead it is Yahweh, Samuel's god, roaring from the skies and 
broadcasting his wonderful, crippling panic, who routs the enemy. Samuel 
is an intercessor, not a general--or rather he is a general who makes war 
by prayer.1 The prophet invokes the god and the god thunders in reply. 
The field is won by divine warfare, and the Israelites have nothing to do 
but take up the pursuit of the Philistines as they rush precipitously into the 
hills. So the primary tenet of the Israelite ideology of warfare underlies 
this account: victory belongs to Yahweh, and the proper human posture in 
battle is one of confidence and patience.2 

As in c 4 the geographical focus of the battle is a place called Ebenezer. 
This is no coincidence. It is clearly the author's intent to show that the 
damage done in the earlier conflict has been perfectly repaired by the 
Israelite victory described here. The symmetry between the two battle sto
ries is therefore of particular importance. The Israelites were attacked at 
Ebenezer in the first battle and routed; in the second battle they harry the 
Philistines as far as Ebenezer. So the former state of affairs is exactly re
stored. (On the problems of the identification of the two Ebenezers, see 
the NOTES at vv 11-12.) 

All of these considerations point to the prophetic band that gave the 
stories of Samuel their basic shape, for they tend to enhance the reputation 

1 The intercessory role of the prophet and his special function in holy warfare were 
two important aspects of the prophetic view of leadership. On the former see, for ex
ample, von Rad, Old Testament Theology 2.51-52. On the latter see R. Bach, Die 
A11fjorderungen zur Flucht und zum Kampf im alttestamentlichen Prophetenspruch, 
WMANT No. 9 (Neukirchen, 1962); P. D. Miller, "The Divine Council and the 
Prophetic Call to War," VT 18 (1968) 100-107. 

2 See especially G. von Rad, Der hei/ige Krieg im a/ten Israel (Gottingen: Van
denhoeck und Ruprecht, 1958) 42/j, 56/j. Richter has pointed out ( Tradi
tionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen, 1810) that our account finds its closest par
allel among holy war passages in the story of Joshua's victory over a coalition of five 
Amorite states in Joshua 10. The narrative elements shared by the two accounts in
clude an enemy assault (in each case by a coalition of five states!), a petition by the 
people to Joshua/Samuel, the participation of Yahweh in the actual battle, the lan
guage of the storm theophany (hail in Joshua 10, thunder in I Samuel 7), the rout 
and headlong flight of the enemy. 
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of Samuel, the prophet, and they demonstrate the sufficiency and theologi
cal propriety of non-royal leadership. But in contrast to other sections where 
we have found this writer's touch to be most conspicuous, there seems to 
be little doubt that the present section has been expanded by a later hand. 
In particular there is a general similarity between vv 3 and 5, which 
scholars have long recognized as a clue to the composite character of c 7.3 

As pointed out in detail in the NOTES, characteristically Deuteronomistic 
themes and expressions are found in certain verses, and we are justified in 
speaking of substantial Deuteronomistic supplementation here. The latter 
takes the form of additions of new passages of Deuteronomistic material 
(vv 2a,B,2b-4,6b) and of summaries of original material available to the 
Deuteronomistic editor but not preserved in full (vv 13-14,15-16). The 
purpose of this augmentation, as already explained (the Norn at vv 2b-4), 
was to incorporate the age of Samuel into the Deuteronomistic theology of 
history, but the revision of the original material was not so thoroughgoing 
as to diminish its force. The prophetic narrative of the second battle of 
Ebenezer (vv 5-6a,7-12, and the original material underlying vv 13-16) 
remains dominant. 

Whether the latter was fashioned by a prophetic writer out of whole 
cloth we cannot say. It does seem likely that the account of Samuel's suc
cess in the Philistine wars drew its inspiration from certain statements 
about David's early career. Note the general parallels in ( 1) the battle re
ports in I Sam 7:7-11 and II Sam 5: 17-25, as well as the statements about 
( 2) the recovery of captured lands in I Sam 7: 14a and II Sam 8: l, ( 3) 
the administration of justice in I Sam 7:15 and II Sam 8:15, and perhaps 
( 4) the pacification of the land in I Sam 7: 14b and II Sam 8 passim. The 
position of the ark narrative in its present context effectually gives to Sam
uel the distinction of having presided over the restoration of order in Is
rael, a distinction originally David's, and the notices about David's 
achievements just cited may have provided our prophetic writer with a 
model for his description of Samuel's accomplishments. In any case it 
seems impossible to decide whether or not long-standing traditions about 
the prophet himself lie behind any part of the present account.4 

In the episode that follows the Israelites will approach Samuel with a 
demand. We have been carefully prepared for that moment, and the pres
ent chapter is the climax of the preparation. All is well in Israel. Yahweh 

a See especially Birch, Rise of the Israelite Monarchy, 11-21. 
4 A number of scholars (most significantly Noth, OS, 55) have admitted the 

possibility that vv 16-17 preserve some ancient traditions of a career of Samuel as a 
judge, perhaps in the narrow, judicial sense. But this overlooks the summary charac
ter of this notice, already described above. A. Weiser has championed the larger 
defense of authentic traditions in cc 7 and 8; see "Samuels 'Philister-Sieg,' " "Samuel 
und die Vorgeschichte des israelitischen Konigtums," and the corresponding sections 
in Samuel. 
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rules by his prophet. The land is secure. We have seen a major crisis met 
and surmounted under Samuel's leadership. Our narrator would have us 
believe that at this point in history the people of Israel could perpetrate no 
greater breach of trust, no more arbitrary exercise of self-will, no more 
seµseless deed of vanity than to demand for themselves a hum~n king. 



THE ADVENT OF KINGSIIlP 



XI. THE DEMAND FOR A KING 
(8:1-22) 

8 1 When Samuel grew old he appointed his sons as judges in Israel. 
2 (The name of his firstborn son was Joel and the name of his second 
was Abijah. They were judges in Beersheba.) 3 But his sons did not 
go his way: they turned aside after private gain, accepting bribes and 
subverting justice. 4 So the men of Israel gathered and came to Sam
uel at Ramah. 5 "You yourself have grown old," they said to him, 
"and your sons have not gone your way. So now, appoint us a king to 
judge us in the manner of all the other nations!" 

6 Samuel was distressed that they said, "Give us a king to judge us," 
and he prayed to Yahweh. 7 But Yahweh said to Samuel, "Listen to 
the people, whatever they may say to you! For it is not you they have 
rejected; rather it is I they have rejected from ruling over them. s As 
they have always done to me from the day I brought them up from 
Egypt until this very day-for they abandoned me and served other 
gods-thus they are doing to you, too. 9 So now, listen to them! Yet 
you must solemnly warn them: tell them of the justice of the king who 
will rule over them!" 

The King's Justice 

IO Samuel reported all the words of Yahweh to the people who were 
requesting a king of him. 11 "This will be the justice of the king who 
will rule over you," he said. "Your sons he will take and assign to his 
chariot and his cavalry, and they will run before his chariot. 12 He will 
appoint for himself captains of thousands and captains of hundreds 
from them. They will do his plowing, harvesting, and grape-gathering 
and make his weapons and the equipment of his chariotry. 13 Your 
daughters he will take as perfumers and cooks and bakers. 14 Your 
best fields and vineyards and olive groves he will take and give to his 
servants. 15 Your seed crops and vine crops he will tithe to make gifts 
to his officers and servants. 16 Your best slaves, maidservants, and cat
tle, and your asses he will take and use for his own work; 17 and your 
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flocks he will tithe, too. You yourselves will become his slaves. 
18 Then you will cry out because of the king you have chosen for 
yourselves, but Yahweh will not answer you then." 

19 But the people refused to listen to Samuel. "No!" they said. 
"There shall be a king over us! 20 Then we, too, shall be like all the 
other nations: our king will judge us and march out before us and 
fight our battles." 

21 When Samuel had heard all the words of the people, he repeated 
them in the ears of Yahweh, 22 and Yahweh said to Samuel, "Listen 
to them and make them a king!" 

Then Samuel said to the men of Israel, "Go, each man to his own 
city!" 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

8 2. So MT. LXX has, "These were the names of his sons: the firstborn was 
Joel, and the name of the second was Abijah, etc." Josephus' report that the 
sons judged in Bethel as well as Beersheba (Ant. 6.32) is without support in 
the extant versions (see the NoTE at v 2). 

3. his way Hebrew bedarko, "(in) his way" (so LXX, MT ketib). MT 
qere has bidriikayw, "in his ways," under the influence of bidriikekii in MT 
in v 5. 

4. the men of Israel So LXX here and in v 22. MT has "all the elders of 
Israel" here, but agrees with LXX in 22. See also the Textual Note to 11: 3. 

5. your way So LXX. MT: "your ways" (see the Textual Note to v 3 
above). 

So now Reading we'atta with LXX (kai nyn). MT has 'atta alone, which 
is not in accord with the best Hebrew style. 

7. whatever they may say to you Reading k'sr y'mrw lk, lit. "according as 
they may say to you," with LXXB (katha an lalesosin soi). Cf. Gen 44:1; etc. 
MT has lkl 'sr y'mrw 'lyk, "to everything that they may say to you" (cf. 
LXXL), to which compare 12:1. 

8. to me Inserting Ii with LXX into the text of MT after 'iisu, where it has 
fallen out through a simple omission. Though there is no evident cause for such 
an omission, Ii seems necessary before gam lak, "to you, too," at the end of the 
verse (so Wellhausen and most commentators, following an original suggestion 
of Thenius; contrast Stoebe) . 

11. and they will run Hebrew wer~a in sequence after yiqqdf:i wesiim 
... , "he will take ... and assign (them) .... " So MT. LXX kai pro
trechontas evidently reflects wrD'm (cf. Wellhausen). 

12. captains of thousands and captains of hundreds The complete list 
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found elsewhere in such passages as Exod 18:21 is here reflected in Syr. MT 
has only "thousands" and "fifties"; LXX "thousands" and "hundreds" (so 
Josephus Ant. 6.40). While Syr. is clearly expansive, there is no compelling 
reason to choose between the two shorter readings. 

to do his plowing, harvesting, and grape-gathering MT has only the first 
two, LXXB only the second two. Wellhausen argues that MT gad LXX are 
reading a common original on the grounds that therizein, "to harvest, reap," 
may translate (!rs, "plow" (based on the imperfect parallel of 13: 20,21) , but 
does not mention L:XXL, which adds to the beginning of LXXB kai arotrian ten 
arotriasin autou, which must reflect l(lrs (lryl'w, "to do his plowing." Thus the 
witnesses reflect: 

MT 
L:XXB 
L:XXL 

l(lrl (lrysw wlqfr qfyrw 
lqfr qfYrW wlbfr b~yrw 

l(lrl (lrysw wlqfr qfyrw wlbfr b~yrw 

We should probably conclude that MT and LXXB are haplographic, each in its 
own way. L:XXL, then, preserves the primitive reading. 4QSam&:, by the way, 
shows traces of the first of the three phrases ([l(lr]s (l[rysw]) and space con
siderations suggest that it shared the reading of MT. 

13. perfumers Syr. reflects instead rqwmwt, "embroiderers," on which see 
Wellhausen. 

16. Your ... maidservants MT and 4QSam• have synonyms: sp(lwtykm 
and 'mhwtykm, respectively. 

cattle Reading bqrkm or bqrykm on the basis of LXX boukolia in pref
erence to MT b(lwrykm, which, though defended by Stoebe ("Anmerkun
gen") is plainly inferior. "Your young men," as it would have to be understood, 
would be out of place here in the list. 

and your asses The adjective haf!obim, "best," follows the several nouns it 
modifies as in v 15, but w't (lmwrykm, "and your asses," stands after the adjec
tive. This might be a late addition to the text, and one is tempted to excise it 
with Dhorme; but no textual warrant exists. Cf. also the Textual Note to v 17 
below. 

and use for his own work MT w'sh lml'ktw, a rather curious construction. 
4QSam• has w'sw lml'ktw, "and they will work at his business" (?) or perhaps 
"and they will be used (cf. Ps 139:15) for his work." LXX reflects w'fr 
lml'ktw, "and tithe (them) for his work," but this is inappropriate in view of 
the restriction already implied in ha{!obim, "best," and MT is to be preferred 
to 4QSam• as lectio difficilior. See the NOTE. 

17. and your ff,ocks he will tithe, too Reading wf'nkm y'sr on the basis of 
LXX, Syr., Vulg., and 4QSam•; MT omits w, "and." As with w't (lmwrykm in 
v 16 (see above), this statement stands in awkward isolation. 

18. Then ... then Hebrew bayyom hahU' ... bayyom hahU', lit. "on that 
day ... on that day" (MT). The second time LXX reflects instead bymym 
hhm, "in those days" (cf. 4QSam•: [] hhm). 

18 +· At the end of the verse LXX adds hoti hymeis exelexasthe heautois 
basilea, reflecting ky 'tm b(lrtm /km mlk, "because you will have chosen a king 
for yourselves." Omit with MT and 4QSam•. 
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19. Nol Reading 10' with MT (some Hebrew MSS have lii, "to him"). 
LXX lo lii' (auto ouchi) combines two interpretations in a single text (cf. 
12:12 MT). On the rare daghesh in MT, see Driver and GK §20g. 

NOTES 

8 2. Joel ... Abija. The names of Samuel's sons find their place in the Levit
ical genealogy attributed to him by the Chronicler (see the NoTE at 1: 1). The 
two sons are also identified in I Chron 6: 13 (English 6: 28), though the Hebrew 
text has lost the name of Joel (cf. the versions). In a list of Kohathite Levites 
(I Chron 6: lS[English 6:33]), Joel, son of Samuel, appears as father of 
Heman, chief singer to David and Solomon; and the name Joel occurs else
where in the ancestry of Elkanah and in Kohathite genealogies in general. As 
we have already noted, the latter were the Levitical family specially charged 
with the care of the ark (Num 3:29-31; cf. 4:4-15). 

Beersheba. The location of the headquarters of the two sons comes as a 
surprise. For the most part the Samuel stories take place in a tightly circum
scribed region, roughly the traditional territory of the tribe of Benjamin and 
immediately adjacent areas. By contrast, the mention of Beersheba takes us far 
away. Indeed the city lay at the traditional S extreme of Israelite territory, so 
that it was coupled with the N outpost of Dan in the expression "from Dan to 
Beersheba" to designate the full extent of the land (see the NOTE at 3:20). 
Some scholars have viewed this as warrant for postulating an authentic south
ern connection in the Samuel tradition (cf. especially Weiser, Samuel, p. 30); 
others have regarded it as totally artificial, calculated to give an "all Israel" di
mension to the narrative. Josephus, on the other hand, knows a tradition ac
cording to which one son was situated in Bethel and the other in Beersheba 
(Ant. 6.32). 

3. they turned aside after private gain. Hebrew wayyif!ll 'a.f:ziire habb~a·. The 
noun be~a· refers to ill-gotten gain, and as the parallel in Exod 23 : 2 shows 
(Driver), the verbal expression suggests inappropriate influence. Evidently the 
simple meaning is that the sons used their offices to enrich themselves. 

4. Ramah. Samuel's home, as in 7:17. Cf. the NoTE at 1:19. 
5. appoint us a king ... other nations. Cf. Deut 17: 14, where Moses in

structs the people as follows: "When you come into the land which Yahweh, 
your god, is giving you, and occupy it and settle in it and say, 'I shall appoint 
myself a king in the manner of all the other nations around me,' then appoint 
yourself a king whom Yahweh, your god, chooses .... " The present writer, 
whose work we have described as "proto-Deuteronomic" (see "The Prophetic 
History" in the Introduction, esp. pp. 21-23), was acquainted with the tradi
tion of the inauguration of kingship as it also appears in the Deuteronomic 
corpus. See the COMMENT. 

6. Samuel was distressed. Literally, "The thing was bad in the eyes of Sam-
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uel." But why is Samuel displeased? Is it because he takes the request as a per
sonal betrayal, as v 7 seems to imply, or because he objects to its religious im
propriety? From the prophetic point of view the former is the equivalent of the 
latter, insofar as the prophet is the chosen vehicle through which the theocracy 
operates; so if Samuel's indignation is self-directed, it is nonetheless righteous 
and proper. See further the NOTES and COMMENT on 12: 1-25. , 

7. This verse gives explicit statement to the narrator's belief that the demand 
for a king is tantamount to a rejection of Yahweh's rule. Kingship is presented 
as divinely ordained (cf. vv 9,22), but by an exasperated deity. Clearly Yah
weh's permission does not include his approval. Thus the narrator reconciles 
(somewhat awkwardly, one must admit) his conviction about ·the theological 
inadmissibility of the office of king with the unavoidable fact of history that Is
rael did, after all, become a monarchy. 

from ruling over them. Or, "from being king over them" (mimmelOk 
'lilehem), a translation that renders the import of Yahweh's declaration even 
more clearly. The verb is a simple denominative from melek, "king." 

8. It is widely agreed that this verse represents a Deuteronomistic interpo
lation in the narrative, designed to incorporate the present incident into the 
larger pattern of repeated apostasy according to which Deuteronomistic theol
ogy understood Israel's historical experience (cf. the NoTE at 7:2b-4). Charac
teristic Deuteronomistic expressions appearing here include: 

1) mywm h'lty 'tm mtnfrym w'd hywm hzh, "from the day I brought them 
up from Egypt until this very day." Cf. II Kings 21: 15. The expression 'ad 
hayyom hazzeh is ubiquitous in Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic literature. 

2) 'zb 't yhwh, "abandon Yahweh." So Josh 24: 16,20; Judg 2: 12,13; 
10:6,10,13; I Sam 12:10. See Richter, Bearbeitungen des "Retterbuches," 58/J. 

3) 'bd 'lhym 'l)rym, "serve other gods, as in Josh 23:16; 24:2,16; Judg 
10:13; I Kings 9:6; cf. II Kings 21 :21. The phrase is common in the Book of 
Deuteronomy itseH. Note that the last two expressions frequently occur to
gether in Deuteronomistic and Deuteronomistically edited contexts. 

9. Yet you must solemnly warn them. Hebrew 'ak kl-hii'ed tii'ld biihem. This 
is formal legal language. In the future the people will not be able to claim they 
were not aware of what was in store for them. The force of the unique 'ak kl, 
"yet only, except that," is restrictive. For the expression hii'ed tii'ld biihem, cf. 
Gen 43 :3 (bis); I Kings 2:42, etc. 

the justice of the king. The Hebrew word here translated "justice" (miSpii!) 
may also mean "judgment, ordinance" and "way, custom, manner." In this case 
it refers to the justice of the king who is to come, i.e. the way he will exercise 
his authority as judge (thus not "the law of the king," though the issue has 
been much discussed; cf. Langlamet, "L'institution de Ia royaute," 186, 
n. 46), and there is a nuance of meaning that relies upon wordplay involving 
mispiif and the related terms. The people have asked for "a king to judge us" 
( melek lefopfenu, v 5), and they are to be warned about "the justice of the 
king" (mispaf hammelek). 

10. who were requesting. Hebrew ha:fso'iillm. The king the people have 
requested (sii'al) turns out to be sii'ul, "the requested one," that is, Saul. Recall 
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the different kind of play on this name that occurs residually in Samuel's birth 
narrative (see esp. the NOTE at 1:27,28). 

11. his chariot . . . run before his chariot. The royal chariot was customarily 
escorted by a team of runners-a practice first mentioned in connection with 
Saul (21: 8; 22: 17)-who also guarded the door of the palace when the king 
was in residence (I Kings 14:27 =II Chron 12:10). See further, de Vaux, An
cient Israel 1.123-124, 221. 

12. He will appoint for himself. The grammar is difficult. Following S. R. 
Driver (A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew, 3d ed. [Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1892] §206, 278-279) we interpret the force of the infinitive con
struct weliisum as essentially that of a finite verb with "your sons" the implied 
subject; it derives its tense value from its position in continuation of yiqqal;z, 
"he will take," and carries an implication of purpose. In effect then, the form is 
a periphrastic infinitive, comparable, for example, to verbs in the periphrastic 
conjugations of Greek or Latin, and with the following 16 it may be rendered, 
"And they will be for appointing for himself" or, less awkwardly, "He will ap
point for himself ... from them." (We assume with Smith that weliisum is el
liptical for wehiiyu liisum.) The simplifying explanation offered in GK § 114p is 
less satisfactory. 

captains of thousands . . . hundreds. That is, military officers of varying 
rank. The division of the tribes of Israel into military units of thousands, hun
dreds, fifties, and tens was, according to tradition, Mosaic in origin (Exod 
18: 21; Deut 1 : 15). In general these units represented the organization not of 
the professional standing army of the state but rather the forces conscripted 
from the people. The officers here referred to, however, should probably be 
thought of as permanently recruited servants of the king. 

14. his servants. The title "servant of the king" ('ebed hammelek) referred 
not to a menial functionary but to a ranking member of the court. This is clear 
not only from the biblical evidence (e.g. II Kings 22: 12 =II Chron 34:20; II 
Kings 25:8) but also from surviving Israelite (and other Northwest Semitic) 
seals inscribed with this title after proper names. So the "servants" in question 
here are royal courtiers, who as feudatories of the king, receive grants of land 
confiscated from the people, a practice known also at Ugarit (cf. Mendelsohn, 
"Samuel's Denunciation of Kingship," 19-20; A. F. Rainey in Fisher, Ras 
Shamra Parallels 2.97-98). 

15. tithe. The Hebrew verb ('ii.far) is denominative from 'efer, "ten," and 
means "take the tenth part of." Cf. English "to tithe" from Old English 
teothian, which is denominative from teothe, "a tenth part." As distinct from 
the tithe that supported the religious institutions (Deut 14:22-29; 26: 12-15)
itself ultimately based on the model of a feudal society with Yahweh as king
the tithe referred to here was apparently a tax levied upon agricultural prod
ucts for the support of the royal estates. Cf. Mendelsohn, "Samuel's Denun
ciation of Kingship," 20-21; A. F. Rainey in Fisher, Ras Shamra Parallels 
2.95-97. 

officers. Hebrew saris is a loanword from Akkadian (Assyrian) :Sa resi, "one 
at the head, officer." The Assyrian title, because it was often applied to officials 
who were emasculated as a requirement for their positions (harem keepers, but 
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also military commanders, etc.), acquired the meaning "eunuch." The tenn 
most frequently has this sense in the several languages that borrowed it, He
brew among them; but the broader meaning "officer" seems to be indicated in 
certain biblical passages including the one under consideration here where 
"officers" are grouped with "servants" (see above). 

16. and use for his own work. Hebrew we'iiSa limla'kto (see 'the Textual 
Note). There is no precise parallel to this expression, but cf. Exod 28:24; Lev 
7:24; and Ezek 15:5. · 

18. The language of this verse is generally reminiscent of that of the editorial 
framework of the material concerning the period of the judges, according to 
which the Israelites repeatedly suffer oppression, cry out to Yahweh, and re
ceive deliverance. The characteristic verb for the people's appeal (zii'aq), found 
in Judg 3:9,15; 6:6,7; 10:10 (cf. I Sam 12:8), also occurs here. Accordingly 
some scholars have regarded this verse as Deuteronomistic interpolation. But 
this is not a necessary conclusion. The characteristic terminology (including 
zii'aq, as explained in the NOTE at 12:6-15) is ultimately derived from a pre
Deuteronomistic scheme (see the second NoTE at 11: 3 for bibliography). 
Moreover the pattern of oppression by a foreign enemy, appeal by the people, 
and deliverance by Yahweh acting through a deliverer-so rigidly stereotyped 
elsewhere--is absent here. Israel's misery is to come from her king. There is no 
enemy to be defeated. There is no question of the raising up of a deliverer. In
deed the identification of this verse as secondary rests entirely upon the occur
rence of zii'aq, "cry out," a common verb with no necessary association with 
any particular Hebrew style or historical theology. 

Yahweh will not answer you. That is, Yahweh will not respond to your self
inflicted misery. Contrast 7:9, where Yahweh does respond when Samuel, the 
prophet, cries out on the people's behalf. 

22. Exeunt omnes. The prophetic narrator dismisses the people. They will be 
reconvened at Mizpah (10:17), where the kingmaking prescribed in the last 
verse will take place; but it is necessary now to clear the stage and introduce 
the actor who will play the major part in the scenes that follow. This bit of 
dramaturgy enables our narrator to include here the old story about Saul and 
the lost asses of Kish. 

COMMENT 

After the account of the pacification of the land in 7: 5-14 the biblical nar
rative suddenly becomes silent. Years pass-how many we are not told. 
The details of Samuel's subsequent career have been reduced to the synop
sis in 7: 15-17, and when the story resumes he is already an old man shar
ing administrative responsibilities with two feckless sons. The events that 
now transpire have special importance in Israel's record of her own his
tory, for the clamor for a king described here was-at least according to 
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the present shape of the tradition-the decisive event that determined the 
future of the nation. Henceforward Israel's experience would be domi
nated by the deeds of her kings, for better or for worse. 

The delegation that calls upon Samuel at Ramah confronts him with 
what amounts to a popular demand. The people wish to be ruled by a 
king. Samuel is old and cannot be expected to serve much longer. His sons 
are unworthy of succeeding him. Specifically, they are corrupt (v 3). The 
parallel with the sons of Eli is striking, especially when we recall that 
according to our prophetic narrator Samuel was Eli's designated successor 
(see COMMENT on 2: 11-26). The meaning of this is plain to see: no one, 
not even Samuel, can expect to hand down his authority as leader of Israel 
to his sons. As in the case of Hophni and Phinehas-to which we might 
add that of Abimelech in Judges 9 (with Hertzberg), though there are im
portant differences-the succession is shown to be undesirable because of 
the character of the sons. This is the danger of hereditary succession, and 
our narrator, as if the case of the well-intentioned but incompetent Eli had 
not sufficed, makes it completely clear with the case of the paragon 
Samuel. 

So a new leader is needed. But t'his is not all the people have in mind. 
Why a king? Why will another judge not do? The change the people have 
in mind is not simply one of leaders but rather of institutions of leader
ship. The approaching end of Samuel's career and the unworthiness of his 
sons provide the occasion for the demand, but they do not create it. 
Clearly the people think of kingship as a military advantage (v 20; cf. the 
NOTE on "the justice of the king" at v 9), and it might be argued that a 
king is requested out of military necessity. Israel's pre-monarchical institu
tions have become inadequate to cope with new political realities, espe
cially the Philistine threat. The story of the demand for a king, thus inter
preted, portrays the people of Israel taking action as a result of their own 
assessment of the exigencies of their situation. But such an interpretation, 
though it corresponds to our modern evaluation of the conditions sur
rounding the birth of the Israelite monarchy, cannot be derived from the 
text. As we have seen, the pre-monarchical institutions are presented in 
this material as completely adequate, indeed as ideal (see the COMMENT 
on 7:2-17), and the people's insistence upon change must be seen as a 
strange denial of this plain fact. 

So the inquiry into the people's motivation must proceed along other 
lines. A clue is provided by the proclamation in v 20 (cf. v 5), "Then we, 
too, shall be like all the other nations." The people demand a change be
cause they are not content with what in the narrator's opinion was their 
proper sphere of life. They are motivated by a perverse and self-destruc
tive urge to rise above themselves. As Adam and Eve in the Yahwistic pri
meval history desired to become "like gods" (Gen 3: 5), so their descend
ants desire to become "like the nations." The people are naive, almost 
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childlike. They want a king who will march before them in splendid array 
(v 20). Even when sternly warned they seem unable to comprehend the 
danger in the thing they seek. Everywhere the lineaments of the Eden 
story are apparent. We have here a reflection of a traditional pattern, 
found more than once in the Hebrew Bible, which presents men .striving to 
exceed divinely appointed boundaries and holds the tragic consequences 
up to view. The people demand a king of Samuel because they want to be 
like the other nations; but this is precisely what they are not supposed to 
be. As our narrator sees it, they are a special community, divinely pro
vided for and uniquely privileged. Now they seek a new status that in their 
impetuosity they regard as more glorious; but in the seeking they repudiate 
their only true glory. 

Chapters 7 and 8, therefore, stand in a reciprocal relationship. Together 
they present the case, positively and then negatively expressed, for the 
theocratic ideal of the kingship of Yahweh as it was cherished in prophetic 
circles. As we saw, the positive argument in c 7 appealed to the picture of 
a peaceful and secure Israel, ruled by Yahweh through his prophet. The 
negative argument, developed in the present episode, points to the folly of 
abandoning such perfect conditions in pursuit of a vain desire. It then goes 
on to express in plain detail the new conditions under which the people 
must expect to live. Living under a human king, it is said, will be a 
difficult and ignominious experience for the people. It will contrast with 
the life they seek in a fashion that is darkly ironic. Kingship will be a 
curse for them. Their king will enslave them. Again the analogy of the 
Eden story is important: life after the rebellion will be hard, not splendid. 

The elaborate and specific description of "the king's justice" in vv 11-19 
reflects a long and bitter experience with kingship. In the Introduction we 
considered the possibility that the prophetic history of the origin of the 
monarchy, in which the present chapter is a key passage, was composed in 
the north at about the time of the fall of Samaria in circles that may also 
have played a part in the origin of the Deuteronomic movement.1 It is im
portant in this regard to note the relationship between I Sam 8: 1-22 and 
Deut 17: 14-17. The latter shows an acquaintance with the tradition of the 
origin of the monarchy in Israel by popular demand as also presented in 
our passage. It reads: 

When you come into the land that Yahweh, your god, is giving you, and 
take possession of it, and settle in it, and say, "I shall set a king over me 
like all the nations around mel" you must set over you a king from among 

1 Many scholars have tried to find substantial Deuteronomistic reworking in c 8, 
and some agree with Noth that the whole is "Deuteronomistically formulated 
through and through" (OS, 57). Compare most recently Clements, "Deuteronomistic 
Interpretation." Our own findings with respect to Deuteronomistic supplementation 
here are minimal-the criterion of characteristic language requires that only v 8 
must certainly be isolated (see the NoTEs at vv 5,8, and 18). 
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your kinsmen: you cannot place over you a foreigner who is not your kins
man. But [your king] must not multiply horses for himself, and he must 
not take the people back to Egypt in order to multiply horses, for Yahweh 
has said to you, "You will never return that way again!" Also [your king] 
must not multiply wives for himself, lest his heart tum aside, and he must 
not greatly multiply gold for himself. 

Both passages view monarchy as an institution that tends to become cor
rupt and must be introduced with much circumspection. Both list offenses 
of which Israel's kings were guilty. It has not gone unnoticed that the list 
of excesses in the Deuteronomy passage recalls in detail the description of 
the reign of Solomon, especially in I Kings 10 and 11. Although one can
not cull from the biblical record examples of each of the royal offenses in 
the catalogue in the present passage,2 many kings are portrayed as in
volved in the kind of greedy abuse of power that is implied here, and the 
list of offenders includes not only names like Rehoboam and Ahab, but 
those of David and Solomon as well. The prophetic circles out of which 
our narrative (and perhaps the Deuteronomic law code) arose, disciplined 
by their negative theological valuation of monarchical government, were 
inclined to remember these unfavorable details in the history of the two 
kingdoms with special clarity. Thus they have placed in the mouth of Sam
uel, their great spokesman, a sardonic commentary on kingship couched in 
phrases that combine the genres of curse, oracle, and paternal instruction. 

In spite of it all, however, there is to be a king. He is not to be wel
comed, but he is to be indulged. And in a sense kingship receives a divine 
sanction here, even if only in a backhanded way, for Yahweh himself con
sents to the appointment. There still remains, however, the selection of an 
individual to fill the office. Who will be the king? If we expect an immedi
ate search among the noblemen of Israel for an eligible candidate, we 
shall be disappointed, for now our attention turns to an obscure village a 
few miles away, where a Benjaminite youth is about to set out in search of 
lost asses belonging to his father. 

2 Many can be illustrated by appeal to the records of Israel's predecessors in 
Canaan, as shown especially by Mendelsohn, "Samuel's Denunciation of Kingship" 
(see also A. F. Rainey's critique of Mendelsohn's observations in Fisher, Ras Shamra 
Parallels, cited in the NOTES above). This is no reason, however, to suppose that the 
present passage necessarily reflects an early Israelite warning against kingship. The 
Israelite monarchy was of the Canaanite type, and such corruption might be found in 
any age. Still it should be noted that Mendelsohn and others have dated the substan· 
tial content of Samuel's warning as early as a ti.me contemporary with the events de
scribed. 
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XII. THE ANOINTING OF SAUL 
(9: 1-8, 10, 9, 11-27; 10: 1-16) 

9 1 There was a man from Gibeah of Benjamin, whose name was 
Kish, the son of Abie!, the son of Zeror, the son of Becorath, the son 
of Apiah-a Benjaminite and a powerful man. 2 He had a son, whose 
name was Saul, a handsome young man. None of the Israelites was 
more handsome than he! From his shoulder upward he was taller than 
all of the rest of the people. 

The Lost Asses of Kish 

3 Now some asses that belonged to Kish, Saul's father, were lost, 
and Kish said to Saul, his son: "Take one of the servants with you, 
and go search for the asses!" So taking one of his father's servants 
with him Saul went to search for the asses of Kish, his father. 4 They 
crossed through the hill country of Ephraim-they crossed through 
the land of Shalishah and did not find them; they crossed through the 
land of Shaalim, and there was nothing there; they crossed through 
the land of J abin and did not find them. 

5 When they came to Zuph, Saul said to the servant who was with 
him, "Come, let us return, lest my father stop thinking about the asses 
and worry about us instead!" 

6 But [the servant] said to him, "There is a man of God in this city, 
and the man is honored--everything he says is sure to come to pass! 
Now let us go! Perhaps he will advise us about the journey we have 
undertaken." 

7 "If we do go," said Saul to his servant, "what shall we take to the 
man? For the bread in our bags is used up, and there is none to take 
to the man of God as a gift. What do we have?" 

8 Again the servant replied to Saul, "I find I have a quarter of a 
shekel of silver. Give it to the man of God, and he will advise us 
about our journey!" 

10 "What you say is good!" said Saul to his servant. "Come, let us 
go!" So they went to the city where the man of God was. 
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9 (Formerly in Israel when a man went to inquire of God, he said, 
"Come, let us go to the seer!" For someone who today would be 
called "the prophet" was formerly called "the seer.") 

11 As they were going up the ascent to the city, they met some girls 
corning out to draw water and asked them, "Is the seer here?'' 

12 "He is," they told him in reply. "Right ahead of you! Now, just 
today, he has come to the city, for the people have a sacrifice today 
on the high place. 13 When you come into the city, you will find him 
about to go up to the high place to eat, for the people will not eat 
until he comes, since it is he who blesses the sacrifice and afterwards 
the guests eat. So go up right away, for just now you will find him!" 

14 So they went on up to the city, and when they came into the 
midst of the gate, there was Samuel coming out toward them on his 
way up to the high place. 

15 Now one day before Saul's arrival Yahweh had disclosed to Sam
uel the following: 16 "At this time tomorrow I shall send you a man 
from Benjamin. You will anoint him prince over my people Israel, 
and he will free my people from the grip of the Philistines. For I have 
seen the affliction of my people, and their cry has come to me." 
17 Then when Samuel saw Saul, Yahweh told him, "Here is the man 
of whom I spoke to you! This one shall muster my people!" 

18 Saul approached Samuel in the midst of the gate. "Tell me," he 
said, "where is the home of the seer?" 

19 "I am the seer," said Samuel in reply to Saul. "Go up before me 
to the high place and eat with me today! I shall send you on your way 
in the morning and tell you about everything that is on your mind. 
20 As for the asses lost to you these three days, do not be concerned 
about them, for they have been found. And to whom do the riches of 
Israel belong if not to you and to your father's house?" 

21 "Am I not a Benjaminite," replied Saul, "from the smallest of the 
tribes of Israel and from the humblest clan of all the tribe of Ben
jamin? Then why have you spoken to me this way?" 

22 Samuel took Saul and his servant and brought them into the 
chamber. He gave them a place at the head of the guests, of whom 
there were about thirty. 23 Then Samuel said to the butcher, "Fetch 
the portion I gave you-the one I told you to set aside"; 24 and when 
the butcher had separated the thigh and served it to Saul, he said, 
"That which remains is set before you. Eat! For it was kept for you 
until the appointed time [. . .]" 
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So Saul ate with Samuel that day; 25 and when they had gone down 
from the high place to the city, they made a bed for Saul on the roof, 
26 and he slept. 

The Anointing of Saul 

At the break of dawn Samuel called to Saul on the roof, "Get up, 
and I shall send you on your way!" So Saul got up, and he and Sam
uel went outside. 

27 As they were going down through the outskirts of the city, Sam
uel said to Saul, "Speak to the servant! Let him pass on ahead of us! 
But as for you, stay here for the moment, and I shall inform you of 
the word of God." 10 1 Then taking a vial of oil Samuel poured it 
over [Saul's] head, kissed him, and said, "Has not Yahweh anointed 
you prince over his people Israel? It is you who will muster the people 
of Yahweh! It is you who will free them from the grip of their ene
mies all around! 

"And this will be the sign for you that Yahweh has anointed you 
prince over his estate: 2 when you depart from me today, you will 
meet two men near Rachel's Tomb in the territory of Benjamin 
[ ... ], and they will say to you, 'The asses you went to seek have 
been found. Your father has given up the matter of the asses and is 
worried instead about you, saying, "What shall I do about my son?"' 

3 "When you pass on from there, you will come to the Oak of 
Tabor, where three men will meet you as they go up to God at Bethel. 
One will be carrying three kids; one will be carrying three bags of 
bread; and one will be carrying a jug of wine. 4 They will greet you 
and offer you two wave offerings of bread, which you will take from 
them. 

5 "After this you will come to Gibeath-elohim, where there is a 
Philistine prefect. When you reach the city, you will encounter a band 
of prophets coming down from the high place. In front of them will 
be harps, tambourines, clarinets, and lyres; and they themselves will 
be prophesying. 6 Then the spirit of Yahweh will rush upon you, and 
you will prophesy along with them and be turned into another man. 
7 When these signs have befallen you, do whatever your hand finds to 
do, for God will be with you! 

s "Go down ahead of me to Gilgal, for I shall come down to you to 
offer holocausts and to make communion offerings. Seven days you 
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must wait until I come to you; then I shall tell you what you are to 
do." 

9 When [Saul] turned to depart from Samuel, God gave him an
other heart, and all these signs came to pass that same day. 

Saul among the Prophets 

10 When he came from there to Gibeah, there opposite him was the 
band of prophets! The spirit of God rushed upon him, and he 
prophesied in their midst. 11 When all those who had known him 
previously saw him prophesying with the prophets, the people said to 
each other, "What has happened to the son of Kish? Is Saul, too, 
among the prophets?" 12 Then one of them responded, "And who is 
their father?" Therefore it became a proverb: "Is Saul, too, among 
the prophets?" 

Saul's Homecoming 

13 When Saul had finished prophesying and gone home, 14 his uncle 
asked him and his servant, "Where did you go?" 

"To seek the asses," he said. "When we saw that they were nowhere 
to be found, we went to Samuel." 

15 Saul's uncle said, "Tell me what Samuel said to you!" 
16 "Why, he told us that the asses had been found!" said Saul to his 

uncle. But of the matter of the kingdom he told him nothing. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

9 1. from Gibeah of Benjamin One might read mbny ymyny, "of the Ben
jarninites," on the basis of LXX ex huion beniamein (cf. 22:7; Judg 19:16). 
MT mibbin-yiimin, "from Benjamin" ('l), is anomalous (we expect mibbin
yiimin) and probably defective. But either reading is superfluous in view of the 
identification of Kish as "a Benjaminite" below, and Wellhausen is probably 
correct in suspecting (without textual warrant) an original mgb't bn ymyn, 
"from Gibeah of Benjamin," on the analogy of 1: 1 and Judg 13 :2. 

Zeror MT ~eror; LXXB ared; LXXL sara. Read MT. The name evidently 
means "Flint"; cf. Noth, Israelitischen Personennamen, 225. 

Becorath So MT (bekorat). The versions give some support for reading 
biiklr, a masculine equivalent of the well-attested feminine proper name 
bekira. Either name (bekorat or biikir) would mean "Firstborn." 
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Apiah MT 'apiaJ.i (cf. LXXB aphek). The name may mean "Sooty, 
Dusky": cf. pia.f:i, "soot." For a different interpretation, see Noth, lsraelitischen 
Personennamen, 227. 

a Benjaminite Reading 'is yemini on the basis of LXX:L. MT, LXXB reflect 
ben-'is yemini, "the son of a Benjaminite," preserving an old doublet, bn/'ys 
ymyny. In view of the previous identification of Kish as a Benjaminite in all 
versions, his further identification as "a Benjaminite" seemed superfluous; thus 
MT, LXXB have attached the (conflate) designation to Apiah as "a son of a 
Benjaminite" whose patronymic was unknown. But Wellhausen's likely conjec
ture concerning the previous reading (see above) eliminates the problem. 
LXXL evidently preserves an original, shorter reading here. Cf. S. Talmon, 
"Double Readings in the Massoretic Text," in Textus I (Jerusalem: Magnes, 
1960) 165. 

3. go search The three imperatives so rendered (lit. "Arise! Go! Search!") 
are singular in MT, plural in LXX. This must be related to the confusion over 
the number of the verbs in v 4. See below. 

So taking ... of Kish, his father We read the text of a long plus in 
LXXL: kai aneste saoul kai parelaben hen ton paidarion tou patros autou met' 
autou kai eporeuthe zetein tous onous keis tou patros autou, reflecting wyqm 
s'wl wyqJ.i 't '/.id mn'ry 'byw 'tw wylk lbqs 't 'tnwt qys 'byw, lit. "And Saul 
arose and took one of his father's servants with him and went to seek the asses 
of Kish, his father.' This is omitted in both MT and LXXB, but it is shared by 
Syr. Normally such a long, repetitive passage would be rejected out of hand as 
scribal expansion. But the transition to v 4 in MT and LXXB is much too 
abrupt. In view of the tendency of the MT of Samuel to haplography, there
fore, we prefer to retain the longer reading here. Such repetition is not unchar
acteristic of the best Hebrew style. Compare, for example, the instructions in 
6:7/j and their execution in 6:10/j. 

4. In this verse MT shows a perplexing mixture of singular and plural verbs. 
We read plurals uniformly with LXX, Vulg. (so Wellhausen, Driver, and most 
critics). The grave difficulties surrounding the toponymy of Saul's itinerary are 
discussed in the NOTES. 

5. When they came . .. Saul said Hebrew hemma bii'u . .. weSii'ul 'iimar. 
The syntax of MT (perfect + perfect) is rather unusual, as explained in the 
NoTE. LXX:B reflects a text that has reverted to the more common sequence 
participle + perfect, as in vv 11,27, etc. Thus hemma ba'im ... weJii'ul ii 
"As they came ... Saul said .... " 

Zuph MT iup; LXXB seip (=iYP). Cf. the second Textual Note to 1:1. 
MT, LXXL have "the land of Zuph" under the influence of the preceding place 
names. Omit with LXXB. 

6. But [the servant] said to him Reading wy'mr lw with MT. LXX adds 
"the servant" for clarity, just as we must insert it in English to avoid ambiguity. 

Now let us go! Reading 'th nlkh. MT: 'th nlkh sm, "Now let us go there!" 
LXX: w'th nlkh, "So now let us go!" Neither of these little expansions is neces
sary. 

7. his servant So MT, OL. LXX adds, "who was with him," as in v 5. 
8. Give . . . I Reading wenatatta on the basis of LXX kai doseis in prefer-
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ence to MT weniitatti, "So let me give .... " On the imperative force of the 
construction, see Driver. 

9. The statement that follows here as v 9 in all witnesses evidently arose as a 
marginal gloss. It is preserved here between vv 10 and 11, where it causes least 
disruption to the narrative. The word it explains (ro'eh, "seer") occurs in v 11. 
See further the NOTE. 

For someone who today would be called ..• "the seer" So MT. LXX, is 
somewhat different: "For the prophet the people formerly called 'the seer.'" 

12. Right ahead of you/ Reading hnh lpnykm on the basis of LXX idou 
kata prosopon hynWn. MT has hnh lpnyk mhr, "Right ahead of you (sing.) I 
Hurry!" (cf. Josephus Ant. 6.48). Wellhausen argues plausibly that the singular 
is out of place here in view of the plurals in vv 11 and 13 and the previous 
'otam, "them," in v 12; that them of mhr belongs to the preceding word, as in 
the Vorlage of LXX; and (following a suggestion by P.A. de Lagarde) that hr 
is a remnant of hr'h, "the seer," added by a scribe to make the subject explicit. 

Now, ;ust today Reading 'th khywm on the basis of LXX 71yn dia ten 
hemeran (Wellhausen, Driver). MT has 'th ky hywm, " ... now. For 
today .... " The expression khywm means "just today, just now," as in v 13 
below and Neh 5:11. 

13. and afterwards So LXX, Syr., Vulg.; MT omits "and." 
for ;ust now you will find him/ So LXX. MT has ky 'tw khywm tm~'wn 

'tw, "for him-just now you will find him!" Though parallels exist for the 
longer text of MT, we must omit the first 'tw with LXX (despite the indignant 
objections of Wellhausen and Driver). 

14. into the midst of the gate All major witnesses read "into the midst of 
the city" (but cf. Sahidic, "into the gate of the city"), but most commentators 
prefer to change h'yr to hS'r in light of v 18 (MT). The extant reading proba
bly reflects the influence of h'yr in the opening clause. Note that LXX has 
suffered the corruption again in v 18 (see below). 

15. Saul's arrival So MT: bo'-sO.'ul, "the coming of Saul." LXX: "the 
coming of Saul to him." 

16. from Ben;amin So LXX. MT: "from the land of Benjamin." 
the affliction of my people Reading 't 'ny 'my or 't lw 'my (cf. Exod 3:9) 

on the basis of LXX, Targ. MT omits 'nyllw. "affliction." 
18. in the midst of the gate So MT. The confusion in v 14 (see the Tex

tual Note above) has extended to this verse in the tradition behind LXX, which 
reads, "in the midst of the city" (so 4QSam•: [btwk h1yr). 

19. "Jam the seer" So MT ('nky hr'h). LXX has ego eimi autos, reflecting 
'nky hw', "I am he," corroborated by 4QSam• ['nky hw]' 'l[h], "I am he. Go 
up. . . ." There is no basis for choosing between these variants. 

eat Reading w'kl or w'klt (sing.) on basis of LXX kai phage, in preference 
to the inappropriate plural (w'kltm) of MT. 

20. these three days That is, "today, the three days": hayyom seloset 
hayyO.mim (MT). The definite article in hayyiimim may be retained on the 
grounds that the particular three days that have just passed are referred to (so 
Smith, Driver; but cf. Wellhausen, Budde, GK §134m). 
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rhe riches Reading biimudot, "the riches, treasures," on the basis of LXX 
ta hi5raia. MT has kol-bemdat, "every treasure." 

your father's house So LXX. MT: "all of your father's house." 
21. a Ben;aminite So MT. LXX: "a man, a Benjaminite." 
from the smallest of the tribes of Israel Reading mqfn sbfY ysr'l (cf. 

LXX). MT has miqqefiine, "from the smallest ones (pl.)," possibly by attrac
tion to sibfe, "tribes ... 

and from the humblest clan of all the tribe of Benjamin Reading wmh'Spbh 
h:(rh mkl 'Sb! bnymn on the basis of LXXB kai tes phy/es tes elachistes ex holou 
skeptrou beniamein. MT has wmlpbty ~'rh mkl mlpbwt sbfY bnymn, "and my 
clan is the most humble of all the clans of the tribes (sic) of Benjamin." At 
least the plural sbfy, "tribes," in MT must be corrected to the singular. With 
regard to the other variation, there is no basis for choice. 

22. thirty So MT. LXX: "seventy" (so Josephus Ant. 6.52). Numbers tend 
to become exaggerated, and in the absence of other data the smaller is to be 
preferred. 

24. the thigh Hebrew 'et-haJsoq, reflected by LXX ten ki5lean. To this MT 
adds the troublesome reading wh'/yh. Evidently the Masoretes understood this 
as a prepositional phrase given substantive force by the article, used here as a 
kind of relative. Thus 'et-hassoq wehe'iilehii, "the thigh and that which was 
upon it." LXXL and other Greek MSS seem to share the addition of MT: kai 
to ep' autes, "and that which was upon it." But such a construction is otherwise 
unknown in Biblical Hebrew (see Driver). The old suggestion of Abraham 
Geiger to read wehii'alya, "and the fatty tail," has been the most popular expla
nation of the problem (so Wellhausen, Budde, Driver, Smith), assuming that 
wh'/yh was inserted by a scribe who knew the regulation that the fatty tail was 
supposed to be reserved along with the thigh (Exod 29:22; Lev 3:9; 7:3; 8:25; 
9:19). 4QSam• offers new evidence; reading [h]'lynh (= h'lywnh, "the upper 
[thigh?]"), to which perhaps compare Josephus Ant. 6.52, merida basiliken, 
"a royal portion." But until a certain reading is proposed, it is safest to follow 
the short text of LXXB, which reflects 't h'Swq alone. 

That which remains is set before you. Eat! So MT. LXX, Targ., Vulg.: 
"Behold that which remains! Set it before you and eat!" 

it was kept for you MT smwr lk. LXXB tetheitai soi seems rather to reflect 
fym /k, now confirmed by 4QSam•: [s]ym lk. This reading is reminiscent of 
fym lk immediately above and is evidently inferior to that of MT. 

At the end of v 24a there occurs a series of words, the interpretation of 
which remains quite elusive. MT has l'mr h'm qr'ty, "saying, 'The people have 
I summoned'"(?). LXXB reads para tous allous (LXXL: para tou laou) 
apoknize, "beside the others (LXXL: 'from the people'). Nip (it) off!" Pre
cisely what Hebrew reading this reflects is impossible to guess (see the com
mentaries). Unfortunately 4QSam• preserves only two letters: I'[ ]. The conjec
tures of modern scholars are legion and diverse, but uniformly unsuccessful. Of 
these the most popular is probably Budde's: read l'kl 'm hqr'ym, "to eat with 
the guests." This gives good sense but is not supported by the textual data. 
Stoebe supposes two divergent variants: "(for at the appointed time) I 
have summoned the people" and "for at the appointed time it was kept 
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for you"; these readings, he suggests, were artificially joined by l'mr. But in the 
absence of a full explanation of the evidence of LXX the problem must be con
sidered unsolved. 

25,26. they made a bed ... and he slept Reading wyrbdw ls'wl '/ hgg 
wyS,kb on the basis of LXX kai diestrosan to saou/ epi to domati kai ekoimethe. 
MT wydbr 'm s'w/ '/ hgg wyskmw, "and he spoke with Saul upon tii.e roof. And 
they arose early ... " is plainly inferior. See also Josephus Ant. 6.52. 

26. on the roof Reading '/ hgg with LXX, epi to domati. The preposition 
has fallen out of the text of MT (ketlb: hgg), but the Masoretes have partly 
solved the problem by pointing the noun to be read as if with the so-called "he
locale" (qere: haggiigii). 

he and Samuel So LXX. MT adds $nyhm, "the two of them." 
27. Let him pass on ahead of us! Reading wy'br /pnynw (cf. LXX, Syr.). 

MT adds a second wy'br, "And he passed on." 
IO 1. Has not Yahweh ... over his estate So LXX: ouchi kechriken se 
kyrios eis archonta epi ton laon autou epi israel kai su arxeis en lflo kyriou kai 
su soseis auton ek cheiros echthron autou kyklothen kai touto soi to semeion 
hoti echrisen se kyrios epi k/eronomian autou eis archonta, reflecting hlw' msf:zk 
yhwh lngyd 'I 'mw 'l ysr'/ w'th t'~r h'm yhwh w'th twfy'nw myd 'ybyw msbyb 
wzh lk h'wt ky msf:zk yhwh 'l nf:zltw lngyd. MT has lost everything between 
h/w' and ky owing to haplography triggered by the repeated sequence m$f:zk 
yhwh (lngyd). 

2. in the territory of Benjamin The obscure sequence b~l~f:z follows in MT, 
where it is evidently taken to be a place name ("Zelzah"?); but nearer defini
tion of the location is out of place here, following the foregoing phrases (which 
a place name should precede). LXXB has ha/lomenous mega/a, "leaping 
greatly" (?).The first term may reflect some form of the verb #f:z, "rush upon, 
spring upon" (or perhaps ~/', "limp"; see below). The second, since mega/a is 
not used adverbially in LXX, is probably a transcription in origin. Other Greek 
MSS (cf. OL) have in addition en selo en bakalath, which is certainly tran
scription. Combining these data we might conjecture an original b~l'm bmqlwt, 
lit. "in their limping on staffs"; thus, "(You will meet three men) ... as they 
hobble on their staffs." (The maqqel was a traveler's staff [Gen 32: 11 (English 
32:10); Exod 12:11] or a shepherd's stick [cf. 17:40], but it might also be a 
wand of divination [Hosea 4: 12], and there may be some question of divination 
here--the three travelers do have knowledge somehow of the lost asses. On the 
place of "limping" in mantic rites, see R. de Vaux, "The Prophets of Baal on 
Mount Carmel," in The Bible and the Ancient Near East, tr. D. McHugh 
[Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1971] 240-241.) But if this is assumed, MT is 
all the more difficult to explain. Preceding hallomenous mega/a, LXXL adds 
mesembrias (Vulg. meridie), perhaps reflecting b~hrym, "at noon" (?): and 
there are still other readings. The problem remains unsolved. 

3. When you pass on MT wef:ziilaptii, which is not used elsewhere of 
human travel. See the NOTE. 

Tabor So MT (tiibOr). L:XXB (thabor); cf. Targ. LXXL has tes 
eklektes = bf:zwr, "Bahur." 

three bags of bread Reading slst klwby /f:zm on the basis of LXX tria ag-
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geia arton. MT has :S!St kkrwt ll;im, "three loaves of bread." 4QSama has sls[t 
kJl[wbyJ kkrwt [ll;im], "three bags of loaves of bread." Evidently klwby 
and kkrwt are ancient variants conflated in the text of 4QSam8 • 

4. two wave offerings of bread MT sty ll;im, "two of bread," obviously 
shows the loss of a word, and it is supplied by LXX ( dyo aparchas arti'm) and 
4QSam8 ([sty t]liwpwt ll;im). · 

5. prefect So LXX (treated two ways), Syr. MT has "prefects." 
8. Gilgal So MT. LXX (wrongly), "Gilead." 
to make communion offerings MT (cf. LXXL) lzbl;i zbl;iy :Slmym. LXXB 

omits lzbl;i by haplography. 
9. At the beginning of the verse MT whyh is to be corrected to wyhy (GK 

§112uu). 
10. from there So LXX, as required by the sense. MT: "there." 
12. one of them Reading 'is mehem on the basis of LXX, tis (ex) auton, 

in preference to MT, 'iS mis:Siim, "one from there." But cf. Stoebe. We cannot 
be certain. See the NOTE. 

their father So MT, 4QSam8 • LXX, Syr., OL: "his father." See the NoTE. 
13. home MT hbmh, "to the high place," makes no sense, and LXX eis 

ton bounon = hgb'th, "to Gibeah," is incompatible with v 10. The conjectural 
emendation of hbmh to hbyth followed here is that of Wellhausen, who might 
have cited Josephus Ant. 6.58, in support. 

14. his uncle So LXX. MT, 4QSam8 : "Saul's uncle." 
15. Saul's uncle So MT. LXX: "the uncle •.. to Saul." 
16. At the end of the verse MT and other witnesses (including 4QSam8

) 

add; "(that) which Samuel had said." Omit with LXXB. 

NOTES 

9 1. This introductory notice is reminiscent of that in 1 : 1 in form. For the im
plications see the COMMENT on 1: 1-28, where the possibility is considered that 
a Nazirite birth narrative belonging to Saul was rewritten and applied to Sam
uel. Note that the present story begins with Kish, not Saul, as its focus-a fact 
that has given scholars some pause (e.g. Birch, "Anointing of Saul," 57). Origi
nally the narrative may have gone on to describe the miraculous birth of Saul, 
an episode in which his father (and mother) starred, as in 1: 1-28. Cf. 
Judges 13. 

Gibeah of Benjamin. The ancient city, also called Gibeah of Saul ( 11 :4; 
15:34 [MT]), occupied a prominent height (thus its name gib'ii, "hill") of con
siderable strategic importance on the NS ridge of hills between Ramah and 
Jerusalem. The modern site is Tell el-Ffil, ca. 31h miles N of Jerusalem. See 
Paul Lapp, "Tell el-Ffil," BA 28 ( 1965) 2-10. 

Kish . . . son of Apiah. Saul's genealogy is not elsewhere mentioned except 
in I Chron 8:33 and 9:39, where the father of Kish is identified as Ner. But 
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there is no textual warrant to assume the loss of a name in the present list, and 
the Chronicler may have "corrected" his sources to conform to his inter
pretation of the confusing explanation of the relationship between Saul and 
Abiner given in c 14. For the details, see the NOTE at 14:50,51. The names 
given here seem to be correct: Ner was K.ish's brother, not his fathei:_. 

a Benjaminite. See the NOTE at v 21. 
a powerful man. The title gibbOr J:iayil often carries a military connotation 

(Josh 1: 14; 8:3; 10:7; etc.), but this does not exhaust its meaning, as is some
times assumed. Basically the expression describes social standing and implies 
economic power. It may be used in reference to a nobleman or wealthy citizen, 
such as Jeroboam (I Kings 11:28) or Boaz (Ruth 2:1). The gibbore J:iayil are 
the taxable gentry (II Kings 15:20), who in the feudal hierarchy of the mon" 
archy are associated closely with the court (II Kings 24:14; I Chron 28:1), 
where the feudatory obligation of military service is especially important. Thus 
while the expression may have referred originally to military prowess (though 
to be sure J:iayil may mean "wealth" as well as "[physical] strength".), it became 
applicable to any high-ranking citizen (cf. I Chron 9: 13 )-hence our transla
tion, "a powerful man," which is neutral with regard to wealth or strength, but 
also literal. We are not to conclude, in short, that Saul's father was a soldier but 
rather that he was a substantial citizen. 

2. a handsome young man. Hebrew biil;iur wii{ob, suggesting that Saul at the 
time was a young man about to enter upon adult life (bal;iur) and that he was 
attractive in his physical appearance ({ob). Both details are important. Saul has 
attained his majority and is ready to assume adult responsibilities, though to be 
sure he has no knowledge of the extraordinary responsibilities being prepared 
for him. Also he is conspicuously handsome. The attribution of good looks is a 
traditional part of the biblical presentation of an Israelite hero or heroine, e.g. 
Joseph (Gen 39:6), David (I Sam 16:12), Esther (Esth 2:7), the infant 
Moses (Exod 2:2), and so on. The quality is to be interpreted as a physical 
symptom of special divine favor. 

some asses that belonged to Kish. Hebrew hii'iitonot leqiS, not to be 
translated "the asses of Kish," which would leave the unusual periphrastic con
struction used to express the genitive unrepresented. Such a circumlocution is 
normally employed to avoid determination of the first noun (e.g. hen leylfay in 
16:18, meaning "a son of Jesse," since ben ylsay would mean "the son of 
Jesse"). In the present case 'litonot qiS would be the natural way to express 
"the asses of Kish." By contrast the sense of the construction used here is "cer
tain ones of/some of the asses of Kish," the force of the definite article being 
the identification of those particular asses with which the incident about to be 
narrated will be concerned. The same construction is used in 14: 16, where 
h~~oplm lesii'ul does not mean "the watchmen of Saul" but rather "certain 
ones of the watchmen of Saul" or "some of Saul's watchmen." This function of 
the article in Biblical Hebrew narrative, while not common, is well attested (as 
in II Sam 15:13, "a certain messenger"; 17:17, "a certain maidservant"; etc.). 
So in the· present instance it is necessary neither to delete the article as dit
tographic (Budde, Dhorme, Driver, etc.) without textual support from the ver
sions nor to conclude (with Hertzberg, Stoebe) that all of the asses of Kish 
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were lost, threatening Saul's family with economic ruin. The apparent reason 
for the journey was less important than that, as the dramatic irony of the tale 
requires. 

one of the servants. Hebrew 'et-'alJad mehanne'iirim. Though not in fact de
termined by any genitive, 'aJ:iad is governed so closely by the prepositional 
phrase that follows it that it is marked by the 'et particle and given construct 
state form. See Driver for parallels supporting both anomalies. 

4. The journey Saul and his servant undertake leads them across the full ex
tent of the Ephraimite hills. The first three phases of the search, each with its 
negative result, are described in the phrases that follow. "The hill country of 
Ephraim" is a general description of the itinerary; "Shalishah," "Shaalim," and 
"Jabin" specify the territories visited. Identification of the geographic features 
designated is very difficult, and most commentators have preferred to abandon 
the task as hopeless. The solution adopted here at least has the advantage of 
identifying the toponyms with fixed points along a direct route to Samuel's 
home. 

Shalishah. MT Siilisa, Syr. slysh, LXXB selcha, OL seliha. The region may 
also be mentioned in II Kings 4:42, where it is said that a delegate from Baal
shalishah (read mibba'lite sausa, "from the lords/leading citizens of Shali
shah"?) supplied Elisha with provisions at Gilgal. This suggests that the land of 
Shalishah lay in NE Benjamin or SE Ephraim (the old identification of Baal
shalishah with the village of Kefr Thilth, near Shechem, has nothing to recom
mend it but linguistic coincidence), and thus that Saul began his search, as we 
might expect, "in his own backyard." 

Shaalim. MT se'alim, LXXL segaleim; LXXB easakem. The region is no
where else mentioned but can probably be identified with "the land of Shual 
(Ut'iil)," mentioned later as being in the direction of Ophrah from Michmash 
(see the NOTE at 13:17). If this is correct, the land in question must have been 
the region N of Bethel in the central hills. A plausible alternative identification 
links Shaalim with Shaalbim (Sa'albim; Judg 1:35; etc.), modem Selbit, N of 
Beth-shemesh. Accordingly, Saul's journey would be proceeding almost due 
westward. But if, as we surmise, Shaalim is to be located N of Bethel, Saul is 
traveling northwestward, directly toward Ramathaim. 

Jabin. As generally agreed MT 'ere~ yemint, "the land of Benjamin" (!),can
not be correct. Saul, who has been traveling for some time, is about to reach 
the land of Zuph. To assume that he has somehow doubled back to Benjamin 
leaves any reconstruction of the itinerary in shambles. An original, less familiar 
toponym has been distorted in MT in favor of the ubiquitous designation of 
Saul's tribal homeland. (One factor contributing to the confusion may have 
been the [spurious] identification of Ramathaim with Ramah of Benjamin that 
characterizes the prophetic revision of the material.) Other versions preserve 
more likely but still ambiguous readings (LXXL iabein, LXXB iakeim, OL 
Jamin), and the original can be restored only conjecturally. If the northwest
ward route proposed above is correct, we must look to the region between 
Ophrah and Ramathaim. Dominating this area is the site of Timnath-heres 
(modern Khirbet Tibneh, near which Jerome locates Ramathaim; see the NoTE 
at 1: 1), and a corruption of tmnh to ymny (so MT) is certainly plausible. A 
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second possibility is Lebonah (modem Lubban, a few miles NW of Shiloh), by 
which the location of Shiloh is fixed in Judg 21: 19; here again a corruption of 
lbnh to ybnh (cf. LXXL) or lmnh (cf. OL) is quite possible. If on the other 
hand the westward route through Shaalbim is the correct one, this region is al
most certainly to be identified with Jabneh (yabneh, II Chron 26: 6), that is, 
Jabneel, the major city in the Philistine Plain N of Ekron, known to Greek 
speakers as Jamnia (iamnia), due W of Shaalbim and ca. 3 or 4 miles from the 
coast (modem Yebnii). 

5. When they came ... Saul said . ... Hebrew hemma bii'Q ... wesii'ul 
'iimar . .. See the Textual Note. The sequence of perfect verbs suggests imme
diacy, as in v 17 (see Gk §164b with the examples cited in (b)(3) and foot
note 1). Saul has become more and more discouraged as the journey has 
progressed, and upon arrival in the land of Zuph he suddenly resolves to tum 
back. 

Zuph. The district in which Ramathaim, Samuel's home, was located. (See 
the NoTE at 1: 1, where Elkanah, Samuel's father, is called a Zuphite and is 
said to be descended from a certain Zuph, who is evidently the eponymous an
cestor of the region.) Providentially (v 16) Saul's wanderings have brought 
him to Samuel. 

lest my father stop thinking about the asses. Hebrew pen-yel;idal 'iibi min
hii'iitonot, lit. "lest my father desist from the asses." For l;iiidal min followed 
by a substantive, meaning "have no more to do with, cease concern for," cf. Isa 
2:22. 

6. a man of God. In general a man of God was a professional holy man. He 
was thought of as possessing special skills and powers enabling him to invoke 
the aid of supernatural forces. His role in society is best illustrated by reference 
to the stories about Elijah and Elisha, who might be categorized as paradig
matic men of God. The miracles ascribed to them include healings of the sick or 
even dead (I Kings 17:17-24; II Kings 4:18-37), provision of much food from 
little (I Kings 17:7-16; II Kings 4:42-44), and so on. To he sure Elijah and 
Elisha also prophesy, for the ability to know unseen things, whether past, pres
ent, or future, is also within the province of the man of God. But the designa
tion "man of God" ('ts hii'elohim) itself carries none of the special force of 
"prophet" (niibi') in the particularized sense of the latter, as used by the pro
phetic narrator of the Samuel stories. We should expect to find a man of God 
in neighboring societies as well as Israel or Judah, duly recognized in the com
munity for his special powers regardless of w.hich god or gods have granted him 
authority. This is not to say, however, that a man of God might not also be 
identified as a prophet. Indeed this identification is regularly made in the bibli
cal literature, as it is in Samuel's case. But when an individual such as Saul's 
servant mentions a man of God, we are to think of no more than a recognized 
holy man, itinerant as in the case of Elijah and Elisha or locally resident as 
Samuel seems to be in the present narrative, to whom one might appeal for as
sistance with problems ranging from illness to barrenness to famine. In this case 
Saul and his servant plan to appeal to the visionary powers of the local man of 
God in the hope that he may provide some information about their journey. As 
characteristically happens in such tales when intercourse with the supernatural 
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is involved, the information received is quite different from the information ex
pected. 

he will advise. Hebrew yaggid, the first in a series of occurrences in the story 
of the verb higgid, "inform, make known," which is etymologically related to 
niigid, the title bestowed upon Saul in 10: 1 below. The frequent use of higgid 
(9:6,8,18,19; 10:15,16[bis]) is one of the techniques employed to heighten 
the fundamental irony of a young man's unknowing quest for a kingdom: Saul 
in his innocence asks the man of God to inform (higgid) him about the lost 
asses, but what he is informed is that he is to be prince (niigid) over Israel. See 
also Buber, "Erzlihlung," 126, 142. 

7. "If we do go." Here, as in II Sam 18 :22, a protasis introduced by 
wehinne has approximately the force of an emphatic conditional clause. 

what shall we take . . . ? Saul is concerned about his inability to provide a 
local dignitary with an appropriate token of greeting (testlra, see below) before 
requesting assistance. But the matter of the gift is not mentioned again after 
this conversation, and the inclusion of an extraneous incident violates the usual 
economy of Biblical Hebrew narrative. These facts, combined with the interest 
in the terms "seer" and "prophet" expressed in v 9, raise the question whether 
originally an attempt was made here to correlate somehow the expression niibi', 
"(What) shall we bring?" with the term niibi', "prophet," and thus to explain 
by the kind of fanciful etymology of which biblical prose is so fond the change 
of terminology recorded in v 9. 

is used up. Hebrew 'iizal, a verb that is rare in prose. E. Lipiilski (Studies in 
Aramaic Inscriptions and Onomastics I [Louvain: Leuven University, 1975] 
43-44) cites an instructive parallel from the Sefire treaties of the ninth century 
B.c., viz. Se/ l.B.39 (KAI 222). 

gift. The term tesura occurs only here in Biblical Hebrew, and the text has 
been suspected. The versions show confusion but do not suggest an alternative 
reading. Many commentators would associate the term with s'r, "be left over, 
remain," and translate. "And there is nothing left over to take, etc." But the 
meaning "gift (of greeting)" is supported by the context and by Rabbinic tradi
tion (see Jastrow, 1703) and is not without philological basis. The best attested 
meaning of the Hebrew verb .l'wr is "see, look upon." Thus we might under
stand tesura as "gift of greeting" on the analogy of Ak:kadian tiimartu, "gift of 
greeting," a common derivative of amiiru, "see." (In Akkadian tiimartu funda
mentally refers to "an occasion of seeing one another," from which it takes the 
meaning "a gift given upon seeing someone, especially the king," and hence 
"tribute.") See now S. M. Paul in Biblica 59 (1978) 542-544. 

8. I find I have. Literally, "There is found in my hand .... "The expression 
nimfii' beyiidi is used in preference to a more common phrase like ye.I' Ii, "I 
have," to suggest that the money seems to have turned up adventitiously, solv
ing the problem of the lack of a suitable gift. The implication is clear: though 
the travelers themselves are quite unaware of it, their journey is being divinely 
directed. See further the COMMENT. 

a quarter of a shekel. The shekel (seqel) was the basic unit of weight. A 
shekel of silver probably weighed something less than one-half ounce, and 
though from time to time it must have varied considerably in purchasing 
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power, we may presume that the gift of a quarter of this amount would have 
been regarded as neither penurious nor especially munificent. 

9. This antiquarian notice (less disruptive here than in its received position 
between vv 8 and 10) was not part of the original narrative (see the Textual 
Note). But we may not conclude that it derives from a time when ro' eh, "seer," 
was an obsolete term requiring editorial explanation. After all, Samuel is called 
hiiro'eh regularly by the Chronicler (I Chron 9:22; 26:28; 29:29). Instead t.he 
notice is redactional, intended to harmonize the present tale, in which Samuel is 
called "seer" and "man of God," with the preceding material, in which he is 
called "prophet." It is clear, however, that the author of the notice considers 
niibi, "prophet," to be the primary, contemporary designation and that he 
regards ro'eh as somewhat old-fashioned. In this sense, then, the purpose of the 
notice is to explain an outmoded term that might be confusing to his audience 
(cf. Ruth 4:7). For niibl, "prophet," see the second NoTE at 3:20. Ro'eh 
means quite literally "seer," insofar as it is in origin a participial form of the 
common Hebrew verb "to see." As in the case of "man of God" (see the NoTE. 
at v 6 above) it lacks the specialized sense of niibl' and is instead a generalized 
term for a soothsayer or diviner. 

11. the ascent to the city. An "ascent" (ma'iileh) was any ascending pathway. 
It might have been a slope, a ramp or even a stairway, leading (in this case) to 
the city gate. For defensive purposes Palestinian cities and villages were most 
often built on hills, and Ramathaim evidently was no exception. 

some girls coming out to draw water. Out of necessity cities were located 
near springs supplying fresh water, and it was the traditional duty of girls and 
young women to fetch water daily. 

12. the high place. A "high place," so called because the Hebrew term 
(biima) implies a hill or other raised ground, was a local area where worship in 
all its forms took place. The site, which might be open to the air or elaborated 
with buildings, was often outside the walls of the city, as in the present case (cf. 
v 14). See further de Vaux, Ancient Israel 2.284-288. Deuteronomic theol
ogy condemned high places because of its own emphasis on a single, central 
place of worship. Thus the expression often carries a negative connotation, 
suggesting non-Yahwistic, syncretistic, or at least illicit cultic practice. The 
Josianic historian, therefore, praises his patron for destroying the high places 
(II Kings 23 :8-9,19-20) and evaluates other kings accordingly. The present 
passage with its unflinching association of Samuel and a high place is pre-Deu
teronomic in origin and has escaped editorial censorship. 

13. the people will not eat until he comes. In certain kinds of sacrifice the 
portions not reserved for the deity were given to the people "to eat before Yah
weh" (Deut 12: 18). In this case the feast will be delayed until the arrival of 
Samuel, who is to bless or consecrate the sacrifice, a function otherwise un
known in the Old Testament. 

14. the gate. See the Textual Note. The gate of a walled city was an elaborate 
structure, providing not only a line of defense at the most vulnerable part of 
the fortifications but also an arena for a variety of civic activities. It was a 
meeting place, a market place, and by ancient tradition the place of the dispen
sation of justice. 
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Samuel. Abruptly the anonymity of the seer vanishes, and he turns out to be 
Samuel himself. See the COMMENT. 

15-17. With the exception of this parenthesis the entire tale of the lost asses 
of Kish is told as seen through the eyes of Saul. Here, however, we are supplied 
with background information that neither Saul nor any mortal man (but Sam-
uel) could have known. · 

15. Yahweh had disclosed to Samuel. Literally, "Yahweh had uncovered 
Samuel's ear." The idiom implies disclosure of something previously unknown 
to or even kept secret from the hearer (as in 20:2,12[MT],13; 22:8[bis],17) 
and may be used, as in the present instance, of a revelation to a man by a god 
(cf. II Sam 7:27). 

16. anoint. Anointment refers to rubbing or smearing with a sweet-smelling 
substance. The practice involved a symbolic transfer of sanctity from the deity 
to an object or person and thus was essentially a sacramental act. The unguent 
employed was animal fat or, as in the present case, vegetable oil (see the NOTE 
at 10: 1), so that in origin the sacramental principle must have been similar to 
that of the practice of ritual ingestion of food; that is, the divine virtue, 
believed to be especially present in living things, was directly transferred to the 
sanctified individual. There are biblical references to the anointment pf altars 
and other cultic objects. Cultic personnel might also be anointed, and in fact 
unction came to be regarded as distinctive of and necessary to priestly office 
(Exod 40: 12-15). But in Israel anointing was first of all a royal rite. The 
Books of Samuel and Kings report the anointing of Saul, David (I Samuel 16), 
Solomon (I Kings 1:39), and so on. The king was "the anointed one" or "mes
siah" (Hebrew ma.fi~) of Yahweh. The ceremony was believed to impart 
something of the sanctity of the national god to the king. Thus after he is 
anointed Saul is told that "the spirit of Yahweh will rush upon [him]" (10:6; 
cf. 10:10); and the connection between unction and inspiration is drawn even 
more closely in David's case (see 16:13). 

prince. Hebrew niigid. The term has an archaic passive form (C. Brockel
mann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen [Ber
lin: vol. 1, 1908; vol. 2, 1913; reprinted Hildesheim: George Ohms, 1961], 
§138c) shared by a sizable group of Hebrew nouns of office including, among 
others, niibi', "one who is nominated; prophet" (see the NOTE at 3 :20). Cf. 
also masiafz, "one who is anointed; messiah" (see the preceding NoTE). Most 
instructive is the common noun nti.fi', "chieftain," with the original meaning 
"one who is raised up, elevated (to office)." Similarly niigid can be interpreted 
as "one who is made known, singled out, designated (for office)," that is, 
"designee." It seems to have referred to ( 1) someone designated for a particu
lar office who has assumed its duties (i.e. the incumbent in an office) as well as 
(2) someone who though designated for an office has not yet begun to serve. In 
the first sense it occurs as the title of officials both priestly ( J er 20: 1; N eh 
11:11; I Chron 9:11,20; II Chron 31:12,13; 35:8) and military (I Chron 
12:28[English 12:27]; 13:1; 27:4), as well as a variety of others (I Chron 
26: 24; II Chron 28: 7). In every case the niigid is an individual singled out from 
among others as leader. Accordingly the king seems once to be called negid 'am, 
"the one designated (from among) the people," in II Kings 20:5. But this is not 
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certain. The expression in II Kings 20:5 is missing from LXX and does not ap
pear in the synoptic passage in Isaiah 38. Nowhere else is a reigning king un
ambiguously called nagid (Isa 55 :4 is likely but uncertain). Overwhelmingly 
nagid is a title attributed to a king before he begins to reign (I Sam 9: 16; 10: 1; 
25: 30). When applied to a reigning king the reference is to his designation as 
nagid before becoming king (II Sam 5:2; 6:21; 7:8[= I Chron 17:7]; I Kings 
14:7; and probably 16:2). Thus the term regularly refers to the king-designate. 
Indeed a king might single out one of his sons as niigid or "crown prince" to 
the exclusion of the others (I Kings 1 :35; II Chron 11 :22). T. N. D. Mettinger 
(King and Messiah, 151-1S4) has argued plausibly that the responsibility of 
the reigning king to designate (lehaggid, I Kings 1 : 20) the hefr to his throne 
was the point of origin of the term nagid, "crown prince," as a royal title (I 
Kings 1: 35). It follows from all of this that Saul will be anointed as king-desig
nate or (crown) prince. He has been singled out from among the people to be
come king and lead Israel in war. For the significance of anointment as niigid in 
the prophetic ideology of kingship, see the COMMENT. 

For I have seen ... has come to me. Compare the strikingly similar lan
guage of Exod 3: 9: "The cry of the Israelites has come to me, and also I have 
seen the oppression (lab~) with which the Egyptians are oppressing them." 

17. For the syntax, which implies immediacy ("The moment Samuel saw 
Saul, Yahweh told him ... "),see the NoTE at v 5 above. 

muster. The verb ·~r commonly means "restrain, hinder" or even "retain, shut 
in" in Biblical Hebrew. Here, used with the preposition be-, it has usually been 
rendered "rule," since "restrain" is inappropriate and "rule" is conceivable, if 
"restrain" is understood "in the sense of coercere imperio" (Driver). But it is 
less likely to mean "restrain" in the sense of "coerce" than "retain" in the sense 
of "gather, assemble, muster," especially in light of the common noun 
·~ara/'a~eret, "assembly." The point is that Saul is to be the one who will 
muster the weak and scattered forces of Israel in a strong army of defense. 

18. "Tell me." Hebrew haggida-na' Ii. See the NOTE on "he will advise" at v 
6 above. The irony in this question is keen. The audience knows now that Samuel 
has instructions to designate (lehaggid, as in I Kings 1 :35) Saul as designee 
(nagid). Innocently Saul says haggida-na' Ii, by which he means only "tell me, 
inform me" though it might mean "designate me." 

20. these three days. See the Textual Note. 
to whom do the riches of Israel belong. Samuel's meaning is as obscure to 

Saul as it is clear to the audience. Saul is to be king of Israel and therefore 
owner, in a sense, of all her wealth. Why then should he concern himself about 
a few stray asses? 

21. Saul protests his own unworthiness (cf. 15 : 1 7), the customary response 
of individuals called into divine service in the Bible (Exodus 3-4; etc.). In par
ticular, Saul appeals to the humbleness of his origins. To this should be com
pared Gideon's expostulation: "But my lord, how shall I free Israel? My 
thousand is the weakest in Manasseh, and I myself am the humblest in my 
family!" {Judg 6:15). The exaltation of the humble to positions of power is 
a common folklore motif (cf. the COMMENT on 2·1-10), which serves to un
derline the supernatural aspect of certain biblical stories. It is significant that 
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Saul comes from the humblest clan of the smallest tribe, because it emphasizes 
the miraculous nature of his rise to the throne. 

a Benjaminite. According to the boundary description in Josh 18:11-20 the 
tribal territory of Benjamin was a little wedge of land centered on the ridge of 
hills that runs from Jerusalem N to Bethel. Despite its important historical role 
as a buffer zone between the northern and southern kingdoms, Benjamin was 
best known in tradition as the smallest of the tribes. In particular the lore about 
the twelve sons of Jacob remembered Benjamin as the youngest. Thus Saul is 
astonished at the importance Samuel seems to attribute to him, a member of 
the humblest tribe. 

tribes . . . clan. The traditional social structure of ancient Israel was 
hierarchical, comprising families, clans, and tribes. The family (bet 'iib, lit. "fa
ther's house") was the immediate family of the head of a household, including 
the wives and children of his married sons. A group of families living in the 
same vicinity constituted a clan (miSpiifu2) with an independent organization 
whereby certain political and religious functions were shared. A tribe (sebet) 
was a group of several clans. For further details, see de Vaux, Ancient Israel 1. 
4-10. For particulars about Saul's clan, see the NoTE at 10:21. 

22. the chamber. That is, the "lishka," a room associated with the high place 
where sacrificial meals were eaten (see the NOTE at 1: 18). 

24. had separated the thigh. Hebrew wayyiirem ... 'et-halsoq. This is the 
so-called "thigh of consecration" (:foq hatterQma: Exod 29:27; Lev 7:34; 
10:14,15; Num 6:20), that part of a sacrificial animal (viz. the right rear leg 
or thigh) reserved for the priests and their families. In Priestly usage the verb 
herim means "set apart, separate, reserve" (not "raise up"), as shown by J. 
Milgrom ("The swq htrwmh," Tarbiz 42 [1973174] 1-11), and here it 
describes the separation of the priestly share from the portion of meat. Saul is 
being treated as if he were a priest! See the COMMENT. 

That which remains. That is, the thigh remains, since presumably the rest of 
the meat has been distributed to the other guests. 

25. on the roof. The roof was breezy and cool, the appropriate sleeping place 
for an honored guest. 

26. At the break of dawn. Literally, "when the dawn arose," contrary to Eng
lish idiom. 

27. the word of God. In simplest terms "the word of God" refers to the ex
pressed intention of the deity conveyed to man by some medium, in this case a 
seer (cf. the NoTE at 3: 1). Samuel is keeping his promise of the previous day 
to send Saul on his way with the information he had come to acquire; but un
less the young Benjarninite is very obtuse indeed, his extraordinary treatment 
on the previous evening will have led him to expect to learn more from Samuel 
than the whereabouts of the strayed livestock. 
10 1. a vial of oil. On anointing in general see the NOTE at 9: 16, above. In 
16: 1, 13 a horn is used (see the N OTB at 16: 1 ) . The vessel in question here is 
probably a small clay flask or juglet. The ointment itself may be spiced olive 
oil. A recipe for anointing oil given in Exod 30:22-25 includes oil of myrrh, 
cinnamon, sweet cane, and cassia in a base of olive oil. 

his estate. Hebrew nal;ziiliito. The noun refers to landed property, inalienably 
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held by an individual, whether acquired by inheritance, military victory, feudal 
grant, or other means. See provisionally P. K. McCarter and R. B. Coote, "The 
Spatula Inscription from Byblos," BASOR 212 (December 1973) 20-21, where 
we rely on unpublished work of H. 0. Forshey. Yahweh's estate, mythically 
col).ceived, is the land won in the conquest, hence Israel. 

2-6. It is unclear whether one of the events predicted in these verses or the 
combination of them all is the confirmatory sign to which Samuel refers in the 
preceding verse. (In the notices about the fulfillment of the predictions in vv 7 
and 9, "signs" is plural, but there the meaning is not "confirmatory tokens" but 
"wondrous events." See the NOTES at vv 7 and 9 below.) 

2. Rachel's Tomb. According to Gen 35:16-20 and 48:7 Rachel died giving 
birth to Benjamin while en route from Bethel to Ephrathah. Th.is must be the 
Benjaminite Ephrathah in the vicinity of Kiriath-jearim (see NoTE to 6:21), as 
recognized long ago by Franz Delitzsch. See the evidence cited in Cross, 
CMHE, 94-95, n. 16; also Tsevat, "Interpretation of I Samuel 10:2,"; E. 
Vogt, "Benjamin geboren 'eine Meile' von Ephrata," Biblica 56 (1975) 30-36. 
The glosses in Genesis linking the location to Bethlehem are based on an er
roneous identification with Ephrathah of Judah, the home of David's clan (see 
the Norn at 17:12) and the site of a present-day "Rachel's Tomb" erected by 
the Crusaders. The northern locality is intended here (cf. J er 31: 15). 

3. When you pass on. Hebrew wel;ziilaptii. When intransitive the verb usually 
refers to the passing of something inanimate, something fleeting or transitory. 
Its use here is most curious, but the textual evidence seems to support the 
reading. 

the Oak of Tabor. Evidently this tree was located near Bethel, but it is not 
mentioned elsewhere and the exact site is unknown. The text is not altogether 
certain (see the Textual Note). Hebrew 'elon refers to a great tree, usually 
marking some kind of a shrine. The translation "oak" is not intended to be pre
cise; "terebinth" is also possible. Based on an old suggestion by H. G. A. 
Ewald a number of commentators have attempted to associate this tree with the 
oak mentioned in the notice in Gen 35: 8, under which Rebekah's nurse 
Deborah was buried, and the Palm of Deborah mentioned in Judg 4:5 
(Dhorme, Hertzberg), but there is no sound basis for such an identification. 

as they go up to God at Bethel. The three men will be on their way to wor
ship at Bethel with kids, bread, and wine to be offered in sacrifice. For the ex
pression 'ii/a 'el hii'elohlm!yahweh, "go up to God/Yahweh," meaning "present 
oneself before God/Yahweh (for purposes of worship, entreaty, etc.)," see 
Exod 19:3,24; 24:1,12; 32:30; Deut 10:1; etc. On Bethel, see the Norn 
at 7: 16. 

4. two wave offerings of bread. "Wave offering," the traditional (originally 
Rabbinic) translation of tenupa, is somewhat misleading. The ritual involved 
lifting, not waving, the sacrificial fare "before Yahweh" in ceremonial dedica
tion before reserving it for the priests. See J. Milgrom, "The Alleged Wave 
Offering in Israel and the Ancient Near East," JEJ 22 ( 1972) 33-38. As in the 
incident of the consecratory thigh ( v 24), therefore, Saul is again being given 
the priestly share of a sacrifice (cf. Num 18: 11; etc.). See the COMMENT. 

5. Gibeath-elohim. That is, "the Hill of God" (gib'at hii'elOhlm), which is 
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probably the longer name of Gibeah of Benjamin, Saul's home, since people 
"who had known him previously" (v 11) are there. The identification is also fa
vored by the parenthetical expression, "where there is a Philistine prefect" (see 
below), which points ahead to 13: 3, where the city seems to be understood as 
Gibeah of Benjamin (see 13 :2). But many commentators have rejected this 
identification: for a list of other proposals see Stoebe. 

where there is a Philistine prefect. This notice is immaterial at this point and 
probably secondary, having been added along with the instructions in v 8 as 
preparation for c 13. See the NOTES at 10:8 and 13 :3. 

a band of prophets. The hand that shaped the stories of Samuel and Saul 
viewed the prophet as a sober mediator between God and man, whose leader
ship responsibilities were unlimited except by the divine will itself and whose 
complete integration into the social structure could therefore be taken for 
granted. But here we encounter another aspect of the phenomenon of proph
ecy. These prophets, like Samuel, are recipients of divine inspiration, but in 
them it expresses itself in the form of ecstatic practices of an orgiastic type, 
which set them apart from other individuals. Examples of such supernormal 
group behavior abound in the annals of the religions of the world-the case of 
the various orders of dervishes in Islam is only the most obvious-and on the 
basis of these parallels one can fill out the scant biblical evidence to give a 
fairly complete description of an Israelite prophetic troop of the type Saul en
counters. Expressions of possession by the spirit of God must have included 
singing and dancing to the accompaniment of such musical instruments as those 
listed here in v 5, and the rites may have involved self-flagellation or mutilation 
as well (cf. I Kings 18: 28). In addition we should think of more sedate dis
plays of ecstasy, such as trances and ecstatic fits (cf. 19:22-24), among these 
several activities, which taken together are collectively called "prophesying" 
(mitnabbe'im). By all accounts such behavior is highly contagious, as Saul 
himself discovers. 

harps, tambourines, clarinets, and lyres. All of these were commonly used in 
celebrations and processions. The harp (nebel) and lyre (kinnor) were the 
most popular stringed instruments, while the tambourine (top), a small double
membraned drum that was carried and beaten with the hand, was the most 
widely used percussion instrument. The clarinet (fliilil), though often wrongly 
translated "flute," was in fact a primitive woodwind, especially associated with 
occasions of extreme emotionalism. See further E. Werner, IDB, s.v. "Musical 
Instruments." 

6. the spirit of Yahweh will rush upon you. Hebrew we~aleQa 'aleka ruaQ 
yahweh, a stereotyped expression for divine inspiration in the stories of the 
martial exploits of Samson and Saul (Judg 14:6,19; 15: 14; I Sam 11 :6), where 
the hero is empowered by virtue of Yahweh's spirit to perform wondrous feats 
of arms. The "spirit of Yahweh" (ruaQ yahweh, more properly the "breath of 
Yahweh") refers in such a situation to the vital force of the deity, that is, to the 
invigorating power of God as experienced by a human being. In the passages 
just noted, therefore, the hero experiences the spirit as an explosive surge of 
strength. The present case, though it shares the formulaic terminology, is • ome
what different, insofar as the onrush of spirit finds expression not in the heroic 
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animation of the warrior but in prophetic ecstasy instead (so 10:10; cf. also 
16:14 and the NoTE there). See further the NOTE at 16:13. On #l;i, "rush 
(upon)," see H. Tawil in JBL 95 (1976) 405-413. 

you will ... be turned into another man. Hebrew wenehpakta le'iS 'al;ier. 
The reception of inspiration was believed to involve a loss of self, qr rather, the 
emergence of a new self. 

7. The meaning of this instruction is: surrender yourself to any impulse in 
the assurance that it is of divine origin. For a different use of the idiom "what
ever your hand finds" see 25:8. 

these signs. "Signs" in this case means "wondrous things," as in the hendia
dytic combination 'otot ilmopetim, "signs and wonders" = "wondrous signs" 
(Deut 4:34; etc.), and has nothing to do with Samuel's prediction of a con
firmatory sign in v 1 above. See the NoTEs at 10:2-6 above and 10:9 below. 

8. This verse is editorial and secondary. Its purpose is to prepare the reader 
for the account of the rejection of Saul in 13:7b-15. See also the second NoTE 
at 10:5 above. 

Gilgal. See the NoTEs at 11: 14; 13 :4. 
holocausts. See the NOTE at 6:14. 
communion offerings. Hebrew zibl;ie seliimim, i.e. offerings of a common 

meal with the deity. These were the common blood sacrifices, differing from the 
holocausts in that the victims were not offered whole but in part, the remainder 
being eaten by the priests or supplicants themselves. 

9. God gave him another heart. Hebrew wayyahapok lO 'elohim leb 'al;ier, lit. 
"God turned another heart to him." Compare the turning of Saul into another 
man in v 6 above; the two expressions are about equivalent in import. The pres
ent statement is rather curious at this point, and its position in the text has 
been questioned. Hertzberg, for example, moves it to the end of v 10. 

all these signs came to pass that same day. This is probably a summary that 
has replaced the recitation of the first two predicted events. "Signs," as in v 7 
(see the NOTE there), here refers to "wondrous things," not the sign promised 
to Saul in 10: 1 as a token of confirmation. 

11-12. These verses provide an etiology of a current expression, viz. "Is Saul, 
too, among the prophets?" A second, different explanation of the origin of this 
saying is given in 19: 19-24. Note that although both passages speculate about 
the origin of the saying, neither gives any direct information about its meaning. 
That is, neither passage explains the way the expression was used or with what 
purpose. Yet we may assume that it was in common use in the time of the 
writer; indeed in v 12 it is called a miiliil, "proverb." This need occasion no 
surprise: a familiar saying requires no explanation to those who know and use 
it, as the original audience of this material evidently did. The modem reader, 
however, can only guess at the meaning of the proverb. In doing so we must 
give close attention to the structure of the question itself. It is the name Saul 
that is marked by the intensive particle gam. Thus the force of the expression 
must be, "Is Saul, too, among the prophets?" that is, "Is even Saul (in addition 
to others) among the prophets?" In common use this saying may have been ap
plied to situations involving participation in a particular group or activity by an 
individual who for one reason or another would not have been expected to par-
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ticipate. It may have thus implied that such a group had absorbed everyone, 
even the least likely person. Such a saying might easily have arisen from popu
lar familiarity with Saul's reputation as an antagonist of the prophets. When 
someone would find an unlikely individual involved in some group, therefore, 
he would say, "Is Saul, too, among the prophets?" Other recent conjectures in
clude those of Eppstein, "Was Saul among the Prophets?" and Sturdy, "Origi
nal Meaning." 

12. one of them. Does this refer to one of the bystanders or one of the 
prophets themselves? 

"And who is their father?" This cryptic question has no obvious meaning. The 
commentaries are filled with speculation, based sometimes on the reading "his 
father" (see the Textual Note) and sometimes on the present reading; but no 
suggestion yet proposed is entirely satisfying. It may be helpful to recall that 
the leader of a group of prophets was called "Father" by his followers (II 
Kings 2:12; 6:21; 13:14). Perhaps, then, "And who is their father?" implies 
"And who (but Saul himself) is their leader?" That is, it is a reply to the ques
tion, "Is Saul, too, among the prophets?" signifying "Yes, indeed! In fact he is 
their leader!" 

13-16. Saul's concealment of his special status from his family may be com
pared to the similar behavior of Samson (Judg 14:4,6; cf. 14: 16). What reason 
Saul had for his secrecy is not immediately apparent. (Jewish tradition records 
that the reason was humility: see, for example, the Midrash Tanl;tuma, 
Wayyiqrii' §4.) 

14. his uncle. Hebrew dodo. It is surprising to find Saul's uncle here instead 
of Kish, his father. If there was something in the story to prepare us for this, it 
has been lost. But the primary point remains: Saul keeps the secret of the king
dom even from his own kinsman. Is this Ner (14:50)7 D. R. Ap-Thomas 
("Saul's 'Uncle,'") has proposed a very different interpretation of these events. 
With reference to the notice in 10: 5 about the Philistine prefect at Gibeah he 
argues that dad here means "(Philistine) governor" and that Saul is concealing 
his appointment from the Philistines as a matter of military discretion. 

COMMENT 

Saul makes his first appearance in the Bible as an agreeable young man, 
motivated only by a sense of family duty, unassuming, deferential, and, as 
far as we can see, without high ambition. He is a private citizen from a 
mountain town in Benjamin, and the rather quaint tale of his search for 
the lost asses of Kish provides relief from the public affairs of Israel that 
so dominated the preceding material. To be sure the audience has not for
gotten that a king is about to be crowned and can see in the humble begin
nings of the story the promise of a lofty finish, but the disclosure of Saul's 
election is made under such commonplace circumstances as to create a 
false atmosphere of inconsequentiality. The dutiful son of a man of prop-
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erty searches in vain for some strayed asse8 and as a last resort stops in a 
remote city to inquire of the local seer. Such is the basic plan of the story. 
Yet behind this unremarkable sequence of events a higher purpose is 
working itself out. Saul's journey has brought him unawares into public 
life. In Yahweh's name the seer anoints him prince over Israel, king-desig
nate of all the tribes. 

It is this tension between the ordinary and the extraordinary, the mun
dane and the supermundane, that animates the little tale and raises it 
above the level of an entertaining but ordinary vignette. Saul, the hero and 
the only figure with whom the account is really concerned, is innocently 
blind to the reality behind the appearance. The process of discovery that 
he undergoes, his growth from simplicity to awareness, is shared by the 
audience, and thus the story finds its interest. We are not told that he was 
astonished to find himself expected by the seer, but we may assume it. 
There is no doubt that the unexplained remark about all the riches of Is
rael sets the young man thinking about himself, for in his confusion he 
protests his own insignificance; but to his query, "Then why have you 
spoken to me this way?" there is no reply. Instead he finds himself at a 
sacrificial banquet as the honored guest, served a special portion that has 
been reserved for him! The process of disclosure is completed the next 
morning when Saul is anointed prince over Israel. Now he hears the word 
of God (9:27) and knows. 

As we share in Saul's self-discovery, the story provides us with other 
clues to the momentous reality that underlies the seemingly trivial circum
stances. At first glance the category of accident seems to play a major part 
-the asses are lost by misfortune; the travelers fortuitously stop within 
sight of the city of an honored seer; and so on. But we come quickly to 
suspect that it is not chance that is guiding events. Behind all of these ap
parently accidental occurrences the hand of Providence may be discerned. 
An excellent example of the subtlety with which this is conveyed to the 
audience is the incident of the quarter shekel (9:7-8,10). The lack of a 
suitable gift threatens at the last moment to prevent Saul from consulting 
the seer, but a bit of silver turns up in the servant's possession as if by ac
cident (see the NOTE at 9:8). It is no accident. And there is no reason to 
report such an incident except as a clue to the providential direction of the 
entire adventure. 

As we have already implied, the story's creative tension between ap
pearance and reality is reflected in the character of the king-designate him
self. Saul, although he bears physical signs of divine favor (NOTE to 9:2; 
cf. the NOTE at 10:23) that might be recognized by a discerning observer, 
is only a youth, and his condition in life is hardly auspicious. He is of 
Benjamin; the smallest of the tribes of Israel, and of Matri (10:21), the 
humblest of the clans of Benjamin. Yet here again appearances prove 
deceptive: Saul will be king. The fact that these are not ordinary circum-
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stances is thus more strongly underlined. A man from little Benjamin will 
be king of all Israel! Yahweh, who exalts the meek (see the COMMENT on 
2: 1-10), must have done this! 

Saul is now Yahweh's anointed and as such is entitled to the sacral priv
ileges of the recipient of that distinction. Twice he is given sacrificial por
tions of food usually reserved for priests (see the NOTES at 9:24 and 
10: 4), and this points tellingly to his new status, for Israelite kingship had 
an important sacerdotal aspect (cf. Ps 110: 4; etc.) that seems to have 
been refuted only in postmonarchical times. 

But the basic stratum of the present story, which is free from the kind of 
searching examination of the royal office that we encountered in earlier 
material, seems to derive from the traditional lore of the monarchical pe
riod. Moreover, the narrative features outlined above reflect, according to 
the opinion of many modem scholars, the peculiar genius of the Israelite 
storyteller. That is, the story of the handsome young man who, seeking 
lost asses, finds a kingdom, is an old folk tale. This assessment must be 
correct at one level. The theme is certainly worthy of a folk tale, and other 
features typical of the genre are here, including the fantastic nature of 
many events and especially the anonymity of people and places that char
acterizes the beginning of the story.1 But further reading exposes an irreg
ularity in the fabric of the account that bears on this assessment.2 The 
"man of God" or "seer" of vv 6-13 turns out to be Samuel himself in 
vv 14fl. While at the beginning of the story he goes unnamed and Saul and 
the servant do not recognize him, at the end Saul refers to him as though 
known to everyone (10:14). The anonymous seer is a suitable folklore 
character, but the famous prophet is not. If this is a folk tale at base, it has 
been overlaid with other material. The nameless city has been identified 
with Ramathaim, the nameless seer with Samuel. Furthermore and most 
especially, the concept of anointment as niigid or "prince" over Israel has 
found its way into the account.8 This can hardly be considered a folk
loristic element, since as we shall see, it belongs to a series of passages that 
express an important part of the prophetic ideology of the royal office. 
The introduction of all these features into the story shows that it too re
ceived reworking in the process of its inclusion in the prophetic history of 
the rise of monarchy in Israel. 

The focus of the story in its revised form is the anointing of Saul to the 

1 The classic formulation of this position is that of Gressmann, esp. 33-35. 
Gressmann stresses the characteristic folklore elements of timelessness and the 
anonymity of people and places as well as the fabulous theme and generally unreal
istic atmosphere. 

2 For detailed lists of discrepancies in the narrative see Hertzberg, Stoebe; cf. also 
Birch, "Anointing of Saul," 56. 

3 See Boecker, Beurteilung der An/iinge des Konigtums, 13-14; Birch, "Anoint
ing of Saul," 61-66; Richter, Vorprophetischen Berufungsberichte, 13-29. 
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office of nligid, "prince, king-designate" (see the NoTE at 9:16), by the 
prophet Samuel. From the prophetic point of view the designation of an 
heir to the throne (nligid) was a divine prerogative, and the unchecked 
practice of blood succession, because it seemed to interfere with Yahweh's 
free choice of the ruler, was one of the things that made kingship hateful. 
Reference to appointment as nligid is made again and again in prophetic 
speeches about the making and unmaking of kings: I Sam 9 : 16; 10: 1 ; 
13:14; II Sam 5:2 (where a prophet does not speak, but an old oracle is 
quoted); I Kings 14:7; 16:2; cf. II Sam 7:8. As these passages show, 
Yahweh was believed to appoint whom he pleased as "prince," and con
versely such an appointment was considered prerequisite to office. Because 
Saul was the first king, his kingship might be regarded as archetypal and 
thus from the prophetic viewpoint could not have been flawed by omission 
of the sacred ritual of designation by a prophet. So it was that an old story 
describing the revelation of his future kingship by a seer was developed 
into the present account. Saul has been designated "prince" and his elec
tion as king can proceed. 

Formally Saul's anointment as nligid is couched in a stereotyped pattern 
of call to office visible also in the calls of Gideon (Judg 6: 11-16) and 
Moses (Exodus 3-4) and, in less complete form, in the several prophetic 
vocation accounts of the Books of Kings.4 This comes as no surprise, since 
we are already aware of our narrator's regard for prophetic vocation as an 
ideal. Nor, then, is it really surprising to find Saul's inspiration express it
self in prophetic fashion. After leaving Samuel and arriving in Gibeath
elohim, Saul is possessed by the spirit of God and to the confusion of old 
acquaintances joins a band of ecstatics as they "prophesy." The point is 
not that Saul has become a prophet-he is never called by the title--but 
that he has experienced inspiration legitimately and is now open and 
receptive to the spirit of Yahweh. In anticipation of later events we might 
add that this kind of openness to the supernatural has its hazards. Saul's 
receptivity to visitations of spirit will bring him little happiness. 

In biblical literature the reception of a divine call to office is usually 
depicted as a thoroughly private experience, and the case of Saul is no ex
ception. The anointment described here is not public. Indeed a special 
point is made of the privacy of the act: the servant is sent on ahead 
(9 :27), leaving Saul alone with Samuel. In fact it is accurate to speak of a 
secret anointing, for not only does Saul receive his consecration in private, 
but also he avoids public disclosure of "the matter of the kingdom," con
cealing his new status even from his family ( 10: 16) . However this secrecy 

4 Both Birch and Richter (see the preceding footnote) have developed this point in 
detail, and the form-critical discussion need not be repeated here. Note that Richter 
considers the vocation accounts of Saul as ancestral to those of the prophets, 
whereas we have found it to be a retrojection of a later pattern on an early figure. 
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motif is finally to be understood,5 it functions in the larger story of Saul's 
rise as a device that permits a prior anointing of Saul without upstaging his 
dramatic revelation in the materials that follow. His open frenzy at 
Gibeath-elohim adumbrates his inspired heroism in the Am.monite wars 
(see 10:27b-11:15) but only in an incomplete way, and his public se
crecy about the anointing assures that no one will suspect his election until 
the lots have fallen in the following episode. 

6 The fact of the matter is that it has never been fully explained. Saul's behavior is 
certainly related to that of Samson, who hides his inspired feats of strength from his 
parents (see the NOTE at 10: 13-16), and the theme may stand somehow in the back
ground of the much discussed secrecy motif of the Gospel of Mark. 



XIII. THE ROYAL LOTTERY 
(10:17-27a) 

10 17 Samuel summoned the people to Yahweh at Mizpah. lB He 
said to the Israelites, "Yahweh, the god of Israel, has spoken thus: 'I 
brought Israel up from Egypt and rescued you from the clutches of 
Egypt and of all the kings who oppressed you, 19 but you today have 
rejected your god, the one who delivers you from all your ills and 
hardships, and have said, "No! You shall set a king over us!" Now 
then, take up your positions before Yahweh by your tribes and your 
clans!'" 

20 Then Samuel presented all the tribes of Israel, and the tribe of 
Benjamin was taken. 21 So he presented the tribe of Benjamin by 
clans, and the clan of Matri was taken. So he presented the clan of 
Matri man by man, and Saul, the son of Kish, was taken. But when he 
looked for him, he could not be found. 

22 So once again [Samuel] inquired of Yahweh, "Has the man 
come here?" 

"There he is," said Yahweh, "hidden among the gear!" 23 So 
[Samuel] ran and brought him out; and when he took his place 
among the people, he was taller than all the rest of the people from 
his shoulder upward! 

24 Then Samuel said to all the people, "Do you see him whom 
Yahweh has chosen-that there is no one else like him among all the 
people?" And all the people shouted and said, "Long live the king!" 

25 Then Samuel declared the Law of the Kingdom to the people. He 
wrote it in a document and laid it up before Yahweh. 

When Samuel sent the people away, each to his own home, 26Saul, 
too, went to his home in Gibeah, and with him went those stalwart 
men whose hearts Yahweh had touched. 27aBut there were worthless 
men who said, "How can this fellow save us?" They spurned him and 
brought him no gift. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

10 17. the people So MT. LXX: "all the people." 
18. Israel So MT. LXX: "the Israelites," under the influence of the previ

ous reference. 
from the clutches of Egypt So MT, as in Judg 6:9. LXX "from the 

clutches of Pharaoh, king of Egypt," is probably a simple expansion. 
19. your god So MT. LXX, ton theon = h'lhym, "God." 
No! So LXX, Vulg., Syr., Targ. (cf. 8:19 MT). MT has lw, "to him." 

Thus, ". . . you . . . have rejected your god . . . and have said to him. . . .'' 
and your clans Reading wlmJpl;itykm on the basis of LXX8 , kai kata tas 

phylas hymi5n, as required by v 21. MT, LXX:L have wl'lpykm, "and (by) your 
thousands." 

21. by clans Reading lmJpl;iwt with LXX. MT (qere) has "by its clans" 
(cf. Josh 7: 16). The ketib of MT is lmJpl;itw, and the w may have arisen from 
dittography of the following conjunction. 

In the middle of the verse MT has suffered a long haplography. We read 
wtlkd mJpl;it m(ry wyqrb 't mJpl;it mfry lgbrym (cf. Josh 7:17) wylkd s'wl bn 
qys on the basis of LXX8 A (cf. LXXL)-hence our rendering, " ... and the 
clan of Matri was taken. So he presented the clan of Matri man by man, and 
Saul, the son of Kish, was taken." The eye of the scribe of MT jumped from 
the first m{ry to the second, leaving (after subsequent loss of the now meaning
less lgbrym, "man by man") wtlkd mspl;it hmfry wylkd S'wl bn qys, " ... and 
the clan of Matri was taken. And Saul, the son of Kish, was taken." 

21b-23. We follow LXX in reading certain verbs in this verse and the next 
two as singular in contradiction to MT's plurals (" ... when they looked for 
him ... they inquired of Yahweh ... they ran and brought him out ... "). 
Samuel is the implied subject of each, and this is made explicit once in LXX 
(in v 22), probably secondarily. In English, too, it is necessary to include 
"Samuel" once or twice to avoid confusion. The plurals of MT represent an
other means of surmounting the problem. 

22. "Has the man come here?" LXX ei erchetai ho aner entautha = hb' h'ys 
'd him. MT has hb' 'wd hlm 'ys, which Driver renders, "ls there still (i.e. be
sides ourselves) any one come hither?" But probably the original of MT was 
hb' 'd him ('ad-hiilom, as in II Sam 7:18) h'yf, "Has the man come here?" 
When 'ad was misinterpreted as 'ad, leaving an unintelligible question ("Has 
the man come here again?"), the definite article was dropped from 'ys to give 
the sense supposed by Driver. 

24. Do you see . . . MT harre'item, as also in 17: 25 (cf. the Textual Note 
to 1 :6). See GK §22s. 

among all the people So MT (bkl h'm). LXX has instead en pasin hymin, 
reflecting bklkm, "among you all." Choice between these variants is arbitrary. 
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shouted MT wyr'w, for which LXX has kai egnosan, i.e. wyd'w, "(and all 
the people) knew." This is another case of simple confusion of r and d, which 
were virtually indistinguishable throughout much of the history of their use. Cf. 
the Textual Note to v 27a below. 

25'. the Law of the Kingdom So MT (mlpf hmlkh), LXXL, O_L. LXXB to 
dikaioma tou basileos = mlpf hmlk, "the Law of the King," is reminiscent of 
8:9,11. MT is to be preferred as lectio diffecilior. 

in a document So LXX. MT, "in the document," reading the same con
sonantal text. Note also that MT could be translated, "in a certain document." 

each to his own home LXX, 4QSam• read, "and they went each to his own 
place." 

26. with him So MT. Omitted by LXX, which instead has "with Saul" at 
the end of the verse. 

stalwart men Reading bny h/;lyl with 4QSam• and LXX huioi dynameon. 
MT, omitting bny after the somewhat similar sequence 'mw, has h/;lyl alone 
(thus, " ... and with him went the army ... "). 

Yahweh So 4QSam• (yh[w]h), LXX. MT: "God." 
27a. After "gift" MT adds wyhy km/;lrys, "And he was like someone who 

keeps silent." But this is to be corrected to wyhy kmw !;ids and read with what 
follows. See the Textual Note to "About a month later" at 10:27b - 11: 1 below. 
The source of the corruption in MT is again the confusion of r and d, as in v 
24 above. 

NOTES 

10 17. Samuel summons the people to Yahweh; that is, he calls a holy con
vocation. The purpose is to consult Yahweh to determine his choice for king. 
Thus the passage follows up on the instructions given Samuel in 8 :22: "Listen 
to [the people] and make them a king!" The events in 9:1-10:16 have inter
vened off stage, but the present material continues the story of the popular 
demand for a king. 

Mizpah. See the Norn at 7:6. Again the location of the pan-Israelite assem
bly at Mizpah betrays the provenance of the passage. This episode derives from 
the same prophetic hand that shaped the story of Samuel and reported the peo
ple's willful demand for a king. See the COMMENT. 

18. Yahweh ... has spoken thus. The prophetic messenger formula (see the 
Norn at 2:27). The phrase marks what follows as an oracle of Yahweh. More 
specifically, the succeeding remarks take the form of an oracle of judgment. 
That is, an accusation contrasting the good things Yahweh has done for the 
people (v 18) with their rebellious behavior (v 19a) is followed by an an
nouncement of the response Yahweh is making ("Now then ... " v 19b). 
These are the formal elements that appear in one arrangement or another in 
every judgment oracle (see C. Westermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech, 
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tr. Hugh Clayton White [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1967] passim). Notably, 
however, in the formal position of the announcement of judgment itself, stand 
instructions for the choice of the king. For the implications, see the CoMMENT. 

18-19. I . .. but you. The pronouns stand in the emphatic position at the be
ginning of each clause, thus highlighting the contrast between what Yahweh has 
done and what Israel has done. · 

18. I brought Israel up . . . the kings who oppressed you. Israel's good treat
ment by Yahweh is recited in stereotyped phrases. (Note that the closest paral
lel by far to the language here is that of Judg 6:7-10, a very late insertion in 
the Gideon story [missing in 4QJudges•, an unpublished fragment from 
Qumran Cave 4; see Boling, Judges, NOTE at 6:7-10].) Inclusion of such refer
ences to the Exodus and the premonarchical era in this context effectually 
emphasizes the sufficiency of non-royal rule in the spirit of cc 7 and 8. On the 
significance of the verb ll;i.y, "oppress," see the NoTE on "the one who delivers 
you" in v 19 below. 

the kings. Hebrew hammamliikot instead of the more common hammeliikim, 
as in Phoenician (mmlkt). Cf. Dahood, Psalms II, AB 17, 151, and the litera
ture cited there. The recognition of this meaning seems to go back to Caspari. 
Note that hammamliikot is construed (correctly) with a masculine participle 
(hallo~i'i~im), a fact that confused earlier commentators, who read the noun 
as "kingdoms." 

19. you .•. have rejected your god. The accusation is pointedly reminiscent 
of 8:7. 

today. We need not conclude that the Mizpah assembly occurred on the same 
day as the demand for a king. Hebrew hayyom, "today," may mean no more 
than "now, at this time," in a general reference to current events. 

the one who delivers you. Hebrew 'i'iSer-hQ' mosia' liikem; see Driver for par
allels. The rather unusual construction emphasizes that in the writer's view 
Yahweh and no other is properly the savior (m6sia') of Israel. The syntax war
rants such a paraphrase as: ''Today you have rejected your god-he who alone 
is the one to deliver you. . . . " Thus it anticipates and casts a shadow over the 
search of the people of Jabesh-gilead for "one to deliver us" (mosia' 'otiinu) in 
11 :3, where the deliverer turns out to be Saul, the king. Similarly, the use of 
ll;z.r, "oppress," in v 18 above looks ahead to the oppression of Israel by another 
king, viz. Nahash (see 10:27b). The narrator's choice of words, then, is an im
portant part of his preparation for the episode to follow. In the past, he says, 
when kings oppressed Israel, Yahweh was the deliverer. In their ingratitude the 
people have forgotten this, and in their demand for a king they have rejected 
Yahweh. We are thus prepared to give a wholly unfavorable interpretation to 
the story of a human deliverer's rescue of Israel from the oppression of a king. 

"Nol You shall set a king over us!" The reference is to the events of c 8 
in general and to 8: 19 in particular. 

19b-21ba. Saul is chosen king by lot. Though the word "lot" (goriil) is not 
used here, the technical terminology of lot casting may be discerned. When the 
people have taken up their positions before Yahweh, i.e. before some place 
where he was believed to be cultically present, Samuel presents (hiqrib) them 
(cf. Exod 29:4,8; 40:12,14; etc., all of which refer to the presentation of in-
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dividuals at the entrance to the Tabernacle) by tribes, clans, and individuals, 
and lots are cast among them until the king is selected ("taken," nilkad). The 
outcome of the lottery was believed to be divinely determined. For further 
details see the NOTES at 14:40-42. 

19. tribes •.. clans. For the social organization of ancient Israel see the 
NoTE at 9:21. -

21. the clan of Matri. The name of Saul's clan (matri) is mentioned nowhere 
else, a situation that has led to sporadic unsuccessful attempts to emend the 
text. 

22. So once again [Samuel] inquired of Yahweh. Hebrew wayyis' al 'od beyah
weh. The lot casting was a kind of inquiry, but here Samuel requests (and re
ceives) an oracle. Here again we find wordplay involving the name Saul (Sii'ul) 
and the verb "ask, inquire" (sii'al). Samuel asks Yahweh for the man, who is 
ipso facto "one asked" (sii'Ul) of Yahweh. Cf. the NoTEs at 1:27,28, and 8:10. 
We have seen the name sii'ul "explained" four ways: (i) as "one requested" of 
God by Hannah; (ii) as "one dedicated" to Yahweh by Hannah;_ (iii) as "one 
demanded" of Samuel (and Yahweh) by the people; and now (iv) as "one 
inquired after" by Samuel. See further the COMMENT. 

the gear. Hebrew hakkelim, which can refer to almost any kind of equipment 
or paraphernalia, so that exactly where Saul was hiding is something we cannot 
know with certainty. He may have been concealed in a stockpile of weapons or 
a store of cultic utensils or, as many translators have supposed, a collection of 
baggage. 

23. he was taller. Cf. 9:2. Saul's kingly stature is unmistakable, and like his 
good looks (NoTE at 9 :2) it was a mark of divine favor. Saul literally "stands 
out" among the people. 

24. him whom Yahweh has chosen. Cf. 16:8,9,10; II Sam 6:21; I Kings 
8: 16; etc. In biblical tradition David is preeminently the chosen one of Yah
weh, but at this point in the history of the kingdom the slogan is applicable to 
Saul. Cf. also Deut 17: 14. See further the NOTE at 15:23b. 

"Long live the king!" Or rather, "Let the king live!" (yebi hammelek), a 
phrase used throughout the historical books of the Bible to express the popular 
acclamation of the king (I Kings 1 :25,34,39; II Kings 11: 12 = II Chron 
23: 11 ). 

25. the Law of the Kingdom. It is difficult to disassociate this "Law of the 
Kingdom" (mispaf hammeluka) from the "justice of the king" (mispaf ham
melek) of 8: 11-18, as the textual tradition of LXX bears witness (see the Tex
tual Note). Smith, for example, explains that, "The document [describing 'the 
justice of the king'] is laid up before Yahweh as a testimony, so that when [the 
people] complain of tyranny they can be pointed to the fact that they have 
brought it upon themselves." But it seems more likely in the present circum
stances that the people are advised of the regulations under which the new 
kingdom will operate and thus that mispiif here means "law, ordinance" or even 
"constitution" rather than "justice" as in c 8. We might also compare Deut 
17: 18, where it is said of the king that, "When he sits on his royal throne, he 
shall write for himself in a document a copy of this law, which is in the keeping 
of the Levitical priests"; but the law referred to there is "the Teaching" 
(hattora), i.e. the Deuteronomic legal corpus itself. It is probable that the 
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Law of the Kingdom referred to in the present passage is a lost or unidentified 
document that prescribed the operation of the kingdom. What privileges it 
granted king and people and what limitations it imposed on each we cannot 
know. It is true, however, that the very existence of such a document implies a 
certain regulation of the monarchy according to principles deriving, in the view 
of the present story, from the prophet Samuel. 

26,27a. stalwart men ... worthless men. The contrast between bene ha/:tayil 
and bene beliyya'al is deliberately drawn. The former expression may mean sol
diers or warriors ("the sons of strength, the sons of the army"), but it 
specifically connotes loyalty: the bene ha/:tayil are those men who may be 
depended upon for loyal service (cf. esp. II Sam 2:7; I Kings 1 :52: also I Sam 
14:52; 18:17; II Sam 13:28; etc.). On the other hand the bene beliyya'al, lit. 
"sons of worthlessness," are just what the designation suggests, scoundrels and 
riffraff (cf. 2: 12 above); and a traitor or disloyal individual is often called 
ben!'is beliyya'al (II Sam 20: 1; etc.). 

26. whose hearts Yahweh had touched. Hebrew 'liSer niiga' yahweh belibbiim, 
a unique expression. 

27a. this fellow. Hebrew zeh, contemptuously. Cf. 21: 16. GK § 136b. 
They spurned him. The Hebrew verb bzh means "show contempt for, despise" 

and often implies repudiation (Gen 25: 34) or a refusal or rejection of loyalty 
(II Sam 6:16; 12:9,10). 

gift. Hebrew min/:tii often refers to tribute paid to a king by people under his 
sway (Judg 3:15; etc.). We have no other evidence for a gift of homage fol
lowing the election of a (new) king, but this is certainly the issue at stake here. 
To fail to bring a gift is to refuse fealty. 

COMMENT 

The secret choice of Yahweh is now publicly disclosed: the sacred Jot des
ignates Saul, the son of Kish, with all the tribes looking on. Israel receives 
her king amid the acclamation of the people, and the tension between the 
seen and the unseen that animated the preceding section evaporates. To be 
sure, the old state of affairs continues for a moment as Saul lies "hidden 
among the gear," his new identity known only to Yahweh and Samuel; but 
when the young giant is brought out to stand among his subjects, his royal 
qualities are there for all to see. Some may still question his ability to rule 
Israel, but none can deny that he is the chosen king. 

The account is a continuation of the story in 8: 1-22, which concluded 
with Samuel's dismissal of the people after he had been instructed by Yah
weh to "Listen to them and make them a king!" (8:22). Now Samuel 
reconvenes the people to carry out the instruction. The present section 
also shares the spirit of cc 7 and 8. The place of convocation is Mizpah, as 
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in 7:5/j (see the NOTES at 7:6 and 10:17), and Samuel, the prophet, 
presides over the assembly. Nor does the old man miss the opportunity to 
berate the people, as he reminds them once again of Yahweh's past 
kindnesses and their own ingratitude ( vv 18-19a). All of these things mark 
the present episode as a part of the prophetic narrative of the story of 
Samuel and the rise of kingship, into which all the older materials, such as 
the tale of the lost asses of Kish in its original form, have been absorbed 
and to which all subsequent (esp. Deuteronomistic) materials have been 
appended. 

Whether an older source can be discerned even here is a matter for 
debate. 1 Undoubtedly the tradition of Saul's imposing height was an ·old 
one, and his presentation to the people in v 24 seems to lack any pejora
tive overtone. Nor indeed is there anything necessarily "anti-monarchical" 
about the procedure of his election. The use of the sacred lot guarantees 
the freedom of Yahweh's choice, but this is no objection. ·saul was also 
freely chosen by Yahweh in the old story of the lost asses of Kish, and 
since he is the first king the question of blood succession simply does not 
arise. So we cannot rule out the possibility that our prophetic narrator was 
working with traditional materials here. 

If so, however, he has cast those materials in a most unfavorable light. 
This he accomplished by the use of more than one literary device. First of 
all, as remarked upon in the NOTES, the election is prefaced with an oracle 
delivered by Samuel, which is formally a prophetic judgment speech.2 Pre
cisely in the position where an acquaintance with such forms of speech 
leads us to expect an announcement of judgment we find the instructions 
for the election of the king ( v 19b). It would be overstating the case only 
slightly to say that this arrangement implies that the gift of a king is a kind 
of punishment. Certainly it is here thought of as a kind of negative judg
ment or even curse (see the COMMENT on 8:1-22) which the people have 
brought upon themselves. We might paraphrase as follows: Yahweh has 
protected the people unfailingly since the Exodus ( v 18). He alone is 
their deliverer (see the NoTE at v 19). Yet they have rejected him and 
demanded an earthly king (v 19a). Well then, they shall have their king 
( v 19b), and (it is implied) this will be punishment enough! 

In this light the similarity between the narrative of Saul's selection by 
lot and the accounts found elsewhere in the Bible of the use of the lottery 

1 Eissfeldt (Komposition, 7) argues for a source division of the material, distin
guishing between an account of Saul's election by lot (10: 17-21ba) and an (earlier) 
account of proclamation by reason of Saul's stature (21b,B-27). In this conclusion he 
is partly followed by Noth (OS, 54-60) and Birch (Rise of the Israelite Mon
archy, 42-54). 

2 See especially the NoTE at v 18. Birch ("Choosing of Saul") is to be credited 
both with recognizing the formal structure of 10: 17-19 and with demonstrating its 
non-Deuteronomistic character. 
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to determine a hidden offender becomes significant. The passages in ques
tion are Joshua 7 and I Sam 14:38-44-the only other detailed reports of 
the use of the sacred lots in the Bible. The formal similarities among the 
three passages are striking, but in the other examples the purpose of the 
lot casting is to discover an unknown guilty individual, in the one case 
Achan and in the other Jonathan. While it is certainly true that lot casting 
was used for other purposes than the exposure of a criminal (including, 
indeed, the designation of individuals for office), the combination of fea
tures that appears here-an oracle of judgment followed by the injunction 
to cast the lots--casts a shadow over Saul's election. Again it would be 
overstating the case to say that all of this means Saul is guilty of some
thing-that will come later-but there is a clear if subtle implication that 
he is an offending party by virtue of the election itself. 

As if he were somehow aware of these things, Saul hides; so that when 
his lot is taken, he cannot be found (v 21). But we are not told why he 
hides. Is his motive modesty (cf. 9:21) or timidity? As we have already 
remarked (NOTE to 10: 13-16), Rabbinic Judaism did in fact regard him 
as a model of humility, at least partly on the authority of this passage. 
Probably, however, to seek Saul's motive is to miss the point. The purpose 
for which this little incident is told is wordplay, and its chief interest is 
Saul's name. Samuel inquires of (Sa'al) Yahweh, "Has the man come 
here?" When the man is found, then, he is sa'Ul, "the one asked (of Yah
weh)," that is, "Saul" (see the NOTE at 10:22). But in any case this turn 
of events does not present Saul as a bold and eager aspirant to the new 
office. Yet it does serve the purposes of the drama, insofar as it preserves 
until the climactic moment the anonymity of the king-designate in spite of 
his conspicuous height; for once they have set eyes on him the people, as 
we have said, cannot refrain from acknowledging his reign. "Long live the 
king!" 

Finally, however, we should note with Wellhausen (and others before 
him) that "Saul is at this point only king de jure; he does not become king 
de facto until after he has proved himself."8 The proving of Saul is fhe 
subject of the next section. 

8 Prolegomena, 250. 
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XIV. THE PROVING OF SAUL 
(10:27b-11: 15) 

10 27b Now Nahash, the king of the Ammonites, had been oppres
sing the Gadites and the Reubenites grievously, gouging out the right 
eye of each of them and allowing Israel no deliverer. No men of the 
Israelites who were across the Jordan remained whose right eye 
Nahash, king of the Ammonites, had not gouged out. But seven thou
sand men had escaped from the Ammonites and entered into Jabesh
gilead. 

About a month later 11 1 Nahash the Ammonite went up and 
encamped against J abesh-gilead, and all the men of J abesh said to 
Nahash, "Make a treaty with us, and we shall serve you!" 

2 "On this condition I shall make a treaty with you," Nahash the 
Ammonite told them, "that the right eye of each of you be gouged 
out! Then I shall make it a reproach upon all Israel!" 

3 "Let us alone for seven days," said the elders of Jabesh to him, 
"while we send messengers throughout the territory of Israel. Then if 
there is no one to deliver us, we shall come out to you." 

4 When the messengers came to Gibeah of Saul and reported the 
news in the hearing of the people, all the people began to weep aloud. 
5 Now just at that time Saul was coming in behind the oxen from the 
field, and when he asked, "Why are the people weeping?" they 
repeated the news of the men of J abesh. 6 When Saul heard this news, 
the spirit of God rushed upon him! He became enraged 7 and seizing 
a yoke of oxen dismembered them and sent them throughout the ter
ritory of Israel by messengers, saying, "Whoever does not come out 
after Saul (and after Samuel), thus let it be done to his oxen!" Then 
the fear of Yahweh fell upon the people, and they gathered together 
as one man. 8 [Saul] mustered them at Bezek: three hundred thou
sands of Israelites and thirty thousands of men of Judah. 

9 [Saul] said to the messengers who had come, "Thus you shall say 
to the men of Jabesh: 'Tomorrow deliverance will be yours when the 
sun has grown hot!' " So the messengers went and informed the men 
of Jabesh, and they rejoiced. [ ... ] 
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10 Then the men of Jabesh said [to Nahash the Ammonite], "To
morrow we shall come out to you, and you may do with us whatever 
seems good to you." 

11 The next day Saul positioned the army in three groups. They en
tered the camp during the morning watch and battered the Am
monites until the day had grown hot; those who survived were so .scat
tered that no two of them remained together. 

12 Then the people said to Samuel, "Who was it who said, 'Saul 
shall not reign over us!'? Give us the men and we shall put them to 
death!" 

13 But Samuel said, "No one shall be put to death this day, for 
today Yahweh has brought about deliverance in Israel! 14Come!" 
[he] said to the people. "Let us go to Gilgal and there renew the 
kingship!" 15 So all the people went to Gilgal and there made Saul 
king in the presence of Yahweh in Gilgal. There, too, they made com
Tllunion offerings before Yahweh, while Saul and all the men of Israel 
celebrated exuberantly. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

10:27b-11:1. We read the text of a long passage that is unique to 4QSam• 
among the surviving witnesses, though it was present also in the Greek text 
used by Josephus (see Ant. 6.68-71). It cannot be regarded as secondary, for 
it introduces completely new material with no epexegetical or apologetic mo
tive. The scroll reads as follows (the reconstruction is that of F. M. Cross): 
[wnHis mlk bny 'mwn hw' ll;z~ 't bny gd w't bny r'wbn bl;zzqh wnqr Ihm 
R[wl 'y]n ymyn wntn 'y[n mw.i'y]' l[y].fr'l wlw' ns'r 'y.i' bbny ysr'l ':fr b'[br 
hyrdn 's]r l[w' n]qf lw nb[s mlk] bny [1mwn kw[ 'yn ymyn w[h]n sb't 'lpym 'y.i' 
[n,l'lw myd] l'niy 'mwn wyb'w 'l yb.i' gl'd wyhy kmw l;zds wy'l nl;z.i' h'mwny 
wyl;zn 'l yby.i' [gl'd] wy'mrw kwl 'n.i'y ybys 'l nl;zs VACAT [h'mwny krt] 
l[nw bryt wn'bdk]. The sentence reading wyhy kmw l;zds ... '/ ybys [gl'd], 
"About a month later ... against Jahesh-gilead," is written supralinearly on 
the scroll in the hand of the original scribe, who inadvertently omitted it the 
first time (his eye having skipped from the first "Jabesh-gilead" to the second) 
and subsequently corrected his own mistake. MT and LXX have lost every
thing from "Now Nahash ... " to " ... and entered into Jabesh-gilead" (wnl;zs 
· · · wyb'w '[ ybs gl'd), an extraordinary case of scribal oversight. The omission 
apparently was not haplographic-there seems to be nothing in the text to have 
triggered it. A scribe simply skipped an entire paragraph of his text. 
10 27b. About a month later Reading wyhy kmw l;zdJ with 4QSam•, as 
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suggested also by LXX kai egenethe hos meta mena, which however specifically 
reflects wyhy kml;ids (cf. Gen 38:24), obscuring the unusual (archaic and po
etic) form of the preposition. The latter reading has been corrupted in MT to 
wyhy kml;irys (see the Textual Note to 10:27a). 
11 1. Nahash (2) LXX again adds "the Amrnonite." Omit with MT. 

2. I shall make a treaty with you Reading the shortened expression 'krt 
lkm with MT (cf. 22: 8), the word bryt, "treaty," being omitted in a kind of el
lipsis. But it is also possible that the longer text of LXX, which reflects 'krt lkm 
bryt, is primitive, bryt having fallen out before the following bnqwr. Space re
quirements indicate that 4QSam• shared the longer reading of LXX. 

3. the elders of Jabesh Reading zqny ybys with MT. LXX hoi andres 
iabeis ='my ybys, "the men of Jabesh," is reminiscent of v 1 (cf. vv 9,10). 

to you MT has 'lyk, "to you (sing.)," as required by the context. The 
elders are speaking "to him," and the imperative "Let us alone" (herep liinu) is 
singular. LXX has pros hymas = 'lykm, "to you (pl.)." 

5. behind the oxen MT 'al;iiire habbiiqiir. LXXB meta to proi interprets the 
same consonantal reading as 'al;iiire habboqer, "after the morning." LXXL (cf. 
OL) proi katopisthen ton boon, "early, behind the oxen," represents a 
conflation of the readings of MT and LXXB. 

6. the spirit of God So MT, as in 10: 10. LXX has "the spirit of Yahweh," 
as in 10:6; 16:3. 

enraged LXX adds ep' autous = 'lyhm, "on account of them," i.e. on ac
count of the news. Omit with MT. 

7. by messengers So LXXB. MT, LXXL have "by the messengers," identi
fying them with the men sent from Jabesh. But the Jabeshite messengers are 
sent on a different errand in v 9. 

upon the people Reading the shorter text of MT. LXX has "upon the peo
ple of Israel," and space requirements indicate that 4QSam• shared this longer 
reading. 

they gathered together LXX kai eboesan, "and they shouted," reflects a 
consonantal Hebrew text wn'qw, which however should read as Nip'al, not 
Qal. Hence wayyiuii'aqu, "and they gathered." MT has wy.r'w, "and they came 
out," which is reminiscent of the preceding summons. 

8. at Bezek So MT (bbzq). LXXB has abiezek en bama, reflecting hbzq 
bbmh, "at Bezek on the high place." (I.XXL: en rama = brmh, "at Ramah"; 
Josephus: en bala, "at Balah"[?].) We thus recognize two early variants, bbzq 
and bbmh, of which the former is to be preferred as lectio difjicilior. 

three hundred thousands . . . thirty thousands These are the figures given 
in MT. LXX has 600,000 Israelites and 70,000 Judahites, the latter being 
confirmed by 4QSam• (the figure for the former is not extant on the scroll). 
Josephus has 700,000 and 70,000. Since such numbers tend to become exagger
ated rather than understated, we prefer the smaller figures of MT. 

9. [Saul] said That is, wy'mr, "and he said," as reflected by LXX kai eipen. 
MT has wy'mrw, "and they said." Cf. the Textual Note to 10:21b-23. 

to the men of Jabesh So LXX, which has tois andrasin iabeis, reflecting 
l'n8y ybys or perhaps l'ys ybys (cf. MT). MT adds gl'd, " ... -gilead." 

Tomorrow deliverance will be yours The principal witnesses differ only 
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slightly here (MT: ml:zr thyh lkm tsw'h; LXXB = ml:zr lkm htsw'h; LXXL, 
OL = ml:zr lkm thyh ht'Sw'h), and all yield approximately the same sense, viz. 
"Tomorrow deliverance will be yours .... " The text of LXXB, therefore, is 
shortest and best (thyh being shown to be secondary by its varying position). 
4QSama preserves a small fragment of a divergent text: [ .. . ]myhwh ht.l'[w'h 
... ], " ... from Yahweh the deliverance ... " (cf. Ps 37:39). Space re
quirements suggest that the fuller text of the scroll read: ml:zr lkm myhwh 
htiw'h, "Tomorrow deliverance will be yours from Yahweh." This may reflect 
corruption of a text originally identical to that of LXXL, OL, in anticipation of 
v 13 below. 

went So MT. LXX adds "to the city." 
and they rejoiced. [. . .] Something seems to have been lost here, and al-

though only a small fragment is preserved, 4QSam• had a longer text at this 
point. The surviving portion reads: [ .. . ]/km ptl:zw hs['r ... ], " ... to you. 
Open the gate .... " This seems to be the remnant of a speech by Nahash, who 
has returned at the end of the agreed upon time (see the following Textual 
Note). 

10. [to Nahash the Ammonite] The name is necessary for clarity in Eng
lish, and it has also been added to the text of LXX; but the shorter text of MT, 
which omits it, is probably original. Nahash was probably speaking in the lost 
material at the end of v 9 (see above) and needed no further identification 
here. 

whatever seems good to you LXX to agathon enopion hymon = 't h{wb 
lpnykm; MT kkl h/wb b'ynykm. These are more or less equivalent idiomatic 
expressions, and there is no basis for choice between the variants. 

11. the Ammonites So LXX, OL, Syr. and some MSS of MT and Targ. 
MT has "Ammon." 

12. Saul shall not reign Reading s'wl l' ymlk on the basis of LXX saoul ou 
basileusei (cf. Syr., Targ.). MT has s'wl ymlk, "Saul shall reign," which is con
tradictory to the context. Driver argues for MT as follows: "The sense of the 
words is indicated by the tone in which they are uttered-either affirmatively, 
in a tone of irony, or, more probably, interrogatively." 

13. Samuel So LXX. MT has "Saul" (so LXXBmgA, OL; cf. Josephus). 
14. Come! So MT (wy'mr smw'l 'l h'm /kw wnlkw, lit. "And Samuel said 

to the people, 'Come! Let us go ... "'). LXX reflects wy'mr smw'l 'l h'm l'mr 
nlkw, "And Samuel said to the people, saying, 'Let us go ... .'" 

15. and there made Saul king Reading wymlkw sm 't s'wl with MT. LXX 
has kai echrisen samouel ekei ton saoul eis basilea, reflecting wymsl:z smw'l sm 
't s'wl lmlk, "and there Samuel anointed Saul king" (cf. Josephus). Though the 
reading of LXX does not really contradict 10: lff (so Stoebe), where Saul is 
anointed "prince" (migid) but not "king" (melek), the unelaborated version of 
MT seems better. Both are suited to the spirit of the account. 

communion offerings MT zbl:zym slmym, lit. "communion offering sac
rifices." LXX reflects zbl:zym wslmym, "sacrifices and communion offerings." 
Either reading is acceptable. 

Saul (2) With MT we read sm S'wl, "there Saul," which in the tradition 
behind LXX has been corrupted to smw'l, "Samuel.'' Note that :fm, "there," im
mediately succeeds each of the three verbs describing what the people did after 
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going to Gilgal: wymlkw sm ... wyzbbw sm ... wsmb sm, " ... and they 
made (Saul) king there ... and they sacrificed there ... and (Saul and all 
the men of Israel) rejoiced there .... " 

NOTES 

10 27b. Nahash, the king of the Ammonites. The Ammonites were a Semitic 
people who spoke a Canaanite language similar to Hebrew and maintained an au
tonomous state on the Transjordanian Plateau during a time period roughly 
equivalent to that of the independent existence of the Israelite state(s), ca. 
twelfth to sixth centuries B.C. The territory of ancient Ammon was approxi
mately centered on its capital city, Rabbath-ammon, modem Amman. Of 
Nabasb, king of the Ammonites during Saul's reign and the beginning of 
David's, we know only what we are told here. In II Sam 10: 1,2 =I Chron 
19:1,2 be is mentioned (in connection with the exploits of his son Hanun) as a 
benefactor of David, but without further explanation. It is true, however, that 
Ammon and Israel shared a mixed history, sometimes as allies, often as ene
mies. Each nation seems to have regarded the E bank of the Jordan as its own. 

oppressing. Hebrew lobef. See the NoTE at 10:18. 
the Gadites and the Reubenites. That is, the Transjordanian tribes of Israel 

and immediate neighbors of the Ammonites. 
and allowing Israel no deliverer. Hebrew wenoten 'en mosia' teyi.frii'el, as re

constructed by F. M. Cross, who compares, in addition to v 3 below, II Kings 
13 :5. Apparently the point is that by his mutilation of every able-bodied 
Israelite Nahash hoped to prevent Israel from finding a leader able to deliver 
them (cf. Josephus, who elaborates with further interpretation of his own). 

Jabesh-gilead. Generally speaking Gilead was that part of Israel that lay E of 
Jordan or, more narrowly conceived, the tribal territories of Gad and Reuben. 
Jabesh, one of the principal cities of Gilead, is now usually identified with Tell 
Abii Kharaz, ca. 20 miles S of the Sea of Galilee on the E bank of the Jordan. 
(Contrast Noth, History, 167, n. 3.) The city is closely associated in biblical 
tradition with Gibeab, Saul's home. According to Judges 21 the inhabitants of 
Jabesh were all but exterminated by their fellow Israelites for having failed to 
join in a punitive expedition against Gibeah; in the present episode Saul of 
Gibeab rescues Jabesh from defeat and humiliation; and later we shall see the 
men of Jabesh willing to endure hardship in order to give Saul and Jonathan an 
honorable burial ( 31 : 8-13) . 

A bout a month later. Viz. than Saul's return to Gibeab (10: 26-27); cf. 
Josephus Ant. 6.68. The material in v 27b, as the Hebrew syntax shows (cf. 
1 : 9b; etc.), is parenthetical, providing the reader with needed information 
about events that have transpired off stage. The expression "About a month 
later" resumes the narrative thread from 10:27a. 
11 1. Make a treaty with us. The Jabesh-gileadites propose a treaty whereby 
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Jabesh would be bound to the Ammonite king as a vassal city ("we shall serve 
you") and Nahash as suzerain would give assurances of good treatment and 
protection. See further G. Mendenhall, IDB, s.v. "Covenant." (C.l.a.). 

2. a reproach. A visible token of shame and humiliation. Compare 17: 26. 
3. the elders of Jabesh. The elders of a city were its senior male, citizens, usu

ally entrusted with important decisions. Cf. the NOTE at 4:3. 
if there is no one to deliver us. Hebrew 'im 'en mosia' 'otiinu. The use Of the 

term mosia', "deliverer" (Judg 3:9,15; cf. II Kings 13:5) and the related noun 
tesu'a, "rescue," in vv 9 and 13 below, along with the general pattern of the 
deliverer called to war in Yahweh's name, links the present account to the 
"deliverer" stories of the Book of Judges. Cf. the COMMENT. See Richter, Bear
beitungen des "Retterbuches" and Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen, 
319/j, for a discussion of the pre-Deuteronomic "savior book" of Judges 3-9. 
Recall that we have already been prepared unfavorably for the application of 
the term "savior/deliverer" to Saul: see the NOTE at 10:19. 

4. Gibeah of Saul. See the NOTE at 9:1. The distance was some forty-two 
miles as the crow flies. 

6. the spirit of God rushed upon him! See the NoTE at 10:6. In the account 
of Saul's anointing the onrush of divine spirit expressed itself in the form of 
prophetic ecstasy, but here Saul, like Samson (Judg 14:6,19; 15:14), is in
spired to undertake heroic feats of arms. See Beyerlin, "Konigscharisma bei 
Saul," who makes this distinction and then goes on to distinguish both types of 
charisma from the royal charisma later possessed by Saul and his successors. 

He became enraged. Hebrew wayy*ar 'app6 me'od, lit. "and his anger 
(nose) burned greatly," as in Judg 14:19, where rage is a sympton of Samson's 
inspiration as well. 

7. The fundamental assumption of this bizarre method of summoning help 
was that all Israelites were obliged by mutual pledge to come to the aid of any 
Israelite in time of military need. (The grim parallel in Judg 19:29 would pre
vent us from concluding that as king Saul has special privileges to summon 
the people, even if we assumed that he was considered already to be king by the 
author of the present account. See the COMMENT.) Thus the symbolic dismem
bering of the oxen may be regarded as a kind of conditional curse: may the 
oxen of anyone who does not respond to the summons as agreed suffer the 
same fate! Ancient parallels, moreover, suggest that the threat might have been 
more direct, wishing that the people themselves, not their oxen, would be slain, 
for the practice of dismembering an animal to muster the troops seems to have 
had its origin in covenant-making ceremonies, which often involved dismember
ment of animals accompanied by an oath ("May I suffer the fate of these ani
mals if I am not true to the terms of this agreement!"). See Wallis, "Paralelle," 
and R. Polzin, "HWQY' and Covenant Institutions in Israel," HTR 62 (1969) 
227-240. 

(and after Samuel). These words are redactional and secondary, added by 
the writer who incorporated the old story in 10: 27b - 11 : 11, in which Samuel 
had no ·place, into the larger prophetic history of the rise of kingship. See 
the COMMENT. 

the fear of Yahweh. The expression (pal;iad yahweh) most often refers to a 
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kind of paralyzing dread that disables the enemies of Israel (II Chron 17: IO; 
etc.) in a way similar to that of the mehUma, "(divine) panic," unleashed on 
the Philistines in the story of the captivity of the ark (see the NoTE at 4: 5). 
But here, as in II Chron 14: 13(English 14: 14), the "fear" is upon the Israelites 
themselves, spurring them to battle and victory. 

8. Bezek. This city is not mentioned elsewhere, but it can be identified with 
modem Khirbet lbziq, ca. 12 miles NE of Shechem on the W slope of the Jor
dan Valley opposite Jabesh-gilead. Josephus says that it was a march of ten 
schoenes (ca. forty to fifty miles) from Bezek to Jabesh (Ant. 6.79), but he 
seems to have confused the city with the Bezek of Judg 1 :4-5, near Jerusalem. 
In fact the distance from Bezek to J abesh was little more than ten miles. 

thousands. That is, contingents. See the NOTE at 4: 10. 
9. According to Josephus (Ant. 6.76) Saul's message of reassurance was sent 

to Jabesh before he summoned the tribes, and his promise was "to come to 
their aid on the third day and to conquer the enemy before the sun rose, so 
that the ascending sun might see them victorious and released from their fears." 

11. Saul divides his forces into three groups and surrounds the Ammonite 
camp. The strategy is similar to but less elaborate than that used by Gideon in 
his raid on the Midianite camp (Judges 7). Compare also the account of 
Abimelech's attack on Schechem in Judges 9. For ra(')sim, "(military) groups, 
companies," see also 13:17(bis),18(bis) below, as well as Judg 7:16,20; 
9:34,37,43,44(bis); and Job 1: 17. 

At this point Josephus (Ant. 6.80) goes on to say that Saul, "not satisfied 
with merely having rescued J abesh, made an expedition against the territory of 
the Ammonites, subdued it all, and having taken much booty, returned home a 
famous man." Though this campaign is not mentioned in extant texts of the 
Bible, it may have been described in the fuller text known to Josephus, which 
often preserved original readings like the one at the beginning of this section 
(see the Textual Note to 10:27b-11:1). 

12. The reference is evidently to the factious behavior of the ''worthless men" 
of 10:27a. Saul, by his heroism, has erased all doubts about his ability "to 
deliver," a key term in 10:27a and 10:27b- 11: 11 (see the NOTE at v 3 
above). The brief notices in 10:26-27a and 11:12-15 thus form a bracket 
around IO: 27b - 11 : 11, serving to point up the significance of Saul's victory 
over the Ammonites. Before, though his kingship was formally declared, its 
desirability lacked demonstration; but now there can be no basis for doubting 
his ability to lead the armies of Israel. 

13. Yahweh has brought about deliverance. Hebrew •asa yahweh tesu'a. 
The reference is to the deliverance of Jabesh, with a direct allusion to v 9, 
" ... deliverance will be yours ... " (/akem te:fu'a). On the significance of 
the term te:fu'a in pre-Deuteronomistic tradition, SeJ: the second NOTE on v 3 
above. 

14. Gilgal. The modem site remains unlocated. Past proposals have included 
two villages near Tell es-Sultan (Jericho), viz. Khirbet Mefjir and Khirbet en
Nitleh. The ancient city was an important Benjaminite shrine and place of 
sacrifice near Jericho. Here Saul's kingship is "renewed," and here also it will 
be repudiated (13:7b-15a). 
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"Let us . . . renew the kingship!" Hebrew une!:zaddes . . hamme/Ukli. Since 
Saul has already been proclaimed king at Mizpah, his office need not be granted 
again. Thus the kingship is simply "renewed" at Gilgal. Most commentators 

· regard this as an editorial attempt to accommodate an older story of Saul's 
proclamation as king to the later one in 10:17-27a. See the COMMENT. 

15. communion offerings. See the NOTE at 10:8. , 

COMMENT 

Those who questioned the prowess of the young king found hidden in the 
gear at Mizpah could hardly have been accused of unreasonable skepti
cism. As far as they were concerned Saul's abilities had not been proven. 
To be sure he was the manifest choice of Yahweh, and it was their refusal 
to accept that fact as a basis for loyalty that earned them their designation 
as "worthless men" by the narrator. But these were people who needed to 
be shown. "How," they asked, "can this fellow save us?"(10:27a). 

In 10:27b- ll:ll the new king's ability to save is demonstrated. An 
appeal goes out from a besieged city to all Israel, and it is Saul of Gibeah 
who comes to the rescue. In a fit of inspiration he summons the tribes, and 
his leadership, which seems to emerge spontaneously, is never questioned. 
He guides an army of 30 contingents in a surprise attack on the camp of 
the enemy, and the strategy is devastatingly successful. The enemy is 
routed, and when the fighting is over, the advantage of Saul's leadership 
seems so obvious that those who had doubted him before find themselves 
in danger for their lives. 

The story of Saul's victory in 10: 27b - 11: 11 is thus a single narrative 
unit embraced by notices about the response to his kingship in 10:26-27a 
and 11: 12-15. Clearly the purpose of this arrangement is to show that 
Saul, who was already king de jure, has now become king de facto (see 
the COMMENT on 10: 17-27a) and earned the loyalty of all Israel. Yah
weh's new plan for the leadership of his people is now in effect. 

It is widely recognized1 that Saul's deliverance of Jabesh-gilead belongs 
to a type of story, best known from the Book of Judges, in which an 
enemy threat is averted by an Israelite hero whom Yahweh has raised up 
from among his countrymen. These were the tales of the so-called "major 

1 The classic description of the continuities between the stories of the "major 
judges" and those of the kingship of Saul is A. Alt, "The Formation of the Israelite 
State in Palestine," in his Essays in Old Testament History and Religion, tr. R. A. 
Wilson (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968) 223-309. See also Cross, CMHE, 
2190 and bibliography. 
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judges" (Judg 3:7-16:31), each of whom rescued some part of Israel 
from a foreign threat. The present story is another such account, with two 
notable exceptions. First, though the threat itself is localized in Gilead, 
all of Israel is involved in the proceedings. Second, Saul unlike the others 
becomes king. Thus the temporary and geographically limited leadership 
exercised in time of crisis by each of the deliverers of the Book of Judges 
is transformed in Saul's case into a permanent, pan-Israelite office, which 
will persist after the elimination of the Ammonite threat. 

It follows t'hat our account represents a development in the category of 
the story of the deliverer, which shows the temporary, "charismatic" type 
of leadership evolving into kingship. In positing such an origin for the new 
office, moreover, it presents kingship itself in a distinctive light. The king, 
it implies, is the successor to the heroes of the age of the judges. His office 
is legitimized by divine selection, and his powers are derived from divine 
inspiration. These concepts contrast sharply with the elements of dynastic 
succession and permanent authority in Davidic kingship and hark back, as 
most scholars assume, to an old northern ideal of monarchy.2 This ideal, 
according to which each new king came to office through the free selection 
of Yahweh and might as quickly lose his position in consequence of divine 
disapproval, found its prototype in the reign of Saul. It seems to have 
prevailed in the time of the early monarchs of the northern kingdom3 and, 
after the interruption of the Omri dynasty, to have returned full force with 
Jehu's revolution.4 As we should expect, it enjoyed the sympathy and sup
port of the prophetic party, who naturally favored the limitations it im
posed upon the king. 5 It is not surprising, therefore, to find an account of 
Saul's charismatic "judging" of Israel among the sources of a prophetic 
history of the rise of kingship. 

We should note quickly, however, that this old story does not share the 
extreme outlook of the larger narrative into which it has been incorpo
rated. Saul, inspired by Yahweh in a way that moves him to fight but not 
to prophesy (see the NoTE at 11 : 6), defeats the enemy and is acknowl
edged as king by the people. This implies a concept of limited monarchy 
but not suspicion of human kingship in any form. The latter view, which 
dominates the stories of Samuel and to some extent those of Saul in their 
present form, was characteristically prophetic, as we have already seen. 

2 See Alt, "The Monarchy in the Kingdoms of Israel and Judah," Essays, 
310-335, esp. 315-321; Cross, CMHE, 222, n. I. 

3See I Kings 11-16. Tradition remembered both Jeroboam and Baasha as kings 
who acquired rule through acts of divine intervention, and each had a son who failed 
to survive the attempt to succeed his father. 

4 II Kings 9-10. Of course Jehu set up a dynasty of his own (II Kings 12-13), 
though he may not have so intended. 

5 Again according to the record of the Books of Kings. On the relationship be
tween northern prophecy and the ideal of limited kingship, see Cross, CMHE, 
223-229. 
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The story of Saul's rescue of J abesh-gilead in its original form presup
posed no public clamor for a king and, despite the editorial manipulation 
of v 14 (see the NoTE), no prior installation of Saul. Instead the old story 
probably belonged to a cycle of tales about Saul, which combined legend
ary and semi-historical materials into a singly, loosely organized narrative. 
This collection must have contained at least Saul's N azirite birth story 
(see the NOTE at 1 :27,28), the original of the tale of his search for the 
lost asses of Kish, and the present account of his victory over N abash, as 
well, perhaps, as some of the later materials concerning Saul's reign.8 No 
doubt there were other stories which have· not survived; we have only 
those materials that our prophetic narrator found suitable and useful. In 
any case the original Saul cycle must have been much like our present 
Samson cycle (Judges 13-16) in its combination of traditional elements 
and marvelous tales (see also the COMMENT on 1: 1-28). 

Saul, however, is not so shrouded in legend as Samson, and we must 
reckon with the influence of historical memory on the record of his public 
deeds, of .which this is the first reported. The base of operation from which 
Saul fought the Philistines and thus consolidated his kingdom seems very 
likely to have included parts of Gilead as well as Benjamin, especially in 
view of the strong traditional associations between J abesh and Gibeah 
(see the NOTE at 10:27b). Hence the story of his victory over Nahash 
may preserve considerable historical information amid its mixture of leg
endary and typical features. 7 Saul may indeed have become Israel's first 
recorded king in the wake of a decisive victory at Jabesh in Gilead. 

In any case Saul is formally established as king at this point in the bibli
cal record. The leadership of Samuel, to which we have become so accus
tomed, must now pass away as Saul assumes the duties of his new office. 
Or so it might seem! But the materials that follow show that Samuel still 
has a part to play. 

8 See "The Saul Cycle" in the Introduction (LITERARY HISTORY). The original in
terrelationship among these materials before their collection into a single cycle is 
more difficult to surmise. For reasons given in the COMMENT on I: I-28 we should 
suppose an original connection between Saul's Nazirite birth story and the account of 
his deliverance of Jabesh. The story of the lost asses of Kish, on the other hand, 
seems likely to have arisen independently. 

7 The historical value of c I I has been taken for granted by most scholars. For 
bibliography see Langlamet, "L'institution de la royaute," I67, nn. 27-28. 



XV. SAMUEL'S FAREWELL 
(12: 1-25) 

12 I Samuel said to all Israel, "I have listened to you-to every
thing you said to me-and have made you a king. 2 And now the king 
walks before you, and as for me, I am old and gray and my sons are 
among you. Yet it was I who walked before you from my youth until 
this very day 3 Here I am! Accuse me before Yahweh and before his 
anointed! Whose bull have I taken? Whose ass have I taken? Whom 
have I wronged? Whom have I abused? From whom have I taken a 
bribe or a pair of shoes? Accuse me, and I shall repay you!" 

4 But they said, "You have not wronged or abused us! You have 
not taken anything from anyone!" 

5 So he said to them, "Yahweh is witness against you today-and 
his anointed is witness-that you have found nothing in my hand!" 

Israel's History of Apostasy 

6"Yahweh is witness," he said, "who appointed Moses and Aaron 
and who brought your fathers up from Egypt. 7 Now then, present 
yourselves, and I shall enter into judgment with you before Yahweh 
and recount for you all of Yahweh's kindnesses, which he did for you 
and your fathers. 8 When Jacob went to Egypt, the Egyptians 
oppressed them, and your fathers cried out to Yahweh. So Yahweh 
sent Moses and Aaron, and brought your fathers out of Egypt, and 
settled them in this place. 9 But they forgot Yahweh, their god. So he 
sold them to Sisera, the commanding officer of Razor, and to the Phil
istines and to the king of Moab, and they fought against them. 
IOThen they cried out to Yahweh and said, 'We have sinned! For we 
have abandoned Yahweh and served the Baals and Astartes! Now 
then, rescue us from our enemies, and we shall serve you!' 11 So [Yah
weh] sent Jerubaal and Bedan and Jephthah and Samson and rescued 
you from your enemies on every side, and you lived securely. 12 But 
when you saw that Nahash, the king of the Ammonites, had come 
against you, you said, 'No! A king shall rule over us!' 

13 "And now here is the king you have chosen! Yahweh has ap-
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pointed a king over you! 14 If you fear Yahweh's commands, if both 
you and the king who rules over you follow after Yahweh, your god, 
then he will rescue you. 15 But if you do not obey Yahweh and rebel 
against Yahweh's commands, then the hand of Yahweh will be upon 
you and your king to destroy you." , 

The Power of the Prophet 

16 "Now then, present yourselves and see this great thing that Yah
weh is about to do before your eyes! 17 Is it not wheat harvest today? 
I shall call upon Yahweh, and he will send thunder and rain. Then· 
you will understand and see that the evil you have done in requesting 
a king for yourselves is great in Yahweh's eyes." 18 So Samuel called 
upon Yahweh, and Yahweh sent thunder and rain that da,y; and all 
the people became greatly afraid of Yahweh and Samuel. 

19 All the people said to Samuel, "Intercede on behalf of your ser
vants with Yahweh, your god, that we might not die! For in request
ing a king for ourselves we have added another evil to all our sins." 

20"Do not be afraid!" said Samuel to the people. "You yourselves 
have done all this evil. Yet do not turn away from Yahweh: rather 
serve Yahweh with all your heart! 21 Do not turn away after nothing
ness, which cannot help and cannot save--for such things are noth
ingness! 22For Yahweh will not abandon his people on account of his 
great name, since Yahweh chose to make you into a people for him
self. 

23 "And as for me, far be it from me to sin against Yahweh by ceas
ing to intercede on your behalf! I shall instruct you in the good and 
fair way. 24 Yet you must fear Yahweh and serve him truly with all 
your heart, for you have seen the great things he has done for you; 
25 and if you act wickedly, both you and your king will be swept 
away!" 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

12 2. I am old and gray Reading zqnty wsbty with MT. UQ(B reflects a 
text which read zqnty wysbty, "I am old and will sit down " and LXXL 
conflates the two readings. But MT is evidently correct. ' 

3. or a pair of shoes? Accuse me Reading wn'l(ym) 'nw by on the basis 
of LXX kai hypodema apokrithete kat' emou. Cf. Sir 46:19. MT, confused by 
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the arcane reference to shoes (see the NOTE), has revised the text to read 
w"/y,,,. 'yny bw, "and covered my eyes with it." See E. A. Speiser, "Of Shoes 
and Shekels." 

4. they said So MT. LXX adds "to Samuel." 
wronged or abused So MT. LXX has three verbs, and the correspondence 

between the verbs in MT and LXX here (and in v 3) is uncertain. In any case 
we should read the shorter text. 

5. So he said to them So MT. LXX: "So Samuel said to the people." 
today MT hywm hzh, rendered twice by LXX (semeron en taute te 

hemera). 
5,6. At the end of v 5 and the beginning of v 6 MT reads wy'mr 'd wy'mr 

smw'l 'I h'm, to which we may restore a second 'd after h'm with LXX. Thus, 
"And he said, 'Witness.' And Samuel said to the people, 'Witness. . . .' " This 
is a conflation of shorter and longer variants, viz. wy'mr 'd and wy'mr smw'l 'l 
h'm 'd. LXXB reinterprets the former as wy'mrw 'd, "And they said, 'Wit
ness,' " and similarly LXXL attempts to understand the text by reading wy'mr 
h'm 'd, "And the people said, 'Witness.'" But in fact the text is conflate in all 
versions and the shorter reading of the two involved in the conflation, viz. 
wy'mr 'd, is to be preferred (note the same kind of expansion at the beginning 
of each of the last two verses in LXX) and belongs at the beginning of v 6. 

6. from Egypt So LXX. MT: "from the land of Egypt.'' 
7. and recount for you Reading w'gydh lkm on the basis of LXX kai ap

angelo hymin. These words are omitted from MT, and although the cause of 
their omission is not evident, they must be included as grammatically neces
sary (Driver). 

8. Jacob So MT. LXX adds "and his sons," perhaps in anticipation of the 
plural pronoun in the following expression ("the Egyptians oppressed them," 
though as noted below this reading, too, is preserved only in LXX, the V orlage 
of which may have read "him"); but in any case the name is to be understood 
as collective for the nation. See the NoTE. 

to Egypt, the Egyptians oppressed them Reading mfrym wy'nm mfrym, lit. 
"to Egypt, Egypt oppressed them,'' on the basis of LXX eis aigypton kai 
etapeinosen autous aigyptos. MT reads mfrym alone; the rest has fallen out by 
simple haplography, the scribe's eye jumping from the first mfrym to the sec
ond. Space considerations indicate that 4QSam• shared the longer reading of 
LXX. 

brought out ... settled The verbs are singular with Yahweh as subject 
(so LXX). MT has plurals, understanding Moses and Aaron as subjects. But 
Moses and Aaion did not settle the people in Canaan. 

'· This enumeration of enemies is quite sketchy in comparison to the stories 
of Judges 3-16. Josephus (Ant. 6.90) is somewhat more complete, listing the 
Assyrians (Judg 3:7-11), the Ammonites (Judges 11, unless Josephus is think
ing of Judg 3: 13), the Moabites (Judg 3: 12-30), and the Philistines (Judges 
3:31; 13-16); but the textual significance of all of this is difficult to assess. 

Sisera, the commanding officer of Hazor So MT. LXXL (cf. LXXBA) has 
"Sisera, the commanding officer of Jabin, the king of Hazor" (cf. Judg 4:2-3, 
etc.), which looks like simple expansion. 
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10. and said Reading wy'mrw, "and they said," with LXX and MT qere. 
MT ketib has wy'mr, "and he said." 

11. The names of the great heroes of the Book of Judges given here do not 
conform to the canonical arrangement, nor do they correspond to the list of en
emies given in v 9. These problems and others have led to confusion in the text. 
Two of the names, Jerubaal and Jephthah, are not in doubt. The two others, 
Bedan and Samson, are less certain. Interestingly enough, Josephus has only 
"Jephthah and Gideon" (Ant. 6.90; see below). · 

So [Yahweh] sent Reading wyslfl on the basis of LXX kai apesteilen. MT 
adds "Yahweh" for clarity. 

Jerubaal So MT, LXXL, and 4QSama ([y]rb=l). LXXB has ieroboam. 
"Jeroboam," here and in II Sam 11:21 (where there is no doubt that the hero 
of Judges 6-9 is meant). 

Bedan and Jephthah LXX (cf. Syr.) has "Barak and Jephthah," MT 
"Bedan and Jephthah." Clearly "Bedan" (bediin) is to be preferred as lectio 
diffecilior, "corrected" in the tradition behind LXX to biiriiq, the familiar hero 
of Judges 4-5. But how are we to explain "Bedan"? Rabbinic tradition 
(Babylonian Rosh ha-Shanah 25a) speculated that the name means "from 
Dan" and identified Bedan as the great Danite hero Samson (so Kimchi, who 
says it means "son of Dan," as if "'ben-diin > bediin). An attractive modern 
suggestion has been made by Zakovitch ("bdn = yptfl [1 Sam 12:11]"), who 
identifies the Gileadite Bedan of I Chron 7: 17 with the Gileadite Jephthah of 
Judges 11, whom he assumes to have had two names in a fuller tradition, ex
actly like Gideon-Jerubaal. He takes the original reading here to have been bdn, 
later glossed (correctly) as yptfl. A still later scribe, ignorant of the identifica
tion, arranged the text to read two different names (w't bdn w't yptfl) as it now 
stands. Though Zakovitch does not cite it, the evidence of Josephus (Ant. 
6.90), who lists only "Jephthah and Gideon," as if he knew that "Bedan" 
would be superfluous (on the omission of the fourth name see below) , lends 
some support to his argument. 

Samson So LXXL, Syr. But MT, LXXBA have "Samuel," which many crit
ics prefer on the grounds that the reading "Samson" was substituted to 
preserve Samuel's modesty (Smith, etc.), and it is true that "Samuel" is not by 
any means inappropriate in view of 7 :2-17. Josephus (Ant. 6.90) omits the 
name altogether, leading to the suspicion that it may have arisen as a secondary 
expansion in a shorter list. 

12. you said, 'Nol' So LXX, Syr. (thus wt'mrw l'). MT: wt'mrw ly l', "you 
said to me, 'Nol"' Cf. 8: 19, LXX. 

At the end of the verse MT adds wyhwh 'lhykm mlkkm, " ... but Yahweh, 
your god, was your king!" This is an expansion in the spirit of the text, but an 
expansion nonetheless. 

13. you have chosen/ So LXXB. MT (cf. LXXL) has ':fr bl;zrtm 'fr S'ltm, 
"whom you have chosen, whom you requested." Evidently the last two words 
were added to correct the contradiction of 10:24, where it is said that the king 
was chosen by Yahweh. 

14. your god MT 'lhykm (cf. 4QSama: ['l]why!C[m], of which LXX 
poreuomenoi = hwlkym ("going"?) is probably a corruption (Wellhausen). 

then he will rescue you Assuming that LXXL is correct in its unique read-
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ing (kai) exeleitai hymas = wh$ylkm. 4QSam•, though not extant here, has a 
space requiring four to six letters ( wh$lkm?). In any case something is needed 
after the last conditional clause. To be sure, Driver accepts MT, describing the 
whole as "protasis, ending with an aposiopesis," and is followed in this by 
Stoebe and others; but this is to accuse Samuel (or at least a Deuteronomistic 
writer) of some rather bewildering speechrnaking. Although the suppression of 
the entire apodosis is attested elsewhere (see GK §§159dd,167a), it seems so 
apt to confuse in this situation as to be most unlikely. We must conclude that in 
MT wh!flkm fell out after 'lhykm. 

15. and your king to destroy you MT has b'bwtykm, "and upon your fa
thers," which is impossible (thus Targ., Syr. interpret it as "as it was upon your 
fathers"; cf. Stoebe). It is a corrupt remnant (reminiscent of v 7; cf. vv 6,8) 
of wbmlkkm l'bydkm, "and upon your king to destroy you," as reflected by 
LXXL kai epi ton basilea hymon exolothreusai hymas (cf. LXXB, the Vorlage 
of which had lost l'bydkm by haplography after wbmlkkm). Contrast Weiss, 
"Main du Seigneur," who proposes the reading wbbtykm, "and upon your 
houses." 

21. turn away After these words MT inexplicably adds ki. Omit with 
LXX. 

23. I shall instruct you Preceded in LXX by kai douleusii to kyriii, which 
reflects w'bdty 't yhwh, "and I shall serve Yahweh." Omit with MT. 

in the ... way Reading badderek (Budde, Smith). The same consonants 
are vocalized in MT as bederek, thus "in the way of the good and the fair." 
LXX reflects 't hdrk, thus "(I shall teach you) the good and fair way," but the 
expression usually takes the preposition (Pss 25:8; 32:8; Prov 4:11). 

24. truly with all your heart MT b'mt bkl lbbkm. LXX reflects instead 
b'mt wbkl lbbkm, "truly and with all your heart." 

for you have seen Reading ky r'ytm on the basis of LXX hoti eidete. MT 
has ky r'w, "for see!" which is unsuitable. 

NOTES 

12 1. Samuel's opening statement harks back directly to 8:22, where he was 
instructed by Yahweh to "Listen to [the people] and make them a king." The 
chain of events would follow smoothly enough from the account of Saul's elec
tion at Mizpah (10: 17-27a) were it not for the fact that the narrator has inter
rupted himself by the incorporation of the story of Saul's victory over the Am
monites (10:27b-11:15). We are obliged, therefore, to think of the present 
episode as occurring at Gilgal ( 11 : 15), not Mizpah. 

2. the king walks before you . . . I . . . walked before you. The juxtaposition 
is deliberate and important: the king has replaced the prophet. The expression 
"walk before" (hithallek lipne) means to perform a function on someone's be
half, as explained in the NOTE at 2:30. Samuel is reminding the people that al-
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though the king serves them now, it was he, Samuel, who served them in years 
past. The verses that follow draw out the contrast further. 

3. Samuel protests against his deposition by the people on the grounds that 
his leadership has been just. His objection to their lack of confidence is couched 
in language identical to that used by Moses on a similar occasion (Num 
16:15). Von Rad, "Early History," has popularized the view that this verse be
longs to an ancient formal category of cultic self-justification, also represented 
in the Old Testament by such passages as Deut 26: 13-14; Job 31; etc. The 
form, he says, belonged originally to any of those "various occasions when the 
individual worshipper was expected to bear witness to the divine law by making 
some kind of profession" and "did so in a series of negative statements, in 
which he professed himself innocent of any transgression of certain particular 
commandments." But even if this is so, it must not lead us to overlook the spe
cial function of Samuel's "negative confession" in the present context. It repre
sents a kind of companion piece to the description of "the way of the king" in 
8:11-18, to which it returns our attention. The key word there as here is liiqa/:i, 
"take." Samuel has taken nothing from the people, not an ox, an ass, or any 
kind of bribe; the king will take their sons, daughters, crops, slaves, and live
stock. Samuel's purpose is to show the people once and for all how foolish they 
have been. Though they were blind before (8:19-20), now that it is too late 
they will finally realize that Samuel, the prophet, has been a just leader and that 
his channel to Yahweh is direct (see vv 161J below). See further the CoM-
MENT. 

3,5. and before his anointed ... and his anointed is witness. These notices 
have been taken by some commentators as evidence of a favorable attitude to
ward the monarchy in 12:1-5, despite the contrary tone of the rest of the chap
ter. The king, they say, is here presented as a guarantor of the law, before 
whom Samuel must justify his life (Stoebe). But c 12, especially its pre-Deu
teronomistic stratum (see below) , is uniformly critical of the monarchy. There 
is no sense, moreover, in which these two notices are organic to the composi
tional unit of vv 1-5. Elsewhere the new king is called "king" (v 2) not 
"anointed of Yahweh," and it is not the king but the people who absolve Sam
uel ( v 4). Indeed both references to the anointed of Yahweh have the look of 
secondary insertions, especially that in v 5, which breaks up the syntax of the 
sentence quite awkwardly: "So he said to them, 'Yahweh is witness against you 
today-and his anointed is witness-that you, etc.' " Even if original the notices 
merely acknowledge the new authority of the king; they do not further condone 
it. 

3. a pair of shoes. The rather curious reference is explained by an 
antiquarian notice in Ruth 4:7, according to which, "It (was the custom) for
merly in Israel with reference to redemption and exchange that to confirm any 
such matter a man would slip off his shoe and give it to his companion. This, 
then, was the method of attestation in Israel." E. A. Speiser ("Of Shoes and 
Shekels," 155) has gone on to show that the practice served "to validate ar
rangements by circumventing legal obstacles." As Speiser points out, this 
clarifies Samuel's assertion: "In his capacity as judge he had never accepted 
bribes or gratuities from any litigant; what is more, he had had nothing to do 
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with cases where the law could be circumvented through some technicality." 
Cf. also Amos 2:6; 8:6. 

6-15. This long retrospect on Israel's history of apostasy is one of a series of 
reflective speeches by major figures, including Joshua (Joshua 23-24), Samuel 
and Solomon (I Kings 8: 12-61), inserted at important junctures in the history 
by a Deuteronomistic writer as vehicles for his editorial point of view (cf. 
Noth, VS, 5). The original continuation of v 5 is found in vv 16/J (n.b. the du
plication in vv 7 and 16), where Samuel goes on to reinforce his self-defense 
with a demonstration of his ability to communicate with Yahweh; and although 
those latter verses show marks of Deuteronomistic annotation (see below), vv 
6-15 represent a self-contained and completely Deuteronomistic composition, 
which may therefore be isolated for discussion. Characteristically Deu
teronomistic expressions occurring here include: 

I) z'q 'I yhwh, "cry out to Yahweh," which is derived ultimately from the 
pre-Deuteronomistic sin-outcry-deliverance scheme of the stories of the so
called "major judges" (see the NOTE at 11:3 for bibliography). Cf. Judg 
3:9,15; 6:6,7; 10:10. See also the NOTE at 8:18. 

2) skl;i 't yhwh, "forget Yahweh," as in Judg 3:7. Cf. Weinfeld, Deu
teronomy, 367, n. 6. 

3) mkr byd PN, "sell (the Israelites) to (an enemy)," which also comes 
ultimately from the pre-Deuteronomistic framework of the stories of the great 
deliverers. See Judg 2:14; 3:8; 4:2; 10:7; cf. Deut 32:30. 

4) 'zb 't yhwh, "abandon Yahweh," as in Judg 2: 12,13; 10:6,10,13; I 
Sam 8:8. Cf. the NoTE to 8:8. 

5) 'bd 't hb'lym (w't h'strwt), "serve the Baals (and Astartes)." So Judg 
2:11,13; 3:7; 10:6,10. Cf. I Sam 7:4. 

6) yr' 't yhwh, "fear Yahweh," as in Josh 4:24; I Kings 8:40,43. The ex
pression is ubiquitous in the Book of Deuteronomy itself. 

7) 'bd 't yhwh, "serve Yahweh." So Josh 22:5 and 24:14. Cf. the stronger 
expression in 7:4 and Judg 10:16 (LXXB). Again the phrase is common in the 
Book of Deuteronomy (and indeed in pre-Deuteronomic literature, though its 
use to describe loyalty to Yahweh in contrast to apostasy is primarily Deu
teronomic and Deuteronomistic, as pointed out by Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 
332). 

8) sm' bqwl yhwh, "hear Yahweh's voice, obey Yahweh," as in Josh 
24: 24; etc. The expression alone is not distinctively Deuteronomistic. 

6. "Yahweh is witness." Inv 5 the meaning of this expression was clear: Yah
weh is a divine witness to the people's acknowledgment of Samuel's innocence. 
Here it is less clear. Evidently Yahweh is being invoked as witness to the past 
behavior of the people. In view of the covenantal patterning of vv 6-15 (see the 
COMMENT) it seems appropriate to compare this to the invocation of divine 
witnesses that customarily introduced a treaty. See D. J. McCarthy, Treaty and 
Covenant (Rome: PBI, 1963) 141. But it is also true that the expression serves 
to cement the intrusive passage into the narrative and thus can be explained sat
isfactorily enough as a redactional device introduced to smooth the transition to 
the new material. 

who appointed Moses and Aaron. Hebrew 'iJSer 'asa 'et-moseh wi'et-'ahiiron. 
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The expression is unusual in that 'ii.fa alone does not elsewhere mean "appoint." 
We expect it to be followed by a term denoting office or function (cf. Driver). 
Our translation assumes that the reference is to the traditions recorded in 
Exodus 24. 

9-11. The focus of Samuel's reflection is the period of the judges, which from 
the Deuteronomistic point of view closed with the appointment of the first king. 
This age is presented in the Book of Judges as a series of acts of apostasy, each 
of which was punished by subjugation to an enemy, until the repentant people 
were again freed by a deliverer raised up by Yahweh. This cyclical pattern of 
apostasy-subjugation-petition-deliverance is also reflected here, though only a 
brief selection of the foes and deliverers known from the canonical record is 
given. 

9. Sisera. See Judges 4-5. 
the Philistines. The most prominent enemy; see the NoTE at 4: 1 b. Cf. Judges 

3:31; 13-16. 
the king of Moab. Presumably the reference is to Eglon, the Moabite king 

who subdued Israel and enslaved her people for eighteen years according to 
Judg 3: 12-30. 

10. the Baals and Astartes. That is, local cults of foreign gods and goddesses. 
See the NOTE at 7:4. 

11. J erubaal. According to the existing (composite) account, another name 
for Gideon. The reference is to Judges 6-8. 

Samson. See Judges 13-16. 
12. This verse gives the impression that the people's demand for a king 

( 8: 1-22) was a response to the new threat posed by N ahash the Ammonite 
( 11 : 1-15), as if the materials available to the Deuteronomistic author of this 
retrospective summary differed from those of the extant text either in arrange
ment or extent. Accordingly some commentators have assumed that Nahash 
was mentioned before c 8 in an earlier version of the story; but although we 
have now recovered further information about Nahash and his raids in Trans
jordan (see the Textual Note to 10:27b-ll:l), this information, too, belongs 
with c 11 and not earlier. We must conclude, therefore, either that the Deu
teronomistic author of this verse knew an independent tradition with a different 
view of the relationship between the events related in cc 8 and 11 (Stoebe) or, 
as seems more likely, that he made a free interpretation of the existing mate
rials (Noth, VS, 60). In either case the new slant given by the assertion that 
the people made their demand in response to the Ammonite threat is quite im
portant, inasmuch as it forces a different interpretation of the inauguration of 
kingship. Yahweh's gift of a king cannot be understood here, as it is in the 
larger narrative, as a unique act of divine condescension in response to a 
wicked and willful human act, but rather it must here be interpreted, as Stoebe 
points out, as another gracious provision for Israel's deliverance from deserved 
danger in the series of such provisions that extends through the record of the 
age of the judges. 

15. the hand of Yahweh will be upon you. The Israelites, if they are disobe
dient, will suffer holy punishment inflicted by the awesome power of their god. 
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For the background of this expression, see J. J. M. Roberts, "The Hand of 
Yahweh," VT 2 ( 1971) 244-251. Cf. the NoTE at 5 :6. 

16-25. Though there is further Deuteronomistic annotation in these verses 
(l 9b,20b-22,24-25), they preserve in basic outline the original continuation of 
vv 1-5. Samuel, having contrasted his own righteousness as leader of the people 
to the selfish cruelty they have been told to expect from the king, goes on to 
demonstrate anew his ability to communicate with Yahweh and Yahweh's will
ingness to respond. 

17-18. The allusion to the wheat harvest marks the season as early summer 
(see the NoTE at 6:13), when rain rarely fell. R. B. Y. Scott ("Palestine, cli
mate of," IDB, 3.622-623) writes: "The long, rainless summer begins [in 
Palestine] in May or June and lasts until September .... Rain is rare in June 
except in the extreme N, and is almost unheard of in July and August (cf. II 
Sam. 21:10) .... "Thus the thunderstorm here sent by Yahweh at Samuel's 
behest cannot be misinterpreted by the people as a natural occurrence: it is so 
extraordinary as to be unambiguously supernatural in origin. The point of the 
incident is not so much that Yahweh thunders at the people to express his dis
pleasure (though that is an important element) as that he exhibits his willing
ness to respond to Samuel, his prophet, as earlier in 7:9-10. The point of the 
narrator is clear: a prophet is the proper and divinely sanctioned channel be
tween man and God, and in this respect the request for a king is a great evil. 
Thus it is that when the storm begins, the people become afraid "of Yahweh 
and Samuel." 

19. Finally chastened, the people call upon the intercessory power of the 
prophet, as they used to do in moments of trouble before they made their fatal 
demand (cf. 7: 8) . The second half of this verse with its reference to all the 
previous sins of the people is probably a Deuteronomistic interpolation. 

20-25. The structure of Samuel's argument with its contrasting emphatic 
pronouns ('attem ... gam 'iinakl, "You yourselves ... And as for me ... ") 
is the key to a correct understanding of the reply. "You brought this evil upon 
yourselves," says Samuel in effect. "/ have done nothing to harm you. More
over, I shall continue to act on your behalf, as I always have. So do not be 
afraid!" 

In the text as it now stands each half of the reply (20a and 23) is elaborated 
by further sentences in characteristically Deuteronomistic language (20b-22 
and 24-25). Stereotyped Deuteronomistic expressions occurring here include: 

1) swr m'f.iry yhwh, "tum away from Yahweh," used by the Josianic histo
rian in reference to a king (II Kings 18: 6). On the general use of swr, "turn 
away," for apostasy in Deuteronomic and Deuteronornistic contexts, see Wein
feld, Deuteronomy, 339. 

2) 'bd 't yhwh bkl lbb, "serve Yahweh with all the heart," as in Josh 22:5; 
cf. Deut 10:12; 11:13. For "serve Yahweh" alone, see above, NoTE at 6-15, 
no. 7. For the common cliche "with all the heart" alone, see the NOTE to 
7:2b-4. 

3) l'swt lw I'm, "to make into a people for himself," as used (with other 
verbs) in II Sam 7:24 (cf. 23), as well as Deut 28:9; 29:12(English 29:13). 
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4) yr' 't yhwh, "fear Yahweh." See the NOTE at vv 6-15. 
5) b'mt, "truly." Frequently attached to the expression "serve Yahweh," as 

in this case (cf. Josh 24:14) or to some other Deuteronomistic cliche, such as 
"walk before Yahweh" (said of the king; cf. I Kings 2:4; 3:6). 

21. This verse moves beyond the usual Deuteronomistic polemic -against the 
worship of "other gods" and raises the question of idolatry. Its use of tohu, 
"nothingness," in reference to idols is reminiscent of Isa 41: 29 (cf. 44: 9.) . 
Thus we may have here a late (post-Deuteronomistic) addition to the text. 

22. Since Israel is known as Yahweh's special people, it would reflect badly 
on his own reputation if he were to cast them off. Cf. Ezek 20:9, where Yahweh 
explains that despite the sins of the people he did not abandon them "for the. 
sake of my name, so that it would not be defiled in the eyes of the nations . . . 
before whom I had made known that I would bring [Israel] out of the land of 
Egypt." 

23. Samuel pledges to continue his services to Israel as an intercessor and 
teacher, roles from which prophets are not excluded by the inauguration of 
kingship. Excluding the Deuteronomistic interpolation in vv 24-25, this con
cludes Samuel's farewell, which thus ends with a reference to the future role of 
the prophet under the monarchy. See further the COMMENT. 

COMMENT 

With Israel's new leader in office Samuel must settle his account with the 
people. It is their king who "walks before" them now, and Samuel's term 
of service, at least in the old form, is over. The sequence of events initi
ated by the audience at Ramah has reached its conclusion. In obedience to 
Yahweh's command (8:22) and the people's own mandate, Samuel has 
given Israel her first legitimate king. Only in the present episode, however, 
do the people come to appreciate the price of the king, for it is here that 
they recognize for the first time the importance of what they have given 
away. In their zeal to be "like all the other nations," they have forgotten 
the privileges of their national uniqueness and scouted the advantages of 
prophetic rule. Now, reminded of the fairness of Samuel's administration 
and made to acknowledge it (vv 3-5), and called upon to witness a new 
demonstration of the prophet's intimacy with Yahweh (vv 16ff), they re
alize at last how foolish they have been. But it is too late. They have their 
king, and there can be no return to the old way. They must attach their 
hope to the only remaining provision for their welfare: Samuel even now 
will continue to pray for them and instruct them "in the good and fair 
way." 

As this summary suggests, Samuel's farewell address in its pre-Deu-
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teronomistic form represents another important chapter in the prophetic 
narrative of the establishment of kingship in Israel. It is retrospective to a 
great extent, reviewing ideas projected earlier in order to give them final 
clarity; but its crucial contribution is a new one, for as we shall see, v 23, 
in which Samuel pledges further service in the future, purports to be· noth
ing less than the formal initiation of the prophet's new role in the era of 
the kingdom. 

All of this is organized according to a threefold scheme in which ( 1) 
the prophet is contrasted to the king, (2) the power of the prophet is dem
onstrated, and (3) the shape of the continuing office of the prophet is 
foretold: 

1) The prophet contrasted to the king. As pointed out in the NOTE at v 
3 above, Samuel's self-justification in vv 1-5 harks back to his description 
of "the way of the king" in 8: 11-18. The key term in both speeches is the 
verb laqa!J,, "take."1 Samuel has taken nothing from the people. By con
trast the king must be expected to take everything they have and enslave 
them. The implication is clear. Prophetic rule, as exemplified by the career 
of the paradigmatic prophet, is just rule. This follows, we are to assume, 
from the peculiar circumstances of the prophet's call and his continuing 
relationship with Yahweh. These circumstances do not pertain to the office 
of king, and Israel's king will behave as kings do everywhere, viz. selfishly 
and cruelly. 

2) The prophet's power demonstrated. Verses 161J recall our attention 
to the fact that it is Yahweh's pleasure to respond to the entreaty of his 
prophet. Samuel calls and Yahweh answers, exactly as in the prophetically 
confected account of Samuel's victory over the Philistines (7:9-10). The 
thunderstorm., therefore, is not only an expression of divine wrath; it is a 
demonstration of the special powers of the prophet-powers of which the 
people were so aware before (cf. 7: 8) but seem to have forgotten since. 
This view of the prophetic office is the same as that which animates the 
story of the drought in the days of another prophet, Elijah, who at one 
point says, "As Yahweh, the god of Israel, whom I serve, lives, there shall 
be no dew or rain these years except at my word!" (I Kings 17: 1). The 
prophet is Yahweh's chosen servant, and any attempt to supplant his au
thority is an evil that "is great in Yahweh's eyes." Realizing this, the peo
ple become "greatly afraid of Yahweh and Samuel," as we are told, and 
they beg Samuel to intercede for them with Yahweh, whom they refer to 
in this case as Samuel's god (v 19)-a usage found also in 7:8, where the 
intercessory role of the prophet and his special relationship to Yahweh are 
also central. Again the implication of the incident is clear. The prophetic 
office is unique in its privileges of communication with Yahweh. By their 

1 This has also been recognized by Boecker, Beurteilung der Anfange des 
Ko11igtums, 70. Cf. Weiser, Samuel, 40. 
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demand for a king the people have forfeited the special opportunity this 
situation offered them, and since prophetic rule was Yahweh's own choice, 
they have incurred divine condemnation. 

3). The future of the prophetic office foretold. The surprise in Samuel's 
farewell message is neither the protestation of his own righteousness nor 
the appeal to the displeasure of his god. These things we might have ex
pected. The real surprise is his promise to continue to serve. Justice does 
not require this, since a solemn warning was given (see the NOTE at 8:9), 
and though they plead for it, the people have no right to expect Samuel to 
"Intercede ... with Yahweh ... that we might not die!" Samuel's pledge 
in v 23, therefore, is undeserved by its beneficiaries, the Israelites. It 
amounts to a special provision for the succor and preservation of the peo
ple, which comes on the very brink of disaster, and it is a God-given pro
vision, inasmuch as it arises from the terms of Samuel's prophetic rela
tionship with Yahweh. To abandon the people even at this point would be 
to sin against Yahweh (v 23a). Instead Samuel will continue to serve. 
And he will do so in two ways: ( 1) by interceding with Yahweh on their 
behalf; and (2) by instructing them "in the good and fair way." Here then 
is inaugurated a new role for the prophet in Israel. In the past he 
discharged, in the view of the present narrative, a wide variety of duties 
both religious and secular; but now with a king in Israel the duties of the 
prophet are to be more circumscribed. He has become the figure familiar 
to us from the prophetic books themselves, who is assigned to play two 
roles corresponding to the two parts of Samuel's pledge, as the people's in
tercessor with Yahweh on the one hand and as the moral conscience of 
the kingdom on the other. These are the irreducible aspects of the pro
phetic office, which in the idealized cases of the great prophets like Moses 
and Samuel are combined with a number of others, and which, under less 
than ideal conditions when the leadership prerogatives that the prophets 
claim are denied them by the people, remain alone. 

As detailed in the NOTES this key chapter in the prophetic narrative of 
the rise of kingship has been expanded by a Deuteronomistic hand into a 
reflective summary of the period of the judges and an exhortation to good 
behavior in the coming age of the kings. The primary expansion is found 
in vv 6-15, as betrayed by the conspicuous duplication of vv 7 and 16;2 

other additions include 19b(?),20b-22,24-25. Thus Samuel's farewell be
longs to the series of Deuteronomistically formulated passages that ac
cording to Martin Noth provide the organizational framework for the 
Deuteronomistic history as a whole.8 These appear in the story at major 
junctures, where each presents a retrospect on preceding events and a pre
view of the future, thus dividing the larger history into epochs. In this 

2 Verse 6 is redactional. See the NOTE. 
3 OS, 5. Noth evidently regarded c 12 as wholly Deuteronomistic (cf. 59-60). 
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scheme I Samuel 12 marks the watershed between the end of the period of 
the judges and the beginning of the age of kingship. 

More specifically, Samuel's farewell in its present form belongs to a sub
set of the passages indentified by Noth, which also includes the dedicatory 
speech and prayer of Solomon in I Kings 8: 12-61 and the farewell dis
courses of Joshua in their Deuteronomistically revised form (Joshua 
23-24). These three speeches serve to reiterate the Deuteronomic exhorta
tions of Moses in each new era down to the day of the completion of the 
temple, so that the words of these four key figures (Moses, Joshua, Sam
uel, Solomon) provide an ongoing theological line of reference for the 
Deuteronomistic history of the pre-temple period. See further LITERARY 

HISTORY in the Introduction. 
The farewell speeches of Joshua and Samuel in particular may be set 

apart for comparison. They renew the Deuteronomic covenant at the two 
critical passages in the history after the entrance into the land and before 
the erection of the temple: ( 1 ) at the time of the completion of the con
quest and the beginning of Israel's life in the land, and (2) at the end of 
the age of the judges and the beginning of life under the kings. In other 
words, the two passages describe the repetition and restoration at these 
crucial moments of Israel's solemn promise of obedience to Yahweh with 
all its accompanying sanctions and contractual obligations. The covenantal 
form of Joshua 24 is well known, and the lineaments of covenantal 
patterning may also be discovered in the present passage.4 The two 
speeches share a number of formal features characteristic of covenant re
newal: 

1) Introduction (I Sam 12:7; Josh 24: 1). The people take up their po
sitions in formal array to hear the words of the covenant mediator. 

2) Antecedent History (I Sam 12:8-12; Josh 24:2-13). The history of 
the relationship between Yahweh and Israel is reviewed with special em
phasis upon the good things Yahweh has done for the people in the recent 
past. This historical prologue is crucial in that it demonstrates Israel's in
debtedness to Yahweh and thus the propriety of her obedience to the 
terms of the covenant. 

3) Transition to the Present: "And now ... " (I Sam 12:13; Josh 

4 James Muilenburg, "The Form and Structure of the Covenantal Formulations," 
VT 9 (1959) 347-365, esp. 361-365; McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant, 141-144; 
Birch, Rise of the Israelite MoMrchy, 68-70; Klaus Baltzer, The Covenant 
Formulary, tr. D. E. Green (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971) 66-68. On the other 
hand, F. Brent Knutson (in Fisher, Ras Shamra Parallels 2. 171-173) denies the 
presence of treaty formulations here, arguing that the structure of c 12 as a whole 
does not suggest treaty influence and that while some features of the chapter are sim
ilar to certain treaty elements, there is nothing similar in many verses. But the verses 
Knutson identifies as Jacking covenantal features (1-7,16-19,21-24) correspond gen
erally to those we have identified as pre-Deuteronomistic (l-5,16-19a,20a,23 ). The 
treaty influence is in the Deuteronomistic overlay. 
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24: 14). The expression we'atta functions as a kind of ligature, connecting 
the recital of Yahweh's past kindnesses to the present situation upon 
which they impinge. Thus the covenant is related to the present moment 
and the people may be enjoined to renew their loyalty. 

4) Requirements (I Sam 12:20b-21; Josh 24: 14). In the present pas
sage the things required of the people by the covenant relationship are im
plied in the blessings and curses (see below) and also listed separately in 
vv 20b-21. In Joshua 24 the requirements are in effect epitomized in the 
double injunction to serve Yahweh and cast away other gods. 5 

5) Blessings and Curses (I Sam 12:14-15,24-25; Josh 24:20). The fu
ture prosperity of the people is attached to obedience to the requirements 
of the covenant. Failure to obey and serve Yahweh will bring disaster. 
Thus the alternatives of right and wrong behavior as detailed in the Deu
teronomic corpus itself are presented anew in each generat!on with the 
consequences of disobedience fully in view. In the present passage the 
king is included in the terms of these sanctions for the first time. . 

As we have already noted in regard to other Deuteronomistic interpo
lations in our story (see 7:3-4; 8:8; and the corresponding NOTES), the 
purpose of such expansion is to incorporate the account of the rise of 
kingship into the Deuteronomistic theology of the period of the judges 
with its fourfold scheme of apostasy, punishment, repentance, and deliv
erance. The special concern with questions of leadership and theocracy 
that dominates the primary narrative is thus subordinated to issues of obe
dience and service, and most especially of fidelity in contrast to apostasy 
( v 10). Israel is portrayed as the adherents of Deuteronomistic theology 
saw it, i.e. as a fickle, backsliding nation upon whom the good choice 
must be repeatedly urged. 

From any perspective, however, the age of Samuel is now over. To be 
sure, the life's work of the old prophet is not yet completed, for there is a 
greater king than Saul still to be anointed; but the new era has dawned. 
Samuel's few remaining tasks are important, but he will no longer be the 
center of interest in the narrative. 

fi In covenant renewal passages a detailed list of stipulations, such as that which 
characterizes the original covenant itself (in this case Deuteronomy 12-26), is unnec
essary and may be replaced by a generalized call to obedience. 



XVI. A NOTICE ABOUT SAUL'S KINGSHIP 
(13:1) 

13 I Saul was . . . years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
. years over Israel. 

TEXTUAL NOTE 

13 1. This notice is missing in LXXB and defective in all witnesses in which it 
survives. LXXB probably reflects scribal suppression of an obviously corrupt 
text, a practice attested elsewhere. (F. M. Cross [personal communication] 
compares II Sam 4: 1,2, where the name Mephibosheth, which was originally in 
the text [cf. LXX], has been suppressed in MT because it is an obvious error 
for lshbosheth.) The scribes preferred to suppress or leave blank rather than 
correct. MT has bn Inh s'wl bmlkw wsty foym mlk 'l ysr'l, "Saul was a year old 
(I) when he began to reign, and he reigned two years over Israel." The first 
part of this statement exercised the ingenuity of the ancient commentators and 
translators considerably. Targ. has kbr sn' dlyt byh J;zwbyn s'wl kd mlk, "Like a 
one-year-old who has no sins was Saul when he became king." Some MSS of 
LXXL (oe2; bc2 =MT) record Saul's age as thirty, but this is probably an esti
mate or at best a figure derived from other sources (cf. II Sam 5: 4) . The in
formation concerning the length of Saul's reign inspires little more confidence. 
The reading of MT in this clause is also represented by most of the versions 
(LXXL, etc.), but the time is too short--surely Saul reigned for more than two 
years! Josephus, who has nothing to say at this point (Ant. 6.95), elsewhere 
gives the rounded figures of twenty (10.143) and forty (6.378; cf. Acts 
13 :21 ). Wellhausen is probably correct in supposing sty, "two," to be a corrupt 
duplication of the following Jnym, "years." It seems likely, then, that originally 
the numbers were lacking in both clauses: "Saul was years old when 
he began to reign, and he reigned years over Israel." See further the 
NOTE. 
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NOTE 

13 1. This notice was inserted by the Deuteronomist in the spirit of his chron
ological framework for the stories about subsequent kings (cf. II Sam 2: IO; 
5:4; I Kings 14:21; 22:42; etc.), but the figures were not available to him or 
(if he had them) were subsequently lost. 



XVII. A BROKEN APPOINTMENT 
(13:2-15) 

13 2 Saul picked himself three thousands from Israel: two thou
sands were under [his] command at Michmash in the hill country of 
Bethel, while one thousand was under Jonathan's command in Geba 
of Benjamin; the rest of the army [Saul] dismissed, each to his own 
tent. 

3 Jonathan slew the Philistine prefect who was in Gibeah, and the 
Philistines were told, "The Hebrews have revolted!" Saul blew the 
horn throughout the land, 4 and all Israel was told, "Saul has slain the 
Philistine prefect! Indeed, Israel has become obnoxious to the Philis
tines!" So the army rallied behind Saul at Gilgal. 

5 The Philistines, meanwhile, had gathered to fight with Israel. 
They brought up three thousands of chariotry, six thousands of cav
alry, and an army like the sand on the seashore in number against Is
rael, and came up and encamped at Michmash, east of Beth-aven. 
6 When the men of Israel saw that they were hard pressed, the people 
hid themselves in caves, thickets, fissures, dugouts, and pits, 7 and 
crossed the fords of the Jordan to the territory of Gad and Gilead. 

But Saul was still in Gilgal with all the army trembling behind him. 
s He waited seven days until the time Samuel had stipulated, but Sam
uel did not come to Gilgal, and the army began to drift away from 
him. 9 So [he] said, "Bring the holocaust and the communion offer
ings to me!" And he offered up the holocaust. 10 But as soon as he 
had finished offering [it] up, Samuel arrived! So Saul went out toward 
him to greet him. 

11 "What have you done?" said Samuel. 
Saul replied, "When I saw that the army had begun to drift away 

from me and that you did not come in the appointed number of 
days and that the Philistines were gathering at Michmash, 12 I said 
to myself, 'Now the Philistines will come down against me at Gilgal
but I have not entreated Yahweh's favor!' So I took it upon myself 
to offer up the holocaust." 

13 "You acted foolishly," said Samuel to Saul. "If you had been 
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careful of the appointment that Yahweh, your god, gave you, then 
[he] would have established your kingship over Israel forever! 
14 But now your kingship will not endure! Yahweh will seek out a 
man of his own choosing. He will appoint him as prince O\'.er his peo
ple, for you were not careful of what Yahweh appointed you." 

15 Then Samuel set out from Gilgal and went his way, while the 
remnant of the army went up after Saul to meet the fighting force, 
going from Gilgal toward Gibeah of Benjamin. Saul mustered the 
people who were with him-some six hundred men. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

13 2. three thousands So MT. When it is understood that a "thousand" is a 
military unit (see the NOTE at 4:10), there is no need to add "of men," as do 
LXX, Syr. 

from Israel So MT. LXXB: "from the men of Israel"; LXXL: "from the 
sons of Israel." 

at Michmash in the hill country of Bethel So LXXB; other MSS, including 
MT and LXXL, have "at Michmash and in the hill country of Bethel," as 
though one thousand was located in each place. It is more likely that the second 
prepositional phrase is intended to identify the site of Michmash. See the NoTE. 

Geba Where we find Jonathan in 13: 16. The similarity of the names of the 
Benjaminite cities gib'il, "Gibeah," and geba', "Geba," has caused endless con
fusion in the text of cc l3 and 14. Elsewhere further difficulties arise from a 
third name, gib'on, "Gibeon." Despite numerous attempts it seems unlikely that 
a comprehensive solution to these problems can be found. Each occurrence of 
one of these names must be evaluated on its own merits, and (unhappily) tex
tual evidence must always be eyed with suspicion. Here MT has gib'il (so Syr., 
Targ., Vulg.); LXX gabaa (so LXXL; LXXB gabee) is ambiguous but seems to 
reflect gb', "Geba." 

3. Gibeah MT has gb', "Geba" (see the Textual Note at 13:2). LXX en 16 
bouno, "on the hill," points to Gibeah. Cf. 10:5. 

and the Philistines were told, "The Hebrews have revolted!" Reading 
wysm'w p/Stym l'mr ps'w h'brym, lit. " ... and the Philistines heard, saying, 
'The Hebrews have revolted!'" All principal witnesses have ws'wl tq' bswpr bkl 
h'r!f, "and Saul blew the horn throughout the land," before l'mr, but it is out of 
place at this point. It is characteristic of foreigners, not Israelites, to use the 
term "Hebrews" (see the NOTE). Moreover, as Driver points out, the intrusive 
clause fits naturally before v 4. 

The Hebrews So MT: h'brym. LXX hoi douloi reflects h'bdym, "the 
slaves," an example of the frequent confusion of r and d. 
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have revolted Reading ps'w on the basis of LXX iithetiikasin. MT ysm'w, 
"Let (the Hebrews) hear!" shows the influence of the intrusive clause about 
Saul's horn blowing. 

Saul blew the horn throughout the land See above. 
4. rallied MT wayyi~~ii'iiqtl. LXXB<Ll (cf. OL) have kai anebiisan, "(and 

they) came up," an inner-Greek corruption of kai aneboiisan (attested in some 
MSS), "(and they) shouted," reflecting wy~'qw, a consonantal reading identical 
to that of MT. Cf. the third Textual Note at 11 :7. 

5. Israel. They brought up .•• against Israel Reading ysr'l wy'lw 'l ysr'l on 
the basis of LXX israiil kai anabainousin epi israiil. MT, which reads ysr'l, has 
lost the rest by haplography. 

three So LXXL, Syr. MT, LXXB have "thirty." 
Beth-aven So MT. LXX: "Beth-boron." Syr.: "Bethel" (correctly). See 

the second NoTB at v 2. 
6. saw In MT the verb has a plural form (r'w) after the collective singular 

subject ('y.l' ysr'l, "the men of Israel"); in LXX the verb is singular (ei
den = r'h). Either is possible, but the reading of LXX is better in view of the 
subsequent collective singular lw, "to them," in both MT and LXX. 

that they were hard pressed MT reads ky ~r lw ngs h'm, "that they were 
hard pressed, that the people were oppressed," and Dhorme (followed by 
Hertzberg, Stoebe, and others) argues that this represents a conflation of an
cient variants. The variants were ky ~r lw, retained here, and (as the obscure 
reading of LXX8 A, mii prosagein auton, "not to bring him near" [?], may sug
gest) ky ngs, "that he was oppressed/hard pressed" (cf. Wellhausen). 

thickets Most critics emend MT l;zwl;zym to l;zwrym, "holes," following a 
suggestion of Ewald (cf. 14: 11). But surely the lectio difficilior is original. It 
means "brambles, thickets," unless it has an otherwise unattested meaning that 
is more appropriate here. LXX renders it mandrais, "enclosed spaces," using a 
Greek term (mandra) which, like Hebrew l;zwl;z, can refer to the setting of a 
ring. Perhaps we should translate it as "enclosures." 

7. and crossed the fords of the Jordan Reading wy'brw m'brwt hyrdn for 
MT w'brym 'brw 't hyrdn, "and Hebrews crossed the Jordan" (cf. LXX). See 
Wellhausen, Budde, etc. Stoebe defends MT. 

8. He waited MT (ketib) wyyl;zl, a Pi'el without elision of y. MT (qere) 
wayyol;zel is reminiscent of tol;ziil, ''you must wait," in Samuel's instructions in 
10:8 above. 

until the time Samuel had stipulated Reading lmw'd 'fr 'mr Jmw'l, lit. 
"until the appointed time that Samuel had said," on the basis of LXX, Targ. In 
MT 'mr has fallen out after ':fr. 

9. "Bring ... to me!" So MT. LXX: "Bring, that I may make .. 
11. you did not come So MT. LXX adds "as you arranged" (has die

taxo). 
13. If Revocalizing MT lo', "not" ("You did not follow, etc.") as the hy

pothetical particle lit (ltl') with Wellhausen and others, following an old sug
gestion of Ferdinand Hitzig. 

the appointment that Yahweh, your god, gave you We read 't ~wt yhwh 
'lhyk 'sr flVk, lit. "the instruction of Yahweh, your god, that he instructed you." 
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with MT, but the reading reflected by LXX ('t m~wty 'fr ~wk yhwh, "my in
struction which Yahweh instructed you") is not demonstrably inferior. On the 
translation "appointment," see the NOTE. 

15. MT has suffered a long haplography in the first part of the verse, a 
scribe's eye having skipped from the first "from Gilgal" to the second; thus, 
wyqm smw'l wy'l mn hglgl gb't bnymn, "Then Samuel set out and went up 
from Gilgal toward Gibeah of Benjamin." On the basis of LXX ( kai aneste 
samouel kai ape/then ek galgalon eis hodon autou kai to katalimma tou laou 
anebe opiso scwul eis apantesin [opiso; cf. Driver] tou laou tou polemistou 
auton paragenomenon ek ga/galon eis gabaa beniamein) we restore wyqm 
smw'l wy/k mn hg/g/ /drkw wytr h'm 'lh 'IJry s'wl lqr't 'm hmllJmh wyb'w (cf, 
Driver) mn hglg/ gb't bnymyn. The variation between wy'l, "and (he) went 
up," and wy/k, "and (he) went," is probably secondary, wylk having been 
changed in the tradition behind MT to wy'l after the loss of ldrkw, "(on) his 
way." 

NOTES 

ll 2. thousands. Military contingents. See the NoTE at 4: 10. 
Michmash in the hill country of Bethel. The modern site is the mountain vil

lage of Mukhmas, ca. 7 miles NE of Jerusalem and 3 or 4 miles S of Beitin, an
cient Bethel (see the NOTE at 7:16). For the topography, see the NOTE at 
13:16. 

Geba. The site of the ancient Benjaminite stronghold is the modern village of 
Jeba', ca. 6 miles NNE of Jerusalem. For the topography of Geba in rela
tionship to Mi chm ash, see the NOTE at 13: 16. 

3. the Philistine prefect who was in Gibeah. Cf. 10:5. If our geography is 
correct (see the fourth Textual Note to 13:2), Saul's home town is depicted as 
the location of an outpost charged with securing Philistine control of occupied 
Benjaminite territory. Jonathan's assassination of the prefect or governor is an 
act of rebellion and initiates the long war between Philistia and Israel that con
tinues throughout Saul's lifetime. 

The Hebrews. As usual the Israelites are called "Hebrews" in the speech of 
foreigners (cf. the NoTE at 4:6); but see the NOTE at 13:21. 

4. at Gilgal. The mention of Gilgal (set the NoTE at 11:14) brings to mind 
Samuel's instructions in 10:8 and the ceremony described in 11:14-15. We are 
to assume that Saul has remained there: the notice in 13: 2, like that in 13 : 1, is 
summary; it describes the general deployment of Saul's forces, and does not 
mean that he was at Michmash at the time of Jonathan's assassination of the 
prefect. 

5. at Michmash, east of Beth-aven. See the NOTE at 13 :2. The name bet 
'iiwen, which means "House of Wickedness," is used by Hosea (4:15; 5:8; 
10:5) as a pejorative substitute for Bethel ("House of God"), and Bethel is 
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probably also intended here and in 14:23 below. The name appears also in Josh 
18: 12 and 7: 2, and the latter passage, because it reads in MT 'm byt 'wn 
mqdm lbyt 'l, "near Beth-aven to the east of Bethel," has been cited as evidence 
for an independent Beth-aven; but the text of MT in Josh 7: 2 is the result of a 
conflation of two readings and should be corrected to read 'm byt 'l, "near 
Bethel" (so LXX:B). 

6. Archaeological evidence shows that the caves of Palestine often provided 
refuge for people in danger. On the walls of a cave near Lachish, for example, 
are incised what seem to be the prayers of a refugee from the Babylonian on
slaught of 588-586 B.c. The inscriptions on the W and S walls read nqh yh 'l l:mn 
nqh yh yhwh, "Spare (me), 0 merciful God! Spare (me), 0 Yahweh!" and 
hws' [y]hwh, "Save (me), 0 Yahweh!" See J. Naveh, "Old Hebrew Inscrip
tions in a Burial Cave," /El 13 ( 1963) 74-96; and for this interpretation, F. M. 
Cross, "The Cave Inscriptions from Khirbet Beit Lei," in Near Eastern Archae
ology in the Twentieth Century [Nelson Glueck Volume], ed. J. A. Sanders 
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1970) 299-306, esp. 302. 

7. Gad and Gilead. Like Gilead (cf. the NOTE at 11: 1) Gad was used as a 
general designation for Israelite lands E of the Jordan, but properly it was the 
territory of the tribe of Gad, which together with that of Reuben made up 
Gilead. For the boundaries, see Josh 13:24-28 (cf. Num 32). 

7b-15a. The older record of Saul's hostilities with the Philistines is interrupted 
at this point by the insertion of an account of Saul's indictment by Samuel told 
from a prophetic perspective. The reference in v Sa is to Samuel's instructions 
in 10:8, where Saul was told to wait at Gilgal until Samuel arrived. There Saul 
was a young man still living in his father's house; here he is king of Israel and 
has a grown son of his own. Yet according to the timetable of the prophetic au
thor of 10:8 and 13:7b-15a, only seven days have passed since Saul's comple
tion of the journey Samuel started him on in 10:201 In the older, unamended 
version of the story the events of cc 13-14 were supposed to have taken place 
long after Saul's return from the search for his father's asses. 

9. the holocaust and the communion offerings. Cf. the NoTES at 6:14 and 
10:8. According to 10:8 Samuel had intended to make these offerings himself. 

13,14. The incident reaches its climax in Samuel's abrupt indictment of Saul, 
which takes the form of an oracle of judgment (cf. Birch, Rise of the Israelite 
Monarchy, 80-83). The prophet's words derive their force from play on the 
verb ,~iwwii and the related noun mi$wii. The semantic range of the former in
cludes both "command" and "appoint," so that it can be used at once of Yah
weh's commanding Saul to wait for Samuel at Gilgal and of Yahweh's appoint
ing a new king in Saul's place. A connection is deliberately drawn between 
Saul's appointment as king and his appointment with Samuel. The charge in v 
13 that Saul should have "been careful of the appointment that Yahweh, your 
god, gave you" (Siimartii 'et-mi~wat yahweh 'elohekii 'aler $iwwiik) delicately 
balances the two ideas: Saul did not keep the appointment (with Samuel), and 
so also he did not carefully execute his appointment (as king). Now Yahweh 
will find Saul's successor and appoint him (way$awwehQ) king-designate, since 
Saul did not keep/ carefully execute his appointment. 
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13. your kingship over Israel forever! I your kingship will not endure. It is 
not Saul's reign that is at stake. It is his dynasty. See the COMMENT. 

14. a man of his own choosing. Hebrew 'is kilbiibO, lit. "a man according to 
his own heart." This has nothing to do with any great fondness of Yahweh's for 
David or any special quality of David, to whom it patently refers. Rather it 
emphasizes the free divine selection of the heir to the throne ( niigid, "prince"), 
as the alternative to the endurance of Saul's "kingship [dynasty!] over Israel 
forever" (see the preceding NOTE and the COMMENT). As its use in 14:7 
shows, the expression klbb, "according to (one's) heart," has to do with an in
dividual's will or purpose. Compare Ps 20:5(English 20:4): 

yitten tekii kilbiibekii 
wekol 'li.iiitekii yemalle' 
May he give to you according to 

your heart, 
And your every purpose may he 

fulfill! 

The present passage, therefore, asserts the freedom of the divine will in choos
ing a new king in the spirit of the prophetic theology of leadership already de
scribed in the COMMENT on 9:1-10:16. So also Jer 3:15: weniitatti liikem 
ro'im kelibbi, "And I (Yahweh) shall give you shepherds (=kings) of my 
own choosing. . . ." 

COMMENT 

The cries of popular acclamation for Saul have hardly subsided before his 
kingship is censured by Yahweh's prophet. As political events in the hills 
around Bethel rush toward a major conflict with the Philistines, Saul bides 
his time impatiently at Gilgal looking for the arrival of Samuel. There was 
to have been a wait of seven days (10:8; cf. the NOTE at 12:7b-15a), but 
when the time finally expires Saul is far from relieved and confident. His 
army is deserting, and in his anxiety not to do battle without first having 
"entreated Yahweh's favor" he takes it upon himself to make the offerings 
Samuel was to have made. So when the old prophet arrives, he finds the 
victims already upon the altar. "You acted foolishly," says Samuel, and 
he abruptly declares that Saul's kingship is condemned. 

As pointed out in the NOTES, the narration of the incident is animated 
by a rather subtle play on words in Samuel's final speech that unob
trusively but effectively directs our attention toward one central theme, 
viz. the relationship between kingship and obedience to Yahweh. On the 
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surface this is the story of a broken appointment: for failing to keep the 
terms of the meeting precisely as stipulated Saul is judged blameworthy. 
He has disobeyed Yahweh, or rather Yahweh's prophet. Thus he has vio
lated the terms of his appointment as king. Kingship requires obedience. 
The appointment of the prince or king-designate (niigid), therefore, will 
go not to Saul's son but to "a man of [Yahweh's] own choosing." Saul's 
kingship will not endure; his son will not succeed him. There is going to 
be a new king. 

Here again we recognize the prophetic theology of political leadership 
that structures the stories of Samuel and Saul in their present form. The 
prophet is Yahweh's official spokesman and thus is not to be gainsaid or 
disobeyed. Kingship is suspect. It will be tolerated but, as we now see, 
only as subject to the controlling authority of the prophet. Most dubious 
is the dynastic aspect of kingship, since it interferes with the free divine 
election of the king as exercised through the prophets. Yahweh must have 
"a man of his own choosing" as king (see the Norn at v 14); and only if a 
man is obedient to Yahweh can he hope for his son to be chosen to succeea: 
him as king. 

Here again, too, we can see that the prophetic perspective has been for
warded by a reworking of older material-in this case, it seems, by a sim
ple insertion. The larger literary unit is that which describes the battle of 
Michmash Pass and the cursing of Jonathan; into this the report of the 
Gilgal incident has been introduced. Verses 3-7a,15b (on which see the 
COMMENT to 13:16-14:23a) represent the beginning of the account of 
the battle of Michmash Pass, as directly continued in vv 16ff. The inser
tion, then, includes vv 7b-15a (and possibly also 4b). The new arrange
ment is somewhat awkward for the geography of the story: the audience is 
shunted unceremoniously from the vicinity of Gibeah (v 3) to Gilgal (v 
7b, cf. 4b) and then back to Gibeah (v 15). But the prophetic writer 
makes his point amid the confusion. 

The older story that began with Jonathan's rebellion-provoking assassi
nation of the Philistine prefect at Gibeah (vv 3-4 above) will continue in 
the pitched battle that is about to ensue. 
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XVIII. THE BATTLE OF MICHMASH PASS· 
(13: 16-14:23a) 

13 16 Saul, his son Jonathan, and the troops who were with them 
were staying in Geba of Benjamin, and the Philistines had encamped 
at Michmash. 17 From time to time a certain raiding party came out 
of the Philistine camp in three squadrons: one squadron would take 
the Ophrah road toward the land of Shual, 18 another would take the 
Beth-horon road, and still another would take the border road 
overlooking the Valley of Hyenas. 

Israel Disarmed 

19 There was no smith to be found in all the land of Israel, for the 
Philistines had said to themselves, "The Hebrews might make swords 
or spears!" 20 So all Israel would go down to the Philistines to repair 
any of their plowshares, mattocks, axes, or sickles. 21 The price was a 
pairn for plowshares and mattocks and a third of a shekel for picks 
and axes or setting an ox-goad. 22 So at the time of the battle of 
Michmash neither sword nor spear was available to any of the sol
diers who were with Saul and Jonathan--only Saul and his son 
Jonathan had them. 

The First Engagement 

23 A Philistine outpost had advanced into Michmash Pass. 
14 I That same day Saul's son Jonathan said to the servant who 
carried his weapons, "Come, let us cross over to the Philistine outpost 
on the other side!" But he did not inform his father- 2 Saul was on 
the outskirts of Geba sitting under a pomegranate tree, which was on 
the threshing floor, and with him were about six hundred men, 3 as 
well as Ahijah, son of Ahitub, brother of Ichabod, son of Phinehas, 
son of Eli, the priest of Yahweh at Shiloh, who was wearing the 
ephod-so the army did not know that Jonathan had gone. 

4 Now within the pass through which Jonathan planned to cross to 
the Philistine outpost there were rocky crags, one on each side: the 
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name of the one was Bozez and of the other Seneh; s the one crag was 
to the north opposite Michmash and the other to the south opposite 
Geba. 

6 Jonathan said to the servant who carried his weapons, ~'Come, let 
us cross over to the outpost of those uncircumcised! It may be that 
Yahweh will give us victory, for nothing can prevent Yahweh from 
gaining victory, whether by many or by few!" 

7 "Do whatever you have in mind," said his weapon-bearer. "I shall 
be with you! We are of the same mind!" 

s So Jonathan said, "We shall cross over to the men and show our
selves to them. 9 If they say to us, 'Stand still until we come to you!' 
we shall stay where we are and not go up to them; 10 but if they say, 
'Come up to us!' we shall go up, for Yahweh will have given them 
into our power. That will be the sign for us." 

11 When the two of them showed themselves to the Philistine out
post, the Philistines said to themselves, "Hebrews, coming out of the 
holes where they hid themselves!" 12 The men of the outpost called to 
Jonathan and his weapon-bearer. "Come up here to us," they said, 
"so that we may show you something!" 

Then Jonathan told his weapon-bearer, "Come up after me, for 
Yahweh has delivered them into the power of Israel!" 13 Jonathan 
climbed up on his hands and feet, his weapon-bearer behind him; and 
when [the Philistines] turned toward [him], he struck them down, his 
weapon-bearer dispatching them behind him (with darts and crude 
flint weapons). 

14 In this first engagement Jonathan and his weapon-bearer struck 
down about twenty men. 15 There was a convulsion in the camp and 
in the field: all the soldiers of the garrison and in the raiding party, 
too, shuddered; then the earth shook, and it became an awesome con
vulsion! 

The Rout of the Philistines 

16 Some of Saul's watchmen in Geba of Benjamin saw that the 
camp was surging back and forth; 17 so Saul said to the troops who 
were with him, "Call the roll to see who has gone from us!" And 
when they called the roll, Jonathan and his weapon-bearer were not 
there. 18 Then Saul said to Ahijah, "Bring the ephod!" (for he was 
wearing the ephod at that time before Israel). 19 But as Saul was talk
ing to the priest, the confusion in the Philistine camp was growing 
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greater and greater; so [he] said to the priest, "Withdraw your 
hand!" 

20 Saul and all the soldiers who were with him assembled and 
marched to the battle, where the swords [of the Philistines]. were 
turned against each other in a very great panic. 21 As for the Hebrews 
who had sided previously with the Philistines and gone up into the 
camp, they too turned to be with Israel under Saul and Jonathan; 
22 and when all the Israelites who had been hiding in the hill country 
of Ephraim heard that the Philistines had fled, they too pursued them 
in the fighting. 

23a So Yahweh gained victory that day for Israel. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

13 16. in Geba of Benjamin So MT, LXX, and the topography is decisive: 
see the NoTE. After "Benjamin" LXX (cf. Syr., OL) adds kai eklaion, "and 
they wept"; omit with MT. 

17. From time to time . . . came out In view of the succeeding imperfects 
MT wy.( should be vocalized weyii~ii' and read as a converted perfect express
ing repeated action in the past. MT reads wayye~e', simply "came out." See also 
the NoTE to vv 17,18. 

18. the border road So MT: drk gbwl. LXXC»>: "the Geba road" (= drk 
gb'). 

the Valley of Hyenas MT adds hammidbiira, "toward the wilderness," i.e. 
the wilderness of Jordan, for clarity. Omit with LXX»L. 

19. had said to themselves That is, 'iimeru (so LXX, MT qere). MT ketib 
('mr) is defective. 

20. would go down Repointing MT wayyerldfl, "went down," as 
weyiiredfl. The verb was originally intended to indicate repeated action in 
the past, as in the case of wehiiyeta in the next verse. 

to the Philistines Restoring 'l hplstym in MT, which has lost 'l after y.fr'l. 
LXX eis gen allophyloi = 'r~h p/Stym, "to the land of the Philistines" (cf. 
Targ.), might be original, but the loss of 'r~( h) is difficult to explain. 

sickles MT repeats the previous word for "plowshare" (mQrStw) in a 
slightly different form. We read QrmSw on the basis of LXX drepanon, "scythe, 
sickle." In v 21, however, the same Greek word seems to correspond to MT 
drbn, "ox-goad," and Wellhausen proposes to restore drbnw here; the similarity 
of sound between the Hebrew and Greek words might have influenced the ren
dering (as in v 21 ) . But the corruption of Qrmlw to mQrstw is easier to under
stand. 

21. The price Hebrew pe~ira. See the NoTB. 
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and a third of a shekel for picks Reading wslst hSql lqlSwn (for the noun 
qilSon, "pick," see Gordis, "Note"), a sequence that is ripe for haplography. 
Thus MT ( wlSlS qlSwn, "and for three picks" [?], where initial l- has arisen in a 
long succession of words with initial /-) and LXX (kai treis sikloi eis ton 
odoizta = ws/St sql[ym] lSn, "and three shekels for the tooth") preserve corrupt 
remnants. 

22. So at the time of the battle of Michmash MT reads whyh bywm 
mll;imt, "So it would happen on the day of battle (that) ... "; that is, "So 
whenever there was a battle .... " Thus MT understands this to be continu
ation of the description of the situation that used to prevail: no specific battle is 
meant. But mll;imt is a construct form and a governing noun must have been 
lost. LXX, then, is probably correct in adding machemas, "Mich.mash," here. 
The original was wyhy (changed in MT to whyh after the loss of mkmJ) bywm 
mll;imt mkmJ, lit. "So it happened on the day (LXX, 'days') of the battle of 
Mich.mash (that) ..•• " 

23. LXX adds "and he did not inform his father," a misplaced duplicate of 
the last part of 14: 1. 
14 2. Geba Though MT, LXX, and Targ. all point to "Gibeah," topo
graphical considerations seem to require "Geba." especially in view of v 16 
below where Saul's watchmen see the battle raging at Michmash Pass. Gibeah 
-even on its outskirts-is too far away. For a different explanation see 
Stoebe, "Topographie." 

on the threshing fioor Reading bemo goren. The long form of the preposi
tion has confused later scribes, as in 4: 8 and 10: 27b ( = 11 : 1); thus MT reads 
bemigron, "in Migron" (under the influence of Isa 10:28?). See further the 
Norn. 

and with him were So LXX. MT "and the troops who were with him 
were .... " 

3. Eli So MT (correctly). LXX: "Levi." 
Yahweh So MT, LXXL. LXXB: "God." 
4. rocky crags, one on each side MT Jn hsl' mh'br mzh w:fn hsl' mh'br 

mzh, lit. "a certain tooth of rock on this side and a certain tooth of rock on 
that side." LXX8 seems to render the statement twice: (1) akroterion petras 
enthen kai akroterion petras enthen =Jn (?) hsl' mh'br w:fn (?) hsl' mh'br; 
and (2) fragmentarily, kai odous petras ek toutou = w:fn hsl' mzh. As LXX8 

suggests, mh'br (enthen) and mzh (ek toutou) are not both necessary; they 
may represent a conflation in MT of variant readings. 

5. crag So MT (sen, lit. "tooth"). LXXB has hodos, "road, path," but as 
Driver points out this must be an inner-Greek corruption of odous, "tooth." 

to the north That is, m~pwn. MT precedes this with nz.rwq, "as a pillar 
(?),"a corrupt anticipation of m~pwn (Driver); delete with LXX, OL. 

6. will give us victory Emending MT (cf. LXX) y'sh . .. lnw, "will do for 
us," to ywfy' ... lnw (without textual support). The corruption arose from a 
simple metathesis of sf s and ' in the old orthography (ys' > y's). Many critics 
have defended MT here (Smith, Stoebe), but the correction seems likely in 
view of lhwsy', "to gain victory," in the following clause (cf. v 23 below). 

7. Do whatever you have in mind Reading 'sh 'Ir (so LXXL; LXXB 
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reflects kl ':fr) lbbk nth lw, lit. "Do that which your heart inclines to," with 
LXX against MT 'sh kl ':fr blbbk nth lk, "Do all that is in your heart! 
Turn!(?)" 

We are of the same mind! Reading klbby klbbk, lit. "My heart is like your 
heart!" (cf. LXX). MT has lost klbby by haplography. 

9. Stand still So MT. LXX adds "there." 
10. if they say So MT. LXX adds "to us." 
to us So LXX (pros hemas = 'lynw). MT has "against us" ('lynw); but 

cf. v 12. 
That Reading zh with LXX. MT wzh, "And that," shows dittography of 

the preceding w. 
11. showed themselves So MT. LXX: "went." 
12. the outpost MT has hamma!ffiiba., a form unique to this passage. The 

previously used form ( hammaf!fiib) is reflected by LXXB messaph. 
13. and when [the Philistines] turned toward [him] Reading wypnw /pny 

ywntn on the basis of LXX kai epeblepsen kata prosopon ionathan, against MT 
wyplw lpny ywntn, "and they fell before Jonathan," which is too abrupt. 

he struck them down Inserting wykm with LXX. Omitted in MT. 
(with darts and crude fiint weapons) This notice now stands at the end of 

v 14 in all versions, but it probably arose as a marginal gloss at the end of v 13, 
intended to identify the weapons of Jonathan's weapon-bearer in view of 
13:19-22 above (Wellhausen). We read bf:z!fym wb'bny !frr (or wb!frry) hsdh on 
the basis of LXXBA en bolisi kai en kochlaxin tou pediou. LXXL, OL add kai 
en petrobolois, "and with slingstones," but as noted by Wellhausen this is a 
gloss explaining kochlaxin, "pebbles." MT has kbf:z!fY m'nh !fmd Sdh, tradition
ally rendered, "as it were within half a furrow, an acre of field," or the like; 
but MT is plainly corrupt. The initial k is not reflected in LXX, but the next 
five letters are identical in MT and the Vorlage of LXX. The sequence b'bny 
has been corrupted in MT to nh as a result of haplography of 'b after b and 
subsequent confusion of b for '. The distortion of !frr to !fmd is not difficult to 
understand, especially in view of the close similarity of the forms of the letters 
r and d. (Some consideration must also be given to the reading bf:z!fbym = 
baf:za!fubim, "with hewn [stones]," at the beginning, especially in view of the 
evidence of Syr., which reflects kf:z!fbym, and the initial k of MT.) For a differ
ent solution to this old crux, see Driver, "Old Problems Re-examined." 

15. in the camp and in the field Reading bmf:znh wbSdh with LXX in pref
erence to bmf:znh bsdh, "in the camp in the field," of MT. 

all the soldiers of the garrison ... shuddered The text is most awkward 
and may be over full (Stoebe). MT reads: wbkl h'm hm!fb whmsf:zyt f:zrdw gm 
hmh, "and among all the soldiers. The garrison and the raiding party shuddered 
-they, too!" We read wkl 'm hm.rb, etc. (cf. Targ., Syr., Vulg.). LXXD has a 
still longer text: kai pas ho /aos hoi en messaph kai hoi diaphtheirontes ex
estesan kai autoi auk ethe/on poiein (LXXL ponein), as if the original read, 
". . . and all the soldiers, both those in the garrison and those in the raiding 
party, shuddered, and they were not willing to act (?; LXXL 'to toil'?)." See 
further Wellhausen, Smith, Stoebe. 

and it became an awesome convulsion So MT: wthy lf:zrdt '/hym, lit. "and 
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it became a convulsion of God" (see the NoTE). LXX reflects wthy l)rdt yhwh, 
"and there was a convulsion of Yahweh." Cf. Wellhausen. 

16. the camp So LXXB (LXXL adds "of the Philistines"). MT hhmwn, 
"the confusion," seems to anticipate v 19. 

was surging back and forth Reading nmwg him whim on the basis of LXX 
tetaragmene enthen kai enthen. MT nmwg wylk whim, "was surging and went 
(?) and ... (?)"is untranslatable (cf. Driver). The corruption of him to wylk 
may have begun with anticipation of wylk hlwk wrb, "was growing greater and 
greater" in v 19. 

17. Jonathan and his weapon-bearer were not there So MT ('yn ywntn 
... ). LXX reflects l' nmi' ywntn . .. , "Jonathan and his weapon-bearer were 
not found." 

18. Strangely enough MT has the ark in place of the ephod in this verse: 
hgysh 'rwn h'lhym ky hyh 'rwn h'lhym bywm hhw' wbny ysr'l, " ... 'Bring the 
ark of God'-for the ark of God was present [?] at that time-'and the 
Israelites!'" With most critics we read the text reflected by LXXBL: hgysh 
h'pwd ky hw' nf' h'pwd bywm hhw' lpny ysr'l. Contrast Davies, "Ark or 
Ephod." 

19. as Saul was talking Repointing MT 'ad dibber sii'fll as an infinitive con
struction, 'ad dabber sii'al, with Stoebe following Smith, who compares Judg 
3:26 and Exod 33:22. 

20. assembled So MT: wayyizza'eq. It is true, as Smith points out, that 
elsewhere "this is used of the people who are summoned to war, not of the 
leader who summons them." But there is no supporting parallel for reading 
wayyiz'aq (cf. LXXA kai aneboesen), "shouted." LXXBL have kai anebe, sug
gesting wy'l, "went up," but this may be an inner-Greek corruption of kai 
aneboesen. 

21. the Hebrews So MT: h'brym. LXX: hoi douloi = h'bdym, "the 
slaves." Cf. the Textual Note to 13 :3. 

and gone up So L:XX. MT adds 'mm, "with them." 
they too turned Reading sbbw gm limh on the basis of LXX anestrophesan 

kai autoi. MT has rnisdivided the words and reads sbyb wgm hmh, " ..• round 
about. And they, too ...• " 

NOTES 

13 16. As explained in the NOTES to 13:2, Geba and Michmash were Ben
jaminite cities only a mile or two apart in the rugged hill country S of Bethel. 
They were separated by a deep ravine, a part of what is now called the Wadi 
e~-Suwenlt, a narrow but strategically important pass from the Jordan Valley 
into the Ephrairnite hills. This is the setting for the battle of Michmash Pass: 
the Philistines command the hilltop site that overlooks the ravine from the N, 
while the Israelites are encamped to the S. See further Stoebe, "Topographie," 
esp. 271-272, 2750. 
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17, 18. From time to time (see the Textual Note to v 17) the Philistines, in 
order to maintain their control of Israelite territory and probably in response to 
the act of rebellion described in 13 :3, would make a raid on the surrounding 
countryside, sending squadrons N, W, and E as follows: 

17. the Ophrah road toward the land of Shual. Ophrah ('opra) is listed as a 
Benjaminite city in Josh 18:23; it is probably identical to Ephron ('epron) in II 
Chron 13: 19 and (according to the evidence of Jerome) to Ephraim 
('eprayim) in II Sam 13:23 (cf. John 11:54), modem et-Taiyibeh, ca. 5 miles 
N of Mukhmas (ancient Michmash) and 4 miles NE of Beitin (ancient 
Bethel). For the land of Shual, see the third NoTE at 9:4. 

18. the Beth-horon road. Raids to the W followed the road toward Beth
horon, or rather the two Beth-borons, Upper (modem Beit 'Ur el-Foqa) and 
Lower (modern Beit 'Ur et-Tal;ita); the former was some 10 miles due W of 
Michmash. This squadron evidently followed the main highway that ran from 
Bethel past the two Beth-borons and on down into the Philistine Plain, the 
route of the Philistine retreat described in 14:23b. 

the border road overlooking the Valley of Hyenas. The Valley of Hyenas or 
Zeboim (~ebo'im) is probably the modem Wadi Abii i;>aba', SE of Mukhmas 
(Michmash), which like the Wadi ~uwenit flows into the Wadi Qilt and so into 
the Jordan. Perhaps the border road was so called because it led to the border 
of the tribal territory of Benjamin (near Debir or the Adummim pass?). 

19-22. The Philistine army of occupation denied Israel the wherewithal to 
arm itself. This parenthetical notice serves not only to portray the restrictions 
imposed by Philistine rule but also to emphasize the importance of divine help 
in the Israelite victory described below. See the COMMENT. 

20. plowshares. Perhaps we should simply render "plows" or "plowtips." A 
plow of this period was a simple metal blade attached to a wooden handle. The 
moldboard plow, on which the blade could be distinguished as a share, came 
later. 

21. The price. Hebrew happe$ira. The word is otherwise unknown, and the 
present translation is a guess from context. Cf. Bewer, "Notes," 45-46. Others 
render it "Sharpening" or "The (price for) sharpening" (KB). Cf. Driver, "He
brew pe$ira." 

a paim. The term payim occurs only here in the Hebrew Bible but is known 
from a series of inscribed stone weights found in various excavations in Pales
tine. The average weight of the stones marked pym ( = paym; thus MT pim is 
wrong) is 7.616 grams ( = 0.268 oz.) or about two-thirds of a shekel (see the 
NoTE at 9:8). Cf. 0. R. Sellers, IDB, s.v. "Weights and Measures," B. 4.b,d,f,g. 
In other words the Philistine smiths charged two-thirds of a shekel (pre
sumably of silver) for a new plow or mattock and half that amount for 
repairing an ax or a goad. 

23. Up until now the narrator has been setting the stage. Now the action be
gins, signaled in Hebrew by the story's first verb in the converted imperfect, the 
standard vehicle for past narration. An outpost has advanced from the Philis
tine camp onto the slope of the ravine that separates Michmash from Geba and 
the Israelites. 
14 2. The picture of the ruler sitting on the threshing floor at the gate of the 
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city is age-old. A Late Bronze Age poem from Ugarit describes the Canaanite 
hero Daniel as follows: 

'apnk dn'l mt rp'i 
'aphn gzr mt hrnmy 
ytS'u Y!h b'ap tf:r 
tl;tt 'adrm dbgrn 
ydn dn 'almnt 
YI.Pt !P! ytm 

Then Daniel, man of Rapi'u, 
Ghazir, man of Hrnmy, 
Sits erect before the gate 
Under the mighty tree which is 

on the threshing floor. 
He judges the cause of the widow, 
Decides the case of the orphan. 

CTCA 17(= 2 Aqht).5.4-8; 19(= 1 Aqht).1.19-25 

Compare also I Kings 22: 10, where the kings of Israel and Judah are described 
before a battle "sitting on their respective thrones, dressed in their robes, on the 
threshing floor at the entrance of the gate of Samaria." Just as Saul consults 
Yahweh here (vv 18-19) by means of the ephod, so also the two kings inquire 
of their prophets. For the Canaanite Daniel, too, the threshing floor is a place 
of theophany (CTCA 17.5.40) and (apparently) divination (19.1.19ff). 

about six hundred men. Cf. 13: 15. 
3. Ahijah, son of Ahitub. Saul's chaplain is the great-grandson of Eli, priest 

of Shiloh (for Eli and Phinehas, see cc 1-4 passim; for Ichabod, see 4: 19-22) . 
He is the son of Ahitub and therefore the brother of Ahimelech, priest of Nob 
and father of Abiathar (22:9,11,12,20). 

the ephod. The ornate ephod and breastpiece described in Exodus 28 and 39 
made up the distinguishing costume of the chief priest in the Jerusalem cult. 
Ahijah's ephod in the present passage represents similar authority. In these tales 
it functions primarily as a means of consulting Yahweh (see below, NOTE to vv 
18,19; cf. 23:6) and must have contained a pocket or compartment for the 
Urim and Thummim (cf. 28:30) used by Saul in 14:41,42 (see the NoTE). 

4,5. Jonathan has in mind a pass or ford through which the intervening wadi 
can be crossed, but within the pass on his side is a large outcropping of rock 
called Seneh and within the pass on the other side is a second rock, Bozez. 
These names suggest the difficulty of crossing: ( 1) senneh (so MT) means "the 
Thorny One" (cf. seneh, "thornbush"; Empire Aramaic sanyii', "thorn bush"); 
(2) b6fef means "the Gleaming One" (cf. Arabic haHa, "glitter, shine, 
gleam") or "the Miry One" (cf. bi5f, "mire"; hiHa, "swamp"). 

6b. Compare the words of Judas Maccabaeus, brother of another Jonathan 
who figured prominently in the history of Michrnash (I Mace 9: 73), which 
read almost like a midrash on the present verse: "And Judas said: 'It is easy 
for many to be overpowered by a few; nor is it different before Heaven to 
save by many or by few! For not on the size of the army does victory in bat
tle depend: rather it is from Heaven that strength comes!" (I Mace 3: 18-19). 

11. Cf. 13:6. 
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13. dispatching them. Hebrew memotet. As in 17:51 the Polel of mwt, "die," 
refers to dispatching or "finishing off" someone already wounded and near 
death. So also Judg 9: 54; II Sam 1: 9, 10, 16. 

15. the raiding party. See 13:17-18 above. 
an awesome convulsion. Hebrew J:ierdat 'elohim, lit. "a shuddering of God." 

For this intensifying use of 'elohim, see D. Winton Thomas, "A Consideration 
of Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative in Hebrew," VT 3 
(1953) 209-224. The point here is that the convulsion has reached superhuman 
proportions; there is divine participation in Jonathan's exploit. See further the 
COMMENT. 

16. Some of Saul's watchmen. Hebrew hQf!f6pim le:fii'ul. See the first Norn at 
9:3. 

18,19. In his confusion Saul summons his chaplain and commands him to 
seek divine guidance by means of the ephod (see the Norn at 14:3 above) or 
rather the Urirn and Thummim contained in it (see the Norn at 14:40-42). It 
is not clear exactly what Saul hopes to discover with the oracular equipment, 
except that he intends in general to ask Yahweh's will. But he does not carry 
the intention through: in the heat of the moment he interrupts the consultation 
and marches precipitately into battle ( v 20). This is another example of the 
fatal impetuosity that every part of the tradition attributes to Saul (13 :9; 
14:24; etc.). 

20. a very great panic. Hebrew mehUma gedola me'od. See the NoTE at 4:5. 
Like "the awesome convulsion" of v 15 this panic is ultimately of divine origin. 
In their consternation the helpless Philistines actually fight against each other, 
so that the Israelites, though lacking suitable weapons ( 13: 190) and greatly 
outnumbered (cf. 13: 5) easily win an advantage. 

21. the Hebrews. As already noted (NOTE at 4:6) the term 'ibri, "Hebrew," 
appears most often in the Bible as the designation of an Israelite in the speech 
of foreigners (or in speeches by Israelites to foreigners: Exod 3 : 18; Jonah 1 : 9; 
etc.) ; the only clear exceptions in narrative materials to this generalization 
occur in Gen 14 : 13 (see below) , in the story of Moses, where the ethnic dis
tinction between Egyptians and Hebrews is crucial (Exod 1:15; 2:11,13), and 
in the present passage. The term is also used in legal (Exod 21 :2; Deut 15: 12) 
or quasi-legal (Jer 34:9,14) material, where matters of kinship require empha
sis. It seems clear, then, that "Hebrews" is an ethnic term distinct from religio
political designations such as "Israel," "sons of Israel," etc. But the question of 
the background and original meaning of the term is a difficult one. Scholars 
have long entertained the possibility of a connection between 'ibri and 'apiru, a 
title applied to certain peoples of disputed cultural background and affiliation 
who are referred to in second-millennium B.C. texts from Mesopotamia, Egypt, 
and Syria-Palestine, most often as enemies of established societies. There is still 
no agreement whether the 'apiru were in fact nomadic tribesmen who inhabited 
the fringes of urban civilization making occasional attempts to seize land (so 
most recently M. C. Astour, IDBSup, s.v. "Habiru") or disenfranchised people 
of mixed origin, who banded together out of mutual interest (see Mendenhall, 
The Tenth Generation, c V). It has become increasingly difficult, however, to 
defend any direct connection between 'apiru and 'ibri. All scholars agree that 
the former was never an ethnic designation (though this could have been a pe-
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cu!iar, secondary development in Israel; cf. Mendenhall). Moreover the 
philological correspondence cannot be forced to work: (1) the development 
'apir- > 'ipr has no indisputable parallel, and (2) the variation of p and bis un
likely, especially in view of the Ugaritic evidence that 'apiru was the Northwest 
Semitic original (on both points see Astour) . Study of the 'apiru phenomenon 
may still be quite instructive to students of the early history of Israel (so As
tour as well as Mendenhall), but it is doubtful that it will shed any light on the 
meaning of the ethnic designation "Hebrew." So it seems best to maintain the 
old opinion that 'ibri is simply a gentilic of 'eber, "region beyond," i.e. "the re
gion beyond the Euphrates ( 'eber hanniihiir) , Mesopotamia," used in Israelite 
tradition to distinguish the family of Abraham (thus the reference in Gen 
14: 13 to "Abram the Hebrew") from the indigenous population of Canaan and 
from foreigners (cf. already GK §2b); n.b. Josh 24:2,3. It follows that the He
brews referred to here are people of recognized kinship to the followers of Saul 
who allied themselves politically with the Philistines in the past. They are not 
"Canaanites" or "Amorites" in the technical biblical sense of either term (cf. 
the NOTE at 7: 14); they are not Philistines; they are different from Israelites 
only insofar as they have been aligned politically with the Philistines. It is 
easiest to assume that originally they were loyal Israelites who defected to the 
enemy in times of distress and who now return as the fortunes of war change 
again. See further the COMMENT. 

22. Cf. 13:6; 14:11. 
pursued. Hebrew wayyadbequ instead of the expected form wayyadbiqu 

(Judg 18:22). See GK §53n. 

COMMENT 

The details of the great Israelite victory at Michmash Pass together with 
Saul's thwarted follow-up campaign (see 14:36ff) provide the context for 
an important anecdote about the king and the king's son. As we shall see, 
this is finally a story about Saul and Jonathan, and an interest in them is 
the reason it has come down to us at all. But the report of the battle itself 
is not without its own interest. The old story (for there is no evidence of 
late reworking here) provides plausible information about political cir
cumstances at a crucial juncture in the rise of the Israelite state. 

The general situation in Palestine is clear. It is a time of Philistine occu
pation, or at least of a strong Philistine military presence, in the central 
hill country. The "Hebrews" who live there (see the NOTE at v 21) are 
subject to certain constraints; in particular they are deprived of the where
withal to arm themselves ( 13: 19-22). In their allegiance to Israel, the po
litical entity of which Saul is leader, they are fickle (cf. v 21), though Is
rael has a natural claim on their loyalty. Saul's armies, deployed in the 
hills around Bethel to the north of Gibeah ( 13: 2), represent an organized 
resistance force. 
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In the immediate background is Jonathan's assassination of the Philis
tine prefect at Gibeah, an act of open rebellion in consequence of which 
Israel became the object of the vindictive fury of their enemies, who with 
Israelites fleeing before them move into Michmash threatening the center 
of Saul's base of power ( 13: 3-7 a). So at the beginning of the present sec
tion we find Philistines and Israelites encamped face-to-face across 
Michmash Pass. Saul and his men are dug in at Geba, while the invaders 
seem content for the time being to remain at Michmash, periodically send
ing out razzias into the surrounding countryside. 

The Israelite successes in the great battle that finally ensues force the 
army of occupation to withdraw, leaving Saul's leadership in the central 
hill country unchallenged for the moment at least. Again he commands 
the loyalty of those "Hebrews" who had fled or defected to the enemy 
(14:21-22). All "the hill country of Ephraim" (v 22) rallies behind him 
in the south. The Philistines will return to threaten Judah in the south 
(17: 1; 23: 1) and J ezreel in the north (cc 29-31 passim), but there is 
nothing in our sources to suggest that the territory around Gibeah, the 
heartland of Saul's kingdom, is not secure hereafter. 

As is usual with biblical accounts of Israelite victories the story of the 
battle of Michmash Pass leaves no doubt about the ultimate reason for the 
favorable outcome. It has nothing to do with armed might. Whereas the 
Israelites are inadequately armed (13: 19-22), their enemies have 
chariotry, cavalry, and "an army like the sand on the seashore in number" 
(13:5). The hope of the underdogs is in their god: "It may be that Yah
weh will give us victory, for nothing can prevent Yahweh from gaining 
victory, whether by many or by few!" (14:6). The narrator takes pains to 
make us aware that Yahweh is guiding Jonathan's initial incursion 
(14:9-10, cf. 12b), and once the battle rages, he shows the decisive factor 
to be neither the heroism of Jonathan and his weapon-bearer nor even the 
timely arrival of Saul and his army ( 14:20a); rather it is the heaven-sent 
"awesome convulsion," spreading under the Philistine positions and 
touching off a "very great panic" (see the NOTES at 14:15 and 20), that 
wins the field. Then with the issue decided and Israel in hot pursuit of the 
retreating Philistines the narrator steps forward to make his point explicit. 
"So," he concludes (14:23a), "Yahweh gained victory that day for Is
rael." 

It is also characteristic of the Israelite theology of warfare, nonetheless, 
that a mortal man may play a central role. The human agent of Yahweh's 
victory in this case is Jonathan. It was he who provoked the crisis in the 
first place ( 13: 3), and it is he who starts the fight and ignites the Israelite 
troops. But the exploits of Jonathan belong to a longer story that finds its 
conclusion in the strange events of 14:23b-46, apart from which their 
significance cannot be fully understood. So we must postpone further com
mentary at this point and return to the Israelite battle camp. 



XIX. THE CURSING OF JONATHAN 
(14:23b-46) 

14 23b As the fighting passed by Beth-aven, the entire army was 
with Saul-some ten thousands of men. But then the fighting scat
tered into every city in the hill country of Ephraim. 

24Saul made a great blunder that day. He adjured the afI!ly as fol
lows: "Cursed be the man who eats food before evening has come and 
I have avenged myself upon my enemies!" So none of the soldiers 
tasted food. 

25 Now there was honeycomb on the ground, 26 and when the army 
came upon [it], its bees had left; but there was no one who would 
raise his hand to his mouth, for the soldiers feared the oath. 27 Jon
athan, however, had not heard his father put the army under oath, so 
he reached down with the staff that was in his hand, dipping it into 
the comb of honey. When he raised his hand to his mouth, his eyes 
brightened. 

28 One of the soldiers spoke up and said, "Your father has put the 
army under oath, saying, 'Cursed be the man who eats food today!'" 

29 "My father," said Jonathan, "has brought trouble to the land! 
Look, my eyes are brightened because I ate a bit of this honey. 
30 How much better then that the soldiers had eaten from their 
enemy's spoil which they found today, for now the slaughter among 
the Philistines would have been greater!" 

31 When they had defeated the Philistines that day at Michmash, 
the soldiers were completely exhausted, 32 and [they] pounced on the 
spoil. They took sheep, cattle, and calves and slaughtered them on the 
ground; then [they] ate [the meat] with the blood. 33 When it was re
ported to Saul that the soldiers were sinning against Yahweh by eat
ing [meat] with the blood, he said, "You have acted faithlessly! Roll 
a large stone here to me!" 34Then [he] said, "Spread out among the 
army and say, 'Let each man bring his ox or his sheep to me and 
slaughter it here! But do not sin against Yahweh by eating [meat] 
with the blood!" So each of the soldiers brought whatever he had at 
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hand and slaughtered it there. 35 (Thus Saul built an altar to Yahweh. 
It was the first altar to Yahweh he built.) 

36Then Saul said, "Let us go down after the Philistines tonight! We 
shall plunder them until the light of morning and leave them not a 
man!" 

"Do whatever seems best to you!" was the reply. 
But the priest said, "Let us approach God!" 37 So Saul inquired of 

God: "Shall I go down after the Philistines? Will you deliver them 
into Israel's power?" But he received no answer that day. 

38 "All officers of the army!" said Saul. "Come here! Look into this 
and learn on whose account this sin has come about today! 39 For as 
Y ab.web lives, who brings victory to Israel, even if it is on account of 
Jonathan, my son, he shall surely die!" None of the soldiers made a 
reply to him, 40 so he said to all Israel, "You will be on one side, and I 
and my son Jonathan will be on the other side." 

"Do what seems best to you!" said the soldiers to Saul. 
41 "Q Yahweh, god of Israel!" said Saul. "Why have you not an

swered your servant today? If this guilt is on my account or on ac
count of Jonathan, my son, then, 0 Y ab.web god of Israel, give Urim! 
But if it is on account of your people Israel, give Thummim!" Saul 
and Jonathan were taken, and the soldiers went free. 42 Then Saul 
said, "Cast between me and Jonathan, my son! Let him whom Y ab.
web takes die!" And though the soldiers said, "Let it not be so!" to 
[him], Saul prevailed upon [them], and they cast lots between him 
and Jonathan, his son. And Jonathan was taken. 

43 "Tell me," said Saul to Jonathan, "what have you done?" 
Jonathan told him. "With the tip of the staff that was in my hand," 

he said, "I tasted a bit of honey. Now here I am, about to die!" 
44 Saul said, "May God do thus and so to me and thus and so 

again! But you shall surely die this day!" 
45 But the soldiers said to Saul, "Shall he who has gained this great 

victory in Israel die today? As Yahweh lives, not a hair of his head 
shall fall to the ground, for God was with him in what he did this 
day!" So the army rescued Jonathan, and he did not die. 

46 Then Saul went up from his pursuit of the Philistines, and the 
Philistines returned to their place. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

14 23b. Beth-aven So MT. LXXL, OL: "Beth-horon." The rest of the verse 
has been lost in MT, which preserves only a remnant of the beginning of v 24 
(see below). LXXB has the original text intact: kai pas ho laos (LXXL israel) 
en meta saoul hos deka chiliades andron kai en ho polemos diesparmenos eis 
ho/en polin en to orei to ephraim 24kai saoul egnoesen agnoian mega/en en te 
hemera ekeine, from which we may reconstruct (following Wellhausen) wk/ 
h'm (y.fr'/) hyh 'm s'w[ k'srt '[pym 'ys wthy hm/f.imh npW!it bk[ h'yr bhr 'prym 
24ws'w/ sgh sggh gdwlh bywm hhw', lit. " ... and the entire army (Israel) was 
with Saul-some ten thousands of men. But then the fighting sc,attered into 
every city in the hill country of Ephraim. Saul made a great blunder that 
day .... " Note that Wellhausen also regards eis ho/en polin (=bk/ h'yr, "into 
every city") as a translational doublet of en to orei ( = bhr, "in the hill coun
try"). On the text of this passage as a whole, contrast See bass, "Text von I 
Sam. XIV 23b-25a," 74-75. 

24. Saul made a great blunder that day Reading ws'wl sgh (or sgg) sggh 
gdwlh bywm hhw' on the basis of LXX kai saoul egnoesen agnoiam mega/en en 
te hemera ekeine (Wellhausen; see the preceding Textual Note). MT is cor
rupt: w'ys yfr'l ngs bywm hhw', "The men of Israel were hard pressed on that 
day" (cf. 13:6). 

he adjured MT: "Saul adjured." Omit the proper name with LXX. 
25. The beginning of v 25 is highly corrupt in all witnesses. MT reads: wkl 

h'r!i b'w by'r wyhy db'i 'I pny hsdh, " ... and all the land went into the forest, 
and there was honey on the ground .... " LXXB reads: kai pasa he ge erista 
kai iaar (cf. LXXA; LXXBL iaal) drymos en melissonos kata prosopon tou 
agrou, reflecting wkl h'r!i (m lf.im (?) wy'r (rendered two ways in LXX) hyh 
dbs 'I pny hsdh, " ... and all the land tasted food and a honeycomb was 
(honey) on the ground .... " Based upon suggestions made by Wellhausen, we 
may reconstruct the history of the corruption as follows. The original probably 
read wy'r hyh 'I pny hsdh, "And honeycomb was on the ground ... " or as we 
have rendered it here, "Now there was honeycomb on the ground .... " The 
noun dbs, "honey," was introduced as a marginal gloss to the rare term y'r, 
"honeycomb" (see the NoTE) and then found its way into the text in its 
present position. Meanwhile wkl h'r!i f'm lf.im, " ..• and all the land tasted 
food," had arisen as a (corrupt) variant of the preceding wl' (m kl h'm 
lf.im, " ... and none of the soldiers tasted food." In MT hyh dbs, became wyhy 
dbs, "And there was honey ... " leaving wy'r to be associated with the fore
going. Thus there arose by further corruption the reading wkl h'r!i b'w by'r, 
" ... and all the land went into the forest." In the tradition behind LXX an 
earlier but already corrupt stage in this development was preserved. The Greek 
translators rendered wy'r in two ways, by simple transcription (kai yaar/yaal) 
and by (kai) drymos, "(and) a forest." 
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26. its bees had left Reading hlk dbrw, that is hiilak deboro, with most 
critics. MT helek debas, "(there was) a flow (?) of honey" is most awkward, 
and the emendation of the second word to dbrw seems to be supported by LXX 
la/on. 

but there was no one who would raise his hand to his mouth We read w'yn 
mJyb ydw 'l pyw, "but there was no one who would return his hand to his 
mouth .... " MT has miyg. for msyg, "who would bring back," or perhaps 
mgys, "who would bring near," but most critics prefer to read mfyb with LXX 
(epistreph6n), Targ. (mtyb), and OL (qui convertebant). 

27. it Reading 'tw (= 'oto) or revocalizing MT 'wth as 'oto. MT reads 
'otiih by attraction to the feminine noun yiido, "his hand." 

brightened So Targ., Syr., Vulg. and MT qere (wattii'orenfi). MT ketib is 
wattir'ena, "saw." LXXB kai aneblepsan may also reflect wt'rnh (Stoebe). 

28. At the end of the verse MT adds wy'p h'm, "and the soldiers were 
exhausted" (LXX kai exelythe ho laos). The statement is disruptive at this 
point. It must have arisen as a marginal note, anticipatory of v 31 and explana
tory of Jonathan's remarks in vv 29-30, which eventually found its way into the 
text. See further Wellhausen. 

29. said Jonathan So MT, confirmed by 4QSam8 , OL. LXX kai egno 
ionathan kai eipen = wyd' ywntn wy'mr, "And Jonathan knew and he 
said .... " Wellhausen asks if this longer reading may have been original, its 
corruption in MT having contributed to the intrusion of wy'p h'm at the end of 
v 28. 

Look LXX ide = r'h, "Look!" (sing.). MT has the plural r'w. Cf. the Tex
tual Note to "saw" at 13.6 (cf. Wellhausen). 

30. How much better then that Reading 'ap ki, lit. "yea, that ... " in the 
sense of "how much more that ... " (cf. 21:6) with LXXB. MT (cf. LXXL) 
adds IU' (thus, "how much better then if ... "), but this seems unnecessary, 
and the shorter reading may be retained. 

for now MT again adds l', understood this time as lo', "not"-thus, "for 
now the slaughter ... has not been great." Omit with LXX:CBl, 

the slaughter . . . would have been greater Reading rbh hmkh with 
4QSamn and LXX meizon he plege. MT has rbth mkh, "slaughter was (not) 
great." 

31. at Michmash So LXX. MT has mmkml 'ylnh, "from Michmash to 
Aijalon," which is retained in most modem translations. The reference to 
Aijalon, a city that lay a few miles SW of Beth-horon, has been introduced for 
precision under the influence of v 23b. But the author of vv 31-35 intended 
only to identify the battle of Michmash in a general way. The short text of 
LXX is to be preferred. 

32. pounced on MT wy'.f is incomprehensible. Read wy'f with LXX (so 
LXX:L [kai h6rmesen; cf. 15: 19]; LXXB kai eklithe reflects wyf, "inclined 
[after]"), Syr., as confirmed by 15: 19. In 4QSam•, though the verb is not 
extant, the succeeding preposition is 'l (MT 1-), which would be impossible 
with wy'.f. 

the spoil 
They took 
33. he said 

So LXX, MT qere (halsiiliil). MT ketib: Sil. 
So MT. LXX: "the people (soldiers) took." 
So MT. LXX: "Saul said." 
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here Reading him, "here, hither," with LXX (entautha) in preference to 
MT hywm, "today, now." 

34. Spread out MT: pu~u. "Spread out! Scatter!" from the verb pw~. 

4QSama has np~w. that is, nipiu, "Spread out! Scatter!" as if from nN (cf. 
13:11). 

to me So MT ('ly). Or perhaps read him with LXX (entautha). Smith, fol
lowing a suggestion of Klostermann, emends MT to read '/ yhwh, "to Yah
weh." 

and slaughter it here LXXAL, Syr. add "and eat." Omit with LXXB, 
whatever he had at hand Reading 'ys 'sr bydw, lit. "each one, that which 

was in his hand" (cf. LXX). MT has 'ys swrw bydw, "each with his bull in his 
hand." MT at this point adds hlylh, "at night," which is not found in LXXB but· 
is represented at the end of the verse in LXXL. The word is clearly intrusive. 
Perhaps it was added marginally in a text ancestral to MT as a correction of 
lylh in v 36 (see below) and found its way into the text at this point. 

35. built LXXB, Syr. add "there." Omit with MT, LXXL. 
37. But he received no answer That is, "But he did not answer .him" 

(wl' 'nhw); so MT, LXXB. LXXL: "But Yahweh did not answer him." 
38. All officers of the army Reading kl pnwt h'm with MT. LXXB reflects 

kl pnwt y.fr'l, "all the officers of Israel," an insignificant variation, whereas in 
LXXL the rare term pnwt has become mspl,zwt-thus kl m:fpl,zwt h'm, "all the 
clans of the people." 

on whose account Reading bmy on the basis of Vulg. (cf. LXX) in prefer
ence to MT bmh, "on what account, wherein, how." Admittedly the evidence is 
ambiguous, but the reading seems required by v 39 (" ... even if it is on ac
count of Jonathan ... ") and has been preferred by a majority of critics since 
Wellhausen. One cannot deny the force of Stoebe's objection that either reading 
makes the point with sufficient clarity. 

39. it is We read yesniih, following Wellhausen and others. MT has ydno 
(cf. 23: 23), but this conflicts with the feminine antecedent ( Q!'t, "sin," not the 
masculine h'wn, "guilt," as in our reconstruction of v 41), and the evidence of 
LXX (apokrithe = y'nh) favors our reconstruction. The reading of MT 
evidently anticipates yfow in v 41 (restored). See below. 

40. all Israel So MT, LXXB. LXXAL(aod two :r.i:ss of B>, OL have "all the 
men of Israel." 

on one side . .. on the other side So MT: l'br 'l,zd . .. l'br 'l,zd. LXX, con
fused by the similarity of r and d, reads eis douleian . . . eis douleian, as if 
l'bdh ... l'bdh, "for service ... for service," or the like. 

41. 0 Yahweh So LXX. MT: "to ('el<*[-, vocative lamed?) Yahweh." 
Why ... Thummim We follow LXX: ti hoti ouk apekrithes to dou/o sou 

semeron e en emoi e en ionathan to huio mou he adikia kyrie ho theos israel 
dos delous kai ean tade eipes (so LXXA, Syr.; LXXB has eipe dos de in antici
pation of dos de below) en (so LXXL, Syr.; omitted by LXXB) to /ao sou 
israel dos de hosioteta = lmh I' 'nyt 't 'bdk hywm 'm ys by 'w bywntn bny h'wn 
hzh yhwh 'lhy y.fr'l hbh 'wrym w'm yfow (?; cf. OL aut si ita est) b'mk ysr'l 
hbh tmym. The only obscure point in the reconstruction of the Hebrew is the 
correspondence of eipe(s) to y.l'nw, on which see Wellhausen. MT has suffered 
a long haplography caused by homoioteleuton, the scribe's eye skipping from 
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the ysr'l that preceded lmh to the y.fr'l that preceded hbh tmym, and only hbh 
tmym (vocalized hiiba tiimim, "give truth, wholeness") remains. See further, 
Toeg, "Textual Note"; and contrast Noort, "Weitere Kurzbemerkung." 

42. Again MT has lost a large part of the verse, reading wy'mr s'wl hpylw 
byny wbyn ywntn bny wylkd ywntn, "Then Saul said, 'Cast between me and 
Jonathan, my son!' And Jonathan was taken." After byny wbyn ywntn bny we 
may reconstruct the text following LXX<BJ: hon an kataklerosetai kyrios 
apothaneto kai eipen ho laos pros saoul ouk estin kata (so LXXL; LXX8 omits 
kata) to rhema touto kai katekratesen saoul tou laou kai ballousin ana meson 
autou kai ana meson ionathan tou huiou autou kai katakleroutai ionathan = 't 'sr 
ylkd yhwh ymwt wy'mr h'm 'l s'wl l' yhyh kdbr hzh WYQZq s'wl b'm wypylw 
bynw wbyn ywntn bnw wylkd ywntn. The eye of the scribe of MT jumped 
from the sequence byny wbyn ywntn bny to bynw wbyn ywntn bnw (y and w 
being almost indistinguishable in MSS of many periods) and lost everything 
that intervened. 

44. to me Missing in MT but supplied by LXX, Syr., Vulg. Driver, com
paring I Kings 19:2, asks if "to me" might be understood but originally 
unexpressed and supplied secondarily in the traditions that display it. 

this day Reading hywm with LXX (semeron). MT has ywntn, "Jonathan." 
45. Shall he ... die today Reading hhywm ymwt 'sr, etc., with LXX. 

MT: hywntn ymwt 'fr, etc., "Shall Jonathan die, he who has gained this great 
victory in Israel?" Cf. the preceding Textual Note. 

As Yahweh lives Hebrew QY yhwh, which in MT (cf. LXXAL) is preceded 
by !Jlylh, "far be it." This is superfluous and may have arisen as corrupt dit
tography of QY yhwh. Omit with LXXB. 

for God was with him in what he did this day Reading (with MT) ky 'm 
'lhym 'sh hywm hzh, lit. "for with God he acted this day!" LXX misun
derstands the sequence 'm 'lhym (properly 'im 'elohim, "with God") and 
renders, "for the people of God ('am 'elohim) made this day!" (LXXL hoti 
eleon, "for mercy ... " is an inner-Greek corruption of hoti ho laos, "for the 
people ... " [so LXXBA]). 

the army rescued Jonathan So MT: wypdw h'm 't ywntn. LXX kai pros
euxato ho laos peri ionathan reflects wytpll h'm b'd ywntn, "the army inter
ceded on behalf of Jonathan" (cf. 12: 19,23), a variant with equal claim to 
originality. Josephus' text seems to have conflated the variants (Ant. 6.128). 

NOTES 

14 23b. At first the army fought together, and communications were good. 
But when the battle became dispersed, problems developed. See v 27. 

Beth-aven. See the NOTE at 13:5. 
24. a great blunder. Hebrew segiigll, "blunder," refers to a mistake made out 

of ignorance or carelessness, an inadvertence. See Jacob Milgrom, "The Cultic 
sggh and Its Influence in Psalms and Job," JQR 58 (1967) 115-125. When one 
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commits a segiiga, says Milgrom ( 118), "he is conscious of his act . . . but not 
of its consequences." Saul's mistake, then, is not to be thought of as a deliber
ate act of wrongdoing but as a blunder; he fails to foresee the unfavorable 
effect it will have on the army and the consequences of the battle (cf. 
Jonathan's remarks in vv 29-30). 

He adjured. Hebrew wayyo'el in place of the expected form *wayyo(')l. 
See GK §76d. 

Cursed be the man who eats food. Saul imposes a fast upon the army in an 
attempt, apparently, to influence Yahweh by a grandiose gesture of self-denial. 

25. honeycomb. Hebrew ya'ar (vv 25,26) or ya'i'ira (v 27) is in fact quite 
obscure. It occurs only here and in the Song of Songs ( 5: 1), where it is also as
sociated with honey, with this meaning (elsewhere ya'ar means "forest"). No 
cognate is known in any language, and the meaning is guessed from v 27. 

27. his eyes brightened. That is, he was refreshed. Cf. v 29 and Ps 13 :4 
(English 13:3); Ezra 9:8; etc. 

31-35. These verses read like an interpolation: the momentum of the story is 
interrupted, and Jonathan is not involved at all. Probably the details of this lit
tle incident belonged originally to a separate tradition (about Saul's "first altar 
to Yahweh"?); see, e.g., Jobling, "Saul's Fall," 373. In the present shape of the 
narrative the unit is fairly well integrated into the whole. The cultic sin the peo
ple commit is another negative consequence of Saul's rash oath. The famished 
troops (encouraged by Jonathan's remarks in v 30?) seize the captured live
stock as soon as the battle is won and the oath's prohibition no longer in force; 
but in their haste they ignore the requirements of the cult of Yahweh. 

32. then [they] ate [the meat] with the blood. Hebrew wayyo(')kal hii'iim 'al 
haddam. The expression 'aka! 'al means simply "eat with," the prepositional 
phrase referring to something eaten along with the main food (so, e.g., Exod 
12: 8, "They will eat the meat that night. . . . With bitter herbs they will eat it 
['al merorim yo(') keliihu]"); so it is wrong to diminish the crime by render
ing "over/ upon the blood" (Hertzberg, Stoebe). In fact the people here violate 
the fundamental rule against eating b!oC'ld, which was supposed to be reserved 
for Yahweh. Though arising from the notion that blood as the vital fluid, the 
essence of life itself (cf. Gen 9: 4; Lev 17: 11; Deut 12: 23), was properly a 
food for gods alone, the prohibition survived in both Deuteronomic (Deut 
12:23-27) and Priestly (Lev 19:26 in precisely the present form; cf. Ezek 
3 3: 25) regulations. 

34. The stone permits the blood to drain from the meat. This could not be 
done when the animals were slaughtered "on the ground" (v 32). 

36. "Let us approach God/" That is, let us inquire of God about the pros
pects for the expedition you propose (cf. 30:8). Probably the ephod is to be 
used again as in 14:18ff. 

38. officers. Hebrew pinnot, lit. "corners," in the sense of cornerstones of the 
community, as in Judg 20:2 and Isa 19:13 (cf. Zech 10:4; Ps 118:22). 

this sin. Saul assumes, probably correctly, that the divination has failed be
cause of some hidden sin by which Yahweh is offended; his first impulse is to 
expose the guilty party. Cf. v 41. 

40-42. This is Saul's second recorded experience with a lottery; in the first he 
was chosen king (cf. the NoTE at 10:19b-21ba). Nowhere in the Old Testa-
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ment are we given more detail about the actual procedures of lot casting than 
in the present passage. The lots can give one of two answers, viz. Urim or 
Thummin (see below). so that when it is a matter of choice among several 
individuals, they must be divided into two groups for each cast ( vv 40,42). 
After each division the lots are "cast" (hippil, v 42). one side is "taken" 
(nilkad, vv 41-42) and the other "goes free" (yii.fa', v 41), until the individual 
in question is discovered. This terminology is more or less fixed in the lot
casting passages of the Bible. See J. Lindblom, "Lot-casting in the Old Testa
ment," VT 12 (1962) 164-178. 

41. Urim ... Thummim! These terms refer to the counters of the lottery, 
the two possible results of each cast-thus, 'urim, "accursed, condemned," and 
tummim, "pronounced whole, acquitted." They were kept in the "breastpiece 
of judgment" (bosen hammispat) of the priest's ephod (cf. Exod 28:30; Lev 
8: 8) and are evidently the things "cast" in the present passage, so that they 
must have been objects of some kind, probably marked with the first and last 
letters of the alphabet (' for 'urim and t for tummim); but their form and ap
pearance are unknown (pebbles, dice, sticks and arrows have all been pro
posed). 

44. May God do thus and so to me and thus and so again! But . ... See the 
NoTB at 3:17. Of this use of ki with oath formulae (cf. GK §149d) Driver 
lists the following as further examples: II Sam 3:9 (ki . .. ki), 35 (ki 'im); I 
Kings 2:23; 19:2; to which we should probably add I Sam 20:13. 

COMMENT 

The conclusion to the story of the battle of Michmash Pass focuses atten
tion squarely on Saul and Jonathan. For the most part the public events 
have been recounted now, and the narrator, whose interest is finally in the 
affairs of the king, turns to the intimate. He gives us a vignette of high lit
erary quality.1 Saul, in the rash, headstrong manner that characterizes ev
erything he does (see below), has bound the people by oath to a fast for 
the duration of the battle, evidently hoping that such a gesture will be 
pleasing to Yahweh and ensure his support for Israel's cause. The people, 
though spent with the exertion of battle, honor their oath and eat nothing 
until the battle is won, but Jonathan, who has not been informed of the 
fast, helps himself to some honeycomb that the army has happened upon. 
As the curse goes into effect, the oracle falls silent (v 37), alerting Saul 
that something is wrong. Without hesitation he begins to search doggedly 

1 See Blenkinsopp, "Jonathan's Sacrilege," who is reminded of the style of the 
Yahwistic stratum of the Tetrateuch and points to an intriguing structural parallel be
tween our honeycomb episode and the story of the Fall in Genesis 2-3 (both pas
sages involve a prohibition of eating, condemnation of the eater, etc.). 
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and somewhat self-righteously for the source of the problem, and when 
the sacred lot identifies Jonathan as the perpetrator, only the intervention 
of the army can save the young hero from his father's hand. 

The portrayal of Saul in this material (13:2-7a,16-14:46) is very 
much like that in the old story of David's rise to power, whiclf underlies 
most of cc 16/J (see LITERARY HISTORY in the Introduction). He is not 
depraved. He is capable of some success as the leader of Yahweh's people. 
But he is a man abandoned by his god. Indeed he seems ill-fated, for 
most of what he attempts goes awry. As we have seen (cf. the NOTE at 
14: 18, 19), his character is flawed by a lack of good judgment and a kind 
of reckless impetuosity which thwart his own purposes-even the noble 
ones-again and again. The adjuration of the people is ill advised but 
not ill intended (cf. the Norn on "a great blunder" at v 24). As sug
gested above and in the Norn at v 24, the fast is imposed a,s a means 
of gaining divine favor for the Israelite cause. But we have the opin
ion of Jonathan as stated in vv 29-30 and the testimony of the conse
quences themselves to show that Saul's judgment has failed him here. 

It was because of this portrayal of Saul, we may assume, that the pro
phetic author of 13:7b-15a and 15: 1-34 selected the account of the battle 
of Michmash Pass and the cursing of Jonathan out of what must have 
been a fairly large amount of material concerning Saul's Philistine wars.2 

It shows what he believed to have been true about Saul, viz. that he was 
rash and presumptuous in his relationship to Yahweh and that he tried to 
manipulate the divine will through ritual formality (14:24; cf. 13:12; 
15: 15). To be sure, the prophetic writer's judgment of this behavior was 
much harsher than that of the narrator of the older story, but the picture is 
the same. 

So the old story in cc 13-14 has survived because it illustrates the 
failings of Saul. Just as surely, however, it demonstrates the heroism of his 
son. Although as we have seen, there is no room for doubt that it is finally 
Yahweh who has "gained victory" (hOsia') for Israel in the battle of 
Michmash Pass (cf. 14:6,23,39 and the COMMENT on 13:16-14:23a), it 
is also clear that Jonathan is the human savior, and the report of his deed 
exhibits at least some of the characteristics of the stereotyped stories of 
the so-called "major judges" (see the COMMENT on 10:27b- ll: 15) .3 In 
the words of the soldiers (14:45), it is Jonathan who "has gained this great 

2 A number of scholars have recognized that the inclusion of this older material 
served the redactional purpose of the author of the rejection accounts. See Stoebe; 
Jobling, "Saul's Fall," 371-372. 

a Compare Schicklberger, "Jonatans Heldentat," who attempts to identify an origi
nally independent hero legend about Jonathan underlying 14: 1-23a. Similarly 
Jobling, "Saul's Fall," esp. 372-375, argues that the larger pericope grew up 
around a story about Jonathan's exploit that existed at an earlier stage without refer
ence to Saul. 
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victory ('iisa hcrysu'a hagged6ta hazzo't)." With a son like Jonathan, then, 
Saul might seem to be about to establish a dynasty that will promise Israel 
continued security. But in the midst of this decisive battle, at the military 
pinnacle of his reign, he inadvertently lays a solemn curse upon the crown 
prince. Jonathan seems doomed and the hopes inspired by his· heroism 
seem forfeit. It is true that the people rescue the condemned man, but this 
fact alone cannot restore the mood of optimism and success that prevailed 
earlier in the day. As Hertzberg stresses, the old story of the battle of 
Michmash Pass and the cursing of Jonathan leaves us in a condition of 
gloomy uncertainty about Saul. We do not yet know what is to become of 
him, but we look ahead to the events to come with little hope for him left. 



.xx. FURTHER NOTICES ABOUT SAUL'S KJNGSHIP 
(14:47-52) 

14 47 Saul seized territory outside of Israel: he fought against its en
emies on every side-against Moab, the Ammonites, Edom, the king 
of Zobah, and the Philistines-and wherever he turned he was victo
rious 48 and acquired power. Also he defeated Amalek, rescuing Is
rael from the clutches of its plunderers. 

49 The sons of Saul were Jonathan, Ishvi, and Mal.chishua. The 
names of his two daughters were as follows: the name of the firstborn 
was Merob, and the name of the younger was Michal; 50 and the 
name of Saul's wife was Ahinoam, the daughter of Ahhnaaz. The 
name of the commander of his army was Abiner, the son of Ner, 
Saul's uncle. 51 (Kish, the father of Saul, and Ner, the father of 
Abiner, were sons of Abiel.) 

52 The fighting against the Philistines was severe all the days of 
Saul, and whenever [he] saw a powerful man or a stalwart man he 
recruited him for hhnself. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

14 47. Saul seized territory We read ws'wl lkd ml'kh. MT has ws'wl lkd 
hmlwkh, "And Saul seized the kingship ... "; and LXXB (cf. LXXL) has a 
double reading, viz. kai saoul elachen ton basileuein katakleroutai ergon, inter
preting the text as wS'wl lkd hmlwkh ( = MT) on the one hand and as ws'wl 
lkd ml' kh on the other. The latter is more likely to be original for the following 
reasons: (1) it is /ectio difjicilior, "kingship" (mlwkh) being everywhere the 
issue in the preceding Saul stories and no doubt in the front of the scribe's 
mind; (2) liikad is not elsewhere used of assuming kingship or any office, but it 
is a common term for acquiring property; (3) Saul does not seize the kingship 
at this point, rather he has been king now for some time by all accounts. For 
ml'kh, "territory," see the NOTE. 

Edom So MT. LXX: "the sons of Edom/Edomites." LXXL (cf. LXXD) 
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here adds kai eis ton baithroobei = wbbyt rf:ib, "(and against) Beth-rehob"; cf. 
Judg 18:28; etc. This name is appropriate to the context and might be original 
(Budde), but there is no apparent motive for its loss in MT, and it may have 
arisen under the influence of the association of Beth-rehob with Zobah in II 
Sam 10:6. 4QSama is not extant at this point, and space considerations permit 
but do not require the longer reading. 

the king of Zobah So LXX, 4QSam•. MT: "the kings of Zobah." 
he was victorious Reading yw.i'' on the basis of LXXB esi5zeto. MT reads 

wrsy', "he acted wickedly"; this corruption seems tendentious (see the commen
taries), but the letters w and r were especially liable to confusion in scripts of 
the third and early second centuries B.C. Cf. LXXL epeblepsen, "he gazed," as 
if reading y.i''h (from s'h, "look at, gaze at"). 

48. power Hebrew l;iayil (see the NoTE). LXX has dynamin aunanein, and 
some (Schulz) have supposed the second term to reflect 'wnym, "strength," a 
variant of f:iyl. It is more likely, however, that aunanein arose as a corrupt du
plicate of dynamin in the Greek MS tradition (n.b. the similarity of the majus
cules delta and alpha). 

its plunderers MT sshw, vocalized si5seha, has long been supposed to con
ceal a plural defectively spelled (for 'fryhw; cf. BDB, GK §9lk, Driver). 
4QSam• now confirms this, reading [S]syw. 

49. Jshvi That is, yiSwi (so MT); cf. Noth, Die israelitischen Personen
namen, 227-228, n. 17. The evidence of LXX (LXXL has iessiou; cf. LXXB) 
favors ysyw, and many commentators have reconstructed the name as 'iSyo, 
"Man of Yahweh," an official, theologically corrected variation of 'isba'al 
('e.i'ba'al), "Man of Baal," identified as a son of Saul in I Chron 8:33 and 9:39 
and elsewhere euphemistically called 'is-bi5.i'et, "Man of Shame" (II Sam 2:8; 
etc.). But we cannot be sure that y.i'wy!yfyw is Ishbosheth. There is no textual 
evidence for the spelling 'y.i'- here, and the present enumeration of Saul's sons, 
which omits Abinadab (cf. 31: 2), cannot in any case be made to correspond to 
the information given elsewhere. The evidence of 4QSam• is tantalizingly am
biguous. The scroll has: yhwntn wjs[ w]mlkys', "Jonathan and ... and 
Malchishua." The space is too generous for -yw or -wy, but a name such as 
yfyhw (cf. I Chron 12:7[English 12:6]) is possible, as is ysb'l (cf. II Sam 23:8 
[LXXL, OL]) or even ysbst (cf. II Sam 23:8 [LXXBA]). Note also that after 
"Malchishua" LXXL and certain other MSS add, "and Eshbaal" (cf. I Chron 
8: 33; 9: 39). The original reading remains elusive. 

Merob So 4QSama (mrwb) and LXX (merob), against MT merab. The 
same contrast exists between MT and LXX<AL) in 18:17,19. 

Michal So MT (mykl) and 4QSam• (mkl), against LXX melchol 
(= mlkl). Cf. the Textual Note at 18:20. 

Abiner Here written 'bynr (= 'iibiner) in MT, elsewhere (defectively) 
'bnr and thus misvocalized 'abner, "Abner." 

51. sons MT has simply "son," as do 4QSam• and LXX (though LXX is 
further complicated by the intrusion of huios iamein = bn ymyn after 
"Abiner"; restore bny ymyny, "(were) Benjaminites [?]); but "sons" is most 
likely (see the NOTE) and confirmed by Josephus (Ant. 6.130). 
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NOTES 

14 47-48. This summary of the campaigns of Saul suggests that he succeeded 
not only in consolidating Israel's own holdings (see the COMMENT on 
13:16-14:23a) but in gaining further holdings in adjacent territories to the N, 
E, and S. 

47. The noun melii(')ka, though it frequently means "property" (as in 15:9; 
so also Exod 22:7,lO[English 22:8,11]), does not elsewhere refer to landed 
property or territory unambiguously; but note its use in II Chron 17: 13 in a 
summary description of the reign of Jehoshaphat of Judah: " ... and he had 
extensive property [melii(') ka rabba.] in the cities of Judah .... " 

outside of Israel. That is, 'al yifrii'el, lit. "above (and beyond) ·Israel'' or "in 
addition to Israel" (cf. Ezek 25:10; etc.), or even "adjoining Israel" (cf. Ezek 
48:24-28; etc.). 

Moab. The ancient kingdom of Moab occupied a narrow strip of plateau 
land some 60 miles long overlooking the E and NE shore of the Dead Sea. It 
was bordered by Edom on the S and, though the N reaches of Moab were 
claimed in theory by the Israelite tribe of Reuben, Ammon on the N. The lan
guage and material culture of the Moabites were similar to those of Israel, and 
the people of Moab figure prominently in the biblical record. 

the Ammonites. See the NOTE at 11: 1. 
Edom. Edom is regarded in biblical tradition as a brother nation to Israel 

(cf. Genesis 25), and in fact the relationship between the two peoples was a 
kind of sibling rivalry, often of a bitter and even violent kind, that lasted into 
the Roman Period in Palestine. The homeland of the Edomites lay S and SE of 
the Dead Sea, bordering on Moab to the N. 

Zobah. Zobah (~oba) was an important Aramaean city-state centered on the 
W slope of the Anti-Lebanon mountains N of Israel. Hadadezer, a later king of 
Zobah, who figures prominently among David's enemies (II Sam 8:3-12 =I 
Chron 18:3-8; II Sam 10:6-8), is called "son of Rehob" (re/:lob) in II Sam 
8:3,12. Are we to assume that Rehob is the king of Zobah referred to in the 
present passage? 

48. and acquired power. Hebrew wayya'a$ /:layil. As Deut 8: 17-18 and Ezek 
28 :4 clearly show, the expression 'iisa /:layil means not simply "do valiantly" 
(cf. Driver: "lit. made might, i.e. displayed prowess, performed deeds of 
valor") but "make/acquire power(= wealth)" (cf. also E. F. Campbell, Ruth, 
AB 7, the NoTE on 4:11). Often it is specifically a question of land possession, 
as probably in Pss 60:14 = 108:14(English 60:12 = 108:13); 118:15,16 and 
certainly in Num 24:18: "Edom shall be dispossessed ... while Israel acquires 
power ('oseh /:layil) !" The point here is that Saul, in consequence of his cam
paigns against neighboring states, extended his domain beyond the borders 
of Israel in several directions. 
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Arnalek. The Arnalekites are the archetypal plunderers in biblical tradition, 
and it may be that the present reference is to raiding bandits in general. But 
specifically Arnalek ('arniileq) was the name of a nomadic tribe that inhabited 
the desert S of Judah (see further the NoTB at 15 :7); they play a major role in 
the story of Saul's rejection in 15: 1-34. 

49. Of the sons of Saul only Jonathan plays an important role in the stories 
we have. The names and even the number of the others are uncertain (see the 
Textual Note), though they are listed five times in the Bible: 

I Sam 14:49 
I Sam 31:2=1 Chron 

10:2 
I Chron 8:33; 9:39 

Jonathan, lshvi, and Malchishua 

Jonathan, Abinadab, and Malchishua 
Jonathan, Malchishua, Abinadab, and Eshbaal 

Merob. See 18:17-19 (§ XXIV-B). 
Michal. David's first wife. See 18:200. 
SO. Ahinoarn, the daughter of Ahirnaaz. Neither Saul's wife nor his father-in

law is elsewhere mentioned. David also married a woman named Ahinoam 
(25: 43; etc.), but presumably there was no relationship to Saul's wife. 

Abiner. Abiner held the important position of commander of the army dur
ing his cousin's reign and is mentioned from time to time in the stories about 
Saul (17:SS[tris],57; 20:25; 26:5,7,14[tris],15), but he attained even greater 
power during the brief reign of lshbaal (II Sam 2:80) until slain by David's 
commander of the army, Joab (II Sam 3:27). 

50,51. The relationship of Abiner to Saul is confused in the tradition. The 
appositive "Saul's uncle" at the end of v 50 is ambiguous: does it refer to Ner 
or Abiner? That is, is Abiner Saul's cousin or uncle? If Abiner were Saul's 
uncle, Ner would be his grandfather, and this contradicts 9:1, where Saul's 
grandfather is identified as Abiel. So the evidence of the Samuel passages is that 
Abiner was Saul's cousin and thus that Ner was his uncle, and this seems to 
gain support from I Chron 9:36, where Ner (in 8:30 ner has fallen out before 
niidiib) and Kish (presumably Saul's father) are listed as brothers (though their 
father is called ye'l'el, "Jeiel," not Abiel). Josephus (Ant. 6.130) supports this 
interpretation of the relationship. The parenthesis in v 51 was evidently added 
to make this clear, and though it has come down to us in a form that makes 
little clear (see the Textual Note), it accomplishes its purpose when restored. 
However, the problem of I Chron 8:33 = 9:39 remains: there it is said that 
Ner was Kish's father. This contradicts 9: 1 but agrees with the interpretation of 
14: 50 that identifies Abiner as Saul's uncle. Until a better solution is proposed, 
we must assume that this was an error on the Chronicler's part, arising perhaps 
from misinterpretation of the information given in the present passage. 

52. This verse stands somewhat in isolation here. It looks ahead to the contin
uation in 16: 140 of the older materials, from which it is separated by the pro
phetic stories of Saul's rejection and David's anointing in 15: 1 - 16: 13. Cf. 
Mettinger, King and Messiah, 34. 

a powerful man. Hebrew 'is gibbor; that is, a brave warrior, but cf. the 
NOTE at 9: 1. At one level this notice anticipates 16: 18, where David is so de
scribed. 

a stalwart man. Hebrew hen }Jayil; see the NoTB at 10:26,27. 
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XXL THE REJECTION OF SAUL 
(15: 1-34) 

15 1 Samuel said to Saul, "It was I whom Yahweh sent to anoint you 
king over Israel. Now then, listen to what I have to say! 2 Yahweh 
Sabaoth has spoken thus: 'I have taken account of what Amalek did 
to Israel when [Amalek] confronted them on the road as they were 
coming up from Egypt. 3 Now, go! Strike down Amalek, and put 
them and everything that belongs to them under the ban, and have no 
pity on them! Slay both man and woman, both weaned and nursing 
child, both ox and sheep, both camel and ass!'" 4 So Saul summoned 
the army and mustered it at Telaim-two hundred thousands of foot 
soldiers and ten thousands of the men of Judah. 

s Then Saul went to the city of Amalek and lay in wait in the Wadi. 
6 To the Kenites [he] said, "Go! Get away from Amalek, lest I sweep 
you away with them, for you dealt kindly with the Israelites when 
they were coming up from Egypt." So the Kenites went away from 
Amalek. 

7 Saul harried Amalek from the Wadi toward Shur on the border of 
Egypt. 8 He captured Agag, king of Amalek, alive, though he put all 
the people under the ban with the edge of the sword. 9 Saul and the 
army spared not only Agag but also the best of the flock and the herd 
-the fat ones and the young-and every good thing, and they were 
unwilling to put them under the ban; but all the property that was 
despised and rejected they did put under the ban. 

lOSo the word of Yahweh came to Samuel: 11 "I repent of having 
made Saul king, because he has turned away from following me and 
does not carry out my commands!" 

Samuel was enraged and cried to Yahweh throughout the night. 
12 Then [he] rose early to meet Saul in the morning; but [he] was 
told that Saul had gone to Carmel (he was erecting a monument to 
himself) and then turned and gone on down toward Gilgal. 

When Samuel came to Saul he had just offered up as holocausts to 
Yahweh the first parts of the booty he had taken from Amalek; 13 and 
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when Samuel drew near to [him], Saul said to him, "May you be 
blessed by Yahweh! I have carried out Yahweh's command." 

14 "Then what," said Samuel, "is that bleating in my ears and the 
lowing that I hear?" 

15 "I brought [the animals] from Amalek," said Saul, "for the sol
diers spared the best of the flock and the herd in order to make a 
sacrifice to Yahweh, your god. The rest I put under the ban-" 

16 "Stop!" said Samuel to Saul. "Let me tell you what Yahweh said 
to me last night." 

"Say on!" he told him. 
17 So Samuel said, "Is it not true that though you were small in 

your own eyes you became head of the tribes of Israel? Yahweh 
anointed you king over Israel, 18 sent you on a mission, and said to 
you, 'Go put those sinners, the Amalekites, under the ba.D., and fight 
with them until you have exterminated them!' 19 Then why did you 
not listen to Yahweh? Why did you pounce on the spoil and do what 
was wrong in Yahweh's eyes?" 

20 "Because I listened to the soldiers!" said Saul. "When I went on 
the mission on which Yahweh sent me, I brought back Agag, the king 
of Amalek, but I put Amalek under the ban. 21 And the soldiers took 
sheep and cattle from the spoil-the first parts of what had been 
banned-to sacrifice to Yahweh, your god, at Gilgal." 

22 But Samuel said, 

"Is Yahweh as pleased with holocausts and 
sacrifices 

as with obeying the voice of Yahweh? 
Obedience is better than sacrifice, 

attentiveness than the fat of rams! 
23 For rebellion is the sin of divination, 

and presumption the wickedness of idolatry! 
Because you have rejected Yahweh's command, 

he has rejected you from being king!" 

24 "I have sinned!" said Saul. "I have violated Yahweh's instruc
tions and your command, for I feared the soldiers and listened to 
them. 25 But now, take my sin away! Return with me, and I shall 
prostrate myself before Yahweh!" 

26 But Samuel said to Saul, "I will not return with you! Because you 
rejected Yahweh's command, Yahweh has rejected you from being 
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king over Israel!" 27 Then when Samuel turned to go, [Saul] caught 
hold of the skirt of his robe, and it tore away. 28 Samuel said to him, 
"Yahweh has torn the kingship of Israel away from you this day and 
has given it to your neighbor, who is more worthy than you. 29 (Yes, 
and Israel's Everlasting One does not deceive and does not repent, 
for he is not a man that he should repent!)" 

30 "I have sinned," said [Saul], "yet honor me before the elders of 
my people and before Israel. Return with me, and I shall prostrate 
myself before Yahweh, your god!" 31 So Samuel returned with Saul, 
and he prostrated himself before Yahweh. 

32 Then Samuel said, "Bring Agag, the king of Amalek, to me!" So 
Agag came to him in fetters. 

"Would death have been as bitter as this?" said Agag. 
33 "Just as your sword has made women childless," said Samuel, 

"so shall your mother be childless among women!" And Samuel 
hewed Agag to pieces in the presence of Yahweh in Gilgal. 

34 Then Samuel set out for Ramah, and Saul went up to his home in 
Gibeah. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

15 1. over Israel So LXX:B. MT, LXXA: "over his people, over Israel." 
LXXL: "over Israel, his people." 

to what I have to say We read ldbry, lit. "to my words." MT has lqwl dbry 
yhwh, "to the sound of the words of Yahweh" (cf. LXXL). LXXB has /qwl 
yhwh, "to the voice of Yahweh." This evidence points to early variants, viz. 
ldbry and lqwl yhwh. The latter was preserved in the tradition behind LXX3 , 

and the two were combined in that behind MT. Syntactical considerations sug
gest that ldbry, "to my words," was original. The emphatic position of 'oti, 
"me," at the beginning of Samuel's remarks (thus, "It was I whom, etc.") 
makes no sense otherwise. We might paraphrase as follows, "Since I am the one 
whom Yahweh sent, you must listen to me!" 

2. when [Amalek] confronted them on the road MT has 'sr sm lw bdrk, 
"when he placed ... against him on the road," as if something has fallen out 
of the text. Attempts to recover an obscure military usage of sym, "place," by 
reference to the highly corrupt text of I Kings 20: 12 (Driver, Stoebe) fail 
completely. We restore 'sr qrhw bdrk, "when he confronted him," which is al
most certainly read by LXX (has apentesen auto en te hodo) and is further 
supported by Deut 25: 18. MT remains unexplained. 

3. Now So MT. LXX: "And now." 
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and put • •. and have no pity on them MT reads: whl;zrmtm 't kl ':fr lw wl' 
tl;zml 'lyw, "and put (pl.) everything that belongs to him under the ban, and 
have no pity (sing.) on him"; but whl;zrmtm 't kl is to be corrected with LXX 
to whl;zrmtw w't kl, "and put (sing.) him and everything." LXX<B> reads: kai 
iereim kai panta ta autou kai ou peripoiese ex autou kai exolethreuseis auton 
kai anathematieis auton kai panta ta autou kai ou pheise ap' autou, reflecting 
whl;zrmtw (?) w't kl ':fr lw wl' tl;zml 'lyw whl;zrmtw (whl;zrmtw) w't kl 'fr lw .wl' 
tl;zml 'lyw. Thus LXX<Bl conflates two translations of the same text. Note espe
cially that wh/:lrmtw, "and put him under the ban," is rendered three ways: ( 1) 
kai iereim, as if a proper name (cf. v 8, LXXB); (2) kai exolethreuseis auton, 
"and utterly destroy him"; and (3) kai anathematieis auton, "and put him 
under a curse." 

4. at Telaim That is, felii'im (Driver, Budde, etc.); cf. the place name 
{elem in Josh 15 :24 and see the NoTE below. MT vocalizes ba{felii'im, "with 
the lambs" (cf. Targ., Syr., Vulg.). LXX: en galgalois, "in Gilgal." 

two hundred ••• ten So MT. LXX:<BJ: "four hundred .. ,'thirty." The 
smaller numbers are more likely to be original. 

5. the city So MT. LXX has "the cities," as adopted by Budde. See Smith, 
Stoebe. Cf. the NOTE. 

and lay in wait Reading wy'rb (i.e. wayye'erob) on the basis of LXX kai 
enedreusen. MT has wayyiireb, "and struggled," from which some critics have 
attempted to recover a defectively written Hip'il of 'rb ( wayyiireb < way ya' iireb) 
meaning "he prepared an ambush"; but the Hip'il of 'rb is otherwise unattested, 
and the sense of the Qal suits the context. 

6. Go! Get away . . . Reading lk wsr on the basis of LXX apelthe kai 
ekklinon. MT has lkw srw rdw, "Gol Get away! Go down .••. " 

Amalek So L:XXL. MT, LXX:B: "the Amalekites." 
lest I sweep you away The consonantal text is pn 'spk, which MT (pen

'oszpekii) understands as a Hip'il from ysp (pace Driver) and which LXX 
(me prostho se, "lest I add you") understands in exactly the same way (pace 
Stoebe). Thus, "lest I add you (to him)"; cf. Prov 10:22. But the old sugges
tion of P. A. de Lagarde to read pen-'espekii or the like is surely correct (cf. 
Targ.), especially in view of Gen 18:23, and has been adopted here. 

the Israelites So LXXBL. MT: "all the Israelites." 
the Kenites (2) So LXX. MT has lost the definite article. 
7. from the Wadi MT, LXX have "from Havilah" (m/:lwylh), but as long 

recognized this reading has been iafluenced by the description of the Ishmaelite 
homeland in Gen 25: 18, which has wording almost identical to the present pas
sage. The location of Havilah is unknown but thought to be somewhere on the 
W edge of the Arabian Peninsula, far away from the scene of the present story. 
We need to restore a place name here that is both geographically appropriate 
and vulnerable to corruption to J:iwylh. Wellhausen's proposal to read mfl'ym, 
"from Telaim" (cf. v 4 above), has received wide approval, but as Smith ob
serves, Saul had advanced well beyond Telaim when the fighting began. The 
most suitable reconstruction is mnJ:il, "from the Wadi." It was "at the Wadi" 
that Saul "lay in wait" while warning the Kenites, and in view of Gen 25: 18 
the corruption of mn/:11 to ml)wylh is understandable. 
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toward Shur on the border of Egypt MT: bw'k .i'wr 'sr 'l pny m~rym. 
LXX = 'd 'swr 'I pny ~rym. The variants bw'k and 'd may be original to the 
present passage and Gen 25:18 respectively. LXX '.i'wr, "Asshur"(?), must 
have arisen from confusion caused by the sequence .i'wr 'sr, "Shur, which ... " 
(cf. MT). The same variation is visible in the (conflate) text of Gen 25: 18: 'd 
swr '.i'r 'I pny ~rym b'kh 'swrh, "as far as Shur on the border of Egypt, in the 
direction of Asshur." There b'kh 'swrh arose as a marginal variant of 'd swr 
and then found its way into the text at its present position. 

8. though he put . .. under the ban So MT: hl;irym (cf. LXXL). LXXB 
again treats this as a proper name (cf. the Textual Note at v 3 above) and adds 
a second verb: iereim apekteinen, "though he killed (all the people), namely, 
Iereim . . . " or "though Iereim killed (all the people) . . . . " 

the people So MT, LXX8 A. LXXL: "his (i.e. Agag's) people." 
9. the army So MT. LXX: "all the army." 
Agag So MT, LXXL. LXXB adds "alive" (cf. v 8). 
the fat ones Reading haJsemenim (cf. Syr., Targ. wl'myny') as in Ezek 

34: 16 (Wellhausen) or hammi.i'mannim (cf. Isa 10: 16) as reflected by LXX 
ton edesmaton, "and the victuals"(= hammaJmannim; cf. Neh 8:10). MT has 
hammi.i'nim, "the double portions" (7). 

and the young MT has w'I hkrym, but repetition of 'I is out of place and it 
may be deleted on the basis of LXX kai ton ampelOnon = whkrmym, "and the 
vineyards." 

all the property that was despised and rejected Reading kl ml'kh nbzh 
wnm'st on the basis of LXXCBJ pan ergon etimome11on kai exoudenomenon in 
correction of the unintelligible text of MT (kl hml'kh nmbzh wnms 'th). 

11. was enraged MT wy};ir, which, as recognized by Smith, is confirmed by 
LXX kai ethymesen, "and (Samuel) was disheartened"; cf. the treatment by 
LXX of II Sam 6:8 =I Chron 13:11. Contrast Budde, Driver. 

12. rose early to meet So MT (wyskm ... lqr't). LXX reflects wy.i'km 
wylk lqr't, "rose early and went to meet," conforming to the usual idiom. See 
the Norn. 

Saul (1) So MT (correctly). LXX has "Israel," but the confusion in LXX 
between Samuel and Saul below has influenced the reading. 

[he] (2) Reading "Samuel'' with MT, LXXAL. LXXB: "Saul." 
Saul (2) So MT, LXXAL. LXXB: "Samuel." 
he was erecting MT whnh 11'1.fYb, which has the force of a parenthetical ex

pression. In LXX this has been reduced to ordinary narration: wy.yb (kai 
anestaken). 

and then turned and gone on down So MT: wysb wy'br wyrd, lit. "and 
turned and passed on and gone down." LXXCBJ has "and then turned (his) 
chariot (to harma = hmrkbh) and gone down." 

12,13. When Samuel came to Saul ... and when Samuel drew near to 
[him] So LXX: kai elthen samouel (so LXXL; omitted in LXX8 ) pros 
saoul kai idou autos anepheren holokautosin to kyrio ta prota ton skylon hon 
enenken ex amalek kai parageneto (so LXXB; LXXL has kai elthen) samouel 
pros saoul = wyb' Jmw'l 'I l'wl whnh hw' h'lh 'lwt lyhwh 't r'fyt hSll 'sr lqb 
m'mlq wyqrb Jmw'I 'l .i''wl. MT has lost almost the entire passage in conse-
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quence of a long haplography caused by homoioteleuton, the scribe's eye hav
ing jumped from the first smw'l 'l s'wl to the second. Thus only wyb' smw'l 'l 
s'wl remains in MT, where it is understood as introductory to v 13. 

13. Yahweh's command So MT ('t dbr yhwh). LXX hosa elalesen kyrios 
reflects 't 'sr dbr yhwh, "that which Yahweh commanded," underst,anding dbr 
as a verb. 

15. I brought [the animals] So LXX. MT: "they brought them." 
from Amalek So LXX. MT: "from an Amalekite." 
I put under the ban So LXX. MT: "we put under the ban." 
16. he told him Reading wy'mr lw with LXX, MT (qere). MT (ket'ib): 

wy'mrw /w, "they told him." 
17. Is it not true ... the tribes of Israel? We read MT: hlw' 'm qfn 'th 

b'ynyk r's sbfy ysr'l 'th. LXX seems to be defective here. The first part of the 
statement is close to MT: ouxi mikros su ei enopion seautou (so LXXL with 
MT, Syr., OL; LXXB autou), "Are you not (too) small in your own (LXXB 
"his") eyes .... " Further on, however, LXX shows the influence of 9: 21. 
LXXL (cf. LXXB) continues eis hegoumenon ek skeptrou beniamein tes 
elachistoteras phyles tou israel, reflecting Ir's msbf bnymyn h~'rh mspf:tt ysr'l, "to 
be head (?),being from the tribe of Benjamin, the humblest of the family/fam
ilies of Israel." In short, LXX offers no alternative to retention of the difficult 
text of MT. 

18. to you, "Go ... " Reading lk lk with LXX. MT omits one lk: "(and 
said.) "Go. . . . " 

sinners LXX adds eis eme = Ii, "against me." 
until you have exterminated them Reading 'd klwtk 'tm on the basis of 

LXX heos synteleses autous (cf. Syr., Targ.) or perhaps 'd klwtm, "until they 
are exterminated" (so Wellhausen, Driver, Smith). MT has what seems to be a 
mixture of these readings, viz. 'd klwtm 'tm, "until they have exterminated 
them." 

19. did you pounce MT wt'f. LXXB: all' hOrmesas tou thesthai, "(but) 
you rushed to get for yourself" ( = wt'( lqf:tt [?]). 

20. to the soldiers So LXX (cf. v 24). MT "to Yahweh" is reminiscent of 
the preceding verse. 

21. to sacrifice to Yahweh, your god So MT: lzbf:t lyhwh 'lhyk. LXX 
reflects lpny yhwh 'lhynw, "in the presence of Yahweh, our god." 

23. presumption MT hap~ar, on the form of which see Driver. LXX 
epagousin, "they urge on," seems to reflect p~rw or perhaps hp(y)~w (Smith), 
which could have arisen from the reading of MT in the third century B.C. when 
r and w were especially easily confused. 

the wickedness of idolatry Reading 'wn htrpym with LXXB ponos thera-
peian (htrpym having first been transcribed, then modified into a Greek noun). 
MT has 'wn whtrpym, "wickedness and idolatry." LXXL renders the first word 
twice, as pono(u)s (so LXXB) and as adikia = 'wn, "crime, iniquity" (cf. 
Symmachus). The latter ('wn) is a better parallel to f:t(t, "sin," but the textual 
evidence is too sparse to displace 'wn, which is also intelligible. 

he So MT. LXX and other MSS: "Yahweh," anticipating v 26. 
from being king So MT: mmlk, probably to be vocalized mimmelok (cf. 
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LXX, OL), not mimmelek (MT). LXX adds "over Israel," again in antici
pation of v 26. 

25. Yahweh So MT. LXX adds "your god" (cf. vv 21,30). 
27. turned MT wysb ( wayyissob). LXX reflects wysb ( wayyasseb) . . . 't 

pnyw, "turned his face," that is, "turned away" (cf. I Kings 21 :4). 
[Saul] caught hold of Reading WYQZq with MT. Syr., 4QSarna (cf. Vulg.) 

agree with LXX in adding "Saul" for clarity. 
and it tore away So MT: wyqr' (vocalized as Nip'al: wayyiqqiira'). LXX 

(cf. Syr.): kai dierrexen auto, "and (he) tore it," as if reading wyqr'hw 
(wayyiqrii'ehU) but perhaps reading wyqr' (=MT) interpreted as wayyiqra' 
with object understood. 

28. the kingship of Israel MT has mmlkwt ysr'l, which Wellhausen cor
rected to mmlkt ysr' l (contrast Driver, Stoebe) . The first word may be a 
conflation of mlkwt and mmlkt. 4QSama has [ ]mlkwt, with no trace of a pre
ceding m- on leather and scarcely room for it against the right margin. Read 
tentatively mlkwt ysr'l. LXX reflects mmlktk mysr'l, "your kingship from Is
rael," evidently under the influence of I Kings 11: 11 (LXX). 

from you MT m'lyk (cf. I Kings 11: 11 [MT]). LXX mydk (I Kings 
11: 11 [LXX]; cf. I Kings 11: 31). 

29. Yes, and Israel's Everlasting One Reading wegam neraQ yisrii'el with 
MT (see the NoTE). LXX suggests an interesting variation: kai diairethesetai 
israel eis duo kai .•. = wnQ$h ylr'l (lfoym) w- ... , "and Israel will be 
divided in two. And (Yahweh) ... "(cf. Ezek 37:22). This is an attractive al
ternative to the suspiciously obscure divine epithet of MT, but as all critics 
have observed, a reference to the division of the kingdom seems quite out of 
place here. Moreover the text suggested by LXX leaves the rest of the verse 
without an explicit subject (thus LXXL finds it necessary to add "the Holy One 
of Israel" further on). 

deceive MT ysqr (cf. Num 23:19). LXX, 4QSarna have yfyb, "re
tract" (?). The confusion of q and b was possible in fourth-century scripts, of 
r, w, and y in third. 

a man So MT. LXX: "like a man." 
30. said [Saul] Reading wy'mr with MT; LXX has "said Saul." 
before the elders of my people and before Israel So MT, LXXAL. LXXB: 

"before the elders of Israel and before my people." 
31. and he prostrated himself So LXXBL, 4QSam8 • MT: "and Saul pros

trated himself .... " 
32. in fetters MT m'dnt, which occurs only here and in Job 38:31. 

LXXDL, evidently thinking of the verb m'd, "slip, totter," render this as tremon, 
"trembling," to which LXXL adds a second conjecture, viz. ex anathoth, "from 
Anathoth." The best treatment of this old crux is that which goes back at least 
to Kimchi. In Job 38:31 the word seems to stand in parallelism with a word 
meaning "bands"; it may thus be related by metathesis to the verb 'nd, "bind" 
(Prov 6:21; Job 31 :36). Thus read, "in bands, fetters." Cf. M. Pope, Job, AB 
15. NoTE on 38:3la. On this problem and the next, see also Talmon, "l Sam. 
xv 32b." 
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Would death have been as bitter as this? So LXX: ei houtos pikros ho 
thanatos = hkn mr hmwt, lit. "Would the bitterness of death have been thus?" 
(see the NoTE). That is, Agag now sees that it would have been better if Saul 
had not spared him. MT 'kn sr mr hmwt, "Surely the bitterness of death is 
pasW is quite inappropriate though preferred by most translators. In fact it 
arose from dittography of mr. See further Talmon, "l Sam. xv 32b." 

33. said Samuel So MT. LXX adds "to Agag." 
hewed ... to pieces MT wylsp; LXX kai esphaxen (on both, see the 

NoTE). LXXL (cf. OL) adds a second attempt to render this rare term, viz. 
huiou (s)aser, a corrupt and partially Hellenized transcription. 

34. Gibeah So LXX. Mf: "Gibeah of Saul." 

NOTES 

15 1. It was I whom Yahweh sent. Hebrew 'otl siilal;i yahweh. The pronoun 
stands in the emphatic position; the prophet is asserting his own prerogative. 
He was the divinely appointed kingmaker, he says, and therefore his instruc
tions must be obeyed by the king--or rather, Yahweh's instructions as trans
mitted through the kingmaker must be obeyed by the king. 

2. Yahweh Sabaoth. That is, yahweh ~ebii'ot, a longer form of the divine 
name yahweh. See the NOTE at 1: 3. 

Yahweh Sabaoth has spoken thus. The so-called prophetic messenger for
mula. See the NoTE at 2:27. 

Saul is sent on a campaign against the Amalekites (on whom see the NOTE at 
14:48) in retaliation for their ancient attack on Israel at the oasis of Rephidim 
during the journey from Egypt to Canaan (Exod 17:8-13). At that time, after 
the attackers had finally been repulsed by the Israelite army under Joshua's 
leadership, Yahweh swore to "blot out the memory of Amalek from under the 
skies," and Moses predicted perpetual holy war against the Arnalekites (Exod 
17: 14-16). The phrasing of Saul's instructions point in detail to the passage 
that stands isolated in Deut 25: 17-19, where Moses reminds the people of their 
responsibility when settled in the Promised Land to carry out Yahweh's sen
tence upon Arnalek: "Remember what Amalek did to you on the road when 
you were coming out of Egypt, how they confronted you on the road when you 
were faint and weary, cutting off at your rear all who were straggling behind 
you, and with no fear of God! So when Yahweh, your god, gives you rest from 
all your enemies on every side in the land that Yahweh, your god, is going to 
give you to take possession of as your estate, you must blot out the memory of 
Arnalek from under the skies! Do not forget!" 

3. the ban. The grimmest of the rules of Israelite holy war were those requir
ing the imposition of the J:rerem or "ban." The verb hel,erim, "put under the 
ban," actually means "consecrate" (cf. common Semitic *brm, "be separate, sa
cred"), and to put under the ban was to devote to Yahweh, i.e. to consecrate as 
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Yahweh's share. In application this meant the extermination of every living 
thing that was captured, including men, women, children, and even livestock. 
According to Deut 20: 10-18 the ban was in effect for Palestinian cities only, 
that is, for "those peoples' cities that Yahweh, your god, is giving you as an es
tate" (v 16); non-Palestinian enemies were normally exempt. The Amalekites, 
however, though not strictly residents of Palestine, were an exception to· the ex
emption, or rather the target of a special directive, as noted above (cf. Deut 
25:19). 

4. summoned. Hebrew wayJamma', the Pi'el of siima', "hear"; only here and 
in 23: 8 in the Hebrew Bible. 

Telaim. If felii'im is identical with telem in Josh 15 :24, it was a city in the 
Negeb of uncertain location but not far from the Negebite Ziph (not the Ziph 
of 23:14, etc.), modem Khirbet ez-Zeifeh, some 32 miles due S of Hebron; cf. 
also 27:8. Telaim belonged to Judah (n.b. the reference in this verse to the 
presence of ten contingents of Judahite soldiers). 

5. the city of Amalek. The writer seems to be unfamiliar with the name of 
the city (Smith, Stoebe), unless in fact it was 'ir 'iimiileq, "Amalek City." But it 
is surprising to find the desert-dwelling Amalekites associated with a city at all, 
and we must suspect the accuracy of the tradition if not the text. 

in the Wadi. Hebrew bannal;zal, which might be read simply "in the wadi"; 
but a specific place seems to be indicated here and in v 7 (see the Textual Note 
to v 7), and naf:tal, "wadi," may be a short form of naf:tal mi~rayim, "the 
Wadi/Brook of Egypt," as in Ezek 47: 19; 48:28. The Brook of Egypt marked 
the traditional S boundary of the Promised Land (Num 34:5; etc.); it is the 
modern Wadi el-'Arlsh, which drains into the Mediterranean some 50 miles S 
of Gaza. 

6. Saul warns the Kenites in sufficient time for them to escape. They were a 
tribe of metalworkers or smiths ( qenim), who inhabited the desert S of Israel 
and Judah. The specific act of "kindness" (f:tesed, "kindness, loyalty, faith
fulness [to a legal arrangement]"; cf. the NoTB at 20:8) here referred to is un
known, but according to biblical tradition the Kenites were intimately as
sociated with Israel during the journey of the latter through the wilderness (see 
esp. R. de Vaux, "Sur l'origine kenite ou madianite du Yahvisme," Eretz Israel 
9 [W. F. Albright Volume, 1969] 28-31). The implication of the present pas
sage that they later settled among the Amalekites corresponds to a notice to 
that effect that appears in Judg 1: 16 (reading h'mlqy, "the Amalekites," with 
most critics for MT h'm, "the people"; cf. Moore, Judges, 34). 

7. from the Wadi toward Shur on the border of Egypt. See the Textual 
Notes. The Amalekites are driven from the Brook of Egypt on the border of 
Israelite territory along the N margin of the Sinai Peninsula in the direction of 
the Wilderness of Shur, which lay to the NE of Egypt. See the map on p. 257. 

8. Agag, king of Amalek. Mentioned only here and Num 24:7 and 23 (cor
recting MT with LXX, v 24; see W. F. Albright, "The Oracles of Balaam," !BL 
63 [1944] 222). Notably, however, Haman, who in the Book of Esther is the 
antagonist of Mordecai, a Benjaminite descended from Kish, is called 'ligiigi, 
"(the) Agagite" (Esth 3: 1, etc.). 
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12. rose early to meet. Hebrew wayyaJkem ... liqrii't, a pregnant con
struction with the force of "rose early and went to meet" (cf. the Textual 
Note), to which compare 6:13 (Driver). 

Carmel. A small town in Judah near Maon (see the NOTE at 25:2a; cf. Josh 
15 :55), which provides the setting for David's encounter with Abigail and 
Nabal (25:2-42). The modern site is Tell el-Kirmil, ca. 7 miles S ot'Hebron. 

Gilgal. The scene of Saul's previous encounter with Samuel (13 :7b-15a). Cf. 
the NOTE at 11; 14. 

holocausts. That is, whole burnt offerings; see the NOTE at 6:14. 
15. Saul.'s self-defense is based on two excuses: (1) it was the army, not he, 

who spared the animals (cf. v 21 below); and (2) the animals were not 
brought back for selfish reasons but to be offered up to Yahweh, whom Saul 
identifies to Samuel as "your god" (cf. 7:8; 12:19). The first excuse is contra
dicted by what we were told in v 9, and the second turns out to be theologically 
unacceptable (see below). 

for. Hebrew 'iiJer (cf. 20:42; 26:23), which Driver describes.as "a link, 
bringing the clause which it introduces into relation with what precedes; here 
the relation is a causal one, in that, forasmuch as . ... " 

17. small in your own eyes. The reference is evidently to 9:21, where the 
young Saul marvels that he, a humble Matrite of Benjamin, is being accorded 
royal treatment. 

22-23. Cf. Isa 66:2b-4: 

This is the man on whom I set my gaze: 
One who is humble and contrite in spirit 

and trembles at my word. 
He who slaughters a bull slays a manl 
He who sacrifices a sheep breaks a dog's neck! 
He who lifts up an offering raises up (merim) 

a boarl 
He who makes a memorial of frankincense 

blesses Wickedness! 
As they have chosen their ways, 
As their souls delight in their abominations, 
So I shall choose their torment 
And bring their horror upon theml 
For when I called, no one answered, 
And when I spoke, they did not listen! 
Instead they did what I thought evil, 
And chose that in which I take no delight! 

Samuel's rebuke of Saul is also couched in poetry, and both passages belong to 
the long tradition of prophetic attack on hollow cultic practice. The present 
verses, then, could easily find a place among the harangues of the so-called 
"writing" prophets (e.g. Hosea 6:6; Amos 5:21-24; etc.). What Yahweh 
requires is diligent obedience, without which the prescribed acts of the cult, or
dinarily good and proper in themselves, become vain deeds of hypocrisy. 
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23 a. Rebellion (me rt) and presumption (pe.yer[?]), because they involve a 
kind of rejection of Yahweh, are equivalent to apostasy, as suggested by refer
ence to forbidden forms of divination and the worship of idols (on both see 
below). 

divination. That is, forbidden divination: qesem (cf. Deut 18:10; II Kings 
17:17; etc.). Consultation by means of the Urim and Thummim was quite ac
ceptable in Israel (see the NOTE to 14:40-42), but qesem was most often as
sociated with foreign practices (Num 22:7) and false prophecy (Ier 14:14). 

idolatry. Or rather, "teraphim" (teriipim), here used as a generalized term 
for idols, as in II Kings 23: 24. For the older, more specific meaning, see the 
NoTE at 19: 13. 

23b. Cf. Hosea 4:6. The verb "reject" (mii'as) implies the formal repudiation 
of a relationship (so 8:7[bis]; 10:19; 15:26; 16:1,7; cf. Judg 9:38); it is the 
legal opposite of "choose" (bii/;lar; cf. 16:7,8; also II Kings 23 :27; Isa 41 :9; 
etc.). Just as Yahweh chose Saul (10:24), so now he has rejected him. 

24-31. The story in its present form seems to have two conclusions: (1) vv 
24-29, in which Saul confesses his sin, asks Samuel to return to Gilgal with 
him to worship, and is sharply refused; and (2) vv 30-31, in which Saul 
confesses his sin, asks Samuel to return to Gilgal with him to worship, and is 
obliged. 

24. and your command. A touch most characteristic of the prophetic per
spective; see the COMMENT. 

27-28. As Brauner, "To Grasp the Hem," has shown, Old Aramaic ('/;lz 
bknp) and Akkadian (sissikta iabiitu) equivalents of Biblical Hebrew he/;leziq 
bakkiiniip, "seize the hem, catch hold of the skirt," suggest that the expression 
refers to a gesture of "supplication, importuning, submission." When Samuel 
turns to go, Saul grasps the skirt of his robe (me'il, Samuel's characteristic gar
ment; cf. 2: 19; 28: 14) as a final, deferential plea for mercy; but the fabric gives 
way, and the angry prophet turns the accident into a symbolic act: the tearing 
away of the hem represents the tearing of the kingdom away from Saul. Cf. 
I Kings 11 :29fJ. For a very different interpretation of the incident see Conrad, 
"Samuel und die Mari-'Propheten.'" 

29. This statement seems intended to discourage further expostulation from 
Saul; that is, it implies: Yahweh has rejected you, and since Yahweh does not 
change his mind, there is no reason for further discussion. But the contradiction 
of v 11 ("I [Yahweh!] repent ... ") that this statement ("Israel's Everlasting 
One ... does not repent ..• ") contains is so blatant that we must question its 
originality. It may be a late addition to the text (derived from Num 23: 19?), 
penned by a redactor to whom the suggestion of a divine change of mind was 
unacceptable. 

Israel's Everlasting One. Hebrew nefa/;I yisrii'el, only here in the Hebrew 
Bible; but cf. I Chron 29:11, where nefa/;I is an attribute of Yahweh. The 
epithet may have had currency very late in the biblical period (when the pres
ent verse was inserted). 

32. "Would death have been as bitter as this?" That is, hliken mar-hammiiwet, 
lit. "Would the bitterness of death have been thus?" To mar-hammiiwet com
pare Old Aramaic mr /;ly', "the bitterness of life," which as E. Lipmski has 
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shown (Studies in Aramaic Inscriptions and Onamastics I [Louvain: Leuven 
University Press, 1975] 38), is used euphemistically in the Sefire treaties of the 
eighth century B.C. (Sef l,B,31) as the equivalent of "the bitterness of death." 

33. Samuel hewed Agag to pieces in the presence of Yahweh. The verb 
(~aysassep) is unique to this passage, and its meaning must be derived from 
the context and its treatment in the versions (BDB: "hew in pieces"; KB: "cut 
in pieces," comparing Postbiblical Hebrew s~p. "dissever"). LXX renders it kai 
esphaxen, "and (Samuel) slaughtered," using a verb that suggests sacrificial 
butchering. This fact and the phrase "in the presence of Yahweh" suggest that 
Agag suffered a ritual death. Ritual dismemberment was a punishment for cov
enant violation (see the first NOTE at 11:7), and perhaps we can conclude that 
the crime of the Amalekites described in v 2 (cf. the Norn) was considered all 
the more heinous because it involved violation of a covenant with Israel of 
which we have no knowledge. Compare, similarly, the reference to the 
"kindness" or covenant loyalty of the Kenites in v 6. 

COMMENT 

If Israel is to have a king, then the king must assume responsibility for 
prosecuting Israel's ancient grievances. It is in this spirit that Yahweh as
signs to King Saul the task of punishing Amalek "for what he did to Is
rael" on the way up from Egypt (Exod 17:8-16; Deut 25:17-19; see the 
Norn at v 2 above). The Amalekites are to be put under the ban, that is, 
exterminated to the last man, woman, child, and animal, and Saul is en
trusted with the realization of Yahweh's ancient vow to that effect (Exod 
17:14). But Saul, though quick enough to respond (vv 4fj), is not punc
tilious in executing the details of his instructions: Agag, the Amalekite 
king, is not slain but taken alive, and the choicest of the livestock are led 
back to Gilgal for sacrifice. Israel's first king, whose dynastic claims have 
already been forfeited by a similar kind of disobedience (see the COM

MENT on 13 : 2-15), has failed another crucial test and now must accept 
the repudiation of his own reign. Yahweh, he learns, has rejected him as 
king. 

Whatever the antiquity of the tradition of Saul's Amalekite campaign,1 

1 That some account of a victory over the Amalekites was part of the oldest tradi
tions about Saul's reign is clear from the summarizing notice in 14:48. Weiser "I 
Samuel 15," regards the present story as an independent narrative unit, older than 
and originally independent of the collection of anti-monarchical materials in cc 8, 10, 
12, and 13 to which it now belongs. For Weiser the tradition most distinctively 
reflects the predicament of Israel's first king in his struggle between the will of the 
people on the one hand and the prophetically transmitted will of Yahweh on the 
other. 
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it comes to us wholly as a part of the prophetic reworking of the Saul ma
terials. Again Samuel, the prophet, plays a central role: his authority as 
Yahweh's official spokesman is given its usual special stress (cf. vv 1,24 
and the corresponding NOTES) , and indeed, as in 7: 8 and 12: 19, Yahweh 
is described as his (Samuel's) god (vv 15,21,30) ! The prophetic duties he 
is called upon to discharge here include summoning Israel to holy war2 

and delivering the oracle of judgment to Saul.8 As explained in the COM
MENT on 13:2-15, the prophetic narrator is principally concerned in these 
stories with obedience to the (prophetically transmitted) word of Yah
weh, and the relationship of obedience to tenure in the royal office. Now 
this is made most explicit: "Because you have rejected Yahweh's com
mand," Saul is twice (vv 23 and 26) told, "he has rejected you from being 
king!" Related to all this as a kind of negative corollary is the charac
teristic prophetic mistrust of sacrifice (or any ritual practice) as a substi
tute for obedience to divine command (Jer 7:21-26; etc.) "Obedience is 
better than sacrifice," says Samuel ( v 22). 

This narrative unit, together with the account of David's anointing that 
follows, holds a pivotal position in the First Book of Samuel. Heretofore 
Samuel and Saul have occupied center stage; hereafter, except in the 
strange tale of the seance at En-dor (28:3-25) and in the account of 
Saul's death (31: 1-13), David will be the constant focus of attention. 

From one perspective, then, this section serves as a prophetically 
oriented conclusion to the story of Saul's rise to power which began in 
9: 1. As implied in the NOTE at v 23b, the notice of the rejection of Saul in 
vv 23,26 of the present chapter forms an inclusion with the reference in 
10:24 to his choosing as described in 9:1ff. Ironically enough, it was Sam
uel's capitulation to the importunate "voice of the people" (8:9,22; 12: 1) 
that led to Saul's election in the first place, and now it is because Saul has 
listened to "the voice of the people," i.e. to the soldiers, (vv 20,24) that 
he is dismissed---democracy is no more acceptable a replacement for pro
phetic theocracy than is monarchy! Thus the prophetic story of Saul's rise, 
which began with a stem warning against kingship in any form (see the 
COMMENT on 8: 1-22), ends with an outright rejection of the first king. 
Saul's dynastic hopes have already been shattered (13:7b-15a), and now 
his own demise is in view.4 

2 On the prophetic function of proclaiming the wars of Yahweh, see Cross, CMHE, 
226-227. 

a Birch, Rise of the Israelite Monarchy, 97-103, argues that the form of the pro
phetic judgment speech has influenced the composition of the entire chapter. 

4 At lea.st since Wellhausen (Prolegomena, 258-260) there has been a general 
tendency to view these two passages, 13: 7b-l Sa and 1 S: 1-34, as doublets reflecting a 
single tradition in two discrete sources. Indeed Wellhausen, who regarded c 15 as 
older, described it as the "original" of which the material in c 13 is "the copy" 
(259). Even those commentators like Hertzberg who recognize the important 
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From another perspective, however, this story looks ahead. It prepares 
the reader for the change that comes in 16:14, after which David will be 
the protagonist, Saul at most the antagonist. As Wellhausen put it, "Chap. 
xv is the prophetic introduction to this change."5 Or rather, as we shall 
see, ·c 15 in combination with 16: 1-13 is the prophetic introduction to the 
change; for the succeeding story of the anointing of David, also told from 
the prophetic perspective, provides the sequel to the present narrative 
made necessary by the allusion in v 28 to a neighbor of Saul's to whom 
the kingdom of Israel is being given. 

differences between the two stories, have tended to maintain the view that they are· 
two versions of the same incident, ascribing the developmental relationship between 
them to the craft of a redactor. "For the compiler of the whole work," writes Hertz
berg, "the details of ch. 13, which has no express mention of the rejection, represent 
the lightning, while the storm breaks in ch. 15." But in fact the condemnation of 
Saul's dynasty and the rejection of his own right to rule were separate issues requir
ing, in the view of the prophetic writer who shaped these stories, individual treat
ment. 13:7b-15a and 15:1-34 come from the same hand and describe different mo
ments in the progressive denunciation of Saul (so, correctly, Birch, Rise of the 
Israelite Monarchy, 105-108). 
~Prolegomena, 261. 



THE RISE OF DAVID 



XXII. THE ANOINTING OF DAVID 
(15:35-16:13) 

15 35Never again before he died did Samuel see Saul; yet [he] 
grieved for Saul, because Yahweh had repented of making [him] king 
over Israel. 16 I But Yahweh said to Samuel, "How long will you 
grieve for Saul, when I have rejected him from being king over Israel? 
Fill your horn with oil and go! I am sending you to Jesse of 
Bethlehem, for I have found me a king among his sons." -

2 "How can I go?" said Samuel. "When Saul hears, he will kill me!" 
But Yahweh said, "Take a heifer with you and say, 'It is to sacrifice 

to Yahweh that I have come.' 3 Then summon Jesse to the sacrifice, 
and I shall let you know what you are to do. You will anoint the one I 
point out to you." 

4 Samuel did as Yahweh had said. When he came to Bethlehem, the 
elders of the city came trembling out to meet him. "Is your visit 
peaceful, 0 seer?" they said. 

5 "It is peaceful!" he said. "It is to sacrifice to Yahweh that I have 
come. Receive sanctification and celebrate with me today!" Then he 
sanctified Jesse and his sons and summoned them to the sacrifice. 

6 When they came he looked at Eliab and thought, "Surely his 
anointed stands before Yahweh!" 7 But Yahweh said to Samuel, "Do 
not look upon his appearance or his stature-I have rejected him! 
For it is not as a man sees that God sees: a man looks into the face, 
but God looks into the heart.'' 

8 Then Jesse summoned Abinadab, who presented himself to Sam
uel; but [Samuel] said, "Yahweh has not chosen this one, either." 9So 
Jesse presented Shammah, and [Samuel] said, "Yahweh has not cho
sen this one, either.'' 

IOWhen Jesse had presented his seven sons to [him], Samuel told 
Jesse, "Yahweh has chosen none of these." 11 And [he] asked Jesse, 
"Are these all the lads?" 

"There is still the youngest," he said. "He is shepherding the flock." 
So Samuel told Jesse, "Have him brought, for we shall not sit down 

to eat until he comes." 
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12 [Jesse] had him brought: he was ruddy and attractive, handsome 
to the eye and of good appearance. "Up!" said Yahweh. "Anoint him, 
for he is the one!" 

13 So Samuel took the horn of oil and anointed him in the midst of 
his brothers, and the spirit of Yahweh rushed upon David from that 
day forward. 

Then Samuel went up on his way to Ramah. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

16 1. to Jesse of Bethlehem MT 'l yfy byt hll,imy, lit. "to Jesse the 
Betblehemite." LXXL = 'l yfy byt 11,im, "to Jesse, to Bethlehem" (cf. v 4); 
L:XXB = 'd (heos eis) byt 11,im, "as far as/to Bethlehem." 

2. Take Reading qfl with 4QSamb, L:XX, Syr. MT has tql;i, "you will 
take." 

3. to the sacrifice Reading lzbl;i with LXX against MT bzbl;i, which shows 
the influence of the corruption in v 5 of MT (see the Textual Note there) . The 
preposition l- is correct with qr', "summon" (cf. wyqr' Ihm lzbl;i, "and sum
moned them to the sacrifice," at the end of v 5 in all witnesses) . 

I MT is strengthened by the emphatic pronoun 'nky. It was apparently 
missing in the V orlage of LXX and may have fallen out by homoioarkton be
fore 'wdy'k, "I shall let you know .... "We tentatively read MT. 

You will anoint So L:XXB. MT, LXXL add "for me." 
4. as Yahweh had said So MT: 't 'Jr dbr yhwh, lit. "that which Yahweh 

had said." LXX reflects 't kl 'Jr dbr lw yhwh, "everything which Yahweh had 
said to him." 

"ls your visit peaceful, O seer?" they said MT has wy'mr Jim bw'k, "and 
he said, 'Your coming is peace( ful) "' (see Driver for a rather impressive de
fense of MT). We read wy'mrw hSlm bw'k hr'h with LXX and 4QSamb ([ 1 
hr'h). 

5. and celebrate with me today Reading wsml;iw 'ty hywm on the basis of 
L:XXBA kai euphranthete met' emou semeron, in preference to MT wb'tm 'ty 
bzbl;i, "and come with me to (?) the sacrifice" (so Wellhausen, Budde, Smith, 
Dhorme; contrast Hertzberg, Stoebe). 

7. For it is not ... into the heart Reading ky I' k'sr yr'h 'dm yr'h h'lhym 
ky 'dm yr'h lpnym wh'lhym yr'h llbb on the basis of L:XXCB) hoti ouch has 
emblepsetai anthropos opsetai ho theos hoti anthropos opsetai eis prosopon ho 
de theos opsetai eis kardian. The text of MT is defective (yr'h h'lhym having 
fallen out by homoioarkton), reading ky l' 'sr yr'h h'dm ky h'dm yr'h l'ynym 
wyhwh yr'h llbb, "For it is not what (the) man sees, for (the) man looks into 
the eyes, but Yahweh looks into the heart." Space considerations suggest that 
4QSamb shared the longer reading of LXX. See Cross, "Oldest Manuscripts," 
170. 
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8. Abinadab So MT ('abinadab); cf. I Chron 2:13. Here and in the 
Chronicles passage LXX has "Amminadab" (ameinadab = 'amminadab), a 
name that appears in David's lineage elsewhere (Ruth 4: 19-20; cf. Matt 1 :4; 
Luke 3:33). 

w,ho presented himself Reading wayya'tibar, lit. "and he passed by," with 
LXX (pare/then). MT wayya'ablrehu, "and presented him, caused him to pass 
by," anticipates wayya'aber in vv 9,10; but wayya'aber, "and (Jesse) presented 
PN," in subsequent verses is equivalent to wayyiqrti' 'el-PN wayya'abor, "a.Ild 
(Jesse) summoned PN, and he presented himself," here. 

Yahweh So MT, LXXAL, Syr. L}Q{B: "God." 
9. Shammah So MT (Iamma) as in 17:13, and LXX<BJ (sama). Else-

where, however, the name is spelled sm" (I Chron 2:13; 20:7; II Sam 21:21 
[qere]), sm'h (II Sam 13 :3,32), and sm'y (II Sam 21 :21 [ketib]). 

11. There is still the youngest So LXX: eti ho mikros = 'wd hq/n. MT ex-
pands to read 'wd s'r hqfn, "The youngest still remains." 

He is shepherding So LXXB. MT, LXXL: "And he is shepherding .... " 
we shall not sit down to eat MT I' nsb. The verb sbb had this sense at least 

in later Hebrew (Sir 32:1), and LXX8 (kataklithOmen) seems to have under
stood nsb this way in the present case (so also Targ.; cf. Driver). On the prob
lem in general, see especially Stoebe. 

until he comes So LXX8 . MT, LXXAL add "here." 
12. ruddy and attractive Conjectural. MT (cf. LXX) has 'dmwny 'm, 

"ruddy with (handsomeness to the eyes, etc.)," which is awkward (despite 
17:42, where w'dmny 'm yph mr'h is surely an expansion inspired by the pres
ent verse). We may reconstruct with some confidence: 'dm wn'ym, "ruddy (cf. 
Cant 5 : 10) and attractive." 

of good appearance So MT: /wb r'y, lit. "good of appearance." LXX<BJ 
adds kyrio = lyhwh, "to Yahweh," in reminiscence of v 7b above. 

Yahweh So MT. LXX adds "to Samuel." 
Anoint him, for he is the one So MT, LXXL: rriSJ:ihw ky 'l.h hw'. LXX8 

reflects wm'Sl:z 't dwyd ky zh (hw') rwb, "And anoint David, for this one is 
good!" Cf. the Textual Note on "of good appearance" above. 

NOTES 

15 35. The statement that Samuel never again during his lifetime saw Saul is 
compatible with 28: 3-25, since there the interview takes place after the proph
et's death, but it is in direct contradiction of 19: 18-24, where Saul follows 
David to Samuel at Ramah. The latter passage, which also duplicates certain 
aspects of 10: 10-12, must be regarded as a late insertion into the story of 
David's flight (see the COMMENT on 19:18-24). 
16 1. Fill your horn with oil. That is, for anointing the new king (v 13). Cf. 
the NOTES at 9: 16 and 10: 1. In this case the oil :6.ask is a horn, as in I Kings 
1: 39, where Zadok anoints Solomon. 
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Jesse. According to the genealogical list preserved in I Chron 2:3-12 (cf. 
Ruth 4: 17-22) Jesse was a Judahite of the house of Perez (Ruth 4: 12; cf. Gen
esis 38) and the grandson of Boaz and Ruth. 

Bethlehem. The village lay ca. 6 miles S of Jerusalem in the richest part of 
Judah. Departing from Ramah (cf. 15:34) a traveler to Bethlehem could take 
the main NS road that followed the spine of the highlands of Benjanlin and 
Judah and passed close to both towns. 

6. Eliab. Jesse's eldest son (I Chron 2: 13). 
his anointed. See the second NOTE at 9: 16. 
8. Abinadab. Jesse's second son (I Chron 2:13). 
9. Shammah. Jesse's third son, elsewhere called Shimea (see the Textual 

Note). 
10. his seven sons. The complete list is given in I Chron 2: 13-15: "Now Jesse 

became the father of his firstborn, Eliab, and Abinadab, his second, and 
Shimea, his third, Nethanel, the fourth, Raddai, the fifth, Ozem, the sixth, 
David, the seventh." But the present verse implies that there were seven sons 
besides David, and 17: 12 below asserts this explicitly; moreover, in I Chron 
27: I 8 (MT) a brother of David named Elihu is mentioned. Accordingly, we 
might insert Elihu into the list in I Chronicles 2, as has actually been done in 
the text of the Peshitta. But it is more likely that we should read "Eliab" in I 
Chr 27: 18 and leave the text of I Chronicles 2 as it stands; the notice in 17: 12 
is probably dependent on the present passage at some point. The hand that 
wrote "seven sons" in this verse may have erred out of careless :fidelity to the 
tradition that Jesse had seven sons, or alternatively the tradition itself may have 
been mixed. C. H. Gordon in a review of U. Cassuto, The Goddess Anath, in 
JAOS 72 (1952) 181, traces the problem to a lost epic account of David's 
anointing in which seven and eight appeared in climactic poetic parallelism, 
cf. CTCA 14.1(= Krt 8-9).14-21; 15(= 128).2.23-24. "Any impartial reader 
of the account of how Samuel eliminated the older brothers of David and 
dramatically chose the youngest to be king," writes Gordon, "will see that 
the treatment is epic, however prosaic the language." Se.e further the COM
MENT. 

11. to eat. That is, to eat that part of the sacrifice not reserved for the deity. 
See the NoTE at 9:13. 

12. attractive ... handsome ... of good appearance. Divine favor usually 
has physical symptoms; see the NOTE at 9:2. 

13. the spirit of Yahweh rushed upon David. See the NOTES at 10:6 and 
11 : 6. Here the onrush of divine spirit follows immediately upon the anointing 
and remains "from that day forward." Moreover, as we are about to discover, 
Yahweh's spirit has departed from Saul (v 14 ). 
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COMMENT 

Having rejected one king Yahweh sends Samuel to Bethlehem to find an
other. The task proves more difficult even than the nervous prophet, who 
fears the reprisal of Saul, expects; for as the sons of Jesse pass before him, 
they are refused, each in turn. Finally, however, the youngest is brought in 
from the pastures and immediately confirmed by Yahweh as his chosen 
king. Samuel pours the oil over David's head, and Yahweh's spirit takes 
charge of him. 

The story derives its interest from the folklore motif of the seventh son 
(or the eighth: see the NoTE at v 10) who rises above his brothers. David 
is haqqliflin, "the youngest" ( v 11), and his selection over Eliab and the 
others emphasizes the miraculous nature of the incident as a whole and 
points in particular to the freedom of the divine choice in the naming of a 
king. As in the case of the election of a man from the smallest clan of the 
smallest tribe to be the first king (cf. the NoTE at 9 :21), the break here 
with the expected or conventional shows Yahweh's free involvement in the 
events. And David, when he arrives at last, displays all the physical symp
toms of divine favor: he is "ruddy and attractive, handsome to the eye and 
of good appearance" (v 12; cf. also the NOTE). 

In spite of the last fact, however, we are warned-or rather Samuel is 
warned-not to trust in appearances, since "it is not as a man sees that 
God sees" (v 7). Despite Eliab's appearance and stature, which evidently 
are imposing, he is not Yahweh's choice. Some scholars have discerned in 
this a veiled attack on the theme of Saul's beauty and great height, as it 
appears in 9:2 and especially 10:23. "Eliab is something of a 'new Saul,' 
so that in his rejection Saul is denounced in effigy."1 Indeed as T. N. D. 
Mettinger has shown, this episode is reminiscent of the story of Saul's 
election by lottery (10:17-27a) in a number of ways.2 If Samuel is not 
using the lots in the examination of Jesse's sons, he is using something 
similar which gives "yes" and "no" answers. Moreover David, like Saul, 
turns up missing at the climactic moment and must be brought in from 
offstage. Finally certain connections in vocabulary exist between the two 
passages, such as, for example, the use of biil;tar, "choose,'' in reference to 
Yahweh's election of a king (10:24; 16:8,9,10). It seems clear that the 
story of David's anointing is fashioned at least partly in light of 10: 17-27 
and that both 10: 17-27a and 16: 1-13 reflect prophetic reaction to the 

1 Mettinger, King and Messiah, 175. 
2 Ibid., 176-179. 
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older tradition of Saul's election that lies behind the story of the divine 
lottery in its present form (see the COMMENT on 10:17-27a). Popular 
acclaim of the handsome, towering son of a powerful Benjaminite noble
man is replaced by the free divine selection of a shepherd boy from Judah. 

This, then, is yet another major chapter in the prophetic reworking of 
the older materials about the early history of the monarchy. Again the 
prophet Samuel is the central figure, and again the propriety of divine 
election of the king by prophetic anointing is demonstrated. The story of 
David's election forms a brace with that of Saul's rejection in the immedi
ately preceding material, and together they provide a prophetically 
oriented transition to the history of David's rise to power (see also the 
COMMENT on 15: 1-34). 8 We are being prepared to understand the de
cline in the fortunes of Saul and corresponding rise in those of David in 
light of fhe prophetic theology of kingship as developed in the preceding 
chapters. Hereafter the prophetic writer who shaped this material will be 
content to remain out of sight, letting the older narrative pass by without 
comment, except when he makes a brief appearance in c 28. What follows 
immediately belongs to the old story of David's rise to power. 

3Jn contrast, some scholars regard 16:1-13 (or 15:1-16:13) not as a prophetic in
troduction to the history of David's rise but as an original and organic part of the 
older complex. See especially Weiser, "Legitimation des Konigs David"; Gr~nbaek, 
Aufstieg Davids, 25-27, 37-76. The position taken here stands closer to that of 
Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie, 102, n. 156. II Sam 12:7, which might be urged in ob
jection since it seems to allude to an anointing of David before his deliverance from 
Saul, is, as Mettinger (King and Messiah, 29-30) points out, secondary in its present 
context and late (and prophetic!); and contrast IT Sam 5:3, which seems aware of no 
previous prophetic anointing of David at the time of his popular anointing at 
Hebron, to the synoptic passage in I Chron 11: 3, which acknowledges the good 
offices of Samuel, suggesting that the story preserved in 16: 1-13 had become a fixed 
part of the tradition by the time of the Chronicler (so Ward, "Story of David's 
Rise," 13-14). 



XXIII. DAVID'S ARRIVAL AT COURT 
( 16: 14-23) 

16 14 The spirit of Yahweh departed from Saul, and an evil spirit 
from Yahweh began to haunt him. 15 Saul's servants said to him, "An 
evil spirit of God is haunting you! 16 Let our lord speak: your ser
vants stand ready before you! Let us seek out someone who knows 
how to play the lyre, so that when the evil spirit comes, upon you, 
he may play and you will be well and it will let you alone." 

17 So Saul said to his servants, "Find me a man who plays well, and 
bring him to me!" 

18 Then one of the attendants spoke up. "I have noticed," he said, 
"that Jesse the Bethlehemite has a son who knows how to play, a 
powerful man, a warrior, skilled in speech, and handsome-and Yah
weh is with him." 

19 So Saul sent messengers to Jesse to say, "Send me your son 
David, the one who is with the flock!" 20 Jesse took an ass, ladened it 
with an omer of bread, a skin of wine, and a kid, and sent it to Saul in 
the care of his son David. 21 When David came to Saul and presented 
himself to him, [Saul] loved him so much that he became his weapon
bearer; 22 and Saul sent word to Jesse, "David shall remain in my 
service, for he has found favor in my eyes!" 

23 Thereafter, whenever the spirit of God would come upon Saul, 
David would take up the lyre and play, and Saul would find relief and 
be well, and the evil spirit would depart from him. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

16 15. of God So MT. LXX, Syr., under the influence of v 14, have "of 
Yahweh." Cf. vv 16,23. 

16. The beginning of the verse presents certain unusual features in Hebrew, 
and this seems to have led LXX into an erroneous emendation. MT (cf. 
LXXL) reads y'mr n' 'dnnw 'bdyk lpnyk ybqsw, lit. "Let our lord speak: your 
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servants are before you! Let them (=us) seek out. ... " LXXB evidently 
reflects y'mrw n' 'bdyk lpnyk wbqsw l'dnnw, "Let your servants speak in your 
presence, and (let them) seek out for our lord .... " Tentatively we follow 
MT (so Stoebe), though many critics have found reason to prefer LXX 
(Wellhausen, Driver, Budde, Smith). Syr., which might be expected to ad
judicate in a case like this, is no help here, having suffered a long haplography 
from hnh n' in v 15 to y'mr n' in the present verse. 

the evil spirit So LXX11• MT (cf. LXXL) adds "of God" in reminiscence 
of v 15. 

he may play MT wngn bydw, lit. "he will play with his hand." For bydw, 
"with his hand," LXX has en te kinyra autou, "on his lyre," which may be an 
inner-Greek corruption of en te cheiri autou, "with his hand," influenced by the 
reference to playing the lyre in the first part of the verse. 

and it will let you alone Reading whnyl;ih lk on the basis of LXX kai 
anapausei. This was lost in MT by haplography after wfwb lk, "and you will be 
well." 

18. handsome MT 'ys t'r, lit. "a man of form." LXX aner agathos to eidei 
reflects the fuller version of the expression, viz. 'ys fwb t'r, "a man good of 
form" (cf. I Kings 1:6). 

19. to say MT: wy'mr, "and said." LXX = l'mr, "saying." 
the flock So MT, LXXL. LXXB: "your flock." 
20. an ass . . . an omer of bread L:XXL and OL preserve the original read

ing, viz. l;imwr wysm 'lyw 'mr ll;im. MT (l;imwr l/;im) and LXXB (= 'mr ll;im) 
have suffered similar haplographies, a scribe's eye having jumped from l;imr 
to 'mr. 

21. The original, as reflected in MT, admits of such ambiguity (MT: lit. 
"And David came to Saul, and he stood before him, and he loved him greatly, 
and he became his weapon-bearer.") that LXXL finds it necessary to introduce 
explicit subjects ("Saul ... David") into the last two clauses. The same is nec
essary in English. 

23. the spirit of God So MT. LXXB (cf. Syr.) has "an evil spirit," in an
ticipation of the second part of the verse, and LXXL combines the two read
ings. 

NOTES 

16 14. In ancient tradition a person once touched by divine spirit can never 
again be free. When Saul loses place to David and Yahweh's spirit falls upon 
the young Bethlehemite (16:13), an evil spirit arrives in Gibeah as though 
rushing into the vacuum Saul's loss of favor has created. Another way of saying 
this is that the infusion of spirit is never neutral. It may endow with special 
powers, or it may breed misery; and indeed the spirit now torments Saul. We 
may speak of mental illness if we want--Saul manifests some symptoms of par-
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anoia, others of manic-depressive illness-but surely Hertzberg is correct to 
stress the fact that "Saul's suffering is described theologically, not psycho
pathetically or psychologically." The evil spirit is "from Yahweh" and will play 
its part in the working out of the divine plan. 

-15. Saul's servants. A king's servants ('abadim) are not meniaLfunctionaries 
but high ranking members of the court, as explained in the NOTE at 8: 14. 

16. someone who knows how to play the lyre. As the first modern biblical 
scholar observed (quite possibly thinking of Saul), "Music is good to the mel
ancholy" (Spinoza, in the preface to Part IV of his Ethics), and reliance on the 
apotropaic function of music was common to every ancient society confronted 
by demons. So Saul's servants propose to enlist the services of a musician to 
turn away the evil spirit and soothe the melancholia of their lord. On the lyre 
(kinnor), cf. the NoTE at 10:5. 

18. a powerful man. That is, a member of a family of standing, a gibbor 
J;iayil; see the NoTE at 9: 1. 

a warrior. Hebrew 'is mill;ulma, lit. "a man of war." This suggests that he is a 
trained fighter, but contrast 17:33 and see the COMMENT to the story of David 
and the Philistine champion in the section that follows. 

skilled in speech. The ideal Israelite hero was clever with words, as the stories 
of Jacob, Joseph, Esther, Daniel, and the rest (except Moses) show. 

handsome. Another characteristic of the ideal young man. See the NoTES at 
9:2 and 16:12. 

Yahweh is with him. This part of the description explains all of the previous 
parts: the young man's success, strength, manners, and looks are the result of 
divine favor. The expression "Yahweh is with him/David" now becomes a kind 
of leitmotiv running through the stories of David and Saul. "David was success
ful in all his undertakings, for Yahweh was with him" ( 18: 14) . The attendant 
who speaks here hardly realizes the importance of what he says, though his 
words adumbrate David's rise to power. Nor indeed does Saul see the implica
tions. He is eager now to have a servant bestowed with Yahweh's favor, and he 
will soon rely on that favor for his servant's safety in a time of grave danger 
(17:37), but when he comes to understand what it all means, he will fear his 
servant because Yahweh is with him (18:28-29a). 

20. an omer of bread. Hebrew 'omer lel;iem (see the Textual Note). The 
omer, not to be confused with the much larger homer, was a dry measure 
equivalent (according to Exod 16:36) to Yio ephah (cf. the NoTE at 1:24), or 
a bit more than two dry quarts. Elsewhere only in 25: 18 (see the Textual 
Note) and Exodus 16. 

21. [Saul] loved him. Without doubt the meaning is that Saul was greatly 
pleased with David, that he felt great affection for him; but as pointed out by 
W. L. Moran ("The Ancient Near Eastern Background of the Love of God in 
Deuteronomy," CBQ 25 [1963] 78-79) the language of love can be found 
"used to describe the loyalty and friendship joining . . . king and subject" in 
extrabiblical ancient Near Eastern texts from a wide span of time, and in the 
Amarna materials in particular the king of Egypt "is expected to love his vas
sal" (cf. EA 121:61; 123:23; 158:6). So as J. A. Thompson has suggested 
("Significance of the Verb Love"), the verb "love" ('iiheb) may also have a 
political nuance here, as it seems to in the stories of David and Jonathan that 
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follow. The king has given official recognition to the young man, has made a 
kind of legal commitment to him; that is, he has "loved" him and appointed 
him to be bis weapon-bearer, an intimate servant of the king. 

COMMENT 

It is an exciting moment in the biblical drama when David first steps on 
stage. To be sure, the prophetic writer has already introduced him to us in 
the preceding story of Samuel's visit to Bethlehem (see the COMMENT on 
15: 35 - 16: 13), and the composite tradition of the received Hebrew Bible 
offers a complete alternative account of his first meeting with Saul (see 
§ XXIV-B); but in the primary narrative to which the rest was added he 
makes his first appearance here. So according to the oldest tradition avail
able to us (see pp. 27-30 in the Introduction) David came to court as 
a musician and royal weapon-bearer. 

As for Saul, he appears here as a man abandoned by God; that is, in the 
words of the text, the spirit of Yahweh has left him. We are not yet told 
why. Though the writer of 15: 1-16: 13 has prepared us quite thoroughly 
to understand Saul's abandonment from the prophetic point of view, we 
shall find no such overt message in this older material itself. Only the 
events themselves will show what Yahweh is doing. For the time being 
we know that Saul has lost his old charisma and also that he has fallen 
prey to an evil spirit, an indication of an incipient inability to rule (un
derstood, by the way, as a consequence not of depravity, as implied by 
13:7b-15a and 15:1-34, but of illness). 

In pointed contrast to the developing impotence of Saul is the array of 
the newcomer's abilities and qualities. He is "a powerful man, a warrior, 
skilled in speech, and handsome" (v 18). Most especially, "Yahweh is 
with him." Again we are not told what exactly this means-subsequent 
events will work that out (cf. the last NOTE at v 18)-but this is an auspi
cious introduction for the young musician, who seems to possess a kind of 
magical ability to relieve the fits of the ailing king. Moreover, Saul in
stantly conceives for David a strong emotional and professional loyalty 
(see the NOTE at v 21) and makes him his weapon-bearer. 

So in this brief passage three of the major themes of the stories that fol
low are introduced: ( 1) Saul is in decline; (2) Yahweh is with David; 
and (3) Saul is deeply attached to the younger man. At least two other 
themes are prepared for in a general way, viz. that of David's unshakable 
loyalty to Saul and Israel and that of David's military prowess. Both of 
these find full expression in our story. This, then, is the beginning of the 
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history of David's rise to power, an old narrative setting forth these 
themes and others, which is preserved with only minor alterations in the 
materials that follow; see "The History of David's Rise" in the Intro
duction (LITERARY HISTORY, pp. 27-30). 
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XXIV-A. DAVID AND THE PHILISTINE CHAMPION 
(17: 1-11, 32-40, 42-48a, 49, 51-54) 

17 l The Philistines had gathered their forces for battle, coming to
gether at Socoh of Judah, and encamped between Socoh and Azekah 
at Ephes-dammim. 2 So Saul and the men of Israel assembled, en
camped in the Valley of the Terebinth, and deployed themselves to 
meet the Philistines in battle. 

3 Now the Philistines were stationed upon a hill on one side, and 
the Israelites were stationed upon a hill on the other side, and there 
was a valley between them. 4 And there marched forth from the ranks 
of the Philistines a certain infantryman from Gath whose name was 
Goliath. (His height was four cubits and a span!) s A helmet was 
upon his head, and he was dressed in a plated cuirass. (The weight of 
the cuirass was five thousand bronze shekels!) 6 Bronze greaves were 
upon his shins, and a bronze scimitar was slung between his shoulder 
blades. 7 The shaft of his spear was like a weavers' heddle rod. (Its 
blade weighed six hundred iron shekels!) And a shield-bearer pre
ceded him. 

8 He stood calling to the ranks of Israel and said to them, "Why 
should you march out in battle array? Am I not a Philistine? Are you 
not servants of Saul? Select a man for yourselves, and let him come 
down to me! 9 If he is successful in fighting with me and slays me, 
we shall become your slaves. But if I am successful and slay him, then 
you will become our slaves and serve us. 10 I defy the ranks of Israel 
this day," continued the Philistine, "give me a man and let us fight to
gether!" 

11 When Saul and all of Israel heard these words from the Philis
tine, they were dismayed and greatly frightened. 32 But David said to 
Saul, "Let my lord's heart not sink within him! Your servant will go 
and fight with that Philistine." 

33 "You cannot go and fight with that Philistine," said Saul to 
David, "for you are only a lad, and he has been a warrior since his 
youth!" 
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34 But David said to Saul, "When your servant was herding sheep 
for his father and a lion or a bear would come and carry off a sheep 
from the flock, 35 I would chase after him, strike him down, and 
snatch [it] from his mouth. Then if he attacked me, I would grab him 
by his throat, knock him down, and kill him. 36 Lion and 'bear alike, 
your servant struck them down! So the uncircumcised Philistine will 
be like one of them: shall I not go and strike him down and remove 
the reproach from Israel today? For who is that uncircumcised fellow 
that he should defy the ranks of the Living God? 37 Yahweh, who 
protected me from the lion and the bear, will protect me from that 
Philistine!" 

"Go!" said Saul to David. "For Yahweh will be with you!" 38Then 
[he] dressed David in a uniform with a bronze helmet for his head 
39 and girded [him] with his own sword over his uniform. 'But David, 
after he had tried once or twice to walk, said to Saul, "I cannot walk 
in these, for I have never practiced!" So they took [the armor] off 
him. 40 Then taking his stick in his hand he selected five smooth 
stones from the wadi and put them into his shepherd's bag-into the 
pouch-and with his sling in his hand he approached the Philistine. 

42 When the Philistine looked and saw David, he disdained him 
because he was only a lad. 43 "Am I a dog," [he] said to [him], "that 
you come after me with a stick?" And [he] cursed David by his god. 
44 "Come to me," [he] said to David, "that I may give your flesh to 
the birds of the sky and the beasts of the field!" 

45 But David said to the Philistine, "You come against me with 
sword and spear and scimitar, but I com~ against you with the name 
of Yahweh Sabaoth, god of the ranks of Israel, which you have defied 
this very day! 46 And Yahweh will hand you over to me, and I shall 
strike you down and cut off your head! I shall give your corpse and 
the corpses of the Philistine camp to the birds of the sky and the wild 
animals of the land! Then all the earth will know that there is a 
god in Israel, 47 and all those assembled here will know that it is 
not by sword or spear that Yahweh gives victory! For the battle is 
Yahweh's and he will hand you over to us!" 

48a Then the Philistine rose up and came toward David. 49 David 
reached into the bag, took out a stone and slung it, striking the Philis
tine in his forehead. When the stone sank into his forehead, he fell on 
his faceto the ground. 51 David ran up and stood beside him. He took 
his sword and dispatched him, cutting off his head. 
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When the Philistines saw that their champion was dead, they fled. 
52 The men of Israel and Judah rose up shouting and chased after 
them as far as the approaches to Gath and the gates of Ekron, and 
the Philistine wounded fell along the Shaaraim road all the way to 
Gath and Ekron. 

53 When the Israelites returned from their pursuit of the Philistines, 
they looted their camp. 54 David took the Philistine's head and 
brought it to Jerusalem, but his weapons he put in his own tent. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

17 1. Ephes-dammim MT 'ps dmym ( = ps dmym, I Chron 11: 13). 
LXX8 ephermem, LXXL [s]apharm[e]in, and OL in ramoam in sepherme 
point to sprmym or the like. There is little upon which to base an evaluation of 
this evidence. See further the NOTE. 

2. in the Valley of the Terebinth, and deployed themselves So MT: b'mq 
h'lh wy'rkw (cf. LXXL). LXXB reflects b'mq 'lh 'rkw, "in the valley. These 
deployed themselves .... "Read MT. 

3. and ... a valley MT whgy' (cf. Josephus [Ant. 6.171]). Curiously, 
LXX< 8 l has kyklo, "in a circle," at this point. This most often represents sbyb, 
but here it is probably a defective representation of kai ho auton 
(LXXA) =MT. 

4. from the ranks So LXX<Bl (ek tes parataxeos = mm'rkt). MT 
mml;mwt, "from the camps," is out of place. As v 3 shows, the two armies have 
already left camp. 

a certain infantryman See the NoTE. 

four cubits and a span So LXX8 L, Josephus (Ant. 6.171), and 4QSam•, 
which preserves D'rb'[ ']mwt wzrt. MT, LXXA have "six cubits and a span." 
Stoebe suspects LXX of rationalizing, but a scribe would hardly have di
minished David's feat willingly; an exaggeration is more likely. Better still is the 
mechanical explanation discovered by Michael D. Coogan, viz . .f.f 'mwt, "six 
cubits," in anticipation of .f.f m'wt, "six hundred," in v 7. 

A helmet So LXXB. MT, LXXL: "A bronze helmet." 
bronze shekels So MT. LXX: "bronze and iron shekels." 
6. greaves MT vocalizes m~J:it as singular (mi~J:iat) and LXX8 , Syr. read it 

as plural (m4fzot). But we expect a dual (m4fliit2), and LXXL 
( = m~btw < m~fity?) may preserve a vestige of one. 

7. shaft Reading 'e1, "wood, shaft," as in II Sam 21: 19, for MT J:i~. 
"arrow." So Syr., LXXB (ho kontos, "the shaft") and LXXL (to xylon, "the 
wood"). 

Its blade So LXXB. MT: "The blade of his spear." LXXL: "The blade that 
was upon it." 
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8. in battle array So MT: l'rk mll)mh, lit. "to deploy for battle." LXX8 (cf. 
LXXL) adds ex enantias hemon = lqr'tnw, "opposite/ against us" (cf. v 2). 

a Philistine So LXX. MT: "the Philistine," in anticipation of the designa
tion used in vv 10,11, etc. 

servants of Saul So MT: 'bdym ls'wl. LXX = 'brym wS'wl, "H(jbrews and 
Saul." 

Select The consonantal text of MT (brw) is correct. Read boru (MT qer.e: 
beru, "eat"?), as reflected by LXX eklexasthe. For brr, "select," cf. I Chron 
7:40. 

12-31. Here in MT and other MSS appears a long addition which is missing 
from the text of LXXB. See § XXIV-B. 

32. my lord's heart So LXX (kardia tou kyriou mou =lb 'dny). MT lb 
'dm, "a man's heart" (so Syr.). 

34. a lion or a bear Reading h'ry whdwb (cf. LXX, Syr.). Inv 36 of MT 
the 't particle marking hdwb as accusative was inadvertently lost at some point. 
It was restored marginally, but subsequently found its way into the text at the 
wrong point, viz. in the present verse. Hence MT: h'ry w't hdwb. 

35. his throat MT has bzqnw, "his beard" (so Syr.), but as Stoebe ob
serves, this may make sense with reference to a lion, but not to a bear. The 
translation of LXX (tou pharyngos autou, "his throat") reflects bgrwnw 
(Budde), from which the reading of MT arose by confusion of g for z and rw 
for q (the latter being possible especially in scripts of the late Hasmonean and 
early Herodian periods). No doubt the scribe of MT was thinking ahead to the 
struggle with the Philistine, in which case the reference to the beard would be 
entirely apropos. 

36. Lion and bear alike Reading gm 't h'ry wgm 't hdwb (cf. LXXAL, Syr., 
etc.). For the text of MT (gm 't h'ry gm hdwb), see the Textual Note to v 34 
above. 

So the uncircumcised Philistine ... the Living God So LXX<Bl: kai estai 
ho allophylos ho aperitmetos (LX:XL + houtos; cf. MT) hOs hen touton ouchi 
poreusomai kai pataxo auton kai aphelo semeron oneidos ex israel dioti tis 
ho aperitmetos houtos hoti (so LXXL; LXXB hos) oneidisen parataxin theou 
zontos = whyh hplSty h'rl (hzh) k'bd mhm hlw' 'lk whktyw whsyrty hywm ~rp 
mysr'l ky my h'rl hzh ky ('sr) l)rp m'rkt 'lhym l)yym. Contrast MT: whyh 
hplSty h'rl hzh k'bd mhm ky l)rp m'rkt 'lhym l)yym, "So that uncircumcised 
Philistine will be like one of them, because he has defied the ranks of the Living 
God!" Josephus, too (Ant. 6.183), seems to have known this shorter version. It 
is difficult to decide whether the longer text of LXX reflects original material or 
secondary expansion. Critics who favor the latter explanation (Stoebe; cf. 
Smith) point to the almost identical wording of 17:26 as a probable source of 
the intrusive material. But v 26 is part of the material missing from LXXB, 
which displays the longer reading here. Moreover MT as it stands seems rather 
abrupt. Tentatively, we assume that MT has suffered haplography from h'rl hzh 
(k'l)d m-) to h'rl hr.h (ky l)rp m-), which has been partially repaired by the 
restoration of k'l)d mhm (cf. Budde). 

37. At the beginning of the verse MT, LXXAL and other MSS add, "And 
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David said," which is retained by Wellhausen, Driver, Smith, Budde, and 
Stoebe, primarily on the grounds that although superfluous in Greek it is "in 
accordance with Hebrew idiom" (Driver). But this is entirely beside the point. 
The translator of LXX did not exclude things that were not in keeping with 
Greek style, and the absence of the words here where no textual motive for 
their loss can be discerned shows LXX8 to have had a shorter text. The words 
are an expansion in MT (to which LXX4 L have been corrected), added to re
identify the speaker of an unusually long speech. 

from that Philistine So MT. LXX, Syr.: "from that uncircumcised Philis
tine." 

38. in a uniform MT has mdyw wntn, "(in) his uniform and will 
place(?)" (cf. Syr., LXXL). LXX8 mdyn, "in a uniform," is probably correct: 
MT mdyw anticipates v 39, and wntn is syntactically impossible. Cf. Budde. 

for his head At the end of the verse MT, LXX:4 L, Syr. add wylbs 'tw 
.frywn, "and dressed him in armor" (cf. 17:5). Omit with LXXB. 

39. and girded [him] with his own sword So LXX:B. MT: "David girded 
himself with his (=Saul's) sword .... " 

after he had tried once or twice to walk Reading wyl' llkt p'm wp'mym, lit. 
"and he was unable to go once or twice," on the basis of LXXB kai ekopiasen 
peripatesis hapax kai dis (Budde). MT has wy'/ llkt ky I' nsh, "and he was 
willing to walk but (?) had not practiced (wearing armor)." This shows not 
only corruption by metathesis in the verb (wy'l for wyl') but also interference 
from the succeeding material (ky l' nsyty "for I have never practiced" (cf. 
LXXL). 

So they took [the armor] off him So LXX ( = wysrwm m'lyw, lit. "And 
they took them off him"). MT has wysrm dwd m'lyw, "And David took them 
off." 

40. smooth stones from the wadi MT filqy 'bnym mn hnfil, lit. "smooth 
ones of stones from the wadi." LXX<B> lithous teleious, "perfect stones" is an 
(inner-Greek) error for lithous leious, "smooth stones," or even leious lithous 
(so many MSS). 

into his shepherd's bag-into the pouch Reading bkly hr'ym '.fr lw bylqwf. 
So all witnesses, except that MT has " ... bag and into .... " It is quite likely 
that bkly hr'ym '.fr lw arose as a gloss to the unique bylqw/ {Wellhausen, 
Budde, Smith). 

the Philistine So MT. LXX: "the Philistine man." 
41. MT and other MSS add a verse here, which is missing from LXX8 . See 

§ XXIV-B. 
42. When the Philistine looked and saw David Reading wybf hplsty wyr'h 

't dwd with MT. LXX:B reflects wyr'h glyt 't dwd, "When Goliath saw David," 
having lost wybf hp/Jty by simple haplography, a scribe's eye having jumped 
from hpl.fty at the end of v 40 (which preceded v 42 immediately in the 
V or/age of the OG) to hpl.fty in the present verse. After this loss it was neces
sary to specify the subject, hence the insertion of glyt. 

a lad The verse originally ended with n'r, "lad," but it has been expanded 
on the basis of 16: 12 (where MT has 'dmwny 'm yph 'ynym w/wb r'y, "ruddy 
with handsomeness to the eyes and good of appearance"; see the Textual Note 
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to 16:12). Here MT (cf. LXX) adds w'dmny 'm yph mr'h, "and ruddy with 
handsomeness of appearance." 

43. Am I a dog So MT. LXXB: "Am I like a dog?" LXXL: "I am not a 
dog, am I?" 

with a stick So Syr., LXXB (en rhabdi5 = bmql). MT: bmq]wt, "with 
sticks." Smith conjectures bammaqe/et, but such a form is unattested. Here 
LXXD continues with a longer text, viz. kai lithous kai eipen daueid ouchi all' 
e cheiri5 kynos, "' ... and stones?' And David said, 'No! But something worse 
than a dog!'" (as if, wb'bnym wy'mr dwd /' ky 'm r' mklb). One might make a 
case for the originality of the longer reading, which is also known to Josephus 
(Ant. 6.186), by assuming haplography triggered by confusion of bmq/ and 
mklb; but tentatively we read the shorter text of MT, LXXAL, Syr. 

44. and the beasts of the field So MT: wlbhmt (which should be pointed 
as plural; cf. LXXB) hsdh. LXXAL reflect wlf:iyt h'rf, "to the wild animals of 
the land," in anticipation of v 46. LXXB reflects a mixture: wlbhmwt h'rf, "to 
the beasts of the land." 

45. Yahweh Sabaoth, god of the ranks of Israel So MT, LXXAL (yhwh 
~b'wt 'lhy m'rkwt ysr'l). LXXB reflects yhwh 'lhy ~b'wt m'rkwt y'Sr'l, "Yahweh, 
god of the armies(= Sabaoth), the ranks of Israel" (cf. Syr.). 

this very day So LXX. Construed by MT with the following verse. 
46. And Yahweh will hand you over to me Reading wsgrk yhwh bydy, lit. 

"And Yahweh will enclose you in my hand," with LXX. MT ysgrk, etc. "Yah
weh will enclose ... " (LXX reflects hywm, "today," after "Yahweh"; delete 
with MT). 

your corpse and the corpses Reading pgrk wpgr with LXX (for pgr, 
"corpses [collectively]," cf. Amos S: 3). MT has lost part of the reading by 
homoioarkton; thus pgr, "the corpses .... " 

in Israel So LXX, Syr. MT: "(that there is a god) to Israel," that is, "that 
Israel has a god." 

4Sa. We read wyqm hplsty wylk lqr't dwyd with LXXB. MT (cf. LXXAL) 
has whyh (sic; cf. GK §112uu) ky qm hplSty wylk wyqrb lqr't dwd, "When 
the Philistine rose up, he came and drew near to meet David. . . ." 

4Sb. MT and certain other MSS have additional material here which is miss
ing from LXXB. See § XXIV-B. 

49. a stone So MT. LXX: "one stone." 
into his forehead So MT. LXXD (cf. LXXL, OL), by way of inter

pretation, precedes this with dia tes perikephalaias = b'd hkwb', "through the 
helmet." 

50. Here MT and other MSS add a verse missing from LXXH. See § XXIV-B. 
51. beside him So LXXB (ep' autou = 'lyw). MT, LXXAL: 'I (MT 'l) 

hp/Sty, "beside the Philistine." 
He took his sword MT, LXXAL add wySlp mt'rh, "and drew it from its 

sheath," which M. Dahood (in Fisher, Ras Shamra Parallels 1.185) defends 
on the grounds of the parallelism of "sword" and "sheath" (cf. Jer 47:6; Ezek 
5: 1 ) ; and it is true that this kind of incidental expansion is not characteristic of 
MT. 
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cutting off his head So LXX8 , Syr. MT, LXXAL add "with it (the 
sword)." 

52. after them So LXX<8 >. MT (cf. LXXL): "the Philistines." 
Gath So LXX8 L. MT gy', "Gai" or "a valley"? Cf. Wellhausen, Driver. 
Ekron So MT. LXX: "Ash.k:elon"; cf. 5:10 and 7:14; see the Textual Note 

at 5:10. 
along the Shaaraim road MT bederek sa'iirayim (cf. Josh 15:36). LXX en 

te hodo ton pylon reflects bdrk hS'rym, "on the road of the gates," on which see 
Wellhausen. 

53. they looted So MT: wy.l'sw (cf. LXXL). LXXB kai katepatoun, "And 
they tramped down," probably reflects wy.fpw (as if from swp, "tread upon"). 
Confusion of s and p was possible especially in scripts of the second century 
B.c. Cf. the Textual Note to 23:1, where the same word has led LXX into a 
double rendering. 

NOTES 

17 1. Socoh of Judah. Of the two villages called Socoh that Judah claimed 
(Josh 15:35, cf. 48) this was the more prominent. Situated in the Shephelah 
some 14 miles W from Bethlehem toward Philistine territory, it was strate
gically important to the Israelites and Philistines alike, and between them it was 
long disputed (cf. in addition to the present passage, II Chron 11 : 7; 28: 18) . 
The modern site is Khirbet 'Abbad near the village of Khirbet Shuweikeh, 
which preserves the ancient name. 

Azekah. A few miles NW of Socoh lay the fortress of Azekah (Josh 15:35), 
modem Tell ez-Zakariyeh, which controlled the main road across the Valley of 
the Terebinth (see below), where the Israelites encamped. 

Ephes-dammim. Probably identical to Pas-dammim, the site of the exploits of 
Eleazar, one of David's heroes (I Chron 11:13; cf. II Sam 23:9 [cf. Driver]). 
The modem site may be Damun, ca. 4 miles NE of ancient Socoh. 

2. the Valley of the Terebinth. That is, the Valley of Blah ('eld, "terebinth"), 
now called the Wadi es-Sant, immediately S of and parallel to the Wadi 
~-Sarar (Valley of Sorek; cf. the NoTB at 6:9) in the series of valleys that 
cross the Shephelah draining the highlands of Judah onto the Philistine Plain. 

4a. a certain infantryman. Hebrew 'IS habbenayim, lit. "the man-in-between, 
a certain man-in-between" (benayim being a substantive formed from the prep
osition hen, "between") . The expression is unique to this passage in the Old 
Testament, and the ancient versions were confused by it (Targ. treats it as if 'is 
mibbenehem, "a man from between them"); but the reading of MT is 
confirmed by its frequent appearance (in the plural) in the so-called War Scroll 
at Qumran, where it connotes "infantrymen" or perhaps simply "men involved 
in battle" (J. Carmignac, "Precisions apportees au vocabulaire de l'Hebreu 
Biblique par la guerre des fils de lumiere contre !es fils de tenebres," VT 5 
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[1955] 356-357; cf. also LXX aner dynatos in the present passage). 
Roland de Vaux ("Single Combat in the Old Testament," in The Bible and the 
Ancient Near East [Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1971] 122-135, esp. 
124-125) has argued that the expression specifically means "champion," that 
is, "a 'man who steps out to fight between the two battle lines" and Chus "one 
who enters into single combat between two armies" or alternatively "one who 
takes part in a fight between two" and thus "a champion in a single combat"; 
the Qumran usage, says de Vaux, reflects a weakening of the original force of 
the expression or even ignorance of its older meaning. There is no reason, how
ever, to doubt the Qumran interpretation; "a man who steps out to fight be
tween the two battle lines" would be an infantryman, but not necessarily a 
champion; and though the Philistine infantryman in the present story turns out 
to be a champion, it does not follow that 'is (hab)benayim must mean "cham
pion." 

Gath. One of the cities of the Philistine pen ta polis; see the NoTE at 5: 8. 
Goliath. The name golyat is not Semitic but "Philistine," perhaps Anatolian; 

cf. the terminative element -ya/ to Hittite -wattas, Lydian -uattes (see W. F. 
Albright, CAH II, c 33, p. 30; cf. Frauke Grondahl, Die Personennamen de1 
Texte aus Ugarit [Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1967], 297). The name 
appears only here in the entire account; elsewhere David's adversary is simply 
called "the Philistine" (also 19:5; but contrast 21:10; 22:10, where "Goliath" 
may be secondary), and most scholars (contrast Stoebe) now assume that he 
was anonymous in the original version of the story. The name (along with the 
detail of the comparison of the shaft of his spear to a weavers' heddle rod; cf. 
the NoTE at v 7) was imported from II Sam 21: 19 (cf. I Chron 20:5), where 
it is said that Elhanan, one of David's heroes, slew Goliath the Gittite. A. M. 
Honeyman's harmonizing suggestion that David was Elhanan (i.e. that "El
hanan" was his personal name, "David" being a throne name) has also received 
some support (see "The Evidence for Regnal Names among the Hebrews," /BL 
67 [1948] 23-24), but this assumption creates more problems than it solves
how could Elhanan/David have come to be thought of as one of his own he
roes? Nor is it necessary to assume that this entire story once had Elhanan, not 
David, as its hero (so, e.g., Gr{l!nbaek, Aufstieg Davids, 95 and n. 66); certain 
details of the Elhanan tradition have attached themselves artificially to an 
unrelated story of a duel of David's own. 

4b. This notice about the Philistine's height is the first in a series of 
parentheses (4b, Sb, 7af3) intended to call attention to the great size and power 
of David's opponent and thus to emphasize the miraculous aspect of the 
shepherd lad's victory. 

four cubits and a span. A cubit was the distance from a man's elbow to the 
tip of his middle finger (ca. eighteen inches), a span from the tip of the thumb 
to the tip of the little finger of his splayed hand (ca. nine inches). According to 
tradition, then, the Philistine was some six feet nine inches tall-a true giant in 
an age when a man well under six feet might be considered tall-and the figure 
even became exaggerated in some circles to a fantastic nine feet nine inches 
(see the Textual Note). 

5-7. The description of the giant's armor serves not only to emphasize fur-
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ther the inequality of the coming contest but to divulge to the alert reader the 
one vulnerable spot on the giant's body, viz. his forehead. His head, body, and 
legs are well shielded; only his face is exposed. A sword-wielding warrior can
not threaten him, but a slinger .... Incidentally, the giant's armor and weap
ons as described here are not distinctively "Philistine" or Aegean. Som,e of the 
terms were originally non-Semitic (kOba', "helmet," siryon, "cuirass"; see 
below), but it is not likely that these were "Philistine" in origin, and in any case 
they had come into full currency in Biblical Hebrew. Certain items, such as the 
plated armor and the scimitar, are distinctively Oriental; and only the javelin's 
throwing ring (see below) is without known Asiatic parallel. That David's op
ponent is no "Mycenaean hoplite" has been shown clearly by K. Galling 
("Goliath und seine Riistung," in VTSup 5 [1966] 150-169), who finds the 
armor to be a diverse collection of offensive and defensive weapons combined 
by the narrator from a variety of places and styles to emphasize the for
midability of the Philistine champion. 

5. A helmet. The common word in Biblical Hebrew for helmet, koba', was 
probably not Semitic in origin, as the alternate spelling qoba' (v 38) shows; cf. 
perhaps, Hittite kupabis, "hat, cap?" See E. Sapir, "Hebrew 'Helmet,' a Loan
word, and Its Bearing on Indo-European Phonology," /AOS 51 (1937) 73-77. 
The present helmet is not the feathered headdress of the early Philistines but 
something more substantial; cf. Galling, "Goliath und seine Ri.istung," 155, 
163. 

a plated cuirass. Hebrew siryon qa8qa8sim. As in the case of koba'/ qoba', 
"helmet," siryon, siryan/ siryon, "cuirass, (body-)armor," is a term of non
Semitic origin (Hurrian?; cf. E. A. Speiser, "On Some Articles of Armor and 
Their Names," JAOS 10 [1950] 47-49), which became common in Biblical 
Hebrew as a term for body-armor covering the entire torso (like English 
"cuirass") or, more strictly, for the breastplate alone (also like "cuirass") as in 
I Kings 22:34 =II Chron 18:33. The particular cuirass in question here is of 
plate or scale armor (qa8qa8sim; cf. Deut 14:9,10; Lev 11 :9,10,12, where the 
scales of fish and other marine life are so described), a well-known Egyptian 
and especially Asiatic (but not Mediterranean-Aegean) style; see Y. Yadin, 
The Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963) 1. 
196-197; 2. 354; Galling, "Goliath und seine Ri.istung," 161-162. 

five thousand bronze shekels. Cf. the NOTES on shekels at 9:8 and 13:21. The 
Philistine's cuirass weighed some 125 pounds 15 ounces! 

6. greaves. Hebrew miilzatayim (cf. the Textual Note). They were probably 
made of molded bronze encircling the entire calf, like later Greek greaves, and 
padded inside with leather. 

scimitar. Hebrew kidon, a heavy, curved, flat-bladed, Oriental sword with a 
cutting edge on the outer (convex) side of the blade. See G. Molin, "What Is a 
kidon?" JSS 1 (1956) 334-337; Galling, "Goliath und seine Ri.istung," 
163-167. Cf. also the first NOTE at v 51 below. 

7. spear. Hebrew l;Uinit, the spear proper (cf. 13:19,22; 19:10; etc.) but in 
this case apparently a kind of javelin; see below. 

like a weavers' heddle rod. A detail imported secondarily from II Sam 
21 : 19 = I Chron 20: 5. The comparison suggests that the shaft of the spear was 
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equipped with a thong and ring for slinging, that is, it was a type of javelin 
known to have been used in Greece and Egypt, which resembled the wooden 
rod and rings used to lift the heddle in weaving. At least this is the explanation 
of the obscure comparison given by Yadin, "Goliath's Javelin and the m•nor 
'orig1m," PEQ 86 (1955) 58-69. 

six hundred iron shekels. More than fifteen pounds! Note that the spearpoint 
is made of iron (more correctly, of steel), which was the practice from the be
ginning of the Iron Age, whereas the armor is bronze, which continued to be 
used when extreme hardness was not required down into Roman times. 

9. But as pointed out by Niibel (Davids Aufstieg, 24-25), there is nothing in 
subsequent stories to suggest that the Philistines in fact become Israel's slaves_ 
after David slays their champion. 

IO. I defy the ranks of Israel. Compare esp. II Sam 21 :21. The verb "defy" 
(berep) implies not only defiance and provocation but also open contempt (cf. 
the NoTE at 11:2). As de Vaux says ("Single Combat," 123), "This is only one 
step short of hurling insults, which happens as soon as the two· adversaries 
confront each other." 

33-37a. Saul objects (v 33) not so much on the grounds of David's youth 
and small stature as of his lack of training and experience (cf. vv 38-39 
below). David is "only a lad"; that is, he is here at the front as a servant (as 
na'ar, "lad," must often be translated; cf. English "knave," which originally 
meant "boy, lad," like German Knabe, but came to mean "(boy)servant" [and 
also, unfortunately, "rogue," so that it cannot be employed to translate na'ar]) 
and not a combatant, whereas the Philistine is a professionally trained and bat
tle-seasoned soldier, "a warrior since his youth." David's reply (vv 34-36) 
speaks precisely to this issue: his training as a shepherd has given him experi
ence of this kind of situation. Moreover (v 37a) he trusts in Yahweh's special 
protection. 

34-35. The verbs in David's speech are suffixed forms joined to the conjunc
tion, indicating habitual or repeated action in the past (cf. the NoTE. on 
1 :4-7); thus " ... would come and carry off ... would chase ... strike 
down and snatch . . . would grab • . . knock down and kill. . . . " The single 
exception is wyqm, "(Then if) he attacked ... "; read wqm? Driver further 
notes that the articles in hii'ari, "the lion," and haddob, "the bear," are generic 
-thus, "if some lion or bear would come, etc." 

36. the reproach. Hebrew l;erpa, on which see the NOTES at 11: 2 and 17: 10. 
the Living God. Hebrew 'elohim J;ayyim, always used to stress the reality 

and effectiveness of the god of Israel (Deut 5:26 and esp. Jer 10:10) and 
most often, as in the present passage, to censure those who would dare to mock 
or otherwise revile Yahweh (II Kings 19:4,16 =Isa 37:4,17; Jer 23:36, cf. I 
Sam 17:26 in§ XXIV-B). 

38-39. Saul offers his champion the protection of a warrior's uniform and his 
(Saul's) own sword, but when David is equipped with it all, he finds he cannot 
walk! This incident gives a lighthearted touch to the narrative, while serving the 
serious purposes of reemphasizing David's lack of training ("I have never prac
ticed!"; cf. the NoTE to vv 33-37a above) on the one hand and calling atten-
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tion to his vulnerability (cf. v 45 below) on the other; and both of these things 
point to his complete dependence upon Yahweh. 

40. his stick. Hebrew maqlo, presumably his shepherd's staff and not a 
weapon. In the battle the stick serves the purpose of distracting the Philistine 
from David's real weapon (v 43), but we need not assume David plaµ.ned it 
that way. Stoebe, who is anxious that David have both hands free to load his 
sling, finds contamination in the tradition from II Sam 23 :21. 

the wadi. The Valley of the Terebinth; see the NoTE at v 2 above. 
45-47. with sword and spear and scimitar • . • with the name of Y ah

weh . ... David draws out the contrast between the weapons: those of the 
Philistine are the usual implements of warfare; David's own is the "name" of 
his god, that is, Yahweh's peculiar power as it is specially available to Israel. 
This is a struggle of the strong against the weak-but the weak fortified by the 
strength of Yahweh. So the fall of the Philistine, says David, will show the 
world that inferiority at arms is unimportant to Israel, which relies solely on its 
god for victory. At this point, then, the central theological assertion of the story 
is most explicit, and it is easy to understand why the tradition of David's vic
tory over the Philistine had a special appeal to the little nation that struggled 
through most of its existence in conflict with vastly more powerful neighbors. 
See further the COMMENT. 

45. Yahweh Sabaoth, god of the ranks of Israel. Cf. the NOTE at 1:3. The ex
pression 'elOhe ma'arkot yifrii'el, "god of the ranks of Israel," reads like a kind 
of word-by-word paraphrase of yahweh febii'ot, understood as "Yahweh of the 
armies (of Israel)." But cf. W. Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament, tr. 
J. A. Baker (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1961) 1.192-193. 

47. all those assembled here. Hebrew kol haqqiihal hazzeh, lit. "all this as
sembly." Although qiihiil can refer specifically to a religious convocation (Neh 
5: 13; etc.), it quite commonly describes a gathering of men at arms (Num 
22:4; Ezek 16:40; 38: 15; etc.), and it is difficult to accept its occurrence as de
cisive evidence in favor of Hertzberg's argument for an original cultic setting 
for this story (cf. also Hertzberg, "Mizpa," ZAW 47 [1929] 161-196); but see 
the COMMENT. 

51. his sword. Hebrew f:iarbO; but we were not told in vv 5-7 that the Philis
tine had a f:iereb, and we know that David had none of his own. Presumably 
then the reference is to the kidon, "scimitar," a specific term of which f:iereb, 
"sword," is the generic. 

and dispatched him. Hebrew waymoteteha, on which see the NoTE at 14: 13. 
52. the Shaaraim road. The city of Shaaraim is also mentioned in the list of 

the cities of Judah in Josh 15:36 immediately after Socoh and Azekah. The 
exact site is unknown but it must have been to the W in the direction of the 
Philistine cities Gath and Ekron, on which see the NOTES at 5: 8 and 5: 10. 

54. Jerusalem. A striking anachronism: Jerusalem was not in Israelite hands 
until the beginning of David's reign (cf. II Sam 5: 6-9). Perhaps there was a 
tradition in Jerusalem that Goliath's head was preserved there as a kind of 
"relic" (cf. Hertzberg). See also the following NOTE. 

his weapons he put in his own tent. But the sword, at least, shows up at Nob 
in the temple in 21: 10. Accordingly some scholars prefer to read b'hl yhwh, "in 
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the tent(-shrine) of Yahweh," here in place of b'hlw, "in his own tent" (cf. 
Galling, "Goliath und seine Riistung," 151, n. 5). In view of the Nob connec
tion and the impropriety of the reference to Jerusalem we may ask with several 
scholars (e.g. de Boer, "1 Samuel xvii") if Jerusalem has displaced Nob here. 
See further the COMMENT. 

COMMENT 

Of all David's exploits the one that is best known is the first. The story of 
the shepherd lad who by courage, cunning, and faith overcomes the gigan
tic champion of the enemy and brings victory to his people has all the ele
mental appeal of a fairy tale. The plot is uncomplicated and forceful, the 
characters almost archetypal. None of the subtleties of the account of the 
battle of Michmash Pass or the later stories of David and Saul are found 
here. The Philistine is perfectly terrifying in his sheer, malevolent power 
and perfectly hateful in his bold defiance of Israel. Saul is quite simply ap
palled: he and his army are disarmed by fear and completely helpless. 
David is able; or rather he is uniquely able, since the rest of Israel is pow
erless. There is nothing deficient, however slightly so, about David's cour
age; there is nothing tentative about his resolution. He acts without hesita
tion and fells the Philistine with cleverness and consummate skill. Only to 
Yahweh does he appeal for assistance, and here again his conduct is im
peccable: his confidence in the power of his god is absolute. 

The very simplicity that gives the story of David and the Philistine its 
lasting appeal-the idealizations and absolutes of which it is composed
also calls into question its originality as a part of the oldest narrative of 
the rise of David. The subtlety and realism of other episodes are missing 
here. In some respects, moreover, the episode fits most uncomfortably at 
this point. Certain details seem to be, in the words of Wellhausen, "in con
tradiction both with what goes before and with what follows it. According 
to xvi. 14-23, David, when he first came in contact with Saul, was no raw 
lad, ignorant of the arts of war, but 'a mighty valiant man, skilful in 
speech, and of a goodly presence'; and according to xviii. 6 the women 
sang at the victorious return of the army, 'Saul has slain his thousands of 
the Philistines, and David his tens of thousands,' so that the latter was the 
leader of Israel beside the king, and a proved and well-known man. 
Evidently something of a different nature must originally have stood be
tween xvi. 23 and xviii. 6."1 But surely, one might reply, the story of 
David and the Philistine has a clear and important function in the devel-

1 Prolegomena, 263-264 
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opment of the larger narrative, for it demonstrates at the outset David's 
superiority to Saul as a war leader and "savior" of Israel. This is true 
enough; but the evidence cited by Wellhausen suggests that originally this 
point was made in a different way, a way equally clear but somewhat less 
melodramatic. David the warrior (16: 18) entered the battle camp in the 
Valley of the Terebinth as Saul's weapon-bearer (16:21) and, to the 
amazement of everyone, acquitted himself so manfully in the ensuing bat
tle as to surpass the king himself in heroism, so that although Saul slew 
thousands, David slew tens of thousands and won the hearts of the people 
(18:7). So as J. H. Grjllnbaek and others have argued,2 we are entitled to 
think of one story overlying another here; that is, an older account of an 
Israelite victory led by Saul and especially David has been largely 
displaced by a sensational account of David's single combat with a Philis
tine champion. 

Why then was the older narrative so revised? Surely it made the point of 
David's superiority to Saul well enough already. A part of the answer must 
be that the legend of David and the Philistine had simply become so well 
known that it found its way inevitably into the text. We know that accord
ing to one circle of tradition David came to the front not as a trained 
warrior but as a shepherd lad visiting his brothers in arms and that such a 
version of the story was interpolated into the present narrative at a very 
late date (see § XXIV-B). We also know that the prophetic story of 
David's anointing by Samuel stressed David's youth and his shepherd's 
duties (see 15: 35 - 16: 13). Clearly the picture of the young David that 
held sway in the popular imagination was that of a shepherd boy standing 
bravely among warriors. The oldest material we have already presents him 
as a young shepherd (cf. 16: 19), and it seems to have been this element 
that became the focus of the popular stories that grew up around his mem
ory. Of these the favorite must have been that of his victory over a Philis
tine champion in single combat, so that inevitably, as we have just said, it 
made its way into the larger narrative. 

The story of the contest with the Philistine must have been nurtured for 
a long time in Jerusalem, the City of David. 8 It displays the kind of ideali
zation of the founder of the southern dynasty that one would expect in the 
capital of Judah, and it shares the basic outlook of several other passages, 
also introduced secondarily into the old narrative about the rise of David, 

2 In particular, Grfllnbaek (Aufstieg Davids, 90-92) speaks of a "combination of 
the tradition of a battle with the Philistines in northwestern Judah, in which Saul 
decisively puts the enemy to flight, with the narrative of David and Goliath"; these 
elements, he says, have been closely woven togeth~ in such a way as to put Saul into 
David's shadow. It should be stressed, however, that in both traditions Saul is put in 
David's shadow. See below. 

3 This is suggested by, among other things, v 54. But there is also some evidence to 
suggest that the tradition belonged originally to Nob. See the NOTES at v 54. 
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which seem to be of Jerusalemite and probably Josianic ongm 
(20:11-17,23,40-42; 23:14-18,19-24a; 24:2-23; 25:28-31; see pp .. 16-17 
in the Introduction). In its present form, moreover, it has a highly sym
bol~c form. Here is David, the type of the Israelite king, doing battle 
with an enemy who is the very embodiment of threatening, destruc
tive power. Some scholars even assume a cultic background for the ac
count: here, they say, is the ritual battle of the king and the chaos mon
ster, the forces of order and destruction.4 But the reference to the 
assembly (haqqiihiil) in v 47, to which these scholars appeal, need not be 
taken cultically (see the NoTE), and the universalizing reference to "all 
the earth," which they cite as evidence of a ritual setting, is better under
stood in another way, as explained below. Nevertheless Grjllnbaek, Hertz
berg, and the others are surely correct in one respect. Many of the sym
bolic elements that gave such ritual battle accounts their app~al all over 
the ancient Near East are also present here, as we have seen, and this fact 
must account at least in part for the popularity of the present story, 
whether or not it was ever associated directly with any cultic practice. 

Another symbolic aspect of our story deserves mention insofar as it 
points directly to the central theological assertion of the account (see the 
NoTE at vv 45-57). Here is David, small, apparently defenseless, with 
none of the bearing or equipment of a trained soldier-the perfect personi
fication of the tiny nation of Judah. And against him stands the gigantic 
enemy, heavily armed and evidently irresistible, as the enemies of Judah 
so often seemed. David has no real hope in force of arms, and despite his 
courage and wit he finally must rely on the one good hope that Judah, too, 
had in times of danger. "You come against me with sword and spear and 
scimitar," he cries to the Philistine, "but I come against you with the name 
of Yahweh Sabaoth, god of the ranks of Israel!" (v 45). He means to win 
the contest so that "all the earth will know that there is a god in Israel" 
( v 46). The theological implications are clear: it is Yahweh who gives vic
tory, and he may give it to the weak (Israel) in order that his power might 
be known to all. This is a theme that runs throughout the Bible, finding its 
most vehement spokesman in Ezekiel5 during the Exile when interest in 
the question of Yahweh's honor among the nations was most acute. It un
derlies the entire story of David and the Philistine in its present form and 

4 Gq1lnbaek, Au/stieg Davids, 94-95, where Goliath is described as the "Verkor
perung und Historifikation der Chaosmacht"; also "Kongens kultiske function i det 
forexilske Israel," DTT 20 (1957) 1-16, where the notion is entertained that all this 
was dramatically represented in the Jerusalem temple as part of a New Year's festi
val. Hertzberg's idea of a cultic background is rather difierent: see the article cited 
in the NOTE at v 47. 

5 On Ezekiel's formula, "Then you/they will know that I am Yahweh," and its 
theological significance, see W. Zimmerli, Erkenntnis Gottes nach dem Buche 
Ezechiel (Zurich, 1954) 65ff. 
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rises to the surface in the taunt speeches, where it is given full articulation 
in the mouth of David. 

So the growth of the story of David and Goliath, as we have described it 
here and in the NOTES, involved several stages: ( 1) the foundation was an 
old story of an Israelite victory over the Philistines near Socoh, which Saul 
led but in which David played a prominent role, overshadowing the king; 
this story was incorporated into the larger story of David's rise to power 
by its compiler; (2) it was subsequently displaced in large part by the 
popular legend of young David's victory over a Philistine champion, 
which came into the text in a highly idealized and symbolic form; (3) cer
tain details-the name of the Philistine, the distinctive metaphor about the 
shaft of his spear (v 7)-were "attracted" to the story from a similar leg
end about Elhanan, one of David's heroes (see the NOTES at vv 4 and 6); 
and ( 4) a complete, alternative account of David's arrival and victory 
over Goliath was interpolated somewhat heavy-handedly into some manu
scripts of the completed story after the distinctive textual traditions had al
ready begun to develop. This last stage, which we have not yet considered 
in detail, is the subject of the section that follows. 



XXIV-B. DAVID AND THE PHILISTINE
CHAMPION: A SECOND ACCOUNT 

(17: 12-31, 41, 48b, 50, 55-58; 18: 1-5, 10-11, 17-19, 
29b-30) 

17 12Now David was the son of an Ephrathite named Jesse from 
Bethlehem of Judah, who had eight sons. In the days of Saul the man 
was old, advanced in years. 13 [His] three oldest sons had gone after 
Saul to war. (Now the names of his sons who had gone to war were 
Eliab, the firstborn, Abinadab, the second, and Shammah, the third.) 
14 David was the youngest, and though the three oldest had gone after 
Saul, 15 David went back and forth from Saul's side to shepherd his 
father's fiock in Bethlehem. 

16 Once, when the Philistine had drawn near morning and evening 
to take his stand for forty days, 17 Jesse said to David, "Talce your 
brothers this ephah of parched grain and these ten loaves of bread! 
Run it over to the camp and give it to your brothers! 18 These ten cuts 
of cheese you must take to the commander-of-a-thousand. As for your 
brothers, check to see that they are well and receive their token. 
19 Saul and they and all the men of Israel are in the Valley of the 
Terebinth fighting with the Philistines." 

20 So David rose early the next morning and, having left his flock 
with a keeper, picked up [the food] and set out as Jesse had in
structed him. When he reached the encampment, the army was just 
marching out to the battle lines, giving the shout for war. 21 Israel and 
the Philistines moved into position, battle line facing battle line! 

22 David left the gear he had with him in the care of a keeper and 
ran toward the battle line. When he arrived he inquired after the wel
fare of his brothers, 23 and while he was speaking with them, the in
fantryman was making his way up (Goliath, the Philistine, was his 
name, from Gath) from the ranks of the Philistines. So when he 
spoke the usual words, David heard him. 

24 All the men of Israel, when they saw the man, fled from him and 
were very frightened. 25 "Men of Israel!" someone had said, "Do you 
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see this man who comes up, that it is to defy Israel that he comes? 
Well, the man who strikes him down the king will reward with great 
wealth! He will give him his own daughter and will make his father's 
house free in Israel!" 

26 But David had been speaking to the men who were standing with 
him. So he said, "What will be done for the man who strikes down 
that Philistine and takes [this] reproach away from Israel? For who is 
this uncircumcised Philistine that he should defy the ranks of the Liv
ing God?" 

27 Then the soldiers told him what had been said. "Thus and so will 
it be done for the man who strikes down [the Philistine]," they said. 

28 When Eliab, his older brother, heard him speaking with the men, 
[he] became angry with David. "Why have you come down?" he 
said. "With whom did you leave those few sheep in the wilderness? I 
know your impudence and your naughty scheme: it is to watch the 
fighting that you have come down!" 

29 "So what have I done now?" said David. "It was only talk, was it 
not?" 30 And he turned away from him to someone else and spoke as 
before, and they gave him an answer like the previous one. 31 The 
things David said were overheard and reported to Saul, who sent for 
him . ... 

41 Then as the Philistine, with the man who carried his shield in 
front of him, drew closer and closer to David, 48b David ran quickly 
to the battle line to meet [him]! 50 Taking hold of sling and stone he 
struck down the Philistine and killed him-though there was no 
sword in David's hand! 

55 When Saul saw David going out to meet the Philistine, he had 
said to Abiner, the commander of the army, "Whose son is that lad?" 

"By your life, 0 king!" said Abiner, "I do not know!" 
56 "Then inquire whose son the youth is," said the king. 
57 So when David returned from striking down the Philistine, 

Abiner took him and brought him before Saul with the Philistine's 
head still in his hand. 

58 "Whose son are you, lad?" Saul asked him. 
"The son of your servant Jesse the Bethlehemite," said David. 

18 l By the time [David] finished speaking with Saul, Jonathan 
found himself bound up with David. Jonathan loved him like himself! 

2 Saul took [David] at that time and would not let him return to his 
father's house, 3 and Jonathan and David made a covenant, because 
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[Jonathan] loved him like himself. 4 Jonathan took off the robe he 
had on and gave it to David along with his uniform, his sword, his 
bow, and his belt. 5 Then Saul put [David] in charge of the men of 
war, and he marched out and came in, succeeding in whatever Saul 
would send him to do. It was pleasing to all the army and also to the 
servants of Saul. 

10 The next day an evil spirit of God rushed upon Saul, and he 
prophesied in his house. Now David was playing music as at other 
times, and there was a spear in Saul's hand,· 11 and Saul brandished 
the spear, thinking, "I shall pin David to the wall!" But David evaded 
him twice. 

17 Then Saul said to David, "Here is my older daughter, Merob: I 
shall give her to you as a wife if only you will become one of my stal
wart men and fight the wars of Yahweh!" (For Saul had'said to him
self, "My hand must not be upon him. Let the hand of the Phllistines 
be upon him!") 

18 "Who am I?" said David to Saul. "And who are my kinsmen in 
Israel that I should become the king's son-in-law?" 19 So when it was 
time to give Merob, Saul's daughter, to David, she was given to Adriel 
the Meholathite as a wife. 

29b So Saul became David's constant enemy; 30 but when the Philis
tine commanders marched out, as often as they marched out David 
was successful-more than any other of Saul's servants-and his 
name was held in great esteem. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

17 12. Now David was the son of an Ephrathite We read wdwd bn 'ys 
'prty, LXXA reflects wy'mr dwd, etc.: "And David, the son of an Ephrathite, 
said ... "; omit wy'mr with MT. More troublesome is the fact that MT adds 
hzh after 'prty (cf. LXXA), as if to connect the inserted material with the fore
going: "Now David ... this very one . .. " (cf. Vulg.); but the word is unac
ceptable on grammatical grounds (Driver) and is omitted here, though the 
omission is without clear support from the ancient witnesses (cf. Syr.) 

old, advanced in years MT (cf. LXXA) has zqn b' b'nfym, an impossible 
combination that invites two reconstructions: ( 1) zqn b' b'Snym, as reflected in 
our translation (so LXXL, Syr.); and (2) zqn b'nlym, "old among men." 
Though certain objections can be raised against either (cf. Wellhausen, 
Driver), the former seems preferable. 
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13. had gone Expressed twice in all the principal witnesses, first at the be
ginning of the verse (wylkw) and second in the sequence hgdlym hlkw 'bry 
s'wl. The second verb is suspicious not only because it is superfluous but also 
because hlkw appears again immediately below, and the entire sequence 
hgd/ym hlkw 'bry s'wl recurs in v 14 below (Driver); we omit hlkw, though 
without clear textual support. 

Now the names So MT, L:XXA. LXXL: "Now these were the names. 
(cf. Exod 1:1). 

his sons So LXXA. MT, LXXL: "his three sons." 
the firstborn So MT. L:XXAL: "his firstborn." 
the second So L:XXL. MT, LXXA: "his second." 
the third So MT, LXXL. L:XXA: "his third." 
16. to take his stand L:XXL, OL, Syr. add "before Israel." Omit with MT, 

L:XXA. 
17. to David So L:XXA. MT: "to David, his son." 
this ephah of parched grain So MT: 'ypt hqly' hzh. L:XXA has lost "of 

parched grain" in consequence of an inner-Greek haplography ( oiphei tou 

a/phitou toutou). 

these ten loaves of bread We read w'srh hlbm hzh. The h- of hlbm has 
fallen out of MT after the preceding -h. 

and give it Reading wtnh on the basis of LXX kai dos = wtnh, which has 
fallen out of MT after hmbnh. 

18. and receive their token MT w't 'rbtm tqQ. Cf. LXXL kai to ersouba 
auton lempse, "and receive their ersouba," the transcription reflecting bewilder
ment over the rare noun 'arubii, "token, pledge" (Prov 17: 18). The same 
difficulty led other versions into error. OL et cum quibus ordinati sunt, "and 
with whom they are arrayed," suggests w't 'rktm; and LXXA kai hosa an 
chrezosin, "and whatsoever they require," points yet another step away to w't 
~rktm (Cappellus apud Smith). 

19. Saul and they MT (cf. LXXL) wS'wl whmh, etc. LXXA (cf. Syr.) 
seems to reflect wS'wl hw' ... , "Now as for Saul, he and all the men of Israel, 
etc.," in which case the verse would not be a part of Jesse's speech but a narra
tor's parenthesis. 

20. was just marching out Reading yt (yo~e') for MT hyi'· See Driver. 
22. a keeper So L:XXA. MT (cf LXXL) has Jwmr hklym, "a gear-keeper." 
23. from the ranks So MT qere, LXX: mm'rkwt. MT kltib: mm'rwt, 

"from the caves (I)" 
30. and they gave him So LXXL. MT, L:XXA: "and the people gave him." 
50. Taking hold of sling and stone Reading wyQzq bql' wb'bn on the basis 

of the shorter text of L:XXL. MT, L:XXA have wybzq dwd mn hpllty bql' 
wb'bn, "So David proved stronger than the Philistine with sling and stone," an 
expansion designed to blend the statement into its secondary context as a kind 
of a summary. After "stone" LXXL adds an expansion of its own, viz. "on that 
day," which may be omitted with MT, L:XXA. 

55. Whose son is that lad? Reading bn my hn'r hzh on the basis of LXX. 
MT: bn my zh hn'r 'bnr, "Whose son is the lad, Abiner?" 
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56. the youth So Mt. LXX: "this youth." 
18 1. LXXL is somewhat at variance and fuller throughout. 

Sa. So LXXL. MT (cf. L:XXA) inverts the order and reads the first clause 
ambiguously: "And David marched out ... '/ ... in whatever Saul would 
send him to do he succeeded, and Saul put him in charge of the men of war." 

11. brandished Mr qere (cf. Syr.) has wayyafel, "hurled"; but read way
yi!{Ol, "took up, brandished," on the basis of LXX kai hiren (cf. Targ.). 

17. Merob See the Textual Note to 14:49. 
18. my kinsmen The rare word bayyi was glossed by mlpbt 'by, "my fa

ther's clan," and eventually misvocalized as l)ayyay, "my life," in MT (L:XXA 
understands it as bayye, "the life of'), which now reads "my life, my father's 
clan" (cf. L:XXA). The Vorlage of L:XXL seems to have lost l)yy altogether, but 
we cannot doubt its originality. 

19. to David L:XXL adds "as a wife"; omit with MT, LXXA. 
she was given So MT, LXXA: why' ntnh, expanded in LXXL to read why' 

yr'h 't dwd wntnh (kai aute ephobethe ton daueid kai edothe), "slie was afraid 
of David and was given .... " 

NOTES 

17 12-15. The beginning of this account, which originally existed as an inde
pendent narrative (see the COMMENT), has been modified slightly to accommo
date it to its new context. It is clear that it once began with an introduction of 
Jesse, not David, in a fashion similar to that of the stories in which we first met 
Samuel ( 1: lff) and Saul (9: lff), where the fathers, Elkanah and Kish, were 
first introduced before their more famous sons were mentioned; but now its 
opening sentences stand as parenthetical material within the main narrative and 
begin with a reference to David as someone already known to the audience. 
Note especially the redactional character of vv 14b-15: this is designed to har
monize the two stories, in one of which David is already in the service of Saul 
while in the other he is still at home with Jesse. 

12. an Ephrathite. Hebrew ('i.i') 'epriiti. Though elsewhere in the Bible (e.g. 
1: 1 above) 'epriiti is used as a gentilic of Ephraim (perhaps referring primarily 
to a tribal subdivision called Ephrathah in the vicinity of Kiriath-jearim; see the 
Norn at 10:2), here it is the gentilic of the Judahite Ephrathah, evidently a 
tribal subdivision of the Calebites (cf. I C.:hron 2:19,24,50; 4:4) inhabiting the 
region around Bethlehem, with which it is closely associated (Ruth 4: 11; 
Micah 5:1(English 5:2); I Chron 4:4). See E. F. Campbell, Ruth, AB 7, NoTE 
on 1:2. 

eight sons. On the problem of the number of Jesse's sons, see the NOTE at 
16: 10. The present notice, since it belongs to materials that came into the text 
late, may have been adjusted to the redactor's understanding of 16: 10 and can
not be considered independent evidence. 

17. this ephah of parched grain. On the ephah, about half a bushel, see the 
NoTE at 1:24. For parched grain, see the NOTE at 25:18. 
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18. cuts of cheese. Hebrew l;iiiri~e hel;iiilab, lit. "slices of milk." 
19. Another reference to the primary narrative (17: 1-2). 
23. the infantryman. Hebrew 'is habbenayim (see the NoTE at 17:4). Clearly 

the redactor who inserted this material into the primary narrative wanted us to 
understand the definite article as rendered here ("the infantryman, the .afore
mentioned infantryman"); but when this account stood alone, the Philistine 
champion was first introduced at this point, and the force of the article was 
meant to be "a certain infantryman," exactly as in 17 :4. This is assured by the 
parenthetical notice about his name and hometown, which was appropriate 
enough as part of the independent account but is superfluous here. 

So when he spoke the usual words. A redactional condensation. In the inde
pendent form of this account the Philistine's challenge must have been reported 
here in full. 

25. He will give him his own daughter. See 18:17-19 below. 
free. Hebrew T;iopsi is an adjective meaning "free," most often used in refer

ence to persons emancipated from slavery (Exod 21 :2; etc.) but applicable to 
other situations as well. In the present passage it seems to imply exemption 
from taxes and other obligations to the palace. A number of scholars have 
sought to connect the term to the Akkadian (especially Arnarna, Nuzi, 
Alalakh) noun [Jup§u and the Ugaritic noun lJP!l bbt. Both of the latter desig
nate a particular social class in the lower part of the economic order, and this is 
contrary to Israelite usage, where there is no evidence of a distinct T;iopii class 
(cf. de Vaux, Ancient Israel 1.88). Nevertheless a connection has often been 
argued: see especially I. Mendelsohn, "The Canaanite Term for 'Free Prole
tarian,"' BASOR 83 ( 1941) 36-39; J. Gray, "Feudalism in Ugarit and Early 
Israel," ZAW 54 ( 1952) 49-55, esp. 54-55; and cf. recently N. P. Lemche, 
"T;ijisy in 1 Sam. xvii 25," VT 24 (1974) 373-374, and 0. Loretz, "Ugaritisch
Hebraisch fJBI PI., BT fJPI.T-l;IPSJ, BIT Hl;IPSJ/WT," UF 8 (1976) 129-
131. A more instructive semantic parallel to Hebrew T;iopsi has been drawn by 
A. F. Rainey (in Fisher, Ras Shamra Parallels 2.104), who compares the Ak
kadian adjective zaki, which in the Akkadian texts from Ras Shamra can be 
used to describe an emancipated slave (RS 16.250:21-22) or a soldier who, 
because of a brave deed at arms, has been granted freedom by the king from 
service to the palace (RS 16.269:14-16). The latter, as Rainey observes, affords 
a striking parallel to the offer made here by Saul. 

26. The language is almost identical to that used in the main narrative, the 
influence of which may be felt at this point. See 17 :36 and the NoTEs there. 

28. Eliab, Jesse's oldest son (16:6), scolds his little brother, accusing him of 
sneaking into camp with a boy's curiosity about war. This is the only hint we 
get that tradition told of a strain in David's relationship with his brothers simi
lar to that in the story of Joseph. 

31. This verse seems to be entirely redactional, penned by an editor who in
terpolated the alternative account of David's arrival at court into the primary 
narrative. It serves to smooth the transition from the inserted material in vv 
12-30 back to the report of Saul's conversation with David in vv 32ff. But in 
fact no such conversation took place in the alternative account in its inde
pendent form: David is introduced to Saul for the first time after his battle with 
the Philistine (vv 570 below). 
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41,48b,50. In this alternative account the duel between David and the Philis
tine is described in the barest essentials. Contrast the detailed version in the pri
mary narrative: vv 40,42-48a,49,51a. 

55. Abiner. See 14: 50 and the NOTE there. 
18 1. Jonathan found himself bound up with. Hebrew nepel yehOniitiin 
niqsera benepel diiwld, lit. "Jonathan's life was bound up with David's life." 
Cf. Gen 44:30-31, where Judah says to Joseph, "Now then, when I come to 
your servant my father, and the boy [i.e. Benjamin] is not with us, then, since 
[my father's] life is bound up with [the boy's] life, when he sees that the boy 
is not there, he will die .... " In this and the present case, then, the expression 
refers to inseparable devotion. Jonathan, in other words, is so tiik.en with David 
that he becomes vitally devoted to him in affection and loyalty. The political 
overtones identified by J. A. Thompson and others in the use of the verb "love" 
in the stories about David and Jonathan (see below and the NoTEs at 16:21 
and 18:16) have emboldened Peter Ackroyd ("The Verb Love") to speculate 
on the use of niqfar, "be bound," here as involving a similar kind of double 
meaning in light of qiiSar, "conspire," used by Saul in 22: 8,13. 

Jonathan loved him like himself. As explained in the NoTE at 20:17, where 
the same thing is said in the primary narrative, this statement hints of political 
loyalty just as it describes personal affection. 

3-4. Jonathan and David enter into a berit, "covenant," that is, a solemn 
pact. But if there is more meant here than a deep bond of friendship-and the 
political nuance of the statement that Jonathan "loved [David] like himself" 
suggests that there is (see above)-then what is the significance of the cove
nant? The details about the gift of Jonathan's clothes, which seems to be a kind 
of "sign" or formal gesture that seals the pact, may provide a clue. "The deep 
and beautiful symbolism of [the gift of the clothes] seems to have been 
overlooked so far," writes T. N. D. Mettinger (King and Messiah, 39). "It 
seems to me that the motif here has royal overtones. . . . Seen in light of the 
fact that the word me'il can denote a royal robe, Jonathan's robe is part of his 
princely apparel. When he hands it over to David he at the same time gives up 
and transfers his particular position as heir apparent. There is thus a legal sym
bolism in the act." (Actually Mettinger was anticipated in this line of thought 
by J. Morgenstern ["David and Jonathan," 322] and others). In other words, if 
Mettinger is correct, Jonathan is shown here to transfer his privilege of succes
sion willingly to David out of his admiration and affection for him and the loy
alty he spontaneously feels toward him. 

5. The conspicuous position of military leadership from which David wins 
the loyalty of the people comes about in quite a different way in the primary 
narrative (see 18:12a and the COMMENT on 18:6-8a,9,12a,13-16). 

It was pleasing to . .•. Lit. "It was good in the eyes of ... "-another ex
pression with political overtones (cf. II Sam 3:19; etc.). David's leadership has 
the approbation and political consent of both the general populace and the 
ranking members of Saul's court (his "servants"; cf. the NoTB at 8: 14). 

10-11. This duplicate of the incident in 19:9-10 seems out of place at this 
point. The offer of Merob to David that follows belongs to the aftermath of the 
battle with Goliath (see the N OTB at 17-19 below), and if we are correct in re-
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garding 17b as redactional, no unpleasantness between David and Saul should 
have intervened. The introduction of this incident into the alternative account 
of David's arrival at court, then, would seem to belong to its redactional "cor
rection" toward the primary narrative (see the COMMENT), in which the offer 
of Michal follows the beginning of David's estrangement from Saul. 

17-19. In the primary account it is Michal, Saul's younger daughter, who is 
offered to David (cf. 14:49; 18:20ff), and there the offer is made to entrap 
David (cf. 18:21a,25b). In the present case, however, Merob is offered in con
sequence of Saul's promise quoted in v 25 above. So we must suspect v 17b of 
being redactional, part of the process of "correcting" the alternative account to 
the pattern of the primary account (see the COMMENT) . 

17. one of my stalwart men. That is, one of my loyal supporters. See the 
NoTE at 10:26,27. 

and fight the wars of Yahweh. Cf. 25:28 and the NoTE there. 
18-19. David seems to decline the offer, and Saul gives Merob to another 

man. 
19. Adriel the Meholarhite. The town of Abel-meholah was E of the Jordan 

(modern Tell el-Maqh'.ib, a few miles E of Tell Abii Kharaz, ancient Jabesh
gilead, on the Wadi Yab1s), and we have already noted Saul's strong ties with 
Gilead (cf. the COMMENT "n 10:27b-11:15). According to II Sam 21:8-9 
Adriel, there called "the wn nf Barzillai," and Merob (so LXXL, MTMss, cf. 
Syr.; MT, Lxxn have "Michal"; cf. Gliick, "Merab or Michal") had five 
children, who were executed by the Gibeonites. 

29b. This half-verse shows the influence of the primary narrative and of vv 
28-29a in particular. It is redactional, smoothing the transition back to the al
ternative account, in which the alienation of Saul and David seems to have 
come later. See the CoMMENf. 

COMMENT 

The material collected here, though it appears in the received Hebrew text 
(MT) and in those Greek MSS that regularly show correction toward MT 
(especially LXXAL), is missing entirely from the Codex Vaticanus 
(LXX8 ), the most direct witness to the Old Greek in I Samuel. It seems 
clear, then, that it was not in the Old Greek. It is easiest to conclude, 
moreover, that it was also absent from the Hebrew tradition behind LXX 
and indeed from the primitive text of Samuel itself, having been intro
duced into the tradition behind MT at some point after its divergence 
from the ancestral tradition of LXX in the fourth century e.c. (see TEXT 
AND VERSIONS in the Introduction). 

Many critics, however, have followed Wellhausen in supposing that the 
evidence of LXX reflects a subsequent shortening of an original longer 
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text intended to give the story balance and economy. That is, because the 
primitive text at this point was composite and self-contradictory, the 
shortening was undertaken for harmonistic purposes. Apart from the gen
eral lack of satisfactory parallels to such a phenomenon, this hypothesis 
founders on a number of specific obstacles (for what follows, see esp. 
Caird [p. 857], Stoebe). There is no thematic unity in the received text of 
17: 1 - 18 :30 (or even in 17: 1-18:5), and a number of duplications exist 
especially in the two accounts of David's introduction to Saul in 16:14-23 
-presupposed in 17:1.ff-and 17:57ff). Though it is true that similar ob
servations might be made about many a biblical passage of unquestioned 
textual integrity, still it is quite difficult to understand why an editor who 
was removing contradictions so boldly would not remove them all, and 
the shorter text of 17: 1 - 18: 30 is far from harmonious with the materials 
that precede and follow it (see the COMMENT on§ XXIV-A). Nor on the 
other hand is everything that is supposed to have been removed inharmo
nious with what remains: why, for example, would the report of Jonathan's 
covenant with David in 18: 1-4 have been deleted? Most damaging to the 
"shortening" hypothesis, however, is the fact that the materials missing 
from LXX:B, when collected by themselves as they are here, can be seen 
to form a more or less complete narrative of their own. This strongly sug
gests that they represent the bulk of a full alternative account of David's 
arrival and early days at court that was interpolated in toto into the pri
mary narrative at some time subsequent to the divergence of the ancestral 
textual traditions that lie behind MT and LXX. This alternative account, 
then, was absent in the primitive version of I Samuel and is, at least from 
the perspective of the textual critic, properly excursus material. 

The events of David's early days at court as portrayed in this alternative 
account may be summarized as follows. ( 1) David was a shepherd boy 
from Bethlehem whose older brothers were soldiers in Saul's army fighting 
against the Philistines. (2) The lad came to the front to visit his brothers 
and was indignant to hear the insulting challenge of a Philistine champion 
before whom the Israelite soldiers cowered. At this point David and Saul 
were entirely unacquainted (in contradiction of the report of their previ
ous meeting in the primary narrative [16:21ff]). (3) David, though not a 
trained soldier (16:18 notwithstanding), undertook the duel himself and 
managed to slay the Philistine with his sling. ( 4) Saul, who had seen 
David going out to fight without knowing who he was, had the boy hero 
brought to him. When David had been presented, he was given a position 
in the army as a reward (contrast 18: 12a). ( 5) As David talked with 
Saul, his son Jonathan became devoted to him and afterwards made a sol
emn pact with him. ( 6) In keeping with his promise to do so (see 17: 25), 
Saul offered his older daughter, Merob, to David as a wife, but David re-
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fused her on the grounds of the humbleness of his station in life. (7) In 
the end David became a successful war leader in Saul's services. At this 
point the alternative account becomes silent, but we might suppose that it 
went on, in material that was not inserted into our text and so has not sur
vived, to tell its own version of many of the tales that follow. 

The interpolation of the alternative account seems to have involved a 
minimum of redactional harmonization. No doubt some materials-we 
cannot be certain how much-were omitted as superfluous because they 
duplicated existing materials in the primary narrative. Other parts of the 
story, such as the report of the Philistine's challenge in v 23, were proba
bly reduced to summary form for the same reason. A small number of 
harmonistic expansions were evidently found necessary as well (these are 
printed in our translation in italics and discussed in the NOTES), such as 
that in v 15 where David, who in the alternative account is home with 
Jesse at this point but in the primary narrative is with Saul, is said to be 
shuttling back and forth between Bethlehem and the Philistine front. 
There seems also to have been some attempt, and here we are on less cer
tain ground, to revise the alternative account toward the pattern of the pri
mary narrative (the material so affected is also italicized here and 
discussed in the NoTEs). In particular, since the alienation of David and 
Saul did not take place so quickly in the alternative account-David's po
sition of military command is given him not as an excuse for removing 
him from the palace, as in 18: 12a, but as a reward for his heroism, and 
Saul's daughter is offered not to entrap David, as in 18:200, but, as we 
have said, in keeping with the pledge made in 17: 25-some attempt has 
been made to introduce the motif of Saul's jealousy earlier (see the NOTES 
at 18:10-11and17-19). But in general the outline and details of the alter
native account in its original, independent form remain visible. 

Although this account did not find its way into the text of the primary 
narrative until at least the fourth century B.c. (see above), it does not fol
low that its date of composition was late. It may have circulated for some 
time independently before its appropriation by a redactor to fill its present 
position.1 But there is little in it from which we might guess its antiquity. 
The view of David as a shepherd boy-itself very ancient (cf. Ps 
78:70-71)-is closer to that of the popular legend about David's battle 
with the Philistine champion than to that of the older narrative which the 
legend now overlies (see the COMMENT on § XXIV-A), and it may have 
been attracted to its present position as one consequence of the super
imposition of the one upon the other. That is, once the tale of David's 
victory over the Philistine was introduced into the older narrative about 

1 So Niibel (Davids Aufstieg, 22) is at least potentially correct in regarding the 
passagee omitted from LXX as the more reliable version of the Goliath story. 
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David's rise to power by the Josianic historian (see the COMMENT on 
§ XXIV-A), it began to attract more material from the same circle of 
tradition. Thus this alternative account of David's early days at court may 
have belonged to the idealized David traditions that had long circulated 
in Jerusalem2 and, assuming that they continued to be cherished in royal
ist circles in the Exile, survived into the postexilic period. 

2 That is, those traditions now reflected in the secondary additions to the old narra
tive of David's rise (20:11-17,23,40-42; 23:14-18,19-24a; 24:2-23; 25:28-31), as well 
as the story of David and the Philistine champion that overlies the- narrative in cc 
17-18. Note again that the prophetic tradition also, though very different in theolog
ical outlook, shares the picture of David as a shepherd boy (cf. 16: 1-13), suggesting 
that this view was also held in the northern kingdom. 



XXV. SAUL'S JEALOUSY OF DA YID 
(18:6-8a, 9, 12a, 13-16) 

18 6 Dancing women came out from all the cities of Israel to meet 
David with tambourines and celebration and lutes. 

7 Saul has slain his thousands, 
And David his ten thousands! 

sang the women. 
Sa It was vexing to Saul, who thought, "They credit David with ten 

thousands, but me they credit only with thousands!" 9 Saul eyed 
David from that day on: 12a [he] began to fear [him] 13 and sent him 
away, appointing him a commander-of-a-thousand, so that he went 
out and came in before the army. 

14 David was successful in all his undertakings, for Yahweh was 
with him; 15 and although Saul, seeing how successful he was, lived in 
fear of him, 16 all Israel and Judah loved [him], since it was he who 
went out and came in before them. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

17:55-18:5. These verses represent additional materials interpolated into MT 
and certain other MSS but missing in LXX8 • See § XXIV-B. 
18 6. In MT (so LXXAL) the verse begins with a clause that was probably in
troduced editorially to smooth over the interpolation of 17:55 -18:5. It reads 
wyhy bbw'm bswb dwd mhkwt 't hp/Sty, "When they came, when David re
turned from slaying the Philistine .... " Note that the clause is conflate, com
bining two readings, viz. (1) wyhy bbw'm, "When they came ... " and (2) 
wyhy bswb dwd mhkwt 't hplsty, "When David returned from smiting the 
Philistine .... " This same kind of conflation seems also to be represented in 
the rest of the verse as it appears in MT (cf. LXXAL). It reads: wt~'nh hnsym 
mkl 'ry yfr'l llwr (qere: liiJir, "to sing") whml;lwt lqr't l'wl hmlk btpym bsml;h 
wbs/Sym, "Women came out from all the cities of Israel to sing, and dancing 
women (hml;lwt· = hml;llwt) to meet Saul, the king, with tambourines, with 
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celebration, and with sistrums." Our translation follows the shorter text of 
LXX8 throughout: kai exelthon hai choreuousai eis synantesin daueid ek pason 
po/eon israel en tympanois kai en charmosyne kai en kymbalois = wt:f'nh 
hmf:illwt /qr't dwd mkl 'ry ysr'l btpym wbsmf:ih wbslfym. MT has combined a 
reading similar to this ([wyhy bswb dwd mhkwt 't hplSty] wtlnh hrnf:ilwt mkl 
'ry ysr'l btpym, etc.) with another, slightly different reading ([wyhy bbw'm] 
wt~'nh hnsym mkl 'ry ysr'l lqr't :SW'l hmlk btpym, etc.). The infinitive /Syr may 
have been introduced to accommodate the double subject, thus "women ... to 
sing" and "dancing women to meet Saul." 

7. the women So LXX8 • MT: hnJym hmsf:iqwt, "the women, who were 
making merry." LXXL reflects hnJym hml,illwt, "the women, who were danc
ing." 

Sa. It was vexing to Saul Reading wyr' hdbr b'yny s'wl, lit. "The thing was 
evil in the eyes of Saul," on the basis of LXX8 kai poneron ephane to rhema 
en opthalmois saoul (to which is added peri tou logou toutou, "on account of 
this speech"; cf. MT). MT (cf. LXXL) has wyf:ir lS'wl m'd wyr' b'ynyw hdbr 
hzh, "And Saul became very angry, and this thing was evil in his eyes." 

Sb. At the end of v S MT (cf. LXX:AL, Syr.) adds w'wd lw 'k hm/wkh, "And 
there remains for him only tfi.e kingship!" Omit with LXX8 . 

10-11. MT and certain other MSS here add an episode which is not found in 
the text of LXXB. See § XXIV-B. 

12a. MT, LXXAL here add as v 12b: ky hyh yhwh 'mw wm'm s'wl sr, "be
cause Yahweh was with him but had departed from Saul." 

13. and sent him away So LXX. MT: "and Saul sent him away." 
16. before them So MT. LXX: "before the people" (cf. v 13). 

NOTES 

18 6. tambourines. Hebrew tuppim; see the NOTE at 10:5. 
lutes. Hebrew siil!Sim, perhaps so called because it had three (Salos) strings. 

The term occurs only here in the Hebrew Bible, and the meaning is surmised 
from the similarity of the name to fola:ftu, a Mesopotamian lute-like instru
ment. Some translators, following a different line of reasoning, render the term 
"triangles." 

7. The women's song is a poetic couplet: 

hikka sa'ul ha' i'ilapaw 
wediiwid berlbebotiiyw. 

The use of hikka with be- + noun serving as direct object is unique in the He
brew Bible to this poem (= 21:12; 29:5; but other passages come close [cf. 
especially JI Sam 23: 1 OJ; hikka with be- + [plural] noun elsewhere means 
"wreak slaughter among ... "), which may be an ancient victory chant. If so, 
we may ask whether any invidious comparison was originally intended. The 
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word pair 'iiliipim, "thousands," and rebiibot, "ten thousands," is a standard 
way of expressing a very large number in parallel lines of poetry; cf. the assur
ance of protection from plague in Ps 91: 7: "A thousand may fall at your side,/ 
Ten thousand at your right hand, I But to you it will not come near!"; that 
is, though a great many may perish in your sight, you yourself will be safe (cf. 
also Ps 144:13; Deut 32:30; etc.). The same pair occurs frequently in Ugaritic 
poetry with the same force; e.g. CTCA 4( =51) .1.27-29, which describes the 
luxurious handiwork of Kothar-wa-lj:assis, the craftsman god: 

y~q ksp l'a/pm 
br~· nqm lrbbt 
He casts silver by the thousands, 
Gold he casts by the ten thousands. 

The meaning is not that there is more gold than silver here, but simply that 
Kothar is being very generous in his use of precious metals (cf. CTCA 
24 [ = 77).20-21; for a list of occurrences of this word pair in both Ugaritic and 
Biblical Hebrew, see Fisher, Ras Shamra Parallels 1.114). The original mean
ing of our little couplet, therefore, may have been, "Saul and David have slain 
a great many of the enemy!" a victory chant may actually be as old as the 
wars of Saul. See Stanley Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, Studies 
in Ancient Oriental Civilization 32 (University of Chicago, 1963) 14-24. But 
in a review of Gevirtz's study D. N. Freedman has addressed the same point, 
arguing that "the biblical writer may still have been right in seeing in the epi
sode and the offending couplet an occasion for Saul's outburst. The very fact 
that David was accorded equal treatment with the king in the song (which is 
the point of Gevirtz's argument) would be sufficient to arouse the suspicions of 
any monarch, and especially of one insecure in his position and jealous of his 
prerogatives. It is the other pair in the couplet (Saul/ /David) which provides 
the clue to the king's reaction. For this is the only example of standard number
parallelism, among all those cited by [Gevirtz], in which there is a significant 
distinction of subjects: Saul and David. Once the king's suspicions had been 
triggered by this coupling of names, he might well have seen in the otherwise 
innocuous number-parallelism of the song further evidence of a plot to displace 
him" (see JBL 83 [1964] 201-202). 

9. eyed. Hebrew 'oyen (MT qere), the participle of a verb derived 
denominatively from 'ayin, "eye." The verb occurs nowhere else in the Hebrew 
Bible, but it is well known in Postbiblical Hebrew (Jastrow, 1053-1054) in 
Pi'e/ (as generally with denominatives, and perhaps we should restore 'iyyen 
here, especially in view of the ketibl qere confusion) meaning "look carefully, 
etc." The implication is that Saul has begun to be envious of David, in conse
quence of the women's invidious comparison (cf. Latin invidere, "to look 
askance at," which comes to mean, "to envy"; thus invidia, "envy," whence 
English envy). In Phoenician the verb 'yn could even mean "look at (with the 
Evil Eye)," as in the second incantation text from Arslan Tash (A. Caquot and 
R. du Mesnil du Buisson, "La second tablette ou 'petite amulette' d'Arslan 
Tash," Syria 48 [1971) 391-406), lines 8-9: brl;i 'yn bdr, "Begone, 0 (Evil) 
Eyer, from (my) house!"; and 'ayin in Postbiblical Hebrew often meant 
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specifically "the Evil Eye." (Cf. the secondary meaning of Latin invidere, scil. 
"look at with an evil eye.") But there seems to be no suggestion of the Evil Eye 
here beyond the general malevolence of Saul's gaze with its caution, suspicion, 
and increasing jealousy. 

13. he went out and came in before the army. The expression y~ii' lipne, "go 
out before ... "is used of leading troops in battle, as in 8:20 (cf. II Sam 5:24; 
etc.), and "go out and come in" (y~ii' ubii') often describes the activity of a 
soldier in battle, as in 29:6 (cf. Josh 14:11; etc.). The fuller expression found 
here, "go out and come in before ... " occurs also in the account of the com
missioning of Joshua in Num 27: 17; it refers specifically to military leadership. 

14. for Yahweh was with him. The explanation of David's success and his 
charismatic appeal to the people; cf. the NorE at 16:18. 

15. how successful he was. Hebrew 'Iller hu' ma.fkil me'od, lit. "that he was 
very successful," a rare object clause introduced by 'iiJer; cf. GK § 157c. 

16. all Israel and Judah loved [him]. The love that the people have for David 
goes beyond an affectionate response to his personal charisma. As both W. L. 
Moran and J. A. Thompson (see the Norn at 16:21) have argtied, 'iiheb, 
"love," seems to have a political connotation here. In the Amama archive the 
love of subjects indicates loyalty to their lord and may be used to describe fac
tional loyalty to rival leaders; cf. EA 138:71-73, where it is said, "Behold the 
city [viz. Byblos]l Half of it loves the sons of Abdi-ashirta [an instigator of 
rebellion] and half of it loves my lord [viz. the king of Egypt and legitimate 
sovereign]!" In the present case, to Saul's chagrin, it is all Israel and Judah 
who love David. That is, all Israel and Judah have given their loyalty to the 
young man who leads them in war, and it is partly out of his recognition of this 
state of affairs (cf. 18:28) that Saul has come to fear David. In other words 
" ... if we see in this attachment, as the [extrabiblical] evidence encourages us 
to do, an essential requirement of the king-subject relationship, then the writer 
implies that the people at [this] point were already giving David de facto recog
nition and allegiance, which his actual leadership and success in a sense 
justified" (Moran, "Love of God," 81). 

COMMENT 

This brief section, which describes the onset of Saul's jealousy of David, 
provides our clearest statement of the principal themes in the early part of 
the old narrative about David's rise to power. 

The first of these has to do with Saul: every action he takes relative to 
David-whether motivated by goodwill, as in 16:21-22, or fear and suspi
cion, as in the present passage, or downright malice, as later in 
18: 20-27-'-Contributes to David's success. So it is that when he sends 
David away out of envy and fear (vv 12a,13), he does not thereby elimi-
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nate the threat he perceives in his popular lieutenant, but, on the contrary, 
enlarges it; for David's new post as a commander-of-a-thousand is one 
from which the loyalty ("love"; see the NOTE at v 16) of the people is 
easily won. 

The second theme, which concerns David, is a corollary of the first. Ev
erything the younger man does, whether out of a desire for personal gain 
(cf. 18:26 and the COMMENT on 18:20-21a,22-27) or not, brings him 
promotion and glory. Our narrator is quite explicit. "David was successful 
in all his undertakings," he says, going on to explain, "for Yahweh was 
with him." The latter assertion is, as we have already seen (see the Norn 
at 16: 20), the theological leitmotiv of the stories of David and Saul. 
David's success is divinely given and, as we shall see, cannot be thwarted 
by his own lack of selfishness or excessive ambition any more than by 
Saul's opposition. In other words, both men are caught up in something 
larger than themselves, in events in which they must participate but cannot 
finally control. The next episode illustrates this last point particularly well. 



XXVI. DAVID'S MARRIAGE TO MICHAL 
(18:20-21a, 22-27) 

18 20 Michal, Saul's daughter, had fallen in love with David, and 
when Saul was told, he saw it as an opportunity. 2la "I shall give her 
to him," [he] thought. "She will be an enticement to him, and he will 
fall into the hands of the Philistines!" 

22 So Saul instructed his servants, "Speak to David privately and 
say, 'The king favors you, and all his servants love you! Now then, 
you should offer yourself as a son-in-law to the king!'" 

23 When Saul's servants spoke these things to David, David said, 
"Does it seem to you a trifling thing to offer oneself as a son-in-law to 
the king? Well, as for me, I am poor and humble!" 

24 Saul's servants informed him of the things David had said. 
25 "Say this to David," said Saul. "The king wants no bride-price ex
cept a hundred Philistine foreskins, so that he might have vengeance 
upon the royal enemies." (For Saul intended him to fall into the 
hands of the Philistines.) 

26 Once [Saul's] servants had reported these words to David, David 
saw it as an opportunity to offer himself as a son-in-law to the king. 
27 [He] and his men went up and slew a hundred of the Philis
tines, and he brought back their foreskins to the king, offering himself 
as a son-in-law to the king. So [Saul] gave him his daughter Michal 
as a wife. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

18 17-19. Here in MT and certain other MSS appears an account of Saul's 
offer of Merob, his older daughter, to David. See § XXIV-B. 

20. Michal So MT (mlkal). LXX: melchol (= mlkl?); Syr. mlky'l. Cf. 
14:49 and the Textual Note there. 

and when Saul was told Reading wygd ( = wayyuggad) s'wl with LXX in 
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preference to MT wygdw IS'wl, "and (when) they told Saul ••. " (cf. vv 24, 
26 below). 

21a. and he will fall into the hands of the Philistines So MT: wtyhy bw yd 
plJtym, lit. "and the hand of the Philistines will be upon him." But the clause is 
ambiguous. MT understands wthy as (4tehi, "and (the hand of the Philistines) 
will be," and bw, "upon him," as referring to David; but wthy might be read 
wattehi, "and (the hand of the Philistines) was," and bw might be taken to 
refer to Saul. Thus, "and the hand of the Philistines was upon (Saul)," that is, 
Saul was hard pressed at the time by the Philistines. This is in fact the inter
pretation made in LXXB, which also makes "Saul" explicit. 

21b. At this point MT adds wy'mr s'wl 'l dwd bstym ttl;ztn by hywm, "So Saul 
said to David for the second time(?), 'You will become my son-in-law today!'" 
This is a redactional expansion, added to facilitate the interpolation of vv 
17-19. See § XXIV-B. To biStayim, "for the second time," cf. Job 33: 14, and 
for the interpretation of this phrase and of the notice as a whole by the an
cient translators and commentators, see S. Talmon, "The Textual Study of the 
Bible-A New Outlook," in Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text, eds. 
F. M. Cross and S. Talman (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard, 1975) 363 and 
n. 175 (396). 

22. Now then So MT: w'th, "and now." LXX = w'th, "and you." 
23. humble So MT (nqlh, "lightly esteemed, unimportant, humble"). LXX 

seems to reflect l' nkbd, "not honored." 
25. except Reading ky 'm with LXX (all' e) and many Hebrew MSS. MT 

omits 'm. 
Saul intended him to fall into Reading S'wl l;zSb 'tw lnpl b- on the basis of 

LXX saoul elogisato auton embalein. MT is somewhat different: s'wl l;zSb lhpyl 
't dwd b-, "Saul intended to cause David to fall by. . .• " 

26 [Saul's] servants Reading 'bdyw, "his servants," with MT. LXX shuns 
the ambiguity ("Saul's servants"), and this is also necessary in English. 

27. The verse is preceded in MT (at the end of v 26) by wl' ml'w hymym, lit. 
"And the days were not yet filled," that is, "Before the time had passed .•. " 
(cf. LXXAL). This does not appear in LXXB and probably arose marginally 
(perhaps, as Wellhausen and others have supposed, to emphasize David's 
eagerness). The same marginal plus seems to have found its way into the text 
in fragmentary condition farther on in the verse as well, where LXXAL (kai 
emplerosen autas) reflect wyml'm, "and he paid them in full" (MT: wyml'wm, 
"and they paid them in full"), after ''their foreskins"; but no true parallel for 
this use of ml', "fill," exists, and again the shorter text of LXXB (= wyb' dwd 
't 'rltyhm lmlk wytl;ztn [MT lhtl;ztn as in v 26] bmlk, "and David brought back 
their foreskins to the king and offered himself as a son-in~Iaw to the king") 
must be preferred. 

a hundred So LXXBL. MT, OL have "two hundred," as if David brought 
double the required amount. Is this a scribal exaggeration or is it original, LXX 
having been "corrected" to v 25? The issue is decided by II Sam 3: 14, where 
the lower price is cited. 

So [Saul] gave him So LXXB = wytn lw, "So he gave him." MT, LXXAL; 
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wytn lw s'wl, "So Saul gave him"; and the explicit subject is also necessary in 
English. 

as a wife So MT (l'sh). LXX<B> = lw l'sh, "to him as a wife," that is, "as 
his wife." 

NOTES 

18 20. Michal. Saul's youngest daughter (see 14:49). Michal's love foreshad
ows that of her brother Jonathan: not even the king's family is immune to 
David's personal appeal! See also the COMMENT. 

he saw it as an opportunity. That is, wayyifor haddiibiir be'eniiyw, lit. "the 
thing was right in his eyes," said here of Saul and in v 26 of David. This ex
pression is a key to the interpretation of the incident. Each man sees the mar
riage prospect as an opportunity to further his own cause. For Saul it is a 
chance to place David in mortal danger without casting suspicion on himself. 
For David it is a chance to advance his position at court substantially and in
nocently. Each plan is good, and each involves certain risks; but the factor de
termining success is not the relative soundness of the plans or even their rela
tive ethical merit, but the ever present ingredient of special favor in the story: 
"David was successful in all his undertakings, for Yahweh was with him" 
(18:14). 

22. all his servants love you. As already noted (see the N OTB at 18: 16) the 
use of 'iiheb, "love," in such a context carries political implications; it goes be
yond a statement of affection to suggest freely given loyalty and partisanship. 
The "servants" in question are the high-ranking members of Saul's court (see 
the NoTEs at 8:14 and 16:15), and David is being tempted by them with the 
fact that he already has a natural base of power at court-a fact he must know 
to be true. 

22b-25. Becoming a l;u'itiin, "~on-in-law, bridegroom" (hence the denomina
tive verb hitl;zatten, "offer one's self as a l;u'itiin"), involved payment of a "bride
price" (mohar; also Gen 34:12; Exod 22:16[English 22:17)) to the bride's 
father. According to R. de Vaux (Ancient Israel 1.27), "A similar custom, with 
the same name (mahr), is found among the Palestinian Arabs of to-day. The 
mahr is a sum of money paid by the fiance to the girl's parents. Its amount 
varies from village to village, and according to the family's income. . . ." Since 
the practice in ancient Israel seems to have been the same, it is no wonder 
that David accounts himself too "poor and humble" to enter into a royal mar
riage. But it seems also to have been the prerogative of the father to set the 
amount of the mohar (cf. Gen 34: 12), and so Saul cunningly places it at "a 
hundred Philistine foreskins," a bride-price within David's reach but likely, as 
Saul supposes, to cost the prospective bridegroom his life. 

26. David saw it as an opportunity. See the NOTE at v 20 and the COMMENT. 
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COMMENT 

David's rise to prominence at court has been so rapid that his betrothal to 
Saul's own daughter comes as no great surprise. In what seems to have 
been a very short time he has ascended from court musician ( 16: 18-19) 
to royal weapon-bearer (16:21) to popular hero (18:6-8) to com
mander-of-a-thousand (18:13), and now he becomes son-in-law to the 
king. The palace intrigue that shrouds the betrothal gives the story its in
terest and illustrates well what we have said already about the divinely 
directed march of events in which both Saul and David are consciously 
but helplessly caught up. 

Saul initiates the betrothal himself, hoping to use Michal as a lure to en
trap David ( vv 21 a,25b). "He saw [Michal's love for David] as an op
portunity," explains our narrator (v 20). Note that the same expression is 
used of David's motivation at the end of the episode when the unorthodox 
bride-price has been reported to him. "David saw it as an opportunity," 
we are told, "to offer himself as a son-in-law to the king." These two state
ments at the beginning and end of the episode form an inclusion that gives 
the section its literary unity and calls attention again to the dynamic of the 
relationship between the two men. Everything Saul does to thwart David's 
rise works ironically to David's advantage; every opportunity Saul at
tempts to seize for himself tu.ms in the end into an opportunity for David. 

It must also be pointed out that David's marriage to Michal, though at 
one level just another example of Saul's machinations turned to David's 
advantage, has a special significance of its own. Marriage to the king's 
daughter gives David a certain claim to membership in the royal house of 
Israel, which he will later, when already king of Judah, use to justify his 
succession to the northern throne as well (cf. II Sam 3: 12ff). In other 
words there is great political significance to this little episode, and in 
reporting it our narrator is looking ahead to David's assumption of 
kingship over Israel and the question of legitimacy that will arise.1 It has 
even been supposed that a formal rule of son-in-law succession is as
sumed to be in effect here.2 But whatever the case, the entire issue remains 
unexpressed. It is true that the loyalty ("love"; see the NoTE at v 22) he 

1 Noth (History, 184, n. 1) and others have doubted the historicity of a marriage 
between David and Michal during Saul's lifetime (contrast Bright, History, 188, 
n. 23 ). Historical or not, the story suits perfectly the purposes of our narrator, who is 
concerned to demonstrate the legitimacy of David's rise to power and succession (see 
LITERARY HISTORY in the Introduction, pp. 27-30). 

2 See Morgenstern, "David and Jonathan." 
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commands among Saul's servants is mentioned to David as a favorable 
part of his candidacy, but from David's viewpoint the question seems to be 
entirely an economic one-he is too poor to pay a royal bride-price-and 
it would be reading too much into v 26 ("David saw it as an opportunity 
... ") to assume that it implies that he already has the kingship in _mind. 

In the nearer future is David's flight from court, in which Michal is in
strumental ( 19: 8-17), and the present story prepares directly for that. . 
Moreover, the important theme of the love of Saul's own family for David 
(cf. 16: 21) is further developed here in the declaration of Michal's love 
in v 20. This theme reaches its maturity in the episode that follows. 



XXVII. JONATHAN'S INTERCESSION ON BEHALF 
OF DAVID 

(18:28-29a; 19:1-7) 

18 28 When Saul saw that Yahweh was with David and all Israel 
loved him, 29a [he] came to fear David even more. 19 1 [He] spoke to 
his son Jonathan and to all his servants about killing David. But 
Jonathan, Saul's son, was deeply fond of David, 2 and [he] told 
David, "Saul is seeking to kill you! Take care in the morning! Keep 
hidden in some secret place! 3 As for me, I shall go out and stand be
side my father in the field where you are. As for me, I shall speak to 
my father about you, and whatever I learn I shall tell you." 

4 Jonathan spoke well of David to Saul, his father. "Let the king 
not sin against his servant David," he told him, "for he has not sinned 
against you. The things he has done are very good. s He took his life 
in his own hands when he slew the Philistine and won a great victory 
for all Israel. You rejoiced when you saw it, so why should you 
commit a sin of innocent blood by killing David without cause?" 

6Saul heeded Jonathan, "As Yahweh lives," [he] swore, "[David] 
shall not be killed!" 7 So Jonathan summoned David and reported all 
these words to him. Then [he] brought David to Saul, and he served 
him as before. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

18 28. When Saul saw So LXXBL. MT: "When Saul saw and knew . .•. " 
See further below. 

all Israel loved him Reading kl yir'l 'hbw with LXXB (cf. 18:16). MT has 
mykl bt s'wl 'hbthw, "Saul's daughter Michal loved him" (LXXL combines the 
two readings). After the insertion of vv 29b-30, which separated this material 
from that in 19:10, v 28 was interpreted strictly as a conclusion to the account 
of David's marriage to Michal (in fact it is a transitional remark connecting 
that episode with the story of Jonathan's intercession). Thus (MT), "When 
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Saul saw ('this,' viz. that David had won Michal), he realized not only that 
Yahweh was with David but that even Michal, his own (so LXXL) daughter, 
loved him, and he came to fear David even more." 

29-30. Verse 29 begins wywsp (cf. LXX; MT ketib: wy'sp) .'fwl Ir' mpny 
dwd 'wd, after which MT adds further material treated in § XXIV-B. 
19 2. Saul So LXXB. MT, LXXAL: "Saul, my father." 

Take care Preceded in MT (cf. LXXL) by w'th, "And now." Omit with 
LXXB. 

in the morning So MT (bbqr). LXX aurion proi, "tomorrow morning," 
may reflect m}J.r bbqr but is more likely to be a conflation of two renderings of 
bbqr alone. 

Keep hidden in some secret place That is, wn}J.b't wysbt bstr (cf. LXX), 
the order of which is illogically inverted in MT. The sequence wn}J.b't wysbt, lit. 
"And hide and remain ... " is a good example of verbal hendiadys and thus 
should be rendered, "Remain hidden ... " or "Keep hidden. " 

4. his servant So MT, LXXL. LXXB: "your servant." 
very good So LXX:BL. MT: "very good for you." 
5. and won a great victory MT, LXXD have wy'§ yhwh tsw'h gdwlh, "And 

Yahweh won a great victory," but this is beside the point here where it is 
David's exploits that are under discussion. Nor does the further expansion dis
played by LXXL, Syr. alter the situation (= wy'§ yhwh bydw, etc., "And Yah
weh won by his [David's] hand, etc."). The introduction of the divine name 
was secondary. We read wy's tSw'h gdwlh. 

for all Israel. You rejoiced when you saw it MT lkl y.fr'l r'yt wtsm}J., lit. 
"for all Israel. You saw and rejoiced .... " LXX:CBJ reflects wkl ysr'I r'w 
wysm}J.w, "And all Israel saw and rejoiced .... " There is little reason to pre-
fer one of these readings to the other. 

7. and reported So LXXBL. MT: "and Jonathan reported." 

NOTES 

18 28. David's success in the Michal affair forces Saul to admit to himself 
what the audience already knows, viz. that Yahweh is with David (see the 
NOTE at 16:18) and that all Israel is committed to him ("loves him"; see the 
NOTES at 16:21and18:16 and also the NoTE at 18:20). 

29a. to fear. The infinitive appears in MT as lero', a most irregular form; we 
expect leyir'a (Deut 4:10; etc.) or at least lira' (cf. Josh 22:25), and we must 
suspect lero' to be an error for liro' (=lira'); so GK §69n (cf. Driver). 
19 2-3. Jonathan's instructions contain a seemingly irreconcilable contra
diction. On the one hand he tells David to hide while he sounds out his father, 
after which he will report Saul's reaction to David; on the other he says he will 
speak with Saul "in the field where you are," as if the plan was for David to 
overhear, in which case Jonathan's subsequent report (v 7) would be unneces-
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sary. We are forced to assume an incomplete mixing of two versions of the plan 
here (cf. especially Hertzberg). In the first, which fits more comfortably with 
the account in its present form, Jonathan plans to speak with Saul in an un
named location while David hides in "some secret place," known to Jonathan 
but also unnamed; then Jonathan will summon David out of hiding and make 
his report. In the other, represented here only by the words, "As for me . . . 
where you are," Jonathan will speak to Saul while David hldes nearby within 
hearing of their conversation; then David can decide whether to flee or return 
to court without further consultation with Jonathan. The latter plan shows 
marked similarities to that in 20: 18-24 and may have been influenced by that 
account. 

4. Jonathan spoke well of David. As intercessor Jonathan "spoke well" 
(waydabber fob, lit. "spoke a good/beautiful [word]") concerning David to his 
father; that is, he said favorable things about him. Compare in the Amama 
archive the entreaties to the royal scribe that conclude most of the letters of 
Abdi-beba, a fourteenth-century king of Jerusalem, requesting that the scribe 
act as Abdi-beba's advocate and "speak good/beautiful (banati) words" to the 
king (EA 286:62-63; 287:67; 288:64-65; 289:49). See ANET, 487-489. For 
the rather different expression dibber fobd, "speak/promise a good thing," see 
the NoTE at 25:30. 

The things he has done are very good. The general meaning of this statement 
is clear without explanation, but a more precise understanding can be gained by 
appeal to the repertoire of convenantal terminology so frequently drawn upon 
in the stories of Saul, David, and Jonathan-terms like "love" (NOTES to 
16:21; 18:16; 20:17; etc.), "loyalty" (NarES to 15:6; 20:8), and "goodness," 
all of which may carry legal and political nuances in addition to their common 
meanings. It is "good(ness)" ((ob/fobd) that occurs in the present passage: 
"The things he has done are very good (ma'lf.fayw fob me'od)." As recent 
studies of biblical and extrabiblical materials have shown, "good(ness)" de
scribes the proper treatment of one another by partners in a formal political 
relationship; in particular, to "do good" (Hebrew tob[a] 'ii.fa) is to treat one's 
lord, vassal, or ally (as the case may be) in the right way; to "seek good" is to 
act as a friend or loyal ally (cf. the NoTB at 24:10). See esp. W. L. Moran, "A 
Note on the Treaty Terminology of the Sef'rre Stelas," JNES 22 (1963) 173-
176; A. Malamat, "Organs of Statecraft in the Israelite Monarchy," BAR3, 

195-199; D. R. Hillers, "A Note on Some Treaty Terminology in the Old Tes
tament," BASOR 176 (1964) 46-47. While we are not dealing here with diplo
matic treaties (the principal concern of the articles just cited), the same 
language applies mutatis mutandis to the formal relationship of king and sub
ject. The things David has done have been good, says Jonathan; that is, he has 
acted consistently with the loyalty he owes his king. Cf. also 24: 18-20 later, 
where this nuance is even more clear. 

5. See the COMMENT on § XXIV-A, where it is suggested that the "great 
victory" was the major concern of that account before its overlay with 
the story of David's duel with the Philistine champion. If the present passage 
was part of the oldest narrative of David's rise to power, as we assume, then 
the words "when he slew the Philistine and" may reflect secondary adjustment 
to the present shape of c 17. 
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commit a sin of innocent blood. Jonathan implores his father not to incur the 
mortal contamination of bloodguilt by slaying a person who does not deserve to 
die. See especially Pedersen, Israel, 420-425. As the references to the shedding 
of innocent blood in the severe condemnation of King Manasseh of Judah show 
(II Kings 21: 16; 24:4[bis]), the avoidance of bloodguilt was of supreme impor
tance for the ruler who would not pollute his kingdom with his own sin. This 
is a lesson Saul will never really learn and one with which David himself 
will struggle (cf. 22: 22, etc., and especially the COMMENT on 25: 2-25). 

6. Saul's volatile personality is not without its lucid (and penitent) moments, 
when he recognizes that David's behavior toward him has been consistently 
just; cf. esp. 26:21,25 below. 

COMMENT 

Saul's jealousy has become morbid suspicion, and he speaks with his cour
tiers about taldng David's life. Fear of David has begun to obsess him 
now, and the obsession will grow as the story develops; but on this occa
sion an intercessory word from Jonathan is enough to soften his father's 
resolve. Saul's actions are always unpredictable where David is concerned 
-he is not yet and in fact never will be (cf. the Norn at v 6) entirely 
hostile toward the younger man-and the incident ends in reconciliation. 
Nevertheless, this little episode, however harmonious its closing, effec
tively serves the function of introducing a new and alarming state of 
affairs: David's life is now in danger.1 

This passage also introduces us to the theme of Jonathan's loyalty to 
David. That is, the narrative is designed to show not only that David is 
now in mortal danger but that he has found help from Jonathan, the king's 
son, and that it is willing, eager help. We have been told already that 
Michal, Saul's daughter, loved David (18:20), and we have known since 
the report of David's arrival (16:21) that Saul, too, his present jealousy 
notwithstanding, is devoted to him. But the theme of David's irresistibility, 
even to the family of the man he is to supplant as king, is given its clearest 
statement in the portrayal of his relationship to Jonathan, the heir appar
ent to the throne of Israel. We have already seen that the tradition made 
much of this relationship (18: 1-4), but in the primary narrative the pres
ent passage is its first expression; it will be further developed in the epi
sode recorded in 20: 1 - 21 : 1. 

1 This is the function of this section in the larger narrative, and it is an important 
function. Thus, though it may show some influence from 20: 1 - 21: 1 (cf. Grl!lnbaek, 
Aufstieg Davids, 111-113) and from c 17 (cf. the NoTE at v 5 above), it is not, 
as Wellhausen described it, "a pointless and artificial passage" (Prolegomena, 264), 
or a late insertion. 



XXVIII. DAVID'S FLIGHT FROM COURT 
(19: 8-17) 

19 s Again there was war, and David marched out to fight with the 
Philistines. He inflicted a great defeat upon them, and they fled before 
him. 

9 Then an evil spirit of God came upon Saul as he was sitting in his 
house with his spear in his hand, while David played. IO Saul tried to 
strike David with the spear, but he broke away from Saul, who stuck 
the spear in the wall. Then David fled and escaped. 

11 That same night Saul sent officers to David's house to guard it, so 
that he might have him killed in the morning; but David was in
formed by Michal, his wife. "li you do not save yourself tonight," she 
said, "you will be killed tomorrow!" 12 and [she] let David down 
through the window. When he had got away safely, 13 Michal took 
the teraphim and, placing a tangle of goats' hair at its head, laid it on 
the bed and covered it with a blanket; 14 then when Saul sent officers 
to arrest David, she said that he was ill. 

15 Next [Saul] sent the officers to see David, saying, "Bring him up 
from the bed to me, so that he can be put to death!" 16 And when the 
officers arrived, there was the teraphim upon the bed with the tangle 
of goats' hair at its head! 

17 "Why have you betrayed me like this?" said Saul to Michal. 
"You have let my enemy go, and he has escaped!" 

But Michal told Saul, "He said, 'Let me go! Why should I kill 
you?'" 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

19 8. there was war So MT, L:XXA. LXXB adds "against David." LXXL 
adds "against the Philistines." 

a great defeat So MT. LXX: "a very great defeat." 
9. of God So LXX8 (cf. LXXL). MT: "of Yahweh." 
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10. to strike David with the spear Reading lhkwt 't hl)nyt bdwd, lit. "to 
strike the spear into David," on the basis of LXX<B> pataxai to doru eis daueid. 
MT has lhkwt bl)nyt bdwd wbqyr, "to strike with the spear into David and into 
the wall," that is, "to pin David to the wall with the spear," to which cf. 18: 11 
(§ XXIV-B). 

Il. That same night So LXX<B>; kai egenethe en te nykti ekeine = wyhy 
blylh hhw' (cf. Wellhausen). MT attaches these words (in defective form) to 
the end of v 10 (blylh hw'). Cf. also F. M. Cross, "Oldest Manuscripts," 171. 

to guard it, so that he might have him killed Reading llmrw lhmytw (so 
LXX). MT lsmrw wlhmytw, "to guard it and to have him killed," shows d.it
tography of the first w. 

14. she said So MT. LXX: "they said." 
15. Next [Saul] sent the officers to see David MT: wyslb S'wl 't hml'kym 

lr'wt 't dwd (cf. LXX:L, Vulg., Syr.). We may eliminate S'wl, "Saul," with 
LXXB, but otherwise LXX:B is defective here, omitting 't hml'kym lr'wt because 
of haplography caused by homoioteleuton ('t . . .'t). Space requirements show 
that 4QSamb shares the longer reading. See Cross, "Oldest Manuscnpts," 171. 

17. He said So LXXB, MT: "He said to me.'' 
Why should I kill you? That is, "(Let me go), or else I shall kill you!" 

LXX has ei de me thanatoso se = w'm l' 'mytk, "and if not I shall kill 
you!"[?]), but MT lmh 'mytk is surely original. 

NOTES 

19 8. This notice provides a transition from v 7, in which Saul and David are 
reconciled, to vv 9-10, in which Saul tries to take David's life. David's military 
successes described here provide an occasion for the renewal of Saul's jealous 
madness. 

9-10. This incident is duplicated in 18: 10-11, which stands among the addi
tions to the story of David's early days at court (see§ XXIV-B). 

9. an evil spirit of God. Cf. 16: 14-15 and see the NOTE at 16: 14. 
10. but he broke away. Hebrew wayyipfar, which occurs intransitively only 

here in Biblical Hebrew (elsewhere "set free"; cf. II Chron 23: 8), but the 
meaning is clarified by reference to extrabiblical resources. Akkadian pafiiru is 
normally transitive ("loosen, set free, ransom") but in peripheral Old and 
Middle Babylonian and notably in the Amarna letters from Jerusalem may 
mean "depart" (EA 287:46; 289:39) or "defect" (EA 286:8,35; 289:44; 
290:12,17-23). Moreover, not only "set free" but also "depart" are attested 
meanings for piifar in Postbiblical Hebrew. 

11-17. This story is a direct continuation of 18: 27-in the original tradition 
David's house was guarded on his wedding night-but the connection was bro
ken in the course of the compilation of the larger narrative of David's rise to 
power in order to permit the inclusion of other materials. 

12. [she] let David down through the window. In Josh 2: 15, where Rahab 
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helps Joshua's spies make a similar escape, it is explained that the house was 
built into the city wall, so that someone leaving the house through the window 
would escape detection by anyone within the city walls. Perhaps, since David 
does not encounter Saul's guards outside, we are to assume that the same is true 
here (Hertzberg). Cf. also II Cor 11:32-33. 

13. the teraphim. In Genesis 31 the narrator refers to Laban's household 
idols as his "teraphim" (vv 19,34-35), whereas Laban himself calls them his 
"gods" (v 30). The term feriipim, which may be singular or plural, refers to an 
idol or idols, most often (it seems) of the household type (penates). They seem 
to have had a role in divination (Ezek 21 :26[English 21 :21); Zech 10:2; cf. 
the NoTE at 15 :23a) and can perhaps be identified with the "gods" which 
adjudicate in clan or household law in Exod 21 :6; 22:7-8 (cf. 2:25 above and 
the NoTE there); but in other passages (15 :23; cf. II Kings 23 :24) the use of 
teraphim is condemned. It is obvious that the teraphim kept in the home of 
David and Michal was of human size and shape. 

a tangle of goats' hair. Hebrew kebir hii'izzim, the interpretation of which is 
uncertain. Kabir occurs only here in the Hebrew Bible, and its meaning must 
be guessed from apparently related words, like kebiirti, "sieve," makber, "blan
ket" (?;only II Kings 8:15), and mikbiir, "grating"-hence •kbr, "interwine," 
and kiibir, "something intertwined, netted." Accordingly some scholars have 
thought of kiibir as a kind of mosquito- or fly-net. But cf. Cant 4: l, where the 
young woman's hair is compared to a flock of goats. The kiibir of the present 
passage probably serves as a wig, and it may be a woven piece of material or 
simply an interwined tangle of goats' hair. The function of the definite article 
is that described in GK §125r (" ... placing a certain tangle ... "). 

15. from the bed. Hebrew bammitfa means "in the bed," but English idiom 
requires "from" to represent faithfully Saul's command. This use of the prepo
sition be- with verbs of motion is now generally recognized as a feature Biblical 
Hebrew shared with Phoenician and Ugaritic. 

17. Why should I kill you? That is, "Or else I shall kill you!" a use of the in
terrogative in keeping with good Hebrew idiom (see GK §l50e and especially 
Driver) . David threatened Michal, she says. But she is lying. 

COMMENT 

As we might have guessed on the basis of 18: 20 and the account of 
Jonathan's intercession on behalf of David in § XXVII, Saul's daughter 
shows greater loyalty to her husband than to her father. In a fast-paced 
and entertaining story-the ruse of the idol and bedclothes is a nice touch 
-Michal contrives David's escape from their home and Saul's watchmen, 
and the first chapter-the "Gibeah phase"-in the story of David's rise 
draws to a close. Hereafter the action takes place in the deserts and vil
lages of Israel and Judah, for David will never again return to Saul's court. 



XXIX. SAUL AMONG THE PROPHETS
(19: 18-24) 

19 18 As for David, after he had gotten safely away,· he went to 
Samuel at Ramah and told him about everything Saul had done to 
him. Then he and Samuel went to stay in the camps. 

19 When Saul was told that David was in the camps at Ramah, 
20 [he] sent emissaries to arrest David. But when they saw the as
sembly of prophets prophesying with Samuel presiding over them, the 
spirit of God came upon Saul's emissaries, and they began to proph
esy. 21 When Saul was told, he sent other emissaries, but they, too, 
prophesied; and though [he] sent emissaries for a third time, they, 
too, prophesied. 

22 So [Saul] went to Ramah himself. When he arrived at the cistern 
of the threshing floor that was upon the bare height, he made 
inquiries. "Where are Samuel and David?" he asked, and someone 
said that they were in the camps at Ramah. 23 As he walked toward 
the camps at Ramah, the spirit of God came upon him, too, and he 
went along, prophesying as he went, until he came to the camps at 
Ramah. 24 Then he stripped off his clothes, prophesied in front of [the 
prophets], and lay naked all that day and night. 

It is for this reason that they say, "Is Saul, too, among the proph
ets?" 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

19 18. in the camps Apparently treated by MT as a place name (qere: 
benayot; ketib: bnwyt) here and elsewhere in the story. For the translation, 
see the NOTE. LXX adds "at Ramah," anticipating v 19. 

20. But when they saw the assembly of prophets Reading wyr'w 't qhlt 
hnby'ym on the basis of LXXCB) kai eidan ten ekklesian ton propheton in pref
erence to MT wyr' 't lqht hnby'ym, "But when he saw the ('7) of proph-
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ets. . ." The corruption of qhlt to lqht in MT may have been promoted by 
the preceding infinitive lqJ:it, "to arrest." 

prophets prophesying So MT: hnby'ym nb'ym (cf. LXXAL). The second 
word was lost in the Vorlage of LXXB by haplography. 

and they began to prophesy That is, wayyitnabbe'u, to which MT in antici
pation of v 21 adds gam-hemma, "they, too." 

21. When Saul was told LXX kai apengele reflects wygd (understood as 
wayyagged, "When [one] told [Saul] ... "), which might be read wayyuggad 
as in v 19 (MT). Here MT has wygdw, "When they told (Saul) .... " 

22. At the beginning of the verse LXX has kai ethymothii orge saoul, reflect
ing wy/;lr 'p S'wl, "And Saul became angry .... " There is no trace of such a 
reading in MT, and in the absence of a clear motivation for the loss of the 
clause from the longer text, we must consider this a case of simple expansion 
(Wellhausen). 

at the cistern ... upon the bare height Reading 'd bwr hgrn 'sr bspy on 
the basis of LXX heos tou phreatos tou halo tou en to sephei. MT has 'd bwr 
hgdwl 'sr bskw, "at the big cistern(?; GK §126x) that was in Secu (?)." 

23. he walked MT adds sm, "there"; LXXB adds ekeithen = mlm, "from 
there." Omit both with LXXL. 

and he went along, prophesying as he went MT wylk hlwk wytnb', lit. 
"and he went, going and prophesying"; see the NOTE. LXX kai eporeueto pro
pheteuon seems to reflect a simplification, viz. wylk mtnb', lit. "and he went, 
prophesying. . . . " 

24. MT inserts gm hw', "he, too," into each of the first two clauses ("Then 
he, too, stripped off his clothes, and he, too, prophesied ... "). Omit with 
LXX<BJ. 

in front of [the prophets] Reading lpnyhm, lit. "in front of them," with 
LXXB. MT: "in front of Samuel." 

NOTES 

19 18. Ramah. Samuel's home (see the NoTE at 1: 19) lay only two or three 
miles to the N. 

the camps. The precise form of the noun is uncertain (see the Textual Note), 
but it is probably related to niiweh (plural construct, ni!'ot), "pasturage, abode 
(of shepherds)." The meaning has been elucidated by comparison to Akkadian 
niiwum, "pasturage, steppe," which at Mari refers to the encampments of West 
Semitic nomadic or seminomadic tribes (see especially A. Malamat, "Mari and 
the Bible: Some Patterns of Tribal Organization and Institutions," JAOS 82 
[1962] 146). In the Bible, then, a niiweh is a shepherd's camp pitched out
side a city (Jer 33:12; etc.), and the use of the same or similar noun in this 
story (19: 18, 19 ,22,23 [bis]; 20: 1 ) suggests that "the prophetic fraternities of 
Israel [also] dwelt in such settlements" (Malamat). 
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20,21. The prophets are pictured in an assembly (qehillat hannebi'im; cf. 
Deut 33:4; Neb 5:7) over which Samuel is presiding ('omed nif.riib, lit. 
"standing holding a position," that is, "standing in the position of authority" or 
"standing in charge"; for ni.f.fiib 'al, "be in charge of," cf. Ruth 2:5,6). The ac
tivity of the company is prophecy, that is, group ecstasy (see the third Norn at 
10:5) animated by the spirit of God (the Norn at 10:6), which spreads conta
giously to each newly arriving troop of Saul's emissaries in its tum. 

22. the cistern of the threshing floor that was upon the bare height. We are to 
visualize the distraught king standing on a windswept hill in front of the city of 
Ramah. "Cistern" (bOr) refers to a pit dug in the ground and sealed with plas
ter for water storage. Since this one is located at the "threshing floor" (goren) 
and thus probably near the gate of the city, we may assume it is a communal 
water source for Ramah; cf. the mention of young women coming out of the 
gate of Ramah to draw water in 9: 11. "Bare height" (Sepi) normally refers to a 
hot (Jer 4:11), dry (Isa 41:18) hill where nothing grows (Isa 49:9; cf. also 
Jer 14:6); like the threshing floor it sometimes appears as a plac~ of mourning 
(Jer 3:21; 7:29) and religious ritual (cf. Jer 3:2; etc.). 

23. and he went along, prophesying as he went. Hebrew wayyelek hiilok 
wayyitnabbe', a rare construction. We expect a second infinitive absolute 
(wehitnabbe') to be coordinated with the first (as in 6:12: hiileku hiilok 
wegii'o, "[the cows] went along ... lowing as they went") rather than an 
imperfect consecutive; but other examples of the present arrangement exist (II 
Sam 16: 13; cf. 13: 19). See Driver; GK § l 13st. 

24. stripped off his clothes ... and lay naked. Yet another form of ecstatic 
behavior. Driver supposes that 'iirom does not mean "naked" but something 
more modest, "i.e. as Is. 20,2. Mic 1,8 without the upper garment, and wearing 
only the long linen tunic, which was worn next the skin." 

It is for this reason . ... Cf. 10: 12. For the second time we are given an ex
planation of the origin of the old saying, "Is Saul, too, among the prophets?" 
(see the Norn at 10: 11-12); but this time Saul appears in a less favorable light. 
As already pointed out (see the Norn at 16: 14) Saul's experience with divine 
inspiration has taken a downward tum. The spirit of Yahweh now haunts him 
rather than helps him. And in contrast to the encounter described in 10: 10-12, 
here he meets the prophetic troop as an unwelcome intruder, indeed as an 
enemy. He is now more a victim of prophetic inspiration than a beneficiary of 
it; he participates in the prophesying as a sufferer, an invalid, and the ecstasy is 
for him a disease. 

COMMENT 

Once he is safely out of Gibeah, David makes his way to the prophetic en
campments near Ramah where he confers with Samuel. This is the first in 
a series of interviews between David and various individuals who assist his 
escape, viz. Samuel, Jonathan, and Ahimelech of Nob, to each of whom 
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he goes in turn.1 All of them are important people-Ahimelech and 
Jonathan may be said to represent "church and state" to some extent-so 
that their support of the fugitive hero is especially significant. A new 
theme, for which we were prepared by Michal's part in the preceding inci
dent, is introduced here: David is protected from Saul by the leading citi-
zens of Saul's kingdom. · 

It is doubtful, however, that this episode is an original part of the old 
narrative about David's rise to power. Some scholars have thought it so,2 

but most have followed Wellhausen3 in considering it a secondary inser
tion. It presupposes David's acquaintance with Samuel and therefore the 
story told in 15:35-16:13, which, as we have seen (the COMMENTS on 
15: 1-34 and 15: 35 - 16: 13), belongs to a secondary, prophetically 
oriented introduction to the history of David's rise. Accordingly, we might 
conclude that the present passage is yet another piece from the prophetic 
hand that shaped the earlier stories of Samuel and Saul. But two difficul
ties cast doubt on this conclusion. First, it was the prophetic author of 
15:35 who told us that Samuel would never see Saul again before he died, 
a statement most difficult to reconcile with the assumption that the present 
story, in which Saul lies naked before the old prophet's eyes, derives from 
the same writer. Second, this section offers an alternative explanation of 
the origin of the saying, "Is Saul, too, among the prophets?" to that given 
in 10: 10-12, which may itself have been part of the prophetic elaboration 
of the old folktale about Saul's search for the lost asses of Kish (see the 
COMMENT on § XII) and was in any case a part of the finished nar
rative as it left the hand of the prophetic writer; it seems unlikely that the 
same writer would introduce a variant explanation. We are obliged by 
these facts to regard 19: 18-24 as a late addition to the narrative in the 
spirit of the prophetic revision of other materials but of independent ori
gin, which was introduced in order to report another bit of tradition about 
David, Saul, and Samuel, which may have grown up as an explanation of 
-or a midrashic reinterpretation of (cf. Budde)-the saying "Is Saul, 
too, among the prophets?" in circles where the alternative explanation was 
not known or not accepted. We have some reason to believe that Saul was 
remembered with increasing hostility as the years went by-recall, for ex
ample, MT's suspicious corruption of the assertion that "wherever he 
turned he was victorious" in 14:47 to "Wherever he turned he acted 

1 Gr~nbaek (Aufstieg Davids, 114, cf. 264) makes a neat observation about the 
craft of the compiler in the material that contains these interviews ( 19: 18 • 22: 23) : 
each of the visits is introduced by wayyiib6', "and (David) went" (to Samuel in 
19:18, to Jonathan in 20:1, to Ahimelech in 21:1; cf. 2l:llb), and a certain serial 
unity is thereby imparted to the section as a whole. 

2 Ntibel (Davids Aufstieg, 32-33) argues on stylistic grounds that it is an original 
continuation of the flight story. 

a See Prolegomena, 267-268. 
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wickedly"-and this late piece certainly puts him in an unfavorable light. 
Indeed as Gr~nbaek points out,4 this account, in which the onrush of di
vine spirit is an expression of Saul's loss of favor and a means of protect
ing the man who will displace him, can be read as a kind of parody of 
10:.10-12, in which Saul's inspiration is a manifestation of his anointing as 
niigld. So this is a late addition to the narrative from a writer who, 
though not identical to the prophetic writer whose work we see elsewhere 
in our story, nevertheless shared his prophetic perspective and wanted to 
add Samuel to the list of David's abettors, and who even surpassed the 
earlier writer in his contempt for Saul. In the next episode, l).fter a transi
tional notice from the hand of the author of this insertion (see the NOTE 
at 20: la), we return to the older narrative. 

4 Aufstieg Davids, 116-117, 264. So also Stoebe; Mettinger, King and Messiah, 77. 



XXX. DAVID AND JONATHAN 
( 20: 1 - 21 : 1) 

20 1 David fled from the camps at Ramah and came before Jon
athan. "What have I done?" he said. "What is my crime? How have I 
sinned against your father, that he should seek my life?" 

2 "Heaven forbid!" [Jonathan] said to him. "You shall not die! My 
father does nothing great or small without revealing it to me, so why 
should [he] conceal such a thing from me? This cannot be!" 

3 But in reply David said, "Your father knew that I have your 
favor; so he thought, 'Jonathan must not know about this, lest he take 
counsel [with David].' But indeed, as Yahweh lives and as you your
self live, he has sworn a pact between me and Death!" 

4 Then Jonathan said to David, "What do you desire? I shall do it 
for you!" 

5 "Tomorrow is the New Moon," David said to [him], "and I am 
supposed to take my place at dinner. Let me go and hide in the field 
until evening. 6 H your father misses me, say to him, 'David asked my 
permission to run to Bethlehem, his city, for the whole clan has a sea
sonal sacrifice there.' 7 H he says, 'Very well,' then your servant is 
safe, but if he becomes angry, you will know that he intends evil. 
s Now deal loyally with your servant, for you have brought your ser
vant into a covenant of Yahweh with you. H there were any guilt in 
me, you could kill me yourself! So why should you tum me over to 
your father?" 

9 "Heaven forbid!" said Jonathan. "If I learn that my father intends 
that evil should come upon you ... [?] ... I shall inform you!" 

IOThen David asked [him], "Who will tell me if your father an
swers you harshly?" 

Jonathan's Plea for His Family 

11 "Come!" Jonathan told David. "Let us go out into the field!" 
And when they had gone out into the field together, 12 [he] said to 
David, "Yahweh, god of Israel, is witness that I shall sound out my 
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father at about this time tomorrow as to whether he is well disposed 
toward David or not. Then I shall send word to you in the field. 
13 May God do thus to Jonathan and thus again, but if my father 
wishes to bring evil against you, I will reveal it to you and send you 
away, so that you may go safely! And may Yahweh be with-you as he 
was with my father! 14 If I remain alive, deal loyally with me; but if I 
die, 15 never cut off your loyalty from my house. And when Yahweh 
cuts off each of the enemies of David from upon the face of the earth, 
if 16 the name of Jonathan is cut off from the house of David, then 
may Yahweh call David to account!" 17 So again Jonathan swore to 
David out of his love for him, for he loved him as he loved himself. 

Jonathan's Plan 

18 "Tomorrow is the New Moon," said Jonathan, "and you will be 
missed when your place is vacant. 19 But on the third day you will be 
long gone; then come to the place where you hid on the day of the 
deed and wait beside that mound. 20 As for me, on the third day I 
shall shoot an arrow from the side [of the mound] aiming toward a 
target. 21 When I send the servant to go and find the arrow, if I say to 
[him], 'The arrow is on the near side of you! Fetch it!' come, for 
you will be safe! As Yahweh lives, there will be nothing wrong! 22 But 
if I say to the lad, 'The arrow is on the far side of you!' go, for Yah
weh will have sent you away! 23 And as for the matter of which you 
and I have spoken, Yahweh will be a witness between you and me 
forever!" 24 So David hid in the field. 

The Feast of the New Moon 

At the time of the New Moon the king sat down at the table to eat. 
25 He sat at his seat as usual, against the wall. Jonathan sat opposite 
him, and Abiner was at Saul's side. David's place was vacant; 26 yet 
Saul said nothing that day, for he thought, "By some mischance he is 
not clean." 

27 But on the day after the New Moon-the second day-when 
David's place was [still] empty, Saul said to Jonathan, his son, "Why 
has the son of Jesse not come to the table either yesterday or today?" 

28 "David asked my permission [to go] to Bethlehem," replied 
Jonathan to Saul. 29 "He said, 'Let me go, for we are having a clan 
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sacrifice in the city, and as for me, my brothers have commanded my 
presence. Now if I have your favor, let me be free to go and see my 
brothers!' It is for this reason that he has not come to the king's 
table." 

30 Then Saul's anger was kindled against Jonathan. "You son of a 
rebellious servant girl!" he said to him. "Do I not know that to your 
own disgrace and to the disgrace of your mother's nakedness you are 
in league with the son of Jesse? 31 For as long as the son of Jesse is 
alive upon the earth, you will not establish your kingship! Now then, 
have him brought to me, for he is a dead man!" 

32 "Why should he be killed?" replied Jonathan to Saul. "What has 
he done?" 33 But when Saul raised his spear against him to strike 
him, [he] realized that his father was so intent upon evil that he 
would kill David, 34 and [he] sprang up from the table in a burning 
rage and would eat no food on the second day of the New Moon, b~ 
cause his father had humiliated him so. 

The Appointment 

35 In the morning Jonathan went out into the field with a small lad 
for the appointment with David. 36 He said to the lad, "Run find the 
arrow that I am going to shoot!" And as the lad ran, he shot the 
arrow, causing it to fly toward the city. 37 When the lad came to 
the spot where Jonathan had shot the arrow, Jonathan called after 
the youth to say, "The arrow is on the far side of you, is it not?" 
38 And again he called after the lad, "Hurry! Be quick! Do not stand 
still!" So Jonathan's lad picked up the arrow and brought it to his 
master. 39 (Now the lad knew nothing; only Jonathan and David 
knew what was meant.) 

40 Then Jonathan gave his weapons to his lad and told him to re
turn to the city. 41 When [he] had gone, David arose from beside the 
mound, fell on his face, and did obeisance three times. Then they 
kissed each other and wept over each other [ ... ? ... ], 42 and 
Jonathan said, "Go in peace! For we two have sworn in Yahweh's 
name: 'Yahweh will be between me and you and between my seed 
and your seed forever!'" 
21 1 Then David departed, and Jonathan returned to the city. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

20 1. and came before Jonathan ... he said Following the word order of 
LXXDL, lit. "and came before Jonathan and said." MT: "and came and said 
before Jonathan." 

2. [Jonathan] said We read wy'mr, "he said," with MT against Syr., 
LXX, "Jonathan said"; but it is necessary to supply the name in translation for 
clarity. 

My father does Reading l' y'sh 'by with MT qere and LXX. MT ketib 
has /w 'sh 'by, etc., "If my father had done .... " 

nothing great or small So MT: dbr gdwl 'w dbr q[n. LXXB reflects dbr 
qfn (retained by Smith as lectio brevior), the result of a simple haplography, a 
scribe's eye having skipped from the first dbr to the second. · 

3. But in reply David said Reading wysb (wayyiiSeb) dwd wy'mr, lit. "But 
David made return and said" (Wellhausen; cf. LXX kai apekrithe daueid ... 
kai eipen). MT wysb' 'wd dwd, "and David swore again," anticipates the latter 
part of the verse. As stressed by Wellhausen, David has not yet sworn once; 
'wd probably arose from a dittography of dwd, which through further corrup
tion gave rise to the new verb. (LXX inserts "to Jonathan," and Syr. "to him," 
both of which may be deleted with MT.) 

lest he take counsel [with David] MT has pn y'~b, "lest he (Jonathan) be 
grieved"; but David would not credit Saul with being concerned with his son's 
feelings at this point. LXXB preserves the original reading in me ou bouletai, 
reflecting pn yw'~, "lest he take counsel." The readings of LXXL, OL, Syr., all 
of which state approximately that "(Jonathan must not know about this), lest 
he tell David," support the reading of LXXB. 

he has sworn a pact Difficult. MT reads ky kps', and those critics who in
sist upon making sense of the MT have succeeded here by positing a noun 
pefa', "step," and reading, "(it is) only about a step (between me and death)!" 
(cf. Driver, et al.). But LXX reflects a more intelligible reading. LXXB has hoti 
kathos eipon empeplestai, "because, as I have said, he is sated," apparently 
reflecting ky k'sr 'mrty nsb'; but the last word can be read instead as nsb'
hence "as I have said, he has sworn (an oath) .... " LXXL is better still; it 
omits k'fr 'mrty, which may have arisen by expansion. Thus read ky nsb' with 
LXXL. 

between me and Death So MT, LX:XilL. LXXA, OL, Syr.: "between me 
and your father." 

4. What do you desire? Reading mh t'wh npsk, lit. "What does your soul 
desire?" on the basis of LXX ti epithymei he psyche sou, in preference to MT 
mh t'mr npsk, "What does your soul say?" 

5. and I am supposed to take my place So MT, LXXL: w'nky ysb '.rb. 
LXX11 reflects w'nky l' 'sb, "and I shall not take my place. " Contrast 
Wellhausen, Driver. 
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at dinner That is, l'kwl, "to eat." MT (cf. OL) has 'm hmlk l'kwl, "to eat 

with the king." Omit "with the king" with LXX»L. 
until evening So LXX»L. MT: "until the third evening," anticipating v 35. 
7. but if he becomes angry So MT: w'm l;irh yl;irh lw. LXX kai ean sk/eriis 

apokrithe soi= w'm qsh y'nk, "but if he answers you harshly," anticipates v 10 
below. 

8. with your servant Reading 'm 'bdk with LXX, Syr., Targ. MT has 'l 
'bdk, "upon your servant." 

in me So MT. LXX: "in your servant." 
9. Before the concluding clause ('gyd lk, "I shall inform you") something has 

been lost. MT has welii' 'iitiih, thus, "and I shall not [read lu', "surely"?] inform 
you of it." LXX has kai ean me e eis tas poleis sou ego apangelii soi ( = wl' 'l 
'ryk 'nky 'gyd lk, "and if he is/he is not [l' being rendered two ways in LXX] 
... to your cities, I myself shall inform you"?). None of the efforts to make 
sense of all this has proved convincing; see the commentaries. 

10. if Reading 'm with LXX in preference to MT 'w mh, "or what." 
11. Let us go out So MT, LXXL. LXX»: kai mene, "And tarry ...• " 
12. Yahweh, god of Israel, is witness MT has only yhwh 'lhy ysr'l, "Yah

weh, god of Israel," but as Smith points out, this is preceded in Syr. by nshd, 
"is witness," evidently reflecting 'd, which may have fallen out of MT after 
dwd, "David," and LXX oiden = yd', "knows," though it now follows the di
vine name, could represent a corruption of the same original. This case is 
strengthened by the evidence of Josephus (Ant. 6.230), whose long paraphrase 
suggests that his text reflected both 'd and yd' in conflation. Thus we read 'd 
yhwh 'lhy ysr'l. By contrast Stoebe, who finds MT intelligible as it stands ("By 
Yahweh, the god of Israel ... "),argues for preferring it as lectio brevior. 

tomorrow MT (cf. LXX) adds hslfyt, "the third (day)," in anticipation of 
the actual events in vv 24bff. Cf. the Textual Note to "until evening" at v 5. 

or not. Then So MT: wl' 'z (though in the present arrangement of the ac
cents wl' is grouped with the following words rather than the preceding). 
LXXB kai ou me is obscure (= wl' 'l?), and LXXL seems to omit everything 
between "David" and "I shall send." 

in the field So LXX. MT has instead wglyty 't 'znk, "and I shall reveal it to 
you," in anticipation of the following verse. 

13. God So LXX. MT, OL: "Yahweh." 
if my father wishes to bring evil against you We restore yyfb 'l 'by lhby' 't 

hr'h 'lyk, lit. "(if) it seems good to my father to bring evil upon you." All 
witnesses are defective. MT has yyfb 'I 'by 't hr'h 'lyk, "(if) it seems good to 
my father . . . evil upon you," and we must assume that lhby' was lost because 
of its similarity to 'l 'by. LXX bas anoisii ta kaka epi se ='by'(?) 't hr'h 'lyk, 
"(that) I should bring evil upon you," and the cause of its corruption is not ap
parent. 

14-15. If ... but if ... if MT bas welii' ... welii' ... welii', which 
might be retained and repointed welu' . . . welu' . . . welu' (deleting 'im fol
lowing the first we/U'), as preferred by most critics (so LXX, Syr., Vulg.) An
other /', which appears in MT in the second clause of v 14 (" ... and you do 
not deal loyally with me .. ,"),may be omitted with LXX». 
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14. deal loyally Reading wt'sh ... !Jsd, lit. "do loyalty," with UO(B. MT, 
L:XXAL have bsd yhwh, "the loyalty of Yahweh." 

but if I die So LXX (= wl' [see above] mwt 'mwt). MT (wl' 'mwt) un
derstands the clause as apodosis to the preceding ( ". . . and then I shall not 
die"). 

16. the name of Jonathan is cut off from Reading ykrt (i.e. yikkiiret; cf. 
L:XXAL exarthenai, exarthesetai, of which LXXB heurethenai, "to be found," is 
probably an inner-Greek corruption) :fm yhwntn m'm byt dwd with LXX. MT 
wykrt yhwntn 'm byt dwd, "and Jonathan cut (a covenant) with the house of 
David," is clearly inferior. 

then may Yahweh call David to account That is, wbqs yhwh myd dwd, lit. 
"then may Yahweh seek (it) from the hand of David." In fact the witnesses 
reflect" ... from the hand of the enemies of David" (so MT; LXXB has lost 
ek cheiros, "from the hand," through an inner-Greek haplography caused by 
the similarity of the sequence to the following echthron, "of the enemies"), but 
'yby, "enemies," is probably an addition "inserted to avoid an imprecation on 
David" (Smith; cf. Dhorme). 

17. So again Jonathan swore to David So L:XXL<cf. BJ. MT: "So again 
Jonathan caused David to swear . ... " Cf. the first Textual Note at v 3 above. 
As Wellhausen has explained, the reference here is to Jonathan's oath in vv 
12-13. 

out of his love for him So MT (cf. L:XXAL): b'hbtw 'tw, which has fallen 
out of L:XXB before the following clause (MT: ky 'hbt npsw 'hbw), which also 
appears somewhat differently in LXX. 

18. said Jonathan MT, LXXAL add "to him." Omit with L:XXB. 
19. But on the third day you will be long gone Reading wslst trd m'd with 

the consonantal text of MT. MT interprets this as wesilla:ftii tered me'od, lit. 
"And you will do for the third time, you will go down exceedingly," that is, 
"And you will go down (?) for a third time exceedingly." LXX (cf. Syr., 
Targ.) corroborates MTs interpretation of wslst as a verb, but reflects tpqd, 
"you will be missed," in place of the difficult trd m'd, which must be original 
(tpqd having arisen under tbe influence of v 18). We interpret wslst as wisusit 
(cf. ha:fseusit in MT, vv 5, 12), "and a third," that is, "on the third day (of the 
festival)." The expression trd m'd must be understood in light of Judg 19:11, 
where hayyom rad (read riid) me'od must mean, "the day has wandered ex
ceedingly," that is, "the day was long gone," as the context shows. The verb 
rwd means "wander, go astray, be absent" (cf. Jer 2:31, "Why do my people 
say, 'We shall stay away [radntl]I We shall not come again to youl' "). Thus 
here we read tarud me'od, "you will be Jong gone." The point is that on the 
third day of the festival David will be regarded as long gone and not looked 
for, in contrast to the situation that will prevail on the first day as described in 
the previous verse. Thus it will be safe for him to return in secret. 

the place So MT, L:XXL. L.XXB: "your place." 
beside that mound So LXXB<cf. AJ: para to ergab ekeino = '# h'rgb hl'z, 

for which MT has'# h'bn h'lz, "beside the ('lz?) stone" (cf. LXXL, Syr.). 
20. As for me, on the third day I shall shoot an arrow from the side [of the 

mound] MT has w'ny slst hbfym fdh 'wrh, "And as for me, I shall shoot 
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three arrows to (?) the side. ." But there is no reason for Jonathan to men
tion three arrows at this point, and in fact there is no mention of such a num
ber in vv 35tf. LXX treats the word as a verb: trisseusa, as if '.i'l.i'-thus, "I 
shall shoot a third time"(?). Wellhausen's proposal to render the Vorlage of 
LXX ('JH ... 'wrh) as "I shall shoot on the third day," has received wide ac
ceptance because it fits the story. But it is difficult to see how the verb .i'ls could 
mean "do something on the third day." We must understand .i'lst as seliSU, "on 
the third day" (see the first Textual Note to v 19). MT hJ:ifJm ~dh shows a 
misdivision of words caused by the use of the noun hfY, "arrow," which is 
much less common than IJ~. "arrow." We read hfJfY ~dh (mi~~addo), lit. "a 
certain arrow from its (viz. the mound's) side"; the -h of m~dh might be an 
archaic mater for -6, or it may have arisen by attraction to the feminine ante
cedent h'bn, which has replaced h'rgb in MT (thus -h = -iih). LXX omits ~dh 
altogether, having lost it, perhaps, before 'wrh. 

aiming Reading lslfJ, lit. "to send (it)." Cf. LXX. MT adds ly, "for my
self." 

21. the arrow (bis) So LXXBAL, OL (= h1;$y). MT "the arrows" is in 
conformity with the (spurious) "three arrows" of v 20 in MT; see above. 

there will be nothing wrong So MT: w'yn dbr, lit. "and there will be noth
ing." LXXL: "and there is no evil (poneros) thing"; LXX8 (curiously): "and 
there is no thing of Yahweh (word of Yahweh?)." 

22. The arrow See the Textual Note to v 21. 
23. a witness ... forever Reading 'd 'd 'wlm on the basis of LXX martys 
.. heas aianos and Targ. shyd 'd 'Im'. MT 'd 'wlm, "forever," has lost one 'd 

by haplography. See Finkelstein, "Ignored Haplography." 
24. at the table So LXX, 4QSamh: 'I hSll;m. MT has 'I (qere: 'el) hlfJm, "to 

the meal" (cf. v 27). 
25. his seat ... against the wall Reading 'l mwsbw . . . 'I hqyr with 

LXXL. LXXB, MT: 'I mwsbw . .. 'l (MT 'I) mwsb hqyr, "his seat ... at his 
wall seat." 

Jonathan sat opposite Reading wyqdm yhwntn, lit. "and Jonathan was in 
front," on the basis of LXX kai proephthasen ton ionathan (as if, "and he 
[Saul] arrived before Jonathan"). MT has wyqm yhwntn, "and Jonathan 
arose ... 

26. By some mischance he is not clean Reading mqrh hw' blty thwr, which 
in MT (cf. the versions) is conflated with a second, less distinctive reading 
(viz. mqrh hw' I' thwr) identical in meaning to the first. Thus MT: mqrh hw' 
blty thwr hw' ky I' thwr. See S. Talmon, "Double Readings in the Massoretic 
Text," in Textus 1 (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1960) 173-174. 

27. to the table So LXX, 4QSamh. MT: 'l hl!Jm, "to the meal." Cf. the 
Textual Note to v 24 above. 

28. [to go] The infinitive is lacking in MT and Syr. The other versions 
supply it in various forms and at various points in the sentence, suggesting that 
the situation in MT is primitive. Perhaps, then, Stoebe and others are correct in 
regarding it as stylistically expendable. 

to Bethlehem LXX adds "his city." Omit with MT. 
29. and as for me • •• my presence Reading w'ny 1ww ly '!Jy with 4QSamb 
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(cf. LXX). MT has whw' ~wh ly 'by, "and he, my brother, has commanded 
my presence"; but 'by is surely plural. F. M. Cross suggests (personal com
munication) that the reading whw', "and he," arose by metathesis of. w'ny, 

· "and as for me," and corruption of ny to h (a confusion most likely to have oc
curred in scripts of the fourth and third centuries B.c.)-thus, 
w'ny > wh' > whw'. 

30. Saul's anger was kindled So MT. LXX, 4QSamb add "greatly" 
(sphodra, m'd). 

You son of a rebellious servant girl! Reading hen na'arat hammardut, lit. 
"Son of a young woman of rebellion!" with LXX, which, however, misin
terprets hmrdwt as a plural participle and therefore n'rt as plural also-thus, 
"Son of rebelling young women!"; similarly 4QSamb has [hn] n'rwt mrdt, "Son 
of rebelling young women!" or "Son of young women of rebellion!" MT: hn 
n'wt hmrdwt, "Son of a perverse woman (as if n'wt = Nip'al participle, femi
nine singular of 'wh) of rebelliousness!"; see further Driver. 

you are in league Reading bbr 'th with LXX (metochos •.. s_u), against 
MT bl)r 'th, "you choose. . . ." 

31. you will not establish your kingship LXX ouch hetoimasthesetai he 
basileia sou reflects l' tkn mlkwtk with the verb interpreted as tikkOn-thus, 
"Your kingship will not be secure." But Jonathan as yet has no kingship, and 
we should vocalize the verb as tiikin, "you will establish." Thus 4QSamb is cor
rect in adding the 't particle: l' tkn 't mmlkt. This reading was altered in MT to 
l' tkwn 'th wmlkwtk, "you and your kingship will not be secure," an inter
pretation similar to that of LXX. 

him ... to me So MT: 'tw 'ly. LXX ton neanian = h'lm, "the youth" 
(" ... have the youth brought ... "). 

32. to Saul So L:XXBL. MT, L:XXA, Syr. add, "his father and said to him 
... "; 4QSamb adds, "his father and said .... " 

33. raised MT has wyfl, vocalized wayyii{el, "but (Saul) hurled." Read in
stead wayyi{tol, "but (Saul) took up, raised," with LXX (kai eperen). Cf. 
18:11 (§ XXIV-B). 

against him So MT. LXX: "against Jonathan." 
to strike him So MT: lhktw. LXX tou thanatosai auton reflects lhmytw, "to 

kill him," in anticipation of the same infinitive later in the verse. 
that his father . .. would kill David The expression is the same as in vv 7, 

9: kith hr'h m'm [s'wl], lit. "evil was determined by Saul," that is, "Saul was 
intent upon evil." Here we read with LXX: ky kith hr'h hhy' m'm 'byw lhmyt 
't dwd, lit. "that the aforesaid evil was determined by his father even to the 
point of killing David." MT for kith hr'h hhy' has only a remnant, klh hy', 
which will yield no translation. Wellhausen's (unnecessarily) simpler solution 
(read kith hy', thus "that his father was determined to kill David") has enjoyed 
the support of most subsequent critics but lacks the corroboration of any an
cient witness. 

34. sprang up MT has simply wyqm, "arose," but 4QSamb wypl)z 
( = LXX anepedesen) is to be preferred as lectio difficilior. The reading of MT 
is a case of the substitution of a familiar word for one that is rare (and in this 
case much more graphic, since pl)z carries a connotation of impudence or arro-
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gance, as the evidence of Biblical and Postbiblical [Jastrow, 1152] Hebrew and 
of cognate Aramaic terms shows). See also the third Textual Note to 25:9. 

because his father had humiliated him so This is preceded in MT by an
other clause (viz. ky n'~b 'I dwd, "for he was grieved over David"), which 
changes the sense to make David the object of Saul's vituperation ("for he was 
grieved over David that his father had so humiliated him [David]"). The clause 
can be omitted as expansive with LXX. Note that LXX itself shows some cor
ruption in the remaining clause under the influence of kith, etc., in the last 
verse (see above). Thus LXXB has hoti synetelesen ep' autou ho pater autou, 
reflecting ky klh 'lyw 'byw, which can be translated only with difficulty ("be
cause his father had plotted [i.e. resolved himself] against him"?), unless it 
might mean "because his father had finished (i.e. exterminated) him" (in view 
of which LXXL seems to paraphrase: hoti ebouleusato ho pater autou 
syntelesai au ton, "because his father wanted to finish him off"). In any case 
MT is clearly superior: ky hklmw 'byw, "because his father had humili
ated/insulted him (Jonathan)" (cf. Saul's speech in vv 30,31). 

35. for the appointment Reading lmw'd with MT, LXX (eis to mar
tyrion), etc. In LXX this is preceded by kathos etaxato, which suggests k''Sr 
y'd, "as (David) had arranged ... " but this may be a second rendering of 
lmw'd (Budde, Stoebe). 

36. find MT m~· (so LXX, which adds moi =Ii, "for me"; cf. v 21a). 
4Samb has qi;, "fetch" (cf. LXXL, OL, Syr. in v 21a). 

the arrow ( 1) Here as elsewhere reading h/;fy for MT hl;~m. Cf. the 
Textual Notes to vv 20,21 above. 

And So LXX, Vulg., Targ. Omitted in MT. 
causing it to fly toward the city So 4QSamb: [lh'byrh] h'yrh. In all other 

witnesses h'yrh was lost by haplography caused by homoioteleuton, and lh'byrh 
(in the orthography of MT, lh'byrw) remains alone. 

37. after the youth So LXX: opiso tou neaniou = 'l;ry h'lm. MT 'l;ry hn'r, 
"after the lad," conforms to the usage elsewhere. 

The arrow is on the far side of you, is it not? That is, MT hlw' hi;~ mmk 
whl'h, "Is not the arrow beyond you?" For hlw', "Is not ... ?" LXX has ekei, 
perhaps reflecting hl'h, etc.-thus, "Farther onl The arrow is on the far side of 
you!" 

38. the lad So MT (hn'r). LXX = n'rw, "his lad," 4QSamb: 'lmh, "his 
youth." 

the arrow So MT (ketlb). MT (qere), LXX: "the arrows." 
and brought it Revocalizing MT wayyabO' ("and he came") as wayyabe' 

with LX.XAL. The corresponding Greek word was omitted altogether in LXXB 
but restored in the margin by later scribes. 

39. knew what was meant That is, yd'w 't hdbr, lit. "knew the thing." 
These words are unaccountably omitted from LXXB, but they seem necessary 
to the sense. 

40. return Here MT adds hby', "(and) take (them)" and LXXB<cr. Al 
eiselthe = b', "enter." Omit with LXXL (Smith). 

4 l. the mound So LXX ( = h'rgb); cf. the Textual Note to "beside that 
mound" at v 19 above. MT: hngb, "the Southland." Syr. = 'bn, "a stone." 
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on his face So LX.XBL. MT adds "on the ground." 
At the end of the verse MT has 'd dwd hgdyl, "until David magnified (?) ." 

The translation of LXX (heos synteleias megales, probably reflecting. 'd hgrl 
hgdl, thus with two attempts to represent hgdl) suggests that dwd should be 
deleted (cf. Wellhausen). But no easy translation of what remains emerges. 
Perhaps the sense is 'd hgdyl lbkwt, "unto weeping greatly," elliptically ex
pressed (so BDB). 

42. and Jonathan said So LXXB. MT (cf. LX.XAL) adds "to David." 
we two So 4QSamb (cf. LXX): ['nQnw] .l'nynw. MT reverses the order: 

snynw 'nQnW, "The two of us, we .... " 
Yahweh will be LXX adds martys = 'd, "witness." Omit with MT, Syr. 
and between my seed and your seed So MT: wbyn zr'y wbyn zr'k. The 

Vorlage of LXX has lost zr'y wbyn by haplography caused by homoioarkton. 
21 1. David So LXX and 4QSamb. Though omitted in MT the name should 
probably be restored, since the verse is not simply ambiguous without it (as 
often happens) but quite unintelligible. 

NOTES 

20 3. he has sworn a pact between me and Death. Hebrew ki nisba' beni uben 
hammiiwet (see the Textual Note). If the reading is correct, the meaning must 
be that Saul has sworn to take David's life, though no parallel for such an ex
pression exists in Biblical Hebrew (Judah's "treaty with Death" [berit 'et-ham
mawet] in Isa 28:15,18 is expected [by Judah] to be beneficial). Death is here 
personified as David's partner in a sworn agreement, a kind of grim parody of 
the covenant between David and Jonathan mentioned below (v 8). 

5. the New Moon. In the liturgical calendar of ancient Israel Lhe first day of 
the lunar month (Qodes, "new moon") was a day of rest (cf. Amos 8:5) and 
feasting. Special sacrifices were prescribed (Num 28:11-15), for which the 
king in the monarchical period, like the "prince" in Ezekiel's restoration vision 
(Ezek 45:17), seems to have had particular responsibility. The details of our 
story suggest that the Feast of the New Moon continued at least a second and a 
third day. 

6. a seasonal sacrifice. Hebrew zebal;i hayyamim; cf. the NOTE. at 1 :21. 
7. he intends evil. Hebrew kaleta hara'a me'immo, lit. "evil is determined 

from him." The expression occurs only here in vv 7,9, and 33, in 25:17, and 
in Esther 7:7. For "evil" as the unfavorable treatment of a partner in a formal 
relationship, see the NOTE. at 24:10. Cf. also 20:13; 23:9; 25:26. 

8. David implores Jonathan to "deal loyally," that is, to act in accordance 
with l;iesed (fidelity to an agreement, as defined in the NOTE. at 15:6). The 
basis for the loyalty is a "covenant of Yahweh" into which Jonathan has 
brought David. Our narrator has not mentioned this sacred agreement before, 
but it was an important part of the tradition and described in 18: 1-5, part 
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of the additions to the story of David's early days at court (see § XXIV-B). 

11-17. Jonathan's plea for his family is probably a secondary interpolation in 
the narrative (so also vv 23 and 40-42). The answer to David's question in v 
10 is found in Jonathan's long speech that begins in v 18. Verses 11-17, with 
their emphasis on David's loyal treatment of Jonathan's descendants, are edito
rial anticipation of the Mephibosheth episode in II Samuel 9. See further the 
COMMENT. 

13. On the oath formula in this verse see the NoTES at 3: 17 and 14:44. 
And may Yahweh be with you. This central theme (NOTE at 16: 18) is ex

pressed here on the lips of the eldest son of Saul and (evidently) the heir to the 
kingship of Israel, thus giving new clarity to the inevitability of David's succes
sion to the throne. Jonathan wishes that Yahweh might be with David as he 
was with Saul, that is, that the divine favor that brought Saul to power might 
now be with David. This and what follows shows that Jonathan is quite content 
to acknowledge what his father still refuses to accept (cf. v 31 and the NOTE 
there), viz. that Saul will establish no dynasty and that instead Yahweh is going 
to replace him with "a man of his own choosing" (cf. 13:13-14). Note, how
ever, that this is part of the additions to the story; the older narrative is no
where this explicit. See the COMMENT. 

14,15. deal loyally ... your loyalty. Hebrew ta'iiseh besed ... basdekii; cf. 
the NOTE at v 8. In the interpolation (see the NoTE on 11-17 above) the rela
tionship between Jonathan and David is reversed: it is the king's son who in
vokes the condescending loyalty of the fugitive servant, whom he acknowledges 
to be the future king; in v 8 it was David who implored Jonathan to "do 
besed." Jonathan's appeal is to "the covenant of Yahweh" (v 8) that exists be
tween him and David, and his hope is for treatment in accordance with that 
covenant, i.e., for besed. As already noted, this anticipates II Samuel 9, where 
the responsibility laid on David here is discharged by the "loyalty" (besed; see 
vv 1,3,7) shown there to Mephibosheth. 

17. Jonathan's deep affection for David is a part of the close relationship that 
has developed between the two young men; also it is surely a sign of the irre
sistible charm of the man who has Yahweh's favor. J. A. Thompson has 
suggested further that the use of the verb 'iiheb, "love," here and elsewhere is 
deliberately ambiguous, pointing at once to the personal aspect of the rela
tionship and, at another level, to a political aspect at the same time (see the 
NoTE at 16:21). In other words the fact that Jonathan swore to David "out of 
his love for him" (be'ahlibiito 'oto) hints of a political loyalty to David on 
Jonathan's part. To the statement that Jonathan "loved him as he loved him
self" ('ahlibat napso 'l1heb6), compare the command of loyalty given to the 
future vassals of the Assyrian king Ashurbanipal: ki-i nap-Sat-ku-nu la tar-'a
ma-ni, "You must love (him) as yourselves!" (cited by W. L. Moran, "The 
Ancient Near Eastern Background of the Love of God in Deuteronomy," CBQ 
25 [1963] 80; M. Fishbane, ''The Treaty Background of Amos 1: 11 and Re
lated Matters," JBL 89 [1970] 314). See also 18:1,3 (§ XXN-B). 

19. on the day of the deed. Hebrew beyom hamma'aseh, evidently a refer
ence to the time David hid in a "secret place" (19:2) while Jonathan spoke to 
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Saul on his behalf; but what exactly the "deed" here referred to was is unclear. 
Perhaps, since ma'aseh often comes close to meaning "crime, wrongdoing" 
(Gen 44: 15; Neb 6: 14; etc.), the reference is to Saul's announcement of his 
desire to have David's life ( 19: 11). 

23. The verse is secondary, having been inserted along with Jonathan's plea 
for.his family, to which it refers (cf. the NOTE on 11-17 above). 

26. "By some mischance he is not clean." Since the Feast of the New Moon is 
an official act of the cult (NoTE at v 5), the participants are required to ·be 
pure or "clean" (tiihOr). Ritual uncleanness might arise from any number of 
accidents in daily living-various bodily discharges (including emissions of 
semen), contact with the carcass of an animal, etc. (see the laws in Leviticus 
11-15 )-and a period of isolation and certain cleansing procedures would be 
necessary before the contaminated person could participate in a cultic cere
mony. Saul assumes that something of this kind has kept David away from the 
feast. 

30. "You son of a rebellious servant girl!" Cf. Judith 16:12 (Wellhausen). 
This insult is directed toward Jonathan, not his mother. "Son of" iii such a case 
means "member of the class of," viz. in this instance, of people who forsake 
those to whom they properly owe allegiance. 

your mother's nakedness. "Nakedness" ('erwa) most often refers euphemis
tically to genitals. Jonathan, says Saul, has disgraced his mother's genitals, 
whence he came forth. 

31. Saul betrays his own awareness of David's destiny. Jonathan's behavior, 
moreover, is incomprehensible to him: David stands in the way of the estab
lishment of his (Jonathan's) kingship, and yet Jonathan is "in league" with 
him. See further the COMMENT. 

36. And as the lad ran, he shot the arrow. Hebrew hanna'ar rii~ wehii' yiira 
hal:ze~i. a sequence of perfect verbs suggesting rapid succession: "As soon as 
the lad began to run, he shot the arrow .... "See the first NoTE at 9 :5. 

40-42. This is further expansion from the author of vv 11-17,23, renewing 
the theme of David's pledge to Jonathan and his descendants ( 42b). It has 
been clear all along that if Jonathan signaled bad news, David was to flee im
mediately (v 22). Indeed, if it was going to be possible for the two men to 
meet and talk as they do here, there would have been no need for the elabo
rately planned signals in the first place! 

42. For. Hebrew 'aser, on this use of which see the NOTE at 15:15. 

COMMENT 

After the narrow escape through his bedroom window David seeks out 
Jonathan, whose intervention reconciled him to Saul on a previous occa
sion (18 :28-29a; 19: 1-7); but this time Jonathan has heard nothing of his 
father's hostility and refuses to believe it. He is, however, as willing as 
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ever to do what he can for David, and he agrees to David's request that he 
sound Saul out at the Feast of the New Moon, which begins on the follow
ing day. David is to hide and Jonathan-this part is his own contribution 
to the scheme-will signal him in a sham archery session as soon as he 
learns his father's mind. David's worst fear proves true: Saul avows his 
determination to have David's life and accuses Jonathan of conspiracy 
(v 30). The signal for bad news is given (v 37, cf. 22), and David departs, 
never to return to Saul's service. 

In its present form this story serves as a vehicle for expressing a theme 
of little importance here but of considerable interest in the larger narrative 
in which our complex of stories about David's rise to power has been 
joined to those concerned with his reign as king. In II Samuel 9 we learn 
how Jonathan's lame son Mephibosheth, who has escaped the Gibeonite's 
massacre of the descendants of Saul (cf. II Sam 21 : 1-6,8-14, which is 
chronologically prior to II Samuel 9; see the commentaries), comes to live 
with David, who receives him warmly, we are told, because he wants to 
"deal loyally with him for Jonathan's sake" (II Sam 9: 1 ) . The language is 
directly reminiscent of that in vv 14-15a of the present passage, which 
may be said to anticipate the Mephibosheth incident editorially. As ex
plained in the NOTES, vv 11-17 interrupt the flow of our narrative and 
seem to have been inserted, along with vv 23,40-42, by the hand that 
joined the history of David's rise to the subsequent material. The welfare 
of Mephibosheth was of special interest, since it was through him alone 
that the line of Saul was preserved and from him and his son Mica (II 
Sam 9: 12) an important Israelite family was descended (cf. I Chron 
8:35-40; 9:41-44). It was the purpose of the author of these verses, who 
was probably the Josianic historian himself (cf. the COMMENT on § 
XXN-A and see LITERARY HISTORY in the Introduction, esp. pp 16-17), 
to show that the survival of the house of Saul was the direct consequence 
of an act of "loyalty" (l:iesed) by David, stemming from his old attach
ment to Jonathan. 

But if, as we have implied, the theme of David's future loyalty to 
Jonathan's family was not an original part of the present story, what were 
the chief ideas the story carried in its unexpanded form? That is, what 
contribution did it make to the old narrative of David's rise to power? A 
number of things may be listed in answer to these questions. First of all, 
we should note that the previously developed theme of the attachment of 
Saul's own household to David is brought to maturity here as the king's 
son is presented as the agent of David's preservation. Seen in connection 
with the Michal episode and his own previous intervention on David's be
half, Jonathan's alignment with David against Saul here shows that the 
spontaneous allegiance David commands is stronger than the filial loyalty 
of Saul's own children; seen in connection with the Nob incident that fol-
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lows, it shows how the leading citizens of Saul's own kingdom are in
volved in David's escape. To this first theme a second is related. David 
does not act alone in his decision not to return to Gibeah; rather he does 
so with the assistance and counsel of Jonathan. Moreover he does not go 
willingly but is forced to flee by Saul's animosity. This episode, in other 
words, falsifies any charge that David left Saul's service out of disloyalty 
or a desire for personal gain; see "The History of David's Rise" in the In-
troduction (LITERARY HISTORY). . 

Yet another theme to be mentioned in this context is that of Saul's fear 
of David, an old theme which takes on a new dimension here. Verse 31 
shows that Saul is now aware not only that his own position is threaten.ed 
by David's popularity but also that Jonathan's is; that is, Saul now knows 
that David stands in the way of his establishment of a dynasty. The impli
cation of this awareness is important: it will not suffice for Saul to drive 
David away where he cannot be a rival to the throne durin$ Saul's own 
lifetime, for as long as David is alive the danger will continue to exist that 
he might become king when Saul dies. This sets up the pattern of the sto
ries that follow. David has left Gibeah, but his troubles with Saul are not 
at an end. The king believes he must pursue him and will do so relent
lessly and obsessively. And in this unceasing pursuit a number of other 
lives will become inextricably involved, for better or, as we are about to 
see, for worse. 



xxxr. DAVID AND THE PRIEST OF NOB 
(21 :2-10) 

21 2 David went to Ahimelech, the priest, at Nob, and Ahimelech 
came trembling out to meet [him]. "Why have you come alone?" he 
said. "There is no one with you." 

3 David said to the priest, "The king charged me with an errand 
and said to me, 'Let no one know of the errand upon which I am 
sending you, the one with which I have charged you.' So I have made 
an appointment with [my] servants for a certain place. 4 Now then, 
there are five loaves of bread in your possession. Give me whatever 
can be found!" 

5 "There is no common bread in my possession," said the priest in 
reply to David. ''There is only holy bread. If [your] servants have 
kept themselves from women, you may eat of it." 

6"We have abstained from women!" David told him in reply. "In 
the past whenever I have marched out, each of [my] servants has 
been consecrated, even if it was an ordinary journey. How much more 
so today when [our journey] is consecrated at arms!" 7 So the priest 
gave him the holy [bread], for there was no bread there except the 
Bread of the Presence that had been removed from before Yahweh to 
be replaced with hot bread at the time it was taken away. 

s Now one of Saul's servants was there that day, detained before 
Yahweh. His name was Doeg the Edomite, the chief of Saul's runners. 

The Sword of Goliath 

9 Then David said to Ahimelech, "Is there a spear or sword here in 
your possession? I brought neither my sword nor my armor with me, 
for the king's business was urgent." 

IO "The sword of Goliath, the Philistine you slew in the Valley of 
the Terebinth, is behind an ephod," said the priest. "If you want to 
take that one, take it! For there is no other but it here." 

"There is none like it!" said David. "Give it to me!" 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

21 2. Ahimelech So MT, LXXL ('l;zymlk). LXXB = 'bymlk, "Abimelech." 
3. to the priest So LXXB, 4QSamb. MT (cf. LXXAL): "to Ahimelech the 

priest." 
an errand So MT. LXX adds "today." 
Let no one know of the errand So LXX<BA) (= 'ys 'l yd' 't hdbr). MT: 

'ys 'l yd' m'wmh 't hdbr, "Let no one know anything about the errand." 
I have made an appointment MT ywd'ty is unparalleled and offers no 

defensible translation (hardly, "I appointed"; GK §55b). Instead read y'dty 
with 4QSamb (cf. LXX). 

a certain So MT: piny 'lmwny. LXX seems to render the rare (Ruth 4:1; 
II Kings 6:8) expression twice: 1. (en to topo) to legomeno theou pistis, as if 
piny 'l 'mwnh, "a certain place of God in faithfulness" (?); 2. phellanei 
maemonei, a (slightly corrupt) transcription. 

4. there are Read yes with LXX8 • MT: mh ys, "what is there (in your 
custody? Five loaves of bread?)" LXXAL, Syr. = "If there are .... " 

Give me whatever can be found! Reading tnh bydy hn~ with LXX(Bl, 
MT: tnh bydy 'w hnm.)'', "Give (them) to me, or whatever can be found!" 

5. common That is, l;zl, which is followed in MT by 'I, a corrupt dittograph 
which may be deleted with LXX, 4QSamb. 

For the last sentence MT has 'm n.fmrw hn'rym 'k m'sh, "If only (your) ser
vants have kept themselves from women-" LXXBL, 4QSamb omit 'k, "only," 
and supply the missing apodosis. Thus 4QSamb: [ ] riz'sh w'kltm mmnw, 
"[ ] from women, you may eat of it," to which 'k ([']k) has been added 
supralinearly above w'kltm. One might argue for the shorter text of MT, but 'k 
seems to be a vestige of the longer reading. Perhaps the present shape of MT is 
the result of haplography (f!!'sh ... f!!mnw) and secondary correction. See 
further Cross, "Oldest Manuscripts," 172. 

6. We have abstained from women/ Reading ky (GK §157b) m'sh '.)'rnW 

on the basis of LXX< 8 >, alla apo gynaikos apeschemetha. MT: ky 'm 'sh '.)'rh 
lnw, "But indeed women have been kept away from us," which has equal claim 
to originality. 

In the past That is, tmwl wslswm; so LXXB(cf. L), MT: ktmwl wsl.fwm, 
"as in the past." 

whenever I have marched out LXX adds eis hodon = ldrk, "on a jour-
ney." Omit with MT. 

each of [my] servants Reading kl hn'rym with LXX<B>. MT kly hn'rym, 
"the weapons [a euphemism?] of (my) servants," is an anticipation of bkly, "at 
arms," below. 

7. So the priest gave him the holy [bread] So MT: wytn lw hkhn qds. 
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LXX<D> = wytn lw 'bymlk hkhri 't hpnym, "So Abimelech the priest gave him 
the showbread." 

that had been removed Reading hmwsr with 4QSamb for MT hmwsrym, 
which has been cast into the plural by attraction to the preceding word 
(pnym). 

8. one of Saul's servants MT (LXXL): 'ys m'bdy s'wl. LXXB = 'l;id-mn'ry 
S'wl. 

detained MT n'ir, rendered twice in LXX<Bl as zynechomenos, "con
strained," and neessaran, a transcription. 

the Edomite MT h'dmy (so LXXL). LXXB, OL = h'rmy, "the Aramean" 
(so Josephus Ant. 6.244). The similarity of d and r throughout the period of 
the transmission of the text renders the correct reading uncertain. 

the chief of Saul's runners That is, "the mighty one of the runners that 
Saul had": 'byr hriym '.fr IS'wl. This at least is the old suggestion of H. Graetz, 
which many critics have adopted (Budde, Smith); the reading hriYm is derived 
from 22:17. But textual support is lacking. MT has 'byr hr'ym 'sr IS'wl, "a 
mighty one of the shepherds that Saul had." LXX is obscure: nemon tas 
hemionous saoul, "keeper of Saul's mules" (so Josephus Ant. 6.244); as noted 
by Stoebe, the suggestion of P. A. de Lagarde to restore 'byl h'yrym on the 
basis of nemon tas hemionous (adopted by Smith) ignores the likelihood that 
nemon corresponds somehow to r'h. Evidently nemon and tas hemionous reflect 
originally distinct, alternative readings, viz. r'h s'wl and 'yry swl respectively, 
conflated in an ancestral text of LXX; 'byr is thus not represented at all. Only a 
scrap of 4QSamb is extant ( [ ]ril 'sr), but it is enough to show that in 4QSamb 
as in MT the possessive was indicated periphrastically ('sr lS'wl) and not by a 
simple genitive (s'wl). The primitive reading continues to elude us. 

9. Ahimelech So MT, LXXAL. LXXB: "Abimelech." 
ls there Reading whn hys on the basis of LXX ide ei estin in preference to 

MT w'yn ys (vocalized we'ln yes), which is unintelligible (cf. Driver). 
urgent Reading nl;iri for MT nl;iwi, which is without parallel; cf. also 

LXX. This suggestion seems first to have been made by A. Klostermann; it is 
supported by the fact that w and r were almost interchangeable in scripts of the 
third century s.c. 

10. behind an ephod So 4QSamb: '/;Ir 'pd; cf. MT: 'l;iry h'pwd (so LXXAL, 
Syr.); omitted in LXXB. There follows in all witnesses (including LXXB) a 
reflection of the reading lwfh bsmlh, "wrapped in a garment"; but this probably 
arose as a gloss on '/;Ir 'pd (on the assumption that the ephod was a garment; 
see the NOTE), which it displaced in the ancestral text of LXX and with which 
it was combined in that of MT. 
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NOTES 

21 2. Ahimelech, the priest, at Nob. "The priestly city of Nob," as it is called 
in 22: 19, lay a very short distance N of Jerusalem in Benjamin, not far from 
Gibeah (Isa 10:32; Neh 11:31-32). Here the presiding priest who greets David 
is Ahimelech, son of Ahitub (22:9, etc.), the brother of Ahijah, Saul's chap
lain, and great-grandson of Eli, the priest of Shiloh (cf. the NoTE at 14: 3). 
Nob, then, seems to have inherited at least some of the authority of Shiloh after 
the fall of the latter (cf. the N OTB at 1 : 3 and the COMMENT on 4: 1 b-11 ) . See 
further below and the COMMENT on 22:6-23. 

came trembling out to meet [him]. Hebrew wayye/:lerad •.. liqrii.'t dawid 
(cf. 16:4). The reason for Ahimelech's apprehension is that David has come 
alone without his usual retinue of soldiers; perhaps he suspects that he comes as 
a fugitive. Although David quickly invents a fiction (v 3) to allay the priest's 
suspicion, the outcome of the episode in 22:6-23 will grimly vindicate 
Ahimelech's first reaction. 

5. common bread ... holy bread. Ahimelech has no common or "profane 
bread" (lelJem IJol) on hand, but there is always "holy bread" (lelJem qodes) 
in the sanctuary (cf. Exod 25:30). Verse 7 identifies this as the "showbread" or 
"Bread of the Presence" (le/:lem happanim), which according to Lev 24:5-9 
consisted of twelve cakes of pure wheat flour arranged in rows (hence it is also 
called le/:lem hamma'iireket, "row bread"; I Chron 9:32; etc.) on a table in the 
sanctuary. The offering was renewed on the sabbath, and the old bread could 
be eaten only by the priests (Lev 24: 8-9); so if David and his men are to eat it, 
they must at least be ritually pure. This, it seems, is the thinking of Ahimelech, 
who is especially concerned about ceremonial abstinence from sexual activity 
(cf. Exod 19:15). The incident is cited in the New Testament as an instance of 
an excusable violation of cultic regulation (cf. Matt 12:3-4; Mark 2:25-26; 
Luke 6:3-4). 

6. David reminds the priest that no pious Israelite soldier will touch a woman 
while he is on active duty (cf. esp. II Sam 11 : 11). Fighting men are conse
crated before battle (Josh 3: 5), and the camp is kept ritually pure (Deut 
23:10-15[English 23:9-14]). 

the Bread of the Presence. See the NOTE at v 5. 
8. Though hardly more than a parenthesis in the progress of the narrative, 

this verse has a crucial role to play. It gives a presentiment of what is to come. 
We are introduced to the skulking Edomite (probably a mercenary in Saul's 
employ; on Edom, cf. the Narn at 14:47) who will serve Saul as informer 
(22:9-10) and executioner (22:18-19) in the dark days to come. 

detained before Yahweh. Hebrew ne'~iir lipne yahweh. The detention is for 
some ceremonial purpose, no doubt, but the expression has no parallel in the 
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Old Testament (Jer 36:5 and Neb 6:10, compared by Driver, are both some
what different), and whether Doeg is undergoing some kind of "act of 
penance," as Hertzberg surmises, is uncertain. The verb ne'e1Far does occur in 
Postbiblical Hebrew with the meaning, "be detained (for religious reasons, at 
the temple or a festival)"; see Jastrow, 1103. Ernst Kutsch, in a general study 
of the verb ("Die Wurzel 'fr im Hebriiischen," VT 2 [1952] 57-69), argues that 
in Qal it may mean "refrain from work" and in Nip'al, "hold one's self back 
from work"= "take a holiday." Doeg, says Kutsch (65-67), was celebrating a 
holiday before Yahweh in the temple; it was thus a special day, as evidenced by 
the fact that the Bread of the Presence had been put out. 

the chief of Saul's runners. Hebrew 'abblr hiiriifim 'iiSer lesii'Ul (see the Tex
tual Note). For 'abbir, "bull, stallion," hence, "leader, chief," see P. D. Miller, 
"Animal Names as Designations in Ugaritic and Hebrew," UF 2 (1970) 
180-181; for the king's "runners" or palace guard, see the NOTE at 8: 11. 

10. The last we heard of Goliath's weapons was the notice in 17: 54 to the 
effect that David kept them in his own tent after the duel in the Valley of the 
Terebinth (17:lff). 

behind an ephod. On the ephod as a priestly garment see the NOTE at 14:3. 
Here and in certain other passages, however, it seems unlikely that any kind of 
vestment is meant. In Judges 8, for example, it is said that Gideon fashioned 
out of reworked golden earrings and other jewelry (cf. Exod 32:2-4) an ephod 
that is condemned in the language of apostasy and idol worship, viz. "and all 
Israel played the harlot after it there, and it became a snare to Gideon and his 
house" (Judg 8:27; cf. Ps 106:36,39; etc.). Elsewhere, too, the ephod is often 
associated with teraphim (Judg 17:5; 18:14-20; Hosea 3:4), the household 
"gods" described in the NoTE at 19:13. It is possible, then, that the ephod that 
appears here in the temple at Nob is some kind of object of veneration, perhaps 
even a divine image. 

COMMENT 

David obtains food and arms from Ahimelech, the chief priest at the sanc
tuary of Nob. Thus the religious establishment of Saul's kingdom is also 
involved in the preservation of David's life, a further development of the 
theme already examined in the CoMMENT to the last section. But there is 
an important difference here. Unlike Michal or Jonathan, Ahimelech does 
not knowingly abet David's escape from Saul;1 rather he acts under decep
tion, believing David's claim to be upon a royal errand. This state of 
affairs points ahead to the indebtedness that David, when he discovers 

1 Note, however, that Abiathar's later participation in David's affairs is willing and 
aware, so that the theme of the conscious contribution of the priesthood to David's 
rise is not really clouded by what we see here. 
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what hideous fruit his deception has borne, will acknowledge to the sole 
survivor of the Nob priesthood. But the grim sequel to this interview, 
which the frightened priest of the present passage seems to anticipate, is 
described in 22:6-23, and our commentary on the entire incident and its 
significance in the thematic development of the larger narrative may be re-
served until then. -
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XXXII. DAVID THE FUGITIVE: A MISCELLANY 
( 21 : 11 -22 : 5 ) 

21 11 On that same day David arose and fled from Saul. 

In Gath 

He went to Achish, king of Gath. 12 But the servants of Achish 
said, "Is this not David, the king of the land? Is it not of him that they 
sing in their dances, saying: 

Saul has slain his thousands, 
And David his ten thousands?" 

13 As David pondered these words, he became greatly afraid of 
Achish, king of Gath. 14 So he disguised his judgment when in sight of 
them and feigned madness while in their custody. He spat upon the 
doors of the gate and let the slaver run down his beard. 

15 Then Achish said to his servants, "You can see that he is a mad
man, so why do you bring him to me? 16 Am I so in need of madmen 
that you must bring this one to throw fits for me? Should this fellow 
come into my house?" 

At the Stronghold of Adullam 

22 1 David departed from there and escaped to the stronghold of 
Adullam. When his brothers and [the men of] his father's house 
heard, they came down to him there. 2 To him gathered every man in 
difficulties and every man sought by a creditor and every man with a 
bitter spirit, and he became their commander. About four hundred 
men were with him. 

In Mizpeh of Moab 

3 From there David went to Mizpeh of Moab and said to the king 
of Moab, "Let my father and mother remain with you until I learn 
what God is going to do with me." 4 So he left them with the king of 
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Moab, and they lived with him all the time that David was in [his] 
stronghold. 

5 But Gad, the prophet, told David, "Do not remain in Mizpeh! Go! 
Make your way to the land of Judah!" So David left and went to the 
Forest of Hereth. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

21 11. He went So MT. LXX: "David went. ... " 
Achish MT: 'akis. LXXB: anchous. LXXL: akchous. See the Norn. 
14. So he disguised Reading wyfoh, lit. "And he altered," on the basis of 

LXX kai elloiosen. MT has wy.l'nw, "And he altered it/ him . ... " Cf. Ps 34: 1. 
his judgment So MT: 't J'mw. LXX (cf. Vulg.) to prosopon autou seems 

to reflect 't pnyw, "his appearance." 
in sight of them So MT: b'ynyhm, lit. "in their eyes." LXX is slightly 

different: enopion autou = lpnyw, "in his (Achish's) presence." 
and feigned madness That is, wythll (MT), evidently rendered twice by 

LXXCBJ (which provides two translations for the rest of the verse), as kai 
prosepoiesato, "and pretended," and kai parephereto, "and misled." 

in their custody So MT (bydm, lit. "in their hand"). LXX<BJ: ( 1) en te 
hemera ekeine = bywm hhw', "on that day"; (2) en tais chersin autou, "in his 
(Achish's) hands." 

He spat Reading wayyatop. MT has wytw, "and he scribbled (?)," but 
the correct reading is reflected by LXX kai etympanizen, "and he drummed," 
representing wytp, which however should probably be referred not to tpp, "beat 
the drum," but rather to tpp, "spit," which, though unattested in Biblical He
brew (but cf. topet, "spitting," in Job 17:6), occurs in (Talmudic) Aramaic. 
The second rendering of LXX, kai epipten, seems to reflect wypl, "and he fell." 

the gate So MT (h:f'r) and LXX in its second rendering (the first reflects 
h'yr, "the city." Cf. the confusion of the same words in 9:14,18.). 
22 1. and escaped So MT (wymlf). LXX: "and escaped and came (wymlt 
wyb'). 

the stronghold MT (so LXX, etc.) has m'rt, "the cave," but in view of vv 
4,5 Wellhausen is probably correct in suggesting an emendation to mfdt, "the 
stronghold" (a correction to be made in II Sam 23 : 13 = I Chron 11 : 15 as 
well). 

and [the men of] his father's house So LXXB. MT, LXX:AL: "and all [the 
men of] his father's house." 

3. remain MT has yf', "let (them) go forth," which is inappropriate to the 
context. We might read yhy, "let (them) be" (cf. LXX) or ysb, "let (them) re
side" (cf. Syr., Vulg.), but MT is then difficult to explain. A better solution is 
to restore ynQ, "let (them) settle, remain," which Syr. and Vulg. might reflect 
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and from which MT is more easily derived. Cf. also wyn!zm in the next verse 
(see below). 

4. So he left them Vocalizing wyn!zm (which is read by all versions) as 
wayyann'ifzem with Targ., Syr. (Wellhausen, Driver). MT understands it as 
wayyanfzem, "so he led them," and LXX as wayna!zem, "So he consoled . ... " 

in [his] stronghold So MT: bmfwdh. LXX en te perioche, "in the circum
scribed place," represents bm.pvrh, "in (his) bulwark" (so also v 5). Syr. (here 
and in v 5) = bmfph, "in Mizpeh." 

5. in Mizpeh Reading b~ph (cf. Syr. here and in the preceding verse) de
spite MT, LXX b~wdh, "in the stronghold"; Adullam was certainly a part of 
Judah (Josh 15:33-35). Here we follow the suggestion of Klostermann (so 
Budde, Smith). 

and went So MT. LXX adds "and settled (in)." 
the Forest So MT (y'r). LXX: "the City"(= 'yr). 
Hereth MT fzdret. LXX<B>: sareik. Josephus (Ant. 6.249): sarin (i.e. 

saris). 

NOTES 

21 11. that same day. Viz. the day of David's interview with Ahimelech, 
priest of Nob, described in 21 :2-10. The material that follows in this section 
gives brief reports of three episodes in David's life as a fugitive from Saul's 
court. 

Achish, king of Gath. The Philistine city of Gath (Tell e~-Safi?; see the 
NOTE at 5:8) lay some 23 miles WSW of Nob, as the crow files. Why David 
should enter Philistine territory at this point is unclear, but as we shall see (cc 
27; 29), he will later have much more extensive dealings with Achish, the local 
ruler. Like "Goliath" (cf. the NOTE at 17 :4a) the name "Achish" ('iikis) seems 
to be "Philistine" in origin; that is, it may belong to an originally Aegean-West 
Anatolian onomasticon. According to T. C. Mitchell (AOTS, 415) it "is found 
in a list of what are described as kftiw [Cretan] names on an Egyptian school 
writing-board probably of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and is probably cognate 
with Anchises, the name, according to Homer, of a Trojan, the father of 
Aeneas." 

12. David is immediately recognized by the Gittites, who because of his 
exploits and popular acclaim (cf. 18:7) call him "king of the land." Hertzberg 
explains that "the title, chosen by non-Israelites and enemies, is once again 
meant to underline the fact that the divine plan is inviolably bound up with 
David." Nevertheless the title melek hii'iiret, "king of the land," is a surprise; 
perhaps it simply connotes "local chieftain" her~its only occurrence in the 
singular in Biblical Hebrew-as it does in plural form elsewhere (cf. esp. Josh 
12: 1, 7) . In other words the Philistines, though they do not mistake David for 
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"the king of the Hebrews" (as they might have described Saul), are unaware of 
his true status and assume on the basis of his reputation that he is a local ruler 
of some kind. 

13, 14. David realizes that once recognized he is in mortal danger from the 
Philistines, upon whom he has personally inflicted so much grief, and adopts 
th'e desperate stratagem of pretending to be insane. 
22 1. the stronghold of Adullam. A IO-mile journey ESE from Gath, Adullam 
(modem Tell esh-Sheikh MadhkO.r) was a Judahite fortress city that lay some 
16 miles SW of Jerusalem in the Shephelah (Josh 15:33-35; cf. II Chron 
11:7). The stronghold of Adullam (me~udat 'iidulliim; cf. the Textual Note) 
was probably a well-fortified hilltop like the stronghold of. Zion (II Sam 
5: 7 = I Chron 11: 5; cf. II Sam 5: 9); it served David as a base of operations 
later in his career as well (II Sam 23: 13,14 =I Chron 11: 15,16; also II Sam 
5:7 [?]). 

2. every man with a bitter spirit. Hebrew kol 'is mar-nepes. The expression 
mar-nepes, "bitter of spirit," suggests embitterment and discontent, especially as 
occasioned by some kind of deprivation. Thus Hannah on account of her bar
renness is described as miirat napes earlier in 1 : 10, and the men of Ziklag are 
said to be miirti nepe'S over the loss of their children later in 30: 6; similarly the 
homeless Danites of Judg 18:25 are said to be "bitter of spirit," as are David 
and his followers in their flight from Absalom in II Sam 17:8 (n.b. the instruc
tive simile in this last passage: " ... and they are bitter of spirit, like a bear 
bereft [of its cubs] ... ").The point of the present passage, then, is that David 
becomes the leader of all those men who have suffered some kind of loss or 
deprivation that has left them embittered; he is now champion of the discon
tented, the disenchanted, and the mistreated. 

3. Mizpeh of Moab. On Moab, see the NoTE at 14:47. Mizpeh is mentioned 
nowhere else, and the site is unknown; presumably it was a Moabite royal city. 
The tradition that David sequestered his parents in Moab during his outlaw 
days is an odd one, but we should recall in this regard that tradition also at
tributed to his family Moabite blood through Ruth, David's great-grandmother 
(cf. Ruth 4:13-22). See further the COMMENT. 

4. in [his] stronghold. That is, at Adullam (cf. v 1 above). 
5. Gad, the prophet. An obscure seer associated with David's reign (cf. I 

Chron 29:29; II Chron 29:25), especially in the census episode (see II Sam 
24: 11-19 =I Chron 21 :9-19); it is surprising to find Gad with David this early. 

the Forest of Hereth. The area is mentioned nowhere else. Compare perhaps 
"Kharas," the name of a modern village near Khirbet Qi!a, which preserves the 
name of ancient Keilah (see the NOTE at 23 : 1 ) . 
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COMMENT 

The two parts of the Nob episode (21:2-10 and 22:6-23) were separated 
in the course of the compilation of the old narrative of David's rise to 
power by the insertion of the little medley of traditions that now stands as 
21:11-22:5.1 Of the three narrative scraps collected here only the notice 
(for it is hardly more than that) about David's recruitment of a band of 
followers at Adullam (22: 1-2) can be said to have an important place in 
the development of the larger story. The two other pieces-one about an 
early encounter between David and Achish of Gath (21: 11 b-16), the 
other about a visit to Moab (22:3-5)-seem to reflect unrelated traditions 
about David's early career that were included at this point for want of a 
better occasion. 

1) 21 :JI b-16. David is said to have gone to Gath after his departure 
from Nob. What he intended to do there we are not told-perhaps he 
wanted to enter the service of Achish, as he does later (27:lfJ)-but in 
any case he finds himself to be known in Gath as a Philistine slayer and so 
in danger of his life. The ruse by which he escapes is reminiscent of his 
trickery at Nob, and this provides at least some continuity between these 
two consecutive accounts. 

But what is the relationship of the present episode to the longer account 
in 27: l/J of a sojourn in Gath during which David actually serves Achish 
and is rewarded for his efforts? An uncritical answer would be that this 
first visit simply anticipates the second, which David will undertake in 
hope of a better reception; but the narrative in c 27 gives no hint that any 
previous visit has taken place, and the subsequent account, therefore, 
seems in no way to be dependent upon this one. Indeed, this passage 
might even be said to contradict the story of David's sojourn in Philistia, 
insofar as it shows how he and Achish failed to strike an acquaintance. It 
was the last point that led the older source critics to conclude that 
21: 11 b-16 reflected late, midrashic reinterpretation of 27 :lfj (Budde) or 
simply "an attempt to explain away the facts of history" (Smith). That is, 
the passage is, according to many scholars, a secondarily introduced "cor
rective" to 27:lfJ, where the future king of Israel is depicted in the em
barrassing role of a Philistine-hired mercenary. More recently the tend
ency among scholars has been to suppose that the episode had some early 

1 Compare the similar treatment of the Michal episode (18:20-21a,22-27 + 19:8-
17) and the (primary) story of David in the service of Achish (27: 1 - 28:2+29:1-
30:31). 
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traditional life of its own (Hertzberg) 2 from which it was co-opted into 
the sequence of events at this point by the compiler of the larger narra
tive. 3 

2) 22:1-2. At a rallying point in Judah, which will also be important 
later in his career (see the NoTE at 22: 1), David gathers a band of out
laws and malcontents. These men are fugitives and so can identify David's 
situation with their own; and insofar as they are all aggrieved in one way 
or another by the political system to which David seems to represent an 
alternative, they readily claim him as their leader. Note that two important 
things have now occurred: (1) David has returned to Judah, where he is 
among kinsmen; and (2) he has publicly assumed the identity of a fugitive 
or (from Saul's perspective) an outlaw. These developments prepare us 
for cc 23-26, which reports events from David's days as an outlaw leader 
in the countryside of Judah. 

3) 22:3-5. David takes his father and mother to Mo&b, apparently 
thinking they will be safer there until he knows what is going to become of 
him (" ... until I learn what God is going to do with me"). But why 
Moab? No doubt the Moabites would have been glad enough to assist any 
enemy of Saul, who according to 14:47 once defeated them in war; but 
subsequent materials suggest that they received no better from David 
when he became king (II Sam 8: 2; I Chron 18: 2). One clue to the solu
tion of this problem, which seems impervious to a full solution, must be 
the Moabite connections in David's family (for what follows, cf. the NoTE 
on "Jesse" at 16:1). According to Ruth 4:17-22 (cf. I Chron 2:11-12), 
Ruth the Moabitess was David's great-grandmother. Presumably, then, 
Jesse and his wife could claim some kind of a right of protection in Moab 
on the grounds of kinship. 

2 The arguments of Bi~ ("La folie de David") for an early cu/tic background to 
the episode have received little support; cf. also Grf2Snbaek (Aufstieg Davids, 
143-147). who makes a more modest, but still unpersuasive, case for a myth-and
ritual interpretation of the passage. 

3 Another intriguing but essentially unprovable hypothesis is suggested by the ru
bric to Psalm 34, a psalm of thanksgiving for deliverance from personal danger 
which has been ascribed to David and editorially associated with the present episode. 
The rubric reads: "Concerning David, when he altered his judgment before 
Abimelech [= Ahimelech; cf. the Textual Note to 21 :2], so that he drove him off, 
and he went away." The fact that Ahimelech appears here in place of Achish is gen
erally assumed to be the consequence of a simple error on the part of the author of 
the rubric, and it may be. But suppose it is a reflection of authentic tradition. It is 
easy to imagine that in an early version of the story of David and Ahimelech, parts 
of which are known to have been lost (cf. the NOTE at 22: 10), the interview con
cluded with David in danger. His lie may have been found out, so that feigning 
madness was the only way to escape. This part of the story may have been altered 
subsequently to preserve a bit of David's integrity vis-a-vis the priests of Yahweh. 



XXXIII. THE SLAUGHTER OF THE PRIESTS 
OF NOB 
(22:6-23) 

22 6 Saul heard that David and the men with him had been discov
ered. Saul was sitting under the tamarisk on the high place at Gibeah 
with his spear in his hand and all his servants standing about him, 
7 and he said to them, "Listen, Benjaminites! Is it to any of you that 
the son of Jesse will give fields and vineyards; is it from any of you 
that he will appoint captains of hundreds and captains of thousands; 
8 that you should all conspire against me, that there should be no one 
to teJl me that my own son has been in league with the son of Jesse, 
and that there should not be one of you who felt enough compassion 
for me to tell me that my own son has raised up my servant against 
me as a highwayman, as [he is] this very day?" 

9 Then Doeg the Edomite, who was presiding over Saul's servants, 
spoke up. "I saw the son of Jesse come to Nob, to Ahimelech, the son 
of Ahitub," he said, IO "who consulted God for him, gave him provi
sions, and gave him the sword of Goliath, the Philistine." 

11 So the king had Ahimelech, son of Ahitub, summoned with all 
his father's house, the priests who were in Nob, and they all came to 
the king. 

12 "Hear me, son of Ahitub!" said Saul. 
"Here I am, my lord!" he replied. 
13 And Saul said to him, "Why have you conspired against me with 

the son of Jesse, giving him food and a sword and consulting God for 
him, so he could rise up against me as a highwayman, as [he is] 
today?" 

14 In reply to the king [Ahimelech] said, "But who of all your ser
vants is as trustworthy as David, the king's son-in-law and the com
mander of your bodyguard, who is honored in your house? 15 Was 
that the first time I have consulted God for him? Far be it from me! 
Let the king not accuse his servant or anyone in my father's house of 
anything, for your servant knew nothing small or great of all this!" 
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16 But the king said, "You shall surely die, Ahimelech, you and all 
your father's house!" 17 Then the king spoke to [his] runners, who 
were standing about him, "Go around and kill the priests of Yahweh, 
for. their hand is with David! Though they knew he was a fugitive, 
they did not inform me!" But the king's servants were unwilling to lift 
a hand to sin against the priests of Yahweh. 18 So the king said . to 
Doeg, "You go around and strike down the priests!" And Doeg the 
Edomite went around and killed the priests that day-eighty-five men 
who wore the linen ephod. 19 The priestly city of Nob he also struck 
with the edge of the sword, man and woman, child and infant, bull, 
ass, and sheep! 

The Escape of Abiathar 

20 One son of Ahimelech, son of Ahitub, whose name was 
Abiathar, escaped and fled after David. 21 When [he] told David that 
Saul had slain the priests of Yahweh, 22 David said to [him], "I knew 
that day that [Doeg] would surely inform Saul. I am the one respon
sible for the lives of your father's house! 23 Live with me! Do not be 
afraid! He who seeks my life will seek yours as well! You are under 
my protection!" 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

22 6. on the high place So LXXBL(= bbmh). MT, LXXA, OL: brmh, "on 
the height"(?). 

7. and he said to them LXX presents a conflation of longer and shorter 
readings: ( 1) kai eipen saoul pros tous paidas autou tous parestekotas auto 
= wy'mr J'wl l'bdyw h111bym 'lyw, "and Saul said to his servants who were 
standing about him," followed by (2) kai eipen autois = wy'mr Ihm, "and he 
said to them." The first reading, which clumsily duplicates the last part of the 
preceding verse, appears alone in MT. The second, shorter reading is more 
likely to have been original and should be retained in the form given (with 
L:XXBA, ct. L). 

is it from any of you So MT: lklkm (for the translation, see the NoTE). 
LXX kai pantas hymas = wklkm, " ... and all of you (he will appoint, etc.)" 
may have developed because of confusion about the preposition. Alternatively, 
we might adopt the reading of LXX on the assumption that MT lklkm arose 
in reminiscence of the preceding lklkm (so Budde, Dhorme, Smith, Stoebe). 
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captains of hundreds and captains of thousands So L:XXB. In MT, LXXAL 
the order is reversed. 

8. one (2) ... who felt . .. compassion MT has /;llh, "one who was sick," 
which LXX ponon seems at first glance to sustain; but /;lmltm, "you have felt 
compassion," in 23:21 and its treatment in LXX (eponesate) favor emending 
MT /;llh to /;lml here (cf. Budde). 

as a highwayman Here and in v 13 reading l'rb with MT (cf. Syr.), which 
is to be preferred as lectio difjicilior to LXX eis echthron = l'yb, "as an en
emy." The forms of y and r were easily confused in scripts of the fourth and 
early third centuries e.c. 

9. servants So MT ('bdy). LXX has tas hemionous, "asses" ('yry), per-
haps under the influence of 21 : 8 (see the fourth Textual Note there). 

the son of Ahitub LXX, Syr. add "the priest." Omit with MT. 
10. God So LXX (cf. vv 13,15 below). MT has "Yahweh." 
11. Ahimelech, son of Ahitub MT, LXXAL add "the priest." Omit with 

LXX8 • 

his father's house MT byt 'byw. LXX = bny 'byw, "the sons of his fa
ther." 

Nob So (correctly) MT (nab). LXX8 : nomma (cf. v 19: nomba). 
12. "Here I am, my lord!'' So MT. LXX reflects "Here I am! Speak, my 

lord!" a simple expansion. 
13. as a highwayman See the second Textual Note to v 8 above. 
14. [Ahimelech] The name is actually supplied by MT, L:XXAL, etc. Omit 

with LXX8 • 

and the commander of Reading w.fr 'l, "and commander over," in prefer
ence to MT wsr 'l, "and the one who turns aside to"; cf. LXX (kai archon 
pantos = w.fr kl, "and commander of all"). Syr., Targ. also reflect .fr. 

15. or anyone in my father's house Reading wbkl byt 'by (cf. LXX). MT 
omits the conjunction. 

16. the king L:XXCB> adds "Saul." Omit with MT. 
17. for their hand Reading ky ydm (LXX, Syr.). MT ky gm ydm, "for 

their hand, too," is preferred by Stoebe. 
they did not inform me MT (ketib) is different: wl' glw 't 'znw, "they did 

not inform him" (lit. "they did not uncover his ear"). But read 'zny, "my ear," 
with LXX, MT (qere). 

to sin against the priests So L:XXBA: hamartesai eis tous hiereis 
kyriou = /hf lkhny yhwh. MT has lpg' bkhny yhwh, "to strike down the priests 
of Yahweh," which seems to anticipate v 18. 

18. Doeg In this passage the name is spelled dwyg in MT; previously, d'g. 
Cf. the NoTB at 21:8. 

the Edomite See the Textual Note at 21:8. 
and killed Reading wymt on the basis of LXX8 kai ethanatosen. MT has 

wypg' hw' . •. wymt, "and he struck down (the priests) and killed ...• " 
the priests Cf. MT. LXX: "the priests of Yahweh.'' 
eighty-five So MT. LXXBA; "three hundred and five." The smaller number 

is more likely to have been original. 
who wore the linen ephod Reading n.f' 'pwd bd (so MT). LXXCB> reflects 
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kl ns' 'pwd, "each wearing the ephod." LXX has lost bd by haplography after 
'pwd; kl is a simple expansion. 

19. At the end of the verse MT repeats lpy l;irb, "with the edge of the sword" 
(cf. L:XXAL). Omit with LXXB. 

21. the priests So MT. LXX: "all the priests." 
22. I knew that day that [Doeg] would surely inform MT has yd'ty bywm 

hhw' ky sm dwyg h'dmy ky hgd ygyd, "I knew that day that Doeg the Edomite 
was there, that he would surely inform .... " LXX reflects yd'ty ky bywm 
hhw' ky dwyg h'rmy ky hgd ygyd, "I knew that on that day that Doeg the 
Aramean, that he would surely inform .... "The first ky of LXX!B> is clearly 
superfluous and can be omitted with MT (cf. LXXL). The omission of sm, 
"(was) there," in LXX!B> shows it to be secondary, inserted to make a clause 
of ky dwyg h'dmy; LXXL solves the same problem by omitting the second ky. 
In fact MT is a conflation of longer (ky dwyg h'dmy hgd ygyd) and shorter 
(ky hgd ygyd) readings, of which the latter must have been original. Thus we 
read yd'ty hywm hhw' ky hgd ygyd, "I knew that day that he would surely in
form .•.. " 

I am the one responsible for Reading 'nky J:rbty on the basis of LXX ego 
eimi aitios (cf. Syr.) in preference to MT 'nky sbty, "I have gone around ..• 
(?) ." Cf. Driver. 

the lives of your father's house Reading bnps(wt) byt 'byk with LXXB. 
MT: bkl nps byt 'byk, "every life in your father's house." LXXL = bnpl(wt) 
bkl byt 'byk, "the lives of all your father's house." 

NOTES 

22 6. The curtain opens on the familiar scene of a ruler sitting in council 
under a sacred tree; as illustrated in the first NOTE at 14:2, this situation was a 
stock component of ancient Northwest Semitic narrative art. In the earlier epi
sode Saul's seat was on a threshing floor shaded by a pomegranate tree; here he 
is on the high place, and the tree is a tamarisk; but the picture is much the 
same. 

the tamarisk. A desert tree with small, fiat leaves covering delicately plumed 
and sprawling branches. A tamarisk marked the shrine of 'El-'olam at 
Beersheba (Gen 21:33), and Saul himself will be buried under another (cf. 
31:13). 

high place. Hebrew biimti (see the Textual Note), the local place of worship; 
cf. the NOTE at 9:12. 

Gibeah. Cf. the Norn at 9: 1. Saul has remained at his home and capital city 
while we have been following David's travels. 

7,8. Saul's "servants," that is, the ranking members of his court (see the 
NOTE at 8: 14), are Benjaminites and cannot, says Saul, expect to be treated 
with distinction in the court of David of Judah; specifically, they cannot hope 
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to be enriched by feudal grants and appointments (cf. the NoTEs at 8:11-17). 
Saul's point is that since these men have nothing to gain from David, they 
should not be abetting his rise to power, as it seems to him they are. On this 
passage in general, see also A. F. Rainey in Fisher, Ras Shamra Parallels 2. 
100-101, and bibliography cited there. 

7. ls it to any of you ... is it from any of you. Hebrew gam-lekullekem ... 
lekullekem. The subtleties of the grammar and syntax are quite important 
here: (1) as Stoebe points out, the force of gam is to stress the contrast be
tween the Bejaminites, who cannot hope for feudal grants, and (though they 
are not mentioned) the Judahites, who can; this is difficult to represent in trans
lation (Stoebe: " ... wohl auch euch allen ... "); (2) the meaning of Saul's 
words is enhanced syntactically by the emphatic first position of the repeated 
prepositional phrase lekullekem, the force of which our translation seeks to 
preserve in English syntax (contrast RSV: " •.. will the son of Jesse give every 
one of you, etc."); (3) le- in the second lekullekem requires the translation 
"from," as often in Northwest Semitic (cf. Rainey in Fisher, Ras Shamra Par
allels 2.100); cf. the Textual Note. 

8. has been in league with. Saul seems to have learned more about the events 
described in 19: 1-7. The verb used is karat, "make a covenant" (here used 
without berit, "covenant," as in 11:2; also I Kings 8:9 =II Chron 5:10), but 
Saul is referring to Jonathan's relationship with David in a general way-the 
formal covenant-making described in 18:3 (cf. 20:8) is not mentioned except 
in the late supplements to the text which are missing from LXX8 • 

9,10. Cf. 21 :2-10. We were notified of Doeg's presence in 21 :8. Here he is 
"presiding over" (niiiiib 'al) Saul's retinue; cf. the NOTE at 19:20,21. 

10. consulted God for him. In the account in 21 :2-10 we were not told of 
this part of David's interview with Ahimelech. For another interpretation, see 
Caird. 

13. Compare the language to that of Saul's accusation of his courtiers in v 8 
above. In his paranoia the deluded king sees conspiracy everywhere. 

giving ... and consulting. Hebrew betitteka ... we:fii'ol, an infinitive abso
lute in sequence after an infinitive construct, as in 25:26,33; see GK §113e. 

14,15. Ahimelech's defense is that in the past he has always believed David 
to be Saul's trusted servant and treated him accordingly; nor was he aware of 
the recent developments in David's relationship with Saul. When he gave David 
assistance, therefore, he assumed that he was doing so in accordance with the 
king's wishes. We might add to this that David deliberately deceived Ahimelech 
and in so doing sealed the doom of the priests of Nob. Cf. vv 21-22 below. 

14. the commander of your bodyguard. Hebrew far 'al miJma'tekii. In 
David's own court this position will be held by a certain Benaiah, son of 
Jehoiada (II Sam 23:20-23 =I Chron 11:22-25). The term miJma'at can 
refer to a city or state giving special allegiance to a king (as in the so-called 
"Moabite Stone," a royal inscription of Mesha, a ninth-century king of Moab: 
KAI 181:28; ANE'l8, 320-321, tr. W. F. Albright; cf. also Isa 11:14) or to an 
intimate circle of royal retainers, i.e. a king's bodyguard. 

17. runners. The palace guard; see the NOTES at 8:11and21:8. 
their hand is with David. That is, they are assisting David (cf. Jer 26:24), 

are in collusion with him (cf. II Sam 14:19). 
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18. The Edomite proves useful again. Saul's Benjaminite servants shrink from 
their lord's command, but Doeg, as a foreigner and (presumably) a non
y ahwist, has no religious scruple to prevent him from slaying the priests of 
Nob. 

the linen ephod. The uniform of priesthood; see the NOTE at 21: 18. 
i0-23. Hertzberg: "Whereas Saul is in this way alienating the pfiests, David 

gains possession of one, a 'real' priest, of the house of Eli. We must regard this 
as the focal point of the chapter." See further the COMMENT. 

20. Abiathar. See the COMMENT. 

22-23. David now realizes the consequences of his selfishness and deceit and 
acknowledges a permanent responsibility to Abiathar. 

COMMENT 

The consequences of David's deception of Ahimelech are described here 
in the darkest passage in the story of David's rise to power. Saul, now to
tally possessed by his own fears and suspicions, commands not only the 
massacre of the entire priesthood of Nob but also a pogrom against the in
habitants of the sacred city itself. The demented king, then, is again the 
villain of the piece; but this time David is also implicated, and by way of 
acknowledging his responsibility in the bloody affair, he undertakes the 
protection of Abiathar, a son of Ahimelech who has somehow escaped the 
carnage. 

The events recorded in this passage conclude the drama begun in 
21 : 2-10 and editorially interrupted by the materials in 21 : 11 - 22: 5. 
Viewed as a whole it divides naturally into three acts: ( 1) 21 : 2-10, 
David's visit to Ahimelech at Nob; (2) 22:6-10, Saul's consultation with 
his servants at Gibeah; and (3) 22:11-19, the interrogation and execution 
of the priests of Nob, also at Gibeah (with the slaughter of the citizens of 
Nob taking place offstage). The three acts are connected by the sinister 
figure of Doeg the Edomite, whom we saw lurking in the temple at the 
beginning of the story (21 :8), and who serves as informer (22:9-10) and 
executioner (22: 18) here in the conclusion. All of this is followed by an 
epilogue (22:20-23) describing Abiathar's escape and meeting with 
David.1 

It is in the epilogue that scholars have discerned the focal point of the 
narrative (cf. Hertzberg's remarks quoted in the Norn on vv 20-23). The 
story shows David acquiring a priest of Yahweh, who will be associated 
with him throughout the remainder of his fugitive days (23:6,9; 30:7). 
And at the same time that David is joined to a priest, Saul is left without 

1 Tho analysis above is essentially that of Grj21nbaek, Aufstieg Davids, 127. 
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one. His brutal act of reprisal, which is such a sacrilege that even the 
members of his own court shrink from it ( v 17b), will alienate him from 
Yahweh's priesthood forever; and in fact the priests are all dead, except 
the one who is with David. Probably, then, we should press the compari
son further. The narrative not only depicts David as one who will have the 
benefit of priestly counsel in contrast to Saul, who will not; it also depicts 
David as the protector and therefore preserver of the priesthood of Nob in 
contrast to Saul, who is its destroyer. 

The priest David protects, Abiathar, will eventually share the position 
of high priest with Zadok during David's reign as king (II Sam 20:25; 
etc.), until finally, having sided with Adonijah over the succession issue (I 
Kings 1 :7; etc.), he will be banished from court by Solomon after David's 
death (I Kings 2:26-27). This then is the "one man" spared at Yahweh's 
altar "to wear out his eyes and use up his strength," of whom the man of 
God foretold in the oracle in 2:27-36, and the slaughter described here is 
the fulfillment of the threat made there to Eli ("The days are coming 
when I shall cut off your descendants and the descendants of your father's 
house ... " [v 31]), insofar as the priests of Nob are his (Eli's) descend
ants (see the NOTE on Ahimelech at 21:2). So we can see that this pas
sage came to have an important function in the prophecy and fulfillment 
scheme of the Josianic history of the kingdom (cf. pp. 14-17 in the 
Introduction) with its emphasis on the election of Jerusalem and its 
priesthood and the corresponding rejection of Shiloh and the house of Eli 
(cf. the COMMENT on 2:27-36). 

Viewed as a part of the older narrative of David's rise to power, how
ever, the story displays a rather different emphasis. It is only in light of 
such passages as I Sam 2:27-36 and I Kings 2:26-27 that the theme of the 
rejection of the Shilonite priesthood can be detected here, and apart from 
the larger editorial framework, then, the passage is simply another part of 
the gradual exposition of the relationship between Saul and David. So to 
return to our earlier line of discussion, the account presents, as we have 
seen, Saul as the destroyer of the priesthood of Nob and David as its 
preserver, with final emphasis on the latter point. Since Nob is evidently to 
be thought of as the most sacred shrine of Saul's kingdom (or at least as a 
kind of official state sanctuary), 2 it would not be overstating the case to 
say that David is pictured here as saving the cult of Yahweh from formal 

2 See the interpretation of A. Alt, ''The Formation of the Israelite State," in Essays 
in Old Testament History and Religion (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968) 
251-253. Alt argues that whereas Shiloh had served all Israel in the days before the 
monarchy, "at the time of Saul the successors of the priests of Shiloh served a sanc
tuary at Nob, which not only lay in the territory of the king, who ruled in nearby 
Gibeah, but was actually controlled by him. Does this not also indicate an attempt to 
incorporate the remnants of the old institutions into the new organism [i.e. the 
monarchy]?" 
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extinction in Israel. In the coming episodes we shall see Saul chasing 
about furiously without priestly guidance-Yahweh hereafter will refuse 
to communicate his will to Saul in any accepted manner (cf. 28:6)
whereas David, with whom the remnant of Yahweh's priesthood is now 
living, will be presented to us as a man guided by the divine -oracle at 
every turn. It is the purpose of the next section of our story to make this 
last point clear. 



XXXIV. THE KEILAH EPISODE 
(23: 1-13) 

23 1 David was told that Philistines were fighting against Keilah and 
looting the threshing floors, 2 so [he] consulted Yahweh, "Shall I go 
attack those Philistines?" 

"Go!" said Yahweh. "Attack the Philistines and liberate Keilah!" 
3 But David's men told him, "Even here in Judah we are afraid. 

How much more so if we go to Keilah deep in the recesses of the Phil
istines!" 4So David consulted Yahweh again. 

"Arise!" said Yahweh in reply to him. "Go down to Keilah, for I 
shall deliver the Philistines into your power!" s So David and his men 
went to Keilah and fought against the Philistines. He drove off their 
cattle and inflicted a great defeat on them. Thus David liberated the 
inhabitants of Keilah. 

6 (Now when Abiathar, son of Ahitub, fled to David, he had gone 
down with David to Keilah, taking an ephod with him.) 

7 When Saul was told that David had gone to Keilah, [he] thought, 
"God has shut him up in my hand, for by going to a city with doors 
and a bar he has shut himself in!" 8 So Saul summoned the entire 
army to war, to go down to Keilah and besiege David and his men. 

9 When David realized that Saul was devising evil against him, he 
said to Abiathar, the priest, "Bring the ephod!" 10 Then David said, 
"O Yahweh, god of Israel! Your servant has heard that Saul seeks to 
come to Keilah and destroy the city on my account! 11 Now then, will 
Saul come down as your servant has heard? 0 Yahweh, god of Israel! 
Inform your servant!" 

"He will come down," said Yahweh. 
12 Then David asked, "Will the lords of Keilah hand me and my 

men over to Saul?" 
"They will hand you over," said Yahweh. 
13 So David and his men (about six hundred men) arose and de

parted from Keilah to wander where they might. When Saul was told 
that David had escaped, he gave up the march. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

23 1. looting So MT: ssym. LXX has two corresponding words, viz. diar
pazousin, "plundering," and katapatousin, "tramping down." Rather than ren
dering the same Hebrew original twice (Budde), these probably reflect the al
ternative readings ssym (so MT) and spym, "treading upon." See the Textual 
Note to 17:53. 

2. said Yahweh MT, LXXAL, Syr. add "to David." Omit with LXX8 • 

the Philistines So MT, LXXL. LXX8 has "those Philistines," as above. 
and liberate So MT ( whws't). LXX <BLJ: kai pataxeis = whkyt, "and at

tack," as above. 
3. deep in the recesses MT has 'l m'rkwt, "to/ against the ranks" (cf. c 17 

passim); but this is not corroborated by LXX, and we expect a geographical 
designation to contrast expressly with "here in Judah." The evidence of LXX is 
confusing: LXXB eis ta sky/a, "to the booty"; LXXL eis tas koiladas, "to the 
hollow places"; LXXMss tas koilias, "to the cavities/bowels"; etc. Evidently all 
of these are inner-Greek corruptions of something like eis tas koilas, "to the 
hollow places/valleys." All of this may point to some such reading as 'l 'mqy, 
"to the valleys," or more likely (in view of MT) 'l yrkty, "to the deep 
recesses/remote places," which is here adopted. (Contrast Wellhausen's more 
radical solution, which considers eis ta skyla a corrupt duplicate rendering of 
q'lh, "to Keilah," from which the other LXX readings also arose.) In any case 
the LXX addition at the end of the verse is to be deleted with MT as secondary 
(eisporeusometha = nbw', "we shall go in"; as if, "How much more so if we go 
to Keilahl Shall we go into the recesses of the Philistines?") . 

5. and his men So MT (qere). LXX: "and the men who were with him." 
Cf. the Textual Note at v 13. 

against the Philistines At this point LXX adds kai ephygon ek prosopon 
autou, reflecting wynsw mlpnyw, "and they fled before him," evidently a simple 
expansion. 

6. to David ... with him The original text can be restored on the basis of 
LXX8 : pros daueid kai autos meta daueid eis keeila katebe echon ephoud en te 
cheiri autou, which reflects 'l dwd whw' 't dwd q'ylh yrd 'pwd bydw, lit. " ... 
to David, and he with David to Keilah had gone down, an ephod in his hand." 
The tradition behind MT (cf. LXXL) suffored a haplography of several words: 
'I dwd whw' 't dwd q'lh, after which yrd and 'pwd were transposed to allow for 

some such interpretation as " ... to David at Keilah. An ephod went down in 
his hand" (cf. Targ.). 

7. shut him up MT has nkr (nikkar), "treated him as a stranger," and 
LXX pepraken reflects mkr, "sold him" (cf. 12:9). The context suggests that 
the original was skr. The expression sikkar beyad, "shut up in the hand of," is a 
rare (only here and Isa 19:4) equivalent of siggar beyad, "enclose in the hand 
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of" (cf. 17 :46; 24: 19; 26: 8). Confusion of n and s was possible especially in 
scripts of the second century B.C., and confusion of m and s was extremely easy 
in scripts of the third through the first centuries s.c. 

9. that Saul was devising evil against him So MT: ky 'lyw s'wl mtirys hr'h, 
to which 4QSamb has been corrected by erasure (see Cross, "Oldest Manu
scripts," 173). LlO(B(ct. LJ reflects a differing interpretation and (perhaps) 
word order: hoti ou parasiopa saoul peri autou ten kakian ( = ky [I'] htirys 
s'wl 'lyw hr'h), "that Saul would not pass over the evil concerning him in si
lence" (the intrusive negative arising from misunderstanding of the uncommon 
word mf:irys, "devising," as "keeping silent about"). 

he said So MT. L:XX (and probably 4QSamb; see Cross, "Oldest Manu
scripts," 173): "David said." 

the ephod LXX (and probably 4QSamb; see Cross, "Oldest Manuscripts," 
173) adds "of Yahweh." Omit with MT. 

11,12. These verses are corrupt in all witnesses except (apparently) 4QSamb 
(see Cross, "Oldest Manuscripts," 173-175). We read: llw'th hyrd swl k'sr 
sm' 'bdk yhwh 'lhy ysr'l hgydh l'bdk wy'mr yhwh yrd l2wy'mr dwd hysgrw b'ly 
q'lh 'ty w't 'nfy byd swl wy'mr yhwh ysgyrw. (1) At the beginning of v 11 MT 
omits w'th and has in its place hysgrny b'ly q'ylh bydw, "Will the lords of 
Keilah hand me over to him?" a dittograph from v 12 incorrectly inserted at 
this point. (2) L:XX8 reflects a similar fragment at the beginning (ei 
apokleisthesetai = hysgr), but in this case the intrusive words represent a "cor
rection" made after the loss in LXX8 of everything from the first wy'mr yhwh 
to the second in a long haplography (cf. Wellhausen). (3) The originality of 
w'th, "Now then," supported by L:XXBL and the space requirements of 
4QSamb, was already recognized by Budde. (4) The reading hgydh l'bd[k], 
"Inform your servant I" is that of 4QSamb (cf. LXX). It varies slightly from 
MT (hgd n' l'bdk, "Inform your servant!"), and there is no basis for choosing 
between them. 

13. and his men So MT, LXXL, OL. LXXB: "and the men who were with 
him." Cf. the Textual Note to v 5. 

six hundred So MT. LXX gives "four hundred" as the number, perhaps 
under the influence of 22:2 (Wellhausen), but there is uncertainty throughout 
the story (cf. 25: 13; 27:2). 

When Saul was told Represented variously by wl:f'wl hgd (MT, LXX8 ) 

and wygd IS'wl (4QSamb, LXXL); cf. Cross, "Oldest Manuscripts," 174. 

NOTES 

23 1. Keilah. The name is preserved in the name of the village of Khirbet 
Qilii, some 8 miles NW of Hebron, and the ancient site is Tell Qilii, just S of 
Tell esh-Sheikh Madhkur, ancient Adullam (see the NOTE at 22: 1). Keilah, 
though nominally a city of Judah (Josh 15:44), is here considered by David's 
men to be "deep in the recesses of the Philistines" (v 3), and the attitude of the 
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lords of Keilah as described in v 12 suggests that the inhabitants were not 
Judahite at this time. Evidently we are to understand that Keilah was an in
dependent city (like Jerusalem), which because of its location was important to 
both Philistine and Israelite interests. 

5. He drove off their cattle. An odd detail. Why would the Philistines have 
cattle with them on such a raid? Why is the capture of the livestock mentioned 
before the defeat of the owners? Perhaps the cattle were brought along to for
age for what was left on the threshing floors. David's first task would then have 
been to stop the destruction by driving the cattle away before proceeding to the 
battle itself. 

6. 1bis parenthetical verse prepares the reader for the appearance of 
Abiathar and the ephod in vv 9fj and also tightens the connection between 
the present episode and the foregoing material. Some commentators regard the 
verse as a redactional expansion. It is curious that no mention of priest or 
ephod is made in connection with David's consultations of Yahweh in vv 1-5 
above, and Gr{llnbaek (Aufstieg Davids, 153-154) takes this as e".idence for a 
combination of originally discrete traditions, one of them ( vv 1-5) concerned 
primarily with David's liberation of Keilah, the other (vv 7-13) interested in 
the Keilah affair only as a backdrop to the conflict between David and Saul. 
See further the CoMMENT. 

an ephod. That is, an instrument of divination (see the NOTE at 14:3). The 
answers received in vv llb and 12b below are essentially of the "yes" or "no" 
type, and we may assume that the Urim and Thummim are employed (cf. the 
NoTE at 14:40-42). 

9. Saul was devising evil against him. Cf. the NoTE at 24: 10. 
13. to wander where they might. Hebrew wayyithalleku ba'iiSer yithallaku, lit. 

"and they went about where they went about." Cf. esp. II Sam 15: 20: wa' iini 
holek 'al 'iiSer 'iini holek, "and I am going where I am going," that is, "when I 
go wherever I may go." For further examples of the idiom in Biblical Hebrew 
and related languages, see Driver. J. A. Soggin has argued for a translation, 
"'And they went where they were to go' or something similar, thus presuppos
ing plans and itineraries that had been established beforehand, just as the ter
rain required." See "wayyithall•ku ba'aser yithalliiku, 1 Samuel 23,13a," in Old 
Testament and Oriental Studies (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1975) 
235-236; first published in BeO 14 (1972) 78. 

COMMENT 

The subtitle of this section might be "The Value of a Priest." It illustrates 
the immediate significance of the events just described in the Nob story: 
for all of Saul's dogged pursuit, David, with a priest of Yahweh at his side, 
will never come to harm. The divine oracle is now David's ally to guide 
him into safety, and Saul can do no more than chase blindly and 
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hopelessly after him. So it is that David, finding himself in danger of being 
trapped inside the walls of Keilah after liberating it from a Philistine raid
ing party, is warned away in the nick of time by Yahweh's oracle under 
Abiathar's administration. 

A certain tension exists within the narrative here. Verses 1-5 seem to 
represent a complete unit by themselves. They present David as a kind of 
unofficial protector of Israel, or at least of Judah, who is instructed by or
acle to save Keilah. No mention is made of Abiathar. The unit ends with 
the concluding formula, "Thus David liberated the inhabitants of Keilah." 
Verses 7-13 describe subsequent events; the relationship of Saul and 
David, the overriding interest of the compiler of the larger narrative, is 
again at the center of attention. Abiathar now administers the oracle; in
deed, the parenthesis in v 6 seems designed specifically to smooth over the 
transition from vv 1-5, where the oracle is operated anonymously, to vv 
7-13, where Abiathar is in charge. 

It seems clear, then, that this section was produced when the compiler 
of the history of David's rise enlarged upon an existing bit of narrative 
about the liberation of Keilah-a story in which the oracle already played 
a part-in order to make his point about the value of an oracle priest to 
David at this particular juncture in the larger story, immediately following 
the Nob episode and David's acquisition of Abiathar (for Gr1<1nbaek's 
somewhat different interpretation, see the NOTE at v 6). Apparently we 
are to assume that David's alliance with his priest of Yahweh continued to 
serve him well, though our narrator will mention the oracle only once 
more (30:7). 



XXXV. JONATHAN'S VISIT 
(23: 14-18) 

23 14 David lived in strongholds in the wilderness; he lived in the 
hill country in the wilderness of Ziph. And although Salll sought him 
day after day, Yahweh did not give him up to him. 15 Still David was 
afraid because Saul had marched out seeking his life. 

Once, when David was in Horesh in the wilderness of Ziph, 
16 Jonathan, Saul's son, arose and came to [him] at Ho:resh and en
couraged him through Yahweh. 

17 "Do not be afraid!" he told him. "For my father, Saul, will never 
lay a hand on you! You will rule over Israel, and I shall be your 
second-in-command. Even Saul, my father, knows this!" 18 Then 
when the two of them had made a covenant before Yahweh, Jonathan 
went home and David remained in Horesh. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

23 14. in strongholds So MT: bmfdwt. LXX here and in 23:19 conflates 
transliterated (LXXB en maserem, LXXA en masereth, OL in masseret) and 
translated (LXX en tois stenois, "in the narrow places"; cf. OL) forms, all 
reflecting bmfrt. Cf. the second Textual Note at 22:4. 

in the hill country in the wilderness of Ziph So MT: bhr bmdbr zyp. As 
Cross ("Oldest Manuscripts," 174, n. 49) has pointed out, "There is exten
sive conflation of transliterated and translated forms of the names [in LXX] 
leading to some subsequent corruption. [But] critical restoration of the Old 
Greek makes clear that LXX and MT do not diverge significantly here .... " 
MT's order "in the hill country in the wilderness" (cf. LXXAL) is reversed in 
LXXB (en te eremo en to orei), which also appends after "Ziph" (zeiph) the 
phrase en te ge te auchmodei, "in the parched land," shown by 23: 19 and 26: 1 
(where zpym, "Ziphites," is rendered with a form of auchmodes, "drought
stricken"; cf. 23:15) to be another attempt to render all or part of the preced
ing words. 

Yahweh So LXX, 4QSamb. MT: "God." 
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15. was afraid because This is shown by v 17 to be the correct under

standing of wyr' ky (thus wayy"ira' ki), which MT, LXX treat as wayyar' ki, 
"saw that." 

in Horesh in the wilderness of Ziph We read bmdbr zyp b/;lrsh, "in the wil
derness of Ziph, in Horesh," with MT, as corroborated by Syr. and LXXL en te 
eremo te auchmodei en te kaine, "in the wilderness of the parched land./Ziph 
[see above], in the newness [b/;ldsh]." LXXD is different: en to orei to auch
modei en te kaine zeiph = bhr zyp b/;lds [again for bl;trS] zyp, "in the hill coun
try of Ziph, in the newness [Horesh] of Ziph." 

16. Yahweh So LXX, 4QSamb. MT: "God." 

NOTES 

23 14. in the hill country in the wilderness of Ziph. David has fled farther S 
into the Judean hills. The ancient town of Ziph (Josh 15:55) was perched high 
on the ridge of hills that overlooked the wilderness of Judah some 12 miles SE 
of Keilah; Tell Zip is ca. 5 miles SSE of Hebron. 

15. in Horesh. That is, in the Wood (b~oreSci). Most commentators point to 
modern Khirbet Khoreisa, ca. 2 miles from Tell Zip. 

16. and encouraged him through Yahweh. Hebrew way/;lazzeq 'et-yiido beyah
weh, lit. "and strengthened his hand in Yahweh." The expression "strengthen 
the hand" (/;lizzeq yiid) generally means "encourage," especially of the fearful 
(Neh 6:9; etc.), and it is used here to describe Jonathan's encouragement of 
his frightened (vv 15,17) friend; but as Judg 9:24 suggests, it also implies sup
port in an undertaking. In this case the pledge of encouragement and support is 
formally sanctioned beyahweh, "in/through Yahweh" (cf. v 18). 

17. I shall be your second-in-command. The tone of Jonathan's speech is 
reminiscent of his plea for his family in 20: 11-17 (see the NOTE there), an in
terpolation in the story of Jonathan's contribution to David's escape from 
court. Here Saul's sons acknowledges the inevitability of David's succession (cf. 
the second NoTE at 20: 13) and relegates himself to the position of "second-in
command" (miSneh; cf. Esther 10:3, where it is said that Mordecai was miSneh 
to King Xerxes). II Chron 28:7 suggests that miSne hammelek, "the King's 
Second-in-Command" was a formal title; it is listed there with ben-hammelek, 
"the King's Son, the Crown Prince," and negid habbayit, "the Minister of the 
(Royal) Household." 

18. Cf. 18:1-5 (§ XXIV-B); 20:8 and the NOTES there. 
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COMMENT 

Jonathan visits David at his wilderness hideout, encourages him, .and 
renews his pledge to him. As in 20: 11-17 Jonathan fully acknowledges 
David's future greatness, now adding explicitly that he knows David will 
be king and that he expects nothing more for himself than the position of 
second-in-command (cf. the NOTE at v 17). 

This passage should be read as a kind of preface to the first story of 
David's sparing Saul's life in 23: 19 - 24: 23. As we shall see, this first such 
story, when critically examined, proves to have been introduced second
arily and revised on the pattern of the second (26: 1-25), which once 
stood alone in the larger history of David's rise to power. The first story 
shares the spirit of the tale of David's duel with the Philistine champion, 
as well as certain other passages, including 20: 11-17,23,40-42 and 
25: 28-31 (cf. 18: 1-4) ; it is introduced with this account of a secret con
versation in the wilderness, which reasserts David's high destiny and 
Jonathan's willing complicity in the course of events, and in particular 
prepares the audience for Saul's climactic speech in 24: 17-22, especially 
20-21, where he accedes to the inevitability of David's succession. The 
present passage further provides that in the first story in which David 
spares Saul's life, David will be fully aware of his own future, thus height
ening the piety and mercy of his self-restraint. The formal beginning of 
this story follows immediately. 



XXXVI. ANOTHER NARROW ESCAPE 
(23:19-24:1) 

23 19 Some Ziphites went up to Saul at Gibeah to tell him, "David is 
hiding near us in the strongholds of Horesh on the hill of Hachilah, 
which is south of J eshimon. 20 Therefore whenever the king wishes to, 
let him come down! It will be our task to hand him over to the king." 

21 "May you be blessed by Yahweh," said Saul, "for feeling com
passion for me! 22 Go investigate again, and learn the place where his 
fleet foot is!" (For he thought, "Perhaps he is planning some trick
ery!") 23 "Watch and find out, and then I shall go with you. And if he 
is in the area, I shall track him down out of all the thousands of 
Judah!" 24 So they arose and went to Ziph ahead of Saul. 

David and his men were in the wilderness of Maon, in the desert 
south of J eshimon, 25 when Saul and his men came looking for him; 
and when David was told, he went down to a certain crag which was 
in the wilderness of Maon. As soon as Saul heard of this, he pursued 
David into the wilderness of Maon. 26 [He] made his way to the 
slope of the mountain on one side, David and his men being on the 
mountain's slope on the other side. As David was hurrying to get 
away from Saul, and Saul and his men were circling in on David and 
his men to capture them, 27 a messenger came to Saul to say, "Come 
quickly, for the Philistines have made a raid on the land!"; 28 so Saul 
turned back from his pursuit of David and went to oppose the Philis
tines. (It is for this reason that that place is called Sela-ham
mahlekoth.) 
24 I Then David went up from there and ensconced himself in the 
strongholds of En-gedi. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

23 19. Some Ziphites So MT: zpym. LXX hoi zeiphaioi suggests hzpym, 
"The Ziphites." This is followed in LXX by ek tes auchmodous, "from the 
parched land," which (as in 26: 1) is a second attempt to render hzpym (cf. 
the Textual Notes to 23:14 and 23:15), as if "Those from the parched land 
went up to Saul, etc." The basis for the representation of zyp by auchmodes is 
unknown. 

to tell him, "David ... " LXX legontes ouk idou daueid reflects l'mr l' hnh 
dwd, lit. "saying, 'No! Behold, David .. .'" which should surely be l'mr lw 
hnh dwd, lit. "saying to him, 'Behold, David ... .'" MT is somewhat different: 
l'mr hlw' dwd, lit. "saying, 'ls not David . . . '/' " 

the strongholds See the Textual Note to 23: 14. 
20. whenever the king wishes Reading lkl nps hmlk, lit. "according to all 

the desire of the king (to come down)," on the basis of LXX pan to pros 
psychen tou basileos. MT has lkl 'wt npsk hmlk, lit. "according to all the desire 
of your soul, 0 king!" But 'wt and nps, both of which can mean "desire," rep
resent a conflation of variants. 

to, let him come down That is, "to come down, let him come down!" So 
4QSamb: lrdh yrd. Surely the rare form of the infinitive (cf. Gen 46: 3) is orig
inal, despite MT lrdt. For yrd, MT has rd, "come down!" 

It will be our task Reading 'lynw with 4QSamb (cf. Smith). Compare MT 
wlnw, "And it will be our task . . .'' (but l- rarely has such force, for which we 
expect '/ [Driver]); LX:X pros hymas = 'lynw, "to us" (read with the preced
ing words). 

22. investigate Reading hbynw with Syr. and a few Hebrew MSS. MT has 
hkynw, "make firm" (cf. LXX kai hetoimasate, "and prepare"); but this no
where else means "consider" (or even "make certain") in a sense appropriate 
to this passage. 

and learn After which (wd'w) MT (cf. LX:XAL) adds wr'w, "and see," in 
anticipation of the next verse. Omit with L:XXB. 

the place Literally, "his place" (mqwmw). 
fleet MT has my r'hw, "Who saw him?" (thus MT: "and learn and see his 

place where his foot is! Who has seen him there?"), which though shared by 
Targ., Syr., is probably a corruption of mhrh, "quickly," as preserved in the 
V orlage of LXX (en tachei), on the basis of which we may restore hmhrh, 
"swift, fleet," with Wellhausen, Budde, Hertzberg. 

Perhaps Reading 'ulay (cf. LX:X: me pote), which is misvocalized in MT 
as 'elay, ''to me.'' 

he is planning some trickery MT 'rwm y'rm hw'; LXX = y'rm. There is 
no reason to emend to the plural (y'rmw, "they [i.e. the Ziphites] are planning 
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some trickery"); Saul is remembering how David evaded him at Keilah. See 
further the NOTE. 

23. Watch and find out MT, followed by LXXAL, Syr., here adds mkl 
hm/:ib'ym 'sr yt/:ib' sm wsbtm 'ly 'I [= 'I] nkwn, "in which of all the hiding
places he is hiding, and return to me assuredly [that is, 'with sure information'; 
cf. Driver] .... " All of this was missing from the Old Greek, as shown by its 
absence in LXX8 , where there is no apparent motivation for its loss. It may be 
an old variant of v 22a, which found its w:iy into the text at this point. In any 
case the shorter reading of LXX8 is to be preferred. 

I shall go So MT, OL. LXX8 "", Syr.: "we shall go." 
24. So they arose and went to Ziph So MT. LXX8 (cf. LXX"", Syr.): "So 

the Ziphites arose and went." 
Maon MT m'wn (ma'on); LXX"" maon (= m'wn); LXXB maan (= m'n). 

LXXL (te epekoo = sm'wn) and Josephus (Ant. 6.280: te simonos =sm'wn) 
adds to read the more familiar name sm'wn, "Simeon," perhaps partly under 
the influence of hysmwn, "Jeshimon," later in the verse. 

south of MT 'I ymyn. LXX kath' hesperan ek dexion seems to reflect a 
conflation of two slightly different readings, viz. 'I ym, "west of," and mymyn, 
"south of" (cf. 23: 19). 

25. looking for him Reading lbqsw, lit. "to seek him," with LXX. MT 
omits -w, "him," before the following word (wygdw). 

which Reading 'Jr on the basis of LXXln preference to MT wysb, "and 
dwelt." 

26. hurrying So MT: n/;lpz. LXX: skepazomenos, "covered" (= nl;iph?). 
from Saul LXX and certain other MSS add "and his men." Omit with MT. 
circling in So MT: '/rym, which has been questioned because of a misun-

derstanding of the situation depicted. Saul's men are circling around the moun
tain in an attempt to trap David, who is on the other side; see the NOTE. LXX 
has parenebalon ( = 'tym, "were dashing [at]"?); LXXL: pareplagiazon 
( = 'brym, "were crossing over [against]"?). 

NOTES 

23 19. on the hill of Hachilah ... south of Jeshimon. Neither of these places, 
mentioned also in 26: 1, can be located with certainty. The connection with 
Maon in v 24 below places the action somewhere Sand E of Hebron (see the 
NOTE at V 24). 

24. the wilderness of Maon. Maon, modem Tell Ma'in, ca. 8 miles S of 
Hebron, commanded the surrounding territory from atop a tall hill. David and 
his men were encamped to the E of the town in the desert. 

26. The tactical situation described here requires some explanation. David 
and Saul are both at "the crag" (hassela', v 25)-David and his men on one 
slope, Saul and his men on the other (miffad hiihiir mi:a.eh . . . miffad hiihiir 
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mizzeh). Saul's troops are "circling in on ('oterlm 'el) David and his men"; 
that is, Saul is advancing toward David around the mountain from both direc
tions in a kind of pincer movement. David, though "hurrying (nef:zpaz) to get 
away," is trapped and cannot hold out for long. 

27. The messenger arrives in the nick of time and David escapes. 
28. Sela-hammahlekoth. That is, sela' hammal;zleqot. This popular explana

tion of the name relates it to mal;llili5qet, which elsewhere in Biblical Hebrew 
means "division," as a formal division of the people or course of the Levites, 
and, at least in Postbiblical Hebrew (cf. Jastrow, 762), could also mean "dis
sension, strife; faction." The point then is either Crag of Divisions, "Saul and 
David there parting from the neighborhood of one another" (Driver), or Crag 
of Factions/Crag of Dissension, that is, the place where dissenting parties 
struggled with one another. Popular explanations aside, however, it is likely 
that we should think not of J;ialaq, "divide," but of l;zalaq, "be slippery, 
smooth," and that something like "Slippery Rock" (see BDB) or "Bald Moun
tain" (cf. Mount Halak [f:zalaq] in Josh 11:17; 12:7) was originally meant. 

COMMENT 

Saul pursues his fugitive son-in-law to a remote mountain in the wilder
ness of Maon, which becomes the scene of another close call for David. 
Just as Saul's troops, circling round the mountain on both sides in an 
effort to surround David's smaller force, are ready for the final assault, a 
messenger arrives (as if by chance but presumably by providential inter
vention) and Saul is called away to war. 

Viewed in broader perspective, this passage is to be read with 24:2-23; 
together they compose an account of how David spares Saul's life that is 
shaped on the pattern of another, older such account in 26:1-25. Verses 
19-24a of the present story can be seen to be an expanded version of 
26:1, the introduction to the story, and the continuation of 23:24a in 
24:2 corresponds to 26:2. See further the CoMMENT to 24:2-23. 

However, 23 :24b- 24: 1, in which the main action of the present section 
occurs, corresponds to nothing in 26: 1-25. It is an etiological narrative 
that preserves a traditional explanation of the place name Sela-ham
mahlekoth (see the NOTE at v 28). It may have been inserted quite late 
into the larger narrative, after the later expansion of which 23:14-24a and 
24:2-23 were a part; or on the other hand it may have already stood at 
this point in the older history of David's rise between the Keilah episode 
(23:1-13) and the (original) story of how David spared Saul's life 
(26: 1-25), having been incorporated into the retelling of the story. In any 
case, it now serves to retard the story begun in 23: l 9-24a and continued 
in 24:20 below. 



XXXVII. DAVID SP ARES SAUL'S LIFE 
(24:2-23) 

24 2 When Saul returned from his pursuit of the Philistines, he was 
told that David was in the wilderness of En-gedi. 3 So he took three 
thousands of men picked from all of Israel and went to search for 
David and his men upon the Wild Goat Rocks. 4 When he reached the 
sheepfolds beside the road, there was a cave there, and [he] went in 
to relieve himself. 

Now David and his men were sitting in the inner recesses of the 
cave, s and David's men said to him, "This is the day of which Y ah
weh said to you, 'I am going to deliver your enemy into your power, 
and you may do with him as seems good to you!'" So David arose and 
stealthily cut off the skirt of Saul's robe. 

6 Afterwards, however, David was conscience-stricken because he 
had cut off the skirt of [Saul's] robe. 7 "Yahweh forbid," he told his 
men, "that I should do such a thing to my lord, to Yahweh's anointed, 
to raise my hand against him! For he is Yahweh's anointed!" s David 
restrained his men with words and did not permit them to attack Saul, 
and Saul got up and went on down the road. 

9 Then David emerged from the cave behind [Saul] and called after 
[him], "My lord, the king!" When Saul looked behind him, [David] 
knelt down face to the ground and paid homage. IO "Why do 
you listen to the words of the people," [he] said to Saul, "when they 
say, 'David is seeking to harm you'? 11 This very day you have 
seen that although Yahweh delivered you into my power in the cave, I 
refused to slay you and looked on you with compassion. I said, 'I shall 
not raise my hand against my lord, for he is Yahweh's anointed!' 
12 Look, the skirt of your robe is in my hand! I cut off the skirt but 
did not slay you! Know this and see that there is no wickedness or 
perfidy in me. I have not sinned against you, but you are hunting me 
down to take my life. 13 May Yahweh judge between me and you! For 
Yahweh will give me vengeance upon you, though I shall not touch 
you. 14 As the proverb of the ancients says: 'From wicked men does 
wickedness proceed.' So I shall not touch you! 
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15 "After whom has the king of Israel marched out? After whom 
are you chasing? After a dead dog or even a single flea! 16But Yah
weh will be the arbiter and will judge between me and you. May he 
take notice and uphold my case and set me free from your power!" 

· 17 When David had finished saying these things to Saul, Saul said, 
"Is that your voice, David my son?" and began to weep. 18 "You are 
in the right rather than I," he told David, "for you have rendered me 
goodness and I have rendered you evil. 19 And today you have dem
onstrated how you treat me with goodness, in that Yahweh handed 
me over to you and y,ou did not slay me. 20 For when a man finds his 
enemy, does he send him on his way with goodness? So may Yahweh 
repay you in kind for the goodness you have done today! 21 And now, 
since I know that you will surely become king and that the kingship 
of Israel will be established in your hand, 22 then swear to· me by Y ah
weh that you will not cut off my descendants after me or blot out my 
name from my father's house!" 

23 So David swore to Saul, and then Saul went home while David 
and his men went up to the stronghold. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

24 3. he took MT: "Saul took"; LXX: "he took with him." The original 
had neither expansion. 

the Wild Goat Rocks So MT: ~wry hy'lym. The mistake in LXXB (ed
daiem/ saddaiem, "Saddaim"?) was corrected marginally to read tes theras ton 
elaphon (so LXXL), which agrees with MT. 

6. the skirt of [Saul's] robe Reading 't knp m'ylw with LXX against MT 't 
knp 'Ir lS'wl, "the skirt that Saul had." 

7. to my lord So MT. Omitted by LXX, perhaps by haplography before 
"to Yahweh's anointed" (l'dny lmfyl.z yhwh). 

8. restrained MT has wyis', which ought to mean "tore to pieces," and 
seems too strong even if taken figuratively. Can Is' mean "disperse" (KB)? 
Stoebe assumes a colloquialism in popular speech meaning to take away from 
someone the possibility of doing something. But wyis' remains dubious. LXX 
kai epeisen, "and he persuaded/prevailed upon," is little help (a guess from 
context?). Budde proposed wymn', "restrained"; this is the meaning we require, 
but can hardly have been the original reading. The formal similarity of s and q 
suggests wysq', "settled down, calmed," but the verb does not occur in Biblical 
Hebrew with exactly the sense required here. 
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to attack MT lqwm 'l (= 'l), lit. "to arise against." LXJCLCct. BA): "to arise 

and slaughter." 
and Saul got up and went on down the road Reading wyqm s'wl wyrd 

bdrk on the basis of LX:XB kai aneste saoul kai katebe ten hodon. MT: ws'wl 
qm mhm'rh wylk bdrk, "and Saul arose from the cave and went on his way" 
(cf. LX:XL). 

9. At the beginning of the verse we follow the text of LX:XB, which reflects 
wyqm dwd 'QryW mhm'rh wyqr' 'Qry s'wl l'mr, lit. "and David emerged behind 
him from the cave, and he called after Saul, saying .... " MT has wyqm dwd 
'bry kn wy,r' mn hm'rh wyqr' 'QTY S'wl l'mr, "and David arose afterward and 
went out of the cave, and he called after Saul, saying .... " 

[David] knelt down LX:X found it necessary in Greek (as it is in English) 
to make the subject explicit. Omit "David" with MT. 

10. the words of the people So LXX (= 't dbry h'm). MT has 't dbry 'dm, 
"the words of men." There is no basis for a preference here. 

to harm you So MT: r'tk, lit. "your evil." LX:X = npsk, "your life." 
11. I refused Reading w'm'n on the basis of LX:X kai ouk eboulethen. 

MT: w'mr (we'iimar), "He will say" (']), in anticipation of w'mr (wii'omar), 
"I said," later on in the verse. 

and looked on you with compassion Reading wtbs 'yny 'lyk, lit. "and my 
eye looked compassionately upon you" (cf. Vulg.: sed pepercit tibi oculus 
meus). Extant MSS of MT and LXX reflect the loss of 'yny before 'lyk 
(homoioarkton), and LX:X seems to have been adjusted to read w'Qs 'lyk, "and 
I spared you" ( kai epheisamen sou). 

12. Look The short, simple reading of LXX (kai idou = whnh) seems 
preferable, but how are we to account for MT w'by r'h gm r'h, "And, my fa
ther, see, yea, see!" Perhaps this a conflation of variants (w'by r'h and gm r'h) 
of which LX:X whnh is a third. 

I cut off the skirt So LXX<B> (ego aphereka to pterygion = 'nky krty 't 
hknp). MT is somewhat different: ky bkrty 't knp m'ylk, "For when I cut off 
the skirt of your robe. . .. " 

Know this and see So MT: d' wr'h. LXX reflects wd' wr'h hywm, "And 
know (this) and see today." 

perfidy MT ps', evidently rendered twice by LXX as asebeia, "un
godliness," and athetesis, "lawlessness." 

are hunting . . . down MT ~dh (~ode). The verb occurs elsewhere only in 
Exod 21: 13, which requires the meaning, "lie in wait for" or "hunt down (with 
malicious intent)." LXX desmeueis, "you would put (me) in chains," suggests 
~r (or less likely ~rr), a simple corruption of ~d (~iid), "hunting." 

14. the ancients It has long been conjectured that MT hqdmny, "the an
cient one," should be read as a plural, the final -m having been lost before the 
succeeding mrs'ym, and this is now supported by 4QSam•: [hqd]mnyym. 

15. At the beginning of the verse LX:X inserts, "And now .... " 
has the king of Israel marched out So MT. LX:X: "have you marched out, 

0 king of Israeli" 
or So 4QSam•: 'w (cf. LXX). Omitted in MT before 'Qry, "after." 
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16. May he take notice So LXX (= yr'). MT wyr', "and he will take no
tice." 

19. you have demonstrated LXX adds moi = li, "to me." Omit with MT. 
in that 4QSam• (cf. LXX) : 'sr. MT 't 'sr is reminiscent of the preceding 't 

'Sr. 
20. when a man finds MT's reading ky yin( 'ys, which has 'been ques

tioned (Budde, Smith, GK §112hh,N; cf. Stoebe), is now also represented by 
4QSam•: [ky' yin( 'Jys. 

his enemy Followed in LXX by en thlipsei, "in a tight place" ( = b,l'r?), 
perhaps reflecting a vestige of a variant of 'ybw, "his enemy," viz. ,l'rw, "his ad
versary"(?). 

may Yahweh repay you in kind So MT: wyslmk. LXX reflects wyslmw, 
"may Yahweh repay him in kind," a reminiscence of the first part of the verse. 

you have done today Reading 'sr 'fyth hywm with LXXB, as partly 
confirmed by 4QSam•, which ends the verse with hywm hzh, "this day." MT: 
t/;lt hywm hzh 'sr 'fyth ly, "in return for this day wherein thou has _wrought for 
me" (Driver). 

21. and that the kingship ... in your hand Space considerations show that 
the word order of 4QSam• agrees with that of LXX:L (wqmh mmlkt y.fr'I 
bydk) against MT and LXX:B (wqmh bydk mmlkt ysr'l). 

23. home So MT: 'l bytw, lit. "to his house." LXX reflects 'l mqwmw, "to 
his place," a simple variant. 

NOTES 

24 2. his pursuit of the Philistines. See 23: 27-28. 
the wilderness of En-gedi. En-gedi was the most important and permanent of 

the several spring-fed oases that lay in antiquity below the cliffs of the wilder
ness of Judah on the W shore of the Dead Sea (cf. Josh 15:62). The name is 
preserved in that of the modem village 'Ain Jidi, ca. 18 miles ESE of Hebron 
and ca. 17 miles ENE of Ma'in, ancient Maon, near which David was en
camped in the last episode. 

three thousands. Three units or contingents; see the NOTE at 4: 10. 
the Wild Goat Rocks. Hebrew ,!'Ure hayye'elim. "Although the site is not pre

cisely known, it was in the limestone wilderness near En-gedi . . . where ibexes 
are still plentiful." So L. E. Toombs in IDB, 4.843. 

4. to relieve himself. That is, "to defecate." MT's euphemism is "to cover his 
feet." 

5. the day of which Yahweh said to you . •.. We have been told of no such 
promise. 

5b-6. So David arose ... the skirt of [Saul's] robe. Some commentators pre
fer to relocate these verses after v Sa. Accordingly David's speech in v 7 would 
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be understood as a reply to the implied suggestion in v Sa that he slay Saul; 
then after having restrained his men he would proceed to cut off Saul's skirt. 
Other arrangements have also been proposed (for a full discussion, see Stoebe). 
It is difficult, however, to explain how such a displacement could have come 
into the text, and in the absence of textual evidence to the contrary we must 
reckon with the present arrangement. Nevertheless, Smith's suggestion 'that vv 
Sb-6 and 12 (or 12aba) are expansive (based on the spear incident in c 26) 
carries much conviction. See the COMMENT. 

Sb. the skirt of Saul's robe. Cf. 15:27-28 and the NoTE there. The situation 
here is not, however, the same. The piece of Saul's robe that David cuts away is 
to serve as proof of David's refused opportunity to strike down his king and 
thus of his loyalty to him (see v 12). 

6. David was conscience-stricken. Hebrew wayyak leb-diiwid 'oto, lit. "Da
vid's heart smote him"; cf. II Sam 24: 10. 

7. Yahweh's anointed, by virtue of his endowment of divine spirit (see the 
NOTES at 9: 16 and 10:6), was considered sacrosanct. To lay violent hands 
upon him was thus a sacrilege, indeed a capital offense (cf. I Sam 
26: 9, ll, 16,23; II Sam 1 : 14, l 6) . "Behind this, of course, lie the common primi
tive ideas of the mana-filled chief and medicine man surrounded by tabus. But 
in Israel the tabus and sacred character of the king have a different basis. In an
cient Israel, when a man was equipped with supernatural powers, it was 
thought that it was Yahweh's spirit that had 'come into him', had 'clothed itself 
with him', had been 'poured out into him', and the like" (so S. Mowinckel, He 
That Cometh, tr. G. W. Anderson [New York: Abingdon, n.d.] 65). Here and 
in c 26 David is presented as absolutely fastidious with respect to the sanctity 
of Yahweh's anointed, and in II Samuel 1 his outrage over the slaying of Saul 
is also absolute; the authors of the history of David's rise at every stage of its 
growth agree in admitting of no possibility that David was tainted by Saul's 
death. 

10. 'David is seeking to harm you.' Hebrew diiwid mebaqqes rii'iitekii, lit. 
"David is seeking your evil." The expression "seek (biqqes, daral) good/ evil" 
belongs to the formal language of relationships (see the NOTE at 19:4). Note 
for example Deut 23 : 7 (English 23 : 6), where Israel is instructed concerning 
Ammonites and Moabites that ''you must not seek their peace and their good 
(lo ridros selomiim we/obiitiim) all your days, forever!" (cf. also Esth 9:12); 
that is, Israel is forbidden to enter into any treaty or other formal relationship 
that will promote the welfare of these old enemies. More generally, then, one 
who "seeks the good/ evil" of someone else is formally and deliberately involved 
in the promotion or reduction of that person's welfare; thus in Neb 2: 10 the 
enemies of the Jews are described as displeased that someone (viz. Nehemiah) 
has come "to seek good for the sons of Israel (lebaqqes foba libne yisrii'el) ." 
So one who seeks another's evil is deliberately trying to endanger him (I Kings 
20:7); he is his enemy (Num 35:23). Compare also 25:26 below. 

15. a dead dog. Used elsewhere as a term of self-abasement (II Sam 9:8; cf. 
II Kings 8: 13 [LXX]) or, when referring to someone other than oneself, of 
contempt (II Sam 16:9); the emphasis seems to be more on insignificance than 
anything else. "Dog" or "dead dog" as a term of self-disparagement is found 
also in Akkadian letters of the Neo-Assyrian Sargonid period and in the 
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Arnarna archive (cf. CAD 8.72; note also the contemptuous expression kalbu 
balqu, "stray dog," in EA 67: 17); and "dog" is used the same way in the 
Lachish letters (see ostraca no. 2 [KAI 192), line 4; no. 5 [KAI 195), line 4; 
and no. 6 [KAI 196), line 3). 

a single flea. That is, a single flea upon the dead dog! Hebrew par'os 'el;zad is 
obviOusly another term of self-disparagement. To this use of 'el;zad compare EA 
202: 13 miyami aniiku kalbu isten, "who am I, a single dog ... ?" 

18-20. In reading these verses one must keep in mind what is said about the 
terms "goodness" and "evil" in the NOTES at 19:4 and 24:10 above. David has 
rendered to Saul "goodness" (haf{obrJ.), that is, favorable treatment consistent 
with their relationship, whereas Saul has rendered David "evil". (hiirii'a), ill 
treatment. David is legally in the right, Saul in the wrong; and Saul himself ac. 
knowledges this. For the expression "render (giimal) good/evil," cf. Gen 
50:15,17; Isa 63:7; cf. 3:9; Prov 3:30; 31:12. For "treat with/do ('iisa) 
goodness/ evil," cf. the discussion in the NoTEs at 19 :4 and 25: 30. 

21-22. Cf. 20: 13b-16 and the NOTES there where Jonathan acknowledges the 
inevitability of David's succession (also 23: 17) and enters a plea for his family. 
Here and in the companion piece in c 26 Saul is finally willing to admit the 
same thing, and like his son he exacts from David an oath of protection for his 
descendants. Note that Saul seems to acknowledge not only that David will suc
ceed him ("you will surely become king") but that David will also found a dy
nasty ("the kingship will be established in your hand"); and we must recall in 
this regard Samuel's words in 13:13-14 above. 

23. the stronghold. That is, at Adullam (22: 1; etc.). 

COMMENT 

Resuming his pursuit of David after the interruption mentioned in 23:28, 
Saul returns to the wilderness of Judah and, in obedience to a call of na
ture, happens alone into the very cave where the object of his search is 
hiding. David, whose presence "in the inner recesses of the cave" is com
pletely unknown to Saul, piously restrains the impulse of his companions 
to attack Yahweh's anointed and contents himself instead with a piece of 
the skirt of the royal robe. When Saul leaves the cave, David follows him 
out and calls after him, protesting his loyalty and offering the swatch of 
cloth in evidence. Seeing that David has refused an opportunity to kill him 
and in fact has protected him from harm at the hands of others, Saul is 
moved to aver the younger man's innocence and his own culpability. In
deed he goes so far as to acknowledge in words reminiscent of those of 
Jonathan at Horesh (23:17) that David will become king one day and to 
exact from David an oath of protection for his descendants, again in 
words that recall those of his son (20: 14-17). 

This is the first of two stories in which David refuses an opportunity to 
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take the life of his persecutor. Unlike the second, which is found in 
26: 1-25, this one is told in a highly tendentious way, recalling by its ex
pansive and flowery speeches the extended insults and threats of the tale 
of David's single combat with the Philistine champion in c 17, or the ear
nest entreaty of Jonathan in 20: 11-17, or (by way of anticipation) the 
prognostications of Abigail in 25: 28-31. David is portrayed as innocent 
and pious in the extreme in his fastidious treatment of Saul and elaborate 
professions of reliance on Yahweh. In contrast, Saul's depiction is com
pletely degrading. His role in the cave scene is ignoble, if not downright 
vulgar, and his own words in vv 18fj condemn his past behavior as unjust 
and indefensible. The certainty of David's succession is made explicit to a 
degree that the older narrative of David's rise consistently avoids, and the 
prediction of kingship is placed in the mouth of Saul himself. Saul's plea 
for his family in v 22, like the similar but longer plea made earlier by 
Jonathan (see the Norn at 20: 11-17 and especially the COMMENT on 
20: 1 - 21 : 1 ) , not only looks ahead to subsequent events (esp. II Samuel 
9) but also implies that the very survival of the house of Saul will be a re
sult of the generosity and mercy of David. 

This passage, then, belongs not to the older history of David's rise to 
power, but to the series of later expansions and elaborations that includes 
the overlay of the story of David and the Philistine champion (see the 
COMMENT on 17: ll-ll,32-40,42-48a,49,51-54 [§ XXIV-A]), as well as 
20:11-17,23,40-42; 23:14-18,19-24a; and 25:28-31. The growth of this 
section and its incorporation into the larger context seem to have been 
rather complex processes. As we have already seen (cf. the COMMENTS 

on 23: 14-18 and 23: 19 - 24: 1), 24: 2-23 should be read together with 
materials that precede it as a single narrative unit extending from 
23: 14-24:23. Viewed in this larger perspective the story shows clear 
signs of revision toward the pattern of the second (older) account of how 
David spared Saul's life in 26: 1-25.1 An expanded version of the intro-

1 The marked similarities between the stories in cc 23-24 (A) and c 26 (B) have 
been interpreted in several ways. The older source critics tended to regard one as 
derived from the other (usually A from B) in a purely literary way (cf. Smith; 
Wellhausen, Prolegomena, 264-265; etc.) or to explain the duplications in terms of 
redactional adjustment (cf. Budde, etc.). More recent scholars, working under the 
impact of the insights of form criticism, have preferred to think of a traditional 
source common to both accounts which developed in different ways in two locations 
(viz. En-gedi and Ziph); for a variety of reasons, especially the greater detail in parts 
of B, these scholars have often regarded A as an older, less developed version. The 
classic form-critical study is that of Klaus Koch (The Growth of the Biblical Tradi
tion, tr. S. M. Cupitt [New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1969] 132-148). While 
admitting the possibility of traditional sources lying behind both accounts (see 
below), the interpretation given here and in the NOTES stands closer to that of the 
older literary critics, who seem more persuasive for several reasons. The basic stories 
are really quite different, sharing only the common theme of David's respect for 
Yahweh's anointed when given the opportunity to slay his enemy. Certain elements 
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ductory notice in 26: 1 appears here in 23: 19 - 24a, and the insertion of 
24: 5b-6, 12 introduces an element into the story to correspond to the busi
ness of the spear and cruse of water in c 26 (see the NoTE at vv 5b-6 
above). Where the two accounts have internal features in common, the 
treatment in c 24 regularly looks exaggerated or overstated in corpparison 
with that in c 26. In the present story, for example, David takes no initia
tive whatever in getting his opportunity to kill Saul; rather he is an inno-. 
cent, passive participant, into whose power Yahweh delivers his enemy 
(cf. v 5). In c 26, on the other hand, David creates his own opportunity 
by leading a secret expedition into Saul's camp, and the divine direction of 
the affair, though still an important theme (cf. 26: 8), must be understood 
in a more subtle way. Similarly, there is nothing in the spear and cruse of 
water incident in c 26 to correspond to David's outburst of pious com
punction in 24: 6-7 after taking the skirt of Saul's robe. 2 Most pointed, 
however, is c 24's expanded version of Saul's blessing of David in 26:25; 
in 24:21-22 it has become an acknowledgment of David's future kingship 
and a plea for mercy on Saul's descendants. As we have already noted 
(the COMMENT on 3: 14-18), these themes were introduced into the pres
ent account earlier by the prefaced report of Jonathan's visit at Horesh, 
an element to which there is no equivalent in 26:1-25. 

If we must regard 23: 14 - 24: 23 as a tendentiously fashioned equivalent 
to 26: 1-25, however, we are still entitled to wonder what traditional mate
rials have gone into its production. As noted earlier (the COMMENT on 
23: 19 - 24: 1), the Sela-hammahlekoth episode is probably an old etiologi
cal narrative that was absorbed into the whole. Was there a traditional ac
count of an encounter between Saul and David on the Wild Goat Rocks 
near En-gedi? It seems quite possible that there was. If so, we may be sure 
that it included nothing about the cutting of Saul's robe and no explicit ac
knowledgment on Saul's part of David's future as king. Instead it illus
trated in a subtle way David's respect for Yahweh's anointed and Saul's 
dim realization of the veracity of David's vows of loyalty. But the extreme 
degradation of Saul that we have found here seems inseparable from the 
story, and for this reason we cannot be confident about our ability to pen
etrate to an underlying account and discern its shape with certainty.3 

of A, such as 23: 19ff, have direct literary equivalents in B (26: 1), and others, which 
tend to adjust A toward the pattern of B, can be shown to be intrusive in A (vv 
5b-6). Finally, the tendentious elaborations of A strongly suggest that it reflects later 
speculation on the subtle themes of B. 

2 As noted already, the outburst in v 7 must be so interpreted in consequence of 
the editorial insertion of vv 5b-6. Originally it was a response to the suggestion of 
David's men in Sa that David should kill Saul. See the NoTE at 5b-6. 

3 Setting this difficulty aside, we might regard the following parts of c 24 as deriv
ing from a narrative based on a traditional source: 24:2-5a,7-11,17-20,23b. 



XXXVIII. NOTICE OF SAMUEL'S DEATH 
(25:1) 

25 I Now Samuel died, and all Israel gathered to mourn for him; 
and they buried him at his home in Ramah. Then David arose and 
went down to the wilderness of Maon. 

TEXTUAL NOTE 

25 1. Maon So UO{B: maan = m'n (m'wn). Cf. LXXL ten ep
ekoon = sm'wn, "Simeon" (so Syr.), exactly as in 23:24 (see the Textual Note 
there). To be sure, MT has p'rn, "Paran," which might seem to command au
thority as lectio difficilior; but the wilderness of Paran, which cannot have ex
tended farther N than the southern extreme of Canaan, is simply too far away 
to figure into the narrative at this point. In any case the material that follows 
presents David as resident in the wilderness of Maon. 

COMMENT 

The second part of the verse (if the reading is correct-see the Textual 
Note) is easy to understand. It is redactional, serving to join what 
precedes it to the story in 25 :2fJ, in whlch David will be in the vicinity of 
Maon. The first part, however, is more difficult. It is the obituary of Sam
uel, added presumably by the prophetic hand that shaped the earlier sto
ries of Samuel and Saul. It anticipates the story of the seance at En-dor, 
where it is repeated (28: 3). But why, especially since it does appear in 
c 28, has it been inserted here? Perhaps we are to assume that it was at this 
time that Samuel died and that the notice in 28: 3 is not an independent 
announcement but merely a reminder, included as part of the preparations 
for the strange story that follows. Indeed, here it is said, wayyiimot 
semu'el, "Now Samuel died," and there, usemu'el met, "Now Samuel 
was dead." 



XXXIX. ABIGAIL AND NABAL 
(25:2-25, 27-41, 26, 42-44) 

25 2 There was a man of Maon, whose business was in Carmel. The 
man was very rich: he had three thousand sheep and one thousand 
goats. When he was shearing his sheep in Carmel- 3 (Now the man's 
name was Nabal, and his wife's name was Abigail. The woman was of 
good intelligence and a lovely appearance, but the man was coarse 
and ill-behaved; he was a Calebite.) 4 David heard in the wilderness 
that Nabal was shearing his sheep, 5 and [he] dispatched ten young 
men. 

"Go up to Carmel," he told the young men, "and when you come to 
Nabal, hail him in my name 6and say, 'Thus[ ... ]: "May you have 
peace! May your house have peace! May all that is yours have peace! 
7 Now then, I have heard that you have sheepshearing. Well, some of 
your shepherds were with us in the wilderness, and we did not abuse 
them; nor did they lose anything all the days they were in Carmel. 
8 Ask your young men and they will tell you! So look with favor on 
these young men, since we have come at a special time. Give what
ever you can find to your son, David!"'" 

9 When the young men went and reported all these things to N abal 
in David's name, he behaved arrogantly. 10 [He] made this reply to 
David's servants: "Who is David," he said, "and who is the son of 
Jesse? Today there are many servants who break away from their 
masters! 11 Shall I then take my bread and my wine and the meat I 
have butchered for my sheepshearers and give them to men who 
come from I know not where?" 12 So David's young men made their 
way back and on their return went and reported all these things to 
him. 

13 "Let everyone strap on his sword!" said David to his men. So 
each man strapped on his sword, and David too strapped on his 
sword. And there went up behind David about four hundred men, 
with two hundred remaining with the gear. 

14 Abigail, Nabal's wife, was told by one of the young men, "David 
sent messengers from the wilderness to salute our master, and he flew 
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at them. 15 Yet these men were very good to us: we were not abused, 
and we lost nothing all the days we went about with them while we 
were out in the field. 16They were a wall beside us day and night, all 
the time we were with them tending sheep. 17Now then, know this 
and consider what you should do, for misfortune is in store for our 
master and for all his house. As for him, he is such a scoundrel that 
no one can speak to him." 

18 Quickly Abigail took two hundred loaves, two skins of wine, five 
dressed sheep, five seahs of parched grain, one omer of raisins, and 
two hundred fig cakes, and having loaded them on some asses 19 said 
to her young men, "Go on ahead of me! I shall be coming along 
behind you!" But to her husband she said nothing. 

20 It happened that as she was riding her ass down under the cover 
of the mountain, David and his men were coming down opposite her. 
When she fell in with them- 21 (Now David was just saying, "It was 
only in vain that I watched over everything this fellow had in the wil
derness, so that nothing was lost of all that was his! For he has repaid 
me with evil instead of goodness! 22 May God do thus and so to David 
and thus again, if I spare till morning a single one of all he has who 
piss against a wall!") 23 When she fell in with them and saw David, 
Abigail quickly got down from the ass, fell down before David on her 
face, and prostrated herself on the ground 24 at his feet. 

"Let the guilt be mine, my lord!" she said. "Let your maidservant 
speak to you! Hear what your maidservant has to say! 25 Let my lord 
pay no attention to that scoundrel! For as his name is, so is he: his 
name is "Foolish," and foolishness is with him. And as for me, your 
handmaid, I never saw the young men you sent. 27 So now, let this 
gift which your maidservant has brought to my lord be given to the 
young men who go about at my lord's heels. 

28 "Pardon your maidservant's offense! But Yahweh will surely 
make my lord a secure house, for my lord fights the wars of Yahweh, 
and through all your days no evil can be found in you. 29 Should a 
man arise to pursue you and seek your life, my lord's life will be tied 
up in the Document of the Living in the keeping of Yahweh, your 
god; but the lives of your enemies he will sling away in the pocket of 
a sling. 30 So when Yahweh does for my lord all the good he has 
spoken of you and appoints you prince over Israel, 31 this must not be 
an obstacle or stumbling block to my lord, that blood was shed in 
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vain and that my lord gained victory by his own hand. And when 
Yahweh has done well by my lord, remember your maidservant!" 

32 Then David said to Abigail, "Blessed be Yahweh, god of Israel, 
who has sent you to meet me! 33 And blessed be your judgment! And 
blessed be you yourself for preventing me this day from entering into 
bloodguilt and gaining my victory by my own hand! 34 For as Yah
weh, god of Israel, lives, who has restrained me from injuring you, if 
you had not come so quickly to meet me, then by morning light Nabal 
would have had remaining not one who pisses against a wall!" 
35 Then talcing from her what she had brought him, David told her, 
"Go up to your home in peace! See, I have heard you out and granted 
your request!" 

36 When Abigail came to Nabal, he was having a banquet in his 
house like a king's banquet. [His] heart was merry, for he was very 
drunk; so she told him nothing, small or great, until the light of morn
ing. 37 But in the morning when Nabal's wine had left him, his wife 
told him these things and his heart died within him; he became a 
stone. 38 Some ten days later Yahweh struck him, and he died. 

39 When David heard, he said, "Blessed be Yahweh, who has 
upheld the case of my insult at Nabal's hand, who has withheld his 
servant from evil, and who has turned Nabal's evil back upon his own 
head!" Then David sent word to Abigail that he would take her as his 
own wife. 

40 When David's servants came to Abigail at Carmel, they spoke to 
her as follows: "David has sent us to you to take you to be his wife." 
41 She arose and bowed down, face to the ground. 

"Your maid would be a slave," she said, "to wash your servants' 
feet! 26And now, my lord, as Yahweh lives and as you yourself live-
since Yahweh has restrained you from entering into bloodguilt and 
gaining your victory with your own hand, may your enemies and 
those who seek my lord's harm be like Nabal!" 42 Then [she] arose in 
haste, mounted her ass, and with five maidservants following her, 
went after David's messengers and became his wife. 

43 (Now David also took Ahinoam from Jezreel. So both of these 
women also became his wives. 44 But Saul had given David's wife 
Michal, [Saul's] daughter, to Palti, the son of Lai.sh, who was from 
Gallim.) 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

25 2. Maon So MT, LXXB. LXXL, Syr.: "the wilderness." 
whose business So MT, LXXL, Syr. (wm'.fhw). LXXB: "whose sheep" 

(= w,l"nw). 
3. and a lovely appearance So MT: wypt t'r. LXX (cf. OL): kai agathe to 

eidei sphodra = wfwbwt t'r m'd, "and a very good appearance." 
he So MT. LXX, 4QSam•: "the man." 
a Calebite So MT (qere): klby (cf. Targ., Vulg.). LXX kynikos, "dog

like," probably reflects the same reading. MT (ketib): klbw, "according to his 
heart" (?); cf. Smith. 

4. Nabal So MT. LXX: "Nabal the Carmelite." 
5. he told the young men 4QSam• here reads: [wy']mr dwyd 'I hn'r[ym], 

lit. "and David said to the young men." The expressed subject (so also MT) 
may be omitted with LXX8 L. Note that 'I hn'r[ym], "to the young men," 
agrees in detail with LXXL pros ta paidaria against MT ln'rym and LXX8 tois 
paidariois. 

6. Thus In MT kh, "thus," is followed by the perplexing sequence ll;iy 
(vocalized lel;iay). Does this, in the understanding of the Masoretes, mean "to 
the one who lives" (pausal form of lal;iay; so Driver), or "to my brothers" (for 
le'el;zay; so Smith)? To LXX eis horas, "unto the time," may be compared the 
LXX treatment of Gen 18: 10, 14; the understanding of LXX, then, is, "Thus 
may it be next year: may you have peace, etc.," and the renderings of OL 
(multis annis, "for many years") and Josephus (ep' ete polla, "for many 
years") may point to a common elaboration of the same interpretation. So all 
versions (cf. Syr., Targ.) seem to share the obscure reading of MT. The origi
nal may have been: ( 1 ) an expression of duration of the following blessing, as 
the versions suppose (this is least likely); (2) a reference to Nabal as recipient 
of the message (thus Wellhausen, Je'al;ii, "to my brother"; cf. Vulg.); or (3) a 
reference to David-''Thus (says) ••• ? ..•. " Our translation assumes the 
last possibility. 

7. with us in the wilderness, and ... not Reading 'mnw bmdbr wl' with 
LXX, Syr. MT has suffered a haplography from w to w and reads 'mnw I', 
"with us. (We did) not. .•. " 

8. these young men MT hn'rym, lit. ''the young men" (cf. LXXAL). LXXB 
reflects n'ryk, "your young men/servants," in reminiscence of the same reading 
earlier in the verse. 

we have come MT bnw for b'nw (so many MSS of MT; cf. LXX 
hekomen); see GK §§720, 74k, 76g. 

to your son Preceded in MT by "to your servants and," in LXXA by ''to 
your servants," and in LXXL by "to the servants." The inconsistency of detail 
suggests that the expression is secondary and that LXX8 , which omits it en
tirely, is original. 
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9. the young men So LXXBL. MT has "David's young men." 
all these things to Nabal So MT (cf. LXXAL): 'l nbl kkl hdbrym h'lh, lit. 

"to N abal according to all these words." LXX8 represents a conflation of 
slightly variant treatments of the same thought ( = 't hdbrym h'lh •/ nbl wkl 
hdbrym h'lh, "all these words to Nabal and all these words"). 

·he behaved arrogantly We read wypl;iz. MT has wynwl;iw, "and they (i.e. 
the young men) rested (waited for a reply?)," but the correct reading can be 
recovered from LXX with the help of the evidence of 4QSamb for 20:34. In 
both places LXX has kai anepedesen, "and he sprang up," which corresponds 
to wypl;iz in 4QSamb in the earlier passage (see the Textual Note to 20:34). In 
the present passage it is easy to see how wypl;iz became wynl;iw: p and n on the 
one hand and z and w on the other are among the most easily confused letter-
forms in the scripts in which the biblical manuscripts were transmitted. · 

11. and my wine So LXX: kai ton oinon mou = w't yyny. MT: w't 
mymy, "and my water." It is difficult to decide between these variants; but cf. 
Driver. 

for my sheepshearers So LXX: tois keirousin mou ta prolfata, reflecting 
lgzzy ~·ny, as confirmed by 4QSama [lgzzy (]ny. MT has lost ~·ny by 
haplography after lgzzy (homoioteleuton) and thus reads "for my shearers." 

13. So each man . . . and David too strapped on his sword So MT (cf. 
LXXAL): wyl;igrw 'ys 't l;irbw wyl;igr gm dwd 't l;irbw (following immediately 
upon the command, l;igrw 'ys 't l;irbw, "Let everyone strap on his sword!"). 
LXXB omits this rather inelegant sequence, and many translators have wel
comed the opportunity to exclude it. But it seems more likely that LXX has 
suffered a long haplography, a scribe's eye having skipped from the first ten 
rhomphaian autou, "his sword" (or 't l;irbw if the accident occurred in the 
Vorlage of the Old Greek) to the third. 

14. and he flew at them MT wy'f bhm. See Driver for the attempts of the 
versions to render this. LXX kai exeklinen ap' auton, "and he fled from them," 
may represent wyf mhm. 

15. and we lost nothing MT: wl' pqdnw m'wmh; LXX (somewhat 
differently): wl' npqd lnw (oude eneteilanto hemin; cf. v 7). 

while we were out in the field So MT. LXX, Syr. read, "And while we 
were out in the field," and associate the clause with what follows. MT seems 
preferable in view of 16b, which this stipulation of time, if attached to v 16, 
would duplicate. 

16. a wall So MT: l;iwmh (see the NOTE). LXX, deeming the metaphor 
too strong, has softened it to a simile, as if kl;iwmh, "like a wall." Cf. the Tex
tual Note to v 37 below. 

17. that no one can speak to him Represented in MT and the Vorlage of 
LXX by different constructions. MT: mdbr 'lyw, lit. "from speaking to him"; 
LXX ouk estin lalesai pros auton = 'yn ldbr 'lyw, lit. "it is not (possible) to 
speak to him" (GK §114). 

18. dressed MT (ketib) 'swwt; MT (qere) 'ii.fuyot. Cf. Driver; GK §75v. 
one omer So LXX: gomor hen= l;imr 'l;id. MT: m'h, "a hundred." 
19. to her husband MT, LXXAL add "Nabal." Omit with LX.XB. 
20. were coming down So MT, LXXBA. LXXL: "were coming up." 
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22. to David So LXXBA. MT, LXXL: "to the enemies of David." This ex
pansion is surely a deliberate attempt to distort the original meaning. The threat 
is never carried out, and a scribe has changed David's words to protect him (or 
his descendants!) from the consequences of the oath. 

23. before David on her face Reading lpny dwd 'I 'pyh on the basis of 
LXX enopion daueid epi prosopon autes; this has become curiously jumbled in 
MT to l'py dwd 'I pnyh (Wellhausen). 

and prostrated herself LXX adds "to him" (auto = lo); delete with MT. 
23,24. on the ground at his feet Reading 'rih 'l rglyw with LXXBlcf. L>. 

MT: 'ri wtpl 'I rglyw, "on the ground (?).And she fell down at his feet .... " 
24. the guilt So MT: h'wn. LXX = 'wny, "my guilt." 
mine, my lord Reading by 'dny (cf. LXX); MT: by 'ny 'dny (where 'ny, 

"I," is probably a corrupt dittograph of 'dny). 
25. to that scoundrel MT, LXXAL add: "to Nabal." Omit with LXXB. 
the young men Or rather, "your young men" (so LXX; MT has "the 

young men of my lord"). 
26. Verse 26 is clearly out of place. It assumes ( 1) that David has already 

been restrained from assaulting Nabal personally, and (2) that Nabal has al
ready met his downfall. It fits most comfortably between vv 41 and 42 below 
and is tentatively restored there. Perhaps it was displaced from there because 
Abigail is addressing David directly though he is not present; but such is al
ready the case in v 411 

27. let this gift ... be given MT: hbrkh hz't ... wntnh, lit. "this gift ... 
let it be given." LXX is different: labe ten eulogian ... kai doseis = ql;i 't 
hbrkh ... wntth, "take the gift •.. and give (it) .... " 

who go about at my lord's heels So MT: hmthlkym lrgly 'dny. Again LXX 
is divergent: tois parestekosin to kyrio mou, "who are in the company of my 
lord"; but the Hebrew this reflects is uncertain. 

28. the wars So MT (correctly): mll;imwt. L:XXB reads a singular noun 
here, suggesting that the Old Greek was reading the word in "defective" 
orthography (mlfzmt). Note also that a different interpretation of the entire 
clause has arisen in LXX: hoti polemon kyriou mou ho kyrios polemei, "for 
my lord's war does the Lord fight." Comparison with 18: 17 seems to exclude 
the possibility that this reading (which is appropriate enough to the context) 
arose other than by inner-Greek confusion. 

29. Should a man arise Reading wqm 'dm for MT wyqm 'dm. See 
Wellhausen, Driver, Budde, etc. 

your god So MT. LXX omits "your." 
he will sling away So MT, LXXL, OL. LXXB: "you will sling away." 
in the pocket of The Vorlage of LXX expressed this by btwk, "in the 

midst of," alone. MT shows an expansion: btwk kp, "in the midst of the hollow 
of." 

31. obstacle 4QSam0 reads (with erasure of the second letter) lrjinqm, 
thus lnqm, "for vengeance," to which compare Josephus Ant. 6.303. But the 
unusual reading of MT, lpwqh, is to be preferred as lectio difjicilior. The 
noun puqa is unique, but the verb pwq, "totter," shows its meaning to be 
similar to that of the following noun, mk!wl, "stumbling block" (from kSI, 
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"stumble"); it refers to a cause of tottering. Perhaps mkSwl (lb), "a stum
bling block (of the heart)," arose originally as a gloss to this rare term. 

stumbling block MT, L:XX:&L add "of the heart (conscience)." Omit 
with LX:XB and 4QSamc (as required by space considerations). 

that blood was shed in vain and that my lord gained victory by his own 
hand We read lspk dm /;mm wlhwfy' yd 'dny lw, lit. "to shed blood in vain 
and for my lord's hand to gain victory for him." We omit: ( 1) the conjunction 
(w), which appears at the beginning in MT (thus, "and to shed blood, etc.:'); 
so LXX, Syr.; and (2) the adjective athaon = nqy, "innocent," which appears 
modifying "blood" in LXX. We read yd 'dny with LXX; MT omits yd. 

remember your maidservant LX:XCBJ adds agathosai aute:;:: lhtyb lh, "to 
do well by her." Omit with MT. 

32. who has sent you MT adds "this day." Omit with LX:XCBJ, 
34. come Represented in MT by wtb'ty, an apparent "mongrel form," 

combining wb't and wtb'y (Smith: cf. GK §76h), upon which Driver recog
nized the influence of the following lqr'ty. We read wtb'y. The form in MT has 
been discussed by C. R. Krahmalkov ("The Enclitic Particle TA/TI in He
brew," JBL 89 [1970] 218-219), who contends that it ends with an enclitic 
particle known from Amorite and Amarna Akkadian texts. 

35. from her what she had brought So MT. L:X:X8 : "from her everything 
she had brought"; LX:XL: "everything from her that she had brought." 

36. he was having ... a king's banquet MT whnh lw msth bbytw kmsth 
hmlk. LX:X8 has suffered haplography, a scribe's eye having skipped from the 
first msth to the second (thus, "he was having a king's banquet"); LX:XABmg 
(cf. L:X:XL) agree with MT. Note, however, that LX:X8 is probably correct in 
excluding the definite article from mlk, "king," which has arisen in MT by dit
tography (" ... like the king's banquet"). 

37. a stone So MT. LXX: "like a stone." Cf. the Textual Note on "a wall" 
at v 16 above. 

39. heard MT (cf. LX:XAL) add, "that Nabal was dead." Omit with 
LX:XB. 

from evil So MT: mr'h, probably with the sense of "from doing evil." 
LXX: ek cheiros kakon = myd r'ym, "from the hand of evildoers." 

41. your servants' feet So L:XXB. MT (cf. LX:XAL): rgly 'bdy 'dny, "the 
feet of my lord's servants." 

26. since So LXX: kathos = k'sr. MT 'fr has lost k- after the preceding 
word ( nplk). 

into bloodguilt So MT: bdmym (cf. v 33, MT, L:XX). Here LXX has eis 
haima athaon, reflecting bdm nqy (cf. 19:5), "into innocent blood" (cf. also v 
31 above). 

42. and with five maidservants following her Reading w~ms n'rwt hlkwt 
lrglh (cf. LXX8 ). MT has w~m8 n'rtyh hhlkwt lrglh, "and her five maidser
vants who were following her." So according to MT ( 1) the five maidservants 
were all she had (cf. Budde, who thinks this likely), and ( 2) all six women 
rode ("Abigail and her five maidservants ... arose and mounted, etc."). But 
we prefer the shorter text of LX:XCBJ; the two superfluous h's may have arisen 
from repeated d.ittography. 
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David's messengers So MT, LXXL: ml'ky dwd. LXXB ton paidion 
daueid = 'bdy dwd, "David's servants," is reminiscent of v 40. 

43. Jezreel So MT: yzr"l (cf. LXXL). LXXB: israel, "Israel." 
44. Laish So MT: layis (LXX'·: lais). LXXB has annais, which is a simple 

corruption of lais (or the like) written in Greek majuscules. LXXL, OL: ioas. 
Gallim So MT: glym (Isa 10:30). LXX!Bl: rhomma (again easily ex

plained as a corruption in the Greek majuscules, where r and g on the one hand 
and m and 1 on the other are quite easily confused). LXXL, OL: goliath, 
"Goliath"(!). 

NOTES 

25 2a. Maon . .. Carmel. For Maon see the NOTE at 23:24. Carmel was the 
nearby village (Josh 15:55) where Saul erected a monument after his victory 
over the Amalekites; see 15: 12 and the NOTE there. 

2b-4. When he was shearing ... David heard . ... For the syntax cf. the 
NOTE at 1 :4-7. The temporal clause, "When he was shearing his sheep in Car
mel" (v 2b) initiates a narrative sequence (wayhi bigzoz, etc.) which requires 
for its continuation an imperfect consecutive or its equivalent (cf. GK 
§ 11 lf, g) : the latter is found only in v 4, "David heard ... " ( wayyisma' 
dii.wid . .. ) . It follows that all of v 3 with its disjunctive syntax is parenthetical 
information inserted between the protasis (2b) and apodosis (4) of the main 
sequence. 

2b. shearing his sheep. "Sheepshearing" (gozezim; v 7) was a time of work 
and also festivity (cf. II Sam 13:230). 

3. Nabal. In Biblical Hebrew the adjective nii.bii.l means "foolish, senseless, 
esp. of the man who has no perception of ethical and religious claims, and with 
collat. idea of ignoble, disgraceful" (BOB ad Joe.). See further Levenson, "1 
Samuel 25," 13-14, where he argues "that the historical figure's real name has 
been suppressed in order to give him a name indicative of his character." 

The woman . . . the man. The contrast between Nabal and his wife is 
striking, and furthermore, as Levenson observes ("1 Samuel 25," 17-18), 
"Abigail's qualities, intelligence and beauty, are precisely those of the man who 
the audience may already suspect will become her new husband. . . . Abigail is 
as well matched with David as she is mismatched with Nabal." 

a Calebite. Caleb, eponymous ancestor of the Calebites, is a prominent and 
heroic figure in the conquest traditions (cf. esp. Numbers 13, 14), where he is 
considered a Judahite (Num 13:6). Evidently, however, the Calebites were a 
people of non-Israelite origin (Num 32: 12; Josh 14:6,14; cf. Gen 36: 11,15,42) 
later incorporated into Judah (Josh 15:13); their territory included the region 
around Hebron (Josh 14: 13-15; cf. Judg 1: 10-20), where the present story 
takes place, and apparently certain tracts further S (cf. 30:14). 
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7. some of your shepherds. Hebrew hiiro'im 'iiJer-lekii, not simply ro'ekii, 
"your shepherds"; cf. the NoTE on "some asses that belonged to Kish" at 9: 3. 

8. a special time. Hebrew yom fob, lit. "a good day, i.e. a time of feasting, 
as in Esther 8:17; 9:19,22; cf. also Zech 8:19 (Smith). The expression has re
ceived a full study from Franz Rosenthal ("yom foq," HUCA 18 [1944] 
157-176), who shows that although by Mishnaic times it had become a general 
designation for a legal holiday (as in subsequent Jewish usage), it had no such 
technical use in ancient (i.e. biblical) times. The "good day" was essentially 
"the day of well-being, plenty, and pleasure" (164). In the present passage, 
then, it refers not to some official holiday (so Rashi) but simply to an occasion 
of good eating and drinking, viz. the time of sheepshearers (so Kimchi); in 
other words, "David and his men seize the good opportunity of the yom roll, 
the day of plenty, to quasi-invite themselves .... " 

to your son. David so characterizes himself out of deference to the wealthy 
and influential Nabal. Cf. the same usage in messages elsewhere: ( 1) II Kings 
8 :9, where Ben-hadad, king of Damascus, is described in a petition to the 
prophet Elisha as "your son"; (2) II Kings 16:7, where Ahaz in' submitting to 
Tiglath-pileser refers to himself as "your servant and your son"; in this latter 
case the statement is in fact a formal gesture of fealty. 

15. these men were very good to us. Cf. the NOTE at 19:4. 
16. a wall beside us. Hebrew bomil . . . 'iilenu, a perfectly intelligible bit of 

metaphor. Still it is quite tempting to read bamma for bomil, reckoning the 
mater w as late in any case, and translate: "They were a sun above us at night 
as well as in the day .... " 

17. misfortune is in store for our master. Hebrew kiileta hiirii'a 'el-'iidonenu. 
Cf. the NoTE at 20:7. 

a scoundrel. Hebrew ben-beliya'al, lit. "a son of worthlessness." Cf. 1: 16; 
2:12; etc. and the NoTE at 10:26,27. 

18. The provisions Nabal has refused will be provided by his more prudent 
and courteous wife. Because her husband turned away the messengers sent by 
David "to salute, bless" (lebiirek: v 14) him, she now prepares for David what 
she will call beriika, "a gift, blessing," in v 27 below. 

five seahs of parched grain. The seah (se'a) was a dry measure of capacity 
probably equivalent to about a third of an ephah (on which see the NoTE at 
1:24); thus five seahs would be about a bushel (cf. R. B. Y. Scott in BAR3, 

352). "Parched grain" (qiili) is also mentioned in 17:17 (§ XXIV-B); it seems 
to refer to wheat or barley, roa~ted and then stored in large quantities. 

one omer of raisins. The omer ('omer) was equal to about a tenth of an 
ephah or about two dry quarts. See the NoTE at 16:20. 

20b-23. When she fell in with them ... and saw David. The syntax is the 
same as in 2b-4 above (see the NOTE there), except that here the parenthetical 
material (vv 21-22) is even more extensive. We must repeat the protasis in 
English ("When she fell in with them") to be sure that the translation is intelli
gible; but no such device was necessary in Hebrew, where the disjunctive syntax 
of vv 21-22 clearly sets off the parenthesis, and the resumption of the syntax of 
ordinary past narration in v 23 returns us smoothly to the main narrative line. 
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21. he has repaid me with evil instead of goodness. Cf. Prov 17:13: "As for 
him who repays with evil instead of goodness, evil shall not depart from his 
house!" For "evil" and "goodness" in the formal terminology of relationships, 
see the NOTES at 19:4 and 24:10. In the present instance David's point is that 
his own vigilant treatment of Nabal's men and property constituted "goodness," 
i.e. honorable and favorable behavior toward another, whereas the Calebite's 
contumelious response to the request for provisions was "evil." 

22. On the oath formula in this verse, see the NoTEs at 3: 17 and 14:44; cf. 
20:13. 

of all he has who piss against a wall. That is, of all the men and boys of his 
family and household. The expressions occurs elsewhere in the same stereo
typed formula, always with reference to the extermination of the male members 
of a family: v 34 below and I Kings 14:10; 16:11; 21:21; II Kings 9:8. It is 
well, then, that with David in this mood the intercessor from Nabal's household 
is a woman! The present translation, incidentally, is inspired by that of the 
KJV: " ... any that pisseth against the wall ... "; the verb has become vulgar 
in modem English, but perhaps a vulgarism is appropriate on David's lips in his 
present state of mind. 

24. "Let the guilt be mine, my lord!" Hebrew bi 'iidoni he'iiwon. Cf. II Sam 
14:9, where a petition in a similar context is longer: "Let the guilt be upon me 
('iilay), my lord the king, and upon my father's house! Let the king and his 
throne be innocent!" In both cases the meaning is simply, "Let any burden of 
blame that might arise from our conversation rest upon me and not you!" This 
is the polite way of initiating a conversation with a superior; the expression is 
most often used elliptically as bi 'iidoni, "Let it (i.e. the possible burden of 
guilt) be mine, my lord!" (so correctly KB3 ; for the older, fallacious inter
pretations of the expression, see BDB). Note especially that this reference 
to guilt has nothing to do with Nabal's misbehavior or David's danger of blood
guilt (v 26), as unanimously supposed by the commentaries; instead it is simply 
a part of the conventions of courteous and respectful behavior. 

25. his name is "Foolish," and foolishness is with him. See the NOTE at v 3 
above. The wordplay here is a simple one: "his name is niibiil ( = 'N abal' but 
also 'foolish'), and nebiild ( = 'foolishness') is with him." Taking Driver's clue, 
Levenson ("1 Samuel 25," 13-14) draws out the instructive parallel of Isa 
32:6, where the same pun is made (ki niibiil nebiild yedabber, "For a fool ut
ters foolishness ... ") and where also it is said to be characteristic of a fool "to 
leave a hungry man's appetite unsatisfied and deny a thirsty man a drink." 

27. gift. Hebrew beriikd; cf. v 14 and the first NoTE at v 18 above. 
28-31. Abigail's second speech is probably a secondary insertion. See the 

COMMENT. 
28. Pardon your maidservant's offense! That is, forgive me for speaking 

further-another politeness (cf. the NOTE at 24 above). Abigail has delivered 
her gift, but she has more to say. Her purpose in looking ahead to David's ca
reer in vv 28b-30 is apparently to establish a further basis for dissuading him 
from wreaking vengeance on her husband. 

a secure house. Hebrew bet ne'emiin, as in 2:35 above, but used here of the 
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Davidic dynasty in accordance with the usage familiar from I Kings 11 :38 and 
esp. II Sam 7:16. See the COMMENT. 

the wars of Yahweh. That is, the wars of Israel, which David, not Saul, has 
directed since the alienation of the two men began (see 18: 13,16). Cf. also 
18 : 1 7 ( § XXN-B), where the same expression is used. 

'through all your days. Hebrew miyyiimekii, lit. "from your days," to which 
compare I Kings 1 :6 (Driver); but a more instructive comparison is to Job 
27:6: "My heart does not reproach me [present tense!] in all my days (miy
yiimay)," that is, I now have no self-reproach for anything I have ever done 
(cf. also GK §119w, N). Similarly Abigail is saying to David that he has no 
evil in him now in consequence of anything he has ever done. 

29. a man. The Hebrew is 'iidiim, the generic term for man, so that we 
should not seek in this verse a reference to any particular adversary of David, 
such as Saul or Absalom or still less of Goliath (because of the sling metaphor 
at the end). 

tied up in the Document of the Living. Hebrew ferurti bifror hal.zayyim. As 
shown by N. H. Tur-Sinai (The Book of Job: A New Commentary, rev. ed. 
[Jerusalem: Kiryath Sepher, 1967] 240-241) feror here and in Job 14: 17 
refers to a tied document (cf. fiirar, "tie up (a document)," as in Isa 8:16), 
and the expression "Document of the Living" is thus the equivalent of "Book 
of the Living" (seper 1.zayyim) in Ps 69:29(English 69:28; cf. Isa 4:3). This 
is the heavenly book in which all living people are recorded; exclusion from it 
means death (Exod 32:32,33). In later Jewish and early Christian thought it 
played a part in eschatological concepts of judgment and the afterlife (cf. Dan 
12:1; Rev 3:5; 13:8; 17:8; 20:12; 21:17; etc.). 

30. when Yahweh does ... all the good he has spoken of you. The promis
ing and doing of "good things" by a lord for his vassal belongs to the formal 
terminology of relationships described in the second NOTE at 19:4. With partic
ular regard to the expression "speak/promise a good word/thing" (dibber 
foba) compare the extrabiblical evidence cited by A. Malamat ("Organs of 
Statecraft in the Israelite Monarchy," in BARB, 195-198), as well as I Kings 
12:7 and II Kings 25 :28, to the effect that to speak a good word, said of a 
suzerain, suggests the initiation of a covenant relationship. Cf. especially 
David's prayer to Yahweh in II Sam 7:28 in which he says," ... and you have 
spoken of your servant this good thing (hattobti hau.o't) ." There the "good 
thing" is the dynastic promise (cf. v 27), and here it is evidently the same. On 
dibber, "speak," in the sense of "promise," see Cross, CMHE, 253-254, nos. 
(6) and (21). 

prince over Israel. Hebrew niigid 'al yisrii' el, as in 9: 16; 10: 1; and esp. 
13: 14. See the NoTE at 9': 16. 

31. blood. On the significance of bloodguilt and the importance of a king's 
(or a future king's!) avoidance of it, see the NoTE at 19: 5. The danger in the 
present case is not that David might act in an unrighteous cause, but that he 
might usurp the prerogative of God by gaining "victory by his own hand." 

33. from entering ... and gaining my victory by my own hand. Hebrew 
mibbO' . • . wehOsea' yiidi li, an infinitive absolute in continuation of an 
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infinitive construct, as in 22: 13 (see the NoTB there). This sequence leads in 
the present case (and v 26) to the extraordinary circumstance that, as Driver 
points out, "The inf. abs .... [is] followed by a subst. standing to it in the 
relation of a subject." See also GK § l 13gg. 

bloodguilt. Hebrew diimim, here and in v 26 below (!), as in Exod 22:1 
(English 22:2); etc. See also the preceding NoTE. 

35. and granted your request. Hebrew wii'eisii' piiniiyik, lit. "and raised up 
your face," to which compare Gen 19:21 and Job 42:8-9. 

39. who has turned Nabal's evil back upon his own head. Exactly as in I 
Kings 2:44. See also the NOTE at v 21 above. 

41,26 Abigail speaks as if David himself were present. On the syntax of v 
26, see the NoTB at v 33 above. 

26. those who seek my lord's harm. Or rather, those who seek his evil; cf. the 
NoTE at 24: 10. 

43-44. An editorial appendix enumerating David's wives up to this point after 
the fashion of 14:47-52. 

43. Ahinoam from Jezreel. Cf. 27:3; 30:5; II Sam 2:2. This Ahinoam 
evidently had nothing to do with Saul's wife by the same name who is men
tioned in 14:50 (but cf. Levenson, "l Samuel 25," 27). Her home was 
evidently not the well-known northern Jezreel but a Judahite village of the 
same name in the vicinity of Maon, Ziph, and Carmel (cf. Josh 15:55,56). She 
was to become the mother of Amnon, David's eldest son (II Sam 3:2; I Chron 
3: I). Abigail for her part became the mother of David's little-known second 
son, Chileab (so II Sam 3 : 3) or Daniel (so I Chron 3 : 1 ) . 

44. By taking Michal away Saul must have hoped to weaken David's claims 
to the throne of Israel. It is in light of this that we must understand David's 
later demand (II Sam 3: 12-16) that she be returned to him before Israel and 
Judah could be joined firmly under his rule. 

Pa/ti, the son of Laish. In II Sam 3: 15 a longer form of his name, viz. Pal
tiel, is used. 

Gallim. An unknown town located-if it is the same as the Gallim of Isa 
10:3(}-somewhere N of Jerusalem. 

COMMENT 

In the present shape of our text the account of David's dealings with 
Abigail and Nabal is embraced by two passages in which David, out of re
spect for Saul's status as the anointed of Yahweh, refuses an opportunity 
to lay violent hands on him. Here, too-thanks primarily to the good 
offices of Abigail-David refrains from violence against an enemy. So in 
contrast to the many places earlier in our story in which he was saved 
from some external danger, these chapters (24, 25, 26) show David being 
saved from himself, or rather from the consequences of deeds potentially 
disastrous to his own interests. 
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The present case, however, differs from those that precede and follow it 
in that David's first impulse is a violent one that must be curbed; he does 
not exhibit the necessary restraint spontaneously, as in the cave at En-gedi 
or the encampment on the hill of Hachilah, but learns it in the course of 
events. Indeed, it would not be overly precise to describe t~is as a story 
about the education of a future king. David is like the young man to 
whom so much of the Book of Proverbs is addressed, who finds hims~lf in 
contact with both the proverbial "fool" (niibiil; cf. the NOTES at vv 3 and 
25) and the proverbial "stalwart woman" (' eset /;tayil; see Prov 31: 10), 
who "opens her mouth with wisdom" (Prov 31 :26). From the latter he 
learns (or at least is reminded of) the importance of self-control .and 
reliance upon Yahweh. Specifically, he is helped by Abigail's intervention 
to avoid "entering into bloodguilt" and "gaining [his] victory with [his] 
own hand" (vv 33,26; cf. 31). "Through Abigail," writes Hertzberg, "the 
Lord saves David from a danger different from that in the cave with Saul, 
but none the less great. It consists . . . in the possibility that David may 
take matters into his own hand and thus make himself master of his fate, 
instead of letting it be guided by the Lord." This lesson of final reliance 
on Yahweh, a lesson that poor Saul never really learned, is one fit for a 
king, as hinted by Abigail's words in vv 30-31 (words which, though sec
ondary to the account [see below], make explicit a theme that is, in this 
case, already implicit in the story). It will stand David in good stead in the 
years to come. 

The years to come are the particular focus of the second part of 
Abigail's speech (vv 28-31), where she asks mercy for her husband in the 
context of a prognostication about David's kingship. The future orienta
tion of these verses, their flowery rhetoric, and their tendency to give ex
plicit statement to implicit themes are reminiscent of the series of second
ary elaborations previously identified in 20:11-17,23,40-42; 23:14-18, 
19-24a, and the overlay of the story of the Philistine champion in c 17 
and that of the cave incident in c 24. Most especially, they remind us of 
the speeches in which Jonathan (20: 14-18) and Saul (24:21-22) ask 
mercy for their families, again with reference to David's future kingship. 
These similarities, when combined with the fact that David in vv 32fj re
sponds only to the first part of Abigail's speech, assure us that vv 28-31 
represent another such elaboration of the older narrative. In this case, 
however, the words look ahead specifically to the dynastic promise to 
David in phrases that seem to be drawn directly from Nathan's oracle in II 
Samuel 7,1 the cornerstone passage in the Josianic history of the king
dom.2 Key expressions are bayit ne'emiin, "(David's) secure house," to 
which compare II Sam 7: 16 (see also the NOTE at I Sam 2:35), and toba, 

1 See L. Schmidt, Menschlicher Erfolg und Jahwes Initiative, 122. Cf. Veijola, Die 
ewige Dynastie, 52-53; Mettinger, King and Messiah, 35-37. 

2 D. I. McCarthy, "II Samuel 7," 131-138; Cross, CMHE, 241-261. 
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"the good (which Yahweh has spoken of David)," that is, the dynastic 
promise (see the NoTE at v 30), to which compare II Sam 7:28. Such 
correspondences suggest that the Jerusalemite hand from which the sev
eral elaborations in the history of David's rise derive may have been that 
of the Josianic historian himself (see LITERARY HlsTORY in the Intro
duction). In any case, the old story of David's meeting with Abigail, 
evidently an original part of the history of David's rise to power, has been 
employed as a vehicle for an early reference to the promise of dynasty to 
David. 

We should not, however, focus all our attention on David here. The 
story is designed to illustrate the excellent qualities of one of David's 
wives and to show that she became his wife precisely because of her excel
lence (and Yahweh's help), not because of mere accident or (emphati
cally) any wrongdoing on David's part. The partnership of such a wife 
bodes well for David's future, not only because of her "good intelligence" 
(v 3) and counseling skills but also because she is the widow of a very 
rich Calebite landowner. 

The last point is an important one. David has lost his newly acquired 
base of power in consequence not only of his exile from Gibeah, where he 
had become a popular hero, but also, as we learn in v 44, the loss of his 
royal-blooded wife, Michal. He has been required to return to his home
land. Now we find him marrying the widow of a high-ranking member of 
the clan that controlled Hebron (see the NoTE at v 3) 8 as well as another 
woman from nearby Jezreel (v 43). He is becoming a prominent figure in 
the heartland of Judah. To be sure, the narrative does not suggest that he 
is deliberately building a base of power-all of this is the working out of a 
divine plan in which he, too, is caught up-but when the time comes
that is, when Saul falls-David will be ready. And he will become king 
first at Hebron (II Sam 2: 1-4). 

But that time is yet to come. As the next episode shows, Saul is still 
alive and David still in danger. 

8 This point is stressed by Levenson ("1 Samuel 25," 26-27), who speculates that 
Nabal may have been the leader of the Calebite clan and that David thus laid claim 
to the position by marriage to Abigail. 



XL. DAVID SPARES SAUL'S LIFE AGAIN 
(26: 1-25) 

26 1 Some Ziphites came to Saul at Gibeah to say, "David is hiding 
on the hill of Hachilah, opposite Jeshimon." 2 So Saul arose and went 
down to the wilderness of Ziph along with three thousands of the 
picked men of Israel to search for David in the wilderness of Ziph. 
3 [He] made camp beside the road on the hill of Hachilah, oppo
site J eshimon. 

When David, who was staying in the wilderness, saw that Saul had 
come into the wilderness after him, 4 [he] sent out spies and learned 
that Saul had come to Hachilah. 5 So David arose, and when he came 
to the place where Saul had encamped, [he] saw the place where Saul 
and Abiner, son of Ner, the commander of his army, were lying. 
(Now Saul was lying within the encampment with the troops en
camped all around him.) 

6 David spoke up and said to Ahimelech the Hittite and to Abishai, 
the son of Zeruiah, Joab's brother, "Who will go down with me to 
Saul's camp?" 

"I!" said Abishai. "I shall go down with you." 
7 So David and Abishai made their way among the troops by night, 

and there was Saul lying asleep within the encampment, his spear 
thrust into the ground at his head, with Abiner and the troops lying 
about him. 

8 "God has delivered your enemy into your power today!" said 
Abishai to David. "Now let me pin him to the ground with the spear! 
One stroke, and I shall not touch him again!" 

9 But David said to Abishai, "Do not destroy him! For who can 
raise his hand against Yahweh's anointed and be innocent? 10 As 
Yahweh lives,'' [he] went on, "it must be Yahweh himself who strikes 
him down, whether his time comes and he dies or he goes down into 
battle and is taken! 11 Yahweh forbid that I should raise my hand 
against the anointed of Yahweh! Now then, take the spear that is at 
his head and the cruse of water, and let us go!" 12 So David took the 
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spear and water juglet from their place at his head, and they left. No 
one saw, no one knew, no one awoke! All of them slept on, for the 
slumber of Yahweh had fallen over them. 

13 David crossed over to the opposite slope and stood far away on 
the mountain top. With this great distance between them, 14 [he] 
called to the troops. To Abiner he said, "Will you not answer, 
Abiner?" 

"Who is it that calls?" said Abiner in reply. 
15 "Are you not a man?" said David to Abiner. "And who in Israel 

is your equal? Then why were you not watching over your lord, the 
king, when one of the soldiers went in to destroy [him]? 16 This thing 
that you have done is not good! As Yahweh lives, you who should 
have kept watch over your lord, the anointed of Yahweh, are dead 
men! Now look! Where is the king's spear, and where is the cruse of 
water that was at his head?" 

17 Recognizing David's voice Saul said, "Is that your voice, my son 
David?" 

"It is my voice, my lord the king!" said David. 18 "Why," he said, 
"is my lord pursuing his servant? What have I done? What evil is 
there in me? 19 Now then, let my lord the king hear the words of his 
servant! If it is God who has incited you against me, may he accept an 
offering! But if men, let them be cursed before Yahweh! For they 
have driven me out today from sharing in Yahweh's estate, saying, 
'Go serve other gods!' 20 Therefore let my blood not spill on the 
ground away from Yahweh's presence! For the king of Israel has 
come out to seek my life just as though he were hunting the calling
bird in the mountains!" 

21 Then Saul said, "I have sinned! Come back, my son David! I 
shall not mistreat you, since you have regarded my life as precious 
today. I have acted foolishly and made a very great mistake." 

22 "Here is the king's spear!" said David in reply. "Let one of the 
young men come over and get it. 23 It is Yahweh who returns to each 
man his righteousness and faithfulness: since Yahweh delivered you 
into my power today and I refused to raise my hand against Yahweh's 
anointed, 24then just as I valued your life today, so may Yahweh 
value my life and rescue me from every danger!" 

25 Then Saul said to David, "You are blessed, my son! In whatever 
you undertake you will surely succeed!" And when David had gone 
on his way, Saul returned to his place. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

26 1. Some Ziphites MT hzpym, corresponding to hoi zeiphioi ek. tes 
auchmodous, "The Ziphites from the parched land . . ." in LXX. As in 
23:14,15,19, and occurrences to follow, hzpym is rendered twice in LXX, once 
correctly as the designation of a group of people and once (inexplicably) as a 
term meaning "parched land." See the Textual Note to 23 : 19. · 

David So LXX<»L>: idou daueid = hnh dwyd. MT has hlw' dwd, "Is 'not 
David ... ?"as in 23:19. 

is hiding LXX adds "with us" (cf. 23: 19). Omit with MT. 
2. Ziph (bis) MT: zyp. LXX»: zeip = zyp. LXXL: ten auchmode/te 

auchmodei, "the parched land"; see the first Textual Note to v 1 above and ref
erences there. 

4. to Hachilah MT has 'l nkwn, "of a certainty"; but as Driver points out, 
we expect a place name. LXXL has eis sekelag, "to Ziklag" (cf. Josephus Ant. 
6.310), probably a corruption of eis (h)echelath = 'l f:ikylh, "to Hachilah," and 
probably this was also the original of LXXB ek keeila (as if mq'ylh, "from 
Keilah"; cf. 23: 13, etc.), another inner-Greek corruption of [eis] (h) ech
ela(th), or the like. In any case, "to Hachilah" is what we expect: David al
ready knows "of a certainty" that Saul has come (cf. v 4), so what he needs 
are spies to tell him precisely where Saul is; and we know from v 3 that Saul's 
camp is at Hachilah. MT 'l nkwn may be a corruption of 'l f:ikylh (influenced 
by the MT plus in 23:23?); if so, it was secondarily added to LXX, which 
precedes ek keeila with hetoimos, "prepared" ( = nkwn), in a double reading. 
For a full discussion, see Thornhill's article, "A Note on 'l-nkwn," where the 
same conclusion is reached. 

5. arose LXXBL add lathra(ios) ="in secret, stealthily." Omit with MT. 
to the place where ... the place where So MT, which reads 'l hmqwm 'Jr 

f:inh sm s'wl wyr' dwd 't hmqwm ':fr. The repetition caused haplography in the 
ancestral text of LXX (so LXX»A, corrected in LXXL), a scribe's eye having 
skipped from the first hmqwm 'sr to the second. 

and Abiner So MT: w'bnr. LXX<B, cf. L) inserts ekei = sm, "there," pro-
ducing a separate sentence: "And there was Abiner, etc." 

6. Ahimelech So MT, LXXL. LXXBA, OL: "Abimelech." 
8. God So MT. LXX: "Yahweh" (cf. 24:5). 
to the ground with the spear So LXXB: to dorati eis ten gen= bf:inyt b'ri. 

MT bf:inyt wb'ri, "with the spear and to the ground," represents a misdivision 
of bf:inytw b'ri, "to the ground with his spear," and as LXX shows the suffixed 
pronoun was expansive in the first place. 

9. who can raise his hand Reading my yslf:i ydw, lit. "who extends his 
hand" (cf. LXX), in correction of MT my slf:i ydw, "who has extended his 
hand," in which y has fallen out after my. But cf. GK § 112h, which suggests 
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that the opposite case might be made, viz. that MT is better and LXX reflects 
dittography of y. 

12. at his head Reading mmr'styw with LXX in preference to MT mr'sty 
s'wl, where m- has fallen out after the preceding hmym and they is (despite 
GK §87s) a vestige of the original reading. See Wellhausen, Driver. 

13. distance So LXX: he hodos = hdrk, lit. "(the) road" (thus lit. "Great 
was the road between them"). MT has hmqwm, "the place" (thus, "Great was 
the space between them"). There is no basis for a choice between these vari
ants. 

14. To Abiner he said Reading w'l 'bnr dbr l'mr with LXX. MT has w'l 
'bnr bn nr l'mr, "and to Abiner, son of Ner .... " 

"Who is it that calls?" Reading my 'th hqwr' with LXXB (tis ei su ho kalan). 
The other versions reflect one or both of two expansions: (1) my 'th hqwr' 'ty, 
"Who is it that calls me?" (cf. LXXL); (2) my 'th hqwr' 'l hmlk, "Who is it 
that calls to the king?" (cf. Syr.). LXXA reflects my 'th hqwr' 'ty 'I hm/k, a 
conflation of the two expansive readings, and this also lies behind the text of 
MT, which has become further corrupt: my 'th qr't 'l hmlk, "Who are you? 
You have called to the king." See also the NOTE at v 20. 

said Abiner in reply We read with MT: hlw' t'nh 'bnr wy'n 'bnr wy'mr, lit. 
"'Will you not answer, Abiner?' And Abiner answered and said .... " LXX(BJ 
has lost "And Abiner answered" as a result of haplography, a scribe's eye hav
ing skipped from the first 'bnr to the second. 

16. you who should have kept watch Reading 'tm 'sr smrtm with LXXB. 
MT, LXXL add I' under the influence of v 15-thus, "you who have not kept 
watch." 

over your lord So MT. LXX(B, ct. LJ: "over the king, your lord," under the 
influence of v 15. 

and where Reading w'y for MT w't (Budde, Driver, GK §117m,N). But 
contrast the fuller discussion of Stoebe. 

17. It is my voice So MT (qwly). LXX has doulos sou= 'bdk, "your ser-
vant," on which see Wellhausen. 

18. he said So MT, Lxxn. LXXAL; "David said." 
my lord So MT. LXXB: "the lord." LXXL: "my lord the king." 
What have I done? So MT: mh 'syty. LXX ti hemarteka reflects mh 1,it'ty, 

"How have I sinned?" Cf. 20: 1. 
What evil is there in me? So MT: wmh bydy r'h, lit. "And what evil is in 

my hand?" LXXB<ct. LJ: kai ti heurethe en emoi adikema = wmh nml by r'h, 
"And what evil is found in me?" 

19. the words So MT, LXXL. LXXB: "the word." 
God So LXX. MT: "Yahweh." 
20. my life So LXXB: psychen mou = npfy. MT (cf. LXXL): pr's 'bd, "a 

single flea," which arose under the influence of 24: 15. 
the calling-bird So MT: hqr', "the partridge, calling-bird," which we ex

pect LXX to represent as ho perdix. But in fact LXX (cf. OL) has ho 
nyktikorax, "the night-raven," which may reflect some alternative reading such 
as h'rb. 
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21. mistreat you MT, LXXAL add "again." Omit with LXXB. 
precious today. I have acted foolishly So MT. Some MSS of LXX have: 

"precious. And today I have acted foolishly .... " 
22. "Here is the king's spear'' Reading hnh l;inyt hmlk with LXX (idou to 

doru tou basileos), 4QSama (hnh l;in[yt hmlk]), and MT qere. MT ketib 
with dittography of h reads hnh hl;inyt hmlk, "Here is the spear, 0 king!" 

23. into my power So LXX (= bydy, lit. "in my hand"). MT: byd, "into 
hand." 

24. and rescue me MT wnlny, rendered twice in LXX(BJ as kai skepasai 
me, "and shelter me" (as if from ~II), and kai exeleitai me, "and rescue me" 
(as if from n.rl; so MT). 

25. my son MT, LXXAL, Syr. add "David." Omit with LXXB. 
his way .•. his place So MT (correctly). The order is reversed in 

LXXBL. 

NOTES 

26 1. Ziphites. See the Norn on the Wilderness of Ziph at 23: 14. 
on the hill of Hachilah, opposite Jeshimon. See the NoTE at 23:19. 
2. thousands. That is, military units or contingents; see the NOTE at 4:10. 
5. Abiner, son of Ner. Saul's kinsman and the commander of his army; see 

the NOTES at 14:50,51. 
6. Ahime/ech the Hittite. Mentioned nowhere else. 
Abishai, the son of Zeruiah. According to I Chron 2: 16, Zeruiah was David's 

sister and the mother of Abishai, Joab, and Asahel, who was later slain by 
Abiner (II Sam 2:18-23). Abishai was the commander of David's army and a 
prominent figure in the stories of his reign, in which he figures as a loyal and 
heroic supporter of the new Davidic kingdom and is intimately involved in the 
palace intrigue of his uncle's years as king. 

9. Do not destroy him. Hebrew 'al taJl;iitehU, not simply, "Do not kill him!" 
Though to be sure Abishai's wish is to slay Saul, David's cry of intervention 
implies more. The verb hiSl;iit, "destroy," often carries with it a connotation of 
spoliation (cf. 13:17; 14:15), rnination (cf. 6:5), or corruption; its Phoenician 
equivalent can refer to the defacing of an inscription as well as the breaking of 
a head (e.g. KAI 24: 14,15), and a related Syriac word means "mutilate" (cf. 
BDB). The sense of "mutilate, deface" (cf. Deut 20:19, "When you lay siege 
to a city for many days ... you must not mutilate [IO'-taJl;iitJ its trees by wield-
ing an ax against them ... ") is important here: Saul as king and anointed of 
Yahweh is sacrosanct and not to be physically defiled-a reflection of beliefs 
about the inviolability of the king's body. It is a capital offense to "destroy" the 
king even to administer the coup de grace when he is already dying, as clearly 
shown by II Sam 1: 14-16 (where the form of sht used is not Hip' ii but Pi' el). 
Saul, then, is protected from harm by taboos, which David is careful to respect. 
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It is true, however, that as the speech that follows shows, the main concern of 
our narrative is to demonstrate David's innocence with particular regard to 
Saul's death, and the issue, then, is not merely one of ritual purity but of legal 
blamelessness with regard to the succession (see the NOTE at 24:7). 

10. goes down into battle and is taken. The anticipation of c 31 is rather ex
plicit here, and some commentators have regarded this entire verse as second
ary. In any case it is consistent with the sentiment David will express in II Sam 
1:14-16. 

12. the slumber of Yahweh. Hebrew tardemat yahweh. A case could be made 
for translating this expression as "an awesome slumber" or something similar 
on the analogy of the intensifying use of 'elohim in such expressions as f:zerdat 
'elOhim, "convulsion of God, awesome convulsion" in 14:15 (see the NOTE 

there). But even so we should have to grant that there is an implication here of 
divine involvement in the events that are transpiring. Yahweh is helping 
David's cause by casting over the camp of Saul a tardema, a very deep sleep or 
even trance that elsewhere is most often divinely imposed (Gen 2:21; 15: 12; 
Isa 29:10). 

16. you . .. are dead men. That is, "You deserve to die!" 
19. may he accept an offering. Or rather, "let him smell (yiiraf:z) an offering." 

That is, let him smell the pleasing scent of an offering (exactly as in Gen 8:21) 
and assume a more favorable disposition toward me. 

from sharing in Yahweh's estate. Hebrew mehistappeaf:z benaf:zlilat yahweh. 
"Yahweh's estate" is his personal plot of land, Israel, as explained in the NoTE 

at 10: 1. The verb spf:z, though appearing in Hitpa'el only here, may be under
stood from its use in 2:36 (Qal), where it means "assign, attach (to a priestly 
order)," and especially in Isa 14:1 (Nip'al), where it is used of foreigners who 
"attach themselves to, join themselves to" the house of Jacob; the reference 
here, then, is to David's previous attachment to Israel. Exclusion from Israel, 
moreover, means exclusion from the worship of the Israelite national god, so 
that David, as he says, also feels barred from the service of Yahweh. 

20. the calling-bird. That is, the partridge, Hebrew haqqore', lit. "the caller," 
as the various partridges of Palestine were dubbed in Hebrew. There is a bit of 
wordplay going on in this metaphor. David is standing on a mountain (v 13) 
calling (v 14), and he compares Saul's pursuit of him to the hunting of "the 
caller" in the mountains. Specifically the play revolves upon Abiner's question 
in v 14, mi 'atta haqq6re' (see the Textual Note), "Who is it that calls?" or 
more literally, "Who are you, 0 caller?" Thus in David's reply he wryly com
pares himself to "the caller" hunted in the mountains. (Cf. also the explanation 
of 'en-haqq6re', "Partridge Spring," the name of a place near Lehi, given in 
Judg 15: 18-19.) Wordplay aside, the metaphor is particularly apt, since the par
tridge seems to have been hunted by relentless chasing; see W. S. McCullough, 
IDB 3.661. 

25. In whatever you undertake you will surely succeed. The thought is the 
same, though differently worded, es that expressed in 18: 14 ... but now on 
the lips of Saul himselfl 
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COMMENT 

Betrayed by fellow Judahites from Ziph, David finds himself ag11in 
pursued by Saul. His spies quickly give him the advantage of the king, and 
with one companion he steals into the sleeping camp at night. At the cen
ter of the encampment he finds Saul asleep and unprotected but refuses to 
lay violent hands on him or to allow his nephew to do so. Instead he takes 
Saul's spear and a cruse of water and departs. Standing on a hill opposite 
the camp David calls aloud to awaken the soldiers. He chides Abiner, 
Saul's principal general, with a lack of vigilance in guarding his lord and 
then protests his own loyalty to Saul and Israel, offering the spear and 
cruse in evidence. Seeing that David has refused an opportunity to take his 
life, Saul is moved to acknowledge the rightness of the younger man's 
claim and to bless him in a fatherly manner. 

The similarity of this story to that describing David's encounter with 
Saul in a cave near En-gedi may be judged from a comparison of the sum
mary given above to that at the beginning of the COMMENT on 24:2-23, 
where the implications of the similarity are considered in detail. We con
cluded there that the present passage is the older of the two accounts and 
the one to which the other has been conformed. It shares wifh 24:2-23 the 
theme of the divine participation in the interplay between Saul and David 
-in both passages it is clear that Yahweh is directing events (see 24:5a 
and 26:8; cf. also the NoTE on "the slumber of Yahweh" at v 12 above)
but explicit statements about David's future and overt or extreme demon
strations of his innocence and piety and of Saul's abjection are avoided 
here, as they are in the rest of the older narrative about David's rise to 
power. David's respect for Yahweh's anointed one (cf. the NOTE at v 9) is 
amply demonstrated without the excesses of 24: 6-7; and though Saul, in 
development of a theme introduced in 18: 14, finally comes to the point of 
openly acknowledging David's uncanny knack for success, he is still far 
from ready to name David as his successor, and we are left with the feel
ing that he is not fully aware of the implications of his own words when he 
says to David, "In whatever you undertake you will surely succeed!" 

A special literary device that animates the passage is discussed in the 
Norn at v 20 (cf. the second Textual Note to v 14). David, calling from 
the mountain opposite Saul's camp, is addressed by Abiner as haqqore', 
"the caller" ( v 14), and finds in this a chance to drive home his point to 
Saul by describing himself as haqqore', "the partridge, calling-bird," a 
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creature whose fate was to be chased relentlessly by the fowler. "For the 
king of Israel," he says, "has come out to seek my life just as though he 
were hunting the calling-bird (haqqore') in the mountains!" 

When Saul and David part company at the end of this episode, it is for 
the last time. According to the story that follows David will leave Israel 
now to enlist in the service of a Philistine prince and will return only after 
his lord is dead. 

JUDAH AND THE NEGES 

0-; 
• Btthlthtm .'--.J''-

0 



XLI. DAVID IN THE SERVICE OF 
ACHISH OF GATH 

(27:1-28:2) 

27 l David said to himself, "Any day now I might be taken by Saul .. 
There is nothing better for me than to escape to the land of the Philis
tines. Then Saul will give up on me and no longer seek me throughout 
the territory of Israel, for I shall be safely out of his reach." 

2 So David arose, and he and the six hundred men who .were with 
him crossed over to Achish, son of Maoch, the king of Gath. 3 David 
and his men took up residence with Achish, each man and his house
hold: with David were his two wives, Ahinoam of J ezreel and 
Abigail, widow of Nabal, of Carmel. 4 When Saul was told that David 
had fled to Gath, he sought him no longer. 

Ziklag 

5 Then David said to Achish, "If I have found favor with you, let 
me be given a place in one of the outlying cities, so that I may live 
there. Why should your servant live in the royal city with you?" 6 So 
he gave him Ziklag at that time. (For this reason Ziklag has belonged 
to the kings of Judah to this day.) 7 The amount of time David lived 
in Philistine territory was a year and four months. 

s David and his men went up and made raids against the Geshurites 
and the Amalekites- (Though the land was inhabited from Telem to 
Shur and on toward Egypt, 9 David, when he would make a strike in 
the land, would leave neither man nor woman alive; but he would 
take sheep, cattle, asses, camels and articles of clothing.) When he re
turned and brought [the booty] to Achish, 10 Achish said, "Against 
whom did you go raiding today?" 

"Against the Negeb of Judah," said David, "and against the Negeb 
of Jerahmeel, and against the Negeb of the Kenizzites." 11 (Not one 
man or woman did he ever bring alive to Gath, for he thought, "They 
might give information about us and say, 'David did thus and so'!" 
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Such was David's custom all the days he lived in Philistine territory.) 
12 So Achish became confident of David, thinking, "Surely he has 

become loathsome to his own people, Israel! I shall have him for a 
servant always!" 
28 I When it happened in those days that the Philistines had called 
their forces to duty to do battle with Israel, Achish said to David, 
"You must understand that you and your men are to march out to 
battle with me." 

2 "Then you will learn for yourself what your servant does!" said 
David to Achish. 

"Then I shall appoint you as my permanent bodyguard!" said 
Achish to David. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

27 1. than to escape Reading Icy 'm 'mlf, lit. "except that I escape," on the 
basis of LXXDL ean me (dia)sothO. In MT, after 'm was lost by simple 
haplography, the verb was strengthened with the infinitive absolute; thus, ky 
hmlt 'ml/, "because I shall surely escape." 

2. six hundred So MT, LXXAL. LXXD; "four hundred." Cf. the Textual 
Note to 23: 13. 

and he . .. crossed over That is, wy'br hw'; so MT, L:XXAL. LXX8 unac
countably omits this, but it seems indispensable. There is also some weak MS 
support (LXXA, Syr.) for a third verb, wyb', "and came," before "to Achish." 

Maoch MT ma'ok. LXXB ammach. LXXL acheimaan. OL achirruwc. See 
the NOTE. 

3. with Achish MT, L:XXA add "in Gath" (cf. LXXL). Omit with LXX8 • 

of Carmel Or rather, "the Carmelite" (hkrmly); cf. LXX. MT reflects 
hkrmlyt, "the Cannelitess," perhaps erroneously, under the influence of 
hyzr"lyt, "the Jezreelitess," earlier in the verse. Either reading is possible, but 
most critics prefer the masculine form, which in fact is used in 30:5 in the 
same context. 

4. he sought him no longer MT (ketib) points to welo' yosip 'od lebaqso, 
while MT (qere) has welo' yiisap, etc. The former, which is preferable, 
expresses habitual action in the past (cf. the NoTE at 1:4-7)-"and he no 
longer sought him"-and the latter is ordinary past narration-"and he did not 
seek him again." See also Driver, who compares Josh 15:63. 

5. I have found So MT. LXXBCcf. L): "your servant has found." 
let me be given Literally, "let them give me": ytnw ly (so MT; 

LXX = ytnw n' ly). 
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6. he gave him So LXXB. MT, LXXL: "Achish gave him." 
7. a year and four months So MT: ymym w'rb'h bdfym (for ymym, "a 

year," cf. Driver). LXX omits ymym w- (thus reading "four months"), per
haps as a result of the loss of ymym after the preceding plstym, with subse
quent exclusion of the w-. Smith makes the opposite case, viz:th.at ymym w
arose from duplication of the preceding -ym, and prefers LXX. 

8. against the Geshurites MT (cf. LXXL, OL) has 'l hgswry whgrzy (qere: 
haggizri), showing a conflation of variants; we must choose between the 
Geshurites and Gezerites. The Geshurites, not the Transjordanian people but 
the neighbors of the Philistines (see the NoTE), are entirely appropriate here; 
but the Gezerites lived much too far N. L:XXB, though ambiguous, seems to ap
proximate the original reading: epi panta ton geseiri kai epi ton amalekeiten 
= 'I kl hgfyry w'l h'mlqy, "against all the Geshurites and against the 
Amalekites" (from which we may omit kl and the second 'l with MT as simple 
expansions) . 

Though the land was inhabited Reading whnh h'r~ nwsbt on_ the basis of 
LXXtDJ kai idou he ge katokeito. MT originally had whnh n"Sbt h'r~, the same 
reading with simple inversion, but the confusion of n for y led to reinterpreta
tion and further confusion. Thus MT: ky hnh ysbwt h'r~ 'sr, "For they (henna) 
were inhabiting the land which .... " Presumably hnh (though feminine!) 
refers to the Arnalekites. But LXX is patently superior. 

from Te/em to Shur We read mflm swr(h). MT m'wlm bw'k swrh, "from 
ancient times as you go to Shur," is the result of confusion of r for ' and the in
trusion of bw'k from 15:7 (see the Textual Note there). LXXCBJ conflates two 
interpretations of each term in rendering apo anekonton he apo gelampsour te
teichismenon, viz. ( 1) apo anekonton, "from those coming up," and apo 
gelam-, "from Gelam-," both reflecting m'lm, and (2) -(p )sour, "-sour," and 
teteichismenon, "walled," both reflecting swr(h). Some twelve MSS of LXX ac
tually read telam- for gelam- (cf. Wellhausen, Driver), but in view of the evi
dence of MT this may be coincidental (note the similarity of the Greek majus
cules t and g) : the confusion of r for ' seems already to have affected a 
common ancestral text of MT and LXX. There is no sure evidence for reading 
m(lm, which must be listed as conjectural. 

and on toward Egypt Reading w'd m~rym with LXX. MT: w'd 'ri m~rym, 
"and on toward the land of Egypt." 

9. and brought [the booty] The object is not expressed, a fact that led MT 
to mispoint wyb', properly wayyiibe', as wayyiibO', "and came." Cf. v 11. 

10. Achish said LXX adds "to David." Omit with MT. 
Against whom So LXX (epi tina = 'l my) and apparently 4QSam• ('/ 

[my]). Only a vestige survives in MT: 'l ( = '/). Targ. suggests 'n or 'nh, 
"Where/ Whither?" 

said David LXX adds "to Achish." Omit with MT. 
and against the Negeb of Jerahmeel 4QSam• has w'l ngb yr[bm']/, sup

porting MT (cf. LXXAL) w'l ngb hyrbm'ly, "and against the Negeb of the 
Jerahmeelites" (showing a minor alteration under the influence of hqyny, "the 
Kenites"), against LXX8 kai kata noton iesmega = w'l ngb ysm'y, "and against 
the Negeb of ... ? ..• " 
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the Kenizzites So LXXCB): tou kenezei = hqnzy. MT: hqyny, "the Ken
ites." See the third Textual Note at 30:29. 
11. he So LXXB. MT, LXXL: "David." 

give information LXX adds "to Gath." Omit with MT. 
12. Achish ... David So MT. In LXXCBJ the order has been reversed, 

thus "David became confident of/put his trust in Achish." 
28 1. their forces MT 't ml:myhm, lit. "their camps" (as in 17:1, etc.). 
LXXCDJ = bmbnyhm, "in their camps." 

to duty MT lfb'. LXX<B> reflects lf't, "to march out." 
you and your men In both MT and LXX this stands at the end of the 

verse (" ... that with me will you march out to battle [so LXX; see below], 
you and your men"), but 4QSama displays a substitution made in anticipation 
of 29: 1,11. It reads yzr''l[h] "at Jezreel" (thus, " ... that with me will you 
march out to battle at Jez.reel"). F. M. Cross points out that Josephus (Ant. 
6.325) has a corruption of the same reading (eis rega/rella < *iesraela) and 
conflates the readings of MT and 4QSam• (cf. "History of the Biblical Text," 
293). 

to battle So LXX (eis polemon) and 4QSam• ([lm]lbmh). MT has 
bmbnh, "from the camp" (cf. M. Dahood in Orientalia 45 [1976) 334). 

2. you will learn for yourself So MT: 'th td'. LXX reflects 'th td', "you 
may now learn." It is difficult to choose between these variants. 

NOTES 

27 2. Achish, son of Maoch, the king of Gath. Achish, concerning whom see 
the NoTE at 21:11, is here given a patronymic for the first time, viz. ma'ok, 
called ma'aka in I Kings 2:39 (if the same Achish is meant there). 

3. On David's two wives see 25:43-44 and the NOTES there. 
5-6. The granting of landed properties to favored servants was a common 

part of the feudal economy of the city-states of the ancient Near Eastern 
Bronze Age. The practice seems to have been perpetuated in the Philistine prin
cipalities of the Iron Age, just as it was under the Israelite monarchy (see 
18:14; cf. 22:7). In the present case the grant is evidently made in return for 
certain services at arms-a true military fief-as the materials that follow 
show. All such grants were permanent and inalienable, and the parenthesis at 
the end of v 6 traces the fact that Zi.klag was in the writer's time a special 
crown property in Judah (a situation about which we have no other informa
tion) to the events here recorded. 

6. Ziklag. Though formally assigned to Simeon (Josh 19:5; I Chron 4:30) 
Ziklag finds its place in the list of Judahite cities in Josh 15 :20-63 (see v 31) as 
belonging to the Negeb province. The location is still uncertain. It was long 
identified as Tell el-Khuweilfeh, ca. 14 miles N of Beersheba, but Tell esh
Sheri'ah, ca. 15 miles SE of Gaza on the N bank of the Valley of Gerar 
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(Wadi esh-Sheri'ah) and thus some 35-40 miles SW of Tell e~-Safi (Gath?), 
seems now preferred. Cf. A. F. Rainey, IDBSup, 984-985. 

7. This notice seems to refer to all the time David was in the service of 
Achish, whether in Gath or Ziklag. See also the NoTE at 29: 3. 

8-12. By a raid on the Geshurites and Amalekites, which he cunningly repre
sents to Achish as having been against Judahite territory, David wins the 
confidence of his Philistine overlord. The description of the episode is laced 
with parenthetical information about David's customary raiding procedures, 
and the mixture is somewhat confusing; but close attention to the Hebrew syn
tax, in which the main narrative is expressed by prefixed verbs joined to the 
conjunction (8wayya'al ... wayyipseru ... 9 ••• wayyiiJob .wayyiibe' ... 
10wayyo'mer •.. wayyo'mer .•• I 2 wayya'iimen ... ) and the parentheses by 
the so-called "frequentative" tenses, i.e. by independent prefixed verbs and suf
fixed verbs joined to the conjunction ( ... 9wehikkti ... welo' ye/:iayyeh ... 
weliiqa/:i ... 1116' ye/:iayyeh), will sort out the problems. Cf. the NoTE at 
1 : 4-7; also GK § 112e,dd. 

8. the Geshurites. A little known people, geographically associated in Josh 
13:2-3 with the Philistines and the Avvim, who were ancient inhabitants of the 
Gaza area ( Deut 2: 23) ; they are not to be confused with the people of the 
Transjordanian state of Geshur (Deut 3:14; Josh 12:5; 13:11,13), though 
some historical connection unknown to us may have existed. 

the Amalekites. See the NOTES at 14:48 and 15:7. 
from Telem to Shur and on toward Egypt. That is, from the Negebite city of 

Telem or Telaim (on which see the NoTE at 15:4) to the Wilderness of Shur in 
the direction of Egypt; see also the NoTE at 15:7. 

10. the Negeb of Judah ... of Jerahmeel ... of the Kenizzites. The arid 
negeb or "Southland" of Palestine was traditionally divided into districts by 
population. The Negeb of Judah seems to have centered upon Beersheba (cf. II 
Sam 24:7; II Chron 28:18), though it eventually encompassed all the cities 
listed in Josh 15: 21-32. J erahmeel (cf. 30: 29) was evidently an independent 
tribe, later incorporated into Judah (I Chron 2:9,25-27, etc.); its precise terri
tory cannot be located with certainty but may have lain to the S of Beersheba. 
The Kenizzites, of whom the Calebites (see the NoTE at 25:3) were a sub
division (cf. Num 32:12; Josh 14:6,14), must have lived in the vicinity of the 
Calebite city Hebron and of Debir (Tell Beit Mirsim), the town occupied by 
Othniel, a second Kenizzite subdivision (Josh 15:15-17; etc.). In the present 
passage all of this is to be understood as J udahite and thus Israelite territory. 

12. a servant always. Hebrew 'ebed 'oliim, lit. "a slave of eternity," a cate
gory of bondsman which seems to have involved some kind of formal and vol
untary acceptance of status by a servant, who thereby surrendered his chances 
of freedom forever; see Deut 15:17; Job 40:28(English 41:4; cf. also CTCA 
5 [= 67].2.19-20; 14 [= Krt].127). 
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COMMENT 

In the desperate knowledge that Saul will sooner or later overtake him 
David decides to leave Judah, just as he once left Israel. He and his men 
enlist in the service of the king of Philistine Gath, who gives David the 
city of Ziklag as a kind of feudal grant. In this way the future king of Is
rael becomes a soldier in the army of Israel's enemies! Yet his true loyalty 
has not changed, and all his cunning is required to avoid having either to 
disclose to Achish his abiding love for Judah or to shed Judahite blood. 

This section is part of a larger narrative subdivision in the history of 
David's rise to power that also includes 29: 1 - 30: 31. All of this concerns 
the sojourn at Ziklag-it is interrupted only by the insertion of the ac
count of Saul's visit to the ghostwife at En-dor in 28: 3-25-and should be 
viewed as a whole, so that at this point not only the present episode comes 
into our purview but also the report of David's dismissal from the north
ern campaign in 29: 1-11 and the story of his victory over the Amalekites 
inc 30. 

No writer as sympathetic to David as the narrator of this material was 
would have invented the notion that the primogenitor of the kings of 
Judah once served as a Philistine vassal, and we cannot doubt that it was 
an ineradicable element of the story. If so, it was also an embarrassing 
element of the story. 1 For this reason the Ziklag pericope has a markedly 
apologetic tone. It allows that although David did defect to Philistia, he 
did so only when driven to it by Saul's persecutions, and although he did 
enter the service of a Philistine king, he was merely using the opportunity 
to acquire a base of operations from which to fight other enemies of Israel 
(the Geshurites and the Amalekites, for example [27:8]). Never did he 
make a raid on a Judahite city or in any way violate Judahite territory, 
though he led Achish to believe that he did, just as he outwitted him in 
a number of other ways. In the end, in fact, he found a way to use his 
sojourn as an occasion for enriching the people of Judah ( 30: 26-31). 

Apologetics aside, however, the Ziklag pericope functions in the larger 
narrative as a further example of David's ingenuity and ability to succeed 
in the most hostile circumstances, and as the story continues in 29: 1-11 
below, we shall see that Achish is another of those like Michal and 
Jonathan who, despite the suspicions of others, give their whole-hearted 
loyalty to David and seem always willing to help his cause. 

1 Cf. the earlier account of a visit by David to the court of Achish in 21: 11 b-16 
and the CoMMENT there, where the possibility is considered that that passage was 
introduced to "correct" the impression made by this one. 



XLII. THE SEANCE AT EN-DOR 
(28:3-25) 

28 3 Now Samuel was dead. All Israel had mourned for him and 
buried him in Ramah, his city. And Saul had banished necromanc.ers 
and mediums from the land. 

4 After the Philistines were assembled, they came up and encamped 
at Shunem; so Saul assembled all Israel, and they encamped on Gil
boa. 5 When Saul saw the Philistine camp, he became so frightened 
that his heart beat violently. 6 [He] inquired of Yahweh, but Yahweh 
did not answer him, not by dreams or by lots or by prophets. 7 So Saul 
said to his servants, "Find me a ghostwife, so that I may go make my 
inquiry through her!" and his servants told him that there was a 
ghostwife in En-dor. 

s Saul disguised himself, putting on different clothes, and set out 
with two companions. They came to the woman at night, and [Saul] 
said, "Divine for me by a ghost! Bring up the man I declare to you!" 

9 "You must know what Saul has done," the woman told him, "how 
he has cut off necromancers and mediums from the land! Then why 
are you laying snares for my life to get me killed?" 

IO But Saul swore to her, "As Yahweh lives, no guilt will fall upon 
you in this matter!" 

11 Then the woman said, "Whom shall I bring up for you?" 
"Bring up Samuel for me!" he said. 
12 When the woman saw Samuel, she cried out in a loud voice. 

"Why have you deceived me?" she said to Saul. "You are Saul!" 
13 "Do not be afraid!" the king said to her. "What do you see?" 
"I see a god," she told him, "coming up from the earth!" 
14 "What is his appearance?" he asked her. 
"An erect man is coming up," she said, "and he is wrapped in a 

robe." Then Saul knew that it was Samuel, and he fell down face to 
the ground and paid homage. 

15 Then Samuel said, "Why have you disturbed me by bringing me 
up?" 
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"I am in great distress!" said Saul. "The Philistines are fighting 
against me, and God has turned away from me, answering me no 
more, either through prophets or by dreams. So I have called upon 
you to tell me what I should do." 

16 "Why do you inquire of me," said Samuel, "when Yahweh has 
turned away from you to be with your neighbor? 17 For Yahweh has 
dealt with you just as he declared through me: [he] has tom the 
kingship from your hand and given it to your neighbor David! 18 It is 
because you disobeyed Yahweh and did not execute his hot anger 
against Amalek that [he] has dealt with you this way today. 19 And 
tomorrow you are going to fall along with your sons-indeed Yahweh 
will deliver the camp of Israel into the hand of the Philistines!" 

20 Saul immediately fell down full-length upon the ground, for he 
was greatly frightened by Samuel's words. Indeed he had no strength 
left, since he had eaten nothing all that day and night. 21 Then the 
woman came to Saul and, seeing that he was badly shocked, said to 
him, "Your maidservant listened to you: I put my life in your hands 
and heeded the instructions you gave me. 22 Now then, you listen to 
your maidservant! Let me set a bit of food before you; eat it, and you 
will have strength when you go on your way." 23 He would not eat; 
but when his servants and the woman together pressed him, he 
complied with their request, got up from the ground, and sat upon a 
couch. 24 Now the woman had a stall-fed calf in the house; so she 
quickly slaughtered it and taking some meal, kneaded it and baked 
unleavened bread; 25 then she served Saul and his servants. When 
they had eaten, they arose and departed that night. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

28 3. in Ramah, his city Reading brmh b'yrw with LXX (cf. GK 
§154a,N). MT: brmh wb'yrw, "in Ramah and in his city." 

4. Shunem Mr sunem. LXXB soman shows metathesis, but the correct 
form, sonam, is attested in several Greek MSS. 

7. ghostwi/e In both occurrences MT conflates two terms referring to a 
(female) necromancer, viz. 'st 'wb, "ghostwife," and b'lt 'wb, "ghostmistress"; 
thus, 'st b'/t 'wb ... 'st b'lt 'wb. LXX gynaika engastrimython ... gyne engas
trimythos suggests that 'st 'wb was original. 

8. and [Saul] said Reading wy'mr, "and he said," with MT. LXX8 : "and 
he said to her." LXXL: "and Saul said to her." 
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Divine MT (qere): qiisomi (GK §lOh). MT (ketib): qesomi (GK §46e). 
9. and mediums MT reads hyd'ny, the singular, having lost -m before the 

succeeding mn, "from." Read hyd'nym (cf. LXX). 
10. Saul swore to her So LXXB. MT, LXXA add "by Yahweh.'; LXXL 

adds "by God.'' 
13. "What do you see?" Reading mh r'yt, before and after which LXXB 

and LXXL (respectively) add "Speak!" Omit with MT, which has an intrusive 
ky of its own before mh. 

she told him So LXXB. MT, LXXL: "the woman told Saul." 
14. What is his appearance? So MT: mh t'rw. LXX has ti egnos = mh yd't, 

"What do you know?" on the pattern of mh r'yt in v 13. 
erect So LXX: orthion = zqp. MT has zqn, "old," as a result of confusion 

of the quite similar letters p and n (cf., for example, the third Textual Note at 
25: 9), but LXX is surely to be preferred as lectio difficilior. The verb zqp, 
"stand upright, erect," though it occurs only once elsewhere in the Hebrew 
Bible (in Ps 145: 14), is well attested in Postbiblical Hebrew (Jastrow, 409-
410) , as well as Aramaic and Akkadian. 

she said LXX adds "to him." Omit with MT. 
paid homage LXX adds "to him." Omit with MT. 
15. Samuel said MT adds "to Saul." Omit with LXXBL, 
So I have called On MT's anomalous w'qr'h, see GK §48d and (for a 

fuller discussion) Stoebe. LXX kai nyn kekleka reflects w'th qr'ty, "And now I 
have called .... " 

16. Why So LXX. MT: "And why .... " 
with your neighbor So LXX: meta tou plesion sou= 'm r'k (cf. Syr.). 

MT has 'rk, which some critics would render "your adversary" as a simple cor
ruption of ~rk (cf. Symmachus' antizelos sou, "your rival, antagonist") or a 
transcriptional error for ~rk "by a scribe to whom the Aramaic form ['rk] was 
familiar" (Smith). See further Driver. 

17. with you So LXXD: soi= lk. MT (cf. LXXL) has lw, "with him," 
probably in consequence of the loss of k before the following word (k'sr, "just 
as"). 

the kingship So MT, LXXL. LXXB: "your kingship." 
19. This verse is corrupt in all witnesses, conflating two versions of one 

clause, viz. (1) wytn yhwh gm 't y.fr'l 'mk byd plstym (MT v 19aa), "And 
Yahweh will give Israel, too, with you into the hand of the Philistines," and (2) 
gm 't mflnh ysr'l ytn yhwh byd plstym, "Indeed the camp of Israel will Yahweh 
give into the hand of the Philistines" (v 19b). There is no reason to prefer the 
second variant, except that (since 19af3 is presupposed) we know that it is the 
first that is out of place (Wellhausen). 

you are going to fall along with your sons Reading 'th wbnyk 'mk nplym 
on the basis of LXXB su kai hoi huioi sou meta sou pesountai. MT has a de
fective text: 'th wbnyk 'my, "you and your sons (will be) with me." 

23. He would not eat Reading wl' 'bh /'kl on the basis of LXXB kai ouk 
eboulethe phagein. MT expresses it somewhat differently: wym'n wy'mr I' 'kl, 
"But he refused and said, 'I shall not eat!'" LXXL ( = wy'mn wl' 'bh /'kl) shows 
the influence of both readings. 
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prexsed him LXX kai pareh;az.·m•o points to wyp$rW. MT (as in II Sam 
13.25,27; cf. II Kings 5:23) has wypr.yw, as if "broke out upon him," showing 
metathesis. 

24. kneaded it MT wt/s = wattiilos. 4QSama [w]ilw.i' = wattiilos, to which 
compare II Sam 13:8 (MT). 

25. that night 4QSam• (cf. LXX): hlylh h[hw']. MT: blylh hhw', "on that 
night." 

NOTES 

28 3. This verse provides preliminary information necessary to the story that 
follows. For the notice of Samuel's death and burial, see 25: 1 and the CoM
MENT there. 

necromancers and mediums. Hebrew 'obot and yidde'onlm, terms which, as 
J. Pedersen noted, are most often met with in conjunction: Lev 19:31; 20:6,27; 
II Kings 21 :6; 23 :24; etc. "They denote departed souls who speak to the liv
ing," wrote Pedersen (Israel 4.482), "Their whispering voices can be heard 
from the ground (Isa. 29,4), but most frequently they speak through a man or 
a woman who understands how to make them active. This spirit is said to be in 
the man or woman in question (Lev. 20,27). That means that it enters their 
soul and unites with it. Therefore the person through whose mouth the de
parted speaks can also be called 'obh and yidh'oni (II Kings 23,24) .... " 
Hence our translation, "necromancers and mediums." Priestly Jaw forbade 
doing business with them (Lev 19:31; 20:6; etc.), and the present tradition 
records that such a prohibition was enforced by Saul himself. 

4. Shunem . . . Gilboa. The battle camps are pitched far to the N of the 
southern desert where the last episodes have taken place. Mount Gilboa and the 
NebI DaJ:iI (the so-called "Hill of Moreh"), on the southern slope of which lies 
Solem, ancient Shunem, loom opposite one another, overlooking the Valley of 
Jezreel. 

6. Now that Saul's repudiation is complete he can no longer expect the guid
ance of Yahweh, who refuses even to reply to his inquiries. This verse offers us 
a brief catalogue of the (accepted) methods by which an Israelite might seek 
divine guidance: (1) "dreams," on which cf. Job 33:150; (2) "lots," or rather 
"Urim," as our text reads literally; see the NOTES at 14:40-42; and (3) "proph
ets," here used in the general sense of "seers, visionaries." 

7. a ghostwife. Hebrew 'eset 'ob, a woman who communicates with spirits of 
the deceased. The accepted means of divining the answers to his questions hav
ing failed, Saul turns to a medium he himself has forbidden. 

En-dor. Modern Khirbet e~-$af~afe; the ancient name is preserved in that of 
the modern village of End6r, which lies nearby on the northern slope of the 
NebI Dal:JI. The old Manassite (Josh 17: 11) city lay only 4 or 5 miles NE of 
the Philistine camp at Shunem. 
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8. Divine for me by a ghost! That is, get me answers for my questions by 
contacting a departed person: it is assumed that the deceased have access to in
formation about the divine plans. The Hebrew verb used here is qsm, which 
elsewhere pertains to the practices of foreign diviners or false Israelite prophets, 
while "he who practices divinations" (qosem qesamim) is explicitly condemned 
by Deuteronomic law (Deut 18:10). 

Bring up. That is, from the underworld (the "earth"; cf. the Norn at v 13). 
9-12. The confusion in these verses is a consequence of the incorporation of 

the figure of Samuel into the story of Saul's interview with an originally 
anonymous ghost (see the COMMENT). In the unamended version of the story 
the woman recognized Saul (v 12) because of his authoritative .oath of reassur
ance (v 10): only the king himself could speak thus! The inclusion of. vv 
1 l-12a as part of the prophetic reworking of the episode obscures this connec
tion, giving the impression that her visitor's imperious tone has aroused no sus
picion in the woman and that seeing Samuel somehow alerts her to Saul's iden
tity. 

13. a god. That is, a supernatural being, in this case a shade. The use of 
'elohlm, the ordinary term for God or a god, in reference to a ghost is pecul
iar to this passage in the Old Testament; but see the NOTE at v 15 below. 

the earth. Or rather "the underworld," which ha'are~ so often designates. 
See N. J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the 
Old Testament (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 23-46. 

14. wrapped in a robe. The me'il or "robe," though here it seems to serve as 
a sort of shroud, was Samuel's characteristic garment ( 15: 27; cf. 2: 19), and it 
is perhaps on this basis that Saul recognizes his old nemesis. 

15. disturbed me. For the use of rgz in reference to "disturbing, rousing up" 
the underworld, cf. Isa 14: 9 (Driver). The Phoenician equivalent of the verb 
often refers to the violation of tombs in sepulchral inscriptions; cf., for exam
ple, its use in the fifth-century epitaph of King Tabnit of Sidon, KAI 13.4,6,7. 
It is also quite possible, in view of these things and the use of 'elohim' "god," to 
mean "shade" in v 13 above, that the expression margize-'el, "those who disturb 
a god," in Job 12:6, where it is parallel to sodedim, "robbers, looters," means 
in effect "grave robbers"; thus read: 

The tents of looters are prosperous! 
There is security for those who disturb a "god" 
For that which the "god" has brought with him! 

17-18. These verses allude directly to the story of the rejection of Saul in 
15:1-34. To v 17, cf. esp. 15:28, and for v 18, see the account of Saul's 
Amalekite campaign in c 15 passim. 

20. he had eaten nothing. Saul had fasted to purify himself in preparation for 
the seance. 

24. a stall-fed calf. Hebrew 'egel marbeq, elsewhere only metaphorically (Jer 
46:21; Mal 3:20[English 4:2]). 
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COMMENT 

Events are moving swiftly now toward a major confrontation between the 
Israelite and Philistine armies. Saul anxiously calls upon Yahweh for in
structions, but as we anticipated in the COMMENT on 22:6-23, the oracle 
is silent for him now. In desperation he turns to a "ghostwife" ('e:fet 'ob) 
in violation of his own interdiction of traffic with "necromancers and me
diums." Later tradition came to regard this as among the most heinous of 
Saul's crimes (cf. I Chron IO: 13), but the present narrative lays less 
stress on the impropriety of the means of divination that on the somber 
character of the information thus received. The woman's efforts produce 
an apparition that turns out to be the shade of Samuel himself, and the old 
prophet in death offers no more hope to Saul than he did in life. His 
words are no less dour and no more comforting than at the last meeting of 
the two men at the altar in Gilgal. He repeats the condemnation of Saul 
for failing to carry out the ban against the Amalekites and foretells the 
death of the king and his sons in the coming battle. 

The battle report appears in 31: 1-13, and in the received text of the 
Bible it is separated from the present passage by the account of David's 
dismissal from the Philistine army and his punishment of the Amalekite 
plunderers of Ziklag (29: 1 - 30: 31). We have already noted that the latter 
material goes with the description of David's entry into the service of 
Achish in 27: 1 - 28: 2 to make up a single narrative subunit. So in light of 
all this the present passage, separated from its natural sequel and disrup
tive in its present location, looks out of place. Geographical consid
erations reinforce this impression. As Driver says, "In 28,4 the Philistines 
are at Shunem (in the plain of Jezreel); in 29,1 they are still at Apheq (in 
the Sharon, Jos. 12,18), and only reach Jezreel in 29,11. The narrative 
will be in its right order, if the section be read after ch. 29-30." But if 
Driver and most other commentators are correct in believing the narrative 
sequence to be out of order here, how is the received arrangement to be 
accounted for? Budde and others have supposed that the passage was once 
removed entirely from its original position before c 31 by a Deu
teronomically oriented editor who was offended by its content (cf. Deut 
18: 10-12) and restored subsequently by another hand but at the wrong 
point in the story. It might, however, be fruitful to ask whether someone 
wanted Samuel's speech with its reminder of the failure of Saul's Ama
lekite campaign ( v 18) to stand as a kind of praeparatio before the ac
count of David's punishment of the Amalekites in cc 29-30. Accordingly, 
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the relocation of the passage n:iight be considered a part of its prophetic 
revision. 

And there is evidence of prophetic reworking here, reworking of the 
sort so familiar from the first half of the book. As pointed out in the Norn 
at VY 9-12, the introduction of Samuel in v 11 disrupts the natural flow of 
the narrative and leaves the ghostwife's recognition of Saul in' v 12b with
out explanation. Originally it was Saul's imperious tone !n v 10 that 
alerted the woman that her client was not an ordinary man but the king 
himself; VY 11-12a are secondary. Similarly the references in VY 17-18 to 
Saul's Amalekite campaign and the earlier oracle of Samuel, which point 
back to the thoroughly prophetic account of the rejection of Saul. in 
15: 1-34, are entirely superfluous and out of place here; the original of this 
speech of the ghost included only the material in VY 16 and 19, the direct 
answer to Saul's inquiry about the battle. These things suggest that Samuel 
had no part in this story before it was revised to reflect the prophetic con
viction that Saul's death was a direct consequence of his disobedience to 
the prophetically transmitted word of Yahweh (cf. 15:23,26 and the 
COMMENT on 15: 1-34). In unrevised and unrelocated form, though, the 
somber account of the seance at En-dor served first of all to set the tone 
for the report of the death of Saul and Jonathan in c 31. It showed Saul 
completely severed from Yahweh; the illegal divination symbolized his ex
tremity. As Ward has noted,1 this situation was thrown into relief by 
the contrasting picture, still fresh in the mind of the audience, of Yah
weh's oracular guidance of David in his punishment of the Amalekites. 
The prophetic reworking of the passage has left most of this intact while 
adding the new themes of its own. 

1 See "Story of David's Rise," 101. 



XLIII. ACHISH DISMISSES DAVID 
(29:1-11) 

29 1 The Philistines assembled all their forces at Aphek, Israel hav
ing encamped at the spring at Jezreel. 

2 As the lords of the Philistines were advancing with their hundreds 
and thousands, David and his men were advancing in the rear with 
Achish; 3 and the Philistine commanders said, "What are those He
brews [doing here]?" 

"Is this not David, the servant of Saul, king of Israel?" said Achish 
to the Philistine commanders. "He has been with us now for some 
time, and I have found no fault with him from the day he defected to 
me until this day." 

4 But the Philistine commanders grew angry with [Achish]. "Send 
the man back to the place you assigned him," they told him, "so that 
he will not go down into battle with us and be an adversary in [our 
own] camp! For how can this fellow regain the favor of his master, 
if not with the heads of these men? s Is he not the David of whom 
they sing in the dances, saying: 

Saul has slain his thousands, 
And David his ten thousands?" 

6So Achish summoned David. "As Yahweh lives," he told him, 
"you are an honest man, and the way you have marched in and out of 
camp with me seems good to me; indeed I have found no fault with 
you from the day you came to me until now. And also in the opinion 
of the Philistine lords you are a good man. 7 Therefore, go back! Re
turn in peace, so that you will do nothing wrong in the opinion of the 
Philistine lords!" 

8 Then David said to Achish, "What have I done? What fault have 
you found with your servant from the day I entered your service until 
this day that I should not go out and fight against the enemies of my 
lord, the king?" 

9 "I acknowledge," replied Achish to David, "that in my opinion 
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you are a good man. But the Philistine commanders have said, 'He 
shall not go up with us into battle!' lOTherefore, start early in the 
morning-you and the servants of your master who have come with 
you-and go to the place I assigned you. As for base remarks, take 
none to heart; for you have done well in my service! So be on the 
road early; and when you have light enough, go!" 

I I So David and his men set out early to return to the land of the 
Philistines, while the Philistines themselves went on up toward 
Jezreel. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

29 1. at the spring So MT (b'yn), LXXL (en ain). LXXACct. Bl en aendor, 
"at En-dor," shows the influence of 28:7. 

Jezreel So MT, LXXAL. LXXB: "Israel." 
3. commanders (bis) Hebrew sry (MT), rendered by LXX strategoi. In its 

first occurrence in the verse it is wrongly rendered satrapai, as if srny, "lords," 
by LXX8 in reminiscence of v 2, and LXXL conflates this reading with the cor
rect one of MT (thus satrapai kai hoi strategoi, as if srnym wsry). 

Hebrews So MT: h'brym. LXX, Syr. render the same reading as "(those) 
who cross over, advance," under the influence of v 2. 

He has been Cf. LXX. MT connects this more closely with the foregoing 
by inserting 'fr-thus, "Is this not David . . . who has been, etc.?" 

with us So LXX8 (meth' hemon = 'tnw), Syr., against MT 'ty, "with me." 
There is no basis for preference between these variants. 

now for some time We read zh ymym, lit. "now for days." MT (cf. LXX) 
has zh ymym 'w zh foym, lit. "now for days or now for years," thus displaying 
a conflate text preserving two synonymous expressions, viz. zh ymym and zh 
:fnym, artificially joined by the copulative 'w (which is not represented in 
LXX). See S. Talmon, "Double Readings in the Massoretic Text," in Textus l 
(Jerusalem: Magnes, 1960) l 71. 

from the day he defected to me until this day Reading mywm nplw '/y 
(w)'d hywm hzh with LXX<B>; cf. v 6. MT has suffered a haplography trig
gered by the similar sequences -lw and -ly and reads mywm nplw 'd hywm hzh, 
"from the day he defected until this day." 

4. Send the man back to the place So LXX8 • MT, LXXA, Syr.: "Send the 
man back and let him go back to the place .... " 

they told So LXX. MT: "the Philistine commanders told." 
and be an adversary in [our own] camp Cf. OL: ... consiliarius in castris 

nostris. We read w/' yhyh #n bml;mh on the basis of LXX<B> kai me ginestho 
epiboulos tes paremboles. MT has w/' yhyh lnw lS{n bmll;imh, "and (he will 
not) become an adversary to us in the battle.'' 
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6. you are a good man So LXX<BJ: agathos su = rwb 'th. MT confuses 
the conversation thoroughly by inserting I' (thus, I' fwb 'th, "you are not a good 
man"), so that David's questions in v 8 are pointless in MT. Both Achish and 
the Philistine lords (srnym) have found David worthy; it is the Philistine com
manders (.frym) who object to his participation (cf. v 9). 

8. What have 1 done? LXX adds "to you." Omit with MT. 
9. replied So LXX8 • MT, L:XXAL: "replied and said." 
that in my opinion you are a good man MT (cf. L:XXAL) has ky rwh 'th 

b'yny kml'k 'lhym, "that you are as good in my opinion as a messenger of 
God." This comparison is inappropriate here; it elsewhere applies to David as 
having the judicial insight of a divine being (II Sam 14: 17; 19: 28) . We omit 
kml'k 'lhym with L:XXB, 

10. MT has suffered a long haplography in this verse, and we read the text of 
L:XX(BJ: kai nyn orthrison to proi su kai hoi paides tou kyriou sou hoi 
hekontes meta sou kai poreuesthe eis ton topon hou katestesa hymas ekei kai 
logon Ioimon me thes en kardia sou hoti agathos su enopion mou kai orthrisate 
en te hodo kai photisato hymin kai poreuthete = w'th hSkm bbqr 'th w'bdy 
'dnyk 'sr b'w 'tk whlktm 'I hmqwm 'sr hpqdty 'tkm sm wdbr bly'l 'I tsm blbbk 
ky fwb 'th lpny whSkmtm bdrk w'wr lkm wlkw. MT has w'th hSkm bbqr w'bdy 
'dnyk 'sr b'w 'tk whSkmtm bbqr w'wr lkm wlkw, "Therefore, start early in the 
morning . . . and the servants of your master who have come with you. . . . 
So start early in the morning; and when you have light enough, go!" The his
tory of the corruption in MT may be reconstructed as follows: ( 1) bdrk be
came bbqr under the influence of the earlier bbqr; (2) a long haplography oc
curred from hSkm bbqr to whskmtm bbqr, which may have appeared 
immediately beneath it in the succeeding line; (3) the lost material was par
tially restored, w'bdy 'dnyk 'sr b'w 'tk being added from another MS. Other ex
planations are possible, but this one at least has the advantage of identifying a 
mechanism for the long omission and accounting for the loss of 'th. 

11. set out early MT, L:XXAL, Syr. add "in the morning." Omit with 
LXXD. 

to return to So MT: ISwb 'I. LXX, which has kai phylassein, evidently 
reads wlsmr ('t), "to watch over." 

NOTES 

29 1. Aphek. See the NOTE at 4:1. The notice in 28:4 to the effect that the 
Philistines were already encamped far to the N of Aphek at Shunem is difficult 
to reconcile with the present statement. Unless, as we have suggested, the 
episode recorded in 28: 3-25 is out of place (see the COMMENT there), we must 
suppose that the Philistines here mentioned are gathering at Aphek on their 
way up to join the main army at Shunem. 

the spring at Jezreel. The city of Jezreel, modem Zer'in, lay on the NW slope 
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of Mount Gilboa, fully 35-40 miles NE of Aphek. The spring is "probably ... 
the source of the Harod (the modern 'en jiilild), south-east of the city of 
Jezreel at the foot of Mount Gilboa where Gideon undertook his famous attack 
on the Midianite camp" (so Noth, History, 177-178). 

2. their hundreds and thousands. Their military units of smaller and larger 
size; see the NoTE at 4: 10. 

3. Hebrews. As Israelites are usually called in foreign speech; see the NOTES 
at 4:6 and 14:21. 

now for some time. Hebrew zeh yiimim; cf. II Sam 14:2; etc. 
defected. For niipal, "fall," in the sense of "fall away, defect," cf. II Kings 

7:4; 25:ll(bis) = Jer 52:15(bis); Jer 21:9; 37:13,14; 38:19; 39:9(bis); 
I Chron 12:20(bis) ,21 (English 12: 19,20). 

4. the place you assigned him. That is, Ziklag. Cf. 27:6 and 29:10; 30:1. 
go down. In v 9 "go up" is used instead (cf. v 11) and seems better, since in 

fact the Philistines are on their way up from the coastal plain into the bills of 
Samaria (cf. Driver). 

5. Exactly as in 21:12 (cf. 18:7). 
6-7. Achish reluctantly agrees to send David back to Ziklag, but he chooses 

his words carefully so as not to alienate his loyal (as he supposes) servant by 
seeming not to have his best interest at heart. David, he says, has the good 
opinion of the Philistine lords (cf. the NOTE at 5: 8) and should return home in 
order to avoid doing anything that might jeopardize that desirable situation. 

6. "As Yahweh lives." The oath formula itself is not unusual (cf. 14:39; etc.) 
... but surely Achish is no Yahwistl We must assume either that the Philistine 
king swears by David's god as a matter of courtesy or, more likely, that this is a 
slip on the part of our Yahwistic narrator. 

marched in and out. See the NOTE at 18:13. 
8. from the day I entered your service. Hebrew miyyom (so! cf. GK §130c) 

'ii:fer hiiyiti lepiinekii, lit. "from the day on which I was (first) before you." To 
be before someone is to be in full view and eligible for critical appraisal; as in 
3 : 1, for example, it also suggests a position of service (cf. also the NOTES on 
hithallek lipne, "walk before," at 2:30 and 12:2). 

the enemies of my lord, the king. The courteous phrases permit David a wry 
ambiguity of meaning. Achish assumes that he himself is the king referred to, 
but in David's own mind he is still loyal to Saul. It seems likely that the fears of 
the Philistine commanders (v 4) were well founded and that David is truly re
luctant to quit the march and Jose a chance to be "an adversary in [the Philis
tine] camp." 

10. base remarks. Hebrew debar beliyya'al, lit. "word(s) of worthlessness," 
which occurs elsewhere only in Ps 41:9(English 41:8) where, though the im
mediate context is obscure, the surrounding verses deal with slander and insult. 

you have done well in my service. Hebrew fob 'atta lepiinay, lit. "you have 
been good before me," to which compare vv 6,9 and the NOTE at v 8 above. 
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COMMENT 

Achish is fully persuaded of the loyalty of his Israelite vassal and so is 
perfectly willing to have David at his side as he takes the field against 
Saul. But "the Philistine commanders," the ranking generals, are not of 
the same opinion. They have been free of the spell of David's charm and 
are mindful of his old reputation as a Philistine killer (cf. I Chron 12: 20 
[English 12: 19]). So David finds himself excused from duty in the north
ern campaign and on the road back to Ziklag. 

This episode continues the story of David's Ziklag sojourn that was 
begun in 27:1-28:2. It makes it even more clear how thoroughly he has 
outwitted his Philistine host, who considers him loyal to Gath and com
pletely estranged from Israel (cf. 27: 12). His particular predicament here 
is posed by the coming battle with Saul: how can he participate without 
either fighting against his own countrymen or exposing to Achish his true 
loyalty? We cannot doubt what he had intended to do, for the sly irony in 
his expressed wish to "go out and fight against the enemies of my lord, the 
king," though it eludes Achish, is not lost on the audience (see the NoTE 
at v 8), and its import vindicates the suspicions of the Philistine generals. 
But fate, or rather Providence, intervenes, and David is set free from the 
predicament and sent back to Ziklag. What he finds there is the subject of 
the next section. 



XLIV. ZIKLAG AVENGED 
(30:1-31) 

30 1 On the third day, when David and his men reached Ziklag, 
some Amalekites, who had made a raid on the Negeb including 
Ziklag, had attacked Ziklag and set it aflame. 2 Of the women and ev
eryone else who was there, from the youngest to the oldest, they had 
killed no one; rather they had taken them prisoner and gone their 
way. 3 So when David and his men entered the city, it had been set 
aflame and their wives, sons, and daughters taken prisoner. 

4 David and the soldiers with him wept aloud until there was no 
strength for weeping left in them. 5 (Now David's two wives, Ahi
noam of Jezreel and Abigail, widow of Nabal of Carmel, had also 
been taken prisoner.) 6 David was in desperate straits, for the soldiers, 
each of whom was bitter on account of his sons and daughters, spoke 
of stoning him; but David strengthened himself in Yahweh, his god. 

7 "Bring me the ephod!" [he] said to Abiathar, the priest, Ahi
melech's son. 8 Then David inquired of Yahweh as follows: "Should I 
pursue this raiding party? Can I overtake them?" 

"Pursue!" he was told. "For you shall overtake them and you shall 
make the rescue!" 

9 So David and the six hundred men who were with him set out and 
came to the Wadi Besor. lOThen as David and four hundred men 
continued the pursuit, two hundred men, who were too exhausted to 
cross the Wadi Besor, stayed behind. 

11 They found an Egyptian in the open country and took him to 
David. They gave him food, and he ate; and they gave him water to 
drink. 12 They gave him a slice of fig cake; and as he ate his vitality 
returned, for he had neither eaten food nor drunk water for three 
days and three nights. 

13 Then David said to him, "To whom do you belong? Where are 
you from?" 

"I am an Egyptian lad," he said, "the slave of an Amalekite. My 
master left me behind three days ago, because I was ill. 14 We had 
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made a raid against the Negeb of the Cherethites and against that of 
Judah and against the Negeb of Caleb. Ziklag we had set aflame." 

15 Then David said to him, "Will you lead me to this raiding 
party?" 

"Swear to me by God," he said, "that you will not kill me or hand 
me over to my master, and I shall lead you to this raiding party!" · 

16 So he led him down, and there they were, lounging about all over 
the ground, eating, drinking, and celebrating amid all the vast plun
der they had taken from the land of the Philistines and the land of 
Judah. 17 David battered them from the first light of dawn until the 
evening of the next day. He put them to death, and none escaped ex
cept four hundred young men, who mounted camels and fled. 
18 David rescued all that the Amalekites had taken; his own two wives 
he also rescued. 19 None of them was missing from the youngest to the 
oldest, including both sons and daughters; and of the plunder and all 
that they had taken, David recovered everything. 20 He also took all 
the sheep and the cattle and drove them before him, and [his men] 
said, "This is David's plunder!" 

21 When David came to the two hundred men he had posted in the 
Wadi Besor because they had been too exhausted to follow [him], 
they came out to meet [him] and the soldiers that were with him and, 
as David approached with the soldiers, greeted them. 22 But in reply 
every evil and worthless one of the men who had gone with David 
said, "Since they did not join us in the chase, we shall not give them 
any of the plunder we recovered-except for each man's own wife 
and children: let them lead these away and go!" 

23 But David said, "Do not behave this way after what Yahweh has 
given us! Why, he has watched over us and delivered the raiding 
party that came against us into our power! 24 So who would listen to 
this proposal of yours? For the share of the man who stays by the gear 
will be the same as the share of the man who goes down into battle: 
they will share alike!" 25 And from that day on, he made it a statute 
and custom for Israel, [as it is] to this day. 

The Division of the Spoils 

26 After his return to Ziklag David dispatched portions of the plun
der to the elders of Judah city by city, saying, "This is from the plun
der of the enemies of Yahweh!" 27 [There were portions] for those in 
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Beth-zur, for those in Ramath-negeb, for those in Jattir, 28 for those 
in Ararah, for those in Siphmoth, for those in Eshtemoa, 29 for those 
in Carmel, for those in the cities of the Jerahmeelites, for those in the 
cities of the Kenizzites, 30for those in Hormah, for those in Bor
ashan, for those in Ether, 31 for those in Hebron, and alt the places 
that David and his men had frequented. 

30 1. Ziklag (1 ) 
on the Negeb. 

ward." 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

So MT. LXXCB>: keeila, "Keilah." 
So LXX (epi ton noton = 'l hngb). MT: 'l ngb, "south-

2. MT and LXXCB> are somewhat different, and our translation follows the 
latter. MT has, "And they had taken prisoner the women who were there; from 
the youngest to the oldest they had killed no one. Then they had led [them) off 
and gone their way." 

4. and the soldiers with him So MT: wh'm 'sr 'tw. LXX = w'nsyw, "and 
his men" (cf. vv 1,3). 

strength for weeping MT kl;i lbkwt. LXXL (cf. LXXB) = kl;i lbkwt 'wd, 
"strength for weeping any longer." 

7. At the end of the verse MT (cf. LXXAL) adds wygs 'bytr 't h'pd 'I dwd, 
"And Abiathar brought the ephod to David." Omit with LXXD. 

8. Should I pursue Reading h'rdp on the basis of LXXCB> ei katadioxo (cf. 
Driver). MT: 'rdp, "I shall pursue." 

9. six hundred So MT. LXXB: "four hundred." Cf. the Textual Note to 
23:13. 

At the end of the verse MT has whnwtrym 'mdw, "and those who remained 
stayed behind" (so also all versions). This is out of place at this point, antici
pating lOb. On the problems of these two verses see further Wellhausen, 
Stoebe. The extensive confusion exhibited by LXX in vv 9 and 10 must have 
developed partly out of uncertainty about the size of David's force (see the pre
ceding Textual Note) and partly out of the intrusion of these words. 

10. Then as David and four hundred men continued the pursuit So MT: 
wyrdp dwd hw' w'rb' m'wt 'ys. LXXCB> kai hoi perissoi edioxan en tetrakosiois 
andrasin seems to reflect whnwtrym rdpw b'rb' m'wt 'ys, "And those who 
remained pursued with four hundred men." 

who were too exhausted to cross the Wadi MT 'fr pgrw m'br (me'iibor) 't 
nfz/. . . . LXX CB> has hoitines ekathisan peran tou cheimarrou, apparently 
reflecting 'sr ysbw m'br (me'eber) nl;il ... , "who sat down on the other side 
of the Wadi ... " (preceded in LXXL by tou phylassein = lsmr; thus, "to 
guard those who lived on the other side of the Wadi ... "). 

11. and took him MT wyql;iw 'tw. LXX has kai lambanousen auton kai 
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agousin auton, "and seized him and led him," which seems to be a conflation of 
two translations of wyql;iw 'tw. 

to David LXX here adds en agro = bidh, "in the open country," a second 
time. Omit with MT. 

12. a slice of fig cake MT adds w.l'ny fmqym, "and two (bunches of) rai
sins" (so LXXL, Syr.; cf. LXXA). Omit with LXXB. 

14. against Reading 'l (LXX epi), which is omitted in MT. Cf. Driver. 
the Cherethites So MT: hkrty (LXXA tou cherethei). LXXB tou cholthei 

may show the influence of hplty, often associated with hkrty (II Sam 8:18; 
etc.). To LXXL tou chorrei, compare II Sam 20:23 (MT). 

Caleb MT klb (cf. LXXAL, Syr.). LXXB gelboue (as if "Gilboa") is an 
inner-Greek corruption. 

15. At the end of the verse LXXL adds "and he swore to him." Omit with 
LXXB, MT. 

16. So he led him down LXXB adds "there." Omit with MT, LXXL. 
and there they were, lounging about LXXBCct. L) has kai idou houtoi 

diakechymenoi = whnh hm nffym, perhaps correctly. MT: whnh nfsym. 
17. David battered them So MT: wykm dwd. LXX: kai elthen ep' autous 

daueid kai epataxen autous = wyb' 'lyhm dwd wykm, "David went against 
them and battered them." 

of the next day. He put them to death Reading (w)lml;irt wymytm on the 
basis of LXXL kai te(s) epaurion kai ethanatose(n). MT (cf. LXXB) has the 
anomalous reading lml;irtm, "of their (?) next day," evidently a corrupt con
densation of the reading of LXXL, perhaps by haplography from t to t. 

18. he . .. rescued So LXXB. MT: "David . .. rescued." 
19. This is the word order of MT. In LXXBCct. L) the words that appear as 

"including both sons and daughters; and of the plunder" here are transposed; 
thus, "None of them was missing from the youngest to the oldest and from 
spoil to sons and daughters and to all that they had taken: David recovered ev
erything." There is little basis for choosing between these arrangements; but as 
Driver points out, if we retain that of MT, we must move the Masoretes' dis
junctive accent (ziiqep) from wmS/l to wbnwt. 

20. He also took So LXXB. MT: "David also took." 
and drove them before him MT has nhgw lpny hmqnh hhw' "and they 

drove (them) before that property," viz. before the recovered property referred 
to in the previous verse. LXXB reflects wynhg lpny h.Sl/ ( emprosthen ton 
sky/On) wlSI/ hhw' (kai tois skylois ekeinois), that is (apart from the double 
reading), "and he drove them before the spoil." The differing objects of the 
preposition in the two versions are evidently explicating expansions, explaining 
(incorrectly) an original pronominal object (lpnyw, "before it, him[!)"; so 
Vulg.). LXXB has preserved the verbal form intact; in MT it has become 
plural by attraction to the following wy'mrw, "and they said" (see below). 
Thus read wynhg lpnyw. See also Wellhausen, Driver. 

and [his men] said So MT: wy'mrw, lit. "and they said," which is almost 
an impersonal construction. Cf. LXX: elegeto, "it was said." 

21. he had posted Reading wayyosibem with five MSS of MT and LXX<B> 
kai ekathisen autous in preference to MT wayyosibum, "they had posted." 
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as David approached with the soldiers So MT: wygs dwd 't h'm (though 
MT seems to misunderstand the 't; see below). LXX reflects wygs dwd 'd 
(heos) h'm, "as David approached toward the soldiers"; but as the first part of 
the verse indicates David is with "the soldiers" (h'm) already, not approaching 
them. 

greeted them , That is, those who had stayed behind greeted D'avid and the 
soldiers. Thus LXXB: kai erotesan auton ta eis eirenen = wys'lw lw /slwm, 
"(and they) greeted them." MT (cf. LXXL) wyS'l Ihm lslwm, "(and [the 
soldiers]) greeted them," arose from a misunderstanding of 't, "with," in the 
preceding clause: assuming that David was approaching the soldiers, it has 
made the soldiers the subject of the verb here. On v 21b in general, see also 
Driver. 

22. evil and worthless So MT, LXXL, OL. LXX8 : "worthless and evil." 
the men So MT. LXX: "the men, the warriors." 
they did not ;oin us in the chase So LXX: ou katedioxan meth' 

hemon = /' rdpw 'mnw, lit. "they did not chase with us." MT: l' hlfcw 'my, "they 
did not go with me." 

23. after what Yahweh has given us Comparison of the witnesses yields no 
fully satisfactory reading. MT has 'by 't 'sr ntn yhwh lnw, " ... my brothers! 
That which Yahweh has given us .... "This leaves "That which Yahweh has 
given us" isolated, unless we understand it as the object of /' t'sw, "Do not be
have this way, do not do so" (Hertzberg); thus, "Do not do so, my brothers, 
with that which Yahweh has given us"; but good parallels for such a use of 'sh 
do not exist So if MT is retained, some kind of anacoluthon must be assumed 
(" ... my brothers! That which Yahweh has given us- Why, he has ... "); cf. 
Stoebe. LXX has meta to paradounai ton kyrion hemin = 'bry 'sr ntn yhwh 
lnw, which we have followed Wellhausen in translating, "after what Yahweh 
has given us"; but admittedly the more natural rendering of this is "after Yah
weh has given us ... " calling for an object for ntn. The latter is supplied by 
LXXL as tous hypenantious, "the adversaries," and (alternatively) by some 
modern scholars as hysw'h, "the victory"; but neither the ancient nor the mod
ern addition inspires confidence, 

24. this proposal of yours At this point LXXB<ct. L) adds hoti ouch hetton 
(hettous) hymon eisin, "for they are not inferior to you" (perhaps, ky I' f'r[ym] 
mkm [hmh]). We have omitted these words as expansive (so MT), though the 
possibility of haplography exists (from hzh ky l' to hmh ky kblq). 

25. he made it So MT: wysmh. LXX reflects wyhy, "it became," 
to which MT is to be preferred as lectio difjicilior. 

26. city by city Conjectural. MT has /r'hw (cf. GK §91k), "to his neigh
bors" (LXX "and to his neighbors"), which we assume to have been an early 
corruption of l'ryw, lit. "according to its (Judah's) cities" ( *l'ryw > lr'yw [cf. 
LXX] > lr'hw). 

"This is from the plunder of the enemies of Yahweh" Reading hnh mSll 
'yby yhwh with LXX1'. MT (cf. LXXAL, OL): hnh /km brkh mSll 'yby yhwh, 
"Here is a gift for you from the plunder of the enemies of Yahweh!" The 
originality of the longer reading could be argued on the assumption of hap
lography in the Vorlage of LXXB from hnh to brkh. 
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27. Beth-zur So UQ{B: haithsour = byt ,)"Wr. MT (so UO(ALm••) has byt 
'l, "Bethel"; though it is not impossible that there was a town in Judah by this 
name, Beth-zur is quite at home in this list. See the NoTE. 

Ramath-negeb Reading rmt ngb for MT rmwt ngb, "Ramoth-negeb"; cf. 
LXX and Josh 19:8 (MT). 

Jattir So MT: ytr. LXXB: geththor. 
28. Ararah MT has 'aro'er, "Aroer," showing the influence of the name of 

the well-known Transjordanian city (Num 32:34; etc). The original of the 
name of the Judahite city is shown to have been 'r'rh by ( 1) its identification as 
'd'dh (MT; LXXB arouel) in Josh 15:22, (2) the evidence of LXXB in the 
present passage, where the reading of MT (aroer) is conflated with ammadei, 
which Wellhausen has shown to be a corrupt reflection of 'r'rh, and (3) the 
modern name, 'Ar'arah (see the NOTE). 

Siphmoth ... Eshtemoa MT: spmwt .•. 'stm'. LXX:B in vv 28,29 + 
seems to have a triple rendering of these two names as ( 1) saphei and estheie, 
(2) geth and keimath, and (3) saphek and theimath. The expanded list is 
missing from LXX:AL and 4QSam•. 

29. Carmel So LXX: karmelO = krml. MT: rkl. 
the Jerahmeelites So MT: hyr}:im'ly (cf. LXXA ieramelei). LXXBL; tou 

israel, "Israel." 
the Kenizzites As in 27:10 MT has hqyny, "the Kenites," while LXX<B> 

preserves the correct reading ( tou kenezei = hqnzy) , now confirmed by 
4QSam• hqni.y. 

30. Hormah 
Bor-ashan 

MT J:iorma. LXXB: ieremouth. UO{L: erma. 
MT: bwr 'Jn. In LXX this has been transformed into the famil-

iar name "Beersheba." 
Ether MT has 'tk; but such a place name occurs only here, and 'tr is asso

ciated with 'fo in Josh 15:42 (where LXXB has ithak) and 19:7. The repre
sentations of LXX at this point are perplexing: LXXB noo; LXXL nageb; 
LXXMSS nombe. 

NOTES 

30 1. In the past Ziklag provided David with a base of operations against the 
Amalekites (27:8), the archetypal bandits of biblical tradition (see the NoTE 
at 14:48). Now the Amalekites have returned the favor, raiding in the Negeb 
(cf. the NOTE at 27:10) in David's absence and burning his unguarded city. 

5. We were prepared for this by the notice in 27:3b. On Ahinoam and 
Abigail see also 25:43-44 and the NoTEs there. 

6. David was in desperate straits. Hebrew watte~er lediiwid me'od, lit. "And it 
was very narrow for David," exactly as in Judg 10:9; cf. Gen 32:8(English 
32:7); Judg 2:15; II Sam 13:2; Job 20:22. Cf. GK §144b. 

was bitter. Hebrew miird nepd, on which see 1:10 and esp. 22:2 and the 
NOTE there. 
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David strengthened himself in Yahweh. That is, he met the crisis of 
confidence caused by the raid by enlisting the authority of the divine oracle, 
though Hertzberg is probably correct to insist that this "does not mean that his 
trust is merely in an inquiry of the holy oracle" but in the good offices of Y ah
weh in general. "Strengthen oneself" (hit/;lazzeq) may carry implications both 
of taking courage (see the NOTE at 4:9) and of consolidating one's postion 
vis-a-vis some group of people (II Sam 3:6); cf. also the NoTE at 23:16. 

7. the ephod. On the ephod as an instrument of divination, see the NoTE ,at 
14:3. 

Abiathar. The Elide priest who has been with David since the Nob massacre; 
see 22:20-23 (cf. 23:6). 

9-10. the Wadi Besor. The first prominent wadi SW of Tell esh-Sheri'iih (an
cient Ziklag) is the Wadi Ghazzeh, into which the Wadi esh-Sheri'iih itself 
drains. The former was identified with the Wadi Besor by those who took Tell 
el-Khuweilfeh to be the site of Ziklag (see the NOTE at 27:6), partly on the 
grounds that a hard journey of 25 miles-the distance between Tell el-Khuweil
feh and the Wadi Ghazzeh-would have certainly sufficed to exhaust a third of 
David's companions. Tell esh-Sheri'iih is much closer to the Wadi Ghazzeh, 
12-15 miles at the most; but David's men were traveling fast and probably had 
not stopped to rest in Ziklag after the return journey from Aphek. Accordingly, 
the Wadi Ghazzeh remains a likely candidate for identification as the Wadi 
Besor. 

14. the Negeb of the Cherethites. On the Negeb and its districts, including 
that of Judah, see the NOTE at 27: 10. The Cherethites (hakkereti) were identi
cal to or at least closely associated with the Philistines (cf. Ezek 25: 16; Zeph 
2: 5) , and in view of the Aegean origins of the latter (see the NOTE at 4: 1 ) we 
are justified in relating "Cherethite" to "Cretan." The Cretan Negeb, then, was 
that part of the southern desert controlled by the Philistines or, perhaps, a sub
division of it in the vicinity of Ziklag. The presence later on in King David's 
army of a contingent of Cherethites, who showed a particular loyalty that con
tinued into Solomon's reign, suggests that David won their allegiance decisively 
in his days at Ziklag (cf. II Sam 8:18 [=I Chron 18:17); 15:18; 20:7,23; I 
Kings 1:38,44). 

the Negeb of Caleb. This must refer to the desert around Hebron, the 
Calebite capital (see the NOTE at 25:3), a subdivision presumably of the Negeb 
of the Kenizzites (see the NOTE at 27:10). 

16. celebrating. Hebrew l:zogegim, which would ordinarily mean "making a 
pilgrimage" or "having a pilgrims' festival," which is out of the question here. 
Driver: "It is best to acquiesce in the cautious judgment of Noldeke ... who 
declares that he cannot with certainty get behind the idea of a festal gathering 
for the common Semitic /:ziig. Here then the meaning will be 'behaving as at a 
l:ziig or gathering of pilgrims,' i.e. enjoying themselves merrily." 

17. the first light of dawn. Hebrew hanneiep, usually "twilight," but with the 
present sense in Job 7:4 and Ps 119:147 (BDB) and commonly in Postbiblical 
Hebrew (Jastrow, 941). 

21. the two hundred men. Cf. v 10 and the NoTE at 9-10 above. 
23-25. A custom current in the writer's own day is traced back to the youth 
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of David: "the share of the man who stays by the gear [is] the same as the 
share of the man who goes down into battle." The reasoning is characteristic of 
the Israelite ideology of warfare. Victory belongs to Yahweh alone. No man, 
therefore, whatever his contribution to the battle, has any claim over another; 
all share the spoils alike (cf. Deut 20:14). 

26-31. David distributes the spoil among a number of larger and smaller 
cities in the vicinity around and to the S of Hebron. The gifts are of "plunder 
of the enemies of Yahweh," the god of Israel, and so will serve not only to bind 
this territory to the person of David but also to the political entity known as Is
rael. These events, therefore, look ahead to David's assumption of kingship at 
Hebron in II Sam 2: 1-4 and finally to his unification of north and south into 
one nation with a common loyalty. See also the COMMENT. 

27. Beth-z.ur. An old Calebite town (cf. I Chron 2:45) in the Judean hills 
(Josh 15:58). The name is preserved in that of the modem village of Beit Sur, 
from which the site of the ancient city is a few hundred yards away at Khirbet 
et-Tubeiqah, ca. 4 miles N of Hebron. 

Ramath-negeb. The site of the southern Ramah, also known as Baalath-beer 
(Josh 19: 8), is unknown. 

Jattir. A Levitical city (Josh 21: 14; cf. I Chron 6:42[English 6:57]) in the 
Judean hills (Josh 15:48); the site is Khirbet 'Attir, ca. 12 miles SSW of 
Hebron. 

28. Ararah. See the Textual Note. Ararah was a village in the Negeb of 
Judah (Josh 15:22, where 'r'rh is to be read for 'd'dh), ca. 12 miles SE of 
Beersheba. The modern town is called 'Ar'arah. 

Siphmoth. The city is not mentioned elsewhere (cf. I Chron 27:27), and the 
site is unknown. 

Eshtemoa. A Levitical city (Josh 21:14; cf. I Chron 6:42[English 6:57]) 
in the Judean hills (Josh 15: 50); the modem site is es-Semii'a, ca 8 miles S 
of Hebron near Carmel and Maon. 

29. Carmel. Modem Tell el-Kirmil, ca. 7 miles S of Hebron. See the NoTEs 
at 15:12; 25:2a. 

the cities of the Jerahmeelites. The region S of Beersheba? Cf. the NoTE at 
27:10. 

the cities of the Kenizzites. The vicinity of Hebron and Debir; see the NoTE 
at 27:10. 

30. Hormah. Though formally assigned to Simeon (Josh 19:4) Hormah, like 
nearby Ziklag, finds its place in the Judean cities list as belonging to the Negeb 
province (Josh 15: 30) ; the location of the site is uncertain. 

Bor-ashan. Also known simply as "Ashan," modem Khirbet 'Asan, a few 
miles NW of Beersheba. Bor-ashan was a Levi ti cal city of Judah (Josh 21 : 16 
LXX8 ) in the Shephelah (Josh 19:7; cf. 15:42). 

Ether. See the Textual Note. Another village in the Shephelah (Josh 19:7; 
cf. 15:42), Ether lay ca. 15 miles NW of Hebron; the modem site is Khirbet 
el-'Ater. 

31. Hebron. The major city of the region and the old Calebite capital (see 
the NOTE at 25: 3), Hebron will be the place where David is first proclaimed 
king (II Sam 2: 1-4) and his capital before the capture of Jerusalem. 
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COMMENT 

A woeful sight awaits David and his men on their return from the north
ern march of the Philistines. Their city is in flames and their wives and 
children have been carried away by Amalekite raiders. The grief-stricken 
soldiers are at the point of putting David to death out of bitterness and de
spair, but he maintains control and organizes a forced march in pursuit of 
the plunderers. Gradually they overtake their quarry and guided by an 
Egyptian slave whom the Amalekites had left for dead, come upon them 
carousing amid the booty at the end of the day. The next evening, after a 
long and bloody fight, most of the enemy lie dead, and the plunder of 
Ziklag-wives, children and property-is recovered in full along with the 
rest of the Amalekites' ill-gotten property as a bonus. The latter is partly 
divided among David's men and partly dispatched to the elders of the var
ious cities and regions of southern Judah. 

Here as in the Keilah episode (23:1-13) David appears as a kind of 
unofficial policeman or protector of Judah. By punishing Amalek, Judah's 
old nemesis, he has avenged not only Ziklag but also the other towns of 
the Negebs of the Cherethites, of Judah, and of Caleb (v 14 )-wherever 
the Amalekites were in the habit of making their raids. Moreover, he uses 
his successes to enrich the people of southern and southwestern Judah (vv 
26-31). Indeed the entire Ziklag pericope may be said to demonstrate a 
historical basis for a bond between David and the people of the Judahite 
Negeb as surely as the preceding stories do for the Wilderness of Judah 
and specifically the area east of Hebron. Taken together these materials 
prepare us for II Sam 2: 1-4, the proclamation of David as king of Judah 
in Hebron. 

In the larger narrative this episode also provides further illustration of 
David's successes and further contrast of his career with that of Saul. For 
Saul the oracle of Yahweh, which guides David here (vv 7-8), has now 
become silent as illustrated by the account of the seance at En-dor, which 
seems originally to have followed the present episode (see the COMMENT 
on 28: 3-25). According to the present, prophetically revised arrangement 
of the story, however, the report of Saul's death follows immediately. 
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XLV. THE DEATH OF SAUL 
(31:1-13) 

31 1 The Philistines fought with Israel, and as the men of Israel fled 
before [them], falling wounded on Mount Gilboa, 2 tlie Philistines 
overtook Saul and his sons. [They] cut down Jonathan, Abinadab, 
and Malchishua, Saul's sons. 

3 The battle raged on against Saul. The archers found him with 
their bows, and he was wounded in the belly. 4 So [he] -said to his 
weapon-bearer, "Draw your sword and run me through with it, lest 
these uncircumcised come and have their way with me!" But his 
weapon-bearer was unwilling, for he was greatly afraid; so Saul took 
the sword himself and fell upon it. 5 When his weapon-bearer saw that 
Saul was dead, he too fell upon his sword and died with him. 6 So 
Saul, his three sons, and his weapon-bearer died together on that day. 
7 When the men of Israel who were on the other side of the Valley 
(and on the other side of the Jordan) saw that the men of Israel had 
fled and that Saul and his sons were dead, they deserted their cities 
and fled, and Philistines came and occupied them. 

s On the following day when the Philistines came to strip the slain, 
they found Saul and his three sons fallen on Mount Gilboa. 9 They 
stripped off his armor and had the good news carried throughout the 
land of the Philistines to their idols and people. 10 They deposited his 
armor in the house of Astarte; his corpse they nailed to the wall of 
Beth-shan. 

11 When the inhabitants of J abesh-gilead heard what the Philistines 
had done to Saul, 12 all their warriors arose, traveled all night long, 
took Saul's corpse and the corpses of his sons from the wall of Beth
shan, and brought them to Jabesh, where they burned them. 13 They 
took their bones and buried them under the tamarisk in J abesh and 
fasted seven days. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

31 1-13. The account of Saul's death that appears here is duplicated in I 
Chron 10: 1-12. The present translation is based upon a text established by 
comparison of the direct witnesses to I Sam 31:1-13 only; but as the following 
Textual Notes show, the text of the synoptic passage in I Chronicles 10 seems 
to hark back to a shorter, more primitive version of the account at many 
points. 

1. fought We read nlflmw with LXX (epolemoun), as in I Chron 10:1 
(MT). Here MT has nlflmym. Contrast Hertzberg. 

the men of Israel fled MT: wyn.nv 'nfy ysr'l. I Chron 10: 1: wyns 'ys ysr'l. 
Gilboa MT (cf. LXXB): hglb'. I Chron 10:1: glb' (cf. LXXL in the pres

ent passage). So also v 8. 
2. overtook Saul and his sons So MT (cf. LXX): wydbqw (reading 

wayyadbiqil for MT wayyadbeqil [cf. Judg 18:22]; but see GK §53n for par
allels to the Masoretic vocalization) ... 't s'wl w't bnyw. I Chron 10:2: 
wydbqw ... 'flry S'wl w'.flry bnyw, " •.• pursued Saul and his sons closely." 

Abinadab So MT ('byndb). LXXB has ionadab, "Jonadab," which appears 
nowhere else as the name of a son of Saul. See also the first Textual Note to 
14:49. 

Saul's sons So MT, I Chron 10:2. LXX<BJ: "Saul's son." 
3. The archers • . . with their bows Both MT and LXX have "the archers, 

men with the bow" (hmwrym 'nfym bqst), a conflation of variants. We read 
hmwrym bqst (as in I Chron 10:3). Cf. Stoebe. 

and he was wounded in the belly So LXXB, which reads kai etraumatisthe 
eis ta hypochondria, reflecting wyfll (wayye.flel) bflm:f (so Budde; the Hebrew 
correspondent seems impossible to determine with certainty). MT (cf. I Chron 
10:3) has wyfll (wayyiiflel) mhmwrym, "and he writhed in fear of the 
archers." 

4. come and have their way with me MT, LXXB: "come and run me 
through and have their way with me." The expression "and run me through" is 
out of place here and should be omitted; so I Chron 10:4. 

5. with him Omitted in I Chron 10:5, probably reflecting an original read
ing. 

6. This verse appears in the various witnesses as follows: 

MT: wymt S'wl wslst bnyw wnf 
klyw gm kl 'nfyw 

LXXB: wymt S'wl wSUt bnyw wnf 
klyw 

I Chron 10:6: wymt s'wl wSISt bnyw 

bywm hhw' yfldw 

bywm hhw' y.fldw 
wkl bytw yfldw mtw. 

Our translation reflects the text of LXX», to which MT adds gm kl 'n.fyw, "in
deed, all his men," in its list of the slain (so LXX AL) • I Chron 10: 6 points to 
an early reading which lacked the expansions wnf klyw, "and his weapon-
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bearer," and bywm hhw', "on that day"; but I Chron 10:6 itself expands y/.ldw, 
"together," into a clause reading wkl bytw y/.ldw mtw, "and all his house to
gether were dead." Thus a primitive form of the present verse, not recon
structible from the evidence of I Sam 31 :6 alone, may have been: wymt s'wl 
wslst bnyw y/.ldw, "So Saul and his three sons died together." 

·1. the men of Israel MT (cf. LXX): 'nfy y.fr'l. I Chron 10:7: kl 'ys ysr'l, 
"all the men of Israel." 

who were on the other side of the Valley (and on the other side of the.Jor
dan) I Chron 10:7 has only 'sr b'mq, "who were in the Valley"; but I Sam 
31:7 reads: 'sr b'br h'mq w'sr b'br hyrdn (so MT; cf. LXXB). It is possible 
that 'sr b'br h'mq, "who were on the other side of the Valley," is original (from 
this ':fr b'mq could plausibly arise), but w'sr b'br hyrdn, "and on the other side 
of the Jordan," is unquestionably expansive. The reading of L:XXA, "who were 
on the other side of the Jordan," is the result of haplography in a Greek MS 
tradition which originally had the longer reading of MT, LXXB. 

that the men of Israel had fled Though MT and LXX make the subject ex
plicit ('n:fy ysr'l; cf. I Chron 10:7 [LXX] = y.fr'l), I Chron lO:T(MT) has ky 
nsw, "that they had fled," probably a primitive reading. 

their cities So LXX (tas poleis auton), I Chron 10:7 ('ryhm). MT: h'rym, 
"the cities." 

and occupied them So MT: wysbw bhn. I Chron 10:7 has wysbw bhm, 
which can only mean "and dwelt with them." 

8. and his three sons I Chron 10:8 omits "three," but the expansion is 
present in all witnesses to I Sam 31: 8. 

9. They stripped off his armor We read wypfyfw 't klyw. In all versions 
there is reference to Saul's beheading as well, but its variety of form and loca
tion show it to be secondary (under the influence of 17:51?) . The verses that 
follow do not assume that Saul was beheaded (except I Chron 10: 10; see 
below). MT: wykrtw 't r'sw wypfy!w 't klyw, "They cut off his head and 
stripped off his armor"; I Chron 10:9: wypfyfwhw wy.fw 't r'sw w't klyw, 
"They stripped him and carried off his head and his armor"; LXXB: kai apo
strephousin auton kai exedysan ta skeue autou, "And they brought him back 
and stripped off his armor," which in L:XXL reads kai apokephalizousin, etc., 
"And they beheaded him, etc." 

and had the good news carried That is, "and sent to gladden with the tid
ings": wysl/.lw ... lbSr. This corresponds to the consonantal text of MT, the 
first part of which, however, should be vocalized wayyiSle/.lu in preference to 
MT way:falle/.lu ("and sent [Saul's head and armor] ... "). Cf. Driver. 

their idols So LXX, I Chron 10:9. We read 't 'fbyhm as object of lbsr 
(thus lit. "to gladden their idols with the tidings"). MT has byt 'fbyhm, "the 
house of their idols." 

10. the house of Astarte We read byt 'strt, probably the original of LXX 
to astarteion, "the Astarteion." MT has byt 'strwt, "the house of As
tartes/ (foreign) goddesses." I Chron 10: 10: byt 'lhyhm, "the house of their 
gods." 

his corpse So MT: gwytw (cf. LXX). I Chron 10:10: glgltw, "his 
skull/ head." 
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they nailed All versions read tq'w, which refers to striking with sharp 
blows and often specifically to driving nails or pegs, where the object fastened 
in place is direct object (Gen 31 : 25, a tent) . So there seems to be no need to 
perpetuate the old suggestion of P. A. de Lagarde (so Wellhausen, Driver) to 
read hq'w (cf. II Sam 21:6,13), "they exposed(?)/crucified(?)," without tex
tual support (cf. Mendenhall, Tenth Generation, 117 and n. 50, who proposes a 
revocalization of taqe'u as toql'u, "an archaic 3 pl impf. form with prefonna
tive t- instead of y-"; but this does not meet the tense requirements of the sen
tence and seems less likely still). The present reading accords perfectly with the 
notice in II Sam 21: 12 that Saul's corpse was among those "hung" (tl[']wm) 
by the Philistines in Beth-shan plaza. 

to the wall of Beth-shan So MT (cf. LXX) : bl;iwmt byt Sn; cf. II Sam 
21:12. Here (and below) I Chron 10 is different, reading byt dgwn, "in the 
house of Dagon." 

11. the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead So Mf, LXX. I Chron 10: 11: "all 
J abesh-gilead." 

heard MT, LXXAL add 'lyw, "of it(?)," or perhaps (= 'lyw) "concern
ing it/him." Omit with LXXB (cf. I Chron 10:11). 

what MT (cf. LXX): 't 'Jr, "that which." I Chron 10: 11: 't kl ':fr, "every
thing which." 

12. took MT (cf. LXX): wyql;iw. I Chron 10: 12: wys'w, "(and) carried 
off." 

corpse . . . corpses Mf has gewiyyat .•• gewiyyot, but the word used in I 
Chron 10: 12, viz. gupat . .. gupot, appears nowhere else in the Hebrew Bible 
and is likely to have been original, replaced in I Sam 31 : 12 by a more familiar 
term (under the influence of v 10?) that was graphically quite similar. 

of his sons So MT. LXX<BJ "of Jonathan, his son" shows correction to II 
Sam 21:12. 

from the wall of Beth-shan Lacking in I Chronicles 10. 
and brought them Vocalizing wyb'w as wayyabi'u in preference to 

wayyabO'Ct, "and came," as in MT. The object is understood. I Chron 10:2 
(cf. LXX8 in the present passage) has wyby'wm, which eliminates the am
biguity and renders the object explicit. 

where they burned them Mf: wysrpw 'tm sm, lit. "and they burned them 
there." Lacking in I Chron 10: 12, and the notice probably arose secondarily 
and late. 

13. They took their bones and buried them The text reads wyql;iw 't 
'imtyhm wyqbrw (so MT, LXX). I Chron 10:12b preserves a shorter version: 
wyqbrw 'imtyhm, "They buried their bones." 

the tamarisk So Mf (cf. LXX): h'sl. I Chr 10:12b has h'lh, "the 
terebinth," a far more frequently mentioned tree and therefore less likely to 
have been original to the account. 
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NOTES 

31 1. Mount Gilboa. The site of the Israelite camp; see 28:4 and the NoTE 
there. 

2. On Saul's sons, see the NOTE at 14:49. 
4-5. Contrast this account of Saul's death to that given David by the 

Amalekite in II Sam 1 :6-10. The easiest and most popular explanation of the 
discrepancy is that the A.malekite is lying in an attempt to gain favor with 
David. 

4. and have their way with me. Hebrew wehit'allelu bi, on which see the 
NoTE at 6:6. Saul is afraid of being tortured before he dies. 

7. on the other side of the Valley. That is, of the Valley of Jezyeel. The no
tice refers to the Israelites who lived N of Jezreel in the southern reaches of the 
Galilean hills. The additional comment to the effect that Transjordanian people 
were also involved seems to be secondary (see the Textual Note). 

10. the house of Astarte . . . of Beth-shan. Beth-shan was an old Canaanite 
city, here under Philistine control, guarding the E end of the Valley of Jezreel 
(cf. Josh 17: 16); the modem site is Tell el-l:Iu~n. and the name is preserved in 
that of a nearby village called Beisan. "The house of Astarte" mentioned here 
evidently refers to the temple of the principal goddess of Beth-shan (since "As
tarte" might be used in reference to any foreign goddess, as pointed out in the 
NoTE at 7:4), whose name seems to have been "Antit" or perhaps "Anat" (cf. 
G. M. Fitzgerald, "Beth-shean," in AOTS, 184-196). To the deposit of Saul's 
armor in a temple, cf. 21 :9-10. 

11-13. The people of Jabesh-gilead now find their chance to render kindness 
for kindness to Saul, who rescued them from disgrace and slavery at the begin
ning of his career (10: 27b - 11 : 15). But Jabesh will not be the final resting 
place for the bones of Saul and Jonathan: see the grim story of the Gibeonites' 
vengeance in II Sam 21: 1-4, esp. 12-14. 

11. Jabesh-gilead. See the NOTE at 10:27b. 
13. the tamarisk. See the NOTE at 22:6. 

COMMENT 

The report of Saul's death is remarkable for its lack of finality. To be sure, 
Saul is gone now-and also Jonathan, his heir-and the Gibeah episode 
in the history of the Israelite monarchy is over forever. But the new king is 
not yet on the throne, and an atmosphere of incompleteness surrounds the 
account of the battle of Mount Gilboa and its aftermath. The larger narra-
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tive to which this passage belongs has, as we have seen, two major themes, 
viz. the demise of Saul and the rise of David. Only the former is com
pleted now. Several more chapters (II Samuel 1-5[7]) will be required to 
finish the whole (see LITERARY HISTORY in the Introduction). 

The details of the present episode contribute to the atmosphere of in
completeness. The political consequences of the Philistine victory are such 
that northern Israel is left in an intolerable condition of military occupa
tion (v 7). We are forced to look ahead for consolation to the successful 
and liberating Philistine wars of David described in II Sam 5: 17-25. The 
kindness of the Jabeshites recorded here in vv 11-13 looks back to Saul's 
liberation of Jabesh in 10: 27b - 11 : 15 but also specifically ahead to the 
account of the Gibeonites' revenge in II Sam 21 (see the NoTE at 11-13 
above). But most especially the report made here leaves entirely un
touched the question of the succession to the throne of Israel. It is not 
the answer to this question that is in doubt-David will become king
but the particular way in which the issue will be resolved. This resolution 
begins when the news of Saul's death is brought to Ziklag in the episode 
that follows. 
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